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P r eface
This is the second of a four-volume study that presents the story of the origins
and development of the Prussian Lutheran liturgy. The subject of this volume is
the story of the worship life of the Prussian Church during the age of Pietism and
Enlightenment. This includes a record of the attempts to unite Lutherans and the
Reformed in Prussia into a single Protestant church based on the model of the
Church of England. Initially, it was the thought of the monarch and his ecclesiastical subordinates that the best model for this union was the Church of England
which encompassed in a single body of clergy and congregations several different theological schools. The one thing that all Anglican churches had in common
was the uniform use of the Book of Common Prayer which each clergyman could
interpret in a manner agreeable to its own particular theological position. The
king imagined that a similar program could be developed in Prussia by providing a single liturgy that was doctrinally broad and vague as to be acceptable to
both Lutherans and Reformed. The study describes the rather reserved English
response to the union plans.
Prussian Pietism and its effects on the Lutheran liturgy through the expression
of the uniquely Pietist theology and practices of the Halle group are examined,
along with a description of the rapid spread of the Francke-type Pietism throughout the realm. The Pietist criticism of external worship practices over against its
own insistence that the one thing needful is the conversion of the heart, together
with Pietist criticisms and their effects on the liturgical policies during the reign
of King Friedrich Wilhelm I, is examined. The important influence of the Pietists
on catechesis, aimed at conversion rather than the assimilation of the knowledge
of doctrine, and the influences of Pietism on the introduction of the new liturgical
rite of confirmation and subsequent reforms of the divine services in Prussia, are
described, as is also the king’s systematic abolition of external church ceremonies
traditionally used by Lutherans.
The effects on liturgical worship by the rising spirit of Enlightenment, which
followed in the wake of Pietism, particularly during the reign of Friedrich II,
who was a staunch advocate of Enlightenment, is described. Surveyed as well
are the neological liturgies which spread rapidly throughout Prussia by the end
of the eighteenth century, and the reception of such liturgies imported from the
non-Prussian lands is examined. Special attention is given to the 1788 religious
edict which attempted to halt, and succeeded for a time in halting, the spread of
neology in Prussia. Considered here are the provisions of the 1788 edict and the
responses both from within the church and the university, the implementation of
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Wöllner’s program throughout the land, and the edict’s negligible effects on the
life of the church, its doctrinal position, and its liturgical worship.
It is the hope of the author that the reader will find this work both informative
and stimulating, especially since it proposes to describe a protracted theological
and liturgical struggle in that church which in the early days of the nineteenth
century was the largest Lutheran Church in the world.
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1 . A tte m pts t o Un i te L u t h e r ans and
Ref o r m ed i n P r u ss i a o n t h e B as i s o f
t h e M o del o f t h e C h u r c h o f E n g land
Friedrich III succeeded his father as Elector of Brandenburg and Duke of Prussia
on April 29, 1688. In his own mind, he maintained the fiction that the Lutherans and
Reformed were not two separate churches but simply two sister branches of one
Protestant church which needed to be encouraged to draw more closely together
until all that separated them was overcome. He was encouraged in pursuit of this
goal by his notions concerning the Church of England which he saw to be united
in its ecclesiastical polity and its form of worship but which otherwise allowed for
a great measure of theological latitude and opposing ecclesiastical parties. In the
Church of England, men of widely divergent theological views were united in one
church under one monarch who was described as the “Defender of the Faith.”
An important factor, which Prussian monarchs would earnestly exploit for
their own purposes, asserted itself early in the reign of Friedrich III. A new religious movement spread within the Lutheran Church in Brandenburg-Prussia
which no longer showed much interest in doctrinal theology but which was more
concerned with the deepening of one’s personal spiritual life and the sanctification of life through inwardness and personal piety. Its popular name was Pietism.
In 1694, Friedrich III established a new University at Halle. To it, August Hermann Francke was called as professor of Greek and Oriental languages. It was
through his efforts that Halle University became the nerve center of Pietism and
its intellectual focal point. Its growth would influence eighteenth-century ecclesiology and reduce outward differences between Lutheranism and the Reformed.
Friedrich III intended to continue his father’s policies concerning closer relations between the Lutheran and Reformed Churches. Looking forward, Friedrich
III envisioned the building of new churches in Berlin and Charlottenburg which
would be used simultaneously by Lutheran and Reformed congregations. He
nourished a dream that a union between Lutherans and the Reformed was possible and should be brought to pass in his days, and in 1694 he issued his personal
confession of faith (Gewissenhaftes Glaubensbekenntnis) which spoke of Luther and
Calvin as “brothers-in-arms” together doing the work of the Lord.1 Such a notion was clearly evident at his coronation in 1701, when Leopold I, Archduke of
Austria and the Holy Roman Emperor, allowed Friedrich III to crown himself as
“King in Prussia.” This made it necessary that a bishop or bishops should invest
Friedrich III with this office, but neither the Reformed nor the German Lutherans
1
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had retained the episcopacy. He decided
to exercise his summus episcopus authority, declaring two prominent churchmen,
one Reformed and one Lutheran, to be
bishops whose sole purpose would be to
invest him in his new office. He chose for
this purpose Benjamin Ursinus von Bär,
court preacher and member of a distinguished Reformed family whose ancestor
Zacharias Ursinus had been the compiler
of the Heidelberg Catechism. As Lutheran
bishop, he chose Bernhard von Sanden
Sr., the chief professor of the theological
faculty at the University of Königsberg.
They obligingly anointed him on the
forehead and the heart in the Königsberg
Castle Church on January 18, 1701. He
was publicly named “Friedrich I, King
in Prussia” to indicate that as far as the
empire was concerned, he was king only Ceremony of anointing, coronation, and
in Prussia but not in Brandenburg or any- enthronement of Brandenburg Elector
Friedrich III as King Friedrich I in Prussia
where else in the Holy Roman Empire.2
at the Königsberg Castle Church on
The participation of two “bishops” January 18, 1701. The king is anointed by
in this rite might give the impression Reformed Bishop Benjamin Ursinus von
Bär and Lutheran Bishop Bernhard von
that there were in Prussia two Protest- Sanden. Engraving, “Die Königl. Preüssische
ant churches of equal or similar size and Salbung,” by Johann Friedrich von Eosander,
importance. This was clearly not the case. c. 1717 (Leibniz-Institut für Länderkunde e.V.,
Leipzig / Wikimedia Commons).
The people of Brandenburg-Prussia and
other Prussian territories were overwhelmingly Lutheran.
By the early days of the seventeenth century, the Reformed Church in the realm
was able to establish itself chiefly in the western Prussian territories. Elsewhere,
the total number of Reformed congregations remained small. The community
gained some significant growth during the reign of Electors Friedrich Wilhelm
and Friedrich III through the establishment of new immigrant congregations
and because of the governmental policies to promote agriculture and trade. In
addition, there was a disproportionably large number of Reformed at court and
in other official positions. The Reformed church also profited from the decision
2

Hubatsch I 1968, 172-173.
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Benjamin Ursinus von Bär. Engraving
by Jacob Wilhelm Heckenauer,
1705 (Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum,
Braunschweig).

Bernhard von Sanden. Engraving by Christian
Romstet (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).

that some churches were to serve both Lutheran and Reformed congregations.
Few of the nobility left the Lutheran Church to become Reformed. Outside Cleve,
Mark, and Ravensberg in the west, the Reformed still consisted primarily of Reformed immigrants, flooded into Brandenburg-Prussia from Switzerland, France,
Holland, the Electoral Palatinate, Hesse, England, and elsewhere. By the time of
Friedrich Wilhelm’s death, about 33 Reformed congregations could be counted in
the eastern territories.3
3
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In the Kurmark, the Reformed congregations could be found in (1) Libbenichen, (2)
Joachimsthal, (3) Zehlendorf at Oranienburg, (4) Alt-Landsberg, (5) Potsdam, (6) Liebenberg
and Neu-Holland along with Zehdenick and Kreuzbruch, (7) Oranienburg, (8) Spandau, (9)
Neustadt (Donau), (10) Köpenick, (11) Nattwerder or Vierhäuser, and (12) Brandenburg an
der Havel. In Neumark, congregations could be found in (1) Cüstrin, (2) Zicher along with
affiliated congregations in Schaumburg, Fürstenfelde, Blumberg, and Zorndorf, (3) Crossen,
(4) the provost circuit at the mountain at Crossen, (5) Züllichau, and (6) Treppeln. The
Reformed congregations were also established in Pomerania at (1) Colberg (since 1657), (2)
Stargard (1669), (3) Draheim, (4) Stettin (1678), (5) Stolp (since 1673), (6) Lauenburg together
with Schwartow, (7) Charbrow. In Magdeburg and Halberstadt, Reformed communities
were organized in (1) Magdeburg (1666), (2) Jerichow (1685), (3) Halle, and (4) Halberstadt.

1. Attempts to Unite Lutherans and Reformed in Prussia on the Basis of the Model of the Church of England

At the beginning of the eighteenth
century, there were some 80-90 Reformed
congregations with a total membership
of about 10,000 in the eastern provinces,
together with Minden and Ravensberg in
the west. 54 congregations had been established in Brandenburg, Halberstadt,
Magdeburg, Minden, and Ravensberg.
In addition to this, there were a total of
6 congregations in Pomerania and 24 in
Prussia. The Reformed amounted to 1-2
percent of the population of the Kurmark
and Neumark. By 1740, the total membership of the German Reformed Church
in the monarchy in absolute figures was
about 65 thousand or 2.7 percent of the
total number of inhabitants.4
Although King Friedrich I committed
himself to create a union between the Lutherans and the Reformed, he was hesiReformed Parochial Church
tant to issue a large number of decrees
(Parochialkirche) in Berlin in 1715 with
and edicts concerning Lutheran liturgical
the completed tower and installed
ceremonies and traditional practices.
carillon. Engraving by Georg Paul Busch
(Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
What did stand out in his public statements was the position he took regarding
private confession.
Philipp Jakob Spener and a number of his early followers maintained the traditional Lutheran practice then common throughout the church that parishioners
should regularly come to confess their sins personally before the pastor and receive the absolution.
The new generation of Pietist pastors was increasingly dissatisfied with the role
of the pastor as the father confessor. They were not content to hear confessions
and proclaim the absolution to the penitent from the confessional. They wanted
to change lives through the exercise of pastoral care. The problem broke into the
public consciousness as a result of the activities of Johann Caspar Schade who
since 1691 had been a pastor of St Nikolai Church in Berlin. He had at least 6,000
people in his parish, and he would have to sit for at least seven hours every Satur-

4

In the Duchy of Prussia, congregations were founded in (1) Königsberg (1645), (2) Memel
(1667), (3) Tilsit (1679), and (4) Pillau (1681). Wangemann 1884, 123-124.
Almer 2016, 59-60 fn.187.
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day listening to their confessions, and yet
he was concerned that he did not really
know them. In January 1696, he addressed
some thirty questions to his brother pastors in Berlin, wondering aloud whether
the present practices surrounding private
confession were even justifiable. He described these practices as mere lip-services
offensive to his conscience as a pastor.
Schade followed it up with a short tract,
Vom Conscientia erronea, oder also genannten Irrigen Gewissen, eines Predigers Wegen
Absolution und Außtheilung des H. Abendmahls, Einige Fragen vorgestellet (Concerning
Errors of Conscience or So-Called Erroneous
Conscience. Some Questions Put Forth by a
Pastor Concerning Absolution and DistribuJohann Caspar Schade. Engraving by
tion of the Lord’s Supper), which contained
Johann David Schleuen (Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam).
radical statements offensive even to Provost Spener.5 In the opening days of 1697,
Schade did away with private confession at St Nikolai Church altogether, and for it
he substituted short spiritual conversations held in the sacristy before Communion,
concluding with a general confession and absolution. Many parishioners were furious, and the public uproar that followed made it necessary for Provost Spener to
order the restoration of the traditional private confession practices. High standing
civic officials petitioned the elector to take action, and on July 17, 1697, Schade was
transferred to another parish. Within a fortnight he died of tuberculosis.6
Since he himself was a member of the Reformed Church, Elector Friedrich III saw
little value in the Lutheran practice of private confession and absolution. His chief
concern was progress in righteousness, and he could think of no good reason why
Lutherans who were living pious and upright lives should need to confess their sins
before the pastors and receive absolution before receiving the Sacrament. By the end
of 1698, he decided that he should exercise his supreme episcopal powers to address
this issue. On November 16, he published his gracious decision, Wegen der Freyheit Des
Beicht-Stuhls (Concerning the Freedom of the Confessional). In it, he alluded to Schade affair and stated that the traditional practice of private confession should continue as in
the past and not be altered. As before, those who wished to go to Communion should
confess their sins, promise repentance and the improvement of their lives.
5
6
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Title page of 1697 Vom Conscientia
erronea by Johann Caspar Schade.

Title page of Friedrich III’s 1698 decree, Wegen
der Freyheit Des Beicht-Stuhls.

The following procedure should be followed. Every Saturday afternoon, at
about 1 p.m., there should be a service of repentance (eine Buss-Sermon) before
the altar, after which the pastor (Germ. diacon) would take his place in the confessional and hear confessions. He noted, however, that it would be contrary to the
word of God and Christian love and freedom of conscience to insist that the Sacrament be withheld from those who lived pious and upright lives but neglected
to go to private confession. He noted that in Sweden and Denmark and many
places in Upper Germany, as well as in all the Lutheran churches in Holland there
was neither private confession nor confessionals, and “blessed Luther himself
had made the use of the confessional a matter of freedom.” Thus, attendance in
the confessional could not be regarded as absolutely binding in the case of pious
and upright Christians. Nevertheless, this concession was not meant for those
who were impenitent and lived wicked lives, lest the Sacrament be profaned.
They should go to private confession in the days before Communion and receive
the ministrations of their pastor.7
August Herman Francke in Halle, who was a close personal friend of Schade,
was not directly involved in the Berlin controversy concerning private confession. For his part, he had determined to transform it and make it serve his purposes as a means by which he could reconcile the fallen, discipline tavern owners
and barkeepers and other disreputable people, and motivate people to become
7

“Cr. Churfürstl. Durchlaucht. Zu Brandenburg, Gnädigstes Decisum, wegen der Freyheit
des Beicht-Stuhls, in Dero Residentzien; vom 16 Nov. 1698.” Corpus Constitutionum
Marchicarum I/1 [1737], 419-422.
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more civic-minded.8 In short, in his hands the confessional was but another tool
to further his Pietist program. Through his efforts, private confession was transformed into an opportunity for the pastor to inquire minutely concerning one’s
conversion and his wholehearted dedication to Pietist principles.
Friedrich III initially chose not to interfere much in matters of Lutheran ceremony and church music. He did amend the regulations concerning weddings
during Advent and Lent and on Sundays and high festival days. The General Visitation and Consistorial Order of 1573 had stated that marriages were not to be
solemnized on high feasts or on Sunday mornings in Advent and Lent. On December 15, 1688, the elector altered this law by stating that no marriages were to
be performed during the eight days before Christmas and the two weeks before
Easter, called Passiontide.9
In the 1680s, however, he did attempt to eliminate a number of Lutheran ceremonies still in use in the residential cities where he and his court resided. On
July 15, 1695, he issued a rescript to the Kurmark consistory which called for the
abolition of a number of ancient ceremonies in the newly erected church at the
Köpenicker Gate (Köpenicker Tor) in Berlin. The wearing of surplices and chasubles was banned, along with lighted candles and the making of the sign of the
cross in the liturgy. “We cannot and will not allow that such Papist usages be
further propagated in the churches built in our residential cities since they cause
great scandal and annoyance to all sincere and thoughtful evangelicals, both Lutheran and Reformed.”10
The elector’s rescript was communicated to the Cölln magistrates on July 23.
However, by this time the church had already been dedicated. This dedication
took place on July 21 without participation of any territorial authorities by pastors who wore white surplices. Even earlier, when the Cölln cemetery was dedicated, the dedicating pastor wore a white surplice and made use of ceremonies of
which the elector would never have approved. Of course, as far as the monarch
was concerned, this was scandalous, and he demanded that the Cölln magistrates
abolish the use of all these old customs. Despite the pleas of the congregation,
the magistrates were forced to comply. Cölln Provost Frantz Julius Lütkens, who
was a member of the consistory, was not personally averse to the discontinuance of these adiaphora matters but thought that the monarch’s actions were inappropriate, especially since the use of the white surplice was of ancient origin
and a long established-custom in Cölln. Despite this, he was permitted only the
8
9

10
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“Verordnung, daβ in der Advent- und Fasten- Zeit niemand ohne Concession proclamiret
und copuliret werden soll. Sub dato Cöln an der Spree, den 15. Decembr. 1688.” Corpus
Constitutionum Marchicarum I/2 [1737], 105-106.
Küster 1752, 706; Almer 2016, 96, 289.
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use of the talar. Until 1705, preachers in
Cölln refused to hold any funeral services in the churchyard of the Cölln suburb
near St Peter’s Church because they had
been forbidden to wear surplices in that
cemetery. This was a clear indication that
Lutherans identified the use of vestments
and traditions as an integral part of their
confessional identity and their congregational autonomy.11
The authority of the monarch in the
areas where he had residences could not
be questioned, and when a new church
was dedicated at Wendisch-Wusterhausen in 1697, close to the elector’s palace,
private confession, altar candles, crucifixes, and chasubles were not permitted
to be used. In place of an altar, the church
had only a simple communion table. So
also, at the dedication of the new church
King Friedrich I in Prussia. Oil painting
in Charlottenburg on February 22, 1708,
on
canvas, c. 1701 (Wikimedia Commons).
and also at the new church in Friedrichstadt shortly thereafter, these ceremonies were not permitted. In short, the
Calvinist court saw to it that newly established congregations were not permitted
the use of traditional Lutheran vestments, altars, candles, and other customs. The
people, however, pressured their pastors to hold to the line and make no concessions to the Reformed. As for congregations apart from the monarch’s residences,
the status quo could more easily be maintained not on a basis of a legal claim but
rather as a political concession. 12
Since the days of Joachim II Hector, neither Maundy Thursday nor Good Friday had been accorded status as church festivals. Although the people were encouraged to attend special services on these days, they were considered to be
ordinary workdays. On March 13, 1695, Elector Friedrich III ordered that henceforth the Nativity of St John the Baptist (June 24), the Presentation of Jesus and
Purification of Mary (Candlemas, February 2), and the Visitation (July 2) should
be observed as special church festivals and that Good Friday should be kept as
11
12

Küster 1752, 706.
Almer 2016, 96-97.
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“the day of the remembrance of the bitter sufferings and death of our dear Lord
and Savior Jesus.”13 The same order was reiterated on December 22, 1696.14
Changes were also made to practices associated with the reception of the
Sacrament. The practice at that time was that communicants could receive the
blood of Christ through a straw. The main reason for the origin of this practice
was to prevent the spillage of the blood of Christ, but this had proved to be not
completely effective. A second reason was to prevent the spread of the plague.
Fistulas came into widest usage during the eleventh and twelfth centuries and
remained in use in some Lutheran churches until the eighteenth century. The
practice was defended on the grounds of practicality and good decorum.15 On
February 20, 1696, the Brandenburg consistory abolished this practice, stating
that some communicants were putting the straw to their lips but had returned to
the Roman practice of not sipping or otherwise taking the wine at all.16
In a rescript, issued on March 16, 1701, from Königsberg, Friedrich I spoke
of his displeasure at the use of old fashioned and interminable music-making in
the church which, he said, was not of any devotional value whatever. The music
must be shortened or eliminated.17
Exorcism was still a cause of concern to the king, despite the fact that already
many decrees had been issued against it. On January 3, 1703, Friedrich I commanded the consistory to take action against any preacher who chose not to eliminate the exorcism when requested to do so by the family of the candidate. Further, no candidate for the holy ministry was to be ordained who indicated that
he would not be obedient to this regulation. Even at this late date, there were
Lutheran pastors and candidates for holy office who were known to disapprove
of this regulation and would insist upon retaining the exorcism.18
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1 . 1 P l a n s t o Intro d u ce the E nglish
B o o k o f Co mm on P rayer i n P ru s sia
Like his father, Friedrich I took very seriously the notion that as ruler of the
nation he was also supreme ruler (summus episcopus) over both the Lutheran and
Reformed Churches in his lands. As before, he continued to push the union plans
forward by attempting to create a united Protestant church.
The strong advocate who influenced
the king in this position was Daniel
Ernst Jablonski. Jablonski’s father, Peter
Figulus, had been a Reformed minister
in Memel and senior in the Bohemian
Brethren Church, the Unitas Fatrum. Daniel Ernst chose to take as his surname the
name of his father’s birthplace in Bohemia, Jablonné nad Orlicí (Germ. Gabel an der
Adler). His mother’s father was Johann
Amos Comenius, a famous pedagogue
and bishop of the Unitas Fratrum. After
studying at the gymnasium in 1670-76
and the high school at Frankfurt (Oder)
in 1677-78, he was sent to teach in Biržai,
Lithuania, for a year. In 1680, he received
a scholarship endowed by King Charles
II of England who had agreed to bring
two Moravian students to England for
theological study. Jablonski remained
at Oxford until 1683 when he became a
preacher in the Reformed congregation
at Magdeburg. From 1686 until 1691, he
Daniel Ernst Jablonski.
Engraving by Johann Jakob Haid
served as head of the Bohemian Breth(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
ren college in Lissa (Pol. Leszno). Subsequently, in 1691, he was named as court
preacher in Königsberg by Friedrich III. Two years later, in 1693, he was made
court preacher in Berlin.19
Jablonski’s fascination with the Church of England was awakened during his
student days at Oxford in 1680-1683. He had brought with him from the continent a certain animosity toward the Church of England. He had been told by his
19
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teachers that it was pompous and not sufficiently anti-Roman Catholic. However,
he was awestruck by Anglican worship and could find nothing in the Book of Common Prayer which contradicted his Reformed beliefs. He was also impressed by
the ecclesiastical polity of the church and particularly its episcopal form of government under authoritative diocesan bishops, the archbishop of York and the
archbishop of Canterbury, and as head overall, the crown.20 Thus he came to the
conclusion “that its symbolic books contained no heterodoxy, no cult of idolatry
or superstition but the highest hierarchy of order and beauty.”21
Jablonski was now convinced that the two churches in the monarchy could
and should be united into a single Protestant church. He stated this in his 1697
thesis, Kurtze Vorstellung der Einigkeit und des Unterscheides, im Glauben beyder
Evangelischen so genandten Lutherischen und Reformirten Kirchen (A Short Statement
of Unity and Difference in Belief of Both Evangelical So-Called Lutheran and the Reformed Churches).22 He recommended that this church should establish itself on
the model of primitive Christianity and that this model was best represented by
the Church of England. In this, he found the support of the leading German philosopher of the time, Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, president of the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences in Berlin, as well as some churchmen in England and
Prussia. His vision of a united Protestant church extended far beyond the borders
of Prussia to Hannover and a visible union with the Church of England itself.23
As court preacher, Jablonski had the ear of the Prussian king who found his
proposals agreeable. Particularly agreeable was the notion of adopting a liturgy
which would be acceptable to both the Lutheran and the Reformed Churches. He
saw the Book of Common Prayer to be the best model to follow in form, and perhaps
also in substance, for it was couched in words and phrases which each confession
could interpret in a manner agreeable to its own particular theological position.
The king, who most desired order and decency, would give his people a common
form of worship that would transcend their petty peculiarities.

1 . 2 T h e 1 703 B e rl i n Co l l o qu ium
on th e U ni fi cati o n o f the Churc h es
Jablonski understood that a church union could not be imposed from above
by royal edict. It would need the support of both Lutheran and Reformed theologians whose opinion would be respected by their churches. This could best be
20
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accomplished by the initiation of a colloquium to discuss the union proposal and
by allowing the theologians themselves
to determine how it could be best implemented.
A strong supporter of the plan was
Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz, a leading intellectual of the day, who had been
influenced by the syncretistic notions of
Lutheran theologian Georg Calixtus of
the Helmstedt faculty which sought to
establish a close cooperative relationship
with non-Lutheran western European
churches. The result was a controversy
on syncretism which lasted from 1640
until 1686 and set the faculties of Wittenberg and Leipzig against the theologians
of Helmstedt. They formulated a consensus which was meant to unite orthodox
Lutherans against Calixtus and his followers. The Helmstedt faculty remained
Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz. Engraving
unionistic in its theological attitudes
by Johann Elias Haid, 1781 (Rijksmuseum,
even after the death of Calixtus. Leibniz
Amsterdam).
kept close contact with Helmstedt theologians Johann Fabricius, Johann Andreas
Schmidt, and Gerhard Wolter Molanus. He also found union supporters in Berlin
not only among the Reformed clergy but also among important diplomats, such
as Ezekiel von Spanheim, who became minister of state in 1680, and Eberhard
Christoph Balthasar von Danckelmann who served as prime minister of Brandenburg-Prussia from 1692 to 1697. Discussions were also held among the clergy. In
1693, Philipp Jakob Spener himself met with Jablonski and Reformed theologian
Heinrich Schmettau, court and cathedral preacher in Berlin. It appears that Spener was somewhat restrained for the project advanced by Jablonski and argued
against it on the basis of theological differences and practical difficulties.24
The king enthusiastically supported the proposal, and in March 1703, he called
for the convoking of a theological colloquium – the so-called Unionscollegium or
Collegium irenicum. His chief advisor, Johann Casimir Graf von Wartenberg, was
instructed to invite prominent Lutheran and Reformed participants to attend.
24
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Asked to represent the Lutherans were Cölln Provost Frantz Julius Lütkens and
Berlin Provost at St Nikolai Church, Philipp Jakob Spener.25 Spener declined to
participate because orthodox Lutheran theologians were already accusing him
of theological irregularities, and his participation would only increase these suspicions. It was his own personal opinion that “corrupt conditions in the church
and unrepentant attitudes were such that God would not be pleased to bless such
efforts.” He believed that the separation of the churches was God’s judgment
against sin. Each party would need to set to work to cleanse itself of sin, and
it would take many years to accomplish this.26 Magdeburg Cathedral Assistant
Pastor (Germ. Diakonus) Johann Joseph Winckler accepted membership in the colloquium, as did also Reformed Bishop Benjamin Ursinus von Bär who would
become president of the colloquium. Frankfurt (Oder) theologian Samuel Strimesius and Daniel Ernst Jablonski also served as Reformed participants.27
From the very beginning, it was evident that these negotiations would not
be successful. Lütkens suggested that
wider representation of the Lutheran
party would be needed in the discussion and proposed the addition of Lutheran Archdeacon Andreas Rittner of
St Mary’s Church in Berlin.28 When this
was rejected, Lütkens himself resigned
before the start of the second session and
wrote his short booklet, Christliche Und
Unmaßgebliche Gedancken, Uber Die Vereinigung der beyden protestirenden Kirchen,
Sampt beygefügten Ursachen, warum bey itzigen Umständen, ich für meine Person keinen Collatorem abgeben könne (Christian and
Non-Authoritative Thoughts Concerning
the Unification of both Protestant Churches,
Provost Frantz Julius Lütkens. Engraving
together with Accompanying Causes why
by Georg Paul Busch (Rijksmuseum,
Under the Present Conditions I Cannot
Amsterdam).
Agree to It), published on June 8, 1703.29
Only Winckler, who is best known as the
25
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famous poet of the early Pietism period, now remained to represent the Lutherans in the colloquium. He was a strong advocate of Pietism who had studied
theology in Leipzig under Johann Caspar Schade and August Hermann Francke.
By 1692, he had become chaplain at the Hospital of St Georg in Magdeburg and
afternoon preacher at St Peter’s Church. In 1695, he was made chaplain of the
Brandenburgian military regiment, and in 1699 he became assistant pastor (Germ.
Diakonus) in the Cathedral in Magdeburg. As a Pietist, he took a strong position
against the theater and protested against the comedies of Molière which were being performed in Magdeburg by a visiting theater troupe. He not only preached
against them from the pulpit but also published in 1701 his warnings against the
dangers of the theater in a pamphlet, Des Heil. Vaters Chrysostomi Zeugniß der Warheit wieder die Schau-Spiele- oder Comoedien, Verteutschet und in etwas erläutert Von
Johann Joseph Wincklern (The Testimony of the Holy Father Chrysostom Concerning the
Truth Against the Theatrical Performances or Comedies, Put into German and Partially
Explained by Johann Joseph Winckler). As might be expected, he viewed the church
union favorably because as a Pietist he was more concerned with the condition of
the heart and had only a passing interest doctrinal formulations.30
Against his will and intention, Winckler became involved in controversy because a short tract, Arcanum regium, came to be publicly circulated. This tract
delineated how the union between the churches could be accomplished. The
tract had been written by Johann Welmer, formerly a pastor in Wanzleben, now
serving in the town of Schermcke near Magdeburg. Welmer held very strong
pro-union views, as he made clear in his 1698 writing: Einfältige Anweisung, Wie
die Protestirende Kirche Unter sich zu Vereinigen, Und in allen Dingen dermassen zu
verbessern sey, Daß sie mit Wahrheit der Ersten Apostolischen Kirchen gleich geachtet werden könne (A Simple Instruction as to How the Protestant Churches May Unite
and in All Things Be Improved so That They Truthfully Become Like the First Apostolic Churches).31 He approached Winckler with his manuscript in which he delineated what he thought to be an excellent plan for union. Winckler examined
the manuscript and decided that it should be shared with the king. He added
a few thoughts of his own, and during a conversation with the king about the
union negotiations, he turned the manuscript over to him. Later someone took
this manuscript from the king’s study, and without Winckler’s approval or knowledge, decided to publicize it, identifying Winckler as the author.32
Three separate editions of the manuscript were printed in 1703. The title page of
the first edition simply named the book, Arcanum regium. Anno 1703 (Royal Secret.
In the Year 1703), without identifying the author or place of publication. The second
30
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edition identified Winckler as the author.
Here the title was greatly expanded: Arcanum Regium, Das ist, ein Königlich-Geheimniß Für einen ergierenden Landes-Herrn,
darinnen ihn entdecket wird, wie er sich bey
seinen, über die Religion zertheilten Unterthamen nach Gottes Willen zu verhalten habe,
damit er eine Gott wohlgefällige Vereinigung
bey seinem Volcke unvermerckt stiffte und
in kurtzer Zeit befordere (Arcanum Regium,
That Is a Royal Secret for a Reigning Territorial Lord, in Which He Discovered how He
Should, in Accordance with God’s Will, Act
Towards His Religiously Separated Subjects
in Order to Institute Among His People a
Title page of 1703 Arcanum regium.
God-Pleasing Union in a Short Period of
Time). Yet a third edition appeared that
same year. It identified Winckler as cathedral preacher in Magdeburg and included
a poem exalting Wittenberg orthodoxy by Christian Michael Fischbeck. The title
of the tract was given as Johann Joseph Wincklers, Dohm-Predigers in Magdeburg, Arcanum Regium, Samt Dem verthaidigten Wittenberg (Johann Joseph Winckler’s, Cathedral
Preacher in Magdeburg, Arcanum Regium Together with Safeguarded Wittenberg).33
The document was divided into several parts, the first of which set down the
thesis that the division of the churches stands under the judgment of God because the doctrine of godliness (Germ. Gottseligkeit) as the power of the gospel is
no longer the driving force and will not be until God in the Spirit is called upon
and true unity in godliness is sought. 1 Timothy 6:3, 5 was quoted to indicate that
those who argued concerning doctrine obviously did not agree with the teaching
of Jesus concerning godliness but had instead an unhealthy interest in controversies and quarrels. It was the responsibility of the godly ruler to see to it that
pastors with pious hearts pursue this godly unity. To this end, the ruler should
use his jus episcopale power as secular bishop to act as the father of the people and
establish a general visitation through theologians and landlords. Pious visitors
were to examine the clergy, and it was necessary that all those who wished to
become clergy must henceforth study theology at the University of Halle and be
approved by that faculty. Under no circumstances were theological candidates
to study under the Wittenberg faculty and be exposed to the “treacheries” of the
Wittenberg theologians. It was most necessary that a peaceful relationship be es33
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tablished by the ruler between both Reformation churches, and it was the proper
use of his jus episcopale to see that this goal was reached.
Among the concrete proposals offered was the suggestion that the king should
exercise his jus episcopale so that it would be declared from the pulpits that a pious
person, whose way of life was blameless, should not be forced to go to private confession before Communion. The king should also exercise his “fatherly authority”
to state that Mass vestments, lighted candles, and hosts at the Lord’s Supper are
“papist abominations,” and it would be better to distribute the Lord’s Supper in
no other way than Christ’s own words indicate. If the remaining papist offensives
were removed, there should be no reason why Lutherans and Reformed could
not receive the Lord’s Supper from the same table, just as Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob sit together in unity in heaven. In the same way, the ruler should exercise
his episcopal power to force the elimination of exorcism in Baptism which is another example of “atrocity.” He should also eliminate the unnecessary Marian
Days and other festivals, such as the third day of Pentecost, Easter, and Christmas
which had become the occasion for sinful behavior, such as idleness, highhandedness, gluttony, drunkenness, games, and whoring, along with other abominations. In addition, the influence of “Wittenberg ghosts” (Germ. “Wittenbergischen
Geister”) must be curtailed. It should also be noted that there had always been differences of opinion even among the theologians of the same confession, and theological schools stand opposed to each other: Leipzig against Wittenberg, Wittenberg against Helmstedt, etc. As long as the sure foundation in Jesus is maintained,
there should be room for different opinions on doctrinal questions, insomuch as
all believe that it is the grace and merit of Jesus Christ which is the source of their
salvation. Those who by faith belong to Christ must live a sanctified and blessed
life with no notion of human merit. Christians are to bear with one another in love
also when there are questions concerning meaning, for they are bound together in
Christ and with God’s help seek to move forward in a proper way.34
The document displayed an interesting admixture of Reformed and Pietist
thinking. It sought to enlist the Pietists in the movement toward church union on
the basis of their concern for godliness over doctrine. Such a union would take
some time and would finally be achieved by insisting that all pastoral formation
take place in Halle. It also expressed typical Reformed abhorrence for matters
which Lutherans generally retained as adiaphora. In the eyes of the Reformed, the
Lutheran retention of such things were regarded as obstacles to a Godly church
union because they and other things were the residue of “papist abominations.”
The publication of Arcanum Regium provoked strong reactions. Much literature appeared anonymously or under pseudonyms and some signed their work. Among the
34
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latter was Sebastian Edzard of Hamburg who in 1703 answered publicly the Arcanum
regium in the publication, Impietas cohortis fanaticae, Ex propriis Speneri, Rechenbergii,
Petersenii, Thomasii, Arnoldi, Schützii, Böhmeri, aliorumque fanaticorum scriptis, plusquam
apodictis argumentis, ostensa (The Band of Impious Fanatics, Particularly Spener, Rechenberg,
Petersen, Thomasius, Arnold, Schützen, Böhme, and Other Writings of Fanatics, Exposed with
More Than Convincing Arguments). The tract also appeared in German under the title:
Die Gottlosigkeit Des Pietistischen Schwärmer Hauffens, Aus Speners, Rechenberg, Petersens,
Thomasens, Arnolds, Schützens, Böhmers, und anderer Schwärmer eignen Schrifften Mit
mehr, als Handgreifflichen Beweißthümern dagethan, Von Sebastiano Edzardo, Prof. Publ. in
Hamburg, published in Wittenberg, 1703. He lumped together Spener and moderate
Halle Pietists with radical representatives of the movement and declared that all Pietists were “at the same time fond of both ancient and modern heretics and enthusiasts.
For Pietism is, just like the Papal Babel, the residence of all unclean spirits and of all
unclean and hated characters.” The recently founded University of Halle was nothing
else but the “hellish university,” for it was the breeding ground for all such abominations. Edzard reminded his readers that already the Fifth Ecumenical Council of 553
had cursed all those who did not reject Arius, Nestorius, and Eutyches. A similar fate
awaited Spener and his followers.35 They were hypocritical Christians “who confessed
Christ and his gospel only with their mouths but in their hearts they carried the infernal dragon.”36 The appearance of this tract so infuriated King Friedrich I that he
ordered the book to be burned.37
Other writings, which opposed the king’s plans for union and criticized Arcanum regium, included Gottlieb Wernsdorf’s Kurtze und nothwendige Entdeckung
Des so genannten Arcani Regii Oder Königlichen Geheimnisses für einen regierenden
Landes-Herrn, etc. Worin die in demselben befindlichen Grund-Sätze und Vorschläge,
verschiedene Religions-Genossen unvermerckt, und in kurtzer Zeit zuvereinigen, nach
der Heil. Schrifft, und gesunden Vernunfft geprüfet, hiernächst aber als anstößig, grundloß, und zum Theil gefährlich verworffen werden (Short and Necessary Unfolding of the
So-Called Arcanum Regium or Royal Secret for a Ruling Territorial Lord, etc., Wherein
Are Contained Basic Principles and Suggestions by Unidentified Religious Associates,
United in Short Order, According to the Holy Scriptures and Sound Reason, Nevertheless to be Rejected as Offensive, Baseless, and Partly Dangerous), published in Wittenberg in 1703. In Wernsdorf’s opinion, king’s union proposal was objectionable,
groundless, and at least in some measure alarming.38
Another opponent shared the same family name as unionist Johann Joseph
Winckler. Johann Winckler who was from Hamburg wrote anonymously: Des
35
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Ministerii in Hamburg Christliches Bedencken, Uber das so genandte Arcanum Regium
Die Religions-Vereinigung Der Lutheraner und Reformirten betreffend: Zu schuldigem
Unterricht Denen Evangelischen Gemeinen hieselbst (Christian Concerns of the Hamburg Clergy, Pertaining to the So-Called Arcanum Regium, Regarding the Unification
of Lutheran and Reformed Religions: a Blameworthy Instruction for Evangelical Congregations). It was published in Hamburg in 1703.39 Winckler’s tract is of particular
importance in this controversy because he himself was a Pietist who organized collegia pietatis in Hamburg and underwent severe criticism from the orthodox party.
Halle Pietist leaders, August Hermann Francke and Joachim Justus Breithaupt,
also came under fire because the Arcanum regium proposed that all theological
candidates must study at Halle and not elsewhere. It was said that this would
curtail religious conflicts between the Lutherans and Reformed, and this would
lead to a peaceable clergy. It was suggested by some that the Halle Pietists were
behind this proposal and would use it to introduce their “syncretistic” doctrines.40
In the same year, 1703, Johann Joseph Winckler wrote in his own defense:
Johann Joseph Wincklers Auffrichtige Entdeckung Seines Hertzens Gegen alle gläubige
Christen, Und insonderheit Gegen Die Christl. Gemeine im Dom zu Magdeburg Bey
der Uber einen gewissen Unions-Project entstandenen Grossen Unruhe, Aus dringender
Noth zu Rettung seines Heil. Ampts zum Druck gegeben (Johann Joseph Winckler’s Sincere Opening of His Heart Before All Believing Christians, and Especially Before the
Christian Congregation in the Cathedral at Magdeburg, Concerning a Certain Union
Project Which Has Created Great Unrest. Printed of Necessity for the Urgent Rescue of
His Holy Ministry). In it, he stated that he had neither written nor served as editor
of Arcanum regium but had hastily turned it over to the king which he now recognized to have been a rash act. On many occasions, he had stated that he was absolutely not in agreement with many statements in this writing because in many
places the document was indifferent to the teachings of the Lutheran Church and
Winckler’s own well-known convictions.41
Still, more tracts against Arcanum regium appeared in 1704. Using the pseudonym Benedictus Aletophilus, Johann Albert Benecke wrote Der Falsche Schlüssel,
Welchen (Tit.) Hr. Joh. Joseph Winckler, Diaconus im Dohm zu Magdeburg und Inspector &c. &c. Zu dem Von ihm und einem andern verfertigten Arcano Regio In der
auffrichtigen Entdeckung seines Hertzens gemachet Aus Liebe zur Wahrheit, wie auch
die Hoffart zu stürtzen und der Scheinheiligkeit zu wehren. In freudiger Auffrichtigkeit
des Hertzens gezeiget Von Benedicto Aletophilo, Ph. J. C [d.i.] (The False Key which
the Honorable Sir Johann Joseph Winckler, Deacon of the Magdeburg Cathedral and Inspector, etc., etc., Made Concerning the Arcanum Regium, Prepared by Him and Another
39
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Person, in which He Sincerely Opened his Heart for Sake of the Love of the Truth, as
well as to Overthrow the Pride and to Resist the Hypocrisy. In Joyful Sincerity Exposing the Heart by Benedictus Aletophilus). It was published in Friedensburg, 1704.
Benecke rejected Winckler’s 1704 Auffrichtige Entdeckung Seines Hertzens, calling
it insincere self-defense. He did not unlock the origins of the Arcanum regium,
which violated freedom of conscience and church constitution, because he used
the wrong key. He urged Winckler to “publicly admit and correct his errors by
which he had offended the church of God.”42 Earlier Benecke had used another
pseudonym, Samuel Zinck, to produce Missive, In puncto: Wer der Autor des Arcani
Regii sey? An t. t. Herrn M. Johann Joseph Winckler, Inspector, Canonic. ad D. Nicolai
u. Dom-Diacon in Magdeburg (Missive, in Terms of who Is the Author of the Arcanum
Regium? Concerning Sir Johann Joseph Winckler, Inspector, and Canon at St Nikolai and
Deacon of the Cathedral in Magdeburg), published in Ramstädt in 1703.43
The most vocal and incisive critic was
the Leipzig orthodox Lutheran theologian
Valentin Ernst Löscher. He published in
Leipzig in 1704, Allerunterthänigste Addresse an Ein Großmächtigstes Oberhaubt,
In Nahmen Der Evangelisch-Lutherischen
Kirche, Die Religions-Vereinigung betreffend;
Nebst angehängter Recension derer dießfalß
bißher edirten Schrifften, und Ein Christl.
Vorschlag Zum gesegneten Kirchen-Frieden
(A Thoroughly Humble Address to a Most
Powerful Superior, Prepared in the Name of
the Evangelical Lutheran Church, Concerning
the Unification of the Religions, Along with
an Attached Recension of the Earlier Edited
Writings and a Christian Proposal Concerning Blessed Peace Between the Churches). In
it, he attacked the theology of the Halle
Faculty and accused them on advocating
the union on the basis of complete indifference to essential Christian doctrines
held by the Lutheran Church from the
Valentin Ernst Löscher. Engraving
word of God. Löscher quoted several
by Johann Martin Bernigeroth, 1750
contemporary Pietist theologians and
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
their writings to prove his point. Among
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them were Johann Konrad Dippel, Gottfried Arnold, Johann Wilhelm Petersen, Johann Caspar Schade, Johann Joachim Lange, and Christian Thomasius. He remarked
about them that there was in their minds nothing of true confession, they knew little
of divine matters, and none of them had a fundamental article of faith. He characterized them as “fanatics” who believed themselves to have been endowed with a special
intention by God to establish a “purer form of Christianity,” whereas they had in fact
only weakened the true faith because they operated from the notion that truth was to
be found in the human mind and will. He stated that he recognized as genuine only
the Lutheran Church, saying that the Reformed Church was no church at all, and that
in German lands it consisted mainly of break-away Lutherans who exalted their own
individual feelings and opinions over legitimate authority.44
Leibniz himself entered the controversy on July 20, 1703, by sending his opinion to the theologians in Helmstedt. In it, he observed that instead of establishing peace, the document Arcanum regium appeared to have initiated a classical
conflict between German Protestants to the delight of Roman Catholics. It appeared to speak against those adherents of the Augsburg Confession who did not
hold with Pietists, and it would cause offense to many not only in the Prussian
royal lands, and especially in Magdeburg and East Prussia but also in the nearby
Sweden, Saxony, and other territories, as well as far off places because it criticized ancient practices widely used in the Lutheran churches. Among these was
the ancient Christian practice of exorcism which is rightly understood as having nothing to do with a physical possession by Satan but rather with his power
over the sinful mind. So too, in such matters as Mass vestments, chasubles, and
lighted candles, it would be folly to condemn them as “papal abominations” since
his royal highness himself tolerated them in Königsberg where they are used in
the Lutheran churches at the Communion service. Moreover, to condemn holy
festivals because of their misuse might also be extended to Sunday as well. Misuse should not rule out proper use. He noted also that the theologians at Halle
seemed to have very different notions as to what was important from what the
theologians in other universities held. This divided the theologians into two parties: one group to be despised and the other to be exalted. It would be irresponsible to speak about “Wittenberg treacheries” and by that initiate a new theological warfare. Leibniz spoke also to the contemporary notion concerning the
extent of jus episcopale granted to the territorial ruler. He stated that the principle
established on this basis must not be misused, for even the present-day Roman
Pontiff himself is subject to a Universal Christian Council and does not stand
above it. Leibniz did not want the evangelical lord to become a potentate in religious matters. It was clear that his opinion was that the principles articulated in
44
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the Arcanum regium were not helpful in the promotion of Christian union but only
make the road to such union more difficult to traverse.45
The Helmstedt theologians were still somewhat enthusiastic about the prospect of a unification of the churches into a single body. A leading advocate was
Gerhard Wolter Molanus who had studied under Calixtus during the syncretistic
controversy. On March 18, 1704, he wrote to the Reformed Bishop Ursinus that
the two Protestant churches would certainly fit well together. It would not be
enough that an attitude of mere toleration should prevail, and in order to ensure
success, the unification of the churches should be undertaken on an international
basis. He advised that the plan should not be given too much publicity as this
would inflame the tempers of orthodox Lutheran theologians.46
Advocates of the church union refused to become discouraged by the failure of
the 1703 colloquium to accomplish its purposes. They doubled their efforts. Especially active was Reformed theologian Samuel Strimesius of Frankfurt (Oder) who continued to publish and disseminate his unionistic dreams. Among his writings were
Kurzer Entwurff der Einigkeit der Evangelisch-Lutherischen und Reformirten Im Grunde
des Glaubens (A Short Draft for the Unity of the Evangelical Lutherans and Reformed on the
Basis of the Faith), published in Frankfurt (Oder) in 1705. In the same year and place,
he published Kurtzer Entwurff, Der, Wegen Einigkeit im Grund des Glaubens einzugehenden Christlichen Vereinigung Der Evangelisch-Lutherschen und Reformirten (A Short
Draft Concerning the Entering into Christian Unity of the Evangelical Lutherans and Reformed on the Basis of the Faith). In 1711, he published in Frankfurt (Oder) De unione
Evangelicorum ecclesiastica (Concerning the Union of the Evangelical Church).47

1 . 3 C a u ti o u s E ng l i s h Re s p o nse t o t h e Prussian Plan
It was quite evident that it was not going to be possible to unite the Lutheran
and Reformed churches together on the basis of a common theology. Neither the
orthodox Lutherans nor the Pietists would be in favor of it since now the Pietists themselves were beginning to look at the whole matter somewhat more cautiously. If the churches were to be united, it would need to be done on some other
basis. As he had proposed earlier, Jablonski pressed the suggestion that a common liturgical service should be made the basis for the union. On his advice and
that of Reformed Bishop Ursinus, King Friedrich I ordered that the English Book
of Common Prayer be translated into German and that copies of it should be sent
to the queen of England and the archbishop of Canterbury as an indication of his
earnest desire and as a token of enduring friendship and affection.
45
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The book appeared in print in Frankfurt (Oder) in 1704 under the title: Die
Englische Liturgie, Oder, Das allgemeine
Gebeth-Buch, Wie auch die Handlung der
H. Sacramenten und anderer Kirchen-Ceremonien, Sambt denen XXXIX. Glaubens-Articuln der Englischen Kirchen. Wobey auch
Die Psalmen Davids (The English Liturgy or
the Book of Common Prayer, as well as the
Administration of the Holy Sacraments and
Other Church Ceremonies, Together with the
Thirty-Nine Articles of Faith of the Church
of England, to Which Have Been Added the
Psalms of David). It has been suggested
that its likely translator was Philipp
Grossgebauer, director of the Latin school
at Weimar. The text used was that of the
Oxford edition of 1687. It included three
parts in which were found the readings,
the services, the form for Baptism, the
Title page of the German edition of
catechism, the Thirty-Nine Articles, and
The Book of Common Prayer, 1704.
the Psalter. The text of the English was
followed as much as possible, excepting
that the texts of the pericopes and psalms
made use of the Luther Bible.48
At the request of the king, Bishop Ursinus sent copies of the Book of Common
Prayer in German to Queen Anne and the archbishop of Canterbury, the primate
of the English Church. It was the king’s plan that, when the English saw what the
Prussians had accomplished, they would be duly impressed, and then he would
introduce it for use in his own chapel and the cathedral church in Berlin on the
first Sunday in Advent in 1706. He believed that when his clergy and people
saw the obvious superiority of the new rite over all others, his Prussian churches
would introduce it as well.49
During this process, the Lutheran Church was represented by the Kurmark Consistory in Berlin, while the Reformed were represented by two separate
ethnic groups. The first of these was the French Reformed, first constituted administratively on December 7, 1689, when the French commissioners were called from
their presbyteries (French: consistoires) under the supervision of the Reformed state
48
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minister and the sovereign.50 The Commission Ecclésiastique itself was established
on May 4, 1694, and consisted of two clergy and two lay commissioners who were
to handle ecclesiastical matters not reserved for the monarch in his episcopal authority.51 On July 26, 1701, this Commission Ecclésiastique became the High Consistory (Germ. Oberkonsistorium) for all French congregations (Supreme Tribunal Ecclésiastique et Consistoriale sur les Colonies Françoises) and would handle all cases not
reserved for the king. Beginning in 1736, inspectors were appointed representing
the High Consistory in each province.52 Similarly, for the German Reformed, a
Reformed Church Directorate (Germ. Kirchendirectorii) was established on July
10, 1713, to superintend all Reformed congregations and schools in the kingdom,
excepting in matters reserved for the royal court preacher who was answerable
directly to the king. Also excepted were the matrimonial tribunals and Reformed
Church matters in Cleve, Mark, and Ravensberg which had their own established
church structure. Under the Church Directorate, the effected churches and schools
were divided into classes and put under the authority of visitors.53
Still, the question of the introduction of the Book of Common Prayer was a matter
of some concern. The consistory under the presidency of Freiherr Marquard Ludwig von Printzen debated whether the translated liturgy ought to be introduced
at all or whether it might be wiser to introduce some adaptation of it. Some members declared that the introduction of the liturgy of the English Church might be
taken by some as an indication that the Church of England was in some way superior to the Prussian churches. Some, who were in favor of the project, suggested
that the best course of action would be to move forward cautiously.54
Queen Anne received her copy of the new book and instructed Lord Raby, her
ambassador in Berlin, to convey her thanks to the king and his Bishop Ursinus.
Nothing was heard from the archbishop of Canterbury, Lord Tenison. The responsibility for delivering his copy had been put into the hands of Baron Spanheim
or Prussian Ambassador Friedrich Bonet in London. They subsequently assured
Berlin that Knyster, a Prussian resident in London, had indeed delivered the gift.
The archbishop’s silence was awkward. Friedrich I constantly asked Ursinus
what word had come from the archbishop, and in every case the poor Reformed
bishop had to state that nothing had been heard at all. The king had made his
50
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plans based upon the expected congratulations of the archbishop of Canterbury, but
Canterbury had offered no congratulations,
and the king quickly lost interest in the
whole project. He subsequently introduced
into his chapel a simplified service, based
loosely upon the Book of Common Prayer.55
It never was made entirely clear why
Tenison did not respond. Some claimed
that the book never arrived. Bishop William Nicolson of Carlisle claimed that the
archbishop had lost it, along with the correspondence which accompanied it. Still,
others said that the archbishop let it be
known that he did not have much interest
in any involvement with German Protestants. Still, others thought that he kept silent
because of his anger that the Prussians had
permitted the conversion to Roman Catholicism of the bride of Archduke Charles, the
Austrian candidate for the throne of Spain.56

Archbishop Thomas Tenison
of Canterbury (Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, Wien).

1 . 4 D a n ie l E rns t Jab l o ns k i ’s P r oposals C on c ern in g
P r u s s i a n E ccl e s i as ti cal P o l i ty an d Lit urgy
The only person to maintain his enthusiasm for the project was the man who
had initiated it, Daniel Ernst Jablonski. He lamented the lack of response from the
Lambeth Palace when he corresponded to William Ayerst, the chaplain to Lord
Raby in Berlin. He also included him in several meetings in Berlin in which his
union efforts were discussed. On January 10, 1708, he wrote to Bishop William
Nicolson of Carlisle to describe his great fondness for the English Church. He
recalled that as a youth in Prussia and Poland he had entertained sympathies
with the Presbyterians rather than the Anglicans, and indeed, had been prejudice
against the Church of England until in 1680 when he first came into close contact
with it. It now seemed to him that, when tested against Christian orthodoxy, the
Thirty-Nine Articles were in no sense lacking. He came to admire also the constitution of the English Church, that is, its ecclesiastical polity and its reasonable
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worship of the divinity, which was neither pretentious nor opposite and which
refused to give way to schism. He appreciated also the majestic English language
used in the services.57
In 1710, Friedrich I instructed Marquard Ludwig von Printzen, President of the
Kurmark Consistory in Berlin, who was at the same time a member of the Reformed
Church, to direct the leading ecclesiastical figures in both churches to support his
plan for the reform of ecclesiastical polity and liturgy in Prussia. Again, Jablonski
was the prime mover. On June 25, 1710, he submitted to von Printzen his proposal
in Schreiben des Dr. Jablonski, Oberhofpredigers Sr. Majeſtät des Königs von Preußen, am
Sr. Excellenz den Freiherrn von Prinz, Präſident des Rathes für die geistlichen Angelegenheiten (A Letter from the Rev. Dr. Jablonski, First Chaplain to His Prussian Majesty, to
His Excellency Baron Printz, President of the Council for Ecclesiastical Affairs at Berlin).
In it, he was careful to set down what he was proposing in terms of ecclesiastical
government and worship without making any great point about the fact that his
inspiration came from the Church of England. Although he noted the importance
of ecclesiastical polity in terms of necessary order and discipline which the church
should observe, he chose to put off for the present time any consideration of it and
instead gave his whole attention to Christian worship.
As could be expected, Jablonski stated his objection to Roman Catholic worship as idolatrous. At the same time, he stated that he had little respect for Protestant worship whether Lutheran or Reformed. “I must acknowledge to your
Excellency,” Jablonski stated, “that having observed that several evangelical congregations, and other churches, have fallen from one extreme, that of the Romish
pompous, cumbersome, and idolatrous worship, to that other of a frigid, superficial, and not enough respectful, way of worship.”58
True outward worship ought to be instead the act of a reasonable person who
openly and solemnly acknowledges the sovereignty of the Creator, bears witness
of his obedience to him, gives thanks for his benefits, and asks for his continued
grace and favor. He went on to say that far too much attention had been given to
sermons. They were, of course, necessary and useful, but they were not in themselves acts of worship which essentially consisted in prayer, hymns, and readings
from the word of God as had been the case since the early church. People ought
not to say when is the “sermon” but rather when is the “worship.”
“The opinion which has of late days prevailed is, that the worship consists
in the sermon; so that the worship of God has even lost its name among us. For
example, we do not say, ‘Will there be divine service today?’ ‘Will you go and
worship God?’ but only, ‘Will there be a sermon today?’ ‘Will you go to the sermon?’ Among Papists, divine service is performed with scarce any instruction of
57
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the people; and we, on the contrary, place our service in almost nothing else but
instruction. But as, when the master of the king’s household tells the servants of
the court how they shall serve their prince, this is not the service itself, but only
an instruction how they shall serve him; so it is with sermons.”59
Jablonski enumerates nine principles or constitutive elements of worship. First
is the confession of sins, the first step by which man reconciles himself to God.
Second, adoration is a mark of all the religions of mankind, a sign of man’s humility and respect and his willingness to worship, adore, and serve, as Christ notes in
Matthew 4:10. The third – praise and thanksgiving, for it is the duty of man which
he owes to his God. He is an excellent and good God, and it is man’s duty to thank
him for all that he has given and done and for the redemption of the world by Christ
Jesus. Four, the consecration of oneself entirely and without reserve to devote oneself to God’s glory and to serve him. He must dutifully present himself as a living
sacrifice which is his reasonable worship. Five, prayer, such as was employed by
the primitive Christians who prayed for themselves and others to receive good and
avert evil. Prayer ought to be made for spiritual rather than corporeal things. Six,
the reading of God’s holy word from both the Old and the New Testaments, and
not simply as the text of a message which consists in the words of men calculated
to excite the worshiper’s adoration rather than his edification. Seven, the holy sacraments which all are in agreement that they are a part of the divine worship and
hardly require any further comment. Eight, almsgiving. God commands his people
to appear before him but not to come with empty hands. The consecration of oneself must be accompanied by the offering of one’s goods, and to this must be added,
finally, nine – fasting, self-denial which is closely connected to one’s self-consecration and his giving of his goods. Each of these must be considered separately and be
assigned its own particular place in worship. These nine constitutive elements must
not be mixed together in a long, confused, and undivided prayer.
According to Jablonski, consideration must also be given to the manner in
which worship is conducted so that God is properly honored and the worshiper
is properly edified. To this end, eight points must be made. First, the divine service must be clearly distinguished from the sermon, and indeed, worship must
frequently have no sermon connected with it at all. Two, worship is meant not
so much to instruct as to excite devotion that one may lift one’s heart to God.
Proper instruction comes through sermons, catechizations, and the public reading of God’s word. Three, the word of God ought to be read through from beginning to end. Here the practice of the English Church of reading the Old Testament
through every year and the New Testament no less than three times was, according to Jablonski, most commendable. Fourth, prayers should be in simple words
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rather than high-flown, eloquent phrases, for prayer is a matter of the heart. Five,
several prayers are much to be preferred to a long single prayer. Six, the divine
service ought not to be overlong. “Half, or at most, three-quarters of an hour,
is sufficient, that the attention of the mind be not tired.” Seven, congregational
participation through antiphons, responses, and amens is most important, for the
worshipers are not “auditors but actors.” Jablonski stated that in the services of
his day there was little for the people to do, except to answer the questions before
Communion as to whether they truly repent their sins. Eight, there is a threefold
rule for the composition of worship which is properly devout and uplifting. (1)
The models of hymns and prayers and other parts of worship found in the Old
and New Testaments ought to be imitated. (2) Since the Bible has not directed
every particular of the liturgy but comprehended many things under the general
rule, “Let all things be done decently and in order” (1 Corinthians 14:40), God is
best honored and the man best edified when sound and sanctified reason is employed in the composition of worship in the light afforded by the Scriptures. (3)
The example of the primitive church ought to be followed, for the witness of the
apostles and those who followed them is indeed weighty.
These thoughts were for the king’s consideration, and Jablonski promised that
when the king had time for it, he would be happy to lay before him his scheme
for proper church government.
As the model for worship in the united Protestant church, Jablonski was careful
to avoid any mention of the Church of England. He pointed, instead, to the 1708
liturgy of the Church of Neufchatel which was clearly modeled upon the services in
the Book of Common Prayer. He noted that the services at Neufchatel were so lovely
and uplifting that the church in Geneva was minded to adopt a similar order.
“The example of the primitive Church, which being ordered by the apostles
and apostolical men, ought to be of great weight with us. According to this threefold rule, the Church of Neufchatel has now for these two years past, ordered and
performed their divine service, after a very loving and edifying manner, which
likewise gave those of Geneva a desire of doing the same; which, whether it is as
yet effected, I am not informed.”60
What Jablonski set down in his letter breathed the spirit of Reformed and
Anglican worship with its typical emphasis on the sovereignty of God and the
dutiful obedience of man. According to it, one comes to obedience to divine commands and also, it may be added, in obedience to the dictates of the enlightened
reason of the Christian man. The three pillars: the Scriptures, human reason, and
the primitive traditions of the church, all reminiscent of Richard Hooker’s Of the
Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, are much in evidence.
60
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1.4.1 T he 1712 N eufch atel Liturgy a s th e M o d e l fo r th e
Int rodu ct i on of En g lis h Rites in Pru s s ia
Jablonski meant to impress the king by
stating that the work of unifying public
worship in his realm was already underway. Neufchatel in the French-speaking
region of Switzerland came under Prussian control in 1707, and in 1708 the liturgy, a simplified version of the Book of
Common Prayer services, was instituted. It
was primarily the work of Jean Frédéric
Osterwald, but Jablonski himself had
been very much involved in it. The advertisement included in the English translation of the liturgy, published in London
in 1712 as The Liturgy Used in the Churches
of the Principality of Neufchatel: with a Letter from the Learned Dr. Jablonski, Concerning the Nature of Liturgies: to which is added,
The Form of Prayer lately introduced into the
Church of Geneva, stated that the purpose
of the work was to “uplift the people little by little to a higher and more perfect Title page of 1712 Liturgy of the Principality
of Neufchatel.
form of liturgy,” and although it was to
be hoped that it would be uniformly accepted throughout the realm, in any case,
it would serve as a useful model for those attempting to improve worship. It
hardly need to be noted that the higher the people were uplifted, the closer their
worship would be to that found in the English Church.61
The Neufchatel book did not offer rich fare. It appears that the clergy who
used it needed also to have other books in hand, especially for those occasions
when Holy Communion was celebrated, for, apart from a modified Preface and
some proper Prefaces, nowhere are either Christ’s Instituting Words from 1 Corinthians 11 or Apostle Paul’s words concerning the bread and cup from 1 Corinthians 10 to be found. So too, there were in it no exhortations, no formulas of
distribution, no mention of the breaking of the bread – an essential part of the
Calvinist rite. The book was meant to be a first step not only for the congregations
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of Neufchatel and Geneva, which also adopted the scheme for their own use, but
hopefully for the Lutheran churches in Prussia as well – a prospect for which the
Lutherans had no enthusiasm whatever.

1 . 5 N eg oti ati o ns wi th the E n glish About C loser
C on f or m i ty i n L i tu rg y and Ch urc h Polit y

1.5.1 The Involvement of Archbishop John Sharp of York and
Other Prominent Churchmen and Politicians in the Union Plans
In the fall of 1710, William Ayerst suggested to Jablonski that the time might now
be ripe to renew contacts with ecclesiastical persons of authority in England, this
time directing his suggestions to Archbishop John Sharp of York rather than Archbishop Tenison of Canterbury who had shown himself reluctant to support him.
John Sharp was much more open
to exploring the possibility of a closer alliance and even union among
Protestants. His own religious background included Calvinist influences
learned from his father, who was a
puritan and royalist, and high church
sympathies learned at his mother’s
knee. He had been a member of the
commission for the reform of the liturgy and the ecclesiastical courts,
and in 1691 he was enthroned as
Archbishop York, the second-highest
position in the Church of England.
Even as a young clergyman, he had
concerned himself with efforts to foster better relations and reconciliation
among English Protestants. However,
as a high churchman, he believed that
Archbishop John Sharp of York (Sharp I 1825).
it was improper to engage in joint services of worship with churches not in
the communion. He was also concerned to provide help for Protestants on the European continent who were suffering persecution. During the reign of King William
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III, many in England became concerned about the dire situation of Protestants now
under French rule in Vaudois and the Electoral Palatinate. When approached by representatives of these groups, Sharp sent a letter to Archbishop Tenison of Canterbury,
asking that help be provided them. Tenison, as one might expect, was reluctant to get
involved, so Sharp took the matter up with Bishop Henry Compton in London who
in response found it necessary to inform him that the king did not want to get involved in providing aid to Protestants in the Palatinate for fear that it might obstruct
relief work in Vaudois. Sharp was persistent. When he was informed in 1702 that aid
to Vaudois would be dropped by Queen Anne, he took the matter up with Sidney
Godolphin, First Lord of the Treasury, who was successful in convincing the queen
to continue to provide such aid.62
Ayerst now suggested to Jablonski that it might be advisable to acquaint
Archbishop Sharp with his proposal. This he could do by providing the necessary information to Thomas Hobart, an English clergyman in Berlin, who was
acquainted with the archbishop. Jablonski then wrote a letter explaining his proposal to Archbishop Sharp and prepared an English translation of the memorandum he had sent to Baron von Printzen.63
Hobart himself was being reposted to Amsterdam, and so, on September 22,
1710, he left Berlin and dispatched the material to the Reverent George Smaldridge
in London, along with a letter of explanation and instruction to pass the material
to the archbishop as soon as possible. He noted that it was fortuitous that the opportunity should be presented a second time to further the interests of the Book of
Common Prayer and English polity in Prussia since it was the desire of the Prussians
to adopt the Book of Common Prayer or something closely approximating it. On October 7, 1710, Smaldridge sent the materials to Archbishop Sharp, along with his own
note of explanation, stating that he had taken the liberty of copying the material for
fear that the original might possibly be lost in the post. He stated that references
as to the character and suitability of Jablonski could be obtained from John Ernest
Grabe, a clergyman resident in England, who knew well the attitude of the king of
Prussia and the obstructions which his proposal had met with at Lambeth.64
The packet arrived in Yorkshire on October 10, and after reading it carefully,
Archbishop Sharp responded by letter to Smaldridge and Jablonski, writing to all
concerned on October 14. In a very gracious letter to Jablonski written that day,
he thanked him for his correspondence, stating that although he had never met
him, he was well acquainted with his character and learning, his prudence and
piety and deemed it a great honor that Jablonski should so freely communicate
his proposals to him. He assured him that he would do everything possible to as62
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sist him to bring his proposal to good effect. He stated that he hoped that the king
of Prussia would himself move this proposal forward.
“I agree with you in every particular, and I hope his Prussian Majesty will be so
affected with it as to establish things according to your plan. And I know no public worship in Christendom that comes up so well to your measures as that used
among us in the Church of England. I heartily bless God for raising up a prince
among you who has so great a concern for religion and the honour of God. And I
do as heartily pray that God would crown his endeavours with success, and that
he may live to see the good effect of his glorious designs in the happy union of the
divided Protestants among you; and in the establishment of such a public worship
of God as is most primitive, most pure, most decent, and most conducive to the
advancement of God’s glory and the edification of every soul that joins in it.”65
One month later, on November 18, Archbishop Sharp went to London to take steps
to implement Jablonski’s proposal. In addition to Grabe, who knew well the state of affairs in Prussia, as well as the character of Jablonski and the favorable opinions of King
Friedrich I, he considered that Robert Hales, who was also well acquainted with the
situation of the Protestants on the continent in all European kingdoms, would be eminently qualified to serve as her majesty’s representative. He drew up a memorial to set
before the queen and met with Hales on November 28, stating that he believed him to
posses the qualities needed to this assignment and that he would personally bring the
matter to the attention of the queen. Sharp did so two days later, on November 30, in
an interview with the queen in which he laid the Prussian situation before her.66
Jablonski responded with joy in a letter to Sharp, dated February 7, 1711. He
noted that he had met with Ambassador Raby and Baron von Printzen concerning the proposed changes in the Prussian liturgy. He indicated that he was most
pleased with the news that Hales was to be appointed as ecclesiastical legate and
stated that Friedrich I now proposed to establish three scholarships for Prussian
students to attend Oxford and Cambridge, as this would give them first-hand
experience with the traditions of the Church of England and would strengthen
the ties between the churches.67
Bishop John Robinson of Bristol decided to inquire into these matters himself
and wrote to Lord Raby in Berlin to inquire about the king’s attitudes and ecclesiastical affairs in the Prussian churches. After consulting with Bishop Ursinus,
Baron von Printzen wrote to Raby on February 12, 1711, stating that the king of
Prussia was favorably disposed toward the project but was concerned that, despite the translation of the Book of Common Prayer into German, there had been so
little positive response to it from England. The Prussians would not want to be
65
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put in an awkward position by moving
forward without some positive encouragement from England. He stated that
the British crown could show its interest
and concern by taking up the cause of the
Reformed in Silesia in a manner such as
the king of Sweden had done by providing help to the Lutherans. He noted that
Bishop Robinson was well acquainted
with the miserable condition of the Reformed Church in Silesia and that he had
gained for himself an excellent reputation
because of his zeal on behalf of the Protestant faith. Surely, he would want to use
his good offices to press this matter forward. Raby sent a copy of the letter also
to Bishop Robinson.68
Jablonski wrote again to Archbishop
Sharp on February 14, 1711. He spoke
Bishop John Robinson of Bristol
of the report of Baron von Printzen and
(Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
stated that he should keep in mind that
von Printzen was a prudent, pious, and
good-hearted man but had come into this business rather late and was not fully
acquainted with it in all of its aspects. Still, he could be relied upon as one whose
service to the church would be of great importance. He again expressed his delight concerning the good prospects of the proposal and noted that for the successful promotion of it, it was most important that her majesty provide proper
instructions to Ambassador Raby and confirm the appointment of Hales.69
Secretary of State Henry St John, 1st Viscount Bolingbroke, wrote to Raby on
February 28, stating that concerning Raby’s letter of February 14, he should speak
to Baron von Printzen, the bishops, and any and all concerned with the proposal,
assuring them that the queen was ready to give encouragement to this project and
that all who served her were likeminded.
“You will please, my Lord, to assure them, that her Majesty is ready to give
all possible encouragement to that excellent work, and that those who have the
honour to serve her are heartily disposed to contribute all that is in their power
to the same end.”70
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If any were still concerned about any apparent lack of enthusiasm from England, they should be assured that this was more apparent than real. They should
be reminded that some years earlier the Lower House of Convocation had joined
with the bishops in promoting closer communication between the churches in
England and Prussia. Concerning the appointment of Hales, he said nothing.
Sharp was concerned that no action had been taken concerning the appointment
of Hales. He took the matter up with the queen in a short interview on March 1,
1711. The queen was pressed by other businesses and said only that she would take
the matter up with Secretary of State St John. Sharp reminded her that Jablonski,
Bishop Ursinus, Baron von Printzen, and King Friedrich I all highly recommended
him. By April, still no action had been taken, and on April 3 the archbishop again
went to the queen. She was too busy to give him more than a very brief interview.
He again reminded her of the letter of Jablonski, which was to be given to the Secretary of State St John, and mentioned her also of the necessity of appointing Hales.
After the interview, he spoke briefly to Secretary St John and recounted what he
had said to the queen. He asked him to take up the matter with her.71

1.5.2 Hi storic Ep is c op ac y as th e P re co n d itio n fo r
Int er commun ion with th e Ch urch o f E n g la n d
With the involvement of Secretary St John, the proposals for conformity in
liturgy and church polity began to take on political and economic aspects. On
March 16, Friedrich Bonet, the Prussian ambassador to London, met with St John.
The matter of the introduction of the English liturgy and discipline in Prussia
naturally came into the conversation.72 On March 17, Bonet sent his report on the
meeting to King Friedrich I. In a postscript, he added some comments about the
Jablonski proposal. He stated that St John reported that “the queen and clergy
were displeased with the cold reception the German translation of the English
Liturgy [the Book of Common Prayer] met with by the answer that was given concerning it.” He stated that there was one person, and one person only, responsible for this lamentable state of affairs, the taciturn Archbishop of Canterbury
Tenison. Actually, “her Majesty and the clergy were well disposed to entertain a
correspondence with the clergy of Prussia” and were willing to enter any negotiations which would move the matter forward. He several times mentioned the
excellent letter of Baron von Printzen to Ambassador Raby and queen’s warm approval of it. Bonet stated that he had responded that he had received no instructions concerning Jablonski’s proposal, but that he knew very well the disposition
71
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of the Prussian people who disliked novelties and would not take kindly to what
they might regard as foreign influences. Steps of this nature would need to be
implemented slowly, but he would be pleased to relate to the king the queen’s
disposition in this matter. He went on to say:
“Sir, I will not here enter into the consideration of the nature of the service
of the Church of England, the most perfect, perhaps, that is among Protestants,
though the many years that I have frequented no other have given me time to
reflect upon the ritual and practice of that Church, as well as upon some abuses
there are in her clergy and discipline, I will apply myself to other considerations.
The first is, that conformity between the Prussian churches and the Church of
England would be received with great joy here. The second is, that the conformity to be wished for beyond the sea relates more to the church government than
to any change in the ritual or liturgy. The clergy here are for the episcopacy, and
look upon it, at least, as of apostolical institution, and are possessed with the
opinion, that it has continued in uninterrupted succession from the apostles to
this present time; and upon this supposition, they allege there can be no true ecclesiastical government but under bishops of this order; nor true ministers of the
gospel, but such as have been ordained by bishops, and if there be others that do
not go so far, yet they all make a great difference between the ministers that have
received the imposition of hands by bishops and those that have been ordained
by a synod of presbyters.”73
Finally, St John asserted, were the Prussian Church to adopt this form of polity,
it would be of great advantage to the English clergy, the royal court, and the Tories
who are solidly behind it. However, the Whigs, Presbyterians, Independents, and
other non-conformists would view this conformity as being to their disadvantage,
and the Electoral House of Braunschweig, which has a strong connection to this latter group, might suffer politically and economically as a result. In short, the Whigs
had the money and carried on the trade. They were good businessmen, but the
others were zealous and regarded themselves as quite superior to them.
At this point, the proposal to use the liturgy of the Church of England as the
model for the Prussian churches seemed almost to have been lost in the much
larger and comprehensive proposal to bring the Prussian churches into complete
conformity with the Church of England in liturgy and church polity. Together
with this was the notion that this would, at last, heal the divisions in Protestantism and unite the Protestants in combating the “Roman menace.” Indeed, Jablonski should have seen this coming because, although he had been loath to provide
details of his proposed ecclesiastical polity in his original proposal, this was indeed what he had intended from the beginning.
73
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On April 27, 1711, Jablonski presented to Baron von Printzen his reflections on
Bonet’s postscript. He stated that it was clear that three principle things were under
consideration. The first was a common agreement that “a conformity of the Prussians with the English Church would be very agreeable there [in England].” Indeed,
from the very beginning of the Reformation such conformity of all continental Protestants with the English Church had been earnestly desired, and although many
among the Reformed might look upon the Presbyterians as their more natural allies, it was thought that the Lutherans would find the Church of England more similar to themselves. Surely, also in Germany, it was thought that the Lutherans “have
several times been given to understand that they were of the Church of England’s
party.”74 Secondly, the judgment of Bonet “that the service of the Church of England is by much the most perfect of all used in the Reformed Churches” was correct, and it was for this reason that a liturgy based upon it had been introduced first
in the church of Neufchatel and then at Geneva. The English liturgy had been taken
for the most part from sources both ancient and pure, and a liturgy based upon it
might profitably be used by his majesty, first in the royal chapel and some of the
more important churches, particularly those of the most understanding members,
who would be able to judge reasonably and on a sound basis, until little by little the
liturgies of all other Prussian congregations might be made to conform to it. The
populous would soon come to agree because “... the English liturgy is for the most
part taken from the best antiquity, not only quoad formam, sed quoad materiam et ipsa
verba, and is composed with so much simplicity, as well as majesty, that on account
of the former it may be understood by the meanest, and on account of the latter may
edify and instruct the greatest capacity.”75
Jablonski was in full agreement with Monsieur Jean-Frédéric Osterwald,
whom he called “that judicious divine of Neufchatel,” according to whom “...
it is reasonable to think, that by such means a universal liturgy may in time be
introduced into all the Protestant Churches, which would indeed be a most noble
and useful work; but which may, according to all appearance, be entered upon
with more success, when the union between the two Protestant Churches, the
Reformed and Lutheran, shall by God’s assistance be first effected.”76
Concerning the form of church government, such great Reformed theologians
as Abraham Scultetus and Hugo Grotius had admitted that the episcopal government was superior. It was that form of government which dated from the
apostles themselves and was found universally in the churches, and even among
the schismatics, until in the Reformation era when the Germans departed from
it, both to offend the Romans and because the bishops made too much of them74
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selves. However, in the church, as in every other political body, there must be
a form of a government marked by the subordination of some to those who are
higher. Christ compared himself “to a captain or general, and his Church to an
army.” Every army had higher officers and those of lower stature who submitted
themselves to them. “...if all the officers of an army were equal, and depended
directly upon the director of military affairs, without any subordination, how
could such an army be managed, or of what use could it be?”
The proper form of submission could best be found in “a well-regulated episcopacy.” So too, the adoption of such a form of government would be an inducement
for worthy students to offer themselves for the ministry. This was not happening at
present because the ministry was considered to be a lowly estate, fit for the sons of
bakers and tailors and other mean persons. Furthermore, the fact that Protestants
had no bishops had led the Roman Church and Eastern Churches to dismiss them
out of hand and reject them like the ungodly schismatic Jeroboam of old.
It was evident that the Prussian churches could never find recognition in the
wider Christian community unless they were under the governance of lawful bishops. However, it was recognized that many would find such a polity objectionable,
therefore “… it will require a very heroic spirit to get over all those received opinions and other difficulties, which may lay in the way of this undertaking.”
German Protestants would need to overcome many prejudices if they were to
accept episcopacy, but they would have to recognize that the church and its officials would not be diminished but rather exalted by means of it. By this means,
also the Church of England, which was held in high veneration among the Lutherans, would become the very instrument for the healing of divisions and the
affecting of reconciliation among Protestants in German-speaking lands.
“... when the view and design of the whole work is not the favoring this or
that party, but the honor of God, and the enlarging the kingdom of Jesus Christ,
things must, and may be so ordered, that the triumph be only our Savior’s, and
each party may draw equal advantage from it. As thus, when by means of this
conformity, the Prussian and the English Churches shall be perfectly united,
they both may join to heal the wounds of the rest of the Protestants. The Church
of England, which is everywhere in so great veneration among the Lutherans,
would be a proper instrument to unite the Protestants on this side of the sea; the
very conformity with that Church being itself a great step to such an union.”77
Accordingly, King Friedrich I, who “is in the highest veneration both with the
Church and nation,” a man of “great piety and patriot zeal,” would show himself
to be worthy of his name – Friedrich, a man “rich in peace:”
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“There is no potentate upon earth who has better opportunities of going
through with such a work than his Majesty, who, if he would shew how justly he
carries the name of Friedrich (‘rich in peace’), and would exert himself so as to
make the effects of it felt, not only in Germany by uniting the Protestants there,
but even as far as Great Britain, by healing their divisions, the merit of it towards
the Church of Christ would exceed comparison. His olive branches would infinitely excel the palms of conquerors, and his glory would remain bright among
posterity, even to the end of the world.”78
Finally, he noted that political and economic concerns were misplaced. The
true Tories were fully as concerned in matters of commerce and trade as were the
Whigs, and the fact that Baron Augustus Schutz, the late Hannoverian minister at
London, preferred the association of the Wigs to the Tories, should not be taken
to mean that the House of Hannover would suffer under the Tories.79
In a letter addressed to Jablonski on May 3, von Printzen carefully considered
Jablonski’s arguments in favor of episcopacy and his concern to introduce such
a polity even in the face of prejudices and opposing opinions. He agreed that the
introduction and establishment of “an approved episcopacy in this way should
surely be inoffence, and it would not in any way weaken the power of the jura
Majestatis circa sacra, especially in a government which was entirely sovereign.”80
He encouraged Jablonski to move forward in this project and to keep him informed as to developments and to be assured that he could do so without running the danger of being forced to face censure.
Jablonski himself was elated that his proposals were now being considered in
the highest circles of the church and state both at home and in England. In a letter to Sharp on April 28, 1711, he stated that on March 24, the very day that Lord
Raby was concluding his service as British ambassador to Prussia, he had taken
the time to acquaint him with the latest information on the positive reception of
his proposal in Great Britain. He told him that he had heard from Secretary St
John that he should confer with von Printzen, the bishops, and others about the
present state of ecclesiastical affairs in Prussia and assure them that her majesty
and her clergy were ready to assist in the promotion of St John’s proposal concerning the development of more intimate relations between the churches and the
conformity of the Prussian Church to the polity of the Church of England. Raby
stated that he had attempted to fulfill this obligation but had been unable to do
so because von Printzen had been away from home. He, therefore, had decided
to deliver the material to Jablonski himself with the request that he turn it over to
von Printzen. He recalled also the letter of the Prussian Ambassador in London,
78
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Bonet, to King Friedrich I concerning his interview with St John. On the basis of
this conversation, it was clear to Bonet that the question of conformity in the liturgy was of only secondary interest to the British. What was of chief importance
was the adoption of the ecclesiastical polity of the English Church. “The English
do not aim so much at a conformity in the liturgy, as in the Church government.”
His knowledge of this letter came from Bonet himself, who communicated parts
of it to Bishop Ursinus and him and asked that both should give him a written
account of their opinions. For his part, Jablonski stated that it was his opinion
that the Prussian Church should adopt a liturgy comparable to that of the English
Church, as well as a comparable ecclesiastical polity for the weighty causes he
had now set down in writing on April 27. He stated his continuing concern that a
suitable successor to British Ambassador Raby should soon be named and that, in
addition, Hales should come as a special representative of the British crown. His
presence would be most helpful, especially because he understood German and
could press the cause of the English liturgy.81

1.5.3 J abl ons ki’s Fifteen Poin t Pro g ra m fo r th e I n tro d u ctio n
of Hi st or i c Ep is c op ac y
After von Printzen had indicated his approval of Jablonski’s remarks, Jablonski wrote again to Archbishop Sharp on May 5, 1711, stating that he was very
happy that negotiations were moving forward, and he stated again that it was
most important that Hales should come since this would be a strong outward
sign of the seriousness of the British Church in pursuing the union of the Protestants.82
In his May 3 letter to Jablonski, von Printzen asked him to present in writing a
reasoned argument in favor of the episcopal government in the Prussian churches and the manner in which prejudices against it might be effectively silenced.83
Jablonski set to work immediately to satisfy this request, and by May 7 he was
able to present to von Printzen a fifteen-point program for the introduction of an
episcopacy.
In the first article, he stated candidly that many might look upon the introduction of episcopacy as detrimental to the sovereign because it might seem to
infringe in some manner on his prerogatives as summus episcopus.
“The introducing of episcopacy, may be looked upon as dangerous, either with
respect to the sovereign, least his authority in ecclesiastical affairs should thereby
81
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be in some measure infringed, or else with
respect to the people, who might look upon
it as a step towards Popery.”84
He stated that this notion was quite mistaken because “a Protestant episcopacy does
no ways diminish or infringe the jura Majestatis circa sacra, but rather strengthens and
confirms them.” Concerning the prejudices
with which many viewed the episcopacy, all
caution would need to be taken to overcome
these fears and to indicate that the introduction of an episcopacy was right and proper.
The second article stated that episcopacy
as practiced in the Church of Rome was, in
fact, exercised improperly in that Roman
bishops arrogated to themselves some
of the rights of government in the church
which rightly belonged to the sovereign
and because they owed their first allegiance
not to their sovereign but to the Roman
Marquard Ludwig Freiherr von
pope and regarded his as their supreme
Printzen, president of the Kurmark
head in ecclesiastical matters.
Lutheran consistory in Berlin.
Engraving by Georg Paul Busch, 1720
“The episcopal jurisdiction, as it is prac(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
ticed in the Church of Rome, is utterly inconsistent with the rights and authority of
Christian princes; and that in a two-fold
manner: first, because those bishops attribute to themselves certain rights in the
government of the church which belong to the sovereign; and secondly, because
they do not acknowledge the prince of the country, but the Pope of Rome, for
their supreme head in ecclesiastical affairs. The first intrenches upon the sovereign’s prerogative, the second entirely destroys it, as setting up an imperium in
imperio; one state within another.”85
Third, Protestants had learned to give to Caesar what belonged to Caesar and
to God what belonged to God. They gave their allegiance to their sovereign as
the supreme custodian of both tables of the law (supremum custodem utriusque
tabula) and acknowledged that as custodian of the Second Table, all power in
secular matters belongs to him. As custodian of the First Table, he had authority
in all ecclesiastical matters which were of benefit to the church and which did not
84
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contradict the word of God. The liturgy of the Church of England expressed this
emphatically when it spoke of the king as “governor in all causes and over all
persons as well ecclesiastical as civil, and supreme in all his realms.”
Fourth, some Protestants had come to doubt whether the jura Majestatis should
be called a jus episcopale since no secular persons were to have authority in ecclesiastical matters. In the Roman Church, bishops pretended to be princes; Protestants were concerned that princes should not pretend to be bishops. However, an
easy solution to this matter could be found when it was noted that episcopos could
be understood in a wide sense as well as the narrow sense.
“This difficulty will be easily taken away, if we make the necessary distinction
between the stricter use of the word Episcopus, and its use in a greater latitude.
In the stricter sense, wherein it signifies a person who executes the office of a
preacher, administers sacraments, and ordains ministers, it is plain that a prince
of a country, as such, is not a bishop. But in the more extensive signification of
the word, wherein it only signifies in general, an administration and inspection
over ecclesiastical matters, the sovereign may certainly be stiled, in that sense,
Episcopus, and has his episcopal rights and jurisdiction, and that not only in the
bare secular sense of the word, in which the Athenians stiled their Praetors, and
the Romans their Aediles, Episcopi, but so far as a Christian sovereign is supreme
governor likewise over all ecclesiastical persons and affairs.”86
A Christian sovereign was understood to be supreme governor over all ecclesiastical persons and matters. In this sense, Constantine used the term “bishop.” The wise
emperor clearly distinguished between the internals of the ministry and the external
government of the church (potestas archietectonica in ecclesia). Internal matters must be
left to church officials, and external government was in the hands of the sovereign as
one could see also in Eusebius. Imperium in sacra and sacra functio were different matters. The first referred to the sovereign, the second – to who minister at the altar.
The fifth article stated the role of the Jewish kings in the Old Testament and
Christian emperors in the New Testament era. The Jewish kings governed by
God’s command, Christian emperors govern with the approbation of the Christian world. Thus, it is clear that the ecclesiastical jurisdiction of the sovereign extends overall in the church of whatever station they may be and that he possesses
the power to appoint them, and when they deserve it, to deprive them of their office. Furthermore, the sovereign has the power to build and endow churches and
schools and to maintain them, to correct disorders and order reforms, to appoint
days of prayer, repentance, and thanksgiving. He may make ecclesiastical constitutions, maintain them, change them, or repeal them as he sees fit, and punish
those who disobey the rules he has set down. The Christian sovereign has also the
86
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power to call necessary synods, to demand that his clergy render their opinion
in matters which he designates, to confirm their resolutions and to give them the
force of law. Finally, he has been empowered by gentle means to bring heretics,
infidels, and all who are in error to the truth and to keep them in good order and
peace, and when needed for the common good, to banish them.
Article six stated that there were other areas of authority not expressly indicated
here but all of which could be confirmed by the examples of Jewish kings and Christian emperors. It had been well said that the state was not in the church but the church
was in the state (Non enim Respublica est in Ecclesia, sed Ecclesia in Respublica).
Seven, it could be seen from what had been stated that the rights of the sovereign in church matters was in no way infringed or curtailed by bishops. On the
contrary, the Roman clergy destroyed these rights, and the Presbyterians in England came close to doing so in that they arrogated to themselves the right to call
and hold synods, to make ecclesiastical constitutions, etc., apart from their prince
or king. It was for this reason that King James I had looked to the bishops as the
first line of defense of his authority “and often used to say – no bishop, no king.”
Eight, it has been shown, but must now be shown again, that episcopal church
government does not infringe upon the rights of bishops as regards their supervision of the church’s internal affairs. It must indeed be asked whether it would
not be better and more useful for the church if the sovereign would exercise his
external jurisdiction through the bishops rather than other officials.
Nine, this ought to be considered because, although “the prince, without dispute, has the highest jurisdiction imaginable in ecclesiastical matters,” he is not
able to exercise his jurisdiction in ecclesiastical matters in his own person. He
must have others who administer the church on his behalf, just as in civil matters
jurisdiction is administered through civil officials and in military matters through
military officials. Thus, ecclesiastical matters should be administered by church
officials, a necessario, utili, et decoro – for the sake of necessity, for the sake of utility, and for the sake of proper decorum.
Ten, with regard to the Jewish kings, it cannot be recalled that they used any
intermediate secular person to supervise the clergy since there was only one high
priest who was always by the king’s side and who received his instructions directly from him. So likewise, when there was a prophet, he spoke directly to the
king. Christian emperors also have had no director of ecclesiastical affairs, but
they had often made use their ministers to preside over ecclesiastical councils,
to make weighty decisions, to represent them at synods, to judge the differences
between bishops, etc. History gives examples of situations in which emperors
appointed ecclesiastical commissions and exercised authority through them. The
case of Henry VIII of England, who rejected the supremacy of the pope and made
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himself head of the church appointing his own vicar-general in ecclesiastical matters and other offices, comes immediately to mind.
Eleven, should the Prussian sovereign choose to introduce episcopacy, the office
of the director of ecclesiastical affairs might well remain as it has been in the past for
three reasons. (1) The Prussian bishops have neither the right to immediately address
themselves to the sovereign or to enact legislation in chancery. (2) Complaints, appeals, and other ecclesiastical causes from the provinces must necessarily be brought
to the attention of his majesty. (3) It is necessary that a superior official be appointed to
supervise the bishops in his majesty’s name. Thus, the office of the director of ecclesiastical affairs (consistory) will be invested with even greater dignity.
Twelve, concerning Prussian bishops, it is necessary to decide whether they should
superintend only Reformed Churches of their territories or over the Lutherans also.
“For my part,” Jablonski stated, “I believe the Lutherans themselves would in most
places be very well satisfied with it: however, it would be more safe at first to let it be
only over the Reformed. And, upon this footing, I consider the thing at present: the
rest will follow in course from the designed union of the Protestant Churches.”87
Thirteen, concerning the function and jurisdiction of bishops in their provinces in general, they are to concern themselves with the inspection of churches
and clergy in their dioceses and to exercise jurisdiction in accordance with the
instructions and rules prescribed. The bishop should not himself be tied to the
care of souls in a particular congregation but should be at liberty to preach in any
church as he sees fit. In particular, he should supervise the examination of candidates for the ministry and delegate the persons responsible for conducting that
examination. He is to make frequent visitations of his churches, if possible in person, and in cases of necessity by a deputy. With regard to the doctrine and behavior of his ministers in matters that do not require formal action – ad jurisdictionem
contentiosam, he should address the minister and admonish him as a brother, and
if necessary, suspend him from office “till his Majesty be informed of it, and his
royal resolutions known.” Those in lower offices, such as singers, organists, and
sextons, are under his supervision and may bring contentions and concerns to his
attention rather than taking the matter to the sovereign. When it is necessary that
a person be separated from the church and excluded from Holy Communion, this
sentence is not to be carried out until the bishop has been informed and his approval has been secured. In all such matters, the bishop must act with great prudence, lest appeal be made to his majesty. In disputes and offenses which arise
between members of the churches, such matters are usually to be heard by the
consistory, however, the bishop must have the power to call these persons to appear before him in order that he might conciliate them. He must have inspection
87
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over the schools and see that they are kept in good order. Royal orders are to be
communicated from the throne to the bishop and from him to his clergy. In every
province, the bishop is to preside in the consistory, excepting only in the city of
king’s residence where that honor is given to the chief director of ecclesiastical affairs and the bishop will serve as vice-president. There should be little reticence to
allow this since those who are made bishops will necessarily apply themselves to
the careful study of canon law and proper consistorial proceedings. Furthermore,
it can hardly be imagined that anyone would be chosen to be a bishop but those
who were old and experienced men and who had themselves served on consistories for many years. It should be noted also that it is the duty of the presiding
officer to call the vote in consistory meetings. Thus, he does not decide the resolution of any matter but rather declares what the majority has decided. Those who
voted, of course, included secular members of the consistory.
Fourteen, a body of ecclesiastical constitutions and laws must be formulated in
a mature manner, taking into consideration the manifold functions of the bishop
and the standing rules.
Finally, the fifteenth article stated:
“An episcopacy regulated after this manner, can be of no prejudice to the
sovereign, since his rights are not in the least infringed, but rather established and
strengthened by it; and the bishops entirely and in all things depend upon him.”88
Furthermore, any prejudice or offense of the people would be dispelled when they
had been taught that all Christians from the time of the apostles down to the present
have always had bishops, and this included Protestant churches as well in countries
ruled by monarchs, such as in England, Sweden, and Denmark, all of which maintained the episcopacy. Of major nations only Prussia was excepted. Those which had
laid the episcopal order aside had also indicated that they were willing to allow that
it be reintroduced among them once it had been purged of its abuses. No German
church disapproved of general superintendents, and in the course of time, that is what
the bishops would be – superintendents of the church and nothing else. The office of
bishops being proposed was in no way different from that office, excepting only that
bishops served as presidents of the consistories and general superintendents did not.
However, it should be recalled that in earlier times the general superintendent in Prussia had indeed served as president of the consistory. Finally, it should be noted that
the dignity of the bishop pertained only to his own person and not to his wife or his
children. They may be given no other rank than what others are pleased to give them
or they have earned on the basis of their merit.89
Ayerst, who by this time was living in Hague, translated both the request of
Baron von Printzen and the project on episcopacy of Jablonski and conveyed them
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on June 9 to Archbishop Sharp, along with another reminder that the Prussians
were concerned that Hales had not yet been either appointed or sent. He noted
also that the king was showing greater respect for episcopacy and had demonstrated this fact by designating Bishop Ursinus to be as vice-president of the royal
consistory, although two years previously it had been expressly stated that this
position must be held by a secular official.90
Sharp himself undertook to move the
nomination of Hales ahead by writing to
Robert Harley, the new Lord of the Treasury, on July 21, 1711, stating that Hales
was imminently qualified to promote the
establishment of episcopal polity and the
English liturgy in Prussia since he was well
known in Germany and was well informed
concerning the whole business. Shortly
thereafter, he wrote directly to Hales, stating that he had spoken to the queen and
St John in the past about the Prussian project and suggested that he might be sent
to Prussia to promote the interests of the
Church of England and its episcopal polity and liturgy, and since then he had also
written about the matter to the Lord of the
Treasury. He urged Harley:
Queen Anne of Great Britain.
“I would beg leave to put your LordEngraving by Pieter Schenk
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
ship in mind of Mr. Hales. He is capable
of doing great service towards the promoting that noble design that is now on
foot of having episcopacy and our liturgy established in Prussia.”91
He asked him to inform Jablonski that he had received an English translation
of his project, as well as his reflection on the letter of Bonet to the king of Prussia,
and he heartily approved of them both.
A few days later Sharp wrote to Hales:
“I often, spoke to the Queen and Mr. Secretary St John’s about it; that from
time to time I got his letters translated, and laid them before the Queen; Likewise
I have often pressed, as he [Secretary St John] desired me, that you might be sent
abroad under a public character, to promote the interests of our Church and religion, and the settling on episcopacy and a liturgy in Prussia.”
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Sharp also made it clear that he was grateful for the essays he had received
from Jablonski, stating that he found them to be excellent, just as Jablonski himself was clearly an excellent man.
“Lastly, I desire you to return my humble thanks to Dr. Jablonski for his two
excellent treatises, which I received since it came down from Mr. Ayerst, viz. his
Reflections on Mr. Bond’s Letter to the King of Prussia, and his Project for introducing
Episcopacy into the King of Prussia’s dominions. I assure you, I do exceedingly approve of them, as I must of every thing that comes from that great man.”92
At this point, the project on the introduction of episcopacy existed only on
paper. Although it had been warmly commended, no concrete action concerning it had been taken. In a letter to Archbishop Sharp on May 23, 1711, Jablonski
stated that he hoped that a visit to Belgium in the company of the king would create an opportunity for him to bring up the matter of liturgy and episcopacy with
other heads of state.93
Still, no word came from England, and in a later letter to Ayerst, Jablonski expressed his consternation. “My present grief [results] from the long silence of our English friends; for everyone is so silent that they teach me the lesson by this very fact that
too little has been accomplished on behalf of our project. Nevertheless, because it is
God’s cause, it must be entrusted humbly to His judgement and guidance.”94 The English, however, had not lost interest or ceased to advance the project. Sharp and Smaldridge had exchanged several letters in which they lamented that it was difficult to
get the government to take action. The archbishop had presented to the queen all the
material that he had received from Prussia, and on several occasions he had spoken to
St John about Hales, stating that Hales was just the man to promote the English polity
and liturgy in Prussia. London, however, remained silent.

1.5.4 Pl an s to In clude th e Han n o v e ria n L u th e ra n C h u rch
i n t he Protes tan t Un ion
Despite the frustrations being felt on both sides, Jablonski did not flag in his
zeal to promote the project. Indeed, with the support of Leibniz, the Hannoverian Church was now brought into the picture since it seemed clear that the
British succession would soon depend upon the Hannoverian dynasty, and this
would create a new bond between the peoples of Great Britain and Hannover.
How happy it would be if that bond were as much or even more based upon a
common liturgy and church polity than merely a political one. Ayerst wrote to
92
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Leibniz to encourage his interest and support for Jablonski’s project, and in response on May 3, 1711, Leibniz wrote to Ayerst to propose that, as an indication
of her serious intention to draw the English and Hannoverian churches together,
it would be well that the queen establishes an English chaplain to minister to
Princess Sophia of the Palatinate who had been designated heir to the British
throne by the Act of Settlement of 1701. He suggested also that discussions concerning the mutual relations between the two churches ought surely to include
Archbishop Sharp and Bishop Robinson whose enthusiasm for the project was
well known. Two days later, on May 5, 1711, Jablonski wrote to Ayerst in support
of the establishment of the chaplaincy despite its costs.95
On June 9, 1711, Ayerst wrote to Archbishop Sharp and suggested that Hannover should now be included in the project to draw together the Prussian and
the English Churches. He noted that Jablonski and Leibniz had both been consulted about this, and although they questioned whether it might ever come to
pass, they approved it in principle, and Leibniz stated that he would sound out
the Hannoverian court about it.96 On June 28, 1711, Leibniz wrote to Ayerst that
he had sounded out the Hannoverians and could say that the elector of Braunschweig, the first prince of an electorate pledged to the Augsburg Confession in
the Empire, would be most pleased that the two churches be more closely joined
together in this way. He stated that he had spoken with the elector about the
Thirty-Nine Articles of the Church of England and could report that in his eyes
they bore witness to the same faith as that of the Augsburg Confession. He noted
also that it was Genevan spirituality which had prevailed in Berlin and that King
Friedrich I, Bishop Ursinus, and Jablonski were all favorably inclined toward the
Church of England, despite some opposition that they were getting from Lutheran rigorists. He spoke also with James Cresset, the English Envoy in Berlin, who
wrote him some letters which might at some point in the future prove useful in
promoting the project. He suggested that Archbishop Sharp and Bishop Robison ought to be made aware of this. On July 1, Ayerst wrote to the archbishop
informing him of all this, and Smaldridge, who conveyed the letter, added to it
his own comment “that it would certainly be of great service to our Church, that
our liturgy should be used at the Court of Hannover.”97 He suggested that the
archbishop might well use his influence to see that this might come to pass. The
prevailing attitude of Archbishop Sharp, Leibniz, and Jablonski was that the best
place to begin the process of implementing this project concerning unification
would be to introduce the English liturgy in Hannover rather than in Prussia.
However, Leibniz wrote to Ayerst on September 18 that he was glad to hear that
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correspondence between the English court and the Prussians had been renewed
and that it could be hoped that a good result would soon come of it.98
These negotiations had been reopened largely as a result of correspondence between St John and Lord Raby in Holland. In a letter of June 8, 1711, St John stated that
the queen was concerned that the Prussians thought that their proposals had not been
warmly received. In fact, she wanted this project to move forward. “Your excellency
knows how much the Queen is concerned that some proposals of this nature were formerly met with so cold a reception and so little regard here. Her Majesty is herself very
well disposed to forward so pious a work and most of the bishops and the body of the
clergy of this church show great inclination to contribute on their part to the success of
it.” Therefore, St John stated to Raby that he should move ahead cautiously but not in
such a matter that the English might be embarrassed.99
During this period, Jablonski seemed not as hopeful as Leibniz. He was becoming pessimistic, but still, he did not flag in his zeal to promote his project. He
conveyed something of his discouragement in letters to Ayerst on September 22,
September 29, and October 6.100 However, early in 1712, he received a letter from
Bishop Robinson which revived his spirit. Robinson asked for advice about what
could be done to revive interest in the project. On February 6, 1712, Jablonski
wrote to Ayerst suggesting that the first step should be the appointment of an
ambassador to Berlin who was himself a man of impeccable piety, a lover of the
church, and possessor of the vision – one who would himself seek to inspire a
similar vision in the king and his ministers, that is, a love of episcopal polity and
the English liturgy. He stated that it was most urgent also that Hales be sent to
Berlin as a special representative of the queen. He alone had the ability to move
this undertaking forward, an undertaking that rose above the concern of single
state, which might otherwise bog down the project because of complicated details.
With his enthusiasm now renewed, Jablonski looked to the peace negotiations in
Holland among the belligerents in the War of the Spanish Succession with hopes
that much good would be accomplished there.101 On September 13, 1712, he wrote
to Archbishop Sharp to express his pleasure that the archbishop was providing
heroic leadership in moving the project forward in a time of open warfare when
deals were being made behind closed doors. However, the chaplaincy in Berlin,
made vacant when Ayerst left for Holland, remained unfilled. Candidates had
been approached but demanded too much money, as St John informed Bishop
Robinson on February 6 and April 22, 1712.102 In his letter to Sharp on January 14,
98
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1713, Jablonski urged that Ayerst should be reappointed, but this was impossible.
It would be a step backward for him. The position remained unfilled, and this
greatly retarded negotiations between the Prussians and English.103
A further problem was the failure of St John to send a new ambassador to
Prussia, a position which had been vacant since Raby had left in February 1711.
Sharp repeatedly urged that, in addition to this, Hales should be named ecclesiastical ambassador extraordinary, but his appeals to the queen and St John were
met with silence. St John was preoccupied with the peace negotiations in Utrecht,
which fell into his hands when Sir Robert Harley, First Lord of the Treasury,
was incapacitated by an assassination attempt by a French refugee Antoine de
Guiscard on March 8, 1711. In addition to the negotiations in Utrecht, St John
was also involved in trying to bring to an end the conflict he had created with the
French in Canada. In March 1711, St John named Abraham Stanyan, ambassador
to Switzerland, to go to Berlin. Stanyan refused to do so unless the crown agreed
to pay the debts which he had run up as ambassador to Switzerland. In addition,
he insisted that he should be named ambassador plenipotentiary at a significant
raise in pay. Stanyan’s repeated letters to St John about this matter gained him
some sympathy but nothing more. He stayed in Switzerland. Indeed, if he had
gone to Berlin, his move there would have done little or nothing to further church
relations since he could hardly say to be a strong Christian or a churchman.104

1 . 6 T h e A bru p t De mi s e o f the Un ion Ef f ort s
European politics also took their toll. Holy Roman Emperor Joseph I died in
April 1711, and his younger brother, Archduke Charles, claimed the throne. In
Prussia and some other German states, there was concern that were they to triumph
over France in the War of the Spanish Succession, the new emperor might become
the king of Spain. The British had determined to continue to support Charles VI in
his bid to become emperor, but since there was no British ambassador in Berlin,
there was no one there who could be used to convince the Prussian king that the
primary purpose of the war was not to support Charles’s claim but to preserve the
balance of European power against France. St John asked Charles Whitworth, who
was leaving for his new post in Russia, to stop briefly in Berlin and explain the matter to the king. St John gave him no instructions concerning ecclesiastical matters,
and they were not of much interest to him in any case. He wished to make his stay
in Berlin as brief as possible and to get on his way to his new post.105
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Further tensions were caused over disagreements concerning the nature and
scope of the Prussian involvement in the war. Relationships between Prussia and
England began to break down because Prussia, concerned about the growing
power of the Holy Roman Empire, entered into secret negotiations with France.
Even more, political problems developed in the attempts to end the war.
Strong disagreements developed over the pursuit of the conflict, and this made
negotiations concerning ecclesiastical union impossible. Even Baron von Printzen
avoided talking about the union. He had lost his enthusiasm for it, and even Jablonski was discouraged. He wrote to Sharp on January 14, 1713, that something
great would have been accomplished already by the work of the new ambassador, except for the present European conflict which had confused civil matters in
such a way that it equally affected ecclesiastical matters, but it had not yet caused
a delay in his efforts to move forward in church union.106
The final demise of Jablonski’s proposals for ecclesiastical and liturgical union
came suddenly in February 1713. On February 28, Jablonski wrote to Sharp to inform him of the death of King Friedrich I. The death of the king spelled the death
also of Jablonski’s proposals. He tried to put a good face on it and wrote that he
was sure that King Friedrich Wilhelm I would vigorously take up the work of
his father and would maintain the scholarships at the Universities of Oxford and
Cambridge which he had endowed. He shared these thoughts again with both
Ayerst and Sharp on April 22, 1713.107
However, no one else shared his enthusiasm. Others knew well that Friedrich Wilhelm I’s chief interests lay elsewhere. His chief concern was to build up the Prussian
military. The archbishop himself was in declining health, as Ayerst informed Jablonski
by letter on July 22, 1713. Sharp could do no more, but it was his hope that younger
men led by William Wake, the future archbishop of Canterbury, would take up the
cause. Both Sharp and Queen Anne died in 1714, as did also the heir apparent, Sophia of the Palatinate. Upon the death of Archbishop Tenison, William Wake became
archbishop of Canterbury in 1715. Now there was a new monarch, George I, the first
Hannoverian king to sit on the British throne. With him Wake had little influence.108
What had begun as a plan to improve congregational worship in Reformed and
Lutheran churches of Prussia, had grown into a grand plan to establish episcopal
polity and create around it a single Protestant church united against the Church of
Rome. Few Prussians had ever been permitted to become aware of the scope of this
proposal. It was apparently assumed that Lutherans, who were far more liturgically
inclined than the Reformed and more interested in tradition, would enthusiastically
support the proposal. However, little account was taken to the fact that Lutherans
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were primarily concerned about theology and pure doctrine. The discussion of
these was deliberately kept off the table.
The project was the brainchild of Jablonski
who, although of Bohemian Brethren descent, was far more at home with Calvinist attitudes and served in Reformed congregations. His Reformed monarch, who
never failed to show his preferment for
Reformed religion, chose his ecclesiastical
leaders from that communion. Among
these was Baron von Printzen, president
of the Kurmark consistory in Berlin and a
devout Calvinist.
Theology was not a matter of great
concern among the English. The Elizabethan settlement had led to an agreement in polity and worship, and the
Thirty-Nine Articles were considered a
Tombstone of Daniel Ernst Jablonski in
sufficient statement of belief. It was ecthe cemetery of the Reformed Parochial
Church (Parochialkirche) in Berlin
clesiastical polity and the Book of Com(Bildarchiv Foto Marburg / Omnia.ie).
mon Prayer which united the Church of
England, with polity in the first place.
Jablonski’s proposals were quite satisfactory, not least because there was so little in them of common faith, teaching, and
confession as Lutherans would insist. To Jablonski, worship should be decent and
fitting and should promote the glory of God. The glory of God was important
to the Calvinists, but Jablonski reckoned that their worship services contributed
little to it. It was that which he sought to remedy. To his mind, no one did worship better than the English, and the English liturgy was the best model to follow.
So too, English ecclesiastical polity was dignified, and according to their claim,
apostolic. This too, appealed to Jablonski. It remained, however, a proposal that
was never fully implemented and largely kept secret for fear of negative reaction
from within the Prussian Lutheran churches. Those who had the power to act
upon it were, however, far more concerned with economic and political matters.
When ambassadorial and high-level appointments had to be made, the British felt
it necessary that other requirements be put ahead than piety and churchmanship.
In comparison to Protestant union, the political advantage was considered more
important, and with the development of political tensions between the Prussians
and the British, the whole matter of liturgy and union was shelved.
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2 . P r u ss i an P i et i s m and Its E ffects
on the Liturgy
Friedrich I was unable to create an effective organizational merger of the Reformed and Lutherans into one ecclesiastical organization. Little did he know
that a movement already planted and gaining ground in his realm, and which
he viewed with some suspicion, would, in the end, prove to be the force which
would draw his Protestant people into closer contact and a familial relationship.
Pietism represented the subjective and emotional side of the Christian faith
and put primary emphasis on Christian living. The relationship between Pietism
and Lutheran orthodoxy is often misunderstood and misstated, as though Pietism were a lively reaction against and a repudiation of “dead orthodoxy” which
dwelled in impersonal abstractions. Such is hardly the case as one can see if one
considers the sermons of Johann Gerhard and other orthodox Lutheran preachers
of the era and the devotional writings of Johann Arndt and Johann Gerhard, both
of whom must be considered as part of the orthodox Lutheran establishment.
The most famous devotional writing of the period of Lutheran orthodoxy was
Von wahrem Christenthumb heilsamer Busse, wahrem Glauben, heyligem Leben und
Wandel der rechten wahren Christen (Concerning the True Christianity: the Salutary
Repentance, the True Faith, and the Holy Life and Walk of the Right, True Christian)
by Johann Arndt, published in 1605 and expanded in 1610 with three additional
volumes, published in Magdeburg under the general title: Vier Bücher Von wahrem
Christenthumb (Four Books of True Christianity). Two additional volumes appeared
in 1620 in which Arndt explained and recapitulated the contents of the four books
and reaffirmed their doctrinal and ethical positions.109 The appeal of his True
Christianity was so widespread that the book went through innumerable editions
and several hundred thousand copies were sold.110 Indeed, it has been said that
more people were reading Arndt than were reading the Bible.
Arndt’s purpose was to draw attention to the intimate relationship between
Christ and those who remained faithful to his word. Such was rightly said to be
in mystical union with God. Those who had been justified by grace through faith
were reborn (Germ. Wiedergeburt) to a new life. Arndt spoke of this as a spiritual
transformation by which believers were enabled to cast off the old man and his sinful ways and become new man, living their lives according to the model of Christ.
In the eyes of some critics, Arndt seemed to be propounding a new and synergistic
doctrine which undercut the doctrine of justification by grace through faith, and on
109
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this basis they engaged in strong polemics
against him. However, after careful consideration, the theological faculties of Wittenberg, Leipzig, and Strasburg all agreed
that Arndt’s doctrine stood within the parameters of a proper understanding of the
doctrine of justification. Indeed, Article III
of the Formula of Concord, in both its Epitome and Solid Declaration, note that justification may, on the one hand, be identified
with rebirth (Lat. regeneratio) and new life
(Lat. vivificatio), but at the same time they
should be looked upon as following justification – the daily working out in the life
of the believer of that which was begun in
Holy Baptism, “because the beginnings of
renewal in this life remain incomplete and
sin continues to dwell in the flesh even of
the reborn.”111 Arndt and those like him
could hardly be said to be reacting against
orthodoxy because the position he exJohann Arndt, general superintendent
of Lüneburg. Engraving by Peter Rollos,
pressed was itself clearly stated in the For1638 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
mula of Concord. The beautiful hymns of
Philipp Nicolai, Paul Gerhardt, Sigmund
von Birken, Benjamin Schmolck, Johann
Hermann Schein, and others were in fact not the sentimental ramblings of subjectivists but the expression in living terms of an orthodox Lutheran faith, not the
plaintive cries of those seeking assurance that they were indeed saved.

2 . 1 E x pr e s s i o ns o f P ru s s i an P iet ist Th eology
a n d Pr a c ti ce s
2.1.1 Phi l i p p Jak ob Sp en er’s Mod e ra te Pie tis m
In 1675, when a new edition of Arndt’s Postilla, das ist: Geistreiche Erklärung
der evangelischen Texte (Postil, that Is, the Spiritually Rich Explanation of the Gospel
Texts) was being prepared, an introductory preface, “Gnade Liecht und Heyl von
111
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Gott dem Himmlischen Vatter durch Christum Jesum in dem Heil. Geist, allen denen
die den Herrn suchen” (“Grace, Light, and
Salvation from God, the Heavenly Father,
Through Christ Jesus in the Holy Spirit
to All Those who Seek the Lord”), was
attached to it by Philipp Jakob Spener,
pastor of the Barfüßer Church in Frankfurt (Main).112 In 1676, the preface was
published in a separate book. In it, Spener
set down what he termed to be his “pious
desires” for the church – his Pia Desideria:
Oder Hertzliches Verlangen, Nach Gottgefälliger Besserung der wahren Evangelischen
Kirchen (Pia Desideria, or Heartfelt Desire for
a God-Pleasing Betterment of the True Evangelical Church). In it, Spener gave six proposals how to renew and strengthen the
church through the edification of more
knowledgeable and devoted members.113
Regardless the Lutheran doctrine of
the two kingdoms and the notion that
church and state were different realms,
Title page of Pia Desideria
the fact of the matter was that the churchby Philipp Spener, 1676.
es which turned away from the papacy
inevitably became arms of the state. The
practical rule was stated in the Peace of Augsburg of 1555: Cuius regio, eius religio.
In most places this was thought to be inevitable. Now in place of bishops, who
acted like princes, there were instead princes who acted like bishops. Whoever
ruled a region became in fact the summus episcopus of the church. In the free cities,
the councilors became a kind of episcopal committee. The church, which had left
the papacy behind, became subservient to its temporal rulers. As Danish Imperial
Chancellor, Arild Huitfeldt, wrote: “Before the change in religion, we had only
one single bishop, the pope, over all of us; now instead of one, we have multitudes;
every so-called reformed prince in Germany is a separate pope.”114 The rulers
sought the advancement of the faith and moral behavior in their realms through
regulation and legislation. Laws were passed concerning church attendance, sac112
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ramental participation, and other matters, and these laws needed police powers to enforce what the law demanded.
The result was a certain level of outward
conformity to the law. This might be satisfactory from the standpoint of the police
officials but to earnest pastors it seemed
disgraceful. They looked for more positive fruit from the preaching of the word
of God and the administration of the sacraments. Arndt in the opening word to
the preface to Von wahrem Christenthumb
stated: “As every seed produces fruit of
a like nature, so the word of God must
daily produce in us new spiritual fruits.”
In words reminiscent of Luther, he went Philipp Jakob Spener. Engraving by Pieter
on to say: “The Old Adam must die and
Schenk (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
Christ must live in us.”115
In his Pia desideria, Spener depicted the
deplorable spiritual and moral conditions in society. It was clear to him that more
was needed than the preaching of the law and the gospel and the administration
of the sacraments, catechization, and state regulations. The Christians themselves
needed to be truly converted and born again. Those who were born again must
progress in their Christian walk and holiness of living by daily exercise and by
policing themselves and guiding and encouraging each other in their movement
forward and upward as Christians. For this purpose, beginning in 1670, Spener
established a conventicle in his congregation in which Christians could gather to
edify each other by studying together the sermons and what they learned from
them and also by reading directly from the Bible and confessing with each other
in the fear of the Lord how they should apply these words to themselves and put
them into practice. Spener warned that such conventicles must not become large
or become schismatic. It was important to him that the liturgical services of the
church and the public preaching should be attended to and honored and that
every appearance of evil must be eschewed.
Spener would never consider that his Pious Desires were in any way contradicted or undercut orthodox Lutheran theology. He thought of his conventicle
as the leaven which would spread to permeate the entire congregation. The
same would happen also in other congregations, and thus, the lives of the people
115
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Parsonage of the Church of the Barefoot Friars (Barfüßerkirche) in Frankfurt (Main) where
Philipp Jakob Spener instituted his first collegia pietatis – conventicles of Lutherans meeting to
study the Scriptures and devotional literature (Neujahrsblatt 1870, 30).

would be transformed. Transformed individuals would transform congregations,
and transformed congregations would transform society-at-large, leading to the
moral transformation of all. For Spener, it all began with the new understanding
of the functions of the priesthood of all believers and moved gradually forward
over time, until all society was reformed and Christ reigned over all.
Much in what Spener envisioned seemed very attractive. Many in the church,
including the clergy, would gladly support a program that sought to accomplish
so lofty a goal. One of the most prominent Lutheran orthodox theologians, Abraham Calow, in a letter to Spener on October 11, 1675, wrote:
“Your desires, for whose distribution I am most grateful, are also my desires.
Since your church has [gleaned] such fruit from the exercises of piety as your
communication reports, I do not hesitate to recommend such examina pietatis to
others. I have rather recently advised the patrons of the church with quotations
of the example and success of your church to imitate them in public worship with
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the desire that they will continue with their use and do away with the following
misuses [that occur] here and there per accidens (accidentally, not necessarily).”116
The teaching about rebirth took the central place in Spener’s theology. In a collection of the sixty-six sermons, published in 1696, he called rebirth the “the most
important article” and the essence of Christianity.
“... it is the basis of all remaining sanctification or the spring from which all
good things must necessarily flow which are from us or done by us. Therefore he
among us who correctly understands this (rebirth), assuredly also rightly understands his entire Christianity.”117
Luther and the Lutheran Confessions emphasized the centrality of justification
by faith. The Apology of the Augsburg Confession stated that justification “is the main
doctrine of Christianity… When it is properly understood, it illumines and magnifies the honor of Christ and brings to pious consciences the abundant consolation
that they need.”118 Commenting on Psalm 117, Luther wrote: “If this one teaching
stands in its purity, then Christendom will also remain pure and good, undivided
and unseparated; for this alone, and nothing else, makes and maintains Christendom… but where this falls, it is impossible to ward off any error or sectarian
spirit.”119 In order to avoid confusion, the Solid Declaration made careful distinction
between justification and conversion or sanctification, stating that “if the article on
justification is to remain pure,” care must be taken “not to introduce into the article
on justification itself or to mix with it what precedes faith or what results from it, as
if they were necessary parts of it and belonged to it. For to speak of conversion is
not at all the same as to speak of justification.”120 Since the word regeneratio is sometimes used for the word iustificatio, the orthodox fathers found that “it is necessary
to explain this term in its true sense, so that renewal, which results from justification by faith, will not be confused with justification by faith, but that in their narrow sense the two are distinguished from each other.”121 The rebirth, which follows
justification, “is not complete but rather only begun in us, the struggle and battle of
the flesh against the Spirit continues even in the elect and truly reborn.”122
Unlike Luther and the orthodox fathers, to whom justification was the main
Christian doctrine and who made narrow distinction between it and conversion
or sanctification, Spener assigned all these three dimensions – conversion, justification, and the beginning of sanctification – to one process of rebirth.
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“The subject matter regarding Christianity that is needful is certainly the one
of regeneration (Wiedergeburt), in which our conversion (Bekehrung), justification
(Rechtfertigung), and the beginning of our sanctification (Heiligung) culminate and
which is also the foundation for all other sanctification or the source from which
all that is good in our whole life has to necessarily flow. Hence, who among us
understands the same, certainly understands correctly the whole of Christianity.”123
For Spener, justification was only a passing moment in a single process of rebirth.
The reaction of the secular government to Spener’s Pietism and its spread was
at first one of cautious concern. It could hardly be objected to as detrimental to
lawful authority that the people should be instructed to practice in their lives
what they confessed with their lips and thus become more actively Christian. The
Pietist movement, after all, did not see it as the best answer to these social problems that governmental authorities should get more actively involved but rather
that the Christians themselves should address these needs directly.
A source of tension, however, was that Pietism itself was antagonistic towards
worldly culture, its enterprises, and its amusements, and this provoked a reaction
among those most closely identified with that secular culture. Disdain for high culture provoked the disdain of the highly cultured. Harsh judgment directed against the
“worldly” quite naturally produced harsh judgment about the Pietists by the “worldly.” Furthermore, secular authorities were well aware that religious movements could
become centers of social and political unrest and intrigue and a source of sedition. For
its part, the organized church and its theology harbored no such tendencies.

2.1.2 Au gus t Herman F ran c k e
and Hi s B orn -Ag ain Ex p erien c e
The situation of the Pietists in Brandenburg-Prussia, however, was different.
Friedrich I was a member of the Reformed Church, and after initial hesitation, it
was his policy to welcome Lutheran Pietists whose activities elsewhere were being
curtailed. He invited them to come to Brandenburg-Prussia where they would be
free to continue their socially active program. Furthermore, Friedrich I saw that by
supporting Pietism he could weaken the hold of Lutheran orthodoxy on the people
and make them more amenable in the acceptance of Reformed as fellow branch
of the Protestant church. The Pietism which developed in Brandenburg-Prussia,
however, differed to some extent from Spener’s pietism. It was a rather new form
of Pietism developed and spread through the efforts of August Hermann Francke.
Franckian Pietism would change the church and the society as well.
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Francke was a highly intelligent young man who began his university education
at the age of sixteen. He first attended lectures at Erfurt near his home in Gotha.
From there, he went to Kiel for three years, and finally, to Leipzig. At Leipzig, he
played a leading role in the establishment of the collegium philobiblicum, a gathering
of those who desired to deepen their philological knowledge in Greek and Hebrew.
In autumn 1687, Francke left Leipzig to conduct his exegetical studies at Lüneburg under Caspar Hermann Sandhagen. In Lüneburg, Francke underwent a spiritual crisis and began to doubt whether he had true, saving faith. In despair, he came
to see his whole life as sinful. He called upon God, whom he now doubted, to save
him from his wretched state, and suddenly his conscience was flooded with what
he described as an “experience of God’s fatherly love.” He underwent a dramatic
and emotional conversion experience. From this point on, he was sure of the grace
of God in Christ.124 He described his rebirth experience in the 1692 autobiography:
“I felt very deeply what it is to have no God to whom the heart can hold,
to whom it can confess its sins while not knowing where or who he was who
brought forth tears, or if there truly was a God whom man had stirred to wrath.
I also knew what it was to see the heart’s misery and great sorrow daily, and yet
not know or understand any savior or any refuge. In such great dread I went once
more upon my knees on the evening before the Sunday on which I was to preach.
I cried to God, whom I still did not know nor trust, for salvation from such a miserable state [asking him to save me], if indeed he was a true God. The Lord, the
living God, heard me from his throne while I yet knelt. So great was his fatherly
love that he wished to take me finally, after such doubts and unrest of my heart, so
that I might be more convinced that he could satisfy me well, and that my erring
reason might be tamed, so as not to move against his power and faithfulness. He
immediately heard me. My doubt vanished as quickly as one turns one’s hand; I
was assured in my heart of the grace of God in Christ Jesus and I knew God not
only as God but as my Father. All sadness and unrest of my heart was taken away
at once, and I was immediately overwhelmed as with a stream of joy so that with
full joy I praised and gave honor to God who had shown me such great grace. I
arose a completely different person from the one who had knelt down.”125
Francke’s conversion had taken place sometime in October or early in November of 1687.126 It was from this point that he began to describe himself as “born
again” with a rebirth that was not connected to Holy Baptism but which made
him a new and entirely different person. This appears to have been the first report
of a so-called “born-again experience” in German Lutheranism.127
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2 . 2 T h e Sp re ad o f F ranck e -T ype Piet ism
Francke’s Pietism was quite different
from that of Spener. In many respects,
Spener was a theologian of the old school
who never denied or repudiated the orthodox understanding of Lutheran confessionalism which predominated throughout the seventeenth century. It never even
occurred to him to doubt his faith in any
dramatic sense. Temptation and problems
of doubt he understood to be the tests to
faith but not an indication of any lack of
faith. In short, despite all tendencies towards legalism, it was still the gospel that
stood at the center of Spener’s thought.
He understood that every man was different and that the shape of the struggle between faith and unbelief would differ in
each individual. It was not his goal to efAugust Hermann Francke.
fect or require a conversion experience of
Engraving by Bernhard Vogel
his parishioners.128 Like Spener, Francke
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
encouraged people to engage in struggle,
but for him this was a struggle of repentance (Busskampf) carried on prior to conversion. In a sermon Die Nachfolge Christi
(Following Christ), he preached on this struggle of repentance:
“The first thing that is necessary is true repentance. One cannot say ‘from now
on I will follow the Lord Jesus.’ How soon does one come to the truth of the
proverb: ‘No longer to act in such and such a way is the best repentance.’ No, that
is not enough; one must not leap over the divine order. But it is necessary, dear
man, that you lay out properly your earlier sinful way before God your Lord,
acknowledge humbly and with repentance, give God honor and confess simply
that you have been to this point in no God-pleasing situation, that you have not
been to this point a child of God, have not been a disciple of Christ, and that all
your Christianity is not worth anything…”129
Francke regarded a struggle of repentance as the conflict between the old Adamic self and the new man which must be won before one might call himself a
true child of God. The preacher must preach law and gospel in such a way as to
128
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instill in his hearers fear of God and anxiety which would provoke the old Adamic man to cry out to God for help. In
a sermon Send-Schreiben vom erbaulichen
Predigen (The Most Useful Way of Preaching. A Letter to a Friend), he wrote:
“… it is very necessary for a minister
to instruct his hearers with all possible
plainness in the duty of self-examination,
and very often to exhort them to it; more
especially to enquire if ever they were
awakened from their natural sleep in sin;
if they have escaped out of the snare of
the devil; if they have ever had a lively
and affecting sense of the corruption of
their own hearts, and of the misery of
their natural state; and, in short, whether
they have good and solid reasons to conclude that they are regenerate persons.”130
Both Spener and Francke directed
“The Prayer.” Engraving by Daniel
particular attention to the ongoing life of
Nikolaus Chodowiecki, 1778 (Herzog
Anton Ulrich-Museum, Braunschweig).
the new man, and in their description of
it both of them made use of the spiritual
writings of such English Puritans, such
as Richard Baxter and John Bunyan. In both of these men, faith was usually described as obedience to God’s commands rather than as trust and confidence.
These commands of God to be obeyed include prayer, reading the Bible, the renunciation of all sinful diversions, and the resolve to do acts of charity for the
good of one’s neighbor. However, Spener and Francke viewed faith differently.
Spener’s faith was not based on feelings or personal spiritual experience, and it
had no need to doubt itself. Francke’s faith, however, required a living experience, a personal experience of union with the will of God which would produce
acts understood to further God’s plan for the world. Francke’s new man must be
conscious that he is nothing more than an instrument in God’s hands. To this end,
faith and assurance of salvation must be firmly rooted and dwell in him. Times of
doubt should then be times when one is submissive to God’s law like the lowliest
peasant serf. In time, he would come with a renewed experience of God’s grace.131
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Francke’s Pietism was particularly
hostile to the present world in which the
devil was at work sowing sin and corruption. Things that might otherwise
be considered secular adiaphora were
viewed by Francke as symbols of evil.
In particular, he spoke in the strongest
terms against the theater, dancing, smoking, gambling, drinking, fashionable
dress, games, and other forms of personal amusement. Indeed, anything which
might distract one from his Christian
goals was regarded as evil and the work
of the devil. In all of these things, Francke
saw obstacles to a life of godly piety,
things to be fought against with all one’s
moral strength. These things must be
utterly condemned, and not only because
they took time away from Christian activity and were pleasurable which in itself
made them suspicious. The theater, and
indeed even the most innocuous playTitle page of August Hermann Francke’s
acting and masquerading, was forbidden
Lebensregeln - rules for daily living, 1695.
because it portrayed a false self.132 The
sinful world must be made to conform to
God’s will, and Christians were to be the instrument for enforcing this conformity. They must demonstrate their obedience to God’s law, and for this, they would
be greatly rewarded in the life to come. The obedience to God exercised in one’s
daily life must be regulated according to specific Lebensregeln – rules for daily
living which went far beyond anything that Spener had imagined. These rules
spelled out in detail directives for almost every aspect of life, including when and
under what circumstances it was permitted for a Christian to laugh since there
was always the danger that laughter could be used by Satan to dissipate the vital
energy of the heart.
“Games and other pastimes such as dancing, jumping, and so forth, arise from
an improper and empty manner of life, and common and unchaste postures in
speech are associated with them. If you begin to take part in such activities, so
that no other greater sins follow, consider well if it would not be wiser for you to
132
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leave them than to remain with them since they provide an opportunity for you
to become enmeshed in a disorderly way of life, or at least make it very difficult
for you to preserve the peace of God in your soul.
At mealtime be temperate in eating and drinking. If someone insists that you
surfeit, know that it is a temptation to make you sin against your God. Do not let
yourself be led to follow the pleasures of good eating and the need to fill your
stomach to the fullest. It would be better for you if you ate often but ate little, so
that in sobriety of mind and in the proper manner you would remain able to do
something good rather than filling your stomach and being placed outside of a
sober soul’s loving and joyous manner of life. By much eating and drinking, body
and soul are weighed down…
Guard yourself from unnecessary laughter. All laughter is forbidden. It is fitting that the most pious person rejoices inwardly not over earthly but rather over
divine things… In particular, if others are laughing over jokes or frivolities, guard
yourself that you do not laugh with them. Joking does not please God; why then
should it please you? If it does not please you, why do you laugh over it? If you
laugh, you have sinned as well. By remaining sober you reprove your sins in the
consciences of these senseless talkers.”133
Although he shared Spener’s optimism, which he indicated in The Great Project (Der Große Aufsatz) of 1704, Francke and his followers developed no interest
in meliorist eschatology and refrained from abstruse eschatological speculations,
for it was not in some external form of knowledge concerning the future or the
end of days in which a Christian was to discern the will of God. That would come
as the faithful Christian sought obediently to fulfill the commands of God in his
daily calling, a kind of spiritual illumination which would make it possible for the
Christian to know without question what was the will of God in any particular
situation.134
It was Spener’s conviction that the reform of the church would lead to the
reform of society. Francke saw the reform of both as standing side-by-side. The
law must be proclaimed to society to condemn its corruption. Society must be
reproached for its neglect of widows and orphans and the poor, and for its lack
of supervision of discipline and order, for it was the lack of these things which
led to the moral indecency, prostitution, robbery, murder, and other evils. The
answer must be the imposition of discipline, the proper education of the young,
the proper care of the needy, the training of God-fearing preachers, the putting
of virtuous persons in positions of authority, and the elimination of idleness. Idle
hands are the devil’s workshop. Behind all this must stand the reformation of the
holy ministry, for it was the clergy who held the teaching office (Germ. Lehrstand),
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and it was through teaching that these evils were to be exposed and put down.
So too, the schools and universities were potentially powerful instruments for the
accomplishment of God’s work in society. They were to be elite groups to mold
society according to the right model and to impart knowledge of God’s commands on the basis of their own irrefutable spiritual experience.135

2.2.1 Hal le as th e Cen ter of F ra n ck ia n P ie tis m in Pru s s ia
In 1691, Spener was appointed provost in the church at St Nikolai in Berlin. Here
he worked to overcome the suspicious attitudes concerning Pietism common among
government officials in Brandenburg-Prussia. He was able to influence authorities in
Berlin to secure for Francke a call to Prussia. As a result, in 1692 Francke was called
to serve as pastor of the St Georg parish in the Glaucha district of Halle and to a
professorship in the recently organized university at Halle, in a territory which had
been incorporated into Brandenburg-Prussia only twelve years before, in 1680. This
would be both a final and decisive move for Francke who earlier had been forced
to leave Leipzig where he and several colleagues, including jurist and philosopher
Christian Thomasius, had been charged with undermining Lutheran orthodoxy and
academic and civil order. From there, he had gone to Erfurt, and finally, to Halle to
teach oriental languages and in 1698 also theology. Also called to this young university was another important Pietist theologian, Joachim Justus Breithaupt.136
It soon became evident that Francke was advocating a far more legalistic and
rigorous form of Pietism than that of Spener. From his earliest days in Halle, he
began a campaign of strenuous opposition against anyone who did not agree with
his pietistic attitudes. He demanded a personal experience of conversion and looked
upon preaching as the tool by which preachers were to accomplish it. He directed
his ire against those who fell short of his Pietism, especially orthodox Lutheran
clergy whom he said too lightly absolved their people. He also directed his criticism
against the upper classes, who did not act responsively toward those in need, and
tavern owners who, he claimed, were contributing to the moral dissipation of the
community. On July 3, 1692, he preached a sermon against the clergy which raised
such a storm of protest that authorities in Berlin had to intervene by appointing a
special committee to investigate it. However, the committee was packed with men
committed to the Pietist cause. At the head of the committee was university Chancellor Ludwig von Seckendorff who was solidly behind Francke and Breithaupt.
The compromise achieved did not bring harmony to the community. The landed estate owners became a new target for Francke’s criticism. They resisted his
135
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efforts to provide greater educational opportunities for needy children. In 169597, he had established a complex of three
schools – a school for the poor, a Latin
school for the middle-class children, and
a Pedagogium for the children of the nobility. In November 1695, he established an
orphanage and accepted custody of nine
children. Within three years, the orphanage had grown to more than one hundred children. In order to move ahead in
this philanthropic work, Francke needed “The orphanage at Glaucha in front of Halle.”
the approval and support of Berlin. The Francke’s orphanage caused astonishment at
the time because of its castle-like appearing
patrons who provided capital support building. Engraving by Gottfried August
Gründler, 1749 (Wikimedia commons).
asked state officials to provide state assistance, both for the building of the orphanage and the development of the
complex which supported the educational institutions (Germ. Anstalt). Support was approved, and the educational complex was put directly under Berlin jurisdiction with Francke in complete control.
He was given the right to secure his staff and to name his own successor. Permission was given to secure a printing press, to operate a bookbindery in a bookstore,
to establish a pharmacy, a tailor shop, and shops for a shoemaker, a blacksmith,
and a carpenter. All this served a double purpose. It provided work opportunities for the orphans who needed to learn a trade, and it also provided additional
financial recourses for the educational institutions. In addition, his educational
complex had been exempted from the necessity to pay exercise taxes and building
materials, for his institutions had been provided by the state cost-free.137
Conflict from the estates and the clergy on one side and the theological faculty
and Hale institutions on the other was unremitting. In March 1700, the Magdeburg estates attempted to undermine the faculty by demanding that Berlin repeal
the electoral edict which prohibited pulpit polemics against Halle theologians. At
the same time, they asked for a thorough examination of the unorthodox spiritual
influences in the faculty. They further alleged that there were irregularities in
Francke’s administration of the institutions. None of this caused Francke much
concern. He recognized that the clergy were attacking a prize project of the Berlin
authorities and that the government would consider any attack on a university
and Francke’s institutions as an attack on the government itself. At the sugges137
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“Prospect of the Orphanage at Glaucha in front of Halle.” Francke employed the term
“orphanage” as a brand for all of his establishments, although only a small number of children
who studied at his educational institutions were orphans (Wikimedia Commons).

tion of Spener, Friedrich I appointed two commissions, one to deal with contentions between Francke and the clergy and the other to do a thorough audit of the
finances of the educational institutions. Once again, Berlin appointed a commission which was supportive of the government’s pro-Francke position. The committee, which dealt with the contentions between Francke and the clergy, was
headed by Johann Fischer, general superintendent of the Livonian Church, and
two other clergymen sympathetic to Pietism. Only one supporter of the estates
was named. Predictably, the committee rejected the contentions of the clergy and
imposed a formula of reconciliation which both required that the orthodox clergy
declare Francke and the theological faculty to be orthodox in their views and that
the clergy introduce stricter confessional practices and better catechetical instruction. Francke was simply told that he must admit that he had been somewhat
overhasty in his criticisms of the clergy and had relied too much on second-hand
information and that they were, of course, all fine, upstanding, and righteous servants of God. The audit also exonerated Francke and completely brushed aside
every accusation raised against his administration.138
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It may be said that at this point in time opposition to Francke from the clergy
and the estates began to crumble, and Francke himself began to alter his practices
by deemphasizing conventicles and toning down his criticisms of the orthodox
party. He had learned that he had in his disposal authoritative institutions more
useful for the furthering of his goals than transitory voluntary gatherings. He,
however, did not lose sight of his goal. He was still fervent in his intention to
transform church and society, and he had institutional means to realize his goal.
The institutions were important to the Prussian state because they were models
for pedagogical and social services; they were important to the Pietists because
they provided a living picture of the new society, and Francke could use them to
impress his message on the pupils in the schools and students in the university.
Within less than a decade Francke assumed control of Halle. However, his vision
extended far beyond the university and city. In The Great Project (Der Große Aufsatz), he
envisioned a plan for reformation of all society in Germany, Europe, and “all parts of
the world” through the reform of Christian education.139 To accomplish this, he would
require the strong support of the Prussian king and his government.

2.2.2 T he Pos ition of K in g F riedrich I a n d th e C ro w n Prin ce
T ow ar d Fr an c k e an d His Con frere s
King Friedrich I looked upon Pietism chiefly as an internal movement within
the Lutheran Church. He was a lifelong member of the Reformed Church, and he
was particularly concerned about the union of the Lutheran and the Reformed
Churches into a single Protestant body on the basis of common worship, such as
was exemplified by the English Book of Common Prayer which united disparate
elements in the English Church. Spener and Francke and their followers had no
particular interest in a union of the two evangelical confessions accomplished by
external means. They insisted that a spiritual rebirth must be precipitated within
both groups and that this would lead them toward each other. Accordingly, when
in 1703 Friedrich I announced that he was proposing the colloquium of Lutheran
and Reformed clergy to work toward union, Spener declared that he wanted no
part in it. This came as a shock to Friedrich I who had thought that the Pietists,
who generally seemed disinterested in formal doctrinal and confessional matters,
would serve as the reagent to bring the two confessions together. Furthermore,
an anonymous pamphlet, Arcanum Regium, appeared in 1703. The pamphlet had
been written by Johann Welmer of Schermcke near Magdeburg, but it was generally thought to be the work of Halle Pietists because it stated that there could
be no real unification of the churches unless the king appointed Halle Pietists
139
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to high ecclesiastical positions. Francke flatly declared that this pamphlet in no
way reflected his views, but the orthodox theologian Valentine Ernst Löscher,
who had graduated from Wittenberg University after having written his theses
against Pietism and regarded as his responsibility to expose its errors, used the
occasion of its publication to attack the Pietists.140
High ranking Reformed officials in the Berlin government also repudiated the
document. Now Pietist influence began to weaken. Paul von Fuchs, director of ecclesiastical and educational affairs and president of the consistory at Cölln an der
Spree, who had been the strongest spokesman on behalf of Halle Pietists in the Berlin
government, died in 1704, and Marquard Ludwig von Printzen was assigned some
of the responsibilities for ecclesiastical and educational affairs. He was no friend of
the Pietists. He supported the king’s proposals for the union of the two confessions
into a single Protestant church organization with a unified liturgy. In the course of
the next three years, three other prominent supporters of Pietism in Berlin died, one
of them being Spener himself. This strengthened von Printzen’s position to the point
where he was able to attempt to force the naming of a Reformed theologian to the
theological faculty at Halle and the naming of the director of the Reformed gymnasium in Halle as a full professor in the university. When the theological faculty
refused to accept von Printzen’s actions, the result was a heightening of tensions
between the faculty and the king. These tensions were further heightened when
Francke sought to make Sophie Luise of Mecklenburg-Schwerin, the wife of Friedrich I, a Pietist. Sophia did not care much for the constant intrigues of court life in
Berlin and the complex ceremonies which surrounded the monarchy, and she began
to retreat to her own little spiritual world. It finally came to the point where she
began to question whether her husband could be saved. Francke went to Berlin in
October 1709 to meet with her, hoping that he could answer her spiritual questions.
At first, her psychological condition seemed to improve, but subsequently her mental condition continued to deteriorate, and Friedrich I and Crown Prince Friedrich
Wilhelm blamed Francke for this. This gave new impetuous to the opponents of
Francke’s educational institutions to renew their campaign against Pietism.141
In 1710, Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm began to assume more responsibilities in governmental affairs, and he soon realized that he would need to form his
own judgments and not merely reiterate those of his father. Friedrich Wilhelm
I took the view that Lutherans and Reformed would be one church were it not
for the incessant quarreling among the clergy. He professed emphatically that
he was not a Pietist, but he soon began to realize that he had been premature in
some of his adverse judgments against the Pietists. When he was twenty years
old, he underwent a life-changing spiritual experience which followed the death
140
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in infancy of his first-born son. This traumatic experience was the occasion of his
conversion and the beginning of a personal relationship with God which marked
the course of his whole life. He determined that all creatures depend upon God’s
undeserved help and that God helps those who call upon him. He was convinced
that the grace of Christ rests upon all creation. Henceforth, he had no doubts
about his relationship with God. He gave himself to the reading of the Bible, daily
prayers for the whole household, faithful attendance at Calvinist public worship,
close attention to preaching, and fervent participation in the Communion seasons – all of it very similar to the program put forward by the Halle Pietists.142
Friedrich Wilhelm visited Halle in August 1711 and inspected Francke’s institutions – the very institutions he had earlier thought to close. He still did not entirely
trust Halle Pietists, and Francke in particular, whom he suspected was trying to ingratiate himself to his monarch. Friedrich Wilhelm I would later come to be known
as the “Soldier-King” (Germ. “Soldatenkönig”) while Francke was thought by many
to be a pacifist. It was only in November 1711 that Friedrich Wilhelm I began to take
a favorable position toward Francke when General Dubislav Gneomar von Natzmer
had taken upon himself to defend. Natzmer declared that the Pietists sought nothing
other than the honor of God, and that if this proved to be an inaccurate characterization of them, he would gladly allow himself to be considered a rogue and would never
again appear before the king. As a result, Friedrich Wilhelm I informed Francke that if
he could ever be of service to him, it would bring him great joy to do so.143

2.2.3 Ki ng Friedric h Wilh elm I’s S u p p ort
of t he Hal l e Pietis t Program
In February 1713, Friedrich Wilhelm I officially became king, and by that
time the new cordial relationship he had developed with the Halle Pietists was
deeply planted. In April, Francke asked the king to settle the controversy about
adding a Reformed professor to the theological faculty. The king came to Halle
on April 12 and stated that he wanted a thorough inspection of the whole operation. Actually, his real concern was to test the attitude of Francke and his staff
and their Pietist views and see what was their position on the questions whether
soldiers could remain good Christians. Francke stated that he knew many fine
Christian soldiers and declared that he had been more strongly supported by the
military than the clergy. He followed this up with the letter to the king in which
he stated that war brought with it great temptations to sin but then so did trade
in books and medicine and other commodities. It certainly did not mean that
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war or trade were in themselves wrong.
They could, after all, be put to Christian
purposes. In May, Francke was called to
Berlin to meet with the king, and shortly
after that, it was announced that special privileges had been accorded to the
orphanage and that the disputes in the
faculty had been resolved in favor of the
Pietists. It was clear to the king that, as he
stated, Francke sought God’s honor and
the good of the country. Now the gates
were open for Pietism to spread rapidly
throughout Brandenburg.144
After he came to the throne, Friedrich
Wilhelm I introduced a new general prayer
of the church, Ein Allgemeines Kirchen-Gebeth, An denen Sonn- und Fest-Tagen Nach
King Friedrich Wilhelm I of Prussia.
der Predigt vorzusprechen (A General Prayer of
Engraving by Georg Paul Busch (Herzog
the Church to Be Prayed on Sundays and Feast
Anton Ulrich-Museum, Braunschweig).
Days After the Sermon), for use in all Prussian
Lutheran and Reformed congregations.145 It
was reprinted again in 1717 and often thereafter. Initially, he followed the ecclesiastical policies of his father and continued to support the plan for the reorganization of
the Reformed and Lutheran churches into a united Protestant church. In this regard,
his aims did not coincide with those of Francke and the Halle Pietists. They carried on
their work exclusively within the Lutheran Church, but they regarded all pious Christians as brothers and saw no need for any formal organizational unification between
the confessions. For this reason, the Lutheran Pietists were not much interested in
Friedrich Wilhelm I’s intension. The orthodox were, of course, strongly opposed to it.
By 1725, it was clear that the unification of the churches was impossible, and
the king decided to drop the matter. In 1726, he issued an official memorandum,
stating that it made no difference whether those who desired salvation were Lutherans and Reformed. “The question is not: are you Lutheran or are you Reformed? It is: have you obeyed [God’s] commandments?”146
The king increasingly came to see that the aims and objectives of the Pietist program in the spiritual realm run closely parallel to his own notions of discipline,
obedience, and order in the political and military realms. It could be said that Piet144
145
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ism of the individual in his heart and soul
and Pietism of the state with its collective
heart and soul stood side-by-side.147
However, some suspicions still remained on both sides. The king was a military man, concerned to build up his armed
forces to make his kingdom such that it
must be reckoned with by other European
powers. Francke and his Halle Pietists, on
the other hand, were more and more showing themselves to be pacifists who were
incensed by the royally approved practice
of impressing young men, including theological students of Halle, into military service. The king needed the support of the
Pietists. He needed that support in PomTitle page of the 1713 general prayer of
erania in his attempt to offset the strong
the church.
Lutheran orthodoxy which had flourished
there, particularly during the years of
Swedish rule.
His significant service in the promotion of the Pietist movement was his decision to appoint young Pietists to higher clerical positions in Pomerania. From
these positions, they would in time be able to transform the church and educational
pursuits in accordance with the ideals of the Halle Pietists. The Pietists had been
able to maintain a foothold in Eastern Pomerania and especially in Stargard since
the last decade of the seventeenth century. Stettin, the provincial capital of that
part of Western Pomerania which was annexed by Prussia from Sweden, was in
the hands of orthodox Lutherans when the king in 1726 chose to appoint Johann
Gottfried Hornejus as castle preacher in Stettin and vice-general superintendent of
Pomerania. Hornejus had earlier been a Lutheran army chaplain in Potsdam, and
he was definitely sympathetic to Halle Pietism. When he arrived in Stettin, he had
to face the challenge that his superior, General Superintendent Laurentius David
Bollhagen, was a staunchly orthodox and opposed to Hornejus efforts to carry out
the orders of the king regarding the rejection of the surplices and candlesticks.
Hornejus himself described the majority of Lutheran clergy in Western Pomerania
as exhibiting “irreconcilable hatred against Halle Pietists.” This claim was probably
quite accurate, as can be seen from the fact that in 1727 the king had to issue a special decree to protect Hornejus from his orthodox colleagues.148
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“Illo splendente levabor” – “By its radiance I will be uplifted.” Signet on the title pages of the books
provided by the Halle Orphanage Publishing House. Latin motto witnesses the godliness of
Francke’s orphanage. The eagles striving towards the sun refer to the orphanage with the words
of Prophet Isaiah: “They that wait upon the Lord shall renew their strength; they shall mount
up with wings as eagles,” and also point to the Prussian Eagle – patronage by the Prussian royal
family. The sower in the foreground indicates Francke’s concern to change the world through
the word of God being spread by the Pietist educational institutions.

In the course of time, Hornejus would succeed in his efforts. In 1730, he gained
the support of Johann Christoph Schinmeyer, a protégé of Francke, who became
a pastor in Stettin. Schinmeyer immediately undertook the work of establishing
a Halle-type orphanage which was in operation within two years of his arrival.
His orphanage was the recipient of royal support and privileges and became the
point of origin of a school network and a teacher-training institution. The position
of the Pietists in Pomerania was further solidified in 1733 when the king demoted
Bollhagen because he was not moving forward fast enough in his royal order to
conduct a province-wide church visitation at which the king sought to introduce
his anti-ceremonial program in the land. Bollhagen was bumped down to the
position of superintendent of Eastern Pomerania and Hornejus was made general superintendent of Western Pomerania. By 1737, Schinmeyer had become controversial and was forced to relinquish his pastorate. In 1738, Hornejus became
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superintendent general of the entire Lutheran Church of the whole of Pomerania.
He would retain that post until his death in 1757.149
Although he used to say, “I am no Pietist, but God above all in the world,”150
the king needed Pietists to undercut Lutheran orthodoxy. Subsequently, under
his auspices, they rose to positions of importance in the Prussian administration
and church leadership, and Halle trained Pietist chaplains entered military service. The policy of promoting Pietists the king continued until his death. “If I rebuild and improve the land and make no one a Christian, then all my effort helps
me not a bit,” he declared in the midst of his efforts to reconstruct East Prussia.151
Of course, by this, he meant the transformation of a person into “active Christian”
of the Pietist sort through proper indoctrination both in church and in school.
To be a Pietist meant to him that one cast aside all personal amusements and
“frivolous activities” and gave himself over completely to a pious way of life, as
he stated concerning himself in his February 17, 1722, Political Testament: “It is
the duty of a God-fearing ruler” to repress and not to tolerate the temple of Satan,
that is, “operas, comedies, redoutes, ballets, and masques,” and “to lead no such
ungodly life, which has never been tolerated in our House.”152 Of course, this
was completely consistent with his Calvinist upbringing and point of view, for it
appeared to him that the Pietists and Calvinists made a perfect couple. “As to religion, I am a Calvinist, and with God’s help I shall die one, but I am assured that
a Lutheran who lives a godly life will achieve blessedness, as well as a Calvinist,
and the difference has been created only by quarrels between the preachers.”153

2.2.4 For ced In troduction of Halle -T y p e Pie tis m
i n t he Pr ovin ce of Prus s ia
The Duchy of Prussia was able to maintain a semiautonomous status until the
second half of the seventeenth century, and the electors were unable to implement their program of undercutting Lutheran customs and discarding traditional
liturgical ceremonies. In the opening decades of the eighteenth century, Prussia
remained steadfastly orthodox in doctrine and practice. Strict Lutheran orthodoxy
worked against Friedrich Wilhelm I’s advocacy of Pietist irenic theology and practice, and he determined to move decisively to supplant orthodoxy with Pietism.154
149
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In 1717, he appointed Heinrich Johann Lysius to be an inspector of churches
and schools in Prussia. Lysius, who had studied at Jena, Leipzig, and Königsberg,
was a close personal friend of August Herman Francke and devoted follower of
his Pietist program, and beginning in 1718, he energetically took up his work with
a determination to plant Pietism and bring it to full fruit.155
Lysius devised a plan to flood the region with Pietist literature. Although there
was a sizable enough German-speaking community to warrant the publication
and spread of these materials, there were not enough Lithuanians and Poles in
the region to make it economically feasible to translate all this material into their
tongues. He, therefore, determined that the German language would become the
language of instruction in the Polish and Lithuanian schools. It would be hard to
imagine a program that would be objected to more strenuously than the notion
that the Lithuanians and Polish-speaking Mazurians should be Germanized. The
very thought of it conflicts for a people who affirmed both their Lutheranism and
their Lithuanian or Polish identity. Strong opposition among the Lithuanians was
led by Pastor Gabriel Engel of Szillen (Lith. Žiliai) and among the Poles by Archpastor Wilhelm Tyszka of Johannisburg (Pol. Jańsbork/Pisz). Lysius’ plan was a
failure, and on September 22, 1721, the king released Lysius from his position as
inspector for the Province of Lithuania.156
The leading opponent to the king’s Pietist invasion was Johann Jacob Quandt.
Quandt, whose own family background was anti-Pietist, had studied at Witten-
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39 percent of the population of the region perished. The Lithuanian region, called Provinz
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Heinrich Johann Lysius (Österreichische
Nationalbibliothek, Wien).

Johann Jacob Quandt. Engraving by
Johann Martin Bernigeroth, 1755
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).

berg, Leipzig, and other German universities where orthodox theology prevailed.
He began his academic career at the University of Königsberg as extraordinary
professor (professor extraordinarius) in 1710, and in 1714 he was made a full professor of the faculty (professor ordinarius). In 1717, he was called and installed as pastor
of the Löbenicht Church in Königsberg, and from 1721 he was chief court preacher
in the castle church there. A man of immense learning, Quandt quickly gained a
strong following in the faculty and came to be known as the leading opponent to
Lysius and his measures. He recommended to students that they did not attend
the lectures of Lysius and other Pietist professors and that the Pietists on the faculty should be restricted to the teaching of courses on ancient languages and philosophy. Through his influence, it was orthodox theology which clearly dominated
in the university much to the detriment of the Pietist cause. The king would need
to take strong action to strengthen the cause of Pietism in the university.157
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The stronghold of the Pietists in Königsberg was the Collegium Fridericianum,
established in 1698 by Theodor Gehr
after the example of Halle. Its purpose
was to prepare students for admission
to the university. Quandt condemned it
as a “devil’s nest” (Teufels-Nest) because
it provided the Pietists with a foothold
in the city and opened for them a way
into the university. The Collegium, which
began with thirty students, soon swelled
to a student body of 400.158
Still, more decisive action needed to
be taken to break the power of the orthodox. In 1717, the king sent Abraham
Wolf, a dedicated Halle Pietist, to teach
in the theological faculty at Königsberg.
In the first years, he was permitted only
Abraham Wolf (Österreichische
to teach near-eastern languages, but in
Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
1721 he assumed the directorship of the
Collegium Fridericianum. In 1725, he was
again promoted, this time to full membership in the theological faculty as ordinary professor, and later he was called as pastor at the Altstadt Church and member of the consistory. The position of the Pietists was further strengthened by the
addition of Georg Friedrich Rogall who was sent to Königsberg on Francke’s recommendation in 1724. In 1728, he was promoted to directorship of the Collegium
Fridericianum and joined the consistory. By 1731, he was a regular member of the
faculty and pastor of the Königsberg Cathedral. The most determined opponent to Lutheran orthodoxy and Professor Quandt was Franz Albert Schultz who
came first as pastor of the Altstadt Church and member of the consistory in 1731.
A year later, he was made the professor ordinarius in the faculty and member of the
Church and School Commission. All these men worked to undercut the position
of Quandt and unseat Lutheran orthodoxy from its dominance in the university
faculty and church.159
Still, the church was strongly resistant to the Pietist program and largely remained orthodox. The king recognized that further actions needed to be taken.
In the summer of 1726, he declared that of those presented themselves for ordination to the holy ministry in Prussia, only one out of three of the candidates
158
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educated in Königsberg would be permitted to be ordained in Prussia. Two-thirds
of all candidates, who were permitted to
be ordained, must have attended the University of Halle. Rogall had to admit that
this was simply unworkable, and that in
any case, the Prussian clergy would not
tolerate it. He stated that the directive
simply could not be implemented. On
May 2, 1727, he wrote to Francke to urge
that pastors be sent to Prussia who had no
Prussian background whatever but were
already firmly imbued with the Pietist
point of view. Quandt and others, however, were now speaking from the pulpit
against Halle Pietism and were warning students that they should not go to
Halle. Were they to go there, they would
Georg Friedrich Rogall (Österreichische
cease to be Prussians and would instead
Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
become Halleans. He went so far as to
state that the Halleans were “heretics and
hypocrites” and stated also that the pedagogical methods used to indoctrinate
students at Halle were improper.160
Orthodox students were not above harassing Pietist students and mocking
their Pietist professors. When Schultz went home in the evening, he was frequently serenaded by students who beat on beer barrels and sang songs to mock him.161
Nevertheless, the Pietists in Halle and the newer members of the theological
faculty in Königsberg had the full backing of the king. On August 30, 1728, Professors Wolf and Rogall were appointed by the king to review the credentials of
all candidates for ordination and to pass on their Pietist credentials – testimonia
pietatis et eruditionis. No one was to be ordained without their express approval.
Every candidate was required to provide an autobiographical statement as to the
time and circumstances of his personal conversion.162
The king restated this position in an order, dated March 25, 1729, entitled:
Wiederholte Verordnung, daß keiner zu einer Evangelisch-Lutherischen Pfarre vociret
160
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und introduciret werden solle, welcher nicht in Halle studiret und ein gut Testimonium
von der dortigen Theologischen Facultät produciren könne (Repeated Order that no One
Can Be Called to Be an Evangelical Lutheran Pastor and Be Introduced into Office who
Did not Study in Halle and May Be Able to Produce a Good Testimony from that Theological Faculty).163 The very words of the title of this order were repeated in the
order itself. The king insisted that Lutheran pastors must meet his specifications
and have within them the beating heart of a Pietist.
On March 31, 1729, the king issued an instruction, Verordnung über die theologische Kandidaten-Prüfung für Preussen (Order Concerning the Examination of Theological Candidates for Prussia),164 which stated that the recommendation and testimony of no other theological professors excepting Wolf and Rogall would qualify
a man for ordination. This effectively silenced Quandt and other orthodox theologians because it meant that only Pietists acceptable to Wolf and Rogall would be
approved. In addition, all present incumbents of pastoral and teaching positions
had to travel to Königsberg to be examined by Wolf and Rogall to see if they were
fit to be permitted to continue in office. The orthodox sought in vain to curtail the
implementation of this instruction. On January 12, 1730, the king further decreed
that members of the nobility with rights of patronage could no longer appoint
any pastor not approved by Wolf and Rogall.165
At the same time, Pietist professors were given preference in the university.
Lysius served three terms as rector and ten terms as dean of the faculty of theology, and he continued to serve as professor primarius until his death in 1731. Wolf
and Rogall were also appointed to high positions in the faculty and the consistory. It was Lysius to whom the king turned to initiate his plan to reform the faculty according to the Halle model. This meant that there would be less emphasis
on philosophy and doctrine and greater emphasis on Bible reading. It was determined that graduates need not be erudite but simply pious men. The orthodox
objected strenuously, and their critique was well stated by professor Coelestin
Christian Flottwell when he said that henceforth the university would no longer
be preparing learned men but “shoemakers.” When the proposal for reform was
presented to the university’s senate, only professor Quandt refused to sign it.166
Any disagreements initiated by the anti-Pietists were referred to Halle which
in turn would take the matters directly to the king who in most cases ruled in
favor of the Pietists and disciplined the orthodox. The orthodox soon learned that
they could not make any headway against the Pietists, whatsoever. Their very
163
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survival depended on compromise. The stranglehold of the Pietists in Königsberg was weakened somewhat with the sudden deaths of Wolf in 1731 and Rogall in 1732. This put the leadership of the Pietists in the hands of Schultz whom
the orthodox found easier to work with. Under Schultz, open dissension in the
faculty was avoided, and he was able to obtain an important concession concerning obligatory theological studies in Halle for students from Prussia. On January
8, 1736, Friedrich Wilhelm I decreed that theological students at Königsberg no
longer need to spend a time of study at Halle.167
Orthodox resistance collapsed during the tenure of Schultz, and in 1736 there
was a great Pietist awakening in Königsberg with the result that Pietism now became an important component of Prussian church life. Schultz wrote concerning
it on January 21, 1737:
“From Christmas to the feast of the Epiphany, there has been a tremendous
revival both here in Königsberg and elsewhere, and we can clearly see that God
still wants to do more good here. The harvest is so plentiful that it is impossible
to harvest everything. Oh, that God only sends true, faithful laborers into his
harvest so that one should not leave so many, many crops lying in the field!”168
Schultz’s testimony is attested by other contemporaries who observed that it
was considered shameful to go to comedy in Königsberg and that the troupe of
the well-known actor, Schönemann, had to play in front of empty houses. Johann
Georg Bock, professor of poetry, complained that since 1734 he had not been able
to assemble a collegium poeticum. The university has changed so much in just a
few years.169
The conflict between the orthodox and the Pietists did not subside until the
death of Friedrich Wilhelm I in 1740 and the beginning of the reign of Friedrich
II. The new king took no interest in theology. His real interest was in military
matters. He decided that the consistories were competent to guide and direct the
church and chose not to interfere with ecclesiastical matters. However, by this
time, the church’s doctrinal position had already been greatly weakened. The
new pastors were more interested in the outwardly pious life than sound doctrine. Soon, a new movement would arise to supplant Pietism. It was neology,
and the children of the Pietists would warmly embrace it.
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2 . 3 L i tu rg i cal Co ns trai nts Durin g t h e Reign of Friedric h
Wilhelm I
2.3.1 Pi et is t Criticis m of Ex terna l W ors h ip
There are no early indications of hostility evident against liturgy and worship
traditions among the Pietists. Philipp Jakob Spener, whose Pia desideria had set
the movement in motion, held firmly to the liturgy and the traditional ceremonial
practices associated with it.
He was convinced that it was necessary to hold the traditional ceremonies of
the church and to maintain a fixed order of worship over against the notion of
some who attempted to summarily reject liturgical adiaphora as not only unnecessary but as a hindrance to the true worship of the Christian heart. Spener thought
that adiaphora was not of great importance but that it was useful in that it edified
the people. He did not agree with those who warned that unnecessary ceremonies
would lead one into superstitious practices such as were found in the Roman Catholic Church. In addition, he thought that conformity in liturgical customs should
be voluntary rather than compulsory, so that non-essential ceremonies would not
come to be regarded as essential. In summary, his position and that of the early
Pietists was to leave the liturgy alone and follow traditional church practices.170
More radical in their approach were August Hermann Francke and Johann
Anastasius Freylinghausen. Beginning in February of 1699, they did away with
the exorcism, which was still in common use throughout the Duchy of Magdeburg, and rejected it along with the use of the Mass vestments as a “relict of the
papacy.” In addition, they removed a statue of Christ from the church in Glaucha,
stating that it was a “pagan idol.” In these matters, Spener stated that he was not
in agreement, but he was willing to go along with their actions because there was
no public furor. He did, however, warned Francke that he must not act arbitrarily. Francke found it necessary to rescind his statements condemning Mass vestments. He had originally justified his condemnation of them by stating that they
connoted differences in rank among the worshipers and clergy.171
As Pietism developed, the Pietists became more and more critical of what they
regarded as formalism in church ceremonial as strictly external while their own
emphasis was on the newness of heart. The internal worship of the heart was emphasized as more important than elaborate liturgical ceremonial.
More critical of the Lutheran ceremonial and customs, however, was Christian
Thomasius, professor of jurisprudence at the University of Halle. Thomasius and
170
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those who followed him spiritualized the
Christian church out of visible existence.
He stated that there was, in fact, no visible
church at all but only a system of beliefs
that were revealed in the New Testament.
Beyond that, there were only adiaphora
matters which were simply pedagogical
tools to train the unintelligent. These, however, were themselves suspect because they
could become superstitious practices, useful
in creating an ecclesiastical power structure.
His liturgical and ceremonial notions
were detailed in his essay, Vom Recht
evangelischer Fürsten in Mitteldingen oder
Kirchenzeremonien (The Right of Protestant
Princes Concerning Adiaphora or Church
ceremonies), published in his Auserlesene
und in Deutsch noch nie gedruckte Schriften
(Selected Writings Never Before Printed in
German), Halle 1705. The essay was originally delivered on September 13, 1695,
Christian Thomasius.
Engraving by Martin Bernigeroth
as public defense of the dissertation of his
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
student Enno Rudolph Brenneisen from
Esens in East Frisia. Thomasius either
wrote this essay himself or it must be said
that it is a true picture of his views as is indicated by his own comments at the
end of the dissertation. The Latin text of 1695 included in it several third-person
references to Thomasius as supervisor of Brenneisen’s dissertation in his 1705
collection. One of these references was replaced by a first-person reference, an
indication that Thomasius identified himself as the author.172
It was Thomasius’ opinion that what was declared adiaphora could either be
left to the individual to decide on the basis of his conscience, or it could be regarded as something superstitious and in need of reformation by the prince if
this could be done without causing of a public stir. According to his reductionist
Pietist understanding, there were only three divine commandments related to
salvation: one must love God, one must love one’s neighbor, and one must hold
oneself in contempt as one subject to uncontrollable passions which might lead to
disorder. To his mind, the doctrinal matters over which the separate confessions
172
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had disagreed and had been willing to fight, including liturgies and sacraments,
disputes over the Holy Trinity, the nature of Christ’s presence in the Eucharist,
the doctrine of Christ’s one person and two natures, and a host of other doctrinal
issues, were really matters of moral indifference. They simply were matters of
Christian freedom unless the ruler decided to formulate regulations concerning
them. It was the opinion of Thomasius that it was the right of the sovereign to
regulate all such religious matters so long as civil peace was maintained.173
According to Thomasius, any and all external worship of God was adiaphora –
a matter of indifference. In the Old Testament, external worship had not been an
indifferent matter, but in the New Testament Christ had abolished external worship, substituting for it a very simple form of devotion “in spirit and truth” with
very few ceremonies. The reformers had taken a variety of approaches to the
question of ceremonial in their evaluation of medieval Mass, Baptism, and other
ceremonies. Some wished to preserve the ceremonies, others were determined to
abolish them. Thomasius himself set down as adiaphora seven ceremonies, six of
which he considered to be of no value from the Pietist point of view.
The first of these was the Gregorian calendar. “A Protestant prince can accept
this in his territory and celebrate church holidays according to it.” It really makes
no difference, he said, whether or not Easter is celebrated on a certain day because
“religion does not suffer” of it.
Ecclesiastical music was the second adiaphora matter, and it should be regulated by the prince. “Nobody will readily deny that in many churches there is a
great abuse of this music,” Thomasius said, and “many cantors imagine that they
thereby contribute a lot to the honor of God, even though their mind during the
music is far from true devotion and piety.”
The third adiaphora is the Mass vestments which are, of course, completely irrelevant. They are mistakenly regarded as a sacred matter when, in fact, they tend
more toward the misuse than instruction.
“Our judgment is the same on certain kinds of esteemed, which ministers use,
and which his Magnificenz. If you consider this more closely, it will become clear
that these matters tend more toward the abuse than to the proper use of edification. For the usual argument that they contribute to the external splendor of the
church, has little to do with Christianity, which requires the mind to detach itself
from all external splendor and pomp. I will not have erred if I say that this custom
was invented by the clergy, in order to acquire authority and veneration among
the laity (I speak in the style of canon law), even though the papalists tend to provide other reasons for justifying these vestments.”174
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According to Thomasius, Christians
ought to be esteemed for their manner of
life, not their manner of dress. It is known of
the apostles that they wore ordinary clothes
and “not of the peculiar form, shape, material, and color of their clothes, by which
they were distinguished from other citizens
and Christians.” The distinction between
clergy and laity came much later, and pious
Christians ought to have nothing to do with
such distinctions “which certainly smacks
of Papism or paganism.”
The fourth adiaphora is the use of
images and their veneration, an abuse
which is already condemned in the catechism (unspecified). He saw little or no
value in them, because “they tend more
toward superstition than toward the ediTitle page of Christian Thomasius’
essay, Vom Recht evangelischer Fürsten in
fication of the populace”. According to
Mitteldingen, 1705.
Thomasius, Lutherans are too devoted to
the veneration of images, and in this regard they are not far removed from the papists. As an example of it, he presents
the acts of veneration by the simple in the church. “It smacks of superstition if the
members of the congregation incline their head in front of the altar.” Therefore,
the people must be carefully taught they must not venerate any image in order
that “minds would be more detached from these external matters and led toward
the internal.” Luther must be excused for not expressly including the condemnation of images in the catechism “because under the papacy he was accustomed
to that order which Lutherans still follow today, and did not immediately see all
defects of the papacy, he retained this ritual.” Luther was simply following the
practice of his day, but the situation is such that this must be corrected, and no appeal should be made to the so-called rule of dedekennus which seeks to distinguish
between adoration and veneration, as it is far too subtle for ordinary people to
understand who still “habitually go up to the altar, bow, and so to speak salute
the images set up there.” Thomasius could see “no reason why the pastors should
resist their abrogation ... for the sake of true piety.”
The fifth matter of indifference is Latin hymns. If instrumental music is indifferent, then, surely, this applies also to the Latin hymns because they “seem to
have more abuse in them than true usefulness”. The use of such hymns is surely
suitable among those who know Latin and as a teaching tool for schoolchildren,
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but they should not be used in the church. Most people in the church do not know
Latin, nor do they have any use for it. “Ecclesiastical congregations are instituted
in order that the church pray to and praise God with one voice, and therefore it is
better for this to be done in a language which is known to all.” In the past, those
who spoke against the use of Latin were slandered as crypto-Calvinists as if they
wanted to introduce syncretism. This is, of course, untrue. Latin is regarded by
some as the touchstone of orthodoxy as if rejecting Latin were a terrible thing,
perhaps even diabolical. Thomasius cannot agree with such thoughts, insisting
that orthodoxy is not dependent on Latin prayers.
The sixth matter of indifference is exorcism. Questions concerning Holy Baptism must begin with a discussion of exorcism and the right of the prince on the
basis of solid ground to make regulations concerning liturgical ceremonial. It is
evident that the exorcism is an indifferent matter, and the use of it dear not be
made binding, and since the prince has the power to make such changes as he
deems necessary, it is clearly within his power to remove it from the service.
“Thus I conclude, that this minister, who in one and the same church retains
exorcism for the sake of the Lutherans, but omits it occasionally according to the
mandate of the magistrate, all other things being equal, can be considered a true
minister of the church of Christ...”
The seventh adiaphora is the practice concerning private confession, “which is
common in many Lutheran churches to this day,” and the paying of the fee for confession. Lutheran theologians regarded as an indifferent matter that it is common
practice in many Lutheran churches that the people must go to the private confession and pay the required Beichtpfennig – confessional penny. Christ nowhere either
prescribed or prohibited this. Building upon the principles already established, it
is clear that it is within the power of the prince to abolish this, and the imminent
Johann Samuel Stryk, prorector of the University of Halle, has written that unfortunately “in the very moment in which the words of absolution are pronounced by
the minister of the church, the persons confessing must direct their thoughts to the
coin, to have it ready so that once absolution has been granted they can offer it to
him.” Thomasius suggests that the rite should be abrogated, and he believes that
“the clergy will not be able to complain of a violation of Christian liberty, especially
as this rite has already been abolished in many Lutheran churches.” He commented
that many might think that his opinion is contrary to orthodoxy. On the contrary,
he stated, orthodoxy has come to be whatever the consensus of theologians hold
and dress up with their own authority (!).175
According to the theses and observations of Thomasius, the princes are able to
claim the right of making decisions in religious, and especially adiaphora, matters
175
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because they are following the example
of the kings of Israel, even though, in fact,
modern kings have much more power
than any king of Israel ever possessed.
With regard to the prince’s right in religious affairs, it is clear that Christ gave
no new laws, but in this world for the
purpose of commonwealth princes possess the power for curbing those who use
religion as pretext to disturb the peace.
The distinction made by many between
internal and external religious matters
is questionable and sophistic arguments
are used to support it, therefore actions
concerning adiaphora are subject to the
will of the prince. Princely interference
into the external religious matters does
August Hermann Francke and
Christian Thomasius in front of the
not contradict the Peace of Westphalia,
Halle Orphanage (Österreichische
since a catholic prince can curb the right
Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
of his Lutheran subjects from singing the
phrase, “And restrain the pope from his
murderous deeds,” in the hymn, “Lord,
Keep Us Steadfast in Thy Word” (“Erhalt uns, Herr, bei deinem Wort”). Concerning
indifferent matters and special questions, the prince, however, must be sure that
his timing is precise so that he does not encourage rebellion when he removes
adiaphora. He should also be very careful in distinguishing what is indifferent
from what is not indifferent. He should also seek the wise advice of others and see
to it that the public is well informed concerning his rights and that he had a good
reason for his decision. Furthermore, he must be able to respond to the objections
of the “weak” that their faith is being offended. The prince possesses the right to
instruct the clergy to deal with questions of piety and morals, and accordingly,
he must see to it that the clergy make clear to the people the nature of indifferent matters. If the clergy pretend to be scandalized, this in no way affects the
mentioned religious rights of the prince. Their argument can be turned around to
show that one should abstain from adiaphora that may scandalize others.176
The difference between the external ceremonies of divine worship used by Lutherans and Calvinists are of no moral significance and are not morally binding in
an absolute sense, Thomasius states in Von der Macht der weltlichen Obrigkeit ihren
176
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Unterthanen ein fleißiges Kirchen-Gehen anzubefehlen (On the Power of Secular Government to Command Its Subjects to Attend Church Diligently), published in Vernünfftige
und Christliche aber nicht Scheinheilige Thomasische Gedancken Und Erinnerungen
Uber allerhand Gemischte Philosophische und Juristische Händel (Reasonable and Christian, but not Hypocritical, Thomasian Thoughts and Comments on Various Philosophical
and Juristic Debates) of 1725.177 He makes this clear in dealing with the case of a Lutheran nobleman who refuses to go to the local church because his villagers and
their pastor are Calvinists and that true religion has no need of public services
which he can perform at home. In this case, Thomasius gives the advice that this
nobleman should be denied his rights as an estate holder and should be required
to go to the local church because there is really no difference in external matters
between Lutheran and Calvinist worship, with exception of Holy Communion
itself, and he is acting like a fanatic.178
“We believe it is true that it is the duty of a territorial ruler to look to it that the
regular divine service is upheld, and everyone is assigned to the church in his own
parish, and that, since both parties are Protestant, the difference in religion also cannot be taken into consideration, as far as attendance at sermons is concerned, since
the nobleman is free to take Communion in a neighboring Lutheran parish.”179
In all this, Thomasius went much further than anyone of the Pietists had dared
to go before him. Earlier writers, such as Samuel von Pufendorf, had excluded
the liturgy from state control because worship was understood to be closely connected to faith and freedom of conscience. Thomasius and Brenneisen in the 1695
theses gave to rulers almost unlimited authority over the religious ceremonies or
adiaphora of public worship. He builds his argument from the standpoint of the
essence of religion, excluding any form of external religion not explicitly commanded by Christ, a position long held by Calvinists. Furthermore, Thomasius
described the “true church” as a spiritual communion, united in their individual love for God and stated that it was no violation of the rights of worshipers
when ceremonies, which are superstitious, are abolished despite the protest of the
clergy. The state has the right to demand the obedience of the clergy.180
In a similar manner, Conrad Ludwig Wagner in his De Iure Sabbathi (On the
Law of the Sabbath),181 which he defended in 1702 before a committee led by Johann Samuel Stryk, systematically examined liturgy and denied the legitimacy of religious ceremonial practiced by the church. Wagner, who was native
of Braunschweig, studied at Helmstedt and went to the University of Halle in
177
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1700. It was here that he attended the
private seminar on divine jurisprudence
led by Christian Thomasius and studied
as well under Stryk and Johann Franz
Buddeus, and under these teachers he
developed his understanding of divine
worship. He stated that the liturgy must
be closely related to the New Testament
and be inward-directed. It is to be judged
on the basis of its ability to edify and to
wean simple people away from superstitious beliefs. The liturgy must be simple
and completely understandable. No adiaphora may be made binding, and if such
matters become detrimental to inner worship, they must be eliminated, but this
elimination must take place gradually to
avoid unrest in the population.
In general, the Lutheran orthodox theologians held Stryk responsible for the posJohann Samuel Stryk
ition that Wagner articulated, and to de(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
fend it, Stryk himself wrote in the preface
of the second edition, published in 1707,
a defense and explanation. He stated that
the true worship of God did not consist of “rites and outward ceremonies” but
consists in “spirit and in truth.” This, he said, was a position which eminent theologians had defended since the earliest days of the Christian Church, and it was
grounded in both the Sacred Scriptures and the Lutheran Confessions. However,
unsavory characters had neglected and obscured it. Going point by point, he stated
that the Sabbath was a Mosaic ceremony to which Christians were not bound for,
as the Apostle Paul stated, Christians do not hold the particular days by law. In the
early church, Sunday was chosen as a sign of freedom from the Mosaic law. Although the criticism was not really correct, Stryk was accused of cutting restraints
on human lust and freeing people from public worship. In order to indicate that
this was not true, he stated that it was the role of the ruler to see that the proper
purpose of the Lord’s Day is carried out by promoting public divine worship and
removing obstacles to it, such as the obstacles created by superstition and other
adiaphora. In addition, the ruler should set a good example by enacting appropriate laws supporting public and private devotion. However, he can not compel
people to worship God. In a positive move, he should see to it that only such men
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are appointed to the ministry as are theologically sound, pious, and feasible. He
must remove every obstacle to appropriate divine worship, eliminating everything
prohibited by God’s law or sense of that law. He must also prohibit every activity
by which Christianity is dishonored. Drinking, often carried on in excess on Sunday, must be prohibited, along with sumptuous feasts, wedding parties, comedies,
and theatrical plays. Indeed, anything which might be considered a hindrance to
public worship, such as sporting activities, must be prohibited.182
As to what is required of the individual on the Christian Sabbath, he stated, that
while there is no divine law or legal obligation in this regard, Christian liberty must
not be degraded by giving way to lust of the flesh. His chief concern is with externals. The early church, he says, abstained from rites and ceremonies which were
ostentatious because they promoted superstition instead of edification. In any case,
religion does not consist in outward things. However, true divine worship and the
correct use of the sacraments are not to be considered external acts. With regard to
them, what is forbidden is only concerned with externals, that is with the superstitions and abuses attached to them. “We do not want to inject scruples of conscience
in anyone; but we know God works in these matters in the hearts of the faithful...”183
The position taken by Pietist theologians appears to have gone hand in glove
with the views of the Faculty of Law at Halle, even though the theologians put
greater emphasis on pastoral matters. The Reformed, of course, saw these developments in the Pietist position as a confirmation of their own positions, and
the religious attitudes of the Reformed came into close proximity with the views
of the Pietists. Especially profitable to them was the insistence of the Pietists on
liturgical minimalism. It would seem, however, that the Reformed stood apart
from the Pietist criticism of liturgy and ceremonies until the reign of Friedrich
Wilhelm I. Beginning with 1733, he initiated radical anti-adiaphora liturgical policies which the Pietists willingly adopted.

2.3.2 Fri e drich Wilh elm I’s In itia l S ta n ce
T oward Luth eran Liturgy
Friedrich Wilhelm I found Pietist notions concerning ceremonies and other
adiaphora very congenial to his Reformed point of view, and he looked upon the
abolition of these ceremonies as an appropriate way of reducing the differences
between the two confessions.
In his decree, issued on August 4, 1714, Friedrich Wilhelm I proclaimed that
the Lutheran and Reformed Churches were closely related and that any remain182
183
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ing differences between them must be dealt with in love and peace without further conflict. He stated that the recognition of this close filial relationship had long
since been declared in the Confessio Sigismundi of 1614, and it had been reaffirmed
in the edicts of 1662, 1664, and 1667. Both churches were now required to put an
end to the publishing of polemical literature. There was to be no unnecessary controversy between them.184 Apparently religious polemics did continue at some
level that the king found it necessary to issue a second decree on May 10, 1719.
He declared that it was his great desire that both churches should live together
in peace and love without strife and bitterness and without causes of a public offense. For this reason, he stated again that public polemics from the pulpit must
come to an end. Those who did not heed this warning risked suspension from the
ministry and suitably unpleasant financial penalties.185
To the mind of King Friedrich Wilhelm I, the Wittenberg Faculty of Theology
was a major source of these polemics, and he retaliated in his decree of September 30, 1718, which set down requirements for schools, gymnasiums, and university studies. He suggested pointedly that theological candidates would do well
to avoid studying at Wittenberg.186 He renewed this statement on March 8, 1726,
but now his recommendation became a prohibition. Theological candidates from
Wittenberg would not be permitted to become pastors in his Prussian domains.187
On November 1, 1727, he published a list of gymnasia and universities at which
theological students were permitted to study. Among them were Halle, Frankfurt
(Oder), Königsberg, Duisburg, Lingen, and Hamm. Reformed students could also
go to Utrecht or Basel. In all cases, candidates for ordination would need to furnish a testimony from their theological faculty attesting to their doctrine, life, and
Christian behavior.188 There was no question in anyone’s mind that Pietist candidates were always to be preferred. Pietist professors in Lutheran universities
would not recommend as a candidate for ordination any student who was not a
proven Pietist. From the king’s point of view, the best source of Pietist candidates
184
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was the Halle faculty. In a decree, dated
March 25, 1729, the king fine-tuned his
previous instructions by stipulating that
no pastor was to be called or installed in
a Lutheran parish, excepting those who
had spent part of their study time at Halle
and could produce a testimonial from the
Halle Faculty. The decree did not specify
how long the student should have studied at Halle, but it was generally understood that each candidate ought to spend
at least two years there.189 By the beginning of 1736, Pietism was already firmly
entrenched in East Prussia, and on January 8 of that year, Friedrich Wilhelm I decreed that theological students at Königsberg no longer need to spend a time of
study at Halle.190
Elsewhere, however, the obligation to
Title page of the 1736 edict concerning
study at Halle for two years continued.
mandatory two-year theological studies
In 1736, the king found it necessary once
at Halle.
again to force the imprint of Halle upon
theological students in his lands. On
January 9, he issued an edict, entitled: Edict, daß alle Studiosi Theologiae, Evangelisch-Lutherischer Religion den Anfang ihrer Studien wenigstens zwey Jahr zu Halle
machen sollen, wofern sie in denen Königlichen Landen befordert seyn wollen (Edict that
All Students of Theology of the Evangelical Lutheran Religion Must at the Beginning
of Their Studies Spend at Least Two Years at Halle Before They Can Receive Their Promotion in These Royal Lands). Once again, the very title of the edict spoke to its
contents and purpose. Lutheran students from Brandenburg and other provinces
were to continue to spend their first two study years in Halle. 191 On September 29,
1736, a further requirement was published. It stated that candidates for parochial
positions must have studied at Halle and be able to produce a suitable recommendation from the faculty, along with a letter of witness from the inspector in
189
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the district to which he went after leaving Halle and from the civil authorities to
whom he was presently responsible.192
Even in Halle, the king found it necessary to make certain that what was taught
both in religion and philosophy would meet his criterion. On April 8, 1736, he
issued an order in cabinet to Minister of State, Samuel von Cocceji, and Privy
Councilor and President of Spiritual Affairs, Benjamin Friedrich von Reichenbach,
repeating that students of theology must spend their first two years of study in
Halle, stating that in the study of religion, the theological faculty must look seriously at the matter of what was being taught, for the king was displeased that
students of theology were no longer exhibiting the concentrated zeal in study of
Scriptures, as was needed, but were wasting time with philosophy and useless
subtleties and phrases. Theological students and the faculty must be beware that it
is not the study of philosophy that is the problem but its misuse and the wandering into useless subtleties that ensnare both teachers and students. Communicating with von Cocceji, Provost Michael Roloff wrote on April 13, 1736, that it was
not unreasonable that young students should be kept from wandering into useless
philosophical subtleties but that, of course, theologians neither misuse nor prohibit
the study of philosophy, and Provost Johann Gustav Reinbeck wrote on April 14
that the order had already left its mark on the faculty and students at Halle.193
The year 1717 marked the two-hundred anniversary of the Lutheran Reformation, and King Friedrich Wilhelm I could not ignore such an important anniversary
which was so significant to his Lutheran subjects. One hundred years before, Elector
Johann Sigismund had chosen to ignore this centenary, but it was clear to the king
that it would be more appropriate for him to announce a festal day to be observed
in all Lutheran churches on October 31, the Twenty-Third Sunday after Trinity that
year. His April 15, 1717, decree spoke of the occasion as the jubilee of “Luther’s Reformation,” stating that on this day all Lutheran congregations should give thanks
for the grace of God that 200 years before they had been set free from the “darkness
of the papacy” and brought into the light of the gospel, and for this cause, prayers
of thanksgiving should be offered for eight days. He appended a prayer of thanksgiving to be prayed in all congregations. This prayer did not mention the Lutheran
Church by name, but it thanked God for the dissemination of evangelical teaching
in a broader sense and thanked God for other evangelical churches as well since
they too had received the light of the gospel, and in the eyes of the king at least, the
differences between them were so minor as to be without any real significance.194
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The first ordinance of Friedrich Wilhelm I, affecting the liturgical services,
related to the duration of preaching. The
king was concerned that the sermons
were too long. His solution was to issue
an order from Berlin on December 18,
1714, stating that pastors and candidates,
whose sermons exceeded one hour in
length, were to pay to the church a fine
of two thalers. He repeated this order on
April 10, 1717, adding that if the appropriate congregational officials did not collect these fines, they must be appropriately dealt with.195 On November 13, 1720,
the time limit for catechetical sermons
at Matins, Midday, and Vespers was
dropped to forty-five minutes.196 This law
Title page of the 1716 order for public
was again renewed in 1734, but this time
repentance and reacceptance of gross
it was allowed that on occasion sermons
sinners.
could go up to sixty minutes.197
A form was composed, with approval
of the king, dealing with the question of the public reconciliation of sinners who
had turned from their sins and were now making their public confession before
the congregation in order to be reconciled with it. It was entitled: Verordnung Und
Reglement Wie es mit der öffentlichen Kirchen-Busse Und Wiederannehmung dererjenigen
so durch ihre Ruchlosigkeit und andere grobe Sünden öffentliche Aergernüß gegeben, bey
denen protestirenden Gemeinden So wohl Evangelisch Reformirten Als Evangelisch Lutherischen Jm Königreich Preussen und allen übrigen Königlichen Preußischen Provintzien
und Ländern ins künfftige gehalten werden solle (Order and Regulations, as They Should
Be Henceforth Observed in the Protestant Parishes, both Evangelical Reformed and Evangelical Lutheran, in the Kingdom of Prussia and All Other Royal Prussian Provinces and
Lands, Concerning the Public Repentance and Reacceptance of Those Who Through Their
Nefariousness and Other Gross Sins Instigated Public Offense). It was published in Berlin in 1716. The purpose of this order and regulation was that public penitents be
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reconciled and be received joyfully back into the fellowship of the congregation. In
the course of the order, several questions were put to the penitent, and in conclusion, he was absolved and declared reconciled. It was ordered that this form should
be translated into other native tongues so that it might be published not only in
German agenda but in the Polish and Lithuanian agendas as well.198
The king insisted on maintaining the fiction traceable back to the days of John
Calvin and Palatinate Elector Friedrich III, according to which the Reformed viewed
themselves as loyal and faithful adherents to the Augsburg Confession, even though,
in fact, they did not agree with some of its articles. On May 3, 1730, the king issued
a mandate calling for the celebration of the Presentation of the Augsburg Confession on the Third Sunday after Trinity in all Reformed and Lutheran churches in his
kingdom. The mandate ordered that the day should be kept with an appropriate
sermon, prayers, and the singing of a festal “Te Deum laudamus.” On the following
day, the presentation should be observed in all universities and gymnasia as well,
and the king stated that he also required of his ecclesiastical inspectors that they be
zealous in seeing to it that this mandate was properly carried out.199

2.3.3 T he Introduc tion of th e Liturg ica l R ite o f C on firma tion
In medieval times theologians stated that confirmation completed the action
began in Holy Baptism. It was said to be the occasion of the giving of the added
gift of the Holy Spirit, and with the passing of time, it came to be understood as
necessary for salvation. From the Lutheran point of view, such a theological opinion limited the grace of God given in Holy Baptism, and for this reason, Luther
rejected the Roman view, and in many Lutheran territorial churches the rite of
confirmation was dropped altogether.
Although Luther cared little for the rite of confirmation, he placed great emphasis on catechesis. He insisted that parents and sponsors who brought a child to
Baptism took upon themselves the obligation of seeing to it that the child would
be instructed in the Ten Commandments, the Creed, and the Our Father, as well
as the Sacrament of Holy Baptism, Confession and Absolution, and the Sacrament
of the Altar. Still, in a sermon on Laetare Sunday 1523, he found no fault “if every
pastor examines the faith of the children to see whether it is good and sincere,
lays hands on them, and confirms them,”200 as long as this confirmation came
to be closely related to the catechesis of the young. Such a strengthening he saw
to be very different from the medieval sacrament which he derided as “monkey
198
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business” (Germ. “Affenspiel”), and mocked by other epithets, such as a “fanciful
deception” (Germ. “Lügenstand”) and “mumbo-jumbo” (Germ. “Gaukelwerk”).201
At the same time, the Apology of the Augsburg Confession took a more mediating
position, stating that, along with extreme unction, confirmation was an ancient
rite which was not necessary to salvation and had no express command of God or
clear promise of grace.202 However, it did not abrogate it.
Most Lutheran territorial churches dropped the rite of confirmation, according
to which the final blessing of Baptism was withheld until the bishop came and
anointed children with the final baptismal blessing – confirming the baptisms
which had been performed by the priest. In the Lutheran churches, this episcopal
blessing was given by the pastor himself in the baptismal liturgy, thus obviating
the need for further confirmation. The baptized children would later be taught
the six chief parts of Christian doctrine, make their first confession before the pastor, receive the absolution, and be admitted to the First Communion.
An example of this is found in the 1580 Electoral Saxony church order and
its derivatives, such as Coburg 1626, Reuß 1651, and Weimar 1664, all of which
stated that the catechismal examination (Germ. Katechismusexamina), which was
given in Lententide, “is the true Christian confirmation or strengthening (Germ.
Firmung).”203 This was understood to be an affirmation of the faith which the godparents had confessed in the name of the child at his Baptism. In this examination,
the baptized child of God was admonished to examine himself or herself throughout his or her lifetime: “Fifth, the pastor should especially, when one receives the
Venerable Sacrament for the first time, diligently examine what has been learned,
and whether or not this person should be admitted to receive Communion.”204
According to the 1616 Schwäbisch-Hall church order, parents were to bring their
children to the parsonage at the age of twelve to be examined, that is to make their
confession, and as late as 1747, the Ulm church order provided that no one was to
receive the Sacrament unless he had seen his father confessor and been examined
privately. The 1614 Ratzeburg church order stated that “for many reasons confirmation was not to be done publicly,” but it was to be a private confirmation. After
instruction, the pastor was to ask whether the child intended to persist in such
knowledge of faith and confession, and when the child did answer, “Yes, with the
help of God,” the pastor was to place his right hand on the child’s head, pray the
confirmation prayer, and speak the confirmation blessing. The next Sunday, after
the sermon and intercession, the child was to receive the Sacrament for the first
time. Such a private confirmation, however, did not become the norm.205
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Since Baptism was a public ceremony, confirmation could also become the
occasion for a public testimony of faith – a notion that developed as early as 1450
among the Bohemian Brethren.206 John Calvin also sought to retain confirmation
but not after the manner of the Church of Rome. To him, catechizing was for the
purpose of making the candidate fit to give an account of his faith before the
church. A form should be drawn up, he wrote in the Institutes of the Christian
Religion, containing and explaining in brief terms the substance of as many as
possible of the chief points of religion so that a boy of ten years of age could be
presented before the congregation and give a good account at any point, with the
whole church looking on as he made his profession of the one true faith.207
At the time that Calvin wrote this in 1536, no Lutheran territorial church had
yet developed its own rite of confirmation. Such a Lutheran rite first appeared in
the 1539 Hesse-Kassel church order. It was introduced by Martin Bucer who had
been called by Philipp of Hesse to come to Hesse in 1538. Among his responsibilities was that he was to prepare a church order, and in this order he included a rite
which included a public profession of faith and vows of obedience to Christ and the
holy Church. This rite then signaled the completion of the candidate’s catechetical
instruction and made it possible for him for the first time to receive the Lord’s Supper. Included in his order was the solemn laying-on-of-hands with the blessing:
“Receive the Holy Spirit, protection and guard against all evil, strength and help
to all goodness from the gracious hand of God the Father, Son, and Holy Spirit.
Amen.”208 The Hessian formula imparting the Holy Spirit came to be widely used
and was included in the Kalenberg 1542, Austria 1571, Nassau 1576, Stolberg-Gedern 1719, Wild and Rheingrafschaften 1693, Speyer 1700, Friedberg 1704, Sponheim
1721, Leiningen 1722, Erbach 1745, Leiningen-Heidesheim 1752 church orders.209
Although Bucer in some measure adopted this ceremony and blessing from the
church of Rome and spoke of it as a “sacramental ceremony” (“Von den Sacramentlichen Ceremonien”), the understanding of the process was primarily catechetical
rather than sacramental. As it was, some reacted strongly against this new practice,
and Bucer defended himself by reminding them that Christ had on many occasions
blessed children with the laying-on-of-hands and that it was surely proper for his
church to continue to do so. Because this confirmation included a vow of obedience
to the church of Christ, Hessian confirmation came to be understood not only as a
public testimony before the first communion but also a confirmation of Christian
fellowship, which necessitated the presence of the congregational elders and established a strong relationship between confirmation and church discipline.210
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Some other territorial churches either followed the example of the Hessian
1539 church order or independently developed a similar rite which meant that
now confirmation was no longer merely a confirmation of personal adherence to
what had been learned in catechesis, but it now became an ecclesiastically legal
confirmation, acted out before the church for admission to the Lord’s Supper.
The Hessian church order proves to be the appearance of a new understanding of
evangelical confirmation, and after its adoption a certain legal significance to the
act became common.
Still, there was no single agreement as to the real significance of this act, excepting that it was everywhere the crowning goal of a period of catechesis and
was necessary for admission to the First Communion as was clearly stated in the
1568 Pomeranian agenda where the rite of confirmation was entitled: “Van der
Confirmation, wo men de Kinder im Catechismo vorhören, unde insëgenen schal, eer men
se thom Hochweerdigen Sacramente tholeth” (“Concerning the Confirmation, as to How
the Children Are to Be Examined in Catechism and Confirmed before They Are Admitted
to the Venerable Sacrament”).211
While
the
Kalenberg-GöttingenHildesheim confirmation order of 1542
included the imposition of hands, it was
warned that it must be made clear that
this had nothing to do with papal “Affenspiel.” While the laying-on-of-hands was
an outward ceremony, the Holy Spirit
came through the word of God.212
The laying-on-of-hands was also included in the 1580 Mansfeld church order.
Superintendent Erasmus Sarcerius of Eisleben appears to have agreed with the views
expressed in the Hessian church order,
when he said that the “children are confirmed in the communion of Christ” and
“enter into the fellowship of the church.”
Title page of the 1542 KalenbergGöttingen-Hildesheim confirmation
In confirmation, the pastor laid his hands
order.
upon the head of the child and prayed:
“Because you have learned the catechism and openly confessed your faith before this Christian congregation and have promised to ever remain faithful to it,
and have desired to receive the absolution and the Venerable Sacrament, may
211
212
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God grant you the Holy Spirit to lead
you, to protect you in the true faith to life
everlasting, and to abide in godly obedience through Christ his Son. Amen. The
blessing of God the Father and the Son
and the Holy Spirit come upon you and
remain with you forever.”213
Theologians held widely different
opinions as to the possible value of confirmation and whether it ought to be
reintroduced at all, especially since the
Interims had required the reintroduction
of the Roman confirmation in Lutheran
territories. Matthias Flacius Illyricus
vehemently opposed the confirmation.
Johannes Brenz believed that it was no
longer possible to employ the rite without offense. Martin Chemnitz and Jacob
Andrea, however, spoke in favor of conConfirmation form in the 1569
firmation as long as no superstition was Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel church order
by Martin Chemnitz
attached to it.214
(Kirchenordnung 1569).
A confirmation rite as presented in the
1569 Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel church
order was supplemented with detailed directives concerning the definition of
the Lutheran understanding of this rite. The chief author was Martin Chemnitz
who noted that in ancient days St Augustine had stated that by the prayer of the
church the baptized was strengthened in faith, hope, and love and was given the
gifts of the Holy Spirit. However, in papal times this act had come to be twisted
out of shape, for the children were neither instructed nor confirmed in the right
knowledge of Christ, but they were simply smeared with “enchanted oil.” This
practice the Lutherans had no desire to perpetuate, but they wished to return
to the ancient and correct use of Christian confirmation by which parents were
reminded of their important responsibility to instruct their children thoroughly
in the true knowledge of God after their Baptism. So too, sponsors should fulfill
their promises to instruct the children they had brought to the font. The children
themselves were said to receive great benefit through confirmation. They were
reminded of the covenant which God established with them and they with God,
and so, they were strengthened and assured in their faith.
213
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“Accordingly, everyone is persuaded to send and urge the youth more diligently to children’s classes, and the entire church is moved by this endeavor to
the love and joy of true piety; for which reasons confirmation should rightly be
preserved in the church as a useful, good ordinance.”215
Along with his instructions on the performance of the rite of confirmation,
Chemnitz noted that if he wished to do so, the pastor might also, as an adiaphora,
lay his hands on the head of the person being confirmed. He offered no formula
for the act of blessing itself. For their part, the parishioners should intercede for
the newly confirmed, and most properly the pastor, that is the minister of confirmation, should be the superintendent representing the whole church.
Other sixteenth-century church orders, which included the rite of confirmation, were Liegnitz 1542, although provisions of this order were dropped in 1594,
Waldeck 1556, Nassau 1576, Lauenburg 1585, Hoya 1581, Hohenlohe 1577, and
the Austrian agenda of Chyträus 1571.216
A notable exception to the general pattern is the 1540 Brandenburg church order
where it was ordered that confirmation was to be administered by the bishop. The
order stated that the ceremony of confirmation had been greatly misunderstood in
past days, but it should now be understood as the culmination of instruction in the
promises of God, given first in Baptism, and in the chief articles of the Christian faith
and in the Christian way of life taught in the catechism.217 The 1572 edition of the Brandenburg church order, however, did not contain service of confirmation.
Confirmation came to more general acceptance only when catechization was given
a new impetus, this time with far less concentration on “achromatic” teaching in the
form of questions and answers but rather in a more detailed discussion of doctrines.
This new approach to catechization began during the Thirty Years War. It became
more widespread following the Peace of Westphalia and reached its highest point in
the teaching methods developed by Spener and those who followed him.
This new approach of catechesis brought with it the introduction of the ceremony of confirmation, as can be seen in Gotha 1645, Schleswig-Holstein 1646,
Hanau 1659, Frankfurt (Oder) 1650, and also in Berlin and Hildesheim (Lower
Saxony). In Hildesheim, the consistory wrote on December 20, 1665, stating that
before children are admitted to the Lord’s Supper, they must first be examined
and confirmed in good order.218
With the emerging of Pietism, both catechesis and confirmation came to be
totally transformed. A new understanding developed, which had its roots even before the time of Spener, in the 1661 Wächterstimme (Watchman’s Voice) of Theophilus
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Grossgebauer who spoke of the process of confirmation as “leading to conversion”
and the “piercing of the heart.” Here, catechesis was seen as an effective instrument
for moving far beyond the power of the sermon. The sermon could instruct the
mind, but through catechesis the very heart of the catechumen was to be converted
and strengthened so that the catechumen was reborn and given a new life. In order
to maintain the connection between this new understanding of confirmation and
Holy Baptism, the process of conversion and rebirth was looked upon as completion of instruction which led one back again to his Baptism. Grossgebauer looked
upon the hour of confirmation as the most important hour in the life of a child, a
ceremony that must be conducted with great dignity.219
Grossgebauer understood his position to be based on the writings of Martin
Chemnitz, as also developed in the seventeenth century by Justus Gesenius, who
shifted from the understanding of confirmation as a “repetition of the baptismal
promises” to an actual “renewal of the baptismal covenant.” He emphasized the
word “covenant” or “pact,” as though what was most important was the solemn
promise in which the now converted children pledged that they would remain
faithful to the old baptismal covenant. This meant that the older understanding
of confirmation as a remembrance of Baptism came to be pushed far into the
background. Provost Trogillus Arnkiel of Aabenraa (Apenrad), a contemporary
of Spener, whose writings on confirmation were of great importance in his day,
insisted that catechismal examination must be a solemn experience, and he was
the one who helped to spread the notion that in confirmation children “renew
their baptismal covenant” and “swear a solemn oath.” In this way, the confirmation became a significant rite of the church in which “an action of the children”
took the most important place.220
It is important to note that in Prussia no special rite of solemn confirmation
was ever developed. The earlier practice of admitting young children to the altar after catechetical instruction continued in force. In line with the 1568 church
order, catechesis for household servants was to take place on Sunday mornings,
and school children were to be catechized on Sunday at Vespers after the sermon.
In Königsberg, the clergy provided special readings for the catechumens – on
Mondays in Altstadt, on Thursdays in the cathedral, and on Fridays at Löbenicht.
In other towns, the pastor was to do this at Matins and Vespers on Sundays and
once during the week so that the children would learn the text of the six chief
parts of the catechism together with the table of duties. No one was to be admitted to the Sacrament who had not learned the catechism. The text of the catechism was to be the basis of instruction in the schools, and the parish visitors were
instructed to insist that this regulation be followed.
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In villages, a special form was provided. Catechization was to take place after
the sermon on Sunday morning, and also on Wednesday after Vespers, for five or
six weeks in each quarter of the year. In this way, everyone in the parish would
hear the instruction and the sermons on the catechism. This was considered a
chief duty of the pastors. They were to prepare their people to receive the Sacrament, teach them how to pray, and teach them the catechism. Those who refused
to participate in catechization were to be denied the Sacrament and put under
minor ban.221
Pietists, who were receiving significant support from the monarchy, undertook to introduce the rite of confirmation in Prussia. Heinrich Lysius, court
preacher and inspector of Prussian schools, strongly held the notion that no
child should be admitted to First Communion who had not been confirmed, and
in 1718 he prepared a liturgical order of confirmation which set down specific
directives for the rite and for the catechization which led to it. This rite was
promoted in Prussia by royal decree on May 2, 1718, under the title: Vorschrifft
Und Ordnung, Wie es mit der auff S. Königl. Maj. de dato Königsberg Anno 1718. den
2. May, Christ-löblich verordneten Einseegnung der Kinder, Welche Zum erstenmahl
Zum Heiligen Abendmahl kommen, soll gehalten werden (Regulation and Order of His
Royal Highness, Given at Königsberg on May 2, 1718, Concerning How the Laudable
Christian Confirmation of Children Is to Be Performed when They for the First Time
Come to the Lord’s Supper).
This regulation decreed that children were, without exception and without
regard to social privilege, to be instructed and confirmed. Whatever divisions
might be observed elsewhere in matters of religion, in confirmation no distinctions were to be made between rich and poor, male and female. The rite was to be
observed without any variation or addition and in every church.
On the day before confirmation, a special service was to take place following
the close of Vespers. During the singing of the hymn, “Come, Holy Ghost, Creator
Blest,” the confirmands were to present themselves in the chancel before the altar,
boys on one side and girls on the other. If the number of confirmands was so large
that the entire space before the altar was taken, then a second row should stand
behind them. After the hymn, the pastor was to speak to the congregation, stating
that the children they saw before them were made coheirs with Christ and planted in his Holy Church through Holy Baptism. Now they had come to the knowledge of Christian doctrine and heartily desired to draw more closely to Christ
and his Holy Church through the Sacrament of the Altar. They were now prepared to take upon themselves the renunciation of the devil which had been done
by their sponsors in their name on their baptismal day. Now, at last, they were
221
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able to make their own confession of faith
in Christ. In order that their whole lives
might be blessed in Christ, it was right
and proper that the congregation should
call upon God the heavenly Father in the
name of Christ that he would grant them
his grace and the Holy Spirit, that they
might receive the Lord’s Supper to their
benefit, and that they might grow daily in
faith, love, patience, long-suffering, and
every other fruit of the Holy Spirit and
that they might come to a blessed end. He
then led them in praying the Our Father.
Then followed the public examination of the confirmands as to their
knowledge of the chief parts of Luther’s
Small Catechism and its explanation what
every commandment teaches, requires,
1718 confirmation order for East Prussia
and forbids, the right understanding of
(Corpus Constitutionum Prutenicarum, 1721).
the articles of the creed, the doctrine of
the Holy Trinity, Christ and his saving
work, the Holy Spirit, and the work of justification, sanctification, and the hope
of life everlasting, as well as the benefits and power of Holy Baptism, the Lord’s
Supper and preparation for it through true repentance, and Luther’s questions
and answers to be asked before Communion. Also included in the examination
were prayers, psalms of David and other prayers from the catechism and other
sources. Perceptive children were to be asked also concerning specific points of
doctrine and asked to illustrate them with passages of Scripture and to give examples of virtues, exhibited by the pious in the Holy Scripture.
At the conclusion of the examination, the pastor was to encourage the children
to be thankful to God from the bottom of their hearts that he had brought them
to the true knowledge of his only-begotten Son and made them members of his
church. They were to pray that the Lord would bless and keep them in the true
faith and in true fear of God that they might not lose what they had gained. He
reminded them that by the help of the Holy Spirit they should daily grow and
increase in faith, works of love, and all Christian virtue and good behavior so
that they might show themselves to be God’s planting and flourish in the fruits of
righteousness to the praise and glory of God.
In this understanding of confirmation, the theology of covenant or pact, earlier alluded to by Philipp Spener and his contemporaries, became evident. Holy
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Baptism was characterized as a covenant or agreement which in the beginning
was made between God and one’s godparents. Now that covenant was being renewed as the confirmand took what had been promised through his godparents
upon himself. In Baptism, it had been the godparents who renounced the devil
and all his works and all his ways. Now in confirmation, the confirmand took
that renunciation upon himself and promised that he would persevere in the true
Christian faith and a godly life, that he would be patient in sufferings, and that
he would willingly die rather than turn away from the promises which he now
made before the face of God and the congregation. Each confirmand was asked
to make this pledge personally and to say at its conclusion: “Yes, and to this end
may God grant me his grace and the assistance, strength, and help of his Holy
Spirit through Jesus Christ. Amen.” The pastor was to respond to this Amen with
his own Amen.
Then all the confirmands were to kneel on the chancel floor or the lowest altar
step and receive the blessing, as the pastor laid his hand upon the head of each
one of them, saying: “The God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ who has begun
this good work in you, continue it and bring it to completion through the Holy
Spirit until the day of Jesus Christ.”
He was then to address the congregation, calling upon the people to pray for
these “tender branches in the tree of the Christian congregation” that God, who
had called them into his kingdom, would preserve, rightly prepare, strengthen,
empower, and establish them in the same until altogether came into his eternal
glory.
The rite ended with a lengthy prayer which spoke of Baptism as effecting rebirth and referred to the present ceremony as a general confession of the grace
and goodness of God and of the redemption through Christ which the confirmands had come to know. The pastor prayed that through the gift of the Holy
Spirit, God would strengthen the work he had begun in them so that they would
continue steadfast in his church and congregation in true faith and obedience to
his holy gospel and persevere in it to the end without being led astray by evil
or false doctrine. To this end, God was asked also to protect them from bad examples and all the dangers of the world so that the good that had been done in
them would not be destroyed and that they would not be beguiled by lust and
their hearts would remain unsullied. He prayed that God would grant that they
might grow up more and more into the Head – Jesus Christ, in all wisdom, holiness, and righteousness, and that through the power of the Father and of the Son
and of the Holy Spirit, they would ever heartily love him, and in word, work, and
walk confess him, pray to him, and make his name known before their neighbors
and all mankind. All of this was asked in the name of Christ. He asked that God
would grant that those who had now been brought before him might be forever
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established in the fellowship of all the faithful, and finally, come to full blessedness and salvation. He concluded his prayer by praying that God’s name might
ever be hallowed throughout their lives, his kingdom extended, and his will done
on earth with the same desire and love as it is done in heaven.
Then the congregation was to join him in praying the Our Father, after which
he concluded the service with the Aaronic Benediction. 222
In order to ensure that the new rite of confirmation would prevail, and with
it the new understanding of the assumption of a Christian way of life, the king
issued a decree on January 18, 1720, which stated that no young man or maiden
would be permitted to get married unless he or she had previously been confirmed, and this confirmation would take place only if said person had been diligently instructed in the “five chief articles of Christian doctrine” and had been
examined on this material. Only then could marriage be solemnized.223
Those who supported the introduction of confirmation were urged on by
Christoph Matthäus Pfaff, professor of theology in Tübingen, in De Confirmatione
1723. The study of the catechism must do its work on young minds, he stated,
until they are brought to “holy tears” (“sanctasque lachrymas”)224 and changed
from the bottom of their hearts, as he noted in his writing: Kurze Anweisung, Wie
ein Prediger den äusserlichen Gottesdienst, absonderlich die jüngst bey uns eingeführte
Konfirmation der Catechumenen Zur Auffpflantzung und Auffbauung des innerlichen
Herzens-Diensts gebrauchen,und durch die äussere Kirchen-Gebräuche die Seelen zu
dem Jnnern einleiten und herrlich ermuntern solle (Brief Instruction as to How a Preacher Is to Make Use of the External Divine Service, Especially the Most Recently Introduced
Confirmation of the Catechumens, for the Planting and Development of the Inner Service
of the Heart and Through the External Church Usages Should Lead the Souls to what Is
Within and Gently Encourage).225
Similar rites appeared elsewhere in Germany in the eighteenth century, but
in some places confirmation services appeared only after many decades – during
the age of Enlightenment: Courland 1785, Leipzig 1793, Dresden 1812, Nürnberg
and Frankfurt (Main) 1813, Lübeck 1817, Hamburg 1832. However, confirmation
was found in Görlitz as early as 1720, Württemberg in 1722, and Electoral Saxony
in 1723/1773.226
Confirmation became a significant moment in the life of the juveniles. Soon its
came to be unassailable, a high point in the life of adolescents, their introduction
into responsible adulthood, and for many the end of all formal education. The
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certificate of confirmation (Germ. Konfirmationsschein) was the passport which
made it possible for a person to marry, and it was the necessary credential for
those who sought higher education in any field.

2.3.4 Ref orms of th e Divin e Serv ice s
i n Pr u ssi a an d Pomeran ia
The royally sponsored liturgical reform of the chief divine service and other
public services was first initiated in Prussia. Behind it stood the Halle Pietists,
who were steadily gaining influence in the province and who had convinced
themselves that education was the most proper avenue leading to moral Christian living and social betterment. According to their understanding, the real purpose of the liturgy was to serve this task through the edification of the people.
By this time, the church in Prussia was still conducting its liturgical services according to the provisions of the old 1568 church order. This agenda included rich
and elaborate forms of worship for Vespers on Saturday, Sunday, and weekdays,
Sunday Matins with early sermon, Mass or Holy Communion, and the afternoon
service. Also included were directives concerning catechization. This order was
reprinted in 1583 and again in 1598. Its Polish translation appeared first in 1571
and was reprinted in 1615.
Lutherans always understood that elaborate liturgical services with Latin
texts, antiphons, responsories, the chanting of the collects, and other elements
were classified as adiaphora. None of these stirred the hearts of the Pietists. According to their way of thinking, such elements could not speak to the heart and
did not contribute to the conversion. To them what stood at the center of the liturgy was the sermon and catechesis.
King Friedrich Wilhelm I was well acquainted with Pietist thinking concerning liturgy and he wholeheartedly supported it. He understood that the proper
occasion for the implementation of Pietist liturgical reforms was the preparation of new instructions concerning the church and school matters in Prussia.
These instructions were given the status of a royal decree from Berlin which
was signed by the king on April 3, 1734. It was entitled: Erneuerte und erweiterte
Verordnung über das Kirchen- und Schul-Wesen in Preussen (A Renewed and Enlarged
Order Concerning the Church and School System in Prussia). It was published that
year in Königsberg.
This newly issued order was prepared by Frantz Albert Schultz, a well-known
professor of theology at the University of Königsberg. He did not limit himself to
the formulation of regulations pertaining to administrative and educational matters, but he also made changes in the traditional liturgical services, such as the
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service of the word, Matins and Vespers,
which would be pleasing to the Pietists
and the king.227
The theme of the 1734 order was the
intensification of the form of catechization. Pietists saw catechization as a prime
opportunity to work for the conversion
of the hearts of the young, and the king
understood that this would be useful to
his plans to create a loyal and sociallyminded citizenry. In order to achieve
this goal, church services would need to
be ordered in such a way as to optimize
opportunities for catechization. The simplification of the divine services was of
little issue to the king who was already
well accustomed to the liturgically simple
services in his Reformed Church.
Schultz ordered that the service of the
Title page of 1734 Erneuerte und erweiterte
word should be reconstructed. ChanVerordnung for East Prussia.
ges needed to be made in the directives
which had been in effect since 1568. To
his mind, there were too many hymns,
and some hymns which were being sung were not properly edifying. The time
taken for preaching also needed to be more carefully regulated, and the elaborate structure of proclamations, intercessions, and thanksgivings which surrounded catechization needed to be streamlined. In the service of Matins, the
so-called “early sermon” (Germ. Früh-Predigt), there should be no more than one
morning hymn, he determined, and in addition to it, a single sermon hymn, and
again, a single hymn after the sermon. Three hymns in all should be enough. He
said nothing that could be understood to support the continued use of versicles
and antiphons or any other part of the office of Matins.
In the main service, there should be no more than three hymns before the
sermon. The service itself should always begin on feast days with Luther’s “Te
Deum laudamus” (“Herr Gott, dich loben wir”) and on other days either “All Glory
Be to God on High” (“Allein Gott in der Höh’ sei Her’”) or the Kyrie. Nothing else
of the service of the word should remain. The old Latin introit or German psalm
should be dropped, along with the salutation and collect. There should be a hymn
227
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of the day, followed by catechization, and this catechization should not be incrusted among a clutter of announcements, intercessions, and thanksgivings, but
it should be accompanied only by a simple short prayer. At the conclusion of the
catechesis, the pastor should recite the creed and go to the pulpit to deliver a sermon for no more than forty-five minutes. This sermon should then be followed
by a recapitulation of the chief teaching of the day, a general prayer, hymn, and
Communion. No special music was to be used in the Communion service because
this would only disturb the meditative atmosphere. Only such passion hymns,
communion hymns, and other hymns, which the pastor deemed to be properly
edifying, should be sung.
The structure of the office of Vespers was also simplified, leaving only a hymn
of thanksgiving or some other hymn, and after the sermon again a single hymn,
followed by the catechization, prayer, and benediction. The liturgical services,
which had adorned the old 1568 church order, were effectively repudiated. What
remained was only what a stern Pietist could not label as frivolous, ostentatious,
or fussy. 228
Although the private confession was not eliminated, a general confession was
given far greater prominence, and it too, took on a catechetical character. The
confession of sins was added to the confession of faith. Even private confession
came to reflect this character since the penitent was expected to recite parts of the
catechism at the request of his father confessor.
The recognition of the importance of catechization was by no means new or
unprecedented. Duke Albrecht had stressed catechization back in the early days
of the Reformation, but now it was given a new purpose. The king had long said
that it was his purpose to make Prussia “Christian,” and to him this meant a state
in which the Lutheran subjects were Pietists and worked hard and honestly and
followed obediently in the path marked out for them by their monarch.
Schultz was strongly opposed by General Superintendent Johann Jacob
Quandt and the orthodox Lutherans, but the king and the Königsberg Pietists
prevailed.229 Royally-supported Pietism played a most important role in this.
Lysius set down the introduction of a confirmation rite which celebrated the fact
that the confirmand had now reached a proper level of education and Christian
knowledge. Georg Friedrich Rogall had introduced the regulation that all candidates for ordination must be able to bear witness to their having been born
again as “real Christians.” Schultz had now taken the final momentous step of
authoring a general instruction for churches and schools which backed up this
point of view.
228
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By 1735, Friedrich Wilhelm I was applying this new regulation to the whole
Duchy of Pomerania as well. The royal
decree was signed on July 6, 1735, and
printed that year in Stettin under the title:
Erneuerte und erweiterte Verordnung über
das Kirchen- und Schul-Wesen in Preussen,
Welche auf Sr. Königl. Majestät in Preussen
Allergnädigsten Special-Befehl De Dato Berlin den 6. Julii 1735. In Dero gantzen Hertzogthum Pommern eingeführet, und ohne die
geringste Ausnahme unverzüglich zur Observantz gebracht werden soll. (A Renewed
and Enlarged Order Concerning the Church
and School System in Prussia, Introduced
into Entire Duchy of Pomerania by the Most
Gracious Special Order of His Royal Majesty
in Prussia, Berlin on July 6, 1735, and which
Should Be Brought to the Observance Immediately Without the Slightest Exception).
Title page of 1735 Erneuerte und erweiterte
In every respect, it corresponded to the
Verordnung for Pomerania.
April 3, 1734, order for the Province of
Prussia, excepting that paragraph XV,
which dealt with feast days and catechization in Königsberg, was omitted.230

2.3.5 Syst ematic Abolition of Ch urch C e re mon ie s by
Fr i edr i ch Wilh elm I
The negative attitude of Friedrich Wilhelm I toward ceremonies in Lutheran
divine services began to shape in 1722. At that time, he began to issue orders
about liturgical ceremonies and other adiaphora. At first, these orders had to do
with particular congregations, and they applied to churches either renovated or
newly constructed. With the passing of time, however, the orders concerning customs and ceremonies began to spread and became part of far-reaching reforms
that involved the entire Prussian Lutheran Church.
The king saw no fundamental differences between the two evangelical churches.
“I am Reformed, and I will persist to the end, and I declare that I do not see any difference between the Lutheran religion and that of the Reformed,” stated he in 1722 to the
230
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Berlin Lutheran clergy.231 The essential difference for him was the “Roman” elements
and ceremonies preserved by the Lutheran Church during the Reformation. His purpose was to eliminate the “papal vestiges,” such as Mass vestments, altars, the chanting of prayers, exorcism, and in this way to unify both churches externally.
The king referred to these customs and ceremonies as the “unwelcome vestiges
of the medieval church.” On January 2, 1722, he issued instructions for the Garrison Church in Potsdam, which was still under construction at the time, according to which altar, candles, surplices, and other liturgical vestments, as well as
the singing of prayers should be avoided in divine services. Exorcism in Baptism
was also to be omitted. The same regulations were applied for the newly built
Garrison Church in Berlin, dedicated on May 31, 1722. On December 20, 1722, the
king issued an instruction to the newly established Prussian General Directory
(Generaldirektorium), stating that in renovated and newly built churches no altars,
candles, chasubles, or other Mass vestments were to be permitted. In this instruction, Potsdam and Wusterhausen churches and the Berlin Garrison Church were
to be the model for worship in renovated and newly built Lutheran churches.232
Court Preacher Ferdinand Stosch reported in detail on September 8, 1726, that
at the king’s command services in the Garrison Church in Potsdam, used simultaneously by both Protestant congregations, were ordered in such a way that Reformed and Lutheran preachers alternatively preached on the usual epistles and
gospels or free texts. Every Thursday at 8 a.m., a catechism examination on a
verse that the children were to have learned was to be held. The children of both
confessions were to be admitted to church membership by their preceptors, but
only members of the same confession could come to the Sacrament of the Altar.
At the Lord’s Supper, preachers of both confessions were to use their usual formularies, although Lutheran pastors were not permitted to chant anything before
or at the Lord’s Supper. The pastor was only permitted to recite formulary aloud.
Neither were Lutherans permitted to have candles on the altar, and Lutheran pastors were not allowed to wear a surplice or chasuble either in the pulpit or “at the
table.” The Reformed were to hold a special Lord’s Supper day eight times every
year. The Lutherans, on the other hand, were to celebrate the Lord’s Supper every
Sunday and feast day, but they were not permitted to commune anyone in the
sacristy outside of the public Lord’s Supper service. At Baptism, both the Lutherans and Reformed were to use their own formularies, but the Lutherans were not
permitted to include the exorcism in the baptismal rite. Under no circumstances
was a Baptism outside of the church in a private home to be permitted, excepting
by special concession.233
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Funeral procession with the crucifix in front of St Mary Magdalene’s Chruch in Breslau.
Engraving by Karl Remshard and Friedrich Bernhard Werner, 1735
(Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Wien).

Additional orders were given concerning special services. On January 23 and
May 7, 1723, it was decreed that the days of the apostles and the feast of the Annunciation should be transferred to Sunday, and the celebration of Christmas,
Easter, and Pentecost should be for two days rather than three.234 Especially in
areas bordering Poland, there was a special custom which called for a Christmas
Eve vigil service, called “Jutroznia.” Permission for this extraordinary service was
withdrawn in a decree, issued on May 20, 1738, but the decree had little effect and
had to be reissued on December 10, 1764.235
Also intolerable to Friedrich Wilhelm I was the presence of crucifixes which
were still carried in funeral processions by Lutherans. Years earlier, on June 9,
1683, it had been ordered that crucifixes were no longer to be carried in such processions, but little attention locally had been paid to this decree and the crucifixes
were still in use. On August 26, 1729, the king decided to remedy this intolerable
“papal” and “irritating” practice. He banned any further use of crucifixes in the
234
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Lutheran funeral services.236 Furthermore, on May 20, 1734, he ordered that under
pain of a fine of from 100 to 1000 reichsthalers funeral coaches, horses, and rooms
in which bodies lay in state were no longer to be draped in black nor were male
and female servants to be dressed in mourning clothes.237
By 1733, the king was ready to more actively work to change the face of Lutheranism. He decided that the time was now ripe for the church-wide abolition
of what he called “offensive and superstitious ceremonies.” His new and farreaching liturgical reform program concerning worship and ceremonies was initiated in St Peter’s Church in Berlin on February 25, 1733. The decree stated that
at the benediction the pastor was still permitted to lift up his hands, but he was
now prohibited from making the sign of the cross because this practice came from
the Roman Catholic Church and for some strange reasons had been preserved by
the Lutheran Reformers. So also, the altar was replaced by a table behind which
the pastor placed himself to prepare for the Lord’s Supper. He was not permitted
to make the sign of the cross over the elements at the consecration or to sing the
Words of Institution. No lighted candles, chasubles, surplices, or Mass vestments
of any kind were to be in evidence. The singing of Latin hymns by the school children or the choir was to be completely eliminated. The preparation for the Lord’s
Supper was to take place on Saturday before the day of Communion whether that
was a Sunday or feast day. The service of preparation should include a preparation sermon and general confession so that the many cases of “abuse” connected
with private confession were eliminated, not least among them being so-called
“confessional penny” (Beichtpfennig). The preachers were not to be permitted to
engage in “vain ceremonial actions,” such as were practiced in the Roman Catholic Church. The real purpose of the divine service was to bring souls to righteousness and a practical exercise of their Christianity.238
This was to be the commencing step in the king’s liturgical reform program,
and it was to be enforced in all provinces of the monarchy. It went far beyond
anything which a Reformed sovereign in Prussia had ever attempted to enforce
earlier. No longer was it thought sufficient to complain that these ceremonies
were medieval Catholic in origin. Now it was stated emphatically that they must
be eliminated in favor of “edifying worship” such as was practiced by the Pietists. Listeners inclined to Pietism would treat some of these regulations favorably
since they seemed to be congenial to the desired “devotion of the heart” rather
than careful “liturgical prescriptions.”
236
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Liturgical worship in St Peter’s Church prior to King Friedrich Wilhelm I’s anti-ceremonial
program. A scene from the epitaph for Johann and Caritas von Kötteritz, 1616. The most
important churchly acts are depicted: Holy Baptism, the Office of the Keys and Confession,
the Sacrament of the Altar, Christian marriage, and the preaching of the word. The clergy
are vested in white surplices. Massive candlesticks with lighted candles stand on the altar.
The large crucifix with Theotokos and St John above the altar symbolizes the centrality
of Christ in the Lutheran liturgy. The church is full of pictures and other figurative
art. A beggar and a woman with a child and dog bring everyday life into the church
(Ev. Kirchengemeinde St. Petri-St. Marien Berlin; Foto: Michael Setzpfandt).
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The order of worship in the St Peter’s
Church, one of the most important Lutheran
churches in Berlin, was now to serve as the
model for Lutheran churches throughout
the monarchy. On February 27, 1733, State
Minister and Consistorial President, Samuel von Cocceji, and Privy Councilor and
Consistorial Vice-President, Benjamin Friedrich von Reichenbach, who had been commissioned to carry out this project, invited
leading Brandenburg clergymen, Reformed
court preachers Jablonski and Noltenius,
Lutheran Provosts Roloff and Reinbeck
and archdeacon Schmidt, to inform them
the king’s wishes that chasubles, surplices,
and chanting of the Words of Institution
would be abolished were being carried out.
In their report to the king, von Cocceji and
von Reichenbach stated that the leading
Berlin Lutheran clergy accepted the notion
that chasubles, surplices, and chanting were
State Minister and Consistorial President
Samuel von Cocceji. Engraving by Johann
adiaphora and did not belong to the essence
Jacob Haid, 1741
of religion. However, all of them insisted
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
that the program must be implemented
slowly and carefully to avoid offense among
the common people. Archdeacon Schmidt had taken over the responsibility to make
it known to the pastors of St Nikolai Church and St Mary’s. The six Berlin clergy were
made responsible to prepare the common folk through their sermons so that they
would accept these changes in their worship without becoming rebellious.239
On March 1, 1733, von Cocceji and von Reichenbach sent another report to the
king, stating that the pastors of St Nikolai and St Mary’s had now been informed
of the necessary changes and had agreed that they would handle the matter. The
king’s wishes were also passed to all provincial governments so that the objectionable ceremonies would be abolished everywhere in short order. The king remarked in the margins of their report: “Very good.”240
In a letter, sent on March 2 to Prussian Chancellor, Count Albrecht Ernst von
Schlieben, and to the provincial presidents, von Schweinichen in Magdeburg,
Friedrich Wilhelm von der Osten in Halberstadt, Friedrich Wilhelm von Derenthal
239
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in Minden, and the Supreme President Kaspar Otto von Massow and Chancellor
Philipp Otto von Grumbkow in Pomerania, von Cocceji wrote that the king had
ordered that the presidents of all provinces must be informed that chasubles, surplices, Latin hymns, and liturgical chanting were to be eliminated, but this must
be done very carefully. The inspectors would be instructed to handle this matter
very cautiously so that the king’s intentions could be implemented without causing scandal. They would have to give careful consideration to this matter and tell
the congregations that these ceremonies had originated in the papacy. However, as
in all other matters, the inspectors would have to keep within the guidelines established by the sovereign. He also noted that it would not be difficult to require that
those approaching ordination or confirmation of installation in the parish would
need to indicate that they would dispense with these outdated and improper ceremonies and that they were making this promise without reservation. He noted also
that it was the desire of his royal highness that this matter be treated with the highest possible confidentiality so as to ensure success. In this way, it was to be hoped
that any possible violent reaction against these changes would be avoided. 241

Lutheran liturgical worship from the confessional painting in the Kasendorf church by
Andreas Herneisen, 1602 (Die Kasendorfer Pfarrkirche).
241
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When reports were received from the provincial presidents, it was clear that
the pastors did not respond uniformly to these demands, even though the government sought to make it clear that the matters to be dropped were “insignificant”
in terms of religion. Church visitors in Königsberg, Stettin, Halle, and Magdeburg
met strong reactions and resistance from the clergy and offered theological, legal,
and political arguments.242
In a report, issued on March 28, 1733, Supreme President von Massow and
Chancellor von Grumbkow of Pomerania stated that this program of change,
which was being promoted by the royal consistory and recommended to privy
councilor Ewald Joachim von Wedel and Superintendent General Laurentius
David Bollhagen, and also the Western Pomeranian superintendent Hornejus,
would need to be carried through very gradually and carefully so as to avoid
scandal in the congregations because the people were still very much attracted
by these external ceremonies and would treat abolition as changes in the religion
itself. Furthermore, changes in ceremonies might give Roman Catholics both in
the Holy Roman Empire and in Poland an opportunity to use the situation to their
advantage and attempt to abolish evangelical religion in their territories altogether, claiming that the abolition of ceremonies and practices changed the evangelical faith so radically that it could no longer be tolerated. In short, any attempt to
impose changes in Pomerania might prove detrimental to the evangelical cause.
Accordingly, von Massow and von Grumbkow asked the king to consider these
matters and issue additional directives.243
On May 27, 1733, President von Schweinichen of Magdeburg reported that the
inspectors assigned to the districts of Holz and Jerichow had assured him that
these ceremonies had now been eliminated from both city and rural congregations, and that since so few pastors were able to chant the epistles and gospels
well, chanting was now a thing of the past. The clergy in the old town of Magdeburg were informed of king’s intentions by the city magistrates. It was reported
that in their churches such ceremonies as the wearing of chasubles and surplices
were no longer in use and that only the chanting of the epistles and gospels was
still practiced. For their part, the clergy emphasized that although these matters
were adiaphora and could be eliminated without changing the faith, they were
dear to the people who regarded these to be the part of their religion. They stated
that their church customs had been set in order by Luther himself at the beginning of the Reformation, and that it was wrong to describe any of them as having
derived from the papacy. Elsewhere, in the Duchy of Magdeburg, however, it
was found that the use of chasubles and other Mass vestments, the singing of Latin hymns, and the chanting of Sunday readings had been dropped already in the
242
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early days of the Reformation, although
even then it was clearly stated that the
chanting of German epistles and gospels
was not inherited from the papacy. The
clergy made reference to Article XV of
the Augsburg Confession and to Galatians
5:1 and Colossians 11:10, as well as to the
provisions of the Augsburg Religious
Settlement and the Peace of Westphalia,
to the effect that these matters were indeed allowable in evangelical religion.
Finally, these adiaphora matters were approved by the Magdeburg church order.
In Halle, however, a much different
attitude prevailed, according to President
von Schweinichen. He could rely on the
information received from the two reGotthilf August Francke, son of August
cent visitations of the Saal district and
Hermann Francke. Engraving by J. F.
Schuster, 1770 (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
from consistory member Gotthilf August
Francke. Although the above-mentioned
ceremonies in Saal district and the suburban churches of Glaucha and Neumark were no longer in use, in the Halle
city churches it was still customary that chasubles and surplices be worn, and
at festivals the clergy wore round frilled collars. Francke had stated that he intended to take up the matter of the abandonment of these unnecessary things, but
he had not yet obtained any categorical declaration that the customs would be
eliminated. It had been decided to reserve the matter for further deliberation with
Lutheran clergy in Magdeburg and Berlin so that the abolition of ceremonies by
the congregations could be effected. A letter from the clergy, dated May 11, 1733,
and signed by Johann Georg Francke, Johann Anastasius Freylinghausen, Adam
Struensee, Georg Nicolaus Orckel, Christian Semmler, Christian August Roth, Johann Christian Greinzig, Johann August Meyer, Johann Andreas Müller, Johann
Gottgetreu Müller, Gotthilf August Francke, and Siegmund Jacob Baumgarten,
stated that they had not yet been able to come to a definite resolution about the
abolition of these ceremonies since it was their opinion that their abolition at the
present time would lead to confusion among the common folk. Therefore any attempt to eliminate them would need to be preceded by detailed and frequently
repeated instructions.244
244
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Prussian Chancellor Count von Schlieben wrote from Königsberg on July 17,
1733, that chasubles, surplices, Latin hymns, and the chanting of the gospels and
epistles had been thoroughly discussed among the clergy who had decided that
some of these matters must be discussed separately. There was an extensive discussion over the question of whether surplices and chasubles used at the distribution of the Lord’s Supper were really derived from the papacy and whether or not
Lutheran clergy should continue with a good conscience to celebrate the Lord’s
Supper wearing surplices.
Although the clergy as a whole were not of the opinion that their clerical habit
was indicative of the special power of their office, the question of the wearing
of chasubles surely did not have its origin in the papacy but went back as far as
the Old Testament Book of Leviticus, they claimed. To abolish the same was unnecessary and even dangerous because it would not result in any benefit to the
church. If practices in use for hundreds of years were abolished without a single
ultimate purpose, the majority of the people would become very suspicious and
become mistrustful of their pastors as though they were leading them into a different religion, especially since all these practices were closely identified with the
Lutheran Church and had nothing to do with the papacy. As to whether or not
candidates for ordination should be asked to refrain from the use of these ceremonies, von Schlieben stated that he could not bring this matter to the consistory
because the whole business was ordered to be kept confidential. As to the use of
Latin hymns – this was an altogether different matter. They could be eliminated
since the people could no longer see any observable value in such a practice. The
matter of chasubles and surplices von Schlieben would take up at another time.245
The report of the Halberstadt President von der Osten on August 13, 1733,
stated that the king’s command had been followed and that not only had the
inspectors been prepared to abolish the “abuses,” but they were ready also to defrock pastors who refused to comply. They would also refuse to install candidates
who would not acquiesce. Von der Osten stated that he had made every effort to
persuade the inspectors to abolish these abuses in the four principal evangelical
churches of Halberstadt, but that there were a considerable number of Roman
Catholic canons, vicars, and choral directors, and all of them were hard-headed
and difficult to control. In these four principal churches, the Lutheran pastors
chanted only the Words of Institution, the “Gloria in excelsis,” and the creed. There
was no more singing of Latin hymns. The white surplice, which in their services
were being worn by Roman Catholic canons, vicars, and choral directors, were
still in use at Lutheran celebrations of the Lord’s Supper, but no longer were chasubles and other Mass vestments being worn by the Lutheran clergy nor were pro245
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cessional crucifixes in use. However, in these four Lutheran churches, the canonical hours were still being sung in Latin, and Roman Catholics and other common
folk were so accustomed to it that they regarded these things as indispensable.
In all other churches of this principality, however, there were no more chasubles
or Mass vestments, although the gospels and epistles sometimes were chanted
and Latin hymns were occasionally sung. Von der Osten noted also that he had
been instructed that this whole matter must be conducted very confidentially,
and this advise had been followed closely. The governmental agencies involved
and the inspectors of the consistory had bound themselves to secrecy concerning
this matter.246
On July 19, 1733, a circular letter was issued to territorial governments to instruct local inspectors that clergy who continued to make use of these controversial practices and customs, such as wearing of chasubles and surplices and the
chanting of epistles and gospels, as well as the singing of Latin hymns, must at
the same time point out to their congregations that these things were very inconsequential and indifferent, and that they were holdovers from papist days.
The consistories, however, had acted very cautiously and had attempted to
win over the leading clergy and through them to influence others. It was generally agreed that no compulsion was to be exercised. The congregations were to be
won through conviction rather than enforced measures.247
Three years passed, and by 1736 the king was ready to attack Lutheran ceremonies with new vigor. A general visitation was planned in 1736, and pastors in
Kurmark were invited to the consistory in Berlin to state their opinions concerning adiaphora and to hear with their own ears the king’s orders spoken from
the mouth of Privy Councilor von Reichenbach. Clergy who were still observing
“papal” customs were straightly instructed that this must cease, and on September 27, 1736, an order was issued, stating that the anti-ceremonial instructions applied at St Peter’s Church were now extended to the entire territory of Kurmark.
Henceforth, Kurmark pastors were not to chant prayers, benedictions, or the
Words of Institution. The king claimed that the reading of these words was more
edifying than the singing of them. He ordered that the implementation of this
order should be included in the general church visitation then being planned.248
On October 18 of that same year, the king issued an order in cabinet, stating that the
goal of worship must be the true edification of the people, and it was to be arranged
that all Prussian churches should follow the anti-ceremonial practices of Potsdam and
246
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Collegienhaus in the Friedrichstadt district of Berlin. In the years 1735-1826, the Kurmark
Lutheran consistory formed one of the collegial bodies in the Collegienhaus, also known as the
Kammergericht (Wikimedia Commons).

Wusterhausen where there were no surplices, no chasubles, no other Mass vestments,
and no other “abusive papal ceremonies.” Von Cocceji and von Reichenbach were
instructed that where visitorships had become vacant, new visitors must be appointed
and instructed that they themselves were never to wear surplices and chasubles and
that the use of them was to cease in the churches entrusted to their inspection. It was
also noted that consistory member Roloff had been appointed provost at St Nikolai
Church in Berlin but that clergy there were continuing to wear surplices. It would be
up to von Reichenbach to make the case for the seizure of these vestments under the
pretext that they could better be preserved if they were stored in a “secure place” until
such time as the consistory might issue some other order. On November 6, a similar
circular was once again issued.249
On October 31, the anniversary day of the Lutheran Reformation, the surplices
in use in St Nikolai Church were confiscated and stored “for safe keeping,” despite the objections of all the Lutheran pastors in Berlin. That same day, von Cocceji and von Reichenbach reported that the king’s order had been fulfilled, and
the king wrote in the margin of their report: “Gott Lob” (“God be praised”). 250
One week later, on November 6, 1736, governmental officials and consistories were sent a new royal rescript which declared that the time had come for the
complete abolition of the chanting of prayers, benedictions, and the Words of
Institution, as well as the wearing of surplices, chasubles, and other Mass vestments – so much for the notion that this would be a long term and gradual abolition! Furthermore, it was ordered that recalcitrant clergy were to be instructed
249
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individually by the visitors in order that they might come to their senses and put
these “papal practices” aside.251
The king had his own ideas about what was to be considered proper clerical
attire. Chasubles and surplices were now proscribed, and it was the talar alone
which remained a suitable attire for the clergy to be worn not only in the street
but also at the altar and in the pulpit. On August 21, 1637, he issued a decree stating that candidates of theology were not to wear the talar and beffchen but only
street dress until the time of their ordination. Then they were to appear in divine
services wearing the talar and beffchen for the first time. Under no circumstances
were any other vestments to be permitted. It can be inferred from the mandate
that some theological candidates had adopted the practice of wearing clerical attire,
that is, the talar and beffchen, even though
they had not yet been ordained. The king’s
response was to insist that only ordained
clergy were to wear these vestments.252
An additional order in cabinet was
issued on November 12, 1736, forbidding
the use of candles on altars whether in the
Lord’s Supper or not. Again, the model of
Potsdam and Wusterhausen was to be
followed. The clergy staff at St Nikolai
in Berlin emphatically stated that they
would not follow this order even though
they had been previously forced to abolish surplices. Provost Michael Roloff
expressed his discomfort with the new
orders in a sermon to the congregation.
“The lights at the Lord’s Supper have always been in use in the Lutheran Church,
and one may see that the time will come
when it will gradually be forced to become Reformed.” Still, he stressed the neMichael Roloff, Berlin provost and
cessity of obedience, and under pressure
Kurmark consistory member. Engraving
he reluctantly accepted the order that the
by Johann Ernst Gericke, 1748 (Gleimhaus
Halberstadt).
candles were to be removed.253
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Berlin clergy, however, stated that common consent was necessary by all Brandenburg pastors in order that the remaining churches in the territory should not be
brought into the conflict. Christian freedom was at stake, they stated. They also defended, at least in part, the very customs which the king found offensive, and they
especially objected to the king’s notion that these customs were papist and superstitious. They declared that surplices were necessary to the internal order of worship
and to distinguish Lutherans from other religious communities which, of course,
was a reference to the Reformed. It was noted also that liturgical vestments were in
use in the Church of England. Finally, it was also noted that Roman Catholic rulers
could use this situation as a pretext for suppressing their Protestant subjects. They
insisted that the reforms should not be forced upon the congregations because this
would be diametrically opposed to the declared notion concerning edifying worship. Although the Pietists were more open than others to the liturgical reforms,
they too understood that the king’s actions represented a violation of Christian
freedom. They did not care much for ceremonies and customs, and in general they
supported the king, but in this matter they felt that the Christian liberty of those
who wished to continue to use their adiaphora should not be violated.254
The king had different notions concerning Christian liberty, and on March 24,
1737, he issued an order in cabinet, directing von Cocceji and von Reichenbach to
bring to completion the abolition of the use of the lighted candles on the altars in
Berlin Lutheran churches.255
Lutheran pastors had hoped that they would be able to avoid the introduction
of the king’s reforms by joined protests and on the basis of the king’s original
statement that this would be a moderate and long term reform that would not
be carried through until all were agreed. However, the king pressed on making
use of the fundamental Pietist position that true, vital Christianity did not consist
in “external and unnecessary ceremonies but in true conversion and change of
heart.” It was after all his only concern, so he claimed on January 18, 1737, that he
wished to support a righteous and active Christianity which he would continue
to support even if he had to take strong measures to do so. In this way, he rejected
the widespread notion that by such actions he aimed to strip the Lutheran Church
of its confessional identity.256
Still, a considerable number of clergy resisted the king’s anti-ceremonial prohibitions, and the king found it necessary on August 16, 1737, to issue a rescript
to governments and consistories in all provinces. Once again the king identified
Lutheran ceremonies as objectionable because they had come from the papacy.
To his mind, this was in itself reason enough for their use to be forbidden among
254
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“Luther’s chasuble” – a chasuble which Martin Luther wore in 1545 at the Merseburg cathedral
when he personally consecrated Georg III of Anhalt-Plötzkau as the first Lutheran coadjutor
bishop of Merseburg. Photographs of “Luther’s chasuble” in its preserved condition in 1957
(Landesamt für Denkmalpflege und Archäologie Sachsen-Anhalt, Neg.-Nr. 18055, L.K.1957) and after
its restoration (Vereinigte Domstifter, Bildarchiv Merseburg (Domstift Merseburg, Gewänderinventar
Nr. 5)). The Congress of Vienna made Merseburg a part of the Prussian Province of Saxony.

pious Protestant folk. Provincial governments and consistories should investigate
whether his orders concerning the elimination of ceremonies had been carried
through. Furthermore, they were to determine which pastors had been willing to
sign a statement supporting his orders and to investigate if there were some who
still had doubts about it or sought to make it a matter of conscience. Those who
refused to comply with his wishes were to be removed from office.257
The response of Lutheran clergy not only in Kurmark but also Königsberg,
Magdeburg, Halle, and Halberstadt was that the sovereign had no right either
theologically or in ecclesiastical law to forbid any ceremonies or vesture which
were part of the Lutheran tradition. The clergy pointed to the Augustana, the Formula of Concord, the Peace of Westphalia, and their own right of freedom of conscience to back them up.
257
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On September 20 and 28, 1737, both the Magdeburg cathedral pastors and thirteen city pastors declared that they had respectfully informed the king that the
church’s custom of chanting was not derived from the papacy but had been a part
of the Christian tradition since the days of the early church and that it had always
been found to be most edifying. They insisted that what was, in fact, innocent
worship was wrongfully being labeled as superstition, and they were no longer
being allowed to keep church ceremonies which were in themselves pure and innocent and were free matters as far as the word of God was concerned. Now they
were being treated as though they and their Lutheran doctrines had wandered
into grievous error and that their religion was false and that the Lutheran confession, for which their ancestors had been willing to fight and die, was a fatal delusion. Furthermore, they had not yet accomplished the king’s orders because the
king had never given them a reasonable explanation to justify his orders, and if
he insisted on his contention that they were being disobedient to him, they could
only reply that they still regarded him with great reverence and were faithful to
him, and they only begged him to show concern for the souls under their care and
allow them to continue to live in religious freedom.258
Although a majority of the pastors in the territory of Halle were willing to submit to the king’s desires, at least forty of them showed courage and declared their
objections to his commands in writing. Gross-Salza Pastor Suske wrote that the
insistence that such innocent matters as the chanting of lessons and prayers from
the altar and similar ceremonies, which after all were not papal in origin, should
be eliminated was completely without any merit whatever.
Pastor Crusius in Dreyleben declared that it was surely unjust that by virtue of
his judicial authority the king ordered that candles should not be burned during
the Lord’s Supper and that pastors should no longer be permitted to chant their
prayers. He went even further to say that because of these impositions some of
his parishioners might be willing to go elsewhere to receive the Sacrament. For
his part, he declared that he had decided that he was going to continue to chant,
come what may.
Writing from Dalenwarsleben, Pastor Peter wrote that for more than two hundred years Lutheran pastors had chatted the collects and that this had absolutely
nothing to do with the papacy. It was indeed sad that now the king had ordered
this practice to be abolished!
Pastor Alberti in Ackendorf stated that for more than two hundred years Lutheran people had been at liberty to retain their ancestral rights, but now the
eschaton was surely near at hand, for the king was insisting “sic volo sic jubeo”
(“I want this, I order this”) so that prayers were no longer to be sung and altar
258
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candles were no longer to be lighted. Despite all this, he stated, in his heart and in
the hearts of his parishioners the light of God’s Spirit still shone brightly.
From his parish in Sandersleben, Pastor Busch declared that the king was no
“Joab” and that the ceremonies that he so much desired to abolish were of longstanding tradition and innocent. Speaking for himself, he would respond: “Lord,
Keep Us Steadfast in Thy Word.”
Pastor Lange in Löburg wrote that if everything which the king thought to
have been derived from the papacy were to be eliminated, it would no longer be
permitted to ring church bells because church bells came into use four centuries
after Christ, and the rules for ringing them had been set down by Pope Callixtus
III. If Lutherans were given the freedom of conscience to follow their doctrines,
they would be able to continue in the word of God.
Pastor Lieske of Waltersdorf said much the same in his response. He asserted
that if everything which had been originated in papal times were abolished, most
of the churches would have to be torn down.
Pastor Kaier in the Glöna parish wrote that the true touchstone should be
whether or not something was pleasing to Christ or was contrary to his will. It
surely was not sufficient to condemn a ceremony simply because it had been
introduced in papal times.
Pastor Lange in Lutlingen declared that he had earnestly desired to look at the
royal decree in a positive manner and act in accordance with it. However, to do
that it would be necessary that the church agenda would have to be rewritten so
that he would have clear instructions as to how to conduct himself in the service.
From Peissen, Pastor Braun wrote that Lutherans knew nothing of papal and
superstitious ceremonies and did not practice them. Their ceremonies went back
to apostolic times.
Pastor Uderstädt of Eggenstadt wrote that a highborn gentleman would be
rightly offended if his ministers insisted on removing all the precious treasures
from his castle without his prior approval. By this, he meant that the Lutherans
should remove only those things which were clearly forbidden by God’s word.
The clergy in Halle communicated their inability to make a decision at this
point concerning chanting because their churches were large and chanting made
it possible for the people to hear clearly the prayers, benedictions, and the Verba
Christi. About other ceremonies, they were not much concerned.
Pastor Hormar of Spröda, a village that was surrounded by Saxony, declared
that the people in his region knew nothing of any superstitious papal ceremonies.
They burned candles on the altar as a memorial of the institution of the Lord’s
Supper. More than that, the burning of candles represented to them the fervent
burning of faith and love for their Savior which was so important to the communicants. He went on to write that the light of faith and love shining before men
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and the singing of the benediction were to the glory of God and that during the
benediction the people reverently knelt and bowed their heads.259
Pastors in the principality of Halberstadt made similar protestations.
In Hedersleben, the entire congregation joined its clergy in stating that since
Jews and Roman Catholics were permitted to follow their ceremonies, Lutherans
ought to be allowed to do the same.
The pastor in Nachterstädt stated that when he acquiesced to the new regulations and eliminated the ceremonies, his people complained that even the Jews
were allowed to sing in their synagogues.
Writing from the Church of SS. Peter and Paul in Halberstadt, pastors Winkler and Eichholz stated that traditional Lutheran ceremonies had been abolished
with great consternation and lamentation by members of the congregation who
declared that they hoped that in accordance with Revelation 1:12-13 and 7:9-10
these ceremonies would once again be practiced in heaven.260
In a letter to the Magdeburg government and consistory on November 16,
1737, the king indicated that he intended to carry no attention whatever to these
protests. In answer to the insistence by Pastor Braun of Peissen that the ceremonies in question had not originated in the papacy but went back to apostolic times,
the king stated that he found this statement insultive, and he insisted that pastor
Braun must be defrocked and that any other pastor who followed his example
by disobeying the royal commands should be forced to resign. He went on to
say that Pastor Braun must immediately leave his parish and a successor should
be named. On September 27 and December 23, 1737, he renewed the prohibition
against the use of surplices and chasubles, along with the chanting of the Words
of Institution, the prayers, and the benediction. He also banned the lighting of the
sacramental candles in the service of the Lord’s Supper.261 On December 23 of that
year, he issued a rescript to all governments and consistories, stating that any and
all rebellious pastors must be removed from office.262
The city clergy of Halle then decided that they would have to follow the king’s
directives. Only one pastor, Pastor Müller, refused to endorse their resolution.
He wrote that he would not perjure himself before God or bring dishonor to the
Lutheran Church, for the church, he wrote, is the bride of Christ, the mother of
Christians, and God’s holy Zion, and she must be honored as such. He went on
to state that Pastor Braun was indeed a righteous servant of God who, together
with his wife and children, was suffering for the sake of his conscience and only
because he was not willing to abolish harmless ceremonies. The king quickly re259
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sponded to Müller’s declaration in a rescript which was sent to the Magdeburg
consistory on January 30, 1738. In it, he expressed his delight that the consistory
had followed his directives and defrocked the resistant clergy. He stated also that
Müller’s declaration displeased him greatly since these ceremonies which he condemned had nothing to do with religion or conscience. Therefore, Müller should
be fined and defrocked. For the same reason, Pastor Bogt in Dohndorf suffered
the same fate.263
The abolition of liturgical vestments caused great dissent among the Lutherans. In some Roman Catholic regions close to the border with Brandenburg, Silesian Lutherans were attending borderland Brandenburg churches and had been
doing so for almost a century, and so they were able to maintain their Lutheran
faith, their Lutheran confessional stance, and their unique Lutheran identity. On
January 18, 1737, the Neumark government determined that in order to avoid
scandal among the Silesians, who lived along the Brandenburg border, pastors in
these congregations might be permitted to continue to wear surplices for the time
being, but they must at the same time endeavor to persuade their congregations
that the use of such vestments really should be discontinued.264
This decree seems to have remained in force for a time, although the king
commented on the February 20, 1737, report of von Cocceji and von Reichenbach:
“The silly Catholic remnants which dishonor God ought to be abolished without argumentation.” Finally, on January 12, 1738, king issued an order in cabinet
which declared that these ceremonies must forthwith be abolished even in the
borderland congregations.265
The Silesian Lutherans responded to this command very negatively. On April
1, 1738, the cabinet of ministers reported to the king that it had received a memorandum from Silesian Baron von Diebitsch, stating that fifty thousand Lutherans
in Silesia would be adversely affected by the abolition of ceremonies in the four
or five border churches they currently attended. In addition, the Roman Catholic clergy would no longer permit them to cross the border to attend Lutheran
services, claiming that the elimination of these traditional ceremonies and practices clearly represented a change of religion. The memorandum also stated that
these border churches had all been built at the expense of the Silesian Lutherans
themselves and that his royal highness did not contribute to the support of their
clergy. Furthermore, the withdrawal of traditional ceremonies meant that Lutherans could no longer attend these churches, and this would put their souls in
danger. The children of the Lutherans would henceforth be baptized by Roman
Catholic priests, and this would force numerous Lutherans into the Roman Cath263
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olic Church and leave the sick and the dying without consolation. In addition to
this, the influx of income from these Silesian Lutherans into these border regions
would cease, and the king would show himself remiss in his duty to act as the
protector, preserver, and provider of the evangelical church and would himself
have to bear the responsibility for leading poor Lutherans into temptation and the
errors of the papacy.266
The year 1739 marked the two-hundredth anniversary of the introduction
of the Lutheran Reformation and the establishment of the Lutheran Church in
Brandenburg, and the king decided to exploit the occasion by pressing his union
policies. He proclaimed that by this time all indignation and reproach inherited
from the papacy had been entirely set aside and that the two evangelical religions
were now being reconciled in a spirit of true brotherhood. He insisted that with
the help of God the tolerance and unity between his two evangelical churches
would increase more, and more and for this God should be thanked in sermons
and school addresses, and all evangelical preachers should rejoice in the renewed
light of evangelical religion.
The king himself participated in the festival worship at St Peter’s Church in
Berlin. During the festive program, Prorector Joachim Christoph Bodenburg stated in the Berlin Gymnasium:
“God himself desires that the unfortunate and much to be lamented separation
of Protestants, which hindered the growth of the blessed Reformation, should be
put to an end. For this reason, the most illustrious kings of Prussia, Friedrich I and
Friedrich Wilhelm I, the present reigning majesty, should be thanked, for they
have done everything possible in a Christian way and continue to contribute to
the unification of the churches.”267
By that time, the king’s plans for the abolishing of “papal abuses” in the Lutheran Church had been completed. The general visitation to be held shortly
thereafter was described in a letter, dated July 30, 1739, and addressed to the
Department of Foreign Affairs. In it, von Reichenbach stated that before the judgment throne of Christ on the Last Day, and even now before his royal majesty,
he gladly claimed responsibility for the establishment of a true and active Christianity. He stated that he had proceeded to carry out this program with great
caution and tenderness and had used all his efforts to implement the king’s orders in cabinet in a clear and distinct manner. He had mentioned as examples of
“papal abuses,” which had been eliminated, the wearing of chasubles, surplices,
and other Mass vestments. He stated that although some had been upset by the
abolition of these, many upright clergy had supported the move because these
vestments did not edify but caused offence to the faithful.
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It was most advantageous, he stated, that now the epistles and gospels and
the Words of Institution were being spoken distinctly rather than chanted poorly
and that almost all preachers recognized this fact because those who had a gift
for singing or any aptitude to learn to sing, were so pitiful and miserable in their
chanting that the congregations were annoyed rather than edified.
In addition, it had now been possible to confront many abuses connected with
private confession and absolution in connection with the Lord’s Supper. With
great exaggeration he listed several supposed abuses, stating that avaricious
pastors refused to hear the confessions of poor penitents who were not able to
pay for confession, and others sought to question penitents as though they were
courtroom prosecutors or judges, and still others acted like hard-hearted Roman
Catholic priests.
Von Reichenbach went on to say that royal decrees had insisted on freedom
concerning private confession and absolution, but the confessional itself had not
been abolished but was retained as an important means for bringing peace to
troubled souls.
Concerning the Lord’s Supper, he stated that no reforms had been enacted,
although there were many abuses. Once again with great exaggeration, he stated that instead of providing examples of pious devotion, some clergy brought
offense when they broke into a fistfight at the altar rail during the distribution
of Communion. If von Reichenbach’s statement is to be believed, some clergy
distributed Communion to communicants with whom they had had disagreements in such a manner that they forcefully shoved the host in their mouths with
such force that blood spurted out of the nose and mouth of the communicant.
He claimed also that the Communion hosts, which were usually ordered from
Nürnberg, Braunschweig, or Leipzig, were often so old and improperly kept that
communicants could see maggots and worms sitting in the host-box or ciborium.
So it was, he said, that his royal highness had ordered that all Communion hosts
must be properly and freshly baked in a proper form in the king’s own territories
and that only pure wine must be used.
Although von Reichenbach did not mention it in his memorandum, the king
was also concerned about the elements purchased for use in Communion services
which went unused. In a December 31, 1737, rescript, he noted that some pastors
were purchasing far more wine than was needed for the number of communicants. In some cases, some of this wine was being used for feast day partying by
pastors and their families, sextons, church officers, and their friends and neighbors. This scandalized the king, and he insisted that this misuse must cease immediately. Only the appropriate amount of wine was to be purchased, and what
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was not needed was to be distributed to the poor and infirm or sold with the proceeds being put to pious use.268 This rescript was repeated on January 28, 1738.269
Von Reichenbach went on to say that no changes had been made in the ceremonies of the Holy Baptism, except for the elimination of the exorcism which he
called “the expulsion of the devil.” This, he said, was ordered to be omitted by
former royal edicts in cases when parents demanded that it be dropped.
What was most important to von Reichenbach was the vexing question as to
whether the changes demanded by the king were in violation of the terms of the
Peace of Westphalia. The king, of course, stated that no substantial change was involved, and no one made any claim that such a change had been made, excepting
those who were against these changes. If the hosts had been replaced by ordinary
bread or the confessional had been completely abolished, then perhaps grievances might arise, but as it was, only detestable abuses had been abolished. It was
stated that what had been done away with were those features of Lutheranism
which were most revolting to right-thinking people. Furthermore, von Reichenbach justified these abolitions, stating that the laying aside of chasubles, surplices,
and other Mass vestments had occurred already in some other Lutheran lands
outside Prussia. Even in Saxony, he claimed, where Lutheranism was most revolting, some ceremonies were no longer used in a number of places, even where
the so-called “true Lutheranism of orthodoxy” prevailed. In any case, the king’s
only purpose had been to bring about a true, inward, and active Christianity, and
for that noble reason no monarch could ever be blamed.
So it was that according to von Reichenbach, the papal abuses so evident in
Lutheranism had been finally eliminated and replaced by a true and active Christianity.270
What lay behind this “true and active Christianity” was Friedrich Wilhelm
I’s plans to champion confessional indifference in his realm, and although the
king did not personally declare it, the real objective of his anti-ceremonial reforms
was to reduce the visible differences between Lutheranism and the Reformed. He
understood quite clearly that open and manifest efforts to achieve interchurch
union would not be successful. In this, he differed from his father Friedrich I who
had thought that union could be achieved by the adoption of a common liturgy.
Friedrich Wilhelm I sought a lesser goal. His plan was to reduce the external
ceremonies of the Lutheran Church so that Lutheran and Reformed church services would look alike and this would be the way to move toward one “evangel268
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ical church.” What seemed to him to be a most suitable course of action was to
eliminate Lutheran adiaphora – liturgical vestments, altars, candles, crucifixes,
and other externals, which marked a quite visible difference between the two
churches. He insisted that these “offensive papal abuses” annoyed and irritated
the faithful and did not edify them.
Lutherans opposed the king’s adiaphora reforms because they understood that
their identity was at stake. They regarded the liturgy and customs as an outward
sign of their confessional stance. As Michael Roloff, Berlin provost and consistory
member, would later declare, Lutherans interpreted the king’s efforts as an attempt
to pave the road to church union.271 Fears of Reformed influence and encroachments on their Lutheran identity and unionistic tendencies were still live issues
to the Lutherans, and so it was that some would dare to reject the king’s so-called
anti-papal arguments. Even Pietists, who openly criticized many of these same
ceremonies as not serving edification, and whose arguments were used by the king
against the Lutheran adiaphora, considered themselves Lutherans, and they were
reluctant to openly support the king’s efforts since they were convinced that the
king’s anti-ceremonial program was a serious impediment to Christian freedom.
Lutheran resistance to the king’s plans indicated that to them adiaphora was
part of their confessional allegiance and stood as integral sign of their confessional identity as followers of the Augsburg Confession. Classical Lutheranism rejected the king’s argument that adiaphora was detrimental to edification. They
asserted that in accordance with their confession of faith, as found in the Formula
of Concord, it is “wrong and contrary to God’s Word when ... ceremonies, ordinances, and institutions are violently forced upon the congregation of God as necessary” or “... when these external ceremonies and adiaphora are abrogated in
such a manner as though it were not free to the congregation of God to employ
one or another of them in Christian liberty.”272 Forced by king’s anti-adiaphora
efforts, they found themselves in a state of confession (in statu confessionis) and
appealed to the argument of Matthias Flacius Illyricus: “When confession and
offense are involved, nothing is an adiaphoron” (“In casu confessionis et scandali
nihil est adiaphoron”).273 They insisted that ceremonies and customs could indeed
be edifying to the faithful.
Shortly after the death of Friedrich Wilhelm I, Prussian Lutherans would once
again insist strongly that these anti-adiaphora decrees should be abolished and that
Lutheran ceremonies should once again be permitted. As a result, in many places
these old liturgical elements and customs would once again be reintroduced.
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3 . T h e O r i g i ns o f N e o l o g i cal W o r s h i p
3 . 1 Ki n g Fri e d ri ch II as a Sta un c h Adv oc at e of
E n l i g h tenme nt
After his death in 1740, Friedrich Wilhelm I was succeeded by his son Friedrich
II who after the partitioning of Poland-Lithuania came to be styled as Friedrich the
Great. He ascended to the Prussian throne at a time when religious life in Prussia was marked by dissension between Halle Pietism and Lutheran orthodoxy.
Friedrich Wilhelm I, his father, had clearly favored the Pietists over the orthodox
and had seen to it that positions of authority in both ecclesiastical and academic
life had been put in the hands of the Pietists. Although declining orthodox Lutheranism no longer enjoyed any favored position, the orthodox themselves were
clearly not willing to capitulate to the doctrinal irregularities of the Pietists.
In his father’s political testament of 1722, young Friedrich had been reminded
that he must remain firm in his faith. “I therefore beseech my dear successor to
lead a godly life.” By this, he meant that he must be very circumspect in his own
behavior and at the same time support the work of the Pietists as they labored to
destroy the “temple of Satan” in modern society. “Neither must my dear successor allow any comedies, operas, ballets, masks, or redoutes to be held in his lands
and provinces, he must abhor them because these are godless and devilish things,
whereby Satan, his temple, and kingdom are increased.”274 The subsequent history would show that young Friedrich chose to follow a very different path. No
one would ever describe him as pious or as one who raised even a finger to contribute to the destruction of “Satan’s temple.”
From his earliest days, Friedrich II was very independent-minded, and together with his closest friend Hans Hermann von Katte, he sought to escape to England, but they were caught, and Friedrich Wilhelm I decreed that Katte should be
beheaded while his son looked on. This, together with the fact that Field Chaplain
Johann Ernst Müller sought to recreate in him his father’s 1708 conversion, settled
the utterly defiant attitude he developed against his father’s religious policies.275
He had nothing but contempt for the religious aspects of Pietism but found its
contribution to public morality useful. He reckoned that religion in general was
valuable tool in the strengthening of public order, and so he chose not to interfere
with the church in a way his father did.276
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In religion, Friedrich II has often been
described as a Freethinker, a Deist,277 very
much caught up in the new spirit of the
age, the spirit of Enlightenment. To his
mind, Jesus was a Jewish philosophizer,
a member of the Essene community, influenced by the moral teachings of Zeno.
In a word, he saw Jesus to be very like
himself, a Deist, and like all good philosophers interested primarily in morality. He
elaborated his views by saying that the
councils of the fourth century had grossly
distorted the image and views of Jesus
and had legislated doctrines of which
earlier generations had known nothing.
Indeed, he said, a first-century Christian
looking forward would be able to see no
King Friedrich the Great of Prussia at
correspondence between himself and the
the age of 68. Oil painting on canvas by
Anton Graff, 1781 (Wikimedia Commons).
Christian of the third century. The postconciliar church became a church ruled
by priests who used their power to further their own ambitions. What happened to the religion of Jesus, he said, is what
happens to all humanistic institutions. It is used and then it is abused, and in the
abuse, it is corrupted and destroyed.278 From his own point of view, what was left
of the church was best left alone. At least the church taught the people to be dutiful subjects and moral in their behavior. As Deist, he did not favor any confession
or religion. “All religions must be tolerated… for in this country every man must
get to heaven in his own way,” he wrote in the margin of a report concerning
Roman Catholic schools on June 22, 1740.279
It appears that Friedrich the Great himself put more confidence in astrology
and fortune-tellers than religion. “Neither women nor priests ever entered the
palace. In a word, Friedrich lived without religion, without a council, and without a court,” commented Voltaire on the manner of his living.280
In the company of his closest advisors and members of his royal court, the king
was not above making light of the faith and practices of his Lutheran subjects.
Shortly after the Six Year’s War, he invited General Hans Joachim von Zieten to
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dine with him at a luncheon on Good Friday. Friedrich II held von Zieten in very
high regard and on occasions, when no members of his royal family were present,
he would give him the honor of sitting at his right hand. Von Zieten responded
to the luncheon invitation by informing the king that, unfortunately, it would not
be possible for him to attend since it was Good Friday and he intended to spend
the morning in church and to receive the Sacrament of the Altar. Then, as was his
practice, he would spend the rest of the day with his family in meditation.
Later when the king again invited von Zieten to sit at his table, he condescendingly asked him about the Good Friday service. He wondered whether he had in a
proper manner digested the true body and blood of Christ. Much laughter could be
heard from those sitting at the table, but von Zieten responded by rising from his
place, bowing obediently to the king, and then stating in a strong and clear voice:
“Your Royal Majesty knows that in battle I feared no danger, and on every
occasion whenever it was necessary, I risked my life for you and the fatherland.
This attitude inspires me still today, and if it were beneficial to you and you commended it, I would lay my grey-haired head obediently at your feet. But there
is One who is above us both, greater than you or me or any man, and that is the
Redeemer and Savior of the world who died for you and redeemed us with his
precious blood. This Holy One I cannot allow to be offended and mocked, for I
put all my faith, my confidence, and my hope in life and in death in him. In the
strength of this faith, your brave army has done battle and prevailed. If your
Royal Highness undermines this faith, he at the same undermines the welfare of
the state. This is most certainly true. Mercifully keep that in mind.”
A deathly silence fell upon the hall. Everyone wondered how the king would
respond to these strong words. The king himself was silent and thoughtful and
then rose to his feet. He turned to the general and extended to him his right hand
while at the same time placing his left hand on the general’s shoulder and said:
“Most fortunate Zieten, I too would like to believe it. I have every respect for your
faith. Hold it fast. It will not happen again.” There was nothing more to be said.
Although the meal had not yet reached the halfway point, the king rose from his
place and gave the sign that all were dismissed.281
Unlike his father, Friedrich II chose not to make any strong demands on the
church. He did not put one confession against the other but allowed the church’s
liberty to maintain their confessional commitments. He found it very troubling
that the policies of his father in support of Pietism had caused divisions among
his Lutheran subjects and sought to remedy that situation. Before his father died,
he had appointed Franz Albert Schultz, a well-known Pietist, to the position of
professor primarius and rector of the University of Königsberg. In 1740, the Prus281
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“Sit down, Zieten, or I will go away,” said King Friedrich II to “his old father Zieten” when
the 85-year-old man refused to sit in the presence of the monarch. Engraving by Daniel
Nikolaus Chodowiecki, 1800 (Wikimedia Commons).

sian territorial assembly and the university senate officially made it known to the
king that this appointment had been made improperly and was unacceptable to
them. They asked that the position be given to General Superintendent Quandt,
an orthodox Lutheran, and Friedrich II acceded to their request.282 He acted further against the Pietists when on November 23, 1742, he reproved Pastor Heinrich
Schubert of Potsdam and other pastors who were sponsoring conventicles for
spiritual edification apart from their regular congregational worship services and
by doing so were causing divisions among their parishioners. The king stated that
edification was to take place in the public worship services of the congregations,
and he saw to it that the Spiritual Department in Potsdam immediately ordered
Schubert and others to cease holding private meetings in their homes.283 Thus, for
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the first time in the Prussian monarchy action was taken against the conventicles.
On December 9, 1742, he issued a circular which repeated this order, making it
clear that his rejection of conventicles was not directed only against Schubert and
a few others but was meant to include all Prussian churches.284 It was not a move
meant to re-establish the supremacy of Lutheran orthodoxy. The real winners
were neither the Pietists nor the orthodox, but rather the advocates of the newly
arising Enlightenment movement and its agenda.
The details of Lutheran church life were not of much interest to King Friedrich II, and he had no intention to interfere in them as his forefathers had done.
He even abolished some of their regulations. Among the decrees abolished was
the proscription of the use of the Eucharistic vestments, which included the surplice and chasuble, and the use of lighted candles at the service of the Lord’s
Supper. On July 3, 1740, the king stated that Lutheran clergy were now once
again permitted to wear surplices and chasubles in their churches and to perform other ceremonies in connection with the administration of the Lord’s Supper such as the use of lighted candles.285 Similar instructions were given also on
July 29.286 He also lifted the proscription against the use of Latin hymns in church
services. These liturgical hymns and canticles included among them the Magnificat, the litany, and the “Gloria in excelsis” – all of which continued to be sung
in Latin in some places until the Prussian Union agenda would require uniform
services. Also abolished was the prohibition against the use of crucifixes and
crosses which had been enacted by the Great Elector Friedrich Wilhelm and King
Friedrich Wilhelm I.287
In the Berlin churches of St Georg, St Mary, and St Nikolai, as well as in the
duchy of Magdeburg and other places, ceremonial freedom in the divine services
was once again publicly evident. In most places, the return of Lutheran congregations to traditional liturgical ceremonies took place without major conflicts. This
suggests that the majority of the population were in favor of the old traditions and
had not consented to the innovations which had called for their abolition. Michael
Roloff, Berlin provost and consistory member, preached in St Nikolai Church on
the occasion of the abolition of the prohibitions and declared that in his church
these ceremonies would now be reintroduced. Inquiring about how this would af284
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fect the relationship between the Lutherans and the Reformed, he suggested that
“by the abolition of these [ceremonies] a
quite rigid division between our church
and the Reformed Church disappeared
and the road to near union was paved.” He
reminded his congregation that this union
was only concerned with the relationship
between the two confessional communities with Christ, and it was not meant to
enforce external conformity between the
churches. So saying Roloff was rejecting
union aspirations, as well as the authority
of the sovereign over the church.288
The Lutheran clergy were in general
greatly pleased with these mandates and
perhaps went a bit too far in their zeal to
restore what previously had been forbidStatue of King Friedrich II in front of the
den. The king apparently was concerned
Garrison Church in Potsdam
that some Lutheran clergy and Lutheran
(Alte Postkarte).
divine services were beginning to look
more like Roman Catholic clergy and
worship. So, on October 31, November 22 and 27, and December 3, 1740, the king
issued circulars, warning the Lutherans that they must not wander far from the
norm of Protestant traditions and worship.289
It is not altogether clear whether or not a large number of Lutheran pastors
chose to restore the use of liturgical vestments. The influences of Pietism and
the emerging influence of Enlightenment both stood against any widespread return to such outward things as liturgical textiles and ceremonies. Later witnesses
indicate that even if liturgical vestments were restored, in Prussia, Pomerania,
Magdeburg, and Halberstadt, they were eventually put aside in the second half
of the eighteenth century.290 It is well known that by the end of the century in
Leipzig, in neighboring Saxony, the so-called enlightened Lutherans themselves
were instrumental in abolishing the use of liturgical vestments and traditional
ceremonies.
Both Lutheran orthodoxy, which prevailed in Leipzig, and the unio mystica
tradition, so beloved by the Pietists, could join together as in Bach’s rendition of
288
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the Verba Institutions in the St Mathew Passion. Lutheran orthodoxy in Leipzig,
however, did not long survive after the death of Johann Sebastian Bach. A particularly strong foe of that tradition was Johann Georg Rosenmüller who served
as superintendent from 1785 until 1815. In 1787, he declared that the sacring bell,
traditionally rung at the Words of Institution, was to be set aside and rung no
more. In 1788, he declared:
“Whether the Words of Institution are chanted or spoken is basically immaterial. But the money spent on wax candles, chasubles, and other vestments
for the Mass could be spent more profitably. I hope that in our day a person will
not easily find a clergyman for whom such things would be so important that
he would rather leave the ministry than exchange his cope and chasuble for a
gown, as happened in Prussia, Pomerania, Magdeburg, and Halberstadt about
50 years ago.”291
In 1787, the Latin hymns were replaced by German compositions. Beginning
in 1795, the clergy were no longer permitted to wear chasubles, and the number of Latin Prefaces was reduced, until, finally, by 1812 none were left. The use
of the houseling cloth was also abolished by Rosenmüller, who looked upon it
as an “unfortunate remnant of the doctrine of transubstantiation,” and he published prayers more in keeping with modern Enlightenment notions than could
be found in Lutheran tradition.292
In some cases, Friedrich II allowed regulations enacted by his father to remain
in force. The high feasts would continue to be celebrated for two days rather than
three as had been ordered on January 28, 1773. So too, the decree of Friedrich
Wilhelm I suppressing the celebration of the Christmas Vigil services along the
Polish border, called “Jutroznia,” was renewed on December 10, 1764. Neither
decree was able to accomplish its purpose, for such services were still being held
in the Posen region as late as 1832. On May 10 of that year, the Posen consistory
issued a circular, stating that the Christmas vigil may continue but without the
old Latin hymns, such as “He Whom the Shepherds Praised” (“Quem pastores”)
and “In Sweet Rejoicing” (“In dulci jubilo”), since the congregations did not understand the words. Also proscribed were “childish and unworthy games” associated with Christmas Eve.293 The old Lutheran practice of decorating the churches
with newly budding tree branches on Pentecost Day came under criticism in the
middle of the eighteenth century, and on July 21, 1747, and again on November 4,
1768, the practice was proscribed.294
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Friedrich II issued regulations concerning the practice of confession and repentance. Great Elector Friedrich Wilhelm and his father had issued regulations,
stating that where the Sunday confessional service had been dropped, it should
not be restored. The reason given was that this practice precluded a proper examination of conscience by the penitents, and it interfered with the beginning of
the divine service. This regulation was inconvenient to people who had to travel
great distances and could not come on Saturday for the confessional service. On
September 19, 1743, Friedrich II lifted the prohibition and left it up to each parish whether or not Sunday confessions should be allowed.295 He was critical of
the church’s practice of requiring public acts of repentance for public sins and
decreed on June 20, 1746, that this practice ought not to be required. Many clergy
could not agree and refused to commune those who did not publicly repent.296
On March 27, 1748, the king arbitrarily announced that no pastor was allowed to
put a person under a minor ban. In his judgment, only the consistory could rule
on such matters.297 In a further decree, issued on November 25, 1760, he ruled
that if those who sinned against the sixth commandment were repentant, they
should be permitted to receive the Sacrament. It should be noted that in Prussia
the practice of public repentance continued in use, and forms for it were included
in the later agendas.298
As his father had opened the way to Pietism, Friedrich II made Enlightenment the guiding principle of his administration. By this time, Pietism had severely crippled the commitment of the Lutheran Church to its confession. Now
the children of well-educated Pietists became the adherents of neology. The
lack of any strong doctrinal commitment in Pietism left the Lutheran Church
without the intellectual defenses against the progress of a system which reinterpreted Christian teachings with moral ideas. The majority of those who took
the seats of learning vacated by the death of Pietist professors were neologists,
advocates of the “new learning.” The leading rationalist voice in the University
of Königsberg was Immanuel Kant, a former student of Pietist Professor Franz
Albert Schultz.299
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3 . 2 N eolo g y i n the K i ng d o m of Prussia
a n d I ts P ro ge ni to rs
3.2.1 C hris tian Wolff as F irs t A d v oca te of T h e o log y B a s e d on
Phi l osoph ical Reas on
From the early decades of the eighteenth century, there had been thinkers who
identified themselves as Christians but sought points of connection and accommodation between reason and religion. Looking back from the end of the eighteenth century, Immanuel Kant could identify Christian Wolff, professor of mathematics and philosophy at Halle, as “the greatest of all dogmatic philosophers.”
So he wrote in his preface to his Critique of Pure Reason in its second edition. What
he admired most in Wolff was his ability to construct a rational philosophical system on a mathematical basis, using clear
proofs and avoiding all hasty generalizations and audacious influences.300
Wolff’s famous work was Vernünfftige
Gedancken von Gott, der Welt und der Seele
des Menschen, Auch Allen Dingen überhaupt
(Rational Thoughts on God, the World and
the Soul of Man, and on All Things in General), published in Halle in 1720.301 On the
facing page, a brightly shining sun is depicted. Its rays pierce through the clouds
of darkness and spread light everywhere
over mountains, forests, hillside, villages,
and towns. The sun has a smiling face,
happy to see what its brightness accomplishes. This is meant to depict the beginning of the formal engagement between
theological speech and rational thought
Christian Wolff
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
which would come to fruition in the age of
Enlightenment. It announces the ending of
the dark ages, for now everything illuminated is illumination by the light of reason. This work was so influential that those
who adopted its reasoning came to be called Wolffians. They were neologists who
worked to construct a rational theological system, independent of pragmatic goals
300
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and subjective experience. With the progress of this system, Pietism as a dominant
influence in the Prussian university would crumble.
As a mathematician, Wolff sought to develop a strictly logical system which would
contradict neither the law of contradiction nor the principle of sufficient reason posited
as by Leibniz.302 It was his desire that speech about religion should be clear and based
upon distinct notions that were provable on the basis of human reason. He treated
theology and morality as entirely separate so that moral philosophy could be autonomous and unconnected from religion. Such a morality would require no theological
substantiation or even a God to stand behind it. In this way, he thought to establish
philosophy and morality as areas of learning completely separate with religion.
The Halle Pietists could not accept such teaching of one of their professors,
and in answer to the objections to it by August Hermann Francke and Johann

“Lucem Post Nubila Reddit” (“It brings
back the light after the clouds”) – the
frontispiece to Christian Wolff’s 1720
Vernünfftige Gedancken.
302

Title page of 1720 Vernünfftige Gedancken by
Christian Wolff.
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Joachim Lange, Friedrich Wilhelm I banned Wolff and banished him from his domains. He then went from Halle to Marburg where his reputation increased and
his work flourished. In 1740, Friedrich II brought him back to Halle in triumph
and invited him, along with Voltaire, to be the leader of his new Berlin Academy.
Wolff stated that of the two he would prefer to return to Halle, and there he sat
in the Pietist stronghold during those years when he wrote and published his
eight-volume Jus naturae methodo scientifica pertractatum (The Law of Nature Treated
According to a Scientific Method), Halle 1740-1748, which investigated the knowledge of good and evil actions, and his five-volume work, Philosophia Moralis Sive
Ethica (Moral Philosophy or Ethics), Halle 1750-1753. The Pietists continued to oppose him, but the educated community believed that he had found a solution to
the problem of epistemology which worked also when applied to theology.303
Christian Wolff remained committed to the doctrinal theology of the Christian
church. He himself sought conservatively to provide a rational basis for traditional
orthodox Lutheran dogmatic and examined dogma on the basis of his logical and
mathematical system. However, those who adopted Wolff’s methodology found
that it worked even when its religious presuppositions were cast aside. They were
able to make use of it to critique the doctrinal system. Israel Gottlieb Canz and
Jakob Carpov were preeminent among those who sought to reshape dogmatics
according to the Wolffian model. In his work, Theologia Revelata Dogmatica Methodo Scientifica Adornata (Dogmatic Theology Revealed and Adorned by the Scientific
Method), Leipzig 1737, Carpov advocated that dogmatic theology should be recast
according to Wolff’s principles. Another disciple, Siegmund Jakob Baumgarten,
professor at Halle and an heir of Pietism, produced the first major dogmatic theology written in the German language. His three-volume Evangelische Glaubenslehre
(Evangelical Doctrine of Faith), Halle 1759-1760, was built upon the notion that reason and revelation were in natural agreement and that rational truth indicated
that the knowledge of God revealed in the Bible is correct. As could be expected,
soon thinkers arose who had no interest in defending the theological status quo but
desired to cast the light of reason on the whole theological system.304
Neology, the name given to the Enlightenment theology in German lands, was
concerned to expand the role of reason. Faced with the rejection of Christianity by
the English Deists, the neologists sought to adjust Christian doctrine on the basis
of reason. They took a very optimistic view of man. When the doctrine of original
sin was called into question, they had little difficulty supporting the objections,
for it seemed to them that man had not fallen into sin but was rather in a stupor
from which he must be awakened to comprehend his own goodness. So too, the
doctrines of the Trinity and the Two Natures of Christ were subject to reevaluation.
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Christ could not be God’s Son “being of one substance with the Father by whom
all things were made” but rather the Savior whom the Father sent to teach and illuminate mankind. As such, he did not come to atone or make satisfaction for sins.
So too, the Spirit needed to be understood as the impulse and power to do good.
This neological thought soon spread through the universities bringing with it
a new way of doing theology. Neology would become the basis of a new Protestant theology over against the old orthodoxy.

3.2.2 T he Ap p lic ation of th e His to rica l-C ritica l M e th o d
by J ohann Salomo Semler
A leading thinker in the development
of neology as a theological system was Johann Salomo Semler. His distinct contribution to the movement was the application
of a historical-critical method to the study
of the Scriptures. He extended this method
also to the study of the history of theology
and established the foundations for what
came to be known as the study of the history of dogma. Semler grew up in the orphan house in Halle. He was a student of
August Hermann Francke and later came
under the influence of Enlightenment
principles as articulated by the Wolffian
thinker Siegmund Jakob Baumgarten. He
maintained Baumgarten’s critical attitudes
when he joined the faculty in 1752, but
within a few years, he developed a more
independent position. Baumgarten died in
1757, and Semler replaced him as head of
the faculty of theology.
Semler has been called by historians
Johann Salomo Semler. Engraving by
the “father of German rationalism.” He
Daniel Beyel (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
was neither a theologian nor a philosopher as such; he was primarily a critic
who eschewed what he said to be artificial distinctions between religion and philosophy, personal beliefs and public creedal statements. He personally believed
that the Old and New Testaments were not of equal value and that the trad-
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itional canon and the doctrine of inspiration were highly suspect. He produced
more than 150 works, among the most significant of which were Versuch einer
nähern Anleitung zu nützlichem Fleisse in der ganzen Gottesgelersamkeit für angehende
Studiosos Theologiae (Attempt at a Closer Guidance Toward a Useful Diligence in the
Whole Study of Divinity for Aspiring Theological Students), Halle 1757; Abhandlung
von freier Untersuchung des Kanon (A Treatise on the Free Examination of the Canon),
Halle 1771–1775; Apparatus Ad Liberalem Novi Testamenti Interpretationem (Apparatus for a Liberal Interpretation of the New Testament), Halle 1767, Apparatus ad liberalem veteris Testamenti interpretationem (Apparatus for a Liberal Interpretation of the
Old Testament), Halle 1773, Institutio Ad Doctrinam Christianam Liberaliter Discendam (Institutes of the Christian Doctrine Liberally Discerned), Halle 1774.
Semler was one of the first Bible critics in German-speaking lands. He stated
that he assumed nothing, but, in fact, he did assume that there was a decisive difference between the Old Testament and the New Testament. He also insisted that
it was of no significance to him that some books had been declared canonical, for
he refused to recognize the authority of the church in designating any writings as
such. He stated that no a priori assumptions were to be allowed concerning Scriptural writings, but all must be individually evaluated on the basis of their moral
teaching. What could not be substantiated must be laid aside. Consequently, he
distinguished between theology and religion, and between private and public religion. Theology, he stated, was factual knowledge and must change with knowledge increased. Religion, however, he identified with faith and this, he declared,
was unchangeable and coincided with that universal religious consciousness
which was authenticated by Christian revelation. By his distinction between private and public religion, he meant that private religion had to do with a person’s
own religious feelings and moral conscience, while public religion referred to
public order and public religious practices and to doctrines held in common, although each individual might assign different significance and value to them.305

3.2.3 Hermen eutic s Acc ordin g to Jo h a n n A u g u s t E rn e s ti
Also of primary importance in the development of the new theological position
of the neologists was Johann August Ernesti. Ernesti was a professor at Leipzig,
first of ancient language and rhetorics and then theology, and he served as a pastor of St Thomas Church and rector of its school during the years of Johann Sebastian Bach with whom he was often at odds. His book on Institutio Interpretis
Novi Testamenti (Principles of New Testament Interpretation), Leipzig 1765, became
the standard book on hermeneutics, and he came to be regarded as the founder
305
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of a new school of exegesis,306 according to
which the Scriptures must be historically
and critically examined and interpreted.
He declared that the Bible must be examined and explained on the basis of its own
language and that the external authority
of the church, allegorizing fantasies, and
personal feelings must not be allowed to
influence one’s judgment. The interpenetration of the Bible was in his system much
the same as the interpretation of any other
book. He insisted that personal piety must
not influence the interpreter. Although he
sought to remain traditional in most of his
theology, he was not altogether consistent. He maintained the doctrine of the real
presence of the body and blood of Christ
under bread and cup but had little use for
the doctrine of the threefold office of Christ
Johann August Ernesti. Engraving by
Anton Graff, 1778
as prophet, priest, and king.
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
Although Ernesti personally retained
theological positions close to orthodoxy,
he established a method of scriptural interpretation that severed the bond between the Scriptures and doctrinal theology. He handled the Bible with reverence, but those who applied his method of interpretation felt no constraint to do
the same.
Among those who emphasized that hermeneutical method in Prussia were
August Friedrich Wilhelm Sack, Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Jerusalem, Johann
Joachim Spalding, Johann Gottlieb Töllner, Wilhelm Abraham Teller, Friedrich
Samuel Gottfried Sack, and others. All were agreed that man must be awakened
from his dogmatic slumber and come out of the darkness into the light of rational
illumination. The term “Rationalism,” which was coined by Sebastian Friedrich
Trescho in his Neue Briefe über Gegenstände der Geistlichen Wissenschaften und der
theologischen Litteratur (New Letters on Subjects of the Religious Scholarly Research and
Theological Literature), Danzig 1768, as a pejorative, soon became a title of honor.
One came to be called a rationalist if he claimed that his words and actions were
guided by reasonable and rational human thought.307
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3 . 3 T h e Sp re ad o f Ne o l o g i cal Lit urgies Prior
to th e 1 788 Re l i gi o u s E d i ct
The old faith gave pride-of-place to a new faith, and this new faith needed a
communal and corporate expression and a festal celebration. The liturgy inherited from the fathers did not much compliment man, but it focused its attention
on the healing of his body and soul and the fulfillment of his spiritual needs by
a gracious and merciful Lord. It was framed in terms of doctrines no longer acceptable in modern society – a slain Lamb and spilled blood, angels doing battle
with demons, Christ conquering Satan – not at all the sort of thing that eighteenth-century neologists could make use of. A new language and worship were
needed. The word that constantly appeared in discussions concerning the need
for a new liturgy was the word “improvement” (Germ. “Verbesserung”). Liturgy
must be improved not only in some grammatical sense, as though accommodation to modern verbal expressions would be sufficient. Worship itself would need
to be adjusted to agree to modern thought and norms. Pietism had made a good
beginning but had not gone far enough. It had put religion in very personal terms
and emphasized moral transformation but had allowed man to continue to affirm notions no longer rationally acceptable. It neither denied nor changed the
old liturgical forms, even though it no longer lived in them. Neology must move
forward more radically. It was not enough to paint the walls or rearrange the furniture. What was required was a new dwelling, a new form of worship. Both the
form of worship and its content must be replaced.
What neologists required of worship was that it should not only be informative but also edifying. The word “edification” (Germ. “Erbauung”) must stand
alongside “improvement” (“Verbesserung”), and proper edification must come
through proper instruction. Here “instruction” and “edification” stand in the
closest possible connection, for edification does not consist in vague feelings but
in solid principles received through instruction.
A clear articulation of the meaning of this position was stated by Christian
Friedrich Engelmann, pastor at Lamperdorf (Pol. Zaborów) in the Silesian Duchy
of Liegnitz, in his Versuch einer Erklärung über die innern Empfindungen der Seele
bey der Betrachtung der göttlichen Wahrheiten (Quest for an Explanation Concerning
the Inner Feelings of the Soul in the Contemplation of Divine Truths), published in
Breslau and Leipzig in 1775. Christian service, and divine service as well, must
be defined in terms of activity, he stated. Thus divine service would become a
practical instrument for the purpose of the edification of the “doer” that he might
come to recognize and fulfill his responsibilities as a Christian and as a rational
individual. Accordingly, Engelmann stated that:
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“He who wants to edify must understand effectively that for every person the
manner and degree and circumstances of any truth must be set down in practical
terms... for the chief goal of edification is practical Christianity. This, however,
must be a reasonable service to God. Therefore, man must be made to conform
his actions according to the measure of his nature. This leads one to the requisites
which follow: whoever desires to edify must concentrate on the practical and
show how far it proceeds and how it is to be exercised.” 308
Among the notable Prussian church leaders who called for the reform of the
liturgy and preaching according to neological principles was Johann Joachim
Spalding, member of the High Consistory and provost for Berlin-Cölln. As early as 1748, he published Betrachtungen über die Bestimmung des Menschen (Reflections on the Destiny of Man) which came to be widely regarded as the manifesto of
German Enlightenment theology. It cast
aside confessional orthodoxy and called
for a common-sense philosophy based on
neological principles.
Spalding articulated his personal position as a “practical Christianity” and
stated its relationship to preaching and
the liturgy in a 1781 sermon, Von dem, was
erbaulich ist (Concerning that which Edifies),
in which he set down the principles according to which edification can flourish:
“You hear sermons; you read Enlightenment literature; you need prayer formulas and hymns. You want to know if
they edify one in the truth, and so you
ask yourself – do I understand what I am
hearing, reading, praying, or singing?”309
According to Spalding, liturgy and
preaching, hymns and devotional literature must be rational and practical, so
that they can awaken and increase one’s
zeal in virtuous behavior and childlike
Johann Joachim Spalding. Engraving by
trust in God. Man must be edified, built
Johann David Schleuen the Elder, 1766
up, made more than he was before in
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
terms of his moral stature. This edification must provide strength for the soul,
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for the mind, and for the will, and thus proper preaching, prayer, and songs must
be designed to meet this goal. This approach, however, has little or nothing to
say about God’s sacramental action through preaching, Holy Baptism, the Lord’s
Supper, and the absolution, and it leads to a moralistic Christianity in which man
is the actor and the liturgy is understood as “Gottesdienst” only in the sense that it
is aimed toward God rather than the setting through which God acts, giving his
gracious gifts to man.
Neology reached its high point in the 1770s, but the liturgical expression of it
lagged somewhat. No attempts were made to change the liturgy drastically. Such
official matters enshrined in church law were not easily changed, and any public
attack on the liturgy would be counterproductive.
The first tentative move to make liturgical changes was initiated by Johann Joachim Spalding, when in 1772 he published his critique of public worship, entitled:
Ueber die Nutzbarkeit des Predigtamtes und deren Beförderung (Concerning the Usability
of the Office of the Holy Ministry and Its Promotion). In it, he stated that preaching must
be put in the service of the new learning, and the liturgy, too, must follow suit. Formulas, admonitions, and prayers must conform to the Enlightenment agenda, and
they must in a lively manner celebrate a new and up-to-date faith. What was now
apprehended and known only theoretically must be put into practical terms,
brought to life, and made the focal point
of man’s hopes.310
The real impulse to move forward in
the construction and publication of a suitable Enlightenment liturgy came with the
publication of A Liturgy on the Universal
Principles of Religion and Morality in 1776
by the Welshman, David Williams.
Williams was a dissenting clergyman, theologian, and philosopher who
became interested in rationalism while a
student at the Carmarthen Academy and
subsequently gained a reputation as a
Deist. Convinced of the need to establish
a “society for philosophical religion” for
the benefit of impecunious writers, Williams, with the aid of Benjamin Franklin,
David Williams. Engraving by John
Thornthwaite, c. 1790 (Wikimedia Commons).
set about the task of providing society
310
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with a rational form of devotion which would be acceptable to men of high moral
character, not much given to attending church services. His liturgy spoke of such
things as duty and personal excellence but did not dwell much on metaphysics.
What was to be affirmed and believed was stated in intellectual and somewhat abstract terms, which made it clear that the faith being described was something quite
different from trust and confidence in the heart. Williams’ liturgy went through six
revisions before it satisfied its sponsors and was finally published in 1776.311
The morning service took a rather simple form. It began with a preacher inviting the people to open their ears to hear that the Lord, the Almighty One, reigns.
The preacher then prayed and the congregation responded with their Amen.
There came a hymn of praise, perhaps sung in alternation between preacher and
congregation. Then followed a prayer of praise with congregational responses
and a first spiritual address, and after it, a general prayer of thanksgiving, broken
down into individual supplications to which the assembly responded with its
appropriate verses. Following a hymn, there was a second spiritual address, after
which the congregation knelt for the general confession, the continuation of the
general prayer, and the intercessions or the litany. After another hymn, there was
yet another address that closed with the benediction: “The Lord be with us and
bless us now and forever,” to which the assembly responded Amen.312
The first service, in which the new order was used, was held in a chapel in
Margaret Street, Cavendish Square, London, no longer in active use by non-conformists. The service included Williams’ liturgy and a lecture, based upon a text
from the Scriptures or some other suitable literary work. The inaugural address,
along with copies of the liturgy, were sent to King Friedrich II and Voltaire in
Prussia. Both of them expressed their appreciation.313
Williams’ liturgy at once caught the fancy of the German neologists. Both
those who identified themselves as Lutherans and the Reformed, who espoused
the new learning, could now claim higher unity than their confessions admitted.
Zollikofer, a Reformed minister in Leipzig, took the liturgy to his heart and mentioned it in the preface to his own work, Anreden und Gebete, zum Gebrauche bey
dem gemeinschaftlichen, und auch dem häuslichen Gottesdienste (Addresses and Prayers
for Use in Congregational and Household Divine Services), published in Leipzig in
1777. To his mind, this liturgy spoke directly to the heart of modern man in a most
remarkable way. It could hardly be more clear, bolder, and distinct.314
In 1777, Georg Friedrich Seiler, an important church official in Erlangen, published volume two of his Gemeinnützige Betrachtungen der neuesten Schriften (Bene311
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ficial Considerations of the Latest Writings),
which bore witness to his agreement with
the position being taken by Spalding and
Zollikofer.315 Since 1775, Seiler had been a
member of the Erlangen consistory, and
he was the highest-ranking theologian
and churchman to have indicated his
agreement with the new position concerning the proper meaning and use of
worship. He had long since left behind
any semblance of orthodoxy and had
taken upon himself the task of bringing
Christianity into harmony with human
reason to show that revealed truth (revelation) could be understood in a manner agreeable to human reason. He made
clear his position in such writings as Ueber
die Gottheit Christi beides für Gläubige und
Zweifler (Concerning the Divinity of Christ
for Both Believers and Doubters), Leipzig,
1775, in which he spoke of the divinity
Georg Friedrich Seiler.
of Christ in such a way as to attract both
Engraving by Johann Elias Haid, 1752
believers and doubters.316 Along with the
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
vast majority of contemporary liturgiologists, he was convinced that the liturgy of
the church needed to be greatly improved, and in 1782, he published in Erlangen
the results of his research on Christian evangelical liturgy: Versuch einer christlichevangelischen Liturgie (Attempt at a Christian-Evangelical Liturgy).
In 1784, Seiler initiated a Liturgisches Magazin (Liturgical Magazine) which continued in print until 1786. Included in it were articles by Johann Hinrich Pratje,
Johann August Hermes, Gottlob Nathanael Fischer, Christian Gotthilf Salzmann,
Superintendent Georg Heinrich Lang, General Superintendent Johann Benjamin
Koppe, General Superintendent Christian Wilhelm Schneider, and others, all of
whom shared a concern for the improvement of the liturgy. Articles dealt with
the present liturgical situation and a critical examination of the agenda formularies, research into new church prayers emphasizing moral behavior, the seven
penitential psalms prepared by Seiler himself, exhortations to confession and
Communion in the confessional Vespers, the formula for the Baptism of an adult
315
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Jew, the formula for the ordination of one called to a higher office in the church,
summaries and prayers for Sundays, along with epistles and gospels for festivals,
together with a discussion of the requirements for liturgical betterment in the
church, the critical analysis of the service of Baptism, and other matters. The imprint of the neological spirit was evident throughout. It is noteworthy that three
superintendents, Lang, Koppe, and Schneider, were willing contributors to the
magazine and supported its aims.317
In 1787, Seiler published a collection of liturgical formularies under the title:
Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare der evangelischen Kirchen (General Collection of Liturgical Forms of the Evangelical Churches) in which he presented the
fruits of his study of contemporary liturgies.318
Johann Hinrich Pratje, one of the contributors to the Liturgisches Magazin, published his Liturgisches Archiv (Liturgical Archive) in 1785 as a contribution toward
the same goal of providing suitable public worship for the enlightened. His journal continued to be printed until 1788.319
The warming sun of the Enlightenment brought forth from German soil a
bountiful harvest of appropriate worship expressions. Among the well-known
advocates of Enlightenment liturgy in Prussia was Wilhelm Crichton, Reformed
court preacher in Königsberg, who had previously served as a rector of the Reformed gymnasium in Halle. In 1782, he published Ueber die Unverbesserlichkeit
der Religion, des Gottesdienstes und der Liturgie freyer Christen (Concerning the Incorrigibility of Religion, the Divine Service and the Liturgy of Free Christians).320
In rapid succession a number of works appeared. In 1784, Neue Liturgie. Zum
Gebrauch evangelischer Gemeinden besonders der Reichsstadt Lindau (New Liturgy for
the Use of the Evangelical Congregations, Especially of the Imperial City of Lindau) by
Johann Gottlob Lorenz Sembeck of Linden appeared. It recommended a simple
form: Hymn or hymns before and after the sermon – Short pulpit hymn – Sermon – Another hymn – Prayer and blessing – Appropriate music to be played
during the distribution when Communion was celebrated.321
In 1785-1788, Johann August Hermes, Gottlob Nathanael Fischer, and Christian Gotthilf Salzmann cooperated in the publication of Beyträge zur Verbesserung
des oeffentlichen Gottesdienstes der Christen (Contributions to the Improvement of the
Public Divine Services of Christians) which dealt with the question whether liturgical improvement was really necessary at all, and if so, what form it ought to take.322
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Archiv by Johann Hinrich Pratje.

Title page of 1782 Ueber die
Unverbesserlichkeit der Religion by
Wilhelm Crichton.

Title page of 1784 Lindau Neue
Liturgie.
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A fair picture of the work can be seen in the litany it provided for use on days of
repentance. The outward form might be considered reminiscent of a traditional
litany, such as Luther’s corrected version of the Litany of All Saints, but the similarity is only superficial. The opening invocation of the blessed Trinity gives way
to the invocation of a nameless Deity and his designated messenger:
“Eternal one! Have mercy!
Lord, Lord! Have mercy!
Lord, Lord! Hear us!
O Jesus Christ, whom God has sent,
our Teacher our Redeemer!
Grant us your peace!
O Spirit of the Father and the Son,
The Spirit of truth and holiness,
Rest upon us all!
O God, the essence of essence!...”323
During the same period, in 1785,
Friedrich Leberecht Schönemann translated William’s liturgy, David Williams
berühmten Predigers in London, Liturgie
nach den allgemeinen Grundsätzen der Religion und Sittenlehre (Liturgy According to
the Universal Principles of Religion and Morality, by David Williams, Renowned Preacher
in London), into German to provoke the
interest of German neologists who were
not at home with the English tongue.324
Title page of the German edition of David
William’s liturgy, 1785.
In 1786, a translation of Joseph Priestley’s Forms of Prayer, and Other Offices, for
the Use of Unitarian Societies, originally
published in 1783, appeared under the title: Liturgie und Gebetsformeln zum öffentlichen Gottesdienst für Christen von allen Confessionen: Aus dem Englischen übersetzt
(Liturgy and Prayer Formulas for Public Divine Service for Christians of All Confessions. Translated from English). The translator was Hermann Andreas Pistorius.325
Priestley, a Unitarian and a voluminous writer, published the results of his
preparations for Sunday services in the form of a “harmony of the gospels” and
323
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Portrait of Joseph Priestley by Ellen
Sharples (National Portrait Gallery,
London / Wikimedia Commons).

Title page of 1783 Forms of Prayer by
Joseph Priestley.
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“Doctor Phlogiston, The Priestley politician
or the Political Priest.” The cartoon shows
Priestley trampling on the Bible and burning
documents symbolizing English freedom
(Wikimedia Commons).

Title page of the German edition
of Forms of Prayer by Joseph
Priestley, 1786.
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an outline of the Book of Acts and the epistles. From these, Priestley sought to
extract examples of moral action to instruct and guide his congregation. He was
concerned that the Unitarian society should not be content to be a mere gathering
of gentle and likeminded individuals. Instead, the Unitarians must press their
case zealously and become models of moral behavior to inspire their subjects.
Some would be inspired by their example to convert to Unitarianism. His forms
for public worship, which were printed in Forms of Prayer, and Other Offices, for
the Use of Unitarian Societies of 1783, were simple forms. The service should begin
with the singing of an appropriate psalm to help the people to settle down and
put them in the right mood. Then should follow an exposition of the Scriptures,
the recitation by all present of the Apostles’ Creed purged of all Christian errors,
the singing of more psalms and hymns, and a sermon. Preachers not particularly
gifted could use adapted versions of the writings of competent preachers. The
service concluded with a prayer said by all present and a benediction. Forms
were also included for Baptism, the Lord’s Supper, funerals, public fasting, and
thanksgiving.326 No marriage rite was included because Unitarian ministers were
given no legal right to conduct and bless marriages.
By the 1780s, neology had spread along the southern coasts in the Baltic and
could now be found in Courland and Livonia. Here as elsewhere, it was the
so-called “learned” (“Gelernt”), the well educated in general and the clergy in
particular, who proved most susceptible to it. Courlandian Pastor Carl Dietrich
Wehrt was able to make use of the recently published proposal for a new church
order prepared by Neander in 1785.327 In that year, he published his own liturgical collection under the title: Handlungen und Gebete beym öffentlichen Gottesdienst
in den Herzogthümern Kurland und Semgallen (Ministrations and Prayers for the Public
Divine Service in the Duchy of Courland and Ziemgale).328 The second edition of Neander’s work appeared in 1786, bound together with liturgical material prepared
by Wehrt. His work was reprinted in a separate volume in 1792. In his foreword,
Wehrt noted that his improved liturgy was meant not only to serve the enlightened Germans but also to help the unenlightened Latvians who were still caught
up in the darkness of their superstitions.329
The service of the Sacrament of the Altar began with an appropriate hymn,
during which the communicants assembled before the altar. The preacher then
instructed them concerning the significance of the Institution of the Lord’s Supper and the proper mind and spirit with which they were to approach it. He then
prayed a lengthy prayer, thanking God for the revelation of his mercy in Christ,
326
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“A Word of Comfort” by William Dent, 1790. The cartoon depicts Priestley preaching in front of
Charles James Fox who asks “Pray, Doctor, is there such a thing as a Devil?” Priestley responds
“No,” while the devil prepares to stab him from behind, saying: “If you had eyes behind, you’d
know better my dear doctor” (Wikimedia Commons).

the light of the world, and for providing strength for the virtuous life and comfort
and hope in all times of tribulation. God was also asked to grant that those who
would receive the Supper would henceforth serve him with a blameless, virtuous
life, that he would grant his forgiveness for all past failures (sins), and help them
to show forth the fruits of this celebration in their lives. The preacher went on to
remind the congregation that this Supper had been instituted to assure them that
those who bewail their sins and want to be better are indeed forgiven in the name
of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. These words which replaced the absolution are meant to indicate that they have long since been forgiven. The congregation then sang the hymn to the tune of “All Glory Be to God on High,” praising
God for this new understanding of the gospel and the Supper. The preacher then
blessed the bread, using a new form of the Verba which highlighted the Jewish
Passover context in which Jesus had instituted the Supper:
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“In that night, when Jesus for the last time ate the Jewish Passover lamb with
his disciples, and in deep emotion over his approaching passion, strengthened
them still in virtue and trust in God, he took the bread, etc.
In the same way also he took the cup, etc.”330
In 1792, Wehrt presented a slightly revised version of the Verba, in which the
context of the Jewish Passover was changed by Jesus’ thoughts concerning the
salvation of his disciples:
“In that night, when Jesus, with the certain expectation of impending death,
only thought of the salvation of his disciples, and tried to strengthen them in virtue and trust in God, he took the bread at the end of the Supper, etc.
In the same way also he took the cup, etc.”331
Then followed the short Sanctus and the Our Father. Afterward, taking the
bread in his hands, the preacher prayed an additional prayer to God, referring to
the example of virtue which Jesus had given that his example might prove to be
a blessing to all who receive the bread and wine, and that they might be united
with God and give themselves to good works.
The bread and wine were then distributed, and if there was a large number of
communicants, a hymn might be sung. The distribution was followed by silent
prayer, after which the preacher spoke words of admonition to the communicants
and closed the service with a benediction, the words of which Wehrt did not provide. Last of all, there was a short hymn of praise and thanksgiving.
The formula for Baptism was in the same spirit. The exorcism and consignation (Lat. obsignatio crucis) were omitted, as well as any reference to the Apostles’
Creed or the saving power of Baptism. Baptism itself was described as a commitment to a moral, pious, upright Christian life. It was assumed that Baptism would
be administered in the Triune Name, although the written formula said only: “I
baptize you (name) in the name, etc.”
The Courlandian Church had never gone through a Pietist period, but still the
church leaders and enlightened pastors were caught up in the spirit of the new
age of Enlightenment.
Throughout German-speaking lands, however, new agendas, many of them
unofficial, were produced for the purpose of improving public worship and
bringing it into conformity with the spirit of the age. In Heidelberg, the Ordnung
Gebete und Handlungen bey dem öffentlichen Gottesdienste der Evangelischlutherischen
Gemeinen in Kurpfalz auf Verordnung des Kurpfälzischen Konsitoriums herausgegeben
(Order of Prayers and Ministrations for Use in the Public Divine Service of Evangelical
Lutheran Congregations in the Electoral Palatinate, Issued by Order of the Consistory of
Electoral Palatinate), appeared in 1783. A new printing under the same title came
330
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Title page of 1785 Handlungen
und Gebete by Carl Dietrich
Wehrt.

Title page of 1788 Ordnung
des Gottesdienstes for the
congregations in Hamburg.
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off the press in 1786. It was not a private work. It had the nihil obstat and imprimatur of the Electoral Palatinate consistory.332
A thoroughly rationalist liturgy was published in Berlin in 1788. It was the
work of Christian Wilhelm Krause, entitled: Versuch einer Agende für Prediger von
allen christlichen Kirchenparteien. His handbook was meant to rise above confessional differences, but in the spirit of Deism and Naturalism, it rose also above
Christian particularity as well. There would be nothing in his work to irritate the
enlightened rationalists or cause them discomfort.
In the same year, 1788, a new order of divine service prepared by Reformed
Minister Johann Philipp Gerhard Pauli in Hamburg, was published under the
title: Ordnung des Gottesdienstes in den Hamburgischen Kirchen, nebst den öffentlichen
Gebeten und andern Formularen, wie solche von Rev. Ministerio entworfen und, nach
Verfassungsmäßiger Genehmigung, Obrigkeitlich zum öffentlichen Gebrauch in dieser
Stadt und deren Gebiete verordnet worden (Order of Divine Service in the Hamburg
Churches, Together with Public Prayers and Other Formulas, Such as Have Been Designed by the Reverent Clergy and with Constitutional Approval, Authorized by the Authorities for Public Use in This City and Its Areas).333
As his contribution to the discussion of liturgical improvements, Johann
Ludewig Voß of Warnkenhagen published in Lübeck in 1789 a lengthy study of
the question under the title: Sollte die jetzt allgemein gewünschte Veränderung der
Kirchenliturgien der christlichen Religion zuträglich und für unsere Kirche nothwendig,
oder auch nur zu rathen seyn? Zum Besten der schwachen Brüder geprüft und beantwortet, von Johann Ludewig Voß, Predigern zu Warnkenhagen (Should Now Commonly Desired Change in the Church Liturgies of the Christian Religion Be Regarded as Beneficial
and Necessary for Our Church or Only Advisable? Tested and Responded to the Best of
the Weaker Brethren, by Johann Ludewig Voß, Preacher at Warnkenhagen). He asked
what can and must be altered and what would be the best way to introduce these
alterations.334
What had been first suggested in the philosophical writings of Christian Wolff
with an appeal to reason, and the subsequent introduction of the historical-critical method by Ernesti and Semler, led in the last decades of the century to a recasting of the church’s faith and the proposed liturgical changes needed to support
and propagate it. It was clear to the neologists and rationalists that it was only
through the development of appropriate liturgical expressions that they would
be able to spread the new learning and to heighten its appeal to the enlightened
intelligentsia.
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4 . N E O L OGI C A L L i t u r g i es
i n t h e K i n g d o m o f P r u ss i a

4 . 1 L i tu rg i cal A l te rati o ns i n Bran den burg
Brandenburg proved to be a fertile ground for the
sprouting of new neological liturgies in the closing
days of the eighteenth century. There was no single
agenda used throughout this territory. The official
agenda of the land was the 1572 liturgical handbook,
but it was never reprinted and the remaining copies
were worn out. The last edition of the Joachim Goltz
agenda had appeared in 1697. This left a vacuum into
which new and innovative liturgies rushed. By the
end of the eighteenth century, most Berlin pastors
were using neological liturgies imported from other
territories or of their own creation.335
There were a few attempts to create a uniquely
Brandenburgian rationalist agenda. Especially significant was the work of Wilhelm Abraham Teller, who
after his term of service as general superintendent
Wilhelm Abraham Teller
and professor of theology at Helmstedt, assumed the
(Wikimedia Commons).
positions of member of the High Consistory and provost for Berlin-Cölln in 1767. He devoted his primary
intellectual activity to the reform of the liturgy, hymnal, and religious instruction.
In 1793, he published in Berlin his contributions to the liturgical reform, entitled:
Sammlung einiger Gebete zum Gebrauch bey öffentlichen Gottesdiensten (Collection of Some
Prayers to Be Used in Public Divine Services). He included in it a formula for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper, which consisted of an opening votum, a short admonition to the communicants built on the model of the “Sursum corda,” a communion
prayer, the Our Father, Words of Institution (not printed), Pax Domini, distribution
(formula not printed), prayer of thanksgiving, and benediction (not printed).
A unique feature of this liturgy was the admonition:
“As often as you eat this bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord’s
death until he comes. Let us now lift up our hearts to the Lord in this remembrance, following the example of the apostles of Jesus, and let us praise his love.”336
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This admonition is very brief and Teller does not develop the thought about
the meaning of the admonition to “lift up your hearts,” excepting to state that
the goal of it is to praise God’s love. Luther’s Deutsche Messe had also contained
an admonition, based on the ancient “Sursum corda.” In his case, the goal was
specifically to direct attention in turn to each of the petitions of the Our Father.337
Calvin’s 1542 Geneva and 1545 Strasburg Communion liturgies also admonished
the members of the congregation to lift up their hearts. In his case, the goal was to
lift up one’s eyes, turning them away from earthly and corruptible elements, “as
though He [Christ] were enclosed in the bread and wine,” and contemplate the
glory of God. The souls were to be lifted up “above all earthly things, attaining
even to heaven” in order that they be “nourished and vivified by His substance.”
338
Teller nowhere mentions the body and blood of Christ, and he refers to the
Lord’s Supper chiefly as a “meal of remembrance” which calls upon one to extol
the love of God evident in Jesus. The same theme predominates in the prayers
spoken both before and after communion.
Teller’s form for the Lord’s Supper came to be used widely and was included in Kleine auserlesene liturgische Bibliothek für Prediger (Small Selected Liturgical
Library for the Preacher), volume 3, 1794 (formulary VII), in Mutzenbecher’s Oldenburg agenda, 1795, and as the sixth formula in Seiler’s Allgemeine Sammlung
liturgischer Formulare der evangelischen Kirchen, volume III/2, published in 1804.339
Yet another strongly rationalist agenda appeared early in 1788, just a few
months before the publication of Wöllner’s anti-Rationalist edict. The author was
Christian Wilhelm Krause, the garrison and field chaplain in the Lichanowski
infantry regiment of the Royal Prussian Army. His work appeared in Berlin and
was entitled: Versuch einer Agende für Prediger von allen christlichen Kirchenparteien
(Attempt at an Agenda for Preachers of All Christian Church Parties).
This work appeared in connection with the November 27, 1787, request of the
Königsberg Reformed Church College (Germ. Kirchen-kollegium) to the king for
permission to prepare and publish a new Reformed agenda.340 The king approved
the request, and Krause used the occasion to independently prepare a proposal
for an agenda which, in his own words, would be acceptable for use by “Christians of all church parties,” as he indicated in his dedication to the king which
was dated February 8, 1788.341 In his book, he included prayers to be prayed on
Sunday from the altar before and after the sermon, forms for general confession,
preparation for the Lord’s Supper, the Lord’s Supper itself, Holy Baptism, the
337
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blessing of children (confirmation), marriage, burial, public morning and evening
prayers, prayers for use on festal days,
New Year’s Day, Good Friday, the days
of repentance and prayer, and the harvest
festival, as well as a form for the taking
of oaths, and as an appendix, a form for
ordination to the holy ministry.
Krause meant his theology and liturgical work to rise above the confessional
differences between the Lutherans and
the Reformed, but in actual fact, his work
displayed very clearly the spirit of Deism
and Naturalism which left any Christian particularity at all far behind. This
is immediately evident in the manner by
which he addressed God. He nowhere referred to God as the “Father in heaven”
or “Father of our Lord Jesus Christ,” or
“our merciful God.” Instead, he used
very abstract forms of address, such as
Title page of 1788 Versuch einer Agende
“unchangeable God,” “God of truth,”
by Christian Wilhelm Krause.
“omnipresent God,” “omniscient God,”
“all-benevolent God,” “magnanimous
God,” etc.342 He avoided any hint of particularity, as though by avoiding any reference to a relationship between God and
Christ or any other personal ascriptions, such as are found in the Scriptures, what
he offers would then be acceptable to all enlightened people.
By describing his book as a “liturgy for preachers of all Christian church parties,” Krause sought to avoid himself identifying himself with any party. This
might well lead one to ask what Krause would regard to be the limits of Christian particularity? Would he regard the Socinians as Christians? Indeed, his work
would seem to be perfectly acceptable not only to Socinians but also to those
whose deist views would lead them to refuse to define God at all. However, it
was evident that his primary intended audience included enlightened Lutherans,
enlightened Reformed, and enlightened military chaplains since he stated that he
based all of his work on source materials well approved by these groups.
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Krause usually provided three separates forms, one for each of the three primary groups. He arranged his work in traditional categories, such as general confession, preparation for the Lord’s Supper, the Lord’s Supper itself, thanksgiving
after communion, and other traditional prayer categories.
In his opening remarks, he made it clear that he rejected the treatment of confession and absolution as Lutheran churches had come to practice it, because he
saw it to be nothing but a formalistic return to the sort of confession practiced by
Johann Tetzel, against which Luther had so strongly reacted. He described the
Saturday and Sunday gatherings of the congregations as including confessional
prayers which had been learned and recited by rote and were calculated to create
great anxiety by the worshipers as they begged the so-called “father confessor”
to forgive their sins. He regarded this as a scandal which must be abolished in
the Lutheran Church. The so-called “confessors” were well paid for offering the
promise of forgiveness, just as Tetzel had been in the days of old when he offered
the promise of indulgences. The people expected the confessors to do even what
God himself does not do, as though they could pay for forgiveness with coins
of silver and gold. He stated that he was personally glad that he had no need to
forgive sins but simply to announce conditional forgiveness.343
In his service of Communion preparation, he included a confessional prayer in
which God was addressed as the “omniscient God,” and the confession concluded
with four questions, which were followed not by an absolution or the declaration
of grace but by a word of encouragement that God, according to his nature, would
not direct his attention to the foolish or excessive actions of the penitent nor would
give attention to his lawless deeds but would rather turn everything to good and
would not punish him to the end that he might progress in the observance of his
responsibilities in a peaceful and quiet manner filled with joy. The service ended
with a closing prayer in which God was addressed as “highest Father.”
The service for soldiers included what he described as a “so-called absolution”
in which he declared that according to the doctrine of Jesus Christ, he could assure the penitents that God in his magnanimity would not punish them in an unseemly manner for their iniquities but would be for them, even as they believed,
all-wise, benevolent, and almighty.
His so-called “Lutheran Lord’s Supper” included an opening prayer in which God
was addressed as “omniscient.” This was followed by the Lord’s Prayer, and after this
came the Words of Institution, set in such a matter as to avoid, according to Krause, all
theological squabbles and everything which might offend human reason:
“Our Lord Jesus Christ in the night in which he was betrayed, took the bread,
gave thanks, broke it, and gave it to his disciples and said: ‘Take and eat this in
343
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remembrance of me whose body is given into death for your benefit.’ Then, after
Supper, he took also the cup, gave thanks, and gave it to them and said: ‘Take and
drink of my new doctrine through this, my blood, which for your benefit and the
benefit of many is shed to do away with all arbitrary punishment of the law of
Moses, as truly is established and sealed’.”
Then came the distribution at which the minister might say:
“Take and eat and remember by means of it what he suffered for your benefit.
May God strengthen and preserve you in true virtue and piety to eternal blessedness. Amen.”
“Take and drink and consider how for your benefit his blood was shed. May God
strengthen and preserve you in true virtue and piety to eternal blessedness. Amen.”
The distribution was followed by a prayer of thanksgiving that by means of
the Supper, the teachings and virtues of the sufferings and death of Jesus Christ
and his merit for the people may in a lively manner be remembered and piety and
a righteous life might once again be established.
The service ended with the following benediction:
“God, the omniscient, all-benevolent, and omnipotent, gives you at all times
what is needful for you now and forever! Amen!”344
There is, of course, no acknowledgment of the clear meaning of the Words of
Christ in the Lord’s Supper or of the nature of the sacramental gift. This would be
regarded by Krause unnecessary to those who should rather be raising their eyes
and thoughts above earthly things to spiritual and heavenly realms. Traditional
liturgical elements, such as the Sanctus, the Pax Domini, and the Agnus Dei, would
be considered completely inappropriate in such a service where the mind and
heart are supposed to be turned away from all earthly things and the passion of
Christ and its benefit are no longer given first place.
In a like manner, both the meaning of the Sacrament of Holy Baptism and the benefit of its administration are greatly altered in Krause’s agenda. The Apostles’ Creed
has given place to a rationalist statement of faith which exalts wisdom, virtue, humanism, and other aspects of the contemporary rationalist worldview. When faith in his
new creed has been affirmed, the minister then announced that it is through this faith,
the faith of all mankind, that one is baptized into the Christian church. The formula
for Baptism has been brought up-to-date: “I Baptize you, N. N., into God, the omniscient, the all-benevolent, and the omnipotent who grants you constant good fortune.
Amen.” The baptismal formula ended with a closing prayer and the pious wish: “God
grant it to you, God grant it to us all that it may ever go well with us.”345
A somewhat more elaborate form for the Baptism of a Jew was also included.
It mentioned nothing of the person and work Christ, as delineated in the gospels
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“Those who worship Him must worship in Spirit and in truth.” Jesus’ words to a Samaritan
woman about worship in Spirit and truth became a slogan that often accompanied neological
liturgies. Illustration from the cover page of 1786 Beyträge zur Verbesserung des oeffentlichen
Gottesdienstes by Hermes, Fischer, and Salzmann.

or the writings of the apostles but exalted instead human wisdom, righteousness, and piety. The Apostles’ Creed itself has been replaced by five questions
which would be acceptable to all advanced rationalists who wished to associate
themselves with the Christian religion and the Christian church. The following
formula for Baptism was recommended by Krause:
“N. N., I baptize you into the confession and worship of God, the omniscient,
the all-benevolent, and omnipotent, and I commit you to a reasonable, beneficial,
zealous, and right-acting life in which you wish to give God your best. Amen.”346
346
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Concerning the confirmation form, the candidate was called to a life of a civic
virtue, neighborliness, and benevolence toward others, as expressed in a threefold question put to the candidate, and then sealed with the blessing: “God, the
omnipotent, all-benevolent, and almighty, bless, gladden, preserve, and bring
you joy through all ages! Amen!”347
In general, Krause’s agenda put religious and scriptural words into the service
of an enlightened rationalism which did not pay even mere lip service to traditional Christian doctrine and faith. Words concerning God serve as a thin veneer,
covering a bland rationalistic worldview. It is hard to imagine that Friedrich Wilhelm II, to whom this work was dedicated, could have had much joy in it, considering that it was under his auspices that Johann Christoph von Wöllner had
prepared his anti-rationalist edict, requiring that Lutherans and Reformed alike
must maintain their traditional scriptural views. Krause’s agenda may be considered one of the most extreme rationalist works produced during this period.
Imported rationalist agendas, such as the Electoral Palatinate Ordnung Gebete
und Handlungen bey dem öffentlichen Gottesdienste, 1783, and Schleswig-Holstein
Schleswig-Holsteinische Kirchen-Agende, 1797, were put to use also by pastors in
Berlin.348

4 . 2 T h e 1 789 Fo rmu l ari e s fo r East Prussia
The consistory in East Prussia would not be moved precipitously into the Enlightenment camp. It insisted that the services and pastoral acts should be administered according to the norms of the 1741 agenda and its 1780 edition and the
church and school ordinance of 1734. Not every was pleased with this arrangement. Pastor David Bruhn of the Berlin Marienkirche criticized these East Prussian
requirements. In a letter to Ludwig Ernst von Borowski, dated May 1, 1772, he
complained that the inspectors insisted that the clergy adhere to the liturgical
provisions of the church order and the 1734 ordinances. He wondered whether
the consistory would now punish those who deviated by even a hair’s breadth
from the rubrics, and whether it would be insisted that they keep the baptismal
and marriage rites unchanged. He stated in his letter that in Berlin pastors did not
need any official liturgical handbook. “We do not need the agenda for baptisms
and marriages since we have our own agenda in the head.”349
However by the end of the century, even the East Prussian consistory itself was
considering the advisability of updating its liturgy. The initial impulse toward
347
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liturgical reform was taken by Ludwig Ernst von Borowski, pastor of Neuroßgärter Church in Königsberg.
The impulse for his reform work was the progressive liturgical reform suggested
by the Königsberg Reformed Court Chaplain Wilhelm Crichton, a descendant of a
Scottish Presbyterian family. Crichton made it clear that the old Reformed books,
including the 1741 German Reformed agenda,350 which was used in the Reformed
parish church in Königsberg, later renamed to Burgkirche to symbolize the Union,351
was overloaded with old Reformation terminology no longer suited to the modern
worldview.352 Crichton proposed his reforms in his book, Ueber die Unverbesserlichkeit der Religion, des Gottesdienstes und der Liturgie freyer Christen (Concerning the Incorrigibility of Religion, the Divine Service and the Liturgy of Free Christians), published
in Halle, 1782. In the opening pages of his book, Crichton described the readers to
whom he addressed his words. These “free Christians” were those who did not
look for ultimate truth in princes or bishops or religious scribes and law-givers.
They knew no authority in such matters as religion, excepting truth and conscience.
They did not live by edicts or formulas imposed on them but by knowledge arrived
at rationally and which enlightened the conscience and revealed a depth of truth,
not found when one is bound in chains to religious regulations or synodical decisions whether ancient or modern.353 In a word, they were neologists who understood that human religion is fallible and improvable and that Christianity must be
among these “improvable human religions.”
Crichton, therefore, devoted himself to the thesis that liturgical forms are neither commanded nor unalterable, as could be clearly seen by an examination of
the history of the liturgy. No binding liturgical order was set down in the pages
of Holy Scripture. It is an outward thing which is not of the essence of Christianity, for Jesus was a “man of freedom” and called others to freedom. The religious formularies, which were developed whether in the Tridentine Council or
the Gregorian Canon or any other sources, are not so ancient that they can escape
the judgment that they are time-conditioned and temporary. Crichton noted that
Luther was not and had no desire to be a law-giver and did not hand down any
mandatory forms. The forms which he proposed merely described what was being done in Wittenberg in his day. For that reason, it could come as no surprise
that before the end of the century, at least 260 different agendas had been published.354 From there, Crichton went on to describe the English liturgy, and then
he explained the liturgy part by part. He included an appendix of his modest
350
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Title page of the 1789 East Prussian
agenda.

Title page of the 1789 liturgical formularies.

proposals for a reform of the liturgy of the divine service, Baptism, the Lord’s
Supper, and Christian marriage. The Reformed Church College (Germ. Kirchenkollegium) in Königsberg enthusiastically accepted his theses, and through the
Berlin Reformed Church Directorate (Germ. Kirchen-direktorium), it asked for permission for the initiation of a liturgical reform program in a proposal presented
to the king on November 25, 1787.355 The king accepted the proposal which would
initiate a liturgical reform of the rites used by Reformed congregations. This encouraged some East Prussian Lutheran pastors to suggest that the Lutheran liturgy was also in need of improvement.
In 1789, Lutheran consistory in Königsberg ordered the reprinting of the
agenda of 1780. The agenda was given a new title: Preußische Kirchen-Agenda, die
liturgischen Formulare der lutherischen Gemeinen in Preußen enthaltend. Nebst einer
Abhandlung über liturgische Formulare überhaupt und die preußische besonders, aufs
neue herausgegeben (The Prussian Church Agenda, Containing the Liturgical Forms of
the Lutheran Congregations in Prussia. Together with a Treatise Concerning Liturgical
Forms in General and Prussian in Particular, Newly Published). The services remained
as they had been but the table of contents gave new titles to some of the rites.
The agenda included a supplementary section, an appendix, entitled: Ueber die
liturgische Formulare, besonders der lutherischen Gemeinen in Preussen (Concerning
355
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Liturgical Forms, Especially Those of the Lutheran Congregations in Prussia), provided
by Pastor Ludwig Ernst von Borowski of Neuroßgärter Church.
Borowski, who was born in 1740 to a comfortably placed Polish family, was
attracted both to the church and to the academy from his earliest years. He came
into close contact with General Superintendent Quandt, but most influential on
him was his godfather, the notable Pietist theologian, Professor Daniel Heinrich
Arnoldt. When he was no more than fifteen years of age, he matriculated at the
University of Königsberg where he became closely associated with Professor Immanuel Kant who at that time was just beginning his academic carrier in the university. He also served for a time as a military chaplain, traveling with his regiment to Bartenstein in East Prussia to fulfill the religious needs of the soldiers.
After serving as pastor at Schaaken, he was called to the Neuroßgärter Church
in Königsberg. He was well-known and highly regarded in both academic and
ecclesiastical circles, and he served well both the Pietist and the not-quite-yet enlightened mentality of the clergy of that day. In the course of time, he would
become a valued pastoral adviser to King Friedrich Wilhelm III, especially after
the death of Queen Louise. As a reward for his service, he would be made general
superintendent of the Lutheran Church in East Prussia and later the archbishop
of the Prussian Union Church.356
Despite his close connection with Professor Kant, he never became a thoroughgoing neologist. Kant’s attitude toward organized religion upset him to the point
that in protest he refused to attend Kant’s funeral.357
By 1789, Borowski had established himself as a voice of moderation, warning against the dangers of rationalism in the church. Because of his expertise in
liturgics and the history of liturgy, the consistory gave him the responsibility of
providing sample rituals to provoke discussion as the church sought to answer
the questions of pastors who saw a need to improve the public divine services.
Borowski viewed the spread of modified agendas with some alarm, as he
indicated in the opening pages of his supplement. He desired to demonstrate
to his readers that liturgy is a living thing, that is, always undergoing development, adaptation, and adjustment from the church’s earliest days onward. He
noted that in the course of this development differing traditions developed in the
East and in the West, and individual customs and rites developed even within
these traditions. In the Reformation era of the Western Church, liturgical services
were simplified and new customs and ceremonies developed on the basis of the
Formula Missae and the Deutsche Messe. These, in turn, came to be adapted according to local circumstances in Saxony, Prussia, and elsewhere. He declared
that this process of adaptation was beyond question but that there were limits
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beyond which one was not to go. Under
no circumstances should the great moral and spiritual truths enshrined in the
Christian religion be cast aside. Pietist liturgical modifications were not extreme.
They touched chiefly on such ceremonial
details as the exorcism and other adiaphora. No one in the church intended to dismantle and reconstruct the church’s liturgies, he stated. However, now the church
was facing a new situation. Liturgies of
a different spirit, which abandoned the
central elements of the Christian religion,
were now proliferating. They did not fit
into the pattern of gradual adaptation
and development which had served so
well in the past. New ways of thinking
were now leading to new ways of believing. He illustrated this with specific examples. He stated that beginning with
Monument to Ludwig Ernst von Borowski
Johann Joachim Spalding, the process
in Königsberg, East Prussia, prior to 1945
(Wikimedia Commons).
of this new development had spread
through the introduction of notions native to English Deism and Enlightenment
thought, but these were not congenial to Christianity. These liturgies had spread
quickly through German-speaking lands, and one can find them in the churches
of nearby Courland, he stated.358
Still, although the work of improving the liturgy had moved forward, he stated, many pastors were confused about which course to take. It was not clear to
all what constituted a real improvement in the liturgy. He stated that many pastors had approached him about these matters, and to answer their questions he
had decided to provide some examples of acceptable revisions. He added that he
dared not claim that they were the best liturgies that could be constructed. He
personally favored them but recognized that other pastors might judge on the
basis of other criteria.359
Borowski provided five formularies for examination by the pastors. These formularies were taken from the 1783 Electoral Palatinate agenda, Ordnung Gebete
und Handlungen bey dem öffentlichen Gottesdienste, the Journal für Prediger (Journal
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for Preacher), 1787-88, and from the Beyträge zur Verbesserung des öffentlichen Gottesdienstes der Christen (Contributions for the Improvement of the Public Divine Service of
Christians), 1786. Included in them were two forms for Holy Baptism, two forms
for the administration of the Lord’s Supper, and one form for the marriage service,
which was somewhat similar to the service in Seiler’s Liturgisches Magazin, which
was also printed in Vollständige Pfalzsulzbachische Liturgie (Complete Liturgy of Palatinate-Sulzbach), 1797.360 Borowski also added a portion of a prayer for the harvest
festival which he himself had written for use in the Schaaken congregation.361
An examination of these modern liturgies shows that Borowski had adjudged
them a bit more charitably than they may have deserved. According to his own
statements, he was offering what appealed to him and his own spiritual attitudes
while seeking to avoid rationalist extremes.
The first baptismal order was from the 1783 Electoral Palatinate Ordnung Gebete und Handlungen bey dem öffentlichen Gottesdienste.362 It was structured around
the baptismal words of institution in Matthew 28 and Mark 16. This was followed
by a long exhortation concerning the baptismal covenant and the important role
of parents in the nurturing of children. A lengthy prayer, articulating the new
understanding of Baptism and asking that Jesus would guide the candidate, then
was to be prayed. This was followed by the Our Father with the laying-on-ofhands and the Apostles’ Creed in the indicative form (“Ich glaube an Gott…”).
Then followed three questions, the first, asking whether the parents agreed to the
Baptism of the child in this confession, then, whether they intended to instruct
the child in this Christian faith and in a proper way of life, and finally, whether
it was their will and purpose that the candidate be given the name which the
pastor would now say aloud. The baptismal formula was traditional and was followed by the laying-on-of-hands with the blessing, “The merciful God, who has
shown you this grace, be with you now and forever. Amen,” as well as a prayer,
which spoke of the entrance of the child by name into a covenant with God and
the congregation, and finally, an admonition to the sponsors to assist the parents
in a raising of this child. The order closed with the Aaronic Benediction. In addition to the alterations and departures from the traditional form, the exorcism, the
sign of the cross, the Flood Prayer, the gospel of the blessing of the children, the
votum Davidicum (Psalm 121:8), the traditional scrutinies – renunciation of Satan,
affirmation of the Christian faith in the form of questions, and the affirmation of
the desire for Baptism, have been omitted.363
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The second formula was from the Journal für Prediger, volume 20, 1788.364 It
followed a similar pattern, and began with an admonition which included in it
the dominical words instituting Baptism. Then followed a prayer that thanked
God for the child’s life and the blessed immortality for which he was destined.
The child was committed into the hands of the all-gracious Father that he might
have his portion in all the good things, that Jesus, God’s Son and the Redeemer,
had imparted through his teaching and example and his sufferings and death, so
that the child might be kept from sin on the path of virtue and godliness and right
understanding of God’s word, and that at the end of a long life, he might come
to the blessings of eternal glory. Then the pastor reminded all present that Christ
loved little children so much that he received them, blessed them, and prayed
over them that they might be assured of the kingdom. This was somewhat reminiscent of the pericope of the blessing of the children in the Gospel of Mark. He
then laid his hand upon the child’s head and prayed a prayer in moralistic tones,
somewhat loosely modeled after the Our Father. Then he asked several questions
to the godparents, indicating that they were expected to answer affirmatively in
every case. The questions included the traditional abnegations of Satan and the
confession of the Apostolic Symbol and the question, “Do you wish to be baptized here and now?” Then followed the traditional baptismal formula, and after
it a new prayer, thanking God for adding a new member to the church and praying that he would be pleased to lead him according to his counsel that he might
be a pious Christian and be kept in the faith, love, and all good works until the
close of his days. The service concluded with the blessing, “The grace of God be
with you now and in eternity.”365
The pattern of the two orders for the Lord’s Supper also departed from that
found in traditional Lutheran agendas. The first order, taken from the Journal für
Prediger, volume 19, 1787, contained nothing which might lead anyone to think
that there was a connection between the bread and wine being distributed and the
body and blood of the Lord.366 The real blessing was understood to be the blessing
of the fellowship of the body of Christ and his blood. The sedes doctrinae is thus
the words of Paul in 1 Corinthians 10 concerning the communion/fellowship of
the bread and cup. The benefits of communing were seen to be the strengthening
of faith, the quenching of the thirsty soul, the awakening of the praise of God,
and the filling of the heart with heavenly joy. Only those were to commune who
were worthy to do so, lest they be declared guilty of the body and blood of the
Lord. To be worthy was to come with a purified conscience, a clear resolution to
follow the example of Christ, to love all men, to take upon oneself the role of a
364
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servant, to forgive one’s enemies, to travel through life with a clear conscience, to
be zealous for good works, and to strive for eternal life. Forgiveness of sins was
not mentioned, nor was oneness with Christ, nor was the Supper referred to as
the foretaste of the heavenly banquet. It was, instead, the celebration of an act of
personal commitment.
The exhortation was followed by the singing of the closing stanza, “Jesus,
Bread of Life, I Pray Thee” (“Jesu, Wahres Brot Des Lebens”), of the hymn, “Deck
Thyself, My Soul, with Gladness” (“Schmücke dich, o liebe Seele”), after which the
pastor prayed the Our Father and spoke the Words of Christ over the bread and
wine. No distribution formula was provided, nor was it suggested that hymns
might be sung during communion. The Sanctus, Pax Domini, and Agnus Dei were
nowhere to be found.
After communion, the pastor was to pray a prayer of thanksgiving for God’s
grace, praying that the deep impression of that grace might have left its mark on
the communicants and remain deep in their hearts. The service ended with the
Aaronic Benediction.367
The second formula of the Lord’s Supper was taken from Beyträge zur Verbesserung des öffentlichen Gottesdienstes der Christen, volume 1, issue 2, edited and published in 1786 by Johann August Hermes, Gottlob Nathanael Fischer, and Christian Gotthilf Salzmann.368 Borowski added the remark that he had consulted also
the Lindau 1784 agenda.369 This formula, as well, is best understood primarily in
terms of a communion fellowship meal. The forgiveness of sins and the hope of
eternal life are both spoken of as benefits, but these benefits are in no way tied
to the material elements of the bread and wine, or even the celestial elements of
the body and blood, but rather to the genuineness of the fellowship between the
communicants. According to the exhortation, he is worthy and well prepared
who in word and truth does, or at least intends to do, what can be done according
to the wholesome example and virtuous life of the Redeemer. It would be shameful were one to come holding fast to Christian doctrine and confessing it with his
mouth while living a less than worthy life. Many questions were included, which
were meant to guide the prospective communicant in determining his preparedness for participation, but notably absent among the criteria is faith in the words
by which Christ stated that this Supper was for the forgiveness of sins and Luther’s statement that they were worthy and well prepared who came believing
in Christ promises. This Communion service is, instead, a meal of remembrance
which calls to mind the steadfast obedience and virtuous life of Jesus, exemplified
by his willingness to go to the cross rather than betray his high principles.
367
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The liturgist then invited the congregation to prepare themselves properly
by praying with him a prayer, giving thanks for the gift of Christ who through
his teachings and the example of his virtue has inspired them to do the same
and through his death and resurrection has granted the comfort of forgiveness
and the certain hope of immortality. The liturgist then prayed that those present
would now be sealed in their hearts with the comfort of the forgiveness of sins
and be established in their hope of life for which they would willingly and gladly
sacrifice all things on earth and turn instead to blessedness and godly virtue.
He then prayed the Our Father and introduced the Words of Christ over the
bread and wine by inviting the congregation to give their devout attention to the
institution of the Lord’s Supper as recorded by Matthew, Mark, Luke, and Paul.
As in the first order, the Sanctus, Pax Domini, and formula of distribution were
omitted. After communion, the liturgist prayed a prayer of thanksgiving for such
great grace as was displayed in the festal banquet and asked that according to
God’s goodwill the Holy Spirit would lead them all in the right path and sanctify
their souls through and through and preserve them to eternal life. The service
concluded with the Aaronic Benediction.370
Borowski did not claim that these liturgies solved every problem and resolved
every contemporary issue. However, he did think them to be a possible solution
to the attempts of a church to improve its liturgy in order to communicate meaningfully and effectively to a new age.

4 . 3 N eolo g i cal Infl u e nce s i n Pomeran ia
Before the end of the eighteenth century, there had appeared in Pomerania
pastors who claimed that the old liturgy and the old faith no longer spoke to
them and to people who thought as they did. They had little use for an agenda
which was so completely out-of-tune with the mind of modern man. As just one
evidence of its supposed irrelevancy, they pointed to the notion of demonic possession and the inclusion in the Pomeranian agenda of the elaborate liturgical
form of exorcism used to release individuals from physical and spiritual afflictions caused by demons.371 To their minds, the notion of demonic possession was
outlandish and the exorcism form was clearly out-of-date. They wanted formularies which spoke to the new man, the man of the modern age.
By 1784, efforts were made in Swedish Pomerania to alter church rites and
ceremonies to bring them into line with the thinking of the Enlightenment age.
On June 11 of that year, General Superintendent Bernhard Friedrich von Quistorp
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gave permission to the provosts to put aside the usual litany and exorcism in
Baptism. This caused disagreement, particularly among the estates. Still, work on
the revision of the rites moved forward, and by July 8, 1786, territorial authorities
gave Quistorp the draft of the new agenda, without naming its authorship, for
the purpose of theological opinion. It was generally known that the draft was
prepared by a number of theologians in the province on the basis of the works of
several distinguished contemporary theologians, including the two-volume work
of David Hartley, Betrachtungen über den Menschen, seine Natur, seine Pflicht und Erwartungen (Contemplations About Man, His Nature, His Duty, and His Expectations),
printed in Leipzig in 1772 and 1773, and Hermann Andreas Pistorius, provost
und pastor at Poseritz in Rügen, who provided notes and additions to the German translation of Hartley’s work. On September 28, 1786, Quistorp submitted
a report in which he stated that he found much of the material problematic. He
stated that the section on Baptism ran completely counter to the Book of Concord,
and he objected also to the fact that nothing concerning Christian excommunication and the public absolution of those who had been under the ban had been
included, nor was there anything concerning the giving of comfort to those who
were sentenced to death. In addition, the treatment of the divine nature of Christ
and the exhortation to communicants found in this document were unsatisfactory, he stated. Also objectionable was the omission of the chanting of the epistles and gospels and the collect before the sermon. In summary, Superintendent
Quistorp was of the opinion that the old, dignified liturgical forms were much
to be preferred to these innovations, although he suggested that other pericopes
might be substituted for the old order and used as sermon texts underlining the
Christian faith and morals. In addition, the regulations concerning the chanting
of collects, epistles, and gospels, the Words of Institution, and the benediction
from the altar might properly be revised. This set the matter of liturgical changes
to rest for a time.372

4.3.1 T he 1795 Han dbook of Eh ren frie d C h ris tia n C olbe rg
The stipulations set down in 1788 by the religious edict did not apply to Swedish Pomerania because it was under the control of the Swedish crown. Consequently, pastors in this region were free to incorporate liturgical innovations
as they saw fit. A first attempt to satisfy the needs of enlightened pastors was the
appearance in 1795 of a new handbook, entitled: Anreden und Gebete zum Gebrauch bey dem öffentlichen Gottesdienst und den dahin gehörigen Handlungen, nebst einer
Nachricht von der Ordnung desselben (Addresses and Prayers for Use in Public Divine
372
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Service and Ministrations Belonging to It,
Together with a Report on the Order Itself),
published in Stralsund. It was prepared
by Superintendent Ehrenfried Christian
Colberg, pastor of St James Church in
Stralsund, and it was approved for use by
the city council.
This book consisted in twelve major
sections, the first of which included addresses and prayers to be spoken from the
altar after the beginning of divine services
on Sundays. Sections two and three consisted in addresses and prayers for major
feasts and various other occasions. The
sections which followed included two
formularies for Baptism, a form for the
confirmation of children, a formulary for
the confession of sins, the celebration of
the Lord’s Supper, including a shortened
form with an address and prayer to be
used before the reception of Communion,
Title page of 1795 Anreden und Gebete by
a fuller form of the service consisting of an
Ehrenfried Christian Colberg.
address, the Words of Institution, and the
Our Father, together with a prayer after
the reception of Communion and a prayer
for use at the Communion of the sick. Then followed prayers and the benediction
after the sermon when Holy Communion was not celebrated, a form for the solemnization of holy matrimony, and a burial prayer with the benediction.
This book included also a report by Superintendent Colberg about the conduct
of the divine service in the Stralsund churches at the end of the eighteenth century.
First noted was an early morning divine service as held on Sundays, feast
days, and prayer days in St Nikolai Church and the church of the Holy Spirit,
beginning at 6:30 a.m.
The chief divine service in the three principal churches was to begin at 8:30
a.m. with the singing of a hymn, followed by a morning hymn or a song of praise
and thanksgiving or a hymn of faith. A reading, describing and explaining the
occasion by the preacher, was then to follow, and this was followed in turn by
the chief hymn of the day and the sermon. After the sermon, there was to be an
address to the communicants, followed by the Our Father and the Words of Institution, during which the pastor turned to the altar. During distribution, a hymn
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and single stanzas of hymns were to be sung. Then, facing the congregation, the
pastor was to pray an appropriate prayer and give the benediction. When Communion was not celebrated, this closing order immediately followed the sermon.
The liturgy concluded with an appropriate hymn stanza.
The afternoon services on Sundays and feast days were to begin at 1:30 in the
afternoon with a hymn of praise and thanksgiving or a hymn of thanksgiving for
God’s gifts, the so-called “table hymn” (Germ. “Tischlied”), after which the preacher,
facing the congregation, read the prayer. This was followed by the chief hymn and
a sermon which concluded with the benediction. Then followed a short hymn or
hymn stanza and one of the other general hymns for use at the close of the service.
When there was special church music, this was to follow before the final prayer.
Vespers, or the administration of confession, was usually to take place on Saturday evening, and it began with a hymn. This was followed by an address to the
penitents, another hymn, and the administration of the Office of the Keys. The
service concluded with a hymn stanza.373
Two forms were provided for use at the service of the Lord’s Supper. The first
of these consisted of an address and prayer to be used before the administration of
the Sacrament. The second was a form that had its basis in the formulary, provided
by Seiler in his Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare, volume two, published
in Nürnberg in 1787.374 In it, the pastor was to admonish the congregation to remember the Great Founder of the Lord’s Supper with devotion and humility, to
consider his life, his teaching, and his wise sayings, and to follow his example in all
humility and patience, and in all things to emulate his steadfast love and obedience.
The communicants should be exhorted to follow the example and the teachings of
Jesus by loving God and serving their neighbors, and they should come to the altar
to receive the forgiveness of sins and the hope of everlasting life. This was followed
by a short prayer and the Our Father, and this was followed in turn by the Words
of Institution. No directions concerning the administration or the formula for distribution were included. The distribution itself was followed by a post-communion
prayer. Three prayers considered appropriate were included and all of them spoke
of love, obedience, and virtue. The service then concluded with the benediction.
Included also was a prayer for use when a sick person received the Sacrament.375
The two services of Baptism, and indeed the understanding of Baptism itself,
were much influenced by the enlightened spirit of the age. Baptism was to be
considered from a human perspective primarily as an act of dedication in which
the child was dedicated to an earnest and upright life in “the fear of God.” It was,
373
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of course, acknowledged that frail humans are sinners, at least to the extent that
they have committed some sins, but not much attention was to be given to this.
The exhortation was followed by the Our Father and the naming of the child.
There was no exorcism nor were the traditional scrutinies included since the child
was not of an age at which he could intelligently speak for himself. Consequently,
the officiant simply recited the Apostles’ Creed as a reminder of the teaching of
“our Christian faith,” and the godparents agreed that this was indeed the faith
in which the child was to be baptized. Then followed the Baptism itself with
the traditional formula. This was then followed by a baptismal blessing which
referred to Baptism as the entrance into the fellowship of the Christian church.
Nothing was said of the washing away of sins, but it was stated that this child was
to be directed by God’s good Spirit and be filled with God’s love to live to God’s
praise and receive eternal salvation. As an alternative, a prayer might be said
which thanked God for the faithfulness of the parents in bringing this child to
Baptism, for the health of the mother, and in thanksgiving for this new citizen for
earthly kingdom and the kingdom of heaven. The service closed with the Aaronic
Benediction. The second form was similar in tone.376
It is clear from both services that Baptism was understood to be a rite of initiation into the community of the Christian church, and therefore, it was appropriate that it should be stated that this candidate was to later receive instruction in
God’s wholesome doctrine so that he might come to light, wisdom, and virtue.
Nothing was said of Baptism as the bestowal of the forgiveness of sins or the
washing of regeneration by water and the Spirit. Renewal of life is understood as
occurring as the newly baptized proceeds down the new path of life to which he
has pledged himself.

4.3.2 Li t urg ical Work s of Gottli e b S ch le g e l
More significant contributions to liturgical studies were made by Gottlieb
Schlegel who in 1790 was made general superintendent of the province to replace Quistorp who had died in 1788. Schlegel studied under Georg Friedrich
Seiler and received his doctorate from the University of Erlangen. In addition to
his duties as general superintendent, he also served as senior professor and prochancellor of the University of Greifswald. As a student, he had spent his early
years as a scholar, working on the life and works of Johannes Bugenhagen and
the Pomeranian church order. However, under the influence of Seiler, he became
enchanted with the Enlightenment.377
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His first major liturgical work was Kleines Liturgisches Handbuch in Anreden und
Gebeten bey der Ordination und Institution
der Prediger, der Taufe, Confirmation der
Kinder, Beichte, Communion und Trauung,
nach den Einsichten und Beyspielen verständiger Gottesgelehrter eingerichtet (Little Liturgical Handbook of Addresses and Prayers
for Use at the Ordination and Installation of
Preachers, Baptism, Confirmation of Children, Confession, Communion, and Marriage, Set Down According to the Insights
and Examples of Prudent Scholars of Divinity). It was published in Leipzig in 1796
and clearly showed the influences of Enlightenment.
Schlegel’s book contained seven ma- General Superintendent Gottlieb Schlegel.
Epitaph in St Nikolai Dom in Greifswald
jor sections, including the ordination and
(Wikimedia Commons).
installation of pastors, three formulas for
Holy Baptism, an emergency baptismal
form, and a form for the recognition of
the emergency Baptism, a service of confirmation, two admonitions to penitents
from the altar, two forms of the Lord’s Super, two forms for Christian marriage,
and a prayer at burial together with several funeral collects and readings.
The source of the first Lord’s Supper formulary is unidentified. It may have
been composed by Schlegel himself. It included a lengthy admonition which concluded with a recitation of the Words of Institution. This was understood to be a
recitation of the historical circumstances of the Institution, and it was introduced
with an invitation, addressed to the congregation to hear how the evangelists
recorded the institution of the Supper. This was then followed by a verse and a
hymn. After these, there followed a pastoral prayer addressed to Jesus, prayed on
behalf of the communicants that they might receive the forgiveness of their sins
and be strengthened in their obedience and discipleship. This was then followed
by the Our Father, which might in turn be followed by yet another verse, sung by
the congregation, and the invitation to the congregation to trust the crucified and
risen Lord, who is Teacher, Savior, and Lord, that he might strengthen the faith
and confidence of those who receive his Supper. No formula for distribution was
provided. The service concluded with a prayer after communion and the Aaronic
Benediction.
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The second form was based on Colberg’s 1795 service, which was in turn
based on the 1787 work of Seiler.378 It included an exhortation to communicants,
followed immediately by the Words of
Institution which again were presented
as a historical recitation: “Listen to how
the evangelists recorded the Institution of
the Lord’s Supper.” This was followed by
a prayer to Jesus, the Our Father, and an
additional admonition to worthy reception of the bread and wine. The service
concluded with a prayer after communion and the Aaronic Benediction. Again,
there was no formula for distribution.
Several other alternative prayers after
communion were provided.379
None of these orders offered any
improvement over what had been presented in Colberg’s 1795 handbook.
Throughout the service the congregation
was to quietly sit and listen. It did not
Title page of 1796 Kleines Liturgisches
Handbuch by Gottlieb Schlegel.
participate in the service, excepting for
the singing of hymns or hymn stanzas.
The liturgy was simply a pastoral monologue offered by the religious professional.
Some pastors of neological inclination gladly made use of his handbook. Some
other pastors preferred to make use of prayers and formularies from nearby
Mecklenburg or the well-known experimental liturgical works of Seiler. However, a number of pastors in Swedish Pomerania still preferred to continue to
use the old Pomeranian liturgy and the extracts provided by Balßer Johann Flottmann, Benjamin Printz, and Jacob Heinrich von Balthasar, and they espoused the
faith which these older forms exalted.380
Clearly, the hymnal was in urgent need of revision. In 1797, a new edition of
the Stralsund hymnal appeared with hymns which were tailored to fit the sensitivities of the new Enlightenment era. However, the new hymnal was greeted by
378
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strong resistance – so strong, in fact, that less than one third of the parishes were
willing to put it into use.381
Now new neological liturgies began to proliferate, some written by Pomeranian theologians and others imported from outside, either official or private. The
situation was now so confused and complex that the government instructed General Superintendent Schlegel on March 22, 1797, to prepare an official, uniform
liturgical manual for use in the Swedish Pomerania. He was to formulate this
new volume only after having consulted with the provosts in order to ascertain
the liturgical situation in the parishes of their deaneries. In addition to his own
liturgical work, Schlegel made use of the collection prepared by Colberg, as well
as Mutzenbecher’s Oldenburg liturgy of 1795 and Adler’s 1797 agenda for Schleswig-Holstein.382 He handed over his work in manuscript form to the government
on November 26, and it was then distributed to the estates on December 5. After
careful examination, his wok was approved in May 1799, and it was stipulated
that henceforth the government could prohibit the arbitrary use of any other
source, excepting that of Stralsund and Greifswald. On August 5, 1799, the collection was approved by the estates and handed over to the printer.383 The book was
published in Stralsund in 1800 under the title: Sammlung von Formularen und Gebeten bey kirchlichen und außerkirchlichen Geschäften des Predigtamts, zum Gebrauch
in dem Herzogthum Schwedisch-Pommern und dem Fürstenthum Rügen (Collection of
Formularies and Prayers for Use in the Pastoral Ministrations in the Church and Outside the Church in the Duchy of Swedish Pomerania and the Principality of Rügen). In
the introduction, Schlegel made the claim that he had carefully compared many
church orders of recent times and had constructed worship offices which, in his
opinion, were appropriate for use in the church at the present time.
The new book consisted in two parts. The first part included forms for the
ordination of a pastor, his installation into a parish, three forms for Baptism, as
well as the Baptism of a child born outside wedlock, a sick or infirm child, and
the recognition of an emergency Baptism, as well as an address to be used at the
Baptism of a proselyte, the ceremony of confirmation, two forms of admonition
from the altar to penitents, three formulas for the Lord’s Supper, as well as prayers to be used at the Communion of a sick person, two addresses to be used at an
engagement and three for use at a wedding service, as well as four addresses and
a caveat to be used at the administration of oaths. The second part of the book
consisted in prayers and collects for the various seasons of the church year, at the
close of the divine service, and at the burial of the dead.
381
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Two forms similar in structure were
provided for the celebration of the Lord’s
Supper.
The first of these began with an ascription of praise, followed by an admonition
which was based upon an exhortation
to the communicants found in his 1796
formulary, who were described as those
who have decided to engage in this solemn act of their religion which Jesus ordained for the remembrance of his death.
Mention was also made of the errors and
sinfulness from which men needed to be
redeemed and how Christ strove against
sin and brought redemption through
his death. The communicants were said
to acknowledge the sinfulness of men
for which Christ died and to confess the
mercy of God who hates sin but still has
mercy upon those who bewail their transgressions. They acknowledge the love of
Jesus and their responsibilities and the
blessings which God has prepared for
Title page of 1800 Sammlung von
Formularen und Gebeten by Gottlieb
them, and they intend to follow the love
Schlegel.
of Jesus and provide a good example to
others.
This admonition was followed by the
Our Father and the Verba which were unchanged from earlier Lutheran orders.
Then a hymn stanza could be sung or the following prayer could be prayed:
“To you we lift up our hearts, Father of our Lord Jesus Christ! Your love for
men is so great that you gave your only begotten Son into death for their sins, for
their salvation, and for the peace of their souls. To you we vow our most faithful
obedience, striving against sin, and zealous for all good. To this end, awaken and
strengthen in us your love and the example of your Son that we may live and die
in him and be united with him in you in eternity. Amen.”
At this point, a hymn stanza might be sung, followed by this short exhortation:
“Confirm then, beloved Christians, your trust in God and dedicate yourselves
to faithful observance of all Christian duties, to moderation in all desires, to contentment with what may lie ahead, and to contribute to the well-being of your
neighbors.”
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Two distribution formulas were given. The first was traditional; the second
was as follows:
“Take, eat, said Christ, this is my body, given into death for your sins. Do this
in remembrance of me,” and “Take and drink, said Jesus, this is my blood, shed
for your sins. Do this in remembrance of me.”
A post-communion prayer, also taken from his 1796 formulary, was then
prayed in which the minister thanked God that he had established this memorial
meal of his love toward men through Jesus Christ. The prayer also thanked Jesus
Christ that he had given this ceremony so rich in teaching and so full of comfort and which now strengthened the faith of those who had participated in it so
that they might live a godly life. The gracious God was then asked that through
his Spirit all might receive a strong impression so that they might not forget but
would rather live in his word and remain enemies of sin, living in obedience and
in love toward all men, true to their calling, displaying meekness, humbleness,
and patience that they might ever remain disciples of Jesus Christ, his confessors
and worshipers.
The service then concluded with the Aaronic Benediction.384
The second service also began with an ascription of praise and a lengthy admonition which was an expanded exhortation, based on the 1796 formulary,
which in turn was built upon Colberg’s 1795 second form, which was an elaborated version of Seiler’s 1787 Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare and stressed
the aspect of solemn remembrance of Jesus’ death and the example of faithfulness
through suffering which he had provided them.385 This should awaken in the
worshipers an impulse toward willing obedience to follow his virtuous example
that they might be Christians in deed and truth and love God with their whole
hearts and their neighbors as themselves, come what may, and that they might
now draw near to the table of the Lord and be comforted in the forgiveness of sins
and the hope of live everlasting. To this end, the all-gracious Father was asked
to strengthen them that through the remembrance of the sufferings endured by
Jesus for human sin they might give themselves to willing obedience to his commandments.
As in the first service, this was followed by the Lord’s Prayer and the Verba.
Again, as in the earlier service, the Verba were followed by a hymn stanza or a
prayer and admonition:
“Jesus Christ, who so willingly gave yourself for men and their sins into the
bitter pains of death, how can we thank you enough for the love which you have
displayed to us, for the teachings which you proclaimed upon earth, and for the
virtue which you taught and exhibited? You redeemed us at great price, you have
384
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blessed us gloriously. Therefore we would praise you with our song and spirit
and would not depart from you or from your mandates. Amen.
Come, then, you who are prepared for this holy ceremony, acknowledge your faith
in Jesus, the author of Christendom and your Savior, through your receiving of the
bread and wine but confirm also your intention to live to him who died for you.”
Distribution formulas were unchanged from the first service, and this was followed by a post-communion exhortation and prayer, taken from the second form in
the 1796 book. This form was based on the second form of the 1795 Colberg’s volume:
“Dearly beloved Christians! Stirred up by the memory of Jesus, let us now
strive ever to become complete in goodness and to prove our faithfulness through
our pious way of life that we may have already here the consciousness that God is
our friend, live quiet and happy lives, and be made ready for the hope of eternal
blessedness. Let us now thank God and pray:
Merciful God, Father rich in love! We humbly thank you that we have now
taken our places in the solemn remembrance meal of your Son. Grant that the
impression, which has been made on our hearts by the viewing of your love
and the love of your Son, and the promises of faithful obedience which we have
made, will never be forgotten but will always be pursued to their fulfillment with
untiring zeal. Sanctify us completely that our body and soul may be preserved
unblemished and spotless until the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ. To you be
thanks and worship now and forever. Amen.”
Once again the service closed with the Aaronic Benediction.386
The forms for the Lord’s Supper which Schlegel provided have escaped the
articulation of a radical rationalism, but they still exuded a spirit far different
from that of the old Pomeranian agenda. Both in his understanding of the work of
Christ and the benefits asked for, he presented ideas which were foreign to traditional theology. Nowhere did Schlegel provide any close sacramental connection
between the bread and wine of the Supper and the body, given for sin and blood,
poured out for the forgiveness of the sinner. He could still point to the suffering
and dying Christ on the cross for the sins of man and speak of the Supper as provoking remembrance of that sacrifice, but nothing was said of any sacramental
connection between the Supper and the cross. The simple purpose of the Supper
was to provide a solemn, ceremonial remembrance of Jesus’ death and to excite
the worshiper’s commitment to a life of virtue and piety. The purpose of the experience was to awaken in those who participated a renewed enthusiasm for the
enlightened way of life. Sanctification of body and soul by means of this new zeal
was to lead one to be kept secure until the coming again of Jesus.
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In the three baptismal formulas provided by Schlegel, the first two of which
corresponded in many respects to the first two forms in his 1796 work, once again
gave an expression of his enlightened point of view. He sticks as closely as possible to traditional forms, removing, of course, any reference to exorcism and the
signation and specifying that this act is in most orders identified as being performed now on the basis of the direction or prescription of Jesus. The actual act of
Baptism itself is performed in most cases with the following wording: “According to the directive/prescription of our Lord Jesus Christ, I baptize you in the
name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit.” This indicates that the
Baptism of a child is an act of obedience to a command, set down by Jesus, and
so, there is no post-baptismal blessing which speaks of Baptism as a washing of
regeneration by water and the Spirit.
The services include the Apostles’ Creed in the first person plural form. However, in the third baptismal form, which was meant for use by more rationally
mature Christians, an alternative confession of faith is provided, taken with minor modifications from Adler’s 1797 agenda:387
“We believe and confess that there is an eternal, all-knowing, almighty, and
holy God who created all things and upholds and rules with the highest wisdom
and goodness and holds us responsible that we worship him through thankful
love, willing obedience, and joyful confidence.
We believe and confess that Jesus Christ is God’s Son whom he has sent to
mankind. He walked upon the earth in order to set men free from the misfortune
of sin. He constantly taught God’s will and confirmed his doctrine through his
death on the cross. On the third day, he rose from the dead and ascended into
heaven with great glory, exalted by God in order that those who live according
to his prescriptions might participate in the forgiveness of sins and eternal life.
We are bound to venerate him as our Redeemer and to observe his doctrine as the
true expression of our blessed state.
We believe and confess that God has also given us his word and the Holy
Spirit that through his assistance we may be made always wiser and proficient
in good works and receive everlasting life. However, we should also allow ourselves to be led by the Holy Spirit and aspire to life everlasting through the blessings of God and virtue.”388
Schlegel’s liturgical works were published again in an 1804 edition, entitled:
Sammlung von Formularen und Gebeten, etc.389 However, it is clear that some pastors
continued to use portions of the traditional Pomeranian agenda, which had been
collected and published by Flottmann, Printz, and Balthasar, while others laid aside
387
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the old collection and made use of the work of Schlegel because this could now
be used legitimately. Still, other pastors sought to make use of both the old and
new liturgical collections, although the two collections represented very different
theological points of view and used language expressive of these differing views.
In addition, the old and new collections expressed different understanding of the
purpose and use of liturgy. The older collections saw the liturgy as a cooperative
service between the officiant and the congregation, whereas the new works gave
almost all the parts to the pastor, making the service a virtual monologue.
In the course of time, it became clear that the old and new books were not at all
compatible, and there was no longer any uniform liturgical usage from one parish
to another. For example, although the old liturgy called for the singing of Luther’s
setting, “We All Believe in One True God” (“Wir glauben all’ an einen Gott”), the
new liturgy did not permit this, but still some congregations continued to sing
this liturgical setting. As a result, it was necessary for King Gustav IV Adolf to
issue on July 20, 1804, an instruction to the Governor General Baron Hans Heinrich von Essen, stating that the official church agenda must be adhered to and
there was to be no objection to the continued singing of Luther’s creedal hymn.
Therefore, on September 12, 1804, von Essen issued an official statement to this
effect, addressed to all clergy, including in it a serious warning that the church’s
liturgy must be observed in an orderly manner and that there must be no unlawful or harmful deviations from it.390

4 . 4 N eolo g i cal Us age s i n Si l esia
At the end of the eighteenth century, the Silesian Church was still maintaining
its liturgical tradition which had been established in the sixteenth century. Although some new trial liturgies appeared from time to time, most of them did not
wander far from the tradition. Otherwise, some modified agendas still provided
conservative and traditional alternatives for pastors and congregations which
wanted to move ahead only tentatively.
In general, pastors maintained the use of traditional Mass vestments, altars
were vested as in earlier days, and candles were burned on the altar even on
bright summer days. Some elements of the service were still chanted in Latin,
private confession was still practiced and absolution was proclaimed in the name
and stead of the Lord Jesus Christ, baptismal candidates were still vested in baptismal gowns (Germ. Westerhemde) and were given burning candles.
Not everyone was pleased with this situation. Some cried out that the Silesian
Church was dragging far behind the rest of the Lutheran Church in some Prussian
390
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provinces where neological liturgies were
being adopted enthusiastically. Those
who sought to push the church forward
into the rationalist milieu were stymied by
the prevailing liturgical conservativism.
Among the concerned was the anonymous author of Meine liturgischen
Gedanken (My Liturgical Thoughts), published by the Gottlieb Löwe publishing
house in Breslau in 1787. The unnamed
writer, who claimed to be a layman but
seems to have known quite a lot about the
liturgy and liturgical terminology, heaped
mockery on the traditional Lutheran divine services. The book gave clear indication concerning liturgical practices at that
time and the complaints of progressive
clergy. The book was dedicated to his excellency, Baron Karl Abraham von Zedlitz, who in 1764 had become president of
the Silesian government. In 1770, he was
made Privy Minister of State and Justice
Title page of 1787 Meine liturgischen
Gedanken by anonymous author.
and served also as head of the Spiritual
Department and the first president of the
Lutheran High Consistory in Berlin.
The author observed that in the world everything was changing but that the
Silesian Church seemed to be immune. Luther himself had been a man of action,
always fighting against idolatry wherever it might be found in the church as well
as outside it. Was the spirit of Luther no longer needed in the church? Was there
no idolatry left for the church to fight? The writer noted that Luther had written an
important liturgical treatise, Eyn Sermon von dem newen Testament: das ist von der heyligen Messe (Sermon on the New Testament, that Is, the Holy Mass).391 In this document,
Luther spoke strongly against superficial and idolatrous worship, and the author
was determined to take up the cudgel and continue this battle against superstition
and idolatry in Silesia. He was offended that it seemed that everywhere in Silesia,
excepting only in Breslau itself, he still heard Latin in the divine services, and in
Breslau it was only recently that Latin had been dropped in favor of a German
Eucharistic Preface and the Sanctus by permission of the consistory.392
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The author pointed to some offensive practices which he had observed in his
visits to Silesian churches. He noted that in the city churches even before the service
began, one’s eyes were drawn to the pair of magnificent candlesticks, a “continuing
reminder of the papacy,” standing on the altar with their burning candles, consuming expensive candle wax and thus wasting valuable church funds. He could see
no reason why the Lutheran Church should be continuing this “Roman practice.”
He noted also that after the morning hymn, the liturgist would intone the words,
“Gloria in excelsis Deo,” in Latin, after which the congregation would sing “All Glory
Be to God on High” in German. Again, the continued use of the Latin introductory words represented a survival of a Roman practice which had no place in the
Lutheran Church, and indeed, he wondered, why even the hymn, “All Glory Be to
God on High,” should have to be sung Sunday after Sunday without surcease, especially since this hymn was meant to honor the Holy Trinity, and this was already
provided for later in the service by the singing of Luther’s creedal hymn, “We All
Believe in One True God.” He observed that in some places the epistle and the gospel were sung rather than said and from the altar rather than the pulpit. He could
find no justification for this. The readings should be read rather than chanted, and
the reading which would serve as the sermon text should be read from the pulpit.
He complained, too, about the intruding phrase, “Glory be to you, O Lord,” after
the announcement of the gospel and the phrase, “Thanks be to God,” at the conclusion of the gospel. He thought not much of the intrusion between the epistle and
gospel of vocal or instrumental music. Concerning the general confession, which
followed the sermon, the writer stated that this general confession was much to
be preferred over private confession, but the Lutheran practice of making three
crosses in the air at the absolution was superfluous. In any case, private confession
ought not to go on during the singing of hymns in public worship, especially since
the confessee would naturally want to speak in a quiet voice which, because of the
noise, the confessor could not hear and neither could the penitent hear the words of
the confessor’s absolution. Looked at from afar, one could liken the proceedings to
a play acting with gestures or a pantomime.393
He also complained about the use of a form of the prayer of the church, which
was static and verbally identical from week to week, and which indicated nothing
of the preacher’s own faith and sentiments or the message which he had just delivered from the pulpit. He also complained about the elaborate intercessions and
thanksgivings for the afflicted, for women in labor, the announcement of deaths
and remembrances. All these were in need of simplification. The announcement
of deaths ought not to be an obituary or eulogy which consumed as much as a
quarter of an hour. This was especially so since in most congregations everyone
393
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knew everyone else, and the announcement of the death never came as a surprise.
In the intercession for the sick, it is permissible but should not be necessary to
mention the sick by name, nor was it necessary to give details about their disease,
length of treatment, etc. He also complained in general about unsuitable hymns
which included all sorts of nonsense about devils, hell, and other irrationality.
Such hymns, he said, were not edifying and should be properly edited. He also
complained about an unnecessarily large number of services and prayer hours
during the week, saying that they were way over what was necessary.394
The writer also had some strong opinions to share with readers concerning the
Lord’s Supper. He could see no justification for the continued wearing of the chasuble with its embroidered cross since there was already a representation of the
crucified Christ on the altar. The “so-called consecration” (“sogenante Konsekration”),
consisting in the Words of Christ, ought to be spoken by the pastor and not sung.
After all, the congregation made him their preacher, not their singer. Furthermore,
the practice was inconsistent since some parts of the consecration were sung and
others were spoken. He complained also about the continued use in many places
of the Latin Preface. This he regarded as another survival of the Mass of the Roman
Church. He could see no reason for the practice of making the sign of the cross
over the bread and cup at the words “he took the bread” and “he took the cup,”
and again, at “this is my body” and “this is my blood” during the Verba, and he
wondered whether these ought not to be called empty ceremonies. He noted that
Christ touched the bread for one purpose only, and that was to distribute it. The
discussion on the Lord’s Supper gave the author yet another opportunity to complain about the burning candles and the toll they took on the church’s treasury.395
Concerning Baptism, the author immediately spoke about the sign of the cross.
He did not condemn signation but noted that it had no place in Christ’s command,
and that Jesus had said to his disciples only that they should baptize. He had not
said that they should make the sign of the cross on the forehead and the heart. He
claimed that this practice had originated only in the third century and seemed to
have some sort of mystical significance. He did note, however, that Luther had included the sign of the cross in his morning prayer in the Small Catechism. A second
ceremony, for which he had no use, was the white baptismal bonnet and the gown.
He saw this as a return to Old Testament notions, nor did he see any use for the giving of a burning candle which, he stated, was a practice which had never been universally accepted in the Lutheran Church. He noted that four other prayers were
included in the baptismal service before the Our Father, and he wondered whether
they could not all be replaced by a single prayer. He also included a critique of
Luther’s Deluge Prayer with its mention of the ark of the Christian church, the
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drowning of pharaoh in the Red Sea, the safe crossing of the children of Israel – all
as symbolic of Holy Baptism. The whole prayer troubled him deeply, and it seemed
to him that it was much better suited to the sixteenth than to the eighteenth century.
Of course, the exorcism did not escape his attention. He wanted nothing to do with
it and its evident “foolishness of misbelief” which should have no place in the Lutheran Church. He noted that in many places, such as Denmark and even in Oels
and Breslau, it had been laid aside.396
In marriage, he thought that the inclusion of the phrase, “What God has joined
together, let no man put asunder,” might be counter-productive since it introduced the idea that this union, which God meant to be life-long, could nevertheless be dissolved.397
It was, of course, beyond the realm of possibility that the reforms which this
anonymous writer sought would ever be enacted on the basis of his pamphlet, despite his addressing it to the highest authority in the Prussian Lutheran Church,
First President von Zedlitz of the High Consistory in Berlin. Its value lay in the
fact that it detailed the sort of complaints that the progressive churchmen of the
Enlightenment age directed against traditional Lutheran liturgical worship and
the sacraments. It also indicated that a rich liturgical tradition was still alive in the
Silesian Church at the end of the eighteenth century.

4.4.1 Li t urg ical Acc ommodations in B rie g a n d L ie g n itz
By the 1790s, calls were being heard for the preparation of services of worship
which would be more accommodating to enlightened people in Brieg. In the weekly
journal of Brieg, Court Councillor Ernst Gottlieb Glawning threw down the gauntlet in 1794, asking, “Do we need a new liturgy?” Answering his own question, he
responded with a definite, “Yes, indeed! In the name of all men capable of rational
thought!” A year later, in 1795, it was proposed that a number of liturgical changes
were in order. Included among them were the elimination of the use of the Latin
language and the introduction of general confession and confirmation.398
The results of these proposals appeared in print in 1796 in a work, entitled:
Auszug der Kirchenagende bei der Stadt-Pfarrkirche ad S. Nic. in Brieg (gedruckt mit
Trampischen Schriften) (Extract of the Church Agenda of the City-Parish Church of St.
Nikolaus in Brieg (Printed with the Typefaces of [Johann Gottfried] Trampe)). Included
in the extract were instructions for the conduct of the chief divine service, a baptismal liturgy, a form for Christian marriage, confession and absolution, and a
396
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form for the administration of the Lord’s
Supper, as well as the old formula for the
singing of the Our Father and the Words
of Institution.
Most of this material was traditional, as
can be seen from the baptismal rite which
included an extended exorcism, asking for
the gift of the Holy Spirit and praying concerning the devil’s influence: “… destroy
such also in this child; sanctify and purify it.” Included also were the traditional
consignation, the prayer for the reception
of the child into the kingdom of God, Luther’s Deluge Prayer, Mark 10, the Our
Father with the laying-on-of-hands, the
abnegations, the baptismal garment, the
prayer, and the admonition to the sponsors. The general confession still contained
such traditional thoughts as “that not only
were we conceived and born in sin, but we
are by nature children of wrath” and the
traditional three confessional questions,
the absolution, and thanksgiving. There
Title page of the 1803 edition of
appeared to be very few indications of an
formularies for the celebration of the
Lord’s Supper by Ernst Klose.
inclination toward neological thinking.
However, one prayer in the examination
of catechumens appears to show some influence of modern thought.399
This Extract could hardly be satisfactory to those of a progressive mindset. More
attuned to their thinking was the work of Pastor Ernst Klose of the congregation at
Groß-Tinz in the Principality of Liegnitz, who in 1797 prepared a handbook, Die
Abendmahlsfeyer: ein Erbauungsbuch für gebildetete Christen (The Celebration of the Lord’s
Supper. A Book of Edification for Educated Christians), which included seventeen hymns
and twenty-five addresses for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper, expressing various
levels of accommodation to the spirit of Enlightenment, some of which appeared to
show some indication of the influence of the Glogau liturgy (c. 1790) and the work of
the well-known rationalist, Wilhelm Friedrich Hufnagel.400 Pastor primarius Christian
Gottlob Nagel objected to Klose’s work, but the High Consistory in Glogau approved
399
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Klose’s draft and the work was printed in Leipzig in 1800. No Lord’s Supper formulary was included in Klose’s book. The second, third, and fourth editions came off the
presses in Leipzig in 1803, 1810, and 1820.401
Revisions continued. In 1798, it was proposed that during the winter months
the Kyrie and elaborate church music should be laid aside, and the sermon should
be introduced with a morning hymn, the Gloria (“All Glory Be to God on High”),
the hymn of the day, and Luther’s creedal hymn, “We All Believe in One True
God.” Whether or not this proposal was ever acted upon is unclear, but in any
case, in 1809 the Kyrie was officially dropped.402
An attempt was made in the principality of Liegnitz to bring worship into
closer conformity with modern thinking by August Wilhelm Ludwig Vangerow,
pastor of the congregation at Goldberg. His 1804 book, Die allgemeine Menschenreligion. Versuch einer Entwickelung derselben aus den ältesten christlichen Urkunden.
Ein Buch für gebildete Leser aus allen Religionspartheien (The Universal Religion on
Mankind. The Attempt to a Development of the Same from the Oldest Christian Sources.
A Book for Educated Readers of All Religious Parties), published in Leipzig, Züllichau, and Freistadt, was a clear statement of his moralistic religious views. Unlike
other modern writers, Vangerow did not reject the use of Christian traditional
materials, although as a neologist, he would deny their significance. In terms of
worship, he had no problem by making use of the traditional Apostles’ Creed
in the baptismal liturgy and prayers which other progressives might eschew as
offensive. He simply reinterpreted them and cast Jesus in the role of Mediator
rather than Redeemer because to him what mankind needed most of all was a
Lord who would reconcile those who were in enmity whether in the family, the
city, the nation, or on the international scene.403
His agenda included a Lord’s Supper formulary, three marriage services (two
according to older forms and one new), five baptismal forms (one for use in the
family circle, one traditional in form, and three in the newer style), as well as two
baptismal prayers in the new style with the post-baptismal votum in verses. In
addition to the churching of women of highborn status, three other formulas of
blessing were included, as well as three morning prayers, one of which was based
on the work of Johann Heinrich Wilhelm Witschel and another was for use during the Lenten season. Also included was a service of ordination.
Vangerow’s attempt to pour new wine into old skins can be clearly seen in
his service of the Lord’s Supper which includes the traditional confession of sins,
which identifies man as “a poor, miserable sinner,” and the prayer before the
401
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Lord’s Supper, which began with an admonition and was followed by the Our
Father, the Words of Consecration with the sign of the cross (!). The service ended
with Luther’s post-communion collect (unaltered) and the benediction. The admonition referred to the Lord’s Supper as a celebration of the “Venerable Sacrament of the body and blood of Christ” and referred to Christ as the “Innocent
Lamb of God, hanged upon the tree of the cross.” He referred to this Lamb of
God, however, not as Redeemer but rather as Reconciler between God and man
and between brothers and the Bringer of that peace which the world cannot give.
He was not hesitant to speak of Christ’s body and blood, although he never precisely identified it with the blessed bread and cup of the Supper:
“You have established an eternal Covenant and sealed it with your own precious blood. The Covenant meal is ready! We come, we come, O Jesus, to eat of
the consecrated bread and to drink the wine of the New Covenant. Steadfast and
eternal is your Covenant!”
The theme of reconciliation predominates throughout:
“We, all of us, swear with one voice that we are all united through brotherly
love, for you, O Mediator of mankind, have reconciled us thus with each other!
Here, at your altar, the last sparks of hatred, which separated us from each other,
are extinguished. All of us who eat of this one bread are members of your body;
all of us, friends and foes, who today drink of this cup would love one another as
brothers. Triumph, love has conquered! Discord is blotted out! The Covenant of
peace is concluded. Bless us, we are reconciled with God and man! Alleluia! You
are the universal Reconciler! Alleluia! You are the Mediator of God and man! To
you be praise and glory and thanks in all eternity. Amen.”404
It is most likely that the harmonious strains of this prayer and its optimistic notions
concerning brotherly love would soon be drowned out by the sound of the tramping
feet of Napoleon’s conquering armies and Prussia’s disastrous defeat in 1806.

4.4.2 T he 1804 Ag en da for th e Du ch y of O e ls
In the Duchy of Oels as well, the liturgy was not immune from attempts to
advance the Enlightenment agenda. The 1750 Oels agenda was published at a
time when progressive philosophies would soon gain a foothold in the Lutheran
Church in Silesia. Pastors, who proudly regarded themselves as intellectually and
culturally alert and up-to-date, clamored for liturgical revisions which would rid
the services of what they claimed were outmoded language and awkward religious expressions.
404
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A leader among these progressive
pastors was Elias Gottlieb Dominici,
court preacher and member of the consistory, who took it upon himself to prepare an agenda which, in his estimation,
would appeal to modern sensibilities.
His agenda appeared in 1804 under the
title: Agenda, oder: Ordnung der evangelischen Kirchen im Oelsnischen Fürstenthum
und zugehörigen Weichbildern; auf gnädigen
Befehl Ihro Fürstl. Gnaden Herzog Carls zu
Münsterberg, dieses Nahmens des Andern,
erstlich gestellt und zusammenbracht, und
der ehrwürdigen Priesterschaft übergeben
Anno 1593. Nunmehro aber auf gnädigste
Verordnung Ihro Fürstl. Gnaden Herzog
Sylvii zu Württemberg und Teck, auch in
Title page of the 1804 agenda for the
Schlesien zur Oelssen etc. revidiret und zum
Duchy of Oels by Elias Gottlieb Dominici.
Druck befördert Anno 1664 (Agenda or the
Order of the Evangelical Churches in the
Principality of Oels and Dependent Areas, by
the Gracious Command of His Princely Grace, Duke Carl of Münsterberg, the Second to
Bear This Name, First Set Down and Assembled and Handed for the Reverend Priesthood
in the Year 1593, but Now by the Gracious Order of His Princely Grace, Duke Silvius of
Württemberg and Teck and also Oels in Silesia, etc., Revised and Set in Print in the Year
1664). The book was printed in Oels by Samuel Gottlieb Ludwig.
Dominici’s aim was the publication of an agenda which would appeal to all
pastors and all parishes, whether traditional or progressive. From the title, one
would not discern that this material was anything other than prayers and customs
dating back to the days of Karl II of Münsterberg and Silvius of Württemberg,
Teck, and Oels. Dominici did not cast aside the old familiar forms but put them
always in the first place at the head of a list of alternative forms for Baptism, marriage, the Lord’s Supper, and other pastoral acts. Those who were traditional in
their thinking need go no further than the first order where changes were kept to a
minimum. Those who were progressive could easily move beyond that first form
to choose from a number of alternatives, each with its own particular emphasis.
Included in the book were old and new forms for general confession and absolution, the general prayer of the church along with three shorter general prayers,
six formulas for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper along with collects at the
communion, the Lord’s Supper for the infirm, the old form along with four newer
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alternatives, the commendation of the dying, five formulas for the solemnization
of matrimony along with five prayers which could be used after it, six baptismal
formulas, emergency Baptism, the churching of a woman when the child was still
living but her spouse had died, the churching of a woman who had borne twins
one of whom had died, five formulas for use when the child had died, a formula
for use when the child had been born dead, and a service to be used when, by the
will of God, one had departed this life.
The new forms provided by Dominici were not the product of his own pen.
The new prayer of the church was taken from the 1788 Vienna agenda405 which
would later be printed also in the Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch’s Allgemeine Liturgie,
1805.406 Also evident in his work were influences supplied by the liturgies of Seiler of 1784, 1785, 1787, and 1797 and Wilhelm Abraham Teller’s Sammlung einiger
Gebete zum Gebrauch bey öffentlichen Gottesdiensten, 1793, and others.
No chief divine service was included in Dominici’s book. What he thought to
be of chief importance was the sermon and what he supplied in association with it.
Accordingly, his pulpit became the focal point of the service. As in earlier sources,
the pulpit office included the announcement of the festal days and other services,
which would fall during the coming week, an intercession for the communicants,
and an intercession for the sick and the infirm, as requested, thanksgivings for
women who had been churched, the announcement of deaths, the publication
of the banns of marriage, an announcement of collections and offerings, and the
reading of royal edicts. These all followed immediately after the sermon.
In order to satisfy the clergy, the conservative and enlightened, two forms of
general confession and absolution were provided. The first was taken from the
old agenda, the second was from Gesangbuch zum gottesdienstlichen Gebrauch in
den Königlich Preußischen Landen (Hymnal for Use in Divine Services in Royal Prussian Lands), printed in Berlin 1781.407 The absolution appended to it was taken
from Seiler’s Liturgisches Magazin, 1784.408 The new prayer expressed moderate
405
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thoughts in tune with Enlightenment which spoke of sin without any reference
to God’s wrath or punishment or the depth of human sorrow which the remembrance of sin ought to provoke. The prayer asked for forgiveness according to
the mercy which God revealed in his Son Jesus Christ so that the penitent might
fulfill with earnestness the task of becoming a better person, a more conscientious
and pious Christian. Provided as a new form of absolution was the following:
“If this prayer is the sincere attitude of your hearts, then you may be thoroughly assured that all your sins have been forgiven by God, and I, as a properly ordained teacher of the religion of Jesus, on the basis of the content of his teaching,
announce to you the forgiveness of all your sins in the name of God, the Father,
the Son, and the Holy Spirit.”409
In place of the traditional Oels retention, the preacher then went on to warn
the penitent that if one mocked or ignored the goodness of God and his great
patience and long-suffering, then he was denying to himself God’s goodness and
was keeping his hardened and unrepentant heart. He would bring suffering upon
himself in the day of the revelation of God’s righteous judgment.
The prayer which followed the absolution spoke of the “revelation of Christ’s saving religion” and gave “heartfelt thanksgiving for God’s beneficial and benevolent
religion,” neither of which phrases would be well familiar among Lutherans.
No less than six forms for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper were offered in
this volume. All of them were construed according to the traditional pattern, as
found in the old Oels agenda. Designated in this book as form one: Exhortation –
Lord’s Prayer – Verba – Prayer for worthy communion – Distribution – Post-communion prayer – Benediction. In this and other forms, Dominici expected that
the pastor could use the usual chant for the Lord’s Prayer and Verba and at the
distribution would refer to the species as the “true body” and the “true blood.”
In addition, the Aaronic Benediction without any change would conclude every
divine service.
The second form was based on the second rite in Seiler’s Allgemeine Sammlung
liturgischer Formulare der evangelischen Kirchen, Erlangen, 1787.410 The post-communion thanksgiving from Mutzenbecher’s 1795 Oldenburg agenda411 was printed also in Adler’s 1797 Schleswig-Holstein agenda.412 The exhortation located the
Lord’s Supper in the context of the last meal of Christ with his disciples before his
passion in which the bread and wine were said to draw one’s attention to Christ’s
death on the cross through which there is forgiveness. The significance of the
bread was said to be that all present were one body, a oneness which was indi409
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cated by the sharing of one bread. Those who received this heavenly gift were to
forgive one another from the heart and live together in pure, brotherly love. The
prayer before communion referred to the Supper as a “meal of remembrance”
which assured the participants of the full forgiveness of sins and led to life everlasting. Since it would be impossible to assume that all who had received the
Sacrament had received it to their benefit, the assurance of everyone’s complete
forgiveness would seem problematic. Mutzenbecher’s prayer after communion
referred to the Lord’s Supper as a “solemn celebration” (Germ. “feierliche Handlung”) which had been performed by the congregation, rather than as the “Venerable Sacrament” which the Lord had given to his church. It was said to be the
purpose of the Supper that the hearts and minds of the worshipers should be
possessed by love which leads to virtue and a good disposition over against one’s
fellow man, as well as the strengthening of one’s hope in time and eternity.413
The third form is taken from Kleine auserlesene liturgische Bibliothek für Prediger.414 Once again the exhortation spoke of the Lord’s Supper as a “meal remembering the death of Jesus” who revealed himself as Redeemer of men, who died
for the sins of the world, and who grants access to the grace of God and eternal
salvation. Jesus, the dying Savior, is here described as the divine Teacher who
remains faithful in the face of all persecution and suffering for the sake of truth
and who thus provides a perfect model of virtue and obedience over against God
and love of mankind. Those who come to the Supper should be strengthened in
their faith in him but also bear their witness before men to his love, fidelity, and
obedience. Thus, this form of the celebration may be described as moving man
toward a commitment to a strong and steadfast morality. The Supper is described
as the table of the Lord, and table fellowship is spoken of, but neither the bread
and wine nor the body and blood play any significant role in this Supper. The
prayer after the consecration again stresses the following of his example to awaken human virtue. Christ’s death and resurrection are understood to establish the
blessed comfort of the forgiveness of sins, the certain hope of immortality, and
unending joy. Reference is made to Christ shedding his blood for forgiveness,
and it said that he gave his life freely. This is described as the basis for the sacrifice
of thanksgiving and praise which is celebrated anew in the remembrance meal.
Distribution is followed by a prayer of thanksgiving for the solemn celebration
of this meal and concludes with a petition that God’s good Spirit would lead the
worshipers on their forward path and sanctify them wholly that their souls and
bodies may be presented spotless and blameless at the coming of the Lord Jesus
Christ.415
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The source of the fourth formulary is unidentified. Here, the Lord’s Supper is
again a “remembrance meal,” commemorating his death and kept by the congregation in response to his command. Emphasis is put on the love by which Jesus
came at the behest of his Father to bring salvation by his obedience to death on
the cross. By his bloody sufferings and death, there is forgiveness of sins. It is
with this in mind that the communicants receive the blessed bread and blessed
cup to be strengthened to walk rightly in the eyes of God. The Savior is asked to
strengthen his redeemed in the faith that they will now be his true disciples who
follow his example and understand that they are now all members of one body.
For them, this Supper will be a means by which they receive comfort in suffering,
joy in God through Christ, strength for improvement of life and virtue, and the
hope of life everlasting because the Christ, who was crucified in weakness, now
lives in the strength of God and will strengthen those who follow him in faith
to the end. Here, and in the prayer before communion, emphasis is placed on
Jesus as the example which Christians are to follow in life and in death. The postcommunion prayer asks for pure hearts, for it is those who are pure in heart who
will see God. So too, those who are merciful will receive mercy, according to the
word of Christ. Those who would be his sheep, his servants, and disciples must
hear his voice and know him and follow him as he leads them to eternal life, and
nothing will be able to take them from his grasp.416
The fifth formulary is taken from Teller’s Sammlung einiger Gebete zum Gebrauch bey öffentlichen Gottesdiensten (Collection of Some Prayers to Be Used in Public
Divine Services).417
The source of formulary six is unidentified, but it is clear that the post-communion thanksgiving is taken from Adler’s 1797 Schleswig-Holstein agenda.418
The exhortation describes Christ as him in whom faith, truth, virtue, and salvation are to be found and from whom they are to be gotten so that the entire world
might be filled with love and thanksgiving through his example and that one’s
deeds might ever be admirable and worthy. It is to him that all must look and
give their thoughts to be inspired by his love for which he was willing to die, and
from him one may learn to love from the depths of the heart. The goal is to live to
him who died and rose again rather than being overcome by one’s own life and
sins. The prayer before communion invites the worshipers to lift up their hearts
to God in the celebration of the benefit of the meal of remembrance in which
the earnest of their salvation is to be found. They should cast their eyes toward
416
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heaven, praying that the exalted One would strengthen them, and that through
the benefit of the Lord’s Supper, they might abide in him as they move forward
to the goal of their lives. The post-communion prayer praises the love of God
who gave his Son to die. Through him one may live in truth and blessedness. The
communicants pray that they may follow their Master and Redeemer joyfully on
earth, following both the example of his life and suffering, that they may also follow him in God’s glory.419
In general, these five new forms describe Jesus as the model which God has
provided for man to emulate, as he moves through this earthly life toward his
heavenly home. Some forms speak of Jesus as Redeemer and Savior, but nowhere
he is referred to as God’s only-begotten Son. This may lead to the suspicion that
Jesus here addressed might be an “Socinian Jesus” who stands between God and
man but is not himself the only-begotten Son of God as proclaimed in the Scriptures. Some forms recognize him as having died and risen, but reference to his
body and blood seems to be carefully avoided. They are mainly referenced in the
Verba and in the distribution formula.
In Baptism, the old form was retained with two changes. The exorcism and
Luther’s Deluge Prayer were both cast aside. The consignation, however, was retained. In the newer services, no mention was made of original sin or sinfulness,
justification, or baptismal regeneration. The essence of Baptism was to be understood to be the duty of parents to dedicate their children to the Lord and faithfully
train them in that dedication. Jesus was understood to have ordained Baptism as
an act by which one joins the Christian congregation and takes upon himself the
responsibilities of Christian faith and a Christian way of life. Furthermore, it is
understood that the blessings and benefits of God came to the baptized through
Jesus in a covenant according to which parents raise their children. In forms II-IV,
the traditional renunciations were replaced by the question: “Do you, as a Christian to whom the wholesome grace of God has appeared, deny all ungodliness
and worldly lusts and intend to live a chaste, righteous, and godly life in this
world?” The Trinitarian formula was retained in every order.420
The 1804 Oels agenda is the only neological agenda to have been introduced
into Silesia as the official territorial agenda. It nowhere advertises itself as the official agenda nor is any reference made to the decision of the consistory to publish
it, but the fact that it was prepared by the senior clergyman and that included in
it were the older traditional forms, indicated to the Oels clergy that this was the
agenda which was to be used in their congregations. At the same time, the continued use of the older orthodox Lutheran agenda was not discouraged. Pastors
and congregations were free to continue to use it or to chose to use the newer
419
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book. They could, of course, make use of
both of these books. It appears that the
1804 agenda was well received throughout the territory, and a large number of
pastors chose to place it on their altars.421
The appearance of the 1804 Germanlanguage agenda led to plans for the preparation of its Polish translation by Pastor
Johann Christian Bockshammer in Festenberg. However, he died in 1804 before he
could complete the work. The 1715 reprint
edition of Jerzy Bock’s translation would
continue to serve the church until a Polish translation of the 1804 book appeared
in 1819. This translation was prepared by
Chrystyan Boguchwał Auersbach. It was
printed in Oels under the title: Agenda lub
Title page of the 1819 Polish edition of
porządek kościołów ewanielickich Księstwa
Oels agenda.
Oleśnickiego i do niego należących powiatów,
na miłościwe rozkazanie Książęcia Jego Mości
Karola z Mynsterberku wtórego naprzód złożona i spisana, a wielebnemu Duchowieiistwu
r. 1593 oddana; potem za najmiłościwszem zrządzeniem Jego Książęcej Mości Sylwiusza
Książęcia na Wyrtenbergu i Teku i też w Śląsku na Oleśnicy i t. d. przejrzana i do druku
r. 1664 podana, kwoli kościołom polskim w polski język przetłumaczona. Nowa edycya
(Agenda or the Order of the Evangelical Churches in the Principality of Oels and Dependent Areas, by the Gracious Command of His Princely Grace, Duke Carl of Münsterberg,
the Second to Bear This Name, First Set Down and Written and Handed for the Reverend
Priesthood in the Year 1593, Then, by the Gracious Order of His Princely Grace, Duke Silvius of Württemberg and Teck and also Oels in Silesia, etc., Revised and Set in Print in the
Year 1664, Translated into Polish for the Polish Churches. New Edition).422

4.4.3 C ontemp orary Ag en das in th e Du ch y of S ch w e id n itz
The liturgy was not immune from attempts to advance the rationalist agenda
in Schweidnitz. Pastor Johann Friedrich Wollgast, the deacon (assistant pastor) of
the Lutheran Peace Church of the Holy Trinity, took this task upon himself. The
first volume of his three-volume liturgical work was published in Schweidnitz in
421
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1810 and bore the modest title: Versuch
einer möglichst vollständigen Kirchenagende
für Stadt-und Landprediger. Theils aus den
neuesten und besten liturgischen Werken
sorgfältig gesammelt, theils selbst ausgearbeitet von Johann Friedrich Wollgast (Attempt at
a Possible Complete Church Agenda for City
and Countryside Pastor. Drawn in Part from
the Newest and Best Liturgical Works and in
Part Prepared Personally by Johann Friedrich
Wollgast).423 The second and third volumes
of his work appeared in Schweidnitz in
1811 under a slightly revised title: Kirchenagende für Stadt- und Land Prediger. Theils aus
den neuesten und besten liturgischen Werken
sorgfältig gesammelt, theils selbst ausgearbeitet
von Johann Friedrich Wollgast (Church Agenda for City and Countryside Pastor. Drawn
in Part from the Newest and Best Liturgical
Works and in Part Prepared Personally by Johann Friedrich Wollgast).
Title page of the 1811 agenda by Johann
As the title of his work indicated,
Friedrich Wollgast.
Wollgast sought to provide city and rural
pastors with material to cover every conceivable pastoral situation, excepting
only those services restricted to superintendents. Missing, however, was any formula for the chief divine service for Sundays and feast days. Apart from this,
Wollgast offered his readers a virtual festal table of options to satisfy every need
and meet every conceivable situation. In volume three, he gave close attention to
marriage services. He provided, first of all, a service for general situations but at
the same time recognized that many marriages were contracted under unusual
circumstances and pastors must be prepared for them. In some cases, services
would need to be without a marriage sermon. A special service was clearly needed in situations where the engaged couple were not simple folk but educated. An
order was needed also for the marriage of older persons when one or the other of
the couple, or even both, were bringing children to the marriage. So too, special
orders were required when one or the other of the couple were divorced persons
and yet another when divorced persons were remarrying those to whom they
423
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had formerly been wed. A special order was also needed for the marriage of those
of different confessions (Germ. “verschiedene Religion”) or significantly differing
ages. A service was provided for the marriage of those whose previous spouse
had died, and there were services for the marriage of couples where one or the
other was confined to the sickbed. Yet another service was provided for deathbed
situations. In every case, forms needed to provide for special circumstances, such
as the presence or absence of a special marriage service. In all cases, the marriage
service was to begin with the invocation, “In the name of God, the Wise and Reasonable Ruler of Our Destiny,” the widely accepted God of the age.424
The material provided by Wollgast was drawn from many contemporary
sources, including, in addition to his own liturgical work, the works of Friedrich
Augustin Philipp Gutbier, Friedrich Wilhelm Wolfrath, Johann Ludwig Wilhelm
Scherer, Johann Christoph Fröbing, Franz Volkmar Reinhard, Johann Georg August Hacker, Karl Gottlob Sonntag, Johann Wilhelm Friedrich Mehliß, Johann
Heinrich Wilhelm Witschel, Heinrich Balthasar and Wagnitz, and others, as well
as supplementary material from Pastor Carl Gottfried Scholz of Gäbersdorf by
Striegau, Senior Pastor Christian Gottlieb Lehmann of Schweidnitz, and organist
Friedrich Wilhelm Berner of St Elisabeth Church in Breslau.425
The first volume had in it altar and pulpit prayers for use before and after
the sermon, for catechism instruction services, for the service of general confession, and for marriage services. Special collects were also included. The second
volume included the many varied marriage services, services for the churching
of women, confirmation, and the administration of the Lord’s Supper. The third
volume had in it services for marriage and other special anniversaries, burial services, materials concerning oaths and warnings concerning perjury, a form for the
reconciliation of separated couples, a service for induction of a teacher into his
office, pericopes, a three-year series of new pericopes, and an even newer series of
pericopes, seasonal prayers, prayers based on the Lord’s Prayer, formulas for announcements of various sorts, collects for Good Friday, burial collects for a mother who died in childbirth and was being buried with her deceased child, a collect
for use when the father had died shortly before the birth of the child, as well as
a final word of blessing to be used at the conclusion of funerals. Also included
were special settings of the “Te Deum laudamus,” baptismal formulas for special
circumstances, such as when a child was born to a couple which had remained
childless for many years, for the baptism of a child when the father had been
laid low by a chronic and serious illness, and the baptism of a sadly deformed
child. Additional forms for the churching of women, such as the celebration of the
churching as a joyful postpartum experience and the churching of a women when
424
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the child was grossly deformed. A form was also included for the administration
of the Lord’s Supper to “robber bands” who were confined in prison and an oath
formula to be used at the marriage of foreigners.426
In the preface to his agenda, Wollgast wrote that he had put incredible effort into this work, and indeed, the clergy and school deputies of Breslau were
agreed that the work was extremely useful. However, not everyone agreed with
this positive judgment. One contemporary critic complained that Wollgast’s
work was not really sufficiently up-to-date and that it retained too much material
which modern thinkers had adjudged insignificant or misleading. He observed
that, although in many Lutheran lands the days of St Michael and the Visitation
of the Blessed Virgin Mary had long since been dropped from the calendar, in
this book they still appeared, along with the sign of the cross in Holy Baptism and
other services, even though it surely ought to be recognized that one could easily
misunderstand the use of the sign of the cross in any one of a number of ways.
It seems to have distressed him also that in the blessing of the child in the confirmation service the author not only retained the sign of the cross but had also
given no other form of blessing than that which the reviewer condescendingly
characterized as “Israelitisch,” an apparent reference to the Aaronic Benediction.
In short, some pastors were not altogether pleased with Wollgast’s work; in their
view, he had not gone far enough to discard archaic practices and expressions.427
There are indications that some pastors in Schweidnitz made use of the agendas of Seiler. In Landeshut, as well, there were calls for modernization.428 There
the Duke Heinrich agenda had been used until the end of the eighteenth century,
but according to the “Jubilee Writing” (Germ. “Jubel-Schrift”) of 1809, the end of
the eighteenth century and the beginning of the nineteenth brought the introduction of more modern baptismal and Lord’s Supper formularies. One such modern
work introduced in Landeshut was assembled by Christian Gottfried Junge of
St Sebald’s Church in Nürnberg: Versuch einer neuen Liturgie oder Sammlung von
Gebeten und Anreden bei dem öffentlichen Gottesdienst und andern feyerlichen Religionshandlungen zum Gebrauch evangelischer Gemeinen (Attempt at a New Liturgy or
Collection of Prayers and Addresses for Public Divine Service and Other Solemn Religious Ministrations for Use in Evangelical Congregations). The book was published
in Nürnberg in 1799. Junge, like many of his contemporaries, offered a variety of
forms for the celebration of the Supper, expressing various levels of accommodation to the spirit of Enlightenment.429
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4.4.4 Li t urg ical In n ovation s in th e Du ch y o f G log a u
Elsewhere in Silesia, neology was beginning to take root. Such was the case in
the Duchy of Glogau, where sometime around 1790 a new liturgy appeared. By
1802, it had been introduced into some sixty congregations in the region.
Evidence of this printed agenda is found in the Schlesische Provinzialblätter (Silesian Provincial Journal) for 1793, where it was noted that in Herrnstadt the pastors were making use of the Glogau agenda in its improved form. This new edition, which was the result of the efforts of Senior Pastor Karl Wilhelm Engelien
of Glogau, was said to make no attempt to break new ground but rather to make
“only appropriate improvements which were in accord with the spirit of genuine
orthodoxy.” Unfortunately, this “orthodox” agenda is no longer extant, although
until WWI there was a manuscript copy of an agenda of that same period in the
Peace Church in Glogau.430
This manuscript agenda bore the title: Ordnung des öffentlichen Gottesdienstes bei
der Evangelischen Friedenskirche in Groß-Glogau (Order of the Public Divine Service in
the Evangelical Peace Church in Groß-Glogau). In addition to the original handwritten material in the agenda, there was also additional material inserted in 1792,
1793, and 1794. The time frame indicates that it is likely that this manuscript edition reproduced the printed Glogau agenda or was the original manuscript used
to set the type for the printed edition.
Included in the agenda were some old forms, including the general confession
to be used after the sermon and the standard prayer of the church. A new form
was included for the administration of the Sacrament of the Altar, including a
new address to the communicants, the Verba with the sign of the cross, and the
post-communion thanksgiving, as well as a new form for Holy Baptism which
described it as a “priceless blessing” (Germ. “unschätzbare Wohltat”). In this form,
the exorcism was omitted and the abnegations were shortened to a single question. The baptismal gown was retained as an option. In addition, a second form
for Baptism was included which eliminated the renunciation altogether and replaced the creedal question with an invitation to those present to join in confessing the creed. Also included was the recognition of emergency Baptism, several
forms for the churching of women including new ones, a new form for marriage
without Scripture readings, a new and shortened form for a marriage conducted
at home, the old form for prayer for the afternoon catechesis of children, a prayer
for children’s instruction service, and a prayer for use after the children’s instruction service. Also included were liturgical materials added by a later writer or
writers, including a formula for the administration of the Lord’s Supper, yet an430
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Peace church, “At the Manger of Christ” (“Zur Krippen Christi”), outside the city of Glogau
(Wikimedia Commons / Friedrich Bernhard Werner: Schlesische Bethäuser, 1748-52).

other baptismal ritual, another form for the churching of women, and several
additional collects and prayers.
The new materials showed the influence of a moderate Enlightenment spirit
standing alongside traditional forms. The general confession retained the old form,
“I, a poor, miserable sinner…,” and the absolution stated that forgiveness was being proclaimed on the “basis of your confession…,” and a formal retention was included as a warning, stating that “the Holy Spirit announces to unrepentant, stubborn, despisers…” So too, the traditional prayer of the church was retained.
A new form for the Lord’s Supper was included which had in it an address
to the communicants, which described the Lord’s Supper as “a solemn celebration of remembrance,” replacing the words of the old agenda which spoke of the
“Sacred and Venerable Sacrament” wherein Christ gives his body to eat and his
blood to drink. The old book also had included two prayers:
“O my God! and my Helper! Protector and Defender! In you have I put all
my trust and confidence. I desire the benefit of the true body and true blood of
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my Savior Jesus Christ in which he has promised me the gracious forgiveness of
sins. Grant that my faith be renewed and strengthened, and that I may be joined
to him as a living member and also ever be and remain with him constantly to the
end of my days.
O Lord Jesus! According to your promise, unite yourself with me and abide
with me that I may abide with you forever. Amen.”431
The elimination of this address and these prayers in the “improved” agenda
would seem to indicate changes in the theology of the Lord’s Supper, however,
the traditional Words of Institution and the sign of the cross remained.
Like the Oels 1804 agenda, the Glogau book sought to satisfy men of differing
views and diverse theological parties by laying side-by-side, and in some cases
even blending together, the old and the new.
The introduction of this book in a large number of parishes would seem to
indicate that it struck a responsive chord for many pastors and congregations.
To claim, however, that it contained nothing that “was not congenial to genuine
orthodoxy” would seem to be something of an overstatement.432 It appears that
this sentence was likely included to satisfy the requirement of Wöllner’s 1788
edict that nothing was to be published which would promote heterodoxy.

4.4.5 T he Ag en das of Hein ric h W ilh e lm F ro s ch
One prominent Silesian rationalist liturgiologist, Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch,
pastor in the Duchy of Ratibor, published his own agenda in 1802, entitled: Allgemeine Liturgie oder Versuch einer möglichst vollständigen Sammlung von Gebeten und
Anreden bei dem öffentlichen Gottesdienst und andern feierlichen Religionshandlungen,
herausgegeben von Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch, Feldprediger bei dem Königl. Preuß. Kuirassierregiment von Werther. Theil 1: Welcher die Gebete enthält (Common Liturgy or
Attempt at a Possible Complete Collection of Prayers and Addresses for Public Divine
Service and Other Solemn Religious Ministrations, Published by Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch, Field Preacher to the Royal Prussian Cuirassier Regiment of Werther. First Part,
Consisting in the Prayers).
Frosch continued his labors, and in 1805 and 1809 he published additional
materials. The three-volume completed work was then published under the same
title as the earliest book in the series, Allgemeine Liturgie. The first part of it was
subtitled: Erster Theil, Welcher die Gebete enthält (First Part, Consisting in the Prayers). It appeared in 1805. The second part was published under two sections, the
first of which appeared in 1805 under the subtitle: Zweiter Theil, welcher die Formu431
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lare enthält. Erste Abtheilung (Second Part,
Consisting in the Formularies. First Section).
The second section appeared four years
later, in 1809, under the title: Zweiter Theil,
welcher die Formulare enthält. Zweite und
letzte Abtheilung (Second Part, Consisting in
the Formularies. Second and Last Section).433
Frosch had read widely and was well
acquainted with the progressive and
up-to-date formularies and liturgies being used in German-speaking lands. His
Allgemeine Liturgie was, in fact, a collection which he thought to be among the
important ones, as he himself indicated
in the preface to volume one of 1805. In
it, he noted that in preparation for this
Title page of volume one of Allgemeine
Liturgie by Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch, 1805.
work he had consulted various liturgical
collections, magazines, and unpublished
material found in libraries and archives.
The volume one was the second edition of his 1802 work. Included in it were
altar prayers to be used at the beginning and conclusion of public divine services,
the prayer of confession to be prayed from the pulpit after the sermon, general
prayers for use in the pulpit on various occasions, as well as intercessions, thanksgivings, and prayers for various special events.
The second part, section one, was also published in 1805. It included formularies for Holy Baptism, whether in the church or at home or in emergency circumstances, the blessing of a mother after childbirth, again in church or at home,
formularies for confirmation, and the confession of sins both private and public.
The second part, section two, came off the presses in 1809. Included here were
formularies for the Lord’s Supper in church and in private, house communions
and sick communions, marriage services in church or at home, the services of
ordination and installation, the consecration of a church, burial of the dead, and
warning concerning false vows.
It is in his collection of Communion formularies and prayers that Frosch revealed how widely he had read in the contemporary literature and how
thoroughly acquainted he had made himself concerning progressive humanistic
interpretations of the Lord’s Supper. Among his sources were the works of wellknown modern writers, including Johann Hinrich Pratje’s Liturgisches Archiv,
433
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1785-1788, Georg Heinrich Lang’s 1786
Anreden an Personen vom Stande bey Privatbeichten und Communionen (Addresses
to Persons Concerning Private Confession
and Communion), Heinrich Balthasar
Wagnitz’s Versuch einer Liturgie für Zuchtund Arbeitshäuser (Attempt at a Liturgy for
Prisons and Workhouses), 1787, Ordnung
des Gottesdienstes in den Hamburgischen
Kirchen, nebst den öffentlichen Gebeten und
andern Formularen, 1788, Kirchen-Agende
der Deutschen Evangelisch-Reformirten Gemeine zu Hamburg (The Church Agenda of
the German Evangelical Reformed Congregation in Hamburg), 1790, Gottlieb Schlegel’s
Kleines liturgisches Handbuch in Anreden
Title page of volume two, section one, of
und Gebeten, 1796, G. E. J. C. Büge’s HandAllgemeine Liturgie by Heinrich Wilhelm
buch für Prediger, bei allerlei Amtsfällen und
Frosch, 1805.
Verrichtungen (Handbook for Preachers in
All Ministerial Circumstances and Situations), 1800, Johann Caspar Velthusen’s Liturgisches Predigerhandbuch (Preacher’s
Liturgical Handbook), 1801, Georg Friedrich Seiler’s Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare der evangelischen Kirchen, 1801-1804, Heinrich Balthasar Wagnitz’s Liturgisches Journal (Liturgical Journal), 1801-1803, Johann Heinrich Bernhard
Dräseke’s Beyträge zur Verbesserung der Liturgie (Contributions Toward the Improvement of the Liturgy), 1802, Philipp Heinrich Bus’ Beiträge zur Veredlung religiöser
Feierlichkeiten (Contributions for the Performance of Solemn Religious Occasions) 1802,
Karl Gottlob Sonntag’s Formulare, Reden und Ansichten bei Amtshandlungen (Formularies, Discourses, and Insights for Pastoral Ministrations), 1802, Philipp Breitenstein’s Liturgie (Liturgy), 1804, Georg Friedrich Götz’s Formulare und Reden bei der
öffentlichen Gottesverehrung und bey Amtshandlungen (Formularies and Addresses for
the Public Divine Worship and Pastoral Ministrations), 1805. In addition, he called
attention also to important material in Gesangbuch zum gottesdienstlichen Gebrauch
in den Königlich Preußischen Landen, 1781, Heinrich Philipp Conrad Henke’s Eusebia (Eusebia / Godliness), 1796, Journal für Prediger (Journal for Preacher), 1798, Reden
bey Taufen, Trauungen und Leichenbegängnissen (Addresses for Baptisms, Weddings,
and Funerals), 1799-1801, Wilhelm Abraham Teller’s Neues Magazin für Prediger
(New Journal for Preacher), 1795-1799, Josias Friedrich Christian Löffler’s Magazin
für Prediger (Journal for Preacher), 1803-1805, Adler’s Schleswig-Holsteinische
Kirchen-Agende, 1797, Christian Gottfried Junge’s Versuch einer neuen Liturgie oder
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Sammlung von Gebeten und Anreden bei
dem öffentlichen Gottesdienst und andern
feyerlichen Religionshandlungen zum Gebrauch evangelischer Gemeinen, 1799, Zollikofer’s Anreden und Gebete, zum Gebrauche
bey dem gemeinschaftlichen, und auch dem
häuslichen Gottesdienste, 1777, and many
other writers who were influenced to a
greater or lesser extent by the spirit of the
age.434
Frosch’s 1809 work included no less
than sixteen general forms for the Lord
Supper, and in addition, there were added “Special Contents.” This consisted
in Communion forms pertaining to the
Title page of volume two, section two, of
“Following of Jesus,” “Brotherly Love,”
Allgemeine Liturgie by Heinrich Wilhelm
“Forgivingness,” “Trust in God,” and
Frosch, 1809.
“Hope for Immortality.” Further “Special
Sections” included an administration of
Communion when only the confirmands commune, a Communion service when
Communion was received by confirmands and the congregation, a Communion
service for teacher and students in higher educational institutions, a Communion
as celebrated in penitentiaries. Also provided were several formulas for private
Communion. Separate chapters gave forms for home communions and Communion for the sick and the infirm.
The liturgies in Frosch’s collection bore some significant common characteristics. Nowhere is any reference made to the Preface and Sanctus. Great emphasis
is placed on lengthy admonitions which speak of the Supper as a meal of remembrance and include prayers which emphasize this theme. The body and blood of
Christ and the fruits of the reception of the Sacrament are almost entirely unmentioned. First attention is everywhere given to the meal itself and the fellowship
of kindred minds and common action which it connotes. In some cases, a prayer
and hymn stanza precede the Our Father and the Verba. The hymn stanzas are
always sung to familiar Lutheran melodies but express thoughts not found in
traditional Lutheran Communion hymns. Occasionally one finds the inclusion of
a prayer to be prayed aloud before the distribution. Such prayers deal with the
commitment of the participants to new, upright, and worthy lives. Distribution
formulas are notably absent. Communion is usually followed by a lengthy prayer
434
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of thanksgiving and the benediction. The services are stripped of sacramental
and supernatural references. Chief in importance is the new man instructed by
the teachings of Jesus the Master. In Communion, man presents himself before
God. Seldom is any mention made of God coming to man. The worshiper comes
from his worship experience newly fortified as a man of virtue and uprightness
who has been strengthened by the remembrance of Jesus to lead a committed and
moral life.435
Only one Silesian clergyman is represented in the collection – Pastor Johann
Wilhelm Fischer, senior pastor in Breslau. He had not published any liturgical
material but had shared his manuscripts with Frosch. He provided formularies
for home Communion services for the homebound, bridal couples, entire families, the sick, the chronically ill, the elderly, and young persons close to death.
Fischer’s work shares a common structure with his contemporary colleague’s. This
can be seen from the order he provides for an entire family gathered at home to receive
the Supper together. It begins with a prayer which, if it did not in its opening sentence
indicate that it was addressed to God, might well be taken as an admonition to those
present to lift up their hearts and minds from earthly cares and be united in the beautiful bonds and friendship. This is followed by a prayer of confession, followed by an
address and the absolution. Then God is once again addressed:
“You yourself, all-knowing One, you have heard the holy vows which these,
who are all truly redeemed by Jesus, your Son, have renewed before you. May
they not be beguiled by the power of sin or the spirit of the world. Rather may
they do your will and walk before you faithful in their hope as Christians believing in Jesus. To this end, you yourself strengthen them, for you are able to do
exceedingly, and work in them to will and fulfill that which is good.”436
Again, were there no reference to God the omniscient, this could be taken as a
simple moral exhortation. It is followed by the Our Father and the Words of Institution. Before the distribution, the pastor invites the participants to lift up their
hearts in prayer and states that God has made this a day of great blessing, binding
together the hearts and feelings of the members of the family to come to him in
deepest humility for grace and mercy. God has rescued them from the lordship
of darkness and brought them into the kingdom of his Son in which they have redemption and forgiveness of sins. He assures them of his fatherly love, and now
they go forth to fulfill their responsibilities and bear their crosses obediently and
faithfully with love and thanksgiving. He then asks that God’s Spirit strengthen
them in body and spirit that they may remain his own eternally. Again, were this
not cast as a prayer, it might serve as an admonition.
435
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There is no distribution formula, but communion is followed by a prayer of
thanksgiving, which might better serve as an admonition, and the meal event
ends with the Aaronic Benediction.
Frosch’s works appear to have been very well received by clergy of rationalist inclination both in Silesia and elsewhere in Kulm in West Prussia, in some
congregations in the Prussian province of Saxony, and outside Prussia as well.437
The table of subscribers indicates that the majority of those who subscribed to
Frosch’s series were pastors and booksellers in other German-speaking territories – Leipzig, Osnabrück, Hannover, Hamburg, Riga, Bremen, and elsewhere.438
Subscription cannot be taken as an indication that those who purchased and read
the book made any real use of its contents. Undoubtedly, some read it for information or other academic purposes.
Frosch also produced a small volume for use by city and countryside pastors,
entitled: Kleine Liturgie zum Handgebrauch für Stadt- und Landprediger evangelischer
Gemeinden. Mit möglichster Rücksicht auf die einem Prediger in seinem Amte vorkommenden Fälle bearbeitet und herausgegeben von Zacharias Heinr. Wilh. Frosch (A Small
Liturgical Handbook for the Use of City and Countryside Pastors of Evangelical Congregations. Assembled and Edited by Zacharias Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch with the Greatest Possible Consideration of the Cases that Occur to a Preacher in the Exercise of His Office). This
volume appeared in Breslau in 1823, at the very time when Friedrich Wilhelm III of
Prussia was inviting the clergy to voluntarily use his 1822 Berlin agenda.439
A further indication of the interest of the clergy in alternative liturgical and
homiletical materials is also evidenced by the divine services prepared by Christian Gotthilf Salzmann in Bischdorf by Rosenberg in the Duchy of Oppeln. The
general title of several volume work was entitled, Gottesverehrungen gehalten im
Betsaale des Dessauischen Philantropins (The Divine Worship as Held in the Prayer
Room of the Philanthrophins in Dessau).440 These consisted in addresses and prayers
on such subjects as Christian edification and the cultivation of virtues, prepared
for use in special gatherings. Salzmann’s multi-volume included a number of divine service texts which included prayers, meditations, choir music, etc. The first
volume of these texts were published in 1781, and the work soon grew to six volumes, published and republished again in Dessau, Frankfurt (Main), and Leipzig
several times until 1791. These were not liturgical formularies in the usual sense
of the word, but as Salzmann himself indicated, they were formularies adapted
for use in the prayer rooms of those who gathered for edification and improvement in Christian living.
437
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4 . 5 T h e 1 811 A ge nd a fo r the Cit y of Dan zig
in W e s t P ru s s i a
Danzig was incorporated into Prussia
in 1793 in the second partition of PolandLithuania. By this time, neology had spread
throughout Prussia. In Danzig, too, it was
evident that a new agenda was needed. It
appeared in 1811 under a title corresponding to that of the neological agendas used
in other areas: Gebete und Formulare für die
öffentliche Gottesverehrung und andre feierliche Religionshandlungen, auf Anordnung E.
E. Rathes, zum allgemeinen Gebrauch für die
Evangel. Lutherischen Gemeinen des Danziger
Freistaates, gesammelt und bearbeitet vom geistlichen Ministerium in Danzig (Prayers and
Formularies for the Public Divine Worship and
Other Solemn Religious Ministrations, by Order of the Praiseworthy Council for Common
Title page of 1811 Gebete und Formulare for
Use in the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations
the congregations in Danzig.
in the Free City of Danzig, Assembled and Edited by the Clergy in Danzig).
The preface stated that the task of this book was to facilitate order and uniformity. This indicated that some pastors were beginning to alter traditional divine services and were introducing liturgical novelties. The preface insisted that
it stood to reason that every teacher of God’s word should know and be able to
faithfully apply every word of consolation and instruction, edification and awakening for his congregation, and that the official order should be uniformly observed in all public divine services and other religious activity. It went on to state
that the order provided was to be used in every church and that all clergy of the
Unaltered Augsburg Confession should make use of it both in city and its vicinity
now and in the future.
Included in the book were the Sunday divine service, general prayers for use
after the sermon, forms for the divine service on feast days, three forms for general
confession along with three forms for the Lord’s Supper, the Communion of the
sick, three forms each for Baptism and marriage, and two forms for ordination.
The Sunday divine service was to begin with an appropriate morning hymn
which, like all the hymns and prayers in every divine service, was to be chosen by
the preacher. At the end of the hymn, the preacher was to intone “Glory be to God
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on high,” after which the congregation was to sing “All Glory Be to God on High”
by Decius or some other appropriate hymn. The salutation and response followed. The preacher would then intone: “Holy Father, sanctify us in your truth,”
to which the choir would respond: “Your word is truth.” The preacher was then
to pray a collect. Three additional collects were printed, each of them having its
own introductory versicle and response. All the collects were rationalistically oriented. Two Bible readings then followed, separated by the chief hymn of the day.
After the second reading, the preacher was to intone: “I believe in one God.” This
was then followed by the Nicene Creed or some other appropriate hymn.
Then followed the sermon and a hymn and the Lord’s Supper, which even at
this time was still a weekly event. The communion vessels were to be prepared
during the hymn which followed the sermon. The service was to conclude with a
hymn stanza or a short hymn.441
The midday service was to be held at 11:30 a.m. in churches where it was the
practice. This service was to include a midday hymn or hymn of praise, followed
by a chief hymn and the creedal hymn or some other appropriate hymn. After the
sermon, a short hymn or verse was to conclude the service.
The afternoon service was to begin with two hymns and the creedal hymn or
another appropriate hymn or other special music. After the sermon, there was another hymn. After it, the preacher was to intone: “Show us your mercy, O Lord,”
and the choir was to respond: “And grant us your salvation.” The pastor was then
to pray a prayer for the gift of the Holy Spirit upon all Christendom. Two alternative collects with their own versicles and responses were also provided.442
The first of the three forms for general confession provided in this book was
from the Christian Friedrich Sintenis 1787 form of general confession, again published later by Frosch in 1805.443 The second form was from the 1791 Hufnagel’s
Liturgische Blätter (Liturgical Journal). It also appeared in a modified form in the
1805 Frosch collection. The third form was adapted from the third exhortation in
Kleine auserlesene liturgische Bibliothek für Prediger of 1793.444 All three of these exhortations would later appear in the appendix of the 1810 Danzig hymnal, Christliche Religions-Gesänge für die öffentliche und häusliche Gottesverehrung (Christian Religious Songs for Public and Home Divine Worship).445
The first form for the Lord’s Supper was adapted from the Mutzenbecher
Oldenburg agenda of 1795 (form IV) which would be printed also by Frosch in
1809.446 The second form was similar to Schlegel’s 1796 form, also found in the
441
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1810 Danzig hymnal.447 The third form attempted to bring the traditional 1708
Danzig form up-to-date. It also would appear in the 1810 Danzig hymnal.448
The third, “modernized” form was indicative of a wholly different spirit. In the earlier 1708 form, Christians were invited to come to partake of a Holy Sacrament.449 Now
they were invited to celebrate a “venerable religious act.” In both cases, the exhortation was followed by the Lord’s Prayer, chanted by the pastor, to which the choir responded with Amen. The focus of the old form was the hunger and thirst of the sinner
for forgiveness in Christ and the gift of Christ’s body, given into death, and his blood,
poured out to redeem man from God’s wrath, sin, death, the devil, and hell, and in
and under the bread and cup, to give this very body and blood to those who hunger
and thirst after righteousness. No such close intimate connection between the body
and bread, on the one hand, and the blood and the wine, on the other, was envisioned
in the new exhortation, excepting that the hearers were promised that through their
fervent prayers the sanctified bread and wine would assure them of their connection to
Jesus in a manner familiar in Reformed sacramental theology since Reformation days.
The emphasis was taken of the bread and wine so that it was no longer closely connected with the body and blood. It was almost as though the outward elements were
entirely accessory, perhaps even dispensable. The real emphasis was on the strengthening of faith in Jesus that progressive liturgiologists proclaimed, the strengthening of
hope and zeal for all good things, and the joy of obedience. Communion was characterized as the meal of remembrance of the Redeemer, which through the reception of
blessed bread and wine assured the communicants of their close connection to Jesus
which should now fill them with hope.
A prayer for worthy communion then followed. The prayer in the old liturgy
had asked that the communicants might come with repentant hearts to receive the
Venerable Sacrament of the true body and blood of God’s Son and receive thereby
strengthening of their hearts in faith and love. The new prayer, which was significantly more wordy, prayed that through the strength of God’s good Spirit, the
communicants might celebrate properly and receive the remembrance of Jesus in
the blessed bread and wine to strengthen them in love toward him and toward the
Father and toward all mankind. No mention was made of the body and blood.
The Words of Institution were sung as in earlier times, and the Pax Domini was
followed by the communion. The distribution was followed with a versicle: “O give
thanks to the Lord, for he is good,” and the choral response: “And his mercy endures forever.” The old service had ended with Luther’s post-communion collect, the
“Dominus vobiscum,” and the benediction: “May the Lord lift up his countenance upon
447
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you and give you peace.” The new post-communion collect thanked God that he had
quickened the congregation through the celebration of this holy covenantal meal and
that he would then strengthen them in true faith to fulfill God’s commandments and
follow in a childlike manner by loving heartily and by doing all good things to all
mankind. This was followed by the salutation and response and the benediction as in
earlier days. In both services, a choral Amen ended the service.450
The Danzig book demonstrated the spirit of the age by providing a variety of forms
which would appeal to man’s rationalistic spirit and his desire to translate what is
above nature and reason in terms both natural and reasonable to intelligent men and
women in order that this rationally expressed Christianity might be seen to be the
perfectly reasonable expression of one’s view of both of the present world and of eternity. The contrast to earlier liturgies becomes clear when the multiplicity of modern
forms is compared with earlier forms of liturgical expression. The need to try to make
Christianity clear and reasonable made it necessary to pile word upon word, sentence
upon sentence, and thought upon thought. At the same time, whatever from the past
could not be adequately unfolded and explained in accordance with human reason
came to be understood as irrational superstition and perhaps even as idolatry. By way
of example, the exorcism in Baptism must be eliminated because it could neither be
improved nor explained away in simple, rationalistic terms. The old principle of allowing such ceremonies as extol the gospel must now give way before the impulse to
extol human reason. So it was that liturgies came to be stripped bare of symbolism,
and what was previously put into flesh was now turned into words.

4 . 6 L itu r g ical A cco mmo d ati o ns in t h e Prov in c e of
S a x on y

4.6.1 Neol ogic al In fluen c es in Mü h lh a u s e n
By the end of the century, the goal of worship in Mühlhausen had been newly
articulated. The spokesman for it was Georg Friedrich Seiler. The shadow of his
Enlightenment theology was cast across vast areas of Germany, not least in Saxony and Prussia. The pastors in Mühlhausen found his views very congenial and
enthusiastically laid Duke Heinrich’s agenda on the sacristy shelf and replaced it
with the newer, improved, and enlightened services which Seiler included in his
Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare der evangelischen Kirchen.451
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In Mühlhausen, the pastors built on
Seiler’s principles to create their own improved liturgical forms and to rewrite
old hymns and encourage the congregations to add new hymns which reflected
the spirit of the age. A report of their efforts appeared in volume one of Heinrich Philipp Conrad Henke’s Religionsannalen (Annals of Religion), published in
1802, in an article, entitled: Merkwürdige
liturgische Verbesserungen in der freyen
Reichsstadt Mühlhausen (Extraordinary Liturgical Improvements in the Free City of
Mühlhausen). Henke could hardly contain his enthusiasm over the results of the
recent August 30, 1801, synod in Mühlhausen. Even before the official meeting
of the synod, Superintendent Hermann
Christoph Gottfried Demme gathered
Heinrich Philipp Conrad Henke
the clergy to discuss the improvement of
(Wikimedia Commons).
church and school affairs. He announced
that in cooperation with the city chaplain, a new hymnal had been prepared,
and the time had come to move forward. The annual synod must now abandon
its previous practice of dealing with theological questions in the Latin language
and of using as dogmatic sources the writings of Johann Albrecht Bengel, Johann
Andreas Quenstedt, and other great luminaries of the past. Now the time had
come to deal with important and difficult passages of the New Testament on the
basis of the new learning. As far as the liturgy was concerned, this meant that
important changes were in order. He presented his proposals for discussion by
the clergy. The discussions continued even after the synod had expressed full
agreement with his proposals. It was agreed that now the proposals should be
presented to the city magistrates for their approval. Henke wrote that fortunately
the magistrates were men of the Enlightenment who were eager to breathe deeply
the fresh air of modern thought and pure religiosity.452
Demme proposed that the celebration of the Lord’s Supper, which he described as
“the celebration of the remembrance meal of Jesus” (“Der Feyer des Gedächtnissmahles
Jesu”), should not itself be an object of inquiry. He was more concerned with normal
452
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public divine service and the need that it conforms more and more to the pattern of
the early church. Concerning preparation for the Lord’s Supper, he was content to
declare that it was not reasonable to expect that people of the present age should be
able to fit attendance at a special service of confessional Vespers on Saturday evening
or a special preparatory service on Sunday morning into their already busy schedules.
It would be more appropriate, he suggested, that a short confession be added to the
service itself after the “offertory verse” (“Create in me a clean heart, O God”).
His further suggestion was that there ought to be far greater latitude in the
selection of readings from the Scripture in divine services over and above those
listed in the pericope book. The pastors also showed concern about various intrusions in the pulpit office which only served to lessen the spirit of devotion
created by the sermon. This was interrupted when announcements concerning
intercessions, births, deaths, and other such matters and the taking of the offering
immediately after the pulpit office were allowed to interfere.
The clergy also suggested that an entirely new order of chief divine service be
adopted which would begin with a hymn, after which the pastor would sing something or say a short prayer at the altar or, perhaps, from the lectern in the two largest
churches. This would then be followed by a second hymn or special music and a reading from the Bible and then the sermon hymn. The pulpit office ought to begin with
the prayer of the church, that is, the intercessions, and this would be followed by the
usual silent prayer and the sermon text. Then the sermon itself would follow, and at
its conclusion, a short hymn or stanza while the freewill offering was gathered. They
claimed that in this way the level of the devotional spirit would remain elevated. During this hymn, the pastor would go to the altar and turn to the people for the blessing.
Only then would he go to the lectern to make the necessary public notices and announcements of births and deaths and whatever else needed to be announced. Last of
all, the service would close with the Lord’s Prayer, prayed aloud.
The clergy proposed that a three year series of Bible readings be inaugurated. In
the first year, the morning sermon would deal with the gospels and afternoon service
with the epistle. In the second year, this would be reversed: epistle in the morning and
the gospel in the afternoon. In the third year, the preacher would choose his own texts
for the morning sermon, and the afternoon sermon would be devoted to the catechism. In addition, a list of suggested texts would be prepared to make their selection
for sermons on Harvest Festival, days of thanksgiving, and other special occasions.453
What was proposed and adopted really left little of the traditional service.
Already since Pietist times, the term “sermon” had come to be referred to the
divine service. Now the divine service was much simplified and little was left but
hymns, sermon, and prayers, and of course, the all-important collection of alms.
453
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4.6.2 T he 1812 Agen da for th e Prov in ce of S a x on y
The philosophical and theological
climate of the later decades of the eighteenth century prompted some progressive Saxon clergy to look for divine services which espoused the new rationalistic
worldview. The official liturgical handbook in Electoral Saxony still remained
Duke Heinrich’s 1540 agenda. By the
seventeenth century, the book had grown
into the Vollständiges Kirchenbuch (Complete Church Book) which was first printed in 1668 and reprinted again in 1681,
1692, 1697, 1707, 1718, 1731, 1743, 1748,
and 1771.454 The orthodox agenda, however, could hardly be satisfactory to those
of a progressive mindset, but few of the
clergy felt qualified to create their own
Title page of the last edition of orthodox
handbooks, and the Saxon High ConsisDuke Heinrich’s Saxon agenda, 1771.
tory in Dresden did not encourage such
efforts.
The pioneer, who first took it in hand to produce a neological liturgy in Saxony, was Georg Joachim Zollikofer, minister at the Reformed Church in Leipzig.
In 1777, he published in Leipzig his Anreden und Gebete, zum Gebrauche bey dem
gemeinschaftlichen, und dem häuslichen Gottesdienste.455 A new printing under the
same title came off the press in Leipzig in 1795.
A number of progressively-thinking pastors were using modified agendas imported from other territories, and there were before them a wide selection from
which to choose. Among the most prominent imported liturgies were the works
of Georg Friedrich Seiler of Erlangen. His pioneering 1782 handbook was entitled:
Versuch einer christlich-evangelischen Liturgie. A new edition appeared in 1785.456
This was the most influential new liturgical work of the period. It was superseded in 1787 by a new work, entitled: Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare
der evangelischen Kirchen. Seiler soon added new sections, and his multi-volume
work went through several editions between 1787-1804.457 Another neological
454
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handbook used in Saxon congregations was the Electoral Palatinate agenda of
1783, published in Heidelberg with the title: Ordnung Gebete und Handlungen bey
dem öffentlichen Gottesdienste der evangelischlutherischen Gemeinen in Kurpfalz. A
second edition came off the presses in Heidelberg in 1786.458 Yet another popular rationalist agenda in use in Saxon congregations was Adler’s 1797 SchleswigHolsteinische Kirchen-Agende.459 The agenda was reprinted in Leipzig in 1817 and
1824.
Further possibilities for forward-thinking pastors in Saxony came off the presses in 1802 with the publication of Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch’s Allgemeine Liturgie.
Additional parts of it were published in 1805 and 1809.460 Also available for the use
of rationally-minded pastors were the formularies written by Karl Gottlob Sonntag,
a prominent member of the Livonian High Consistory. His Formulare, Reden und
Ansichten bei Amtshandlungen was first published in 1802 in Riga. The second part,
also published in Riga, appeared later that same year. A third volume appeared in
1807, again printed in Riga. The three volumes were collected into two volumes
and published in Riga in 1818 under the title: Formulare, Reden und Ansichten bei
Amtshandlungen, von Dr. Karl Gottlob Sonntag, Livländischem General-Superintendenten und Ober-Consistoriums-Präses. Neu geordnete und verbesserte Auflage.461
A late addition to the list of the rationalist agendas imported from the other
lands and introduced in Saxony was the work of Gabriel Christoph Benjamin
Busch, superintendent of the Lutheran Church in Schwarzburg. His work appeared as Kirchen-Agende für die Herrschaft Arnstadt, oder Gebete zur öffentlichen
Gottesverehrung und Formulare zu den feyerlichen Religionshandlungen (Church Agenda for the Lordship of Arnstadt or Prayers for Public Divine Worship and Formularies
for Solemn Religious Ministrations), printed in 1818 in Arnstadt. A second edition,
entitled: Agende für evangelische Kirchen, besorgt von Gabriel Christoph Benjamin
Busch, Consistorial-Rathe, Superintendenten und Ober-Pfarrer in Arnstadt (Agenda for
Evangelical Churches, Undertaken by Gabriel Christoph Benjamin Busch, Member of the
Consistory, Superintendent and Senior Pastor in Arnstadt), was published in 1821.462
The official response of the Saxon Church to this proliferation of rationalist
orders came in 1812 with the issuance of a two-volume work: Kirchenbuch für
den evangelischen Gottesdienst der Königlich Sächsischen Lande, auf allerhöchsten Befehl
herausgegeben (Church Book for Evangelical Divine Service in the Territory of the Kingdom of Saxony, Issued by the Order of Highest Authority). It was published in Dresden by the printing concern of the royal court. The first volume contained the
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pericopes for Sundays, festal and apostles’ days, as well as harmonized histories of the passion, the resurrection, and
ascension of Jesus along with the history
of the destruction of the city of Jerusalem.
An introductory preface was included in
the opening pages of volume two. The
book consisted of intonations and collects, the pastoral acts of confession and
absolution, Baptism, confirmation, the
congregational celebration of the Lord’s
Supper, the Communion of the sick, and
marriage. The preface stated that this
agenda was to take the place of the Saxon
agenda of Duke Heinrich and was to be
used everywhere and by all beginning on
Title page of the 1812 Saxon agenda.
January 1, 1813. Pastors were warned that
they were not to alter its forms, excepting
for urgent cause, although some alterations might be allowed in the confirmation
of catechumens and the Communion of the sick. It also ordered that in every case
the admonition before communion was to be used in place of the earlier admonition to prayer.463
Concerned pastors would still need to make use of Duke Heinrich’s agenda
since the new volume provided no forms for the Sunday Mass, Matins, and Vespers. Nowhere in the agenda were these services ever mentioned. Therefore pastors would need to either construct their own ad hoc orders for these occasions or
fall back on the traditions established in the old Duke Heinrich’s agenda or wait
for additional consistorial directives concerning these services.
The editors and supervising authorities might make the claim that the order
for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper simply followed the old pattern, established by Luther and followed by the 1540 agenda, in that it retained the essence
of the rite: Admonition – Our Father – Verba – Communion – Luther’s post-communion collect – the Aaronic Benediction. They could also claim that they had
greatly enriched the tradition by providing numerous post-communion thanksgivings. However, nothing was left of Luther’s admonition or paraphrase or the
old Prefaces, used on the high feasts or the hymns traditionally associated with
Communion, such as “Isaiah, Mighty Seer” (“Jesaia, dem Propheten”), Agnus Dei,
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“Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior” (“Jesus Christus, unser Heiland”), “O Lord, We
Praise Thee” (“Gott sei gelobet und gebenedeiet”), et al.464
The order found its center in man and his grateful response to God’s goodness
as was expressed most clearly in the admonition which spoke of how the members
of the congregation gratefully remember the sacrifice of Christ and now offered
the sacrifice of their faith, love, and thanksgiving in response to God’s doings.
Christ’s body and blood were mentioned once as means by which man’s body
and soul are sanctified and strengthened in faith to mortify sin and to live and
die in faith of the Son of God. It stated that the benefit of celebrating this Lord’s
Supper was that it brought new certainty of God’s love, new comfort of grace
and forgiveness of sins, new strength in faith, new power for sanctification, new
courage in the face of suffering, and new hope for the reception of eternal life. The
editors made use of words which Lutherans usually associated with the Lord’s
Supper but which now were tied to the act of celebration rather than the receiving
of the body and the blood. Indeed, no connection was firmly established between
the bread and cup and the body and blood. What was thought to be central was
the communal celebration and its effects. Perhaps as a sop to traditionalists was
the inclusion in the appendix of the chant tones for the Verba, found with the sign
of the cross at the words “body” and “blood.” Also the words of the distribution
formula remained unaltered. Unexplained was the transposition of “Vater unser”
to “Unser Vater” in the Communion of the sick. Lutheran pastors and parishioners
might well look upon this as a Reformed peculiarity.
The spirit of the age was even more clearly revealed in the baptismal rites. Five
alternatives were offered in which only the first one was tolerably traditional in its
theology. Here too, the exorcism was dropped, but the candidate was still signed
with the cross on his forehead and breast “…in remembrance that Christ died for
you on the cross…” Again, “Unser Vater” was substituted for “Vater unser.” The
traditional post-baptismal blessing, which spoke of Baptism as the washing of
regeneration by water and the Spirit and the bestowal of the forgiveness of sins,
was dropped, and the order closed with the words: “The Lord bless your coming
in and your going out henceforth and forever.”465
It was with this agenda on their altars that the Saxon congregations entered the
Prussian province of Saxony, formed in 1815 out of 40 percent of the Kingdom of
Saxony, including historically significant Wittenberg, home of the Lutheran Reformation. The omission of any order for the chief divine service for congregations in
the remainder of the Kingdom of Saxony was corrected by its issuance in 1842.466
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5 . N o n - P r u ss i an N E O L OGI C A L L i t u r g i es
i n P r u ss i a
Most Enlightenment-era agendas were produced by their writers for use in a
particular geographical area, but their use quickly spread across territorial lines.
Some agendas of this sort were prepared by Prussian clergy, and pastors of other
territorial churches obtained them and began to make use of them. So too, liturgies produced outside Prussia came to rest on Prussian altars.
The old regulations obligating the clergy to use official agendas and them alone
still were in effect, but rationally-minded clergy often disregarded those provisions. The old agendas still rested on the altars but there they gathered dust. The
rationalists did characterize the words and forms of the old agendas as archaic,
boring, and indeed soporific. They found nothing in the old rites to excite the spirit
of modern man or to lift his eyes and thoughts to the vision of rational world order
and faith. What was needed and not provided in the old books were admonitions
and prayers which stirred the feelings and warmed the heart and created the sort of
thoughtful, anti-superstitious atmosphere which modern philosophy sought.
Modern pastors simply could not be satisfied with outdated agendas. Few of
them felt qualified to create their own, and those who did do so usually kept quiet
about it. What they produced they used themselves, and they might even share a
manuscript copy with another pastor or two, but few indeed would ever dare to
send their work to a printer and put it on the market for mass distribution. However, a few neological and rationalist agendas of immense influence did appear
and were widely used.

5 . 1 Pi on ee ri ng E nl i g hte nme nt Agen da
of G eor g Jo achi m Z o l l i ko fe r
The first “improved” agenda to be widely distributed in Prussia was that of
Georg Joachim Zollikofer, Reformed minister in Leipzig. His 1777 Anreden und Gebete, zum Gebrauche bey dem gemeinschaftlichen, und auch dem häuslichen Gottesdienste (Addresses and Prayers for Use in Congregational and Household Divine Services),
published by Weidmann in Leipzig, was eagerly grasped by enlightened clergy
of both the Reformed and Lutheran churches not only in Leipzig but throughout
the German-speaking territories. Zollikofer’s book was a phenomenon.
Zollikofer would come to be known as the pioneer of neological liturgies. His
work was the first rationally modified agenda published in the German-speaking lands. He was concerned that the liturgy should be put in the service of the
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advancement of this new Christianity on
the parish level. What was needed was a
wider variety and diversity in words and
prayers. There must be more emphasis on
significance, absolute accuracy, freedom
of thought and expression, emotionalism, and genuine warmth – all of it to lift
the souls and to warm the hearts of the
worshipers. As he stated in his preface,
the simple constant repetition of the same
old formulas and prayers was deadening
to devotion and destructive to the thinking process. They must now be cast aside.
One must put an end to the superstitious
parrot-like repetition of the Our Father
and set out on new paths. The prayers of
the liturgy must be clear in thought and
expression – not like many traditional
prayers which only the theologians could
Georg Joachim Zollikofer. Engraving
understand, and sometimes even they
by Johann Friedrich Bause, 1778
could not understand them. Spirits duly
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
uplifted and hearts warmed by words
and prayers could then be put in the service of virtue. Warmth and light would be bound together by “nature and Christendom,” so that God would be worshiped with understanding in Spirit and in
truth. This new understanding of worship, Zollikofer said, needed to be set into
practice not only in the church but also in the Christian home and in the private
devotions of families and single individuals. This meant that the old prayers had
to be replaced by shorter and more meaningful prayers since many of the old
prayers were entirely too long and unclear.467
Zollikofer noted that although he had made use of some prayers and formulas
from the old Geneva agenda, as well as some of the thoughts of the Welshman,
David Williams, most of what appeared in his work was his own creation and
was meant to avoid any suspicion that it was for use by only one religious party
or confession. He wanted it to be understood that his work was impartial (Germ.
Unparteiisch), the culmination of many decades of personal effort. He meant it to
be helpful to all those who were concerned for the improvement of the church’s
worship in this new age.468
467
468
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Zollikofer provided a variety of Sunday morning worship experiences for the
congregations, thematically arranged around devotion to God and especially his
omniscience, omnipotence, wisdom, and goodness, as well as thanksgiving for
divine actions, prayers for a virtuous Christian mentality and way of life, thanksgiving for the forgiveness of sins and the prospect of improvement, joy concerning God’s providence, etc. The form of these Sunday services began with a word
of invocation and a lengthy address on the particular theme of the day. Then,
after a reading from Scripture, there followed a general prayer on the theme of
the day, and in some cases, intercessions. Every service had a specific purpose
and was meant to arouse devotion in the worshipers of a particular point.
The celebration of Holy Communion was also included. It began with a special
service on the day before Communion. This service had as its theme the purpose
of the Communion and the significance of participation, and it included addresses on self-examination, worthy and unworthy participation, the significance of
the Lord’s Supper as a confession of Christendom, the joyful use of the Supper,
man’s understating of the difference between Communion days and other days,
and closing thoughts on the last Communion of the year.
On the day of Communion itself, the service began with a recitation of the
historical circumstances of the First Supper as recorded in 1 Corinthians 11 beginning at verse 21. This was followed by an admonition concerning the proper way
to remember Jesus by thoughtfully considering his comforting holy teachings,
his blameless and worthy life, his sufferings and his salvation-bestowing death.
The admonition included a mild form of the old Calvinist “fencing of the table,”
reminding his hearers that Christians were to remember all this not only with
their lips but in their lives by giving up all wrong uses of the tongue, all disobedience to authorities, all anger and hatred, and all desire for revenge. These must
all be cast aside and give place to repentance. Those who would come to the table
must examine themselves to see if they meet muster, to see what is the measure of
their faith, their virtue, and their righteousness. This was followed by a prayer of
praise and an invitation to the congregation to come to the table devotedly with
faith and thanksgiving in sincere hearts. They were not to give attention to the
outward signs of the Supper or look for Christ hidden in the outward signs but
rather to lift up their spirits to heaven where Christ is seated at the right hand of
the Father from whence he will come in the last days to judge the world and to
give to those who believe in him a share in the glory which the Father gave him.
Seventeen phrases, most of them including both a Bible word and its proper interpretation, were provided to be spoken during the distribution to arouse devotion
among the communicants. The first of these were Pauline words from 1 Corinth-
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ians 10 which the Reformed traditionally
associated with the fractio panis.469 The
distribution was followed by an admonition and prayer of thanksgiving and a
benediction:
“God strengthen you in a good Christian mind and grant you to be fruitful in
good works. The joy of the Lord should
give you strength for virtue, the hope
of blessed immortality, and comfort in
suffering. The grace of God, the love of
Jesus, and the power of his Spirit be with
you all. Go forth in peace, and let your
charity serve as a good example to your
poor and destitute brethren.”470
Zollikofer’s Holy Communion service
was so different from any traditional Lutheran Lord’s Supper liturgy that it would
seem impossible that Lutheran clergy could
make any use of it. But some of them did so
Title page of 1777 Anreden und Gebete by
by publishing either excerpts from prayers
Georg Joachim Zollikofer.
and exhortations or abridged forms of the
Lord’s Supper, confirmation, or marriage.471
The doctrine of the corporeal presence of Christ in the elements was dismissed by the
neologists and rationalists, and they found it possible to fit Zollikofer’s words into the
Lutheran pattern of worship. It would be difficult to draw any clear line of distinction
between enlightened Reformed and Lutheran liturgiologists, for they were neologists
or rationalists before all else. What was important was that one be a Christian in the
new sense, a morally upright member of the community. So it was that some Lutheran
liturgiologists managed to insert Zollikofer’s material in their own published liturgical
writings. They regarded him as a great scholar serving in the same cause with them,
promoting a new and proper understanding of the religion of Jesus.
In 1795, a new edition of Zollikofer’s handbook appeared. It was a copy of the
1777 edition, published in Leipzig under the same title by Weidmann.472
469
470
471
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Excerpts of Zollikofer’s Holy Communion formulary (Zollikofer 1777, 217-218) in Seiler
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5 . 2 T h e Li tu rgi cal Wri ti ngs of Georg Friedric h Seiler
The first and most significant Lutheran liturgist to produce numerous liturgical works in the service of an enlightened
Christianity was Georg Friedrich Seiler.
His liturgical writings were of immense
influence beyond the borders of his native Bavaria, and his liturgies were used
in many Prussian parishes.
Seiler, a high ranking theologian, was
made a member of the Erlangen consistory in 1775. By that time, he was already
a full-blown neologist who had set for
himself the task of bringing Christianity
into line with human reason. He was determined to show how teachings, which
traditional Christianity thought to be revealed from heaven, could be understood
to be quite reasonable. In writings, such as
Ueber die Gottheit Christi beides für Gläubige
und Zweifler (Concerning the Divinity of
Christ for Both Believers and Doubters),
Georg Friedrich Seiler.
1775, he articulated his position. He made
Engraving by Christian Gottlieb Geyser
use of the notion of the divinity of Christ
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
to attract believers, as well as doubters, to
his enlightened theology.473 His Versuch
einer christlich-evangelischen Liturgie (Attempt at a Christian-Evangelical Liturgy) was
his first attempt to develop an acceptable Christian neological liturgy. It appeared
in 1782, published in Erlangen by Johann Jacob Palm, the university bookseller. A
second edition appeared in 1785.474 Seiler gave the outward impression of being
a straightforward Lutheran theologian who praised the doctrine of Christ’s atoning sacrifice and who simply wanted to describe the faith in terms which modern
man could find congenial. He sought to give the impression that he was simply
following the same traditional path as had been followed in Veit Dietrich’s Nürnberg agenda of 1543 and its 1717 Bayreuth edition.475
473
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His 1782/85 Versuch included two
forms for the Lord’s Supper both of
which followed the same pattern: Admonition – Hymn based on the Agnus
Dei – Prayer – Our Father – Verba – Selected post-communion versicles – Prayer of
thanksgiving – Benediction based on the
Aaronic Benediction.
Seiler stated in his admonition in the
first Communion formula that the Lord’s
Supper was to be looked upon as a meal
of remembrance through which the death
of Christ for sin was recalled in such a way
that faith would be reassured. This meal
of thanksgiving was one in which those
who came, received consecrated bread and
wine in remembrance of their Redeemer
and his tremendous sacrifice for sin. He
reminded communicants that according to
St Paul, worthy communion requires selfexamination, for those who came without
Title page of 1785 Versuch einer christlicha determination to obey God in all matters
evangelischen Liturgie by Georg Friedrich
and follow the example of Christ were unSeiler.
faithful and hypocritical. He described this
holy banquet as spiritual food uniting communicants into one body. No mention was made of the sacramental relationship of
the bread and wine to the body and blood of Christ. Those who came to Communion
were those who had been baptized into one body, and here they drank of one spirit.
They must therefore heartily forgive all who had offended them and make known
their love for all men so that as members of one body they might remain in Jesus.
This was to be followed by a hymn based on the Agnus Dei:
“O benevolent Father, who gave your Son for us, have mercy on us!
Christ, Lamb of God, who bore the sin of the world, have mercy on us!
Christ, Son of God, who gave us your Spirit, grant us your peace!”476
Traditionally, the Agnus Dei is placed immediately after the Verba and is sung
to Christ corporeally present in the elements. Seiler establishes no close connection between the bread and cup and the body and blood, and the Agnus Dei becomes a song addressed to the Father and the Son.
476
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Then followed a prayer of thanksgiving which was introduced with the words:
“Let us proclaim the death of the Lord until he comes:
Gracious and merciful God, who loved us before the foundations of the world
were laid! We praise and bless you for all the good which you have bestowed
upon us through the sufferings and death of your dear Son Jesus Christ. We give
thanks for the abundant consolation of the forgiveness of sins which you have bestowed on us in the gospel and for the certain hope of the resurrection and eternal
salvation which you have sealed by the death and bringing to life again of Jesus
Christ. How fortunate we are that we know you, that we are able to exalt you and
revere you through Christ as our Father. To you be praise, O Father, for your eternal mercy! To you be praise, Lord Jesus Christ, for all the many sufferings which
you endured for us, for the great shame, the extensive pain, and the anguish of
death and the sufferings which you endured, and for all the love by which you
offered yourself on the cross for us sinners. O unite yourself now with our souls
for eternity that we may abide in you and you in us, so that we may die a blessed
death in your love and come to that place where you dwell! Amen. So be it!”477
The liturgist was then to pray the Our Father and to speak the Words of Institution. No directives for communion were given, and no distribution formula
was provided. The post-communion thanksgiving was preceded by a dialogue:
Liturgist: “O, give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good.”
Choir and congregation: “And his mercy endures forever.”
Liturgist: “Holy, holy, holy is our God, the Lord of all worlds.”
Choir and congregation: “All the earth is filled with his glory.”
“We praise you, O God, heavenly Father, and glorify you and give you thanks
for this heavenly food and for the comfort with which you have quickened our
souls. Keep us in your truth, fortify our faith, multiply our love toward you and
Christ our Lord. Mark it deeply in our souls that he died for all that we may live
not for ourselves but for you, O Father, and for the life which was given into
death for us. May his example arouse us to all good things; let us be directed by
your Spirit and your mind. By this, all shall know that we are his disciples and
that we lift up our brothers. Multiply in us these dispositions! Strengthen us with
your almighty power to be zealous in all virtuous acts. Sanctify us through and
through that our spirit, soul, and body may be preserved completely blameless
until the day of Jesus Christ. Amen.
The service closed with a blessing based loosely on the Aaronic Benediction:
“The Lord bless you and keep you;
The Lord, who through his death has taken away the penalty of your sins, be
gracious to you;
477
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The Lord, who sanctifies your soul, grant you his blessing and peace!”478
The second form in his 1782/85 Versuch also began with an admonition in
which the Supper was described as a grace-filled meal in which the death of the
Savior and Mediator is remembered and the most intimate connection with him
and all true Christians is accomplished. It was for this reason that communicants
must remember the words of Paul to examine themselves and then eat this bread
and drink this cup. When the communicants do this, they will discover that they
have never completely fulfilled the commands of God, but they have sinned in
word and deed and have deserved eternal punishment. God, however, has had
mercy on them, and from his boundless love, he sent his Son to be their Redeemer
that through his bitter sufferings the penalty for their sins might be taken away.
For the remembrance of his love, and in order to create a steadfast certainty of
the grace of God, he established this Supper so that they might know that Jesus
was sent by God to bear the penalty for their sins by his death, and that he is the
victim who by the offering of himself and the shedding of his blood gives eternal
forgiveness of sins. Therefore, those who eat this blessed bread and drink this
cup should believe that Jesus earned for them the forgiveness of sins, and they
should determine that they will obediently follow in the footsteps of their Savior
and abide in him and he in them united in such a way that with all the faithful
they are made one body in hope and love, a body of which Jesus is the head. St
Paul reminded his hearers that they had been made one body because they were
all partaking of one body, therefore those who receive this heavenly gift from the
altar must forgive their neighbors from the heart and offer to all a pure brotherly
love in the obedience of one mind and in obedience to their Lord and Savior. They
should be animated by the spirit of love, preserved to them through the grace of
God unto eternal life.
Prayer after the hymn, “O Thou, dearest Father” (“O du gütigster Vater!”):
“Let us proclaim the death of the Lord until he comes.
Blessed are you, most benevolent Father, that according to your boundless
love you gave your only-begotten Son to be Savior and Redeemer from the punishment and dominion of sin! Blessed are you, O divine Mediator, Lord Jesus,
that you have so graciously received us and done so much for us during your life
and endured so much for us in your final hours. We remember with thankful and
stirred hearts all the shame and pain, which for the sake of love for us, you took
upon yourself. As a patient Lamb, you went to the slaughter, and you were put to
torment and death among the offenders on the cross so that we are rescued from
eternal torment. For all the faithfulness and mercy, which you have granted us,
we exalt you. Receive us as an offering and as your own possession. Revive us
478
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now through your power for all good, assure us of the complete forgiveness of
sins, and strengthen and preserve us to eternal life. Amen.”479
This prayer, which included the element of anamnesis (“We remember…”),
was replaced in 1785 with the new one, entirely related to the Lord’s Supper and
its worthy reception:
“Gracious God and Father! You loved us from eternity and sent your Son to
be the propitiation for our sins; strengthen and cleanse our souls by faith in him;
grant that we be worthy of the communion of his body and blood so that we could
partake this sacred meal not to judgment but to blessing. Create a pure heart in all
of us! Give us a new, well-grounded consciousness so that dear promise of Christ
be fulfilled unto us: ‘Whoever eats my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life,
and I will raise him up at the last day.’ So unite forever yourself with our souls, O
Lord Jesus! Revive us through your power for all good, assure us of the complete
forgiveness of sins, strengthen and preserve us to eternal life. Amen.”480
The Our Father, Words of Institution, and the distribution were followed by
the same post-communion dialogue, as found in the first service. Then came the
prayer of praise:
“As often as you eat this bread and drink this cup, you proclaim the Lord’s
death until He comes!
We praise you, eternal Father, that you have united us most perfectly with your
Son. We worship you, O Lord Jesus Christ, that through your bloody death you
have brought us the forgiveness of sins and through this glorious Supper of your
body and blood the assurance of eternal salvation! Your name is glorified in all the
world, and all that is in heaven, on earth, and under the earth confess you that you
are Lord of all to the glory of God the Father. Jesus, who died for us, is worthy to
receive praise, honor, glory, and thanksgiving from now to eternity! Amen.”481
The service closed with the same benediction as found in the first 1782/85
service.
Seiler’s 1782/85 Versuch was meant primarily for use in the evangelical military congregation in Prague. It was, in fact, the first official Lutheran Enlightenment agenda.482
Seiler continued his research and subsequently published a number of other
liturgical formularies beginning in 1784, when he published the first volume of
his Liturgisches Magazin in which he included a third form for the Lord’s Supper.
In 1787, he published part one, division one (I/1) of his Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare der evangelischen Kirchen (General Collection of Liturgical Forms of
479
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the Evangelical Churches) with six liturgical forms for the Lord’s Supper. Division
two of part one (I/2), Gebete auf Sonn- und
Festtage (Prayers for Sundays and Feast
Days), appeared later that year. Division
three of part one (I/3) appeared in 1788.
In 1787, an Erbauliche Betrachtungen über
die Leidensgeschichte Jesu (Edifying Reflections on the History of the Passion of Jesus)
appeared as a second part (II) of the Allgemeine Sammlung. A second edition of the
Allgemeine Sammlung appeared in print in
1797-1799. It was simply a reprint of the
original.
Among the six formularies in the original 1787 Allgemeine Sammlung edition
(I/1), Seiler included two forms from
1782/85 Versuch. Four others were new,
Title page of 1787 Allgemeine Sammlung
the third among which was a formula of
liturgischer Formulare by Georg Friedrich
Seiler.
Seiler’s own composition.
In the admonition of his third service for the Lord’s Supper, based on the
admonition in the 1533 Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order,483 Seiler referred
again to the Lord’s Supper as a solemn banquet, observed in memory of the love
and the bloody death which Jesus Christ had undergone. This, he stated, was
worthy of thanksgiving and praise because of the inexhaustible riches of God’s
kindness that come to men through all that Jesus endured. Through his bloody
death, there is forgiveness of sins; God’s enemies are made to be his friends, and
Jesus is raised to the right hand of God in heaven to give bliss to those who follow him. Seiler referred to the bread as the fellowship of Christ’s body, and the
cup he called the fellowship of his blood. In language that was not usual for the
enlightened, he stated that Jesus gives to communicants his body and blood, that
is to say, he works, lives, and dwells in them in order to strengthen their faith, to
raise their spirits to new power, and to fill their hearts with heavenly joys. Seiler
did not, however, directly relate these blessings to the bread and wine. Those
who unworthily eat, he stated, were those who preferred their own wants and
desires to God’s will and did not intend to follow Christ’s teaching, thoughts,
and example in all things, that is, to love everyone, to serve all alike, and to walk
483
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a holy walk, diligently seeking good works which lead to eternal life. He warned
that all misanthropy must be dispelled by those who would enjoy the benefits
of this Lord’s Supper. Again, in a thought unusual among the neologists, Seiler
invited the communicants to follow Christ’s example and command to consecrate
(Germ. weihen) by prayer the bread and wine for the sacramental meal.
The prayer which followed and which, according to Seiler’s admonition, made
the bread and wine to be a Sacrament was his own paraphrase of the Our Father:
“God, our Father, who art in heaven, glory be to your name in all the world
and honored also among us. May good thoughts, coupled with words and deeds,
awaken us to this meal which is rich in blessing. May your kingdom be ever
increased among men. Let us now also enjoy the precious gifts of peace and joy
richly given in the Holy Spirit. Let your love, shown to us through Christ, incline
us to do your will, as it is done by the angels in heaven. Of your fullness, you
give us our daily bread. O, feed and satisfy our souls also with this heavenly
gift, Jesus Christ, our Lord, whose flesh is the true food and whose blood is the
true drink. You have forgiven all our sins, O Father, through Christ, and now
you send us in the Supper the precious seal and pledge of your grace. We would
gladly also forgive our debtors. Let not we, who are weak, fall into great temptations. Strengthen us through the nourishment of this food for the soul to patiently
endure all sufferings according to the example of Jesus Christ. As with him, let
our temptations win a glorious completion. Deliver us, finally, from all evil and
receive us into your glorious kingdom. Amen.”484
The prayer was followed by the Words of Institution, which, according to
Seiler, also blessed the bread and wine, the Agnus Dei or some other appropriate
hymn stanza, and a prayer of thanksgiving:
“Let us proclaim the death of the Lord until he comes!
Glory, thanks, and praise be to you, Lord Jesus Christ, for all the glorious evidence
of your boundless love toward us, sinners. In your deep humiliation, you expended so
much work and effort for us. In your last hours, you endured for us such great anguish
and pain that we are too frail to give you such thanksgiving as is completely worthy.
With willing serenity, you went to that place where your bloody crucifixion awaited
you. For us, you submitted to excruciating agony in Gethsemane, endured slander
and lies with great composure, as well as evil judgments and the most ignominious
torture to death on the cross. O divine Mediator, a truest friend of our souls, how much
you suffered in order to free us from the penalty of sin. How incomprehensibly great
was your brotherly love; how admirable was your zeal to save us! O, praise him, you
Christians, laud him, proclaim his meritorious death with joyful hearts and thankful
lips. Behold, the Lamb of God, who takes away the sins of the world! It is he who died
484
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for us all! God was in Christ reconciling the world to himself! The Lamb, who was
slain, is worthy to receive honor, praise, worship, and glory forever and ever. Oh! let
your agony be to us both salvation and life! Bind yourself to us now in this holy meal
forever and ever. Strengthen our souls in your almighty power and make us capable
to praise you with a holy way of life!”
The congregation was then to sing two hymn stanzas, based loosely on the
third and fifth stanzas of Johann Franck’s “Deck Thyself, My Soul, with Gladness.” Seiler spiritualized the content and made the communicant the actor, deriving benefit in the Lord’s Supper from his thoughts and activity. The distribution was followed by a traditional versicle and response (“O give thanks unto the
Lord,” etc.) and a prayer of thanksgiving:
“We thank you, Lord God, heavenly Father, that through Christ, your Son,
you have given a remembrance of your love and once again delighted us with
the deepest pledge of eternal life. We thank you and praise you, O beloved Lord
Jesus, that through your great, eternal goodness you have united yourself with us
so truly and gladdened and strengthened our souls. O preserve us, Spirit of grace,
in this holy fellowship; fill us with joyful hope and readiness to fulfill the commandments of our heavenly Father that with sincere minds we may display true
brotherly love toward others, keep ourselves unspotted from the sinful world,
and praise you with a holy way of life. Yes, blessed be God! He has done great
things in us! We are glad! Praise the Lord all his beloved, praise and laud him all
peoples, for his grace and love abide forever! Alleluia.”485
The service ended with a blessing based loosely on the Aaronic Benediction.
In 1801, Seiler began publication of the third part of his Allgemeine Sammlung.
In 1804, it was followed by divisions two and three. Division two (III/2) included
liturgical formularies for the Lord’s Supper. No less than seventeen such formulas, assembled from various agendas and edited by Seiler, were included. Among
them was a fourth Communion formulary prepared by Seiler himself.
The service includes an admonition which described the Supper as a “communal meal,” instituted by Jesus for his disciples and friends to be observed in his
remembrance. To this end, he created this Supper to establish a New Covenant
founded in his blood, shed for the forgiveness of sins. Through this Covenant, all
nations are to be united to form a single fellowship of true worshipers, centered
around a Mediator between God and man who gave himself for all. God wills that
all men be saved and come to the knowledge of the truth, be sanctified in their
souls, amend their lives, and receive eternal salvation. In the days of old, God
had given the Israelites many promises of blessing and good fortune, but greater
than all of these were the promises given to those who worship God according
485
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to the teachings of Jesus. One of the most important of these teachings lies in the
words, “This is my blood, shed for the forgiveness of sins.” In surety of this, he
who died for men was raised on the third day to convince all of this truth. He rose
into heaven and sent to his followers the gifts of the Spirit, gave them courage and
power to proclaim to all peoples that there is only one God, the Creator of the universe, the Father of all, and to protect in all the world God’s church which he had
founded. All this happened in fulfillment of the great promises of God, the seal
of the Covenant established through his blood. Through him, God reconciled the
world to himself, and he has dominion over sin; he has defeated the fear of death
and brought life and immortality to light. Through Jesus, God showed the greatest splendor of his fatherly love and awakened his followers to thanksgiving and
joyful obedience to his commands. Christ was faithful, and those who follow him
are to be faithful unto death and show their faith through acts of virtue. They are
to fulfill his holy will joyfully by reverently suppressing all evil desires, avoiding
every sin, and doing good unto all, even unto their enemies.
The admonition was followed by a short prayer:
“Preserve in us, most holy God, all these most pleasing thoughts. O Jesus,
through your mighty action unite us to yourself and to your glory in this celebratory meal that we may be made stronger to defeat every hardship and carry
joyfully the burden of virtue until we reach the goal where you will give us the
glorious crown of faithfulness and will unite us with you forever! Amen.
The consecration and communion were followed by a prayer of thanksgiving:
“Holy God, all benevolent Father, we thank you, we praise your boundless love
for the joys of the Spirit with which you have quickened us, for the new power and
strength, for noble thoughts and good works which you have granted us. Your image
of sublime virtue, O Jesus, we will always hold before our eyes. Let your Spirit guide
us in all our ways through the dangers of temptation, through times of trial and pain
which still await us. We grasp hold, O Father, to salvation. We trust in you, O God,
who has redeemed us through your Son and has had mercy, and we go forward with
courage to meet the future armed with your word: ‘Fear not, I am with you.’ Yes, be
with us; preserve us in your love both now and forever! Amen.”486
Seiler may be described as a moderate Enlightenment-era theologian, who was not
afraid to employ traditional terminology and liturgical expressions which conservatives would find inoffensive but which were sufficiently vague that rationalists could
put their own meaning to them while maintaining their rationalist point of view. He
maintained the traditional Words of Institution as found in the New Testament and
Luther’s Small Catechism; he also did not eliminate entirely the use of the Agnus Dei
but employed it in such a manner that it was clear that it was not addressed to Christ
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present in the elements on the Altar. He made use of the verb “to consecrate,” but to
him the act of consecration was chiefly an act of setting the bread and wine apart for
a religious purpose. He used language very skillfully and managed also to quote the
Scripture in a way conservative parishioners would find comforting, but the Supper
itself he regarded as a remembrance meal, pure and simple, the benefit of which was
derived for believers by their active remembrance of the passion and death of Christ
rather than by the faithful reception of the elements. In fact, there was in his liturgies
no clear articulation of the doctrine of the real presence of Christ in and under bread
and wine. The horizontal dimension of congregational fellowship in the Supper was
for him a paramount point. The vertical dimension was related to the passion, not the
elements. So too, the forgiveness of sins was not directly connected with the reception
of the Sacrament but by the sacrifice on the cross. All of it was put into the service of
theology which called upon the communicants to be stimulated in their thinking and
awakened in their trust so that they might resolve to live worthy lives of imitation, following the example of Jesus who was sent by the Father for the purpose of bearing the
penalty for man’s sins by his death and providing man an example worthy of imitation. Whereas traditional Lutheranism spoke of unworthiness in connection to the denial of the corporeal presence of Christ in the Sacrament and the imparting of the fruits
of his redemptive work, Seiler offered a very different interpretation of unworthiness.
He declared as unworthy those who ate and drank as infidels and hypocrites, who
refused to be stimulated by the remembrance of Jesus to follow the example he set.
The unworthy were those who were not moved to sincere brotherly love and were not
truly united with those who rightly participated in the Supper as members together
with them in one body. When Seiler spoke of eating of the body and drinking of the
blood, he understood these to be parabolic actions which pointed beyond themselves.
He escaped the traditional connection between the bread and wine and the body and
blood by simply quoting Christ’s Words without explaining them, e. g., “… whoever
eats my flesh and drinks my blood has eternal life and I will raise him up on the last
day.” The closest he came to explaining what this meant was found in the sentence
which followed: “Thus, join yourself, O Lord Jesus, to our souls forever. Let us abide
in all good things by your power and assure us of the complete forgiveness of sins,
strengthen and preserve us to eternal life.” The purpose of the meal was the remembrance and the renewal of the covenant which the Father sent Jesus to proclaim.
The influence of Seiler’s liturgical works continued undiminished through the closing decades of the eighteenth century and the first half of the nineteenth century, and
his liturgical formularies were included in many contemporary agendas. In Bavaria,
his formularies continued to be used until the publication of the Bavarian agenda in
1856.487 The longevity of his work bore witness to its enduring importance.
487
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5 . 3 T h e 1 783 A ge nd a o f the Elec t oral Palat in at e
The evidence of the spread of Enlightenment thinking among the Lutherans in Electoral Palatinate can be found
in the publication of the new agenda in
1783 which was introduced by order of
the Lutheran consistory in Heidelberg.
It was printed in Heidelberg by Johann
Baptist Wiesen under the title: Ordnung
Gebete und Handlungen bey dem öffentlichen
Gottesdienste der evangelischlutherischen
Gemeinen in Kurpfalz, auf Verordnung des
kurpfälzischen Konsistoriums herausgegeben
(Order of Prayers and Ministrations at the
Public Divine Service of the Evangelical Lutheran Congregations in Electoral Palatinate,
Issued by Order of the Consistory of Electoral
Palatinate). A second edition came off the
Title page of 1783 Ordnung Gebete und
press in Heidelberg in 1786.
Handlungen for congregations in the
Credit for its contents belongs to Carl
Electoral Palatinate by Carl Benjamin List.
Benjamin List, a member of the consistory, who was influenced by the works
of Seiler and Zollikofer. His work may be described as a moderate neological
agenda, for it demonstrates a form of Lutheran liturgy which had by this time
come under the influence of the Enlightenment spirit and had adopted some of
its thought patterns and terminology.
List directed that the Lord’s Supper was to be celebrated within the context of
the Sunday divine service on the major church festivals and in Sunday services
at intervals of two, four, or six weeks, depending on the size of the congregation. When the time in the service for Communion had come, the bread and wine
were to be prepared while a congregation sang a hymn. Following the hymn,
the officiating minister was to read a lengthy admonition. This was followed by
a communion prayer, the Our Father, the Words of Institution, an invitation to
commune, and the communion itself with an appropriate distribution formula,
post-communion prayer, benediction, and the final hymn.
It was in his admonition and the communion prayer that List most clearly reveled his theology of the Eucharist, who could participate in it, and what was the
significance of their participation. Unlike most Enlightenment-era liturgies, the
writer actually made reference to the body and blood of the Lord and connected
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it in some manner with the meal being celebrated. Ordinarily, contemporary liturgies were scrupulously careful to avoid any such relationship. The connection
was established in the following words:
“The Lord Jesus has commanded that this Lord’s Supper be kept in remembrance
of him, and by the power of his institution, he has assured us that through the partaking of this blessed bread and wine, the body which he gave into death for us and the
blood which he shed for us, we have our portion in the forgiveness of sins.”488
The connection was loose, but it was exceptional in that it was very uncommon for neological liturgiologists to make any connection at all between the
bread and wine and the body and blood. The central purpose of the Supper was
understood to be to foster and strengthen the remembrance of Jesus, his teachings and promises, his perfect example of virtue, his death and his resurrection.
The death of Jesus was described as the great instrument by which he effected
redemption. According to this familiar pattern, the admonition clearly indicated
who should and who should not dare to participate by coming to the table. Only
Christians who had a proper understanding of the way in which Jesus was to
be remembered should participate; only Christians who by deed and truth were
Christians would be blessed. However, those who did not hold Christian teaching
to be divine truth or confessed it only with their mouths, or who lived scandalous
lives, or who did not believe in Jesus from their heart, or who did not look upon
their sins with earnestness and disgust, and those who had no clear intention to
improve their lives and in every respect to live according to Christian teachings
and the example of their Savior – these must distance themselves from the holy
table, for he who is omniscient would know them to be hypocrites. If after hearing these words there might be some in the congregation resolutely determined
to approach the Lord’s Supper, the pastor would now set down the criteria by
which they were to examine themselves. They must consider whether they acknowledged Jesus to be the Son whom the Father had sent as Lord and Savior.
Had they honored him with a believing and thankful heart, he asked. Were they
willing to be numbered among his disciples? Have they properly bemoaned their
sins, was it their intention to live a life that was in tune with the gospel, turning
aside from all hatred and desire for revenge, and living toward their neighbors?
The list went on at some length.
Following the admonition, the pastor prayed a Communion prayer which was
partially a prayer to God and partially a hortatory admonition to the congregation:
“God of all goodness, merciful Father, who sent us your beloved Son to be
Savior and Redeemer and to instruct us through his teachings, awaken us to virtue through his example, through his death set us free from the penalty of sin, and
488
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through his resurrection give us the certain hope of immortality and imperishable
heavenly joys! We laud and praise you for this immeasurable treasure of blessing
and rejoice before you that now you offer us grace, life, and salvation. We desire
to celebrate the remembrance of your love and the love of your Son. Let us all receive now his Lord’s Supper with devout eagerness and thanksgiving to the salvation of our souls. Seal in our hearts the deepest trust in the forgiveness of sins;
unite us to yourself now and ever through Christ that no love of the world, no
inclination toward sin, no fear or hope, nor anything else may separate us from
you. To you, our reconciled God and Father, we commit ourselves completely as
a living, holy, and pleasing sacrifice. To you, our Reconciler, Lord Jesus, do we
live, to you do we die. We are yours because you have purchased us with your
blood. Grant that we may love you with all our hearts and love one another even
as you have loved us. Amen.”
The Words of Institution were introduced in such a manner as to make it clear
that they were being read to establish the historical context of the Supper. “Hear
now with devote hearts and true faith the institution of the Lord’s Supper as written by the Evangelists Matthew, Mark, and Luke and the Apostle Paul.”
The administration of the Sacrament was preceded by an invitation: “Those
who have prepared themselves worthily, may now with devotion, reverence,
faith, and thankfulness draw near to this holy table.”
The “blessed bread” was administered with the words: “Our Lord Jesus said,
take and eat, this is my body, given into death for your sins,” and at the administration of the “blessed wine:” “Our Lord Jesus said, take and drink, this is my
blood, shed for your sins.”
In the prayer after communion, there was no mention of the gifts, and the
Supper itself was described as the most faithful pledge of redemption which God
gives to those who partake:
“Let us thank the Lord for his grace!
Merciful God, loving heavenly Father, we praise your infinite goodness that for us
you gave into death your beloved Son Jesus Christ and in him you have granted us
grace, life, and salvation. Through the most certain pledges of our salvation, which we
have now received in the Lord’s Supper, we comfort ourselves in the same with joyful confidence. Grant, O God, that your love, and that of your Son, may make a deep
and lasting impression on our souls. Grant that we may never forget the promises of
faithfulness and obedience which we have given this day, that from this time forward
we may work with untiring zeal to accomplish their fulfillment. Strengthen us in faith
and virtue. Teach us to do your will, and through your Spirit lead us on a level path.
Sanctify us through and through, and let our soul and body be preserved blameless
and unspotted to the coming of our Lord Jesus Christ, to whom with you and the Holy
Spirit be praise and glory forever. Amen.”
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Two forms of benediction were offered. The first was the standard Aaronic
Benediction, and the other was modeled after it: “The Lord bless you and keep
you; the Lord, who has taken away your sins, be gracious unto you; the Lord,
who gives you his Spirit, bestows upon you his peace. Amen.”489
It is evident that the author chose his words with great care so that his particular
understanding of traditional Lutheranism was not completely lost in the abstractions of the new learning. So it was that he made it clear that the bread and wine
used in the Supper were blessed, that is, they had been set aside for a special purpose, God’s purpose. They were not to be described as ordinary bread and wine,
as some of the progressive theologians might have insisted. Furthermore, List did
not relegate the bread and wine to unimportance as though one would find the
true benefit of the Supper in the contemplation of the eating rather than in the food
itself. Included also was a reference to the body and the blood, stated very carefully
so as to avoid any clear and direct connection with the bread and the wine, but
at the same time allowing that there was an association and that it was a significant one. All the significant verbs had to do with what the worshipers were doing,
the thoroughness and completeness of their preparation, their faithfulness, their
resolution, their repudiation of sin, their intention to improve themselves. Granted
that all of this is important in the context of the Supper, overshadowed are all the
verbs that speak about what God is doing and the supreme importance of faith in
his words and acts. In addition, one may question the words which introduce the
Verba (“Hear now with devote hearts and true faith the institution of the Lord’s
Supper…”) and the referential formula of distribution (“Our Lord Jesus said...”).
These introductory words frame the Verba as a historical narrative of the institution
rather than as Words of Consecration, and the referential formula of distribution
eliminates direct connection between the bread and cup of the Supper and the body
and blood of the Savior. As was characteristic in all Enlightenment liturgies, List’s
service was characterized as a meal remembering Jesus, recalling his teachings and
promises, his perfect example of virtue, his death and resurrection.
This liturgy was made the official replacement for the former agendas in the
Electoral Palatinate. There are no indications that it was ill-spoken of among the
clergy and congregations. A new edition appeared in 1815, published in Mannheim by Tobias Löffler under the title: Allgemeine Liturgie beym öffentlichen Gottesdienste (General liturgy of the Public Divine Services). By that time, Electoral Palatinate had been divided by the Congress of Vienna, and parts of it had come under
Prussian control. List’s agenda was reprinted again in 1824, but in the newly acquired Electoral Palatinate territories it would soon be superseded by the Prussian Union agenda.490
489
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5 . 4 J a c ob Ge o rg Chri s ti an Adler’s 1797
S c h l e s w ig-Ho l s te i n A ge nd a
Widely used in a number of Prussian
provinces was the agenda prepared by
Jacob Georg Christian Adler.
Adler was a professor of theology
at Copenhagen, and in 1792 he was appointed General Superintendent of the
Schleswig Church. In 1806, he assumed
the same position also in Holstein. The
goal of his administration in both churches was to institute reforms in the church
and schools on the basis of Enlightenment principles.
Adler was himself a zealous advocate
of the new philosophy of the Enlightenment and saw it as his responsibility to
reform the church on the basis of rationalistic principles. The church was at that
time still using the old Schleswig-Holstein agenda of 1601491 which Adler regarded as a hopeless collection of medieval thinking, superstitions, and needless
supernaturalism. In 1794, he managed to
General Superintendent Jacob Georg
Christian Adler (Österreichische
secure from the government a mandate
Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
to bring the church’s agenda up-to-date.
He interpreted this mandate to mean that
he was being given carte blanche to eliminate everything in the agenda which offended against human reason and Enlightenment principles and to replace it with
new formulas that would move the church into the modern era. He went about
the task with great zeal, and in 1796, in a period less than two years, he completed
his task. King Christian VII of Denmark gave his royal approval on December
2, 1796, and the new agenda appeared in print in German and Danish editions
for use in Schleswig and Holstein in 1797. The German edition bore the title:
Schleswig-Holsteinische Kirchen-Agende. Auf Allerhöchsten Königlichen Befehl zum
allgemeinen Gebrauch in den Herzogthümern Schleswig und Holstein, der Herrschaft
Pinneberg, der Grafschaft Ranzau und der Stadt Altona verordnet (Schleswig-Holstein
491
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Church Agenda, Prescribed by the Highest
Royal Order for General Use in the Duchies of Schleswig and Holstein, the Lordship
of Pinneberg, the County of Ranzau, and the
City of Altona).
Adler’s work indicated that he was
deeply influenced by the rationalistic
spirit of his day. He occasionally made
use of the traditional Lutheran terminology, referring to the altar and not the
table, but he eliminated every reference to
sacramental realism in Holy Baptism and
the Sacrament of the Altar. The former he
saw to be a celebration or dedication of
the candidate to the highest principles,
virtue, and steadfastness in emulation of
the Author of the Christian religion. This
Author was to be remembered as one who
was willing to suffer even death rather
than deny his high principles. Baptism
provided the occasion for dedication and
Title page of the 1797 Schleswig-Holstein
cultivation of particular Christian virtues,
agenda by Jacob Georg Christian Adler.
such as neighborliness, reconciliation,
forgiveness, etc. Adler provided no less
than seven orders of Holy Baptism, stating that the pastor should use his knowledge of his community and the thought
processes of his people in making a judicious choice. When he made reference to
the traditional Apostles’ Creed, he at the same time provided also an explanation
of what it really means, a practice which he also employed when making reference to the Our Father, which he often gave in paraphrase. He never used the
Lutheran form Vater unser in the printed Lord’s Prayer text, preferring in every
case the Reformed Unser Vater or Vater, unser Vater.492 When on occasion he referred to the phrase, “born again by water and the Spirit,” he immediately made
it clear that the rebirth referred to was not to be understood in a sacramental sense
but rather the impartation of new ways of thinking and acting. God was invoked
by means of such abstract terms as all-knowing, all-powerful, all-wise, however,
he did leave the baptismal formula unaltered: “I baptize you in the name of the
Father, and of the Son, and of the Holy Spirit.”493
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Adler also gave directives for the conduct of the chief divine service which departed from the traditional form of the Missa Catechumenorum and the Missa Fidelium. The service was to begin with a solemn hymn of praise or thanksgiving, during which the pastor approached the altar to begin the service with prayer. Adler
declared that this opening prayer was of great importance because it was to set
the mood for the entire service. It was to contain elements of praise, thanksgiving,
supplication, and intercession. The supplication was to find its center in the prayer
for godly assistance in self-improvement and the constant progressive movement
toward virtue and a more Christian way of thinking. The shape of the worship
experience he left to the pastor. He saw music to be an important part of the service, but he made it quite clear that the chanting of the collects, the epistle, and the
gospel from the altar must cease. In fact, the epistle and the gospel ought not to be
read from the altar at all, and no place was allowed for the use of the traditional
collects. He suggested that instead of these, individuals possessed with appropriate talents should set words to music to be sung before and after a prayer which
was to be answered by either the congregation or the choir. Now and again, the
pastor might even choose to introduce the prayer by saying: “Glory to God in the
highest,” to which the congregation might respond by singing “All Glory Be to
God on High” or “I Firmly Believe in My God” (“Ich glaube fest an meinen Gott!”).
The creedal hymn, “We All Believe in One True God,” was to be sung by the entire
congregation. Just how all this was to be carried out was not indicated. Adler stated
only that the goal to be kept in mind was that everything was to be done in such a
manner as to exalt spirit and heart and to elicit proper reverence.494
The pulpit office was to begin with a chief hymn of the day. It was here that
the pericope series could be useful. He provided a new three-year series to replace the traditional one-year series which, he stated, was woefully inadequate
to present all the major themes of the Christian religion. He also reformed the
church year to begin on New Year’s Day which, as he stated, was only logical.
An epistle and gospel were chosen for every Sunday. One might be used as the
text for the morning service and the other for the afternoon service. The gospel
texts for the first half of the year should reflect the life of Jesus – his birth until the
Apostles took up the work of spreading the Christian religion. The gospel texts
for the second half of the year should deal with the most important utterances of
Jesus. The epistles were to deal with plain, practical matters. A primary purpose
of the pericopes was to set themes, Adler declared. Some texts were quite lengthy,
others consisted only of a few verses as appropriate to set the theme. On occasion,
the pastor might choose to insert a hymn stanza or two after his opening prayer
at the beginning of the sermon. However, the sermon should not be broken up
494
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by insertion of a hymn, excepting where it was needed to emphasize a particular
point. At the conclusion of his message, the pastor should pray a short prayer
that summarized the main points of the sermon. This was then followed by the
intercessions and thanksgivings which Adler called the prayer of the church. This
was followed in turn by the Our Father or a paraphrase of it. The custom of beginning the pulpit office with the Our Father was dropped. On normal Sundays,
the service was to end with a solemn blessing. He recommended that the Aaronic
Benediction, which he called the “Mosaic formula,” should not be used since he
had determined that it was incomprehensible to most listeners. In place of it, he
provided fifteen blessings from which the pastor could choose.495 Some imitated
the form of the Aaronic Benediction but did not reproduce its content:
“May the Lord grant you (us) at all times to learn and feel gratefulness for his
kindness;
May the Lord bless you (us) richly with peace of heart, strength of virtue, wisdom of life, and patience in suffering;
May the Lord bless you (us) with joyful hope, and finally, eternal life of inexpressible joy.”
Or:
“May God, the Almighty, be our support in every endeavor, our confidence in
every danger, our help in every need;
May God, the All-Knowing, grant that our destinies may serve to our greatest
benefit;
May God, the All-Bountiful, set us loose from all earthly suffering and grant us
the overwhelming joy of eternal life.”
Or:
“May God bless us and grant us joy in certain and lively knowledge of Christian truth with power and opportunity to do many Christian good deeds, with
wise and contented delight in the present, and in the comforting expectation of
the life to come.”496
Finally, the congregation was to sing a short hymn or a single stanza of a longer hymn.
When the Lord’s Supper was to be celebrated, the communicants were to approach the altar. When there was no Communion, the school children were to
gather, and the pastor was to repeat the main substance of his sermon to them
catechetically. Such a catechization was never to be more than thirty minutes in
length and was to conclude with a hymn stanza.
According to Adler, Holy Communion should be offered only seldom in order
to emphasize its special character since it is the most honorable of all Christian re495
496
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ligious ceremonies. In larger congregations, it might be offered once every six or
twelve weeks, and in rural congregations, it ought to be celebrated two Sundays
in succession in the spring and again in the autumn.
Alder expected that those who did not intend to receive Communion would leave
the church before the Communion service began, and he directed that the organ should
be played while the non-communicants left. If there were no organ, there should be a
time of quiet until all of the non-communicants had left the building.497
The Lord’s Supper was to be understood as an action of the community which
recalled and proclaimed the death of the Lord. He saw little sacramental dimension to the act. The elements themselves were without any particular significance;
indeed, Adler seldom mentioned them. The Words of Christ were not a consecration but simply a record of the institution, a historical statement that provided the
congregation with a reminder of the circumstances of the origin of the Supper.498
He saw as a possible purpose of the celebration the rededication of the participants or a pledge of their desire to be good neighbors or a reminder of the utter
goodness of the Lord who is all-knowing, all-seeing, all-powerful. Indeed, one
could think of any number of emphases or themes for the remembrance meal.
Adler limited himself to providing ten alternative formularies for the Lord’s
Supper. Some of these he composed himself, three he took from other agendas.
The second form in the book was taken from the Electoral Palatinate agenda, the
fourth from Mutzenbecher’s Oldenburg agenda, and the fifth from the agenda of
Hufnagel. Needles to say, there was nothing left of the traditional structure of the
Missa fidelium or of the church’s solemn confession of the Sacrament as found in
the Lutheran Confessions. There was nothing in it concerning forgiveness of sins,
life, and salvation or the corporeal presence of Christ.
According to Adler’s first formula, when the communicants had come to the
altar and all were still, the pastor was to read an admonition in which he invited
them to cast aside all earthly thoughts and to consider that, just as Jesus is most
certainly the Teacher of truth, so the manner of his death must be seen as a confirmation of his teaching, and the fact that he passed from death to life ought to be
seen as conforming his divine mission. Furthermore, the worshipers should consider how impoverished they would be had they not his teachings and through
them the certainty of the grace of God and the hope of eternal salvation. For all
this, they should lift up their hearts in thankfulness.
As an act of joint resolution, the congregation was then invited to sing with
him two stanzas of a new hymn, set to the melody of “The Day Is Surely Drawing
Near” (“Es ist gewisslich an der Zeit”), although Adler noted that where such singing might meet with obstacles or difficulties, a prayer might be substituted asking
497
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that good resolutions be turned to acts and that those who receive the bread and
wine in remembrance of their Redeemer might be blessed by the experience:
“Awaken and arouse, O God, these good resolutions in our hearts. Strengthen
us in childlike trust toward you and your love which you promised and confirmed for us through the death of Jesus! Grant us also a pure heart and a good
disposition – the mind of Jesus! May our whole walk praise you and your goodness! Loving Father, to this end bless us who now consider to partake of this
bread and wine in remembrance of our Savior. Bless us in this remembrance of
him with power for all good things, with consolation in suffering, and with the
blissful hope of immortality. Amen.”499
Then followed the Our Father (Reformed version: User Vater), and after it the
preacher read the Words of Christ relating to the original institution. Adler very specifically declared that the minister was not to take the bread or cup in his hands or
make the sign of the cross during the reading of these words. After the reading, the
communicants were to kneel around the altar to receive the bread and wine. Two
formulas for distribution were given. The first: “The body of your Savior Jesus Christ,
given into death for your sins,” and “The blood of your Savior Jesus Christ, shed for
your sins.” The second formula lacked even that small measure of specificity: “In the
remembrance of Jesus Christ, your Savior, who gave his body into death for you,” “In
the remembrance of Jesus Christ, your Savior, who shed his blood for you.”
“When all have drunk the wine,” as Adler aptly put it, the preacher was to
express the following post-communion blessing: “Jesus Christ, Our Savior, with
whom you are now bound together in the deepest love through the partaking
of his Supper, strengthen and preserve you in the true faith and righteous piety
to life everlasting.” In some congregations, communicants might still retain the
practice of going to the altar one by one to receive the bread and wine. Where this
was the case, Adler directed that the traditional words of distribution should be
used with the addition of the words, “Jesus said.” “Take and eat, Jesus said, this
is my body, given into death for your sins. Do this in remembrance of me.”500 He
suggested also that deeper devotion would be awakened if now, and again during the distribution, short phrases from the Bible were interjected, such as “God
so loved the world,” “Now has the love of God appeared to us,” “As God loved
us, so we ought to love one another,” etc.
Two post-communion versicles and responses were provided:
Pastor: “Praise and adoration to God, our Father! Alleluia!”
Choir and congregation: “Thanks and love to our Savior! Alleluia!”
Or:
Pastor: “O give thanks to the Lord, for he is good!”
499
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Choir and congregation: “And his mercy endures forever!”
Then followed a prayer of thanksgiving which made no mention of the Supper
just celebrated and received. It called instead for renewed resolution, the fortification of belief, like-mindedness to Christ, and the like:
“O God, how fortunate we are and what thankfulness we owe you, our Father
and Benefactor, that through your Son Jesus Christ you have led us to the knowledge of your heavenly truth and the enjoyment of the good things in which we as
Christians delight. In all that we have received from him as our Teacher, Savior,
and Beatifier, for all power for good, for all comfort in the anguish of conscience,
for all hope in suffering, in all we remain with him, and in the remembrance of
him we praise this day your fatherly love. Be pleased to delight in our thanksgivings and waken us now to worthy use of the benefits which you have given
us. Preserve us in your truth, make firm our faith, strengthen our love toward
you and our brothers, teach us to have that mind which was in Jesus Christ, and
stamp it deeply in our souls that he died for all so that we do not live for ourselves
but for you, O Father, and for him who for love of us gave himself into death.
Hear our prayer for the sake of your mercy. Amen.”
The final blessing was constructed on the paradigm of the Aaronic Benediction:
“The Lord bless and keep you;
The Lord, who forgives sins and trespasses, be gracious to you;
The Lord, who has called you to salvation, give you his peace.”501
A clear example of Adler’s new Christianity could be seen in his third formulary, in which both the words and actions took on an irregular form. The exhortation address to the congregation begins with the Words of Institution. Here the
Words of Christ and the description of the institution of the Supper were used as
a springboard to launch the speaker into his meaningful and edifying discourse.
With reference to it, Alder gave this directive:
“When the communicants have gathered, the preacher says at once with deep
devotion and dignity the words by which this Supper was established:
Our Lord Jesus in the last night before his death ate with his disciples; he took
the bread, prayed, broke it, and said: ‘Take, eat, this is my body which dies for
you. Eat it in remembrance of me. So also, in the same manner after Supper, he
gave them the cup, saying: ‘Drink of it all, this is my blood, shed for my religion.
Drink it in remembrance of me’.”502
Then the liturgist turns to the communicants and exhorts them as follows:
“To such a celebration in remembrance of Jesus, my beloved fellow Christians, we
are gathered here at the present time: for the remembrance of the magnificent Author
of our religion to whom we owe all wholesome knowledge, all comfort of conscience,
501
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all quietness of soul, all hope of eternity, for he makes us before all others most fortunate; for the remembrance of our most generous Deliverer from all misery who loved
us more than his own life and sacrificed everything in order to give us freedom and
salvation; for the remembrance of our divine Friend who through humiliation and
pain came to glory but even in his glory never forgot his own. May then the thoughts
of him fill your entire soul with love and thanksgiving, and may love and thanksgiving make it always easier for you to follow his commands and his example and conform you evermore in the decision to follow the same so that his blessings may make
you capable and worthy. Indeed, in all that he was, and is, and will be to you, by all
that he suffered for you, by the love with which he loved you even to the death, by the
high peace which so many thousands have found in their thoughts of him, their Forerunner in life and in death, by the peace of soul which all of you wish to have in your
last hour; by all this, never ungrateful that he is such a Friend and Benefactor, each
and everyone of you today are bound together, dedicated wholeheartedly to fulfill his
entire teaching and to follow faithfully his great example by worshiping and loving
him who first loved you, even you.”
The paraphrase of the Lord’s Prayer is preceded with a short invitation:
“On the basis of such pious resolutions to praise God and Jesus by an outright
Christian life, may this holy banquet now strengthen you as we pray and give
thanks, even as he did:
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, and through him also our Father, in his name
we are gathered here to enjoy through this bread and wine the remembrance of
the salutary death, which, according to your counsel, Jesus Christ suffered for us
and our brothers. Among the same blessings, which we enjoy as Christians, is this
one also. May it be pleasing to you, Father of love, that through these ordinary
means of nourishment, which are sacred to us, we may thankfully remember our
great Redeemer, and as his pupils and disciples, make our profession before you
and openly before the world. Bless us, as we do this with all the good which you
have promised us through your Son. Forgive us our offences, give us power for
true divine blessedness, grant us calmness in suffering, and comfort us so that
nothing may separate us from your love, O You who are most gracious.”
Then follows the distribution of the bread and the wine to the communicants
and the following prayer of thanksgiving:
“So great is your love, O God, that your Son suffered and even died for us so
that we might live with him in truth and blessedness; he has gone before us in the
denial of himself, in the offering of himself for his brothers in obedience to you, in
steadfastness in suffering that we be led by your Spirit to follow him, and as long
as we live, endeavor to be of one mind with him. This is the thanks which is owed
to you alone; Oh, that our whole life might be one of love and thanksgiving to
you. Grant that we look upon him incessantly, our Forerunner and Redeemer, and
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eagerly follow his example here upon earth both in life and in suffering, for we all
desire that when we have finished our course, we may follow him in his glory.”
The service closes with the benediction:
“In such a mind, preserve and strengthen us all now and in the life to come by
the blessing of the grace of our Lord, the love of the Father, and the power of the
Holy Spirit! Amen.”503
Such a celebration of the Lord’s Supper must represent something of an epitome of higher rationalist thought and its attempt to make some sense of the Lord’s
Supper in an age which denies sacramental realism. Here, little is given by God.
In a strange and convoluted way, the Mass once again becomes a sacrifice offered
by man to God, but here it is not the body and blood of Christ but the mind and
heart of man that is offered. The role of Jesus is simply to provide a wholesome
model to be imitated. Sin is not so much as mentioned even in passing. Even the
parody on the Words of Institution, which begins the rite, says nothing of Christ
shedding his blood for sin or even for offenses but only “for his religion.”
Beginning with the sixth formulary, Adler provided settings of the Lord’s Supper
which were meant to illustrate certain motifs. Discipleship was the central theme of
formula six; formula seven found its center in brotherly love. The eighth formula
concentrated its attention on reconciliation. Faithfulness to God was the theme of
formula nine, and the hope of immortality stood at the center of formula ten.
Included in the tenth service was an admonition which described the holy
banquet as a feast of immortality celebrated in remembrance of Jesus, not as the
commemoration of one who has died but rather as the remembrance of a living
and glorious God, one who leads his followers to the heavenly mansions. Adler
noted that Christ, though innocent, had been persecuted and executed as an evildoer, but he was then called forth from the grave to indicate that he was being
rewarded for his faithfulness in another world. Those who follow him, according to this exhortation, are called to live a new, pious, philanthropic life, filled
with hope, looking forward to that time when they will be capable and worthy
to enter into a more blessed world. Therefore, the most noble desires and aspirations of the communicants must be faith in Jesus and a diligent application of
the good which never tires, never cools, and never looses its zeal. This Supper,
Adler stated, was instituted to awaken in the communicants the remembrance of
Christ’s death and resurrection that they might be raised above the fear of death
and follow him in glory.
“O God, how delightful and consoling is the thought of Jesus who died and
rose for us, whom we love even though we have not seen him! What sort of sight
will it be when we see him and be with him for all time, immortal and blessed as
503
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he is, no more simply abiding in hope for
the salvation which he has promised but
having our portion in it and receiving the
increasing benefit of it all. How different
then will be our celebration of his remembrance from what we do here and now
as we rejoice in following new paths of
wisdom to greater sanctification and perfection through you and your Son Jesus
Christ. Up till you lead us to that point,
gracious God and Father, preserve us in
the good path which you have shown us
through him, our Teacher, who has gone
before us. Preserve us in all temptations
and dangers to be true to virtue and you
until the end. Amen.”504
While all of these are worthy themes
for Communion sermons, Adler turned
the Lord’s Supper itself into a piece of
putty to be treated thematically according to the intellectual level and needs of
the congregations.
Title page of the 1824 agenda for
The introduction of Adler’s agenda
congregations in Schleswig and Holstein.
was met with grumbling and opposition
but that did not prevent him from forging ahead. Some pastors complained openly; others suffered in silence. He was
after all the general superintendent of the church and had the king’s ear. Friedrich
Leopold Graf zu Stolberg-Stolberg wrote a scathing report of Adler’s work to a
friend in Sweden. It was published only anonymously. He complained that Adler
had completely overthrown the teaching of the Lord’s Supper in the Augsburg
Confession in favor of Calvinism.505
Adler’s agenda was given the king’s official approval. He himself lived until
1834, and reprints of his agenda appeared during his term of office in 1817 and in
1824. Both these reprints appeared in Leipzig under the original title.506
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5 . 5 L i tu rg i cal Co ntri b u ti o ns of Liv on ian C h urc h man
C a r l G ottl o b So nntag
Well known to Prussian churchmen
were the liturgical writings of Carl Gottlob Sonntag of Livonia in the Russian
Empire. Sonntag had come up through
the ranks in the Livonian Church. After
serving as rector of the cathedral school
in Riga, he became the rector of royal
lyceum in 1788, and in 1791 he was appointed deacon (pastor secundarius) of
the St James Church in Riga. In 1792, he
was named rector of St James, and one
year later, in 1793, he was appointed to
serve as a member of the Livonian High
Consistory. In addition to these important positions, he served also as the professor of church history and theological
literature at the University of Dorpat,
General Superintendent Carl Gottlob
and in April 1803, as adjunct to Livonian
Sonntag. Etching by G. C. Scharlow,
General Superintendent Johann Danckc. 1828 (Universitas Tartuensis).
wart. Danckwart died later that year, and
Sonntag was named to replace him. He
was also a leading member of the committee appointed in 1805 to prepare the
first Russian imperial Lutheran liturgical handbook.507
Sonntag was not among those who dwelled on the past. He was fully in tune
in the spirit of the age and embraced rationalist theology. As a preacher, he was
concerned to put into practice the progressive views which he had advanced in
his writings. He saw a need to adjust the church’s liturgical worship to embrace
the new philosophical views and to make the liturgy the solemn celebration of
rationalist thought. He was among the Riga pastors who cooperated in the preparation of a new Riga handbook in 1801 to replace the old 1760 handbook and its
traditional views.508 Among the 1801 formularies was a radical revision of the rite
for Holy Baptism. It offered several forms of Baptism so that pastors could choose
one, appropriate to the mental and spiritual attitudes of their parishioners, and
move them forward in their appreciation of this significant event. No order of
the Lord’s Supper was included in the handbook, perhaps because the clergy
507
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themselves were not yet agreed as to how
to value and interpret the Lord’s Supper.
For the present at least, they would need
to be content to experiment and develop
their own thoughts and determine how
best to incorporate their views in the services of their particular parishes.509
By 1802, Sonntag was ready to move
forward with the publication of his own
personal formularies for the pastoral acts.
In that year, he published two volumes
under the general title: Formulare, Reden
und Ansichten bei Amtshandlungen von Karl
Gottlob Sonntag, Assessor des Livländischen
Ober-Consistoriums und Ober-Pastor an
der Krons-Kirche in Riga (Formularies, Discourses, and Insights into Pastoral Ministrations by Karl Gottlob Sonntag, Member of the
Livonian High Consistory and Senior Pastor of the Crown Church in Riga). In it, he
included drastically revised formularies
Title page of 1802 Formulare, Reden und
for Baptism, confirmation, marriage, and
Ansichten by Carl Gottlob Sonntag.
burial, along with a large number of addresses for use on these occasions, all of
them articulating various aspects of the rationalist understanding of these events.
Details of the celebration of the Lord’s Supper are nowhere to be found, but
he did speak of the Supper itself and its administration in the service he provided
for the confirmation of catechumens. In the rite, he included four discourses, none
of which contained any reference to the Lord’s Supper. The initial discourse was
to be followed by the examination of the catechumens, and this was followed in
turn by an address to the young people. A total of seven such admonitions were
included. Only the first made any mention of the Lord’s Supper. In it, he stated
that on this day these young people would for the first time celebrate the death
of Jesus in the Lord’s Supper. He went on to state what this participation meant.
He declared that the significance of Communion was that now, by an act of their
own free will and conviction, they were confessing the Christian religion and that
they were declaring for themselves that, on the basis of their own understanding
and conscience, they were now entering into mature manhood and would intend
509
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for time and eternity display Christian piety and virtue. No mention was made
of the reception of Communion of the body and blood or of the benefits attached
to eating and drinking.
The central thrust of his own rational thought could be found in the confession
of faith which he includes in the service:
“Accordingly, do you believe that there is one God who possesses all power,
wisdom, and goodness, who created the world for the well-being of the living
and rules them for the sanctification of those who use their reason?
Do you believe that the purpose and destiny of human nature are so directed
that this life should find delight in right actions, and that now and for all eternity
what will become of one’s soul will be determined by whether one does good or
acts wickedly?
Do you, therefore, desire to be protected from all that is unjust, from all forgetfulness of God, from all recklessness, from every vice, from every sin and act of
folly, and especially from the sins of your temperament, your age, your place in
life, your calling, and your subsequent habits of life?
Do you desire also to zealously seek all that is good, to be respectful, thankful,
patient, and obedient in thought, word, and deed as concerns God? Do you wish
to be righteous and loving towards all men, most especially towards those with
whom you are most in contact? Do you wish to be zealous and faithful in your
calling, modest in your way of life, pure and chaste in heart, and to ever subdue
completely every lust and desire to reason and conscience?
Do you choose before all else to have Jesus Christ as your leader? Do you
promise to bind yourself to his teachings and to follow his example, and will you
now swear the same before God and yours under the cross of Jesus Christ?
(Yes!)”510
Sonntag then went on to remind the young people how important it was that they
should remain steadfast in these beliefs and intentions as they face their responsibilities, dangers, temptations, and all that would await them in life. They would need
these beliefs when they faced the grave, God’s judgment throne, and eternity.
A second confession of faith followed:
“Do you believe in the One who is all-powerful and all-wise, who created the
world and you as well, and preserves and rules over it with goodness and righteousness, and would you have him guide you always calmly and patiently?
Do you believe that as a reasonable, immortal being man must seek his happiness in doing right, and do you intend thus before God and man and yourself
always to do what conscience demands and work every day to be more discerning and a better person?
510
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Do you believe that Jesus Christ, our Divine Savior, provides all we need to know
of the best instruction and that God himself in all that we do will assist us through his
sanctifying Spirit, and would you thus live henceforth according to the teachings and
example of Jesus and allow yourselves to be led by the spirit of good?
Are you minded to confirm all this now before this Christian assembly through
the celebration of the death of Jesus in the Lord’s Supper?
(Yes!)”
He then went on to issue a solemn warning to those who had made this confession:
“You have sworn it, and God has heard it, and he will judge you. He will judge
you not only in the far distant eternity but also here and now in the voice of your conscience and in the consequences of what you do and what you allow. Hold firm, hold
firm what you have promised to your salvation in time and in eternity.” 511
Here Sonntag articulated very clearly the doctrine of work-righteousness on
which all human religion is built, whether among the heathen or among the morally upright and reasonable people of Riga and elsewhere. Faith in God means
believing that he exists and that he will judge men in time and in eternity. Jesus
is referred to as a divine Savior, but it is evident that his primary purpose is to
reveal the path by which salvation can be gained.
A yet one more confession of faith is suggested:
“Do you believe that everything is from God and nothing happens without
him, that God means all things for good and does good and wants you to be pious
and contented?
(Yes!)
God has heard what you have said; he is your Witness and Judge!
Do you believe that what is most important in man is the reason and conscience and that dignity and love for the people around him is the best part, and
would you always conduct yourself as an intelligent, right-acting, and good man?
We will see if you do! Your actions will declare it!
Do you believe that this life is only the beginning of our real life and that our
spirit and all things are to increase in wisdom, holiness, and blessedness, and will
you yourself also daily work always to be more free of errors and richer in virtue?
Your conscience will daily remind you of this, and daily you will be rewarded
or punished accordingly!
Would you at this your first celebration of the Lord’s Supper thank Jesus
Christ that you know all this and promise to God in Jesus Christ to live according
to it henceforth?
So will the day of blessing be for you a day of God’s richest blessings! Amen.”512
511
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These confessions of faith reveal exactly what Sonntag believed and what he
thought needed to be believed and put into practice by the catechumens. The
confessions read more like a charge to the catechumens, a statement of moral
resolution than a creed.
The closest approximation to a real creed he offered in the formula for Baptism:
“We believe in God the Father, almighty, all-knowing, and all-beneficent Creator and Ruler of the heavens and the earth.
We believe in Jesus Christ, God’s only-begotten Son, our Lord, who came from
heaven to show us the way to truth, who lived upon the earth, suffered, and
died in order to set himself before us as an example of all good, and who went to
heaven in order to be the Savior of his Christians in time and eternity.
We believe in the Holy Spirit and that God himself through his ruling of the
world orders upon earth what is right and good, that his chief gift to the human race is Christianity, and that he strongly supports every individual who is in
earnest about the serious work of self-improvement.
We believe that man was created not only for this world but for eternity, and
at length he is to be blessed with better worlds, indeed, to be better on earth and
constantly to seek to be more perfect, and that, therefore, we as Christians should
love God above all things and our neighbor as ourselves and seek for ourselves
first the kingdom of God and his righteousness, wisdom, and virtue in the sure
and certain joyful confidence that we will receive as well all that we truly need
and will do without what we have not been given in pious resignation and joyful
expectation of the world to come. Would you, Christian godparents, have this
child to be baptized in this faith?”513
This affirmation is as close as Sonntag came to any traditional Christian confession of faith, such as can be found in the Ecumenical Symbols. Other contemporary rationalistic liturgies often provided the traditional creed as an alternative
for those who had not yet reached the high plateau of rational thought, which
made it possible for one to cast any traditional statement of the faith aside. Sonntag offered no such alternative. In a similar fashion, the traditional post-baptismal
blessing was also replaced. The officiant might choose one of the following blessings, which misleadingly seemed to sound somewhat traditional:
“Now so be it your love, God Our Father! So be it the grace of Our Lord Jesus
Christ, so be it the fellowship of the Holy Spirit with this child throughout his life,
whether that life be long or short. If he dies, he dies to you. He is yours upon earth
and in heaven as well.
The Lord bless you, child, that you can rejoice in this life and preserve you so
that nothing may disturb you.
513
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The Lord make his face shine upon
you in days of trouble and be gracious to
you in every need.
The Lord lift up his countenance upon
you in the peace and joy of a good heart
and a pure conscience. So be it.”514
In place of this post-baptismal blessing, the officiant might instead speak one
of the two longer blessings provided, both
of which spoke in poetic terms about the
journey of the child through life on the way
to the grave and eternity. An additional
alternative was a short poem on the same
subject.
For Sonntag, Baptism was simply a
ceremony which one needs to fill with
the proper significance as understood according to the spirit of rationalism, the
spirit of the age. Christ commanded his
disciples to baptize, as Sonntag noted,515
Title page of 1818 Sonntag’s formularies,
but now it was necessary to understand
discourses, and insights.
properly what Baptism is. It is a special
occasion in which family and friends are
gathered to share with the joys and hopes of the parents for this child and their
concerns about his future. It is meant to assure the anxious parents that this child
is in the hands of a living God who will support him through every trial and
temptation and through all the difficult experiences of life. His destiny has now
been set. He will be a child of God in holiness and blessedness now and forever,
as Sonntag declared in his first statement at the beginning of the baptismal rite.
His 1802 preface promised that future work would deal with confession and
the Lord’s Supper. The volume that appeared in 1807, however, did not deal with
confession and Communion, for the author, as he himself claimed, was preoccupied with the urgent matters of his ecclesiastical responsibilities.516 Among other
reasons may have been the appearance in 1805 of the new imperial general regulations concerning divine worship.517 Sonntag’s 1807 work appeared under the
same general title.518 Like the 1802 book, it was a collection of discourses for vari514
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ous occasions. Later, Sonntag would state that he was not at all pleased with the
1807 volume because it contained so many printer’s errors.519
In 1818, a new edition of the Formulare, Reden und Ansichten bei Amtshandlungen, von Dr. Karl Gottlob Sonntag, Livländischem General-Superintendenten und
Ober-Consistoriums-Präses. Neu geordnete und verbesserte Auflage (Formularies, Discourses, and Insights into Pastoral Ministrations by Karl Gottlob Sonntag, Livonian
General Superintendent and President of the High Consistory. Newly Arranged and
Improved Edition) was ready for the press. It was published in Riga. According
to his preface, the new edition combined the material he previously published,
some parts of it rearranged, but little new. The work appeared in two volumes.
Sonntag had to admit that there had been substantial changes in language and the
spirit of theology. His work was meant to serve to bring earlier formularies and
discourses once again their deserved attention. Those who were friends of true
religion would surely find his work helpful.520

5 . 6 E s d r as He i nri ch Mu tze nbec h er’s 1795
O ld en b urg Ag e nd a
Another influential handbook used in Prussian territories was the 1795 agenda
of the Oldenburg Church. This order was prepared at the request of the Oldenburg consistory by Esdras Heinrich Mutzenbecher, who had earlier been a Lutheran pastor in the Hague and Amsterdam and since 1789 had been general
superintendent in the Duchy of Oldenburg. Until that time, the 1690 agenda of
Nikolaus Alardus,521 which had been declared official agenda in the duchy by the
1725 Oldenburg church order, remained the official handbook of the church.522
During the era of rationalism, neological agendas, such as that of Electoral Palatinate and Seiler, were used alongside it. In 1791, the consistory requested
Mutzenbecher to prepare a new handbook which would have official standing in
the church. Mutzenbecher prepared for this task by studying a large number of
rationalist liturgies currently in use, including those of Hermes, Hufnagel, Pratje,
Löffler, Salzmann, Teller, Velthusen, Zollikofer, Johann Samuel Fest, Johann Benjamin Koppe, and the agendas of Vienna, Courland, Electoral Palatinate, as well
as others.523
519
520
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Mutzenbecher’s work appeared in
1795 under the title: Sammlung von Gebeten und Formularen für gottesdienstliche
Handlungen. Mit besondrer Rücksicht auf
das Herzogthum Oldenburg herausgegeben
von E. H. Mutzenbecher (Collection of Prayers and Formularies for the Divine Worship
Ministrations. With Special Consideration
for the Duchy of Oldenburg, Edited by E. H.
Mutzenbecher). It was published in Oldenburg by Gerhard Stalling.
This work was divided into two parts,
the first of which consisted of prayers to
be used in the liturgy, after the sermon,
and at the close of the divine service.
The second part contained a large variety of liturgical formulas – no less than
ten formulas for Holy Baptism, plus an
additional form for the blessing of an
emergency Baptism, two forms for conEsdras Heinrich Mutzenbecher, 1784
firmation, a form for general confession
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
and absolution containing an address, a
general confession of sins, together with
questions to be addressed to the congregation, and an additional formula for the
confession itself. Nine formulas for the conduct of the Lord’s Supper, plus communion for the sick, were included, two forms were given for engagement, eight
forms for marriage, and one form for the ordination of a pastor.
The third formula for the Lord’s Supper order provided by Mutzenbecher was
an altered version of the service found in the old official Oldenburg agenda. The
second was the product of Mutzenbecher’s own researches.
This second form included an admonition, which described the Supper as
a meal of remembrance, commemorating the death of Jesus and honoring his
steadfastness and the confidence of the worshipers in God and their commitment
to walk in the way of redemption and live a life worthy of Jesus. These remembrances were “blessed moments,” Mutzenbecher stated, filled with Christian devotion and heartfelt exhortation, as well as holy vows which issue in the peace
of mind and joy of communion with God and Jesus. They provide strength to
be faithful to Jesus, remembering him always among all the distractions of life.
According to Mutzenbecher, this remembrance meal is also a symbol of mutual
friendship, interconnection, and grateful worship in the remembrance of Christ’s
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sacrifice, and it calls forth confession and
devotion, faith in Christ, and participation in his love since he gave his body
and his blood for the remission of sins.
It was by this means that he commanded
that his saving death should be made
known and praised until he will come to
reward his faithful friends for their undying devotion to him. By this means, all
that he accomplished through his teaching, life, and especially his death, is made
alive to the senses so that through him
forgiveness of sins, life, and salvation are
found and faith and loyalty are revived
and strengthened. How marvelous that
he should have thought to provide all
this for his worshipers!
Mutzenbecher then moved into a
prayer in which he praised the Redeemer
because he alone has the words of eterTitle page of 1795 Sammlung von Gebeten
und Formularen by Esdras Heinrich
nal life, which guide men and keep them
Mutzenbecher.
faithful as they walk in the most pure
path of virtue and follow his example, enabling them to live lives which are pleasing to God. Christ is praised for loving his people to death and allowing himself
to be tested so that access to God and his grace are available through him and
man is able to move forward with solid virtue. Jesus went before his people fulfilling the way to eternal life as the conqueror of death and as Lord and Judge of
the souls of men who makes it possible for them to become more and more like
him, moving toward a more perfect life, sealed with hope and confidence.
Mutzenbecher reminds the congregation that now the worshipers must examine themselves. Their commitment to Jesus must be solemn, and they must struggle against all unchristian sentiments, everything which may trouble the conscience and everything repugnant to the spirit of Jesus. They must be humbled,
experience shame, and work repentance for improvement so that they may be
confident of the grace of God and come to know that theirs is not a false or sham
Christianity, filled with superstition or secret perfidy against the creeds, but completely and wholly devoted to Jesus, accepting his intention, trusting in God and
the Spirit of God’s love, and united together with the love toward men so that as
Christians they may rejoice in God and their Savior.
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Addressing the Savior once more as him who has promised to be among those
who worship him when they are gathered in his name, Mutzenbecher called upon
Jesus to recall his love and devotion, the blessings of his holy life, his redemptive
work, his exaltation, his resolution to bring divine strength and power to the soul.
These thoughts should animate every noble feeling in Christian worshipers and sanctify them with pious, benevolent, and worthy sentiments, strengthening them in the
struggle against sin toward a life worthy of his love and never separated from him.524
This was followed then by the Lord’s Prayer, the Verba, the distribution of
communion, and a post-communion prayer.
“Let us with thanksgiving lift up our souls to God through the blessing of our
devotion!
Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, to you we bring praise and thanks for the renewed assurance of our participation in your grace and love, for every pious inspiration, every holy resolution, and every joyful hope which comes to us in the
grateful celebration of the death of our Savior. O preserve to us a pious Christian
mind to deny everything unchristian and every sinful lust, to walk in love as Christ
has loved us, and to run with endurance the race that is set before us! Preserve us
in this pious Christian mind that we may confess and abide in this solemn commemoration of Jesus! Our lives must prove that we have worthily celebrated this
Lord’s Supper, and our gathering together at this table must be to us a constant
encouragement to continue in the path of Christian righteousness, in the common
sharing in the highest joys of eternity. By this means, preserve in us the confidence
that through the redemption provided by your Son we are your children, and let us
remain partakers of your heavenly blessing and grant us to continue to be able to
win again the blessing of the Lord’s Supper for our spirit that we may glorify our
Redeemer. Hear us, Father, who has promised to hear us when we ask according to
your will. Accordingly, we trust in you through Christ.”525
The service ended with a benediction.
As was characteristic of rationalist agendas in general, Mutzenbecher’s work
was predominantly anthropocentric and had in it a little trace of sacramental realism. The Lord’s Supper was understood to be a solemn remembrance of the death
of Jesus which he himself had established to remind his followers what he had
accomplished for their eternal welfare. It was a symbolical action that reminded
the people of Jesus himself in order to strengthen them in their faith and actions
to live a proper moral life and reach at length the heavenly goal. It was meant to
nourish their devotion and heartfelt veneration and to stand for them as a surety
of God’s love and good will toward them. The term “consecration” was meant
only to signify that the bread and wine were set apart so that those who received
524
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Title page of 1801 Mutzenbecher’s
collection of prayers and formularies.

them would consecrate themselves. So
too, “forgiveness of sins, life, and salvation” – an expression taken directly from
Luther’s Small Catechism – was understood
here to have nothing to do with the eating
and drinking as such but rather with the
life lived in faith and loyalty, revived and
strengthened through the remembrance
of his teachings, life, and death. Mutzenbecher turned the heavenly feast into an
earthly Supper with the heart of the gospel replaced by a serious call to a devout
and upright life. Devout communicants
should properly observe the holy banquet
by recalling what their Lord had done for
them and giving thanks for it and by their
resolution to move forward in their piety
and their cultivation of acts of virtue. A
proper remembrance of Jesus was said
to necessarily entail self-examination for
the purpose of self-improvement, which
would make one worthy of the Supper
and of the high calling to be children of
God with a childlike trust in him.

Contemporary writers received Mutzenbecher’s accomplishment with adulation, and it became very popular. A second enlarged and improved edition appeared in 1801 under the same title: Sammlung von Gebeten und Formularen für
gottesdienstliche Handlungen. The third formula of the Lord’s Supper was dropped
and replaced by a new one, and an additional ninth formula by Adler was included. In turn, Mutzenbecher’s work influenced later editions of the works of
Adler and Seiler.526

5 . 7 T h e 1 818 A rns tad t A ge nda of Ben jamin Busc h
Yet one more rationalistic agenda should be noted. It was the work of Gabriel
Christoph Benjamin Busch, which was published in Arnstadt by Trommsdorff
in 1818 under the title: Kirchen-Agende für die Herrschaft Arnstadt, oder Gebete zur
526
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öffentlichen Gottesverehrung und Formulare zu den feyerlichen Religionshandlungen
(Church Agenda for the Lordship of Arnstadt or Prayers for the Public Divine Worship
and Formularies for Solemn Religious Ministrations).527
Bush, who was ordained in Arnstadt in 1793, was made superintendent of
that church in 1806 and served also as a member of the consistory at Arnstadt.
Dissatisfied with the old fashioned and outdated hymnal then in use, Bush published in 1811 a new hymnal, Arnstädtisches Gesangbuch, zur Beförderung der öffentlichen und häuslichen Erbauung (The Arnstadt Hymnal for the Promotion of Public and
Household Edification).
It received a favorable reception. At that time, the old 1675 Schwarzburg agenda528
was still in use, and Bush expressed his concern that it was outdated not only in language but also failed to present the Christian faith and provide liturgical forms acceptable to men of the new Enlightenment age. It was in dire need of replacement. By that
time, rationalist agendas were proliferating in German-speaking lands, and Busch was
concerned that the Schwarzburg agenda conflicted with the latest trends of thought,
especially regarding what was the true and abiding value of Christianity. He decided
that he must produce a more modern agenda for use in Arnstadt. He studied carefully the works of Seiler, Adler, Mutzenbecher, Sonntag, Wollgast, Schlegel, Johann
Karl Friedrich Witting, Friedrich Augustin Philipp Gutbier, Johann Wilhelm Friedrich Mehliß, Heinrich Balthasar Wagnitz, Heinrich Philipp Sextro, and Johann Georg
August Hacker and found them to be not only inspiring but also a treasure house
of material to be incorporated in his own work. The highest authorities in Arnstadt
mandated that this agenda should be put into general use throughout the county. A
strong supporter of Bush from outside Arnstadt was Pastor Bernhard Friedrich Voigt
who introduced the work in Sondershausen. The critiques of the work were published
in Jena, Leipzig, and Breslau in the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung, and the Journal für Prediger, and on the basis of them, Busch and Voigt cooperated in a revision of the 1818
agenda for use in a wider area.529
This revised agenda was published by Bernhard Friedrich Voigt in 1821 under
the title: Agende für evangelische Kirchen, besorgt von Gabriel Christoph Benjamin
Busch, Consistorial-Rathe, Superintendenten und Ober-Pfarrer in Arnstadt. Sondershausen und Nordhausen (Agenda for Evangelical Churches, Gathered by Gabriel Christoph Benjamin Busch, Member of the Consistory, Superintendent and Senior Pastor in
Arnstadt, Sondershausen, and Nordhausen).530 The new agenda was received with
somewhat less enthusiasm, and critics stated their concern that traditional believ527
528
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ers would find in it phrases that would scandalize them. The August 1821 issue
of Jenaische Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung stated, that although traditional believers
would agree with the statement that “Christ has redeemed us from our sins,”
they would be deeply offended by Bush’s statement, “Christ has redeemed us
from sin by his teaching and through his example.”531 The agenda was, however,
generally well-received, especially since it contained such a rich variety of forms.
It was introduced also in the Grand Duchy of Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and some
Prussian pastors also found it helpful.

5 . 8 L i tu rg i cal Ri te s o f Wi l he lm Friedric h Huf n agel
A prominent place in some Prussian
congregations was also given to the liturgical services of Wilhelm Friedrich
Hufnagel, who earlier had been university preacher in Erlangen and from 1791
forward was the senior clergyman and
member of the consistory at Frankfurt
(Main). He was a committed rationalist
who adopted the anthropocentric approach of his Professor Johann Christoph
Döderlein.532
He began publication of his volumes
of Liturgische Blätter (Liturgical Leaves) in
1790, and the first collection of six volumes appeared between that date and
1796. Each volume was meant to be complete in itself. In 1797, he initiated the
second series of booklets under the same
title, but in this series the volumes continued common pagination. This series
comprised six volumes published beWilhelm Friedrich Hufnagel. Engraving
tween 1797-1802.
by Christoph Wilhelm Bock, 1791
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
Hufnagel’s twelve volumes of liturgical notes give evidence of his interest
in every aspect of Christian worship in the congregations, and the forms of the
Lord’s Supper and other services which he authored indicate that his goal was
531
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to attempt to make the Lord’s Supper and other elements of Christian worship
meaningful to a rationalist public.
Several quite independent forms for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper are
found in the first series. The first was for use at the service of ordination in which
only the ordinand himself was expected to receive Communion. Hufnagel assumed that such a service would awaken the good feelings, pious intentions, and
noble ambitions of the congregation while the candidate received his Communion.533 Also included in the first volume was the service of public Communion
in which Hufnagel sought to emphasize the communal character of the event.534
The second volume, published in 1791, also included a service of public Communion. In the second series, a family Communion service was also included
for the purpose of binding the members
of the family more closely together.535 In
addition, the first series included several forms, designated as private Communion services. This title is somewhat
misleading, as these services were not
meant for the Communion of the infirm,
who were unable to come to church, but
instead, they were for the use of small
select groups, undoubtedly of the same
social class or voluntary associations of
like-minded individuals in societies, universities, etc.
Three of the four Lord’s Supper forms
offered by Hufnagel were built upon the
following common structure: Admonition – Our Father – Verba – Agnus Dei –
[Prayer] – Distribution – Prayer of thanksgiving or admonition – Benediction.
The first order for the Lord’s Supper
was presented by Hufnagel in the conTitle page of 1790 Liturgische Blätter by
text of a service of ordination. He stated
Wilhelm Friedrich Hufnagel.
that such Erlangen practice was most appropriate because the Lord’s Supper was
meant to remind the people of the sufferings, death, and resurrection of Christ,
and the Supper was originally instituted by Jesus for the purpose of awakening
533
534
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remembrance of him among the people. They were to remember his sufferings
and death which, of course, was exactly what the newly ordained preacher was to
proclaim among them as he announced the glad tidings of salvation. Hufnagel’s
exhortation was typically rationalist in content and style, and nothing was said
that would indicate to anyone that the bread and wine being distributed to be
eaten and drunk had any significance or divine content over and above the sentiments and feelings of remembrance with which the act was celebrated, namely
a remembrance meal of the Lord’s suffering and dying love. From henceforth,
those who participated in this meal were to act out Jesus’ teaching and his example of sacrificial love and as an act of grateful obedience to him who had provided them with such a self-sacrificing act of love. Hufnagel expressed this in a
short admonition and a paraphrase of the Our Father, which he believed to more
adequately expressed the meaning of that prayer than the actual words of Jesus
as recorded by the evangelists could convey:
“To live in accordance with this teaching and to work day-by-day in this spirit
until the night comes when no man can work, strengthen yourself now by savoring bread and wine, consecrated with the prayer and blessings of Jesus in remembrance of his death that by his sufferings and death there comes to mankind the
greatest joys, peace of conscience, and immortality:
You, who are enthroned in heaven, O Father of mankind,
Reverently we adore you!
May your kingdom be established among us!
May your will be done on earth as it is in heaven!
Give us what we need from day-to-day!
Forgive us when we fail, even as we forgive those who offend against us!
Let us not succumb to temptations!
Rescue us from misfortune!
For you reign as almighty, and Lord, and forever. Amen!”
So too, the Words of Christ over the bread and the wine need to be recast to
more adequately convey the real significance of the eating and drinking:
“Our Lord Jesus, as he was eating with his disciples on that last night, took
bread, prayed, broke it, and said: ‘Take and eat, this is my body, which is dying
for you! Savor it in remembrance of me!’ In the same manner also, he extended to
them the cup with the words: ‘Drink of it all of you, this is my blood which is being shed for my religion! Henceforth celebrate my remembrance in this manner!’”
The Agnus Dei as well was recast, for Christ was not to be identified as a dumb
animal blindly led to the slaughter but rather as the Son of God, who in some
sense carried the sins of the world upon himself and gave a blessing to the virtuous who followed him:
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“Christ, Son of God, who bears the sins of the world, have mercy on us! Christ,
Son of God, who bears the sins of the world, have mercy on us! Christ, Son of
God, who bears the sins of the world, give us your blessing!”
So too, the prayer of thanksgiving proclaimed the Supper, which had now
been completed, as an act through which the ordinand was strengthened for
his life of ministry through the remembrance of Jesus’ love. It was this remembrance, lodged in the mind and heart rather than any virtue or power, which
might be found in the consecrated bread and wine, which would provide power
and strength to the minister to proclaim the true meaning of the death of Jesus,
according to Hufnagel’s prayer:
“Thanks be to you, most Beloved of the Father, for the blessings of your meal
in which this your servant has been strengthened for his ministry through the
remembrance of your love. Confer power and strength upon him and upon us to
worship you and virtuously proclaim your death until you will appear in your
glory. Amen!”536
In 1790, Hufnagel once again published a Communion service, but this time he
offered a complete form for the public Communion service with directives for the
communal Communion celebration in the congregation. The service was to begin
as usual, and after the Sunday sermon, the communicants were to gather around
the altar. The pastor was to begin the ceremony with an admonition in which he
called upon those who would commune to understand that the act in which they
were now to participate was a festal and solemn confession before God and man
of the example provided by Jesus and of their intention to imitate him in thought,
word, and deed and to fulfill their obligations in a worthy manner and a good
conscience by willingly associating with their fellows in all of the ups and downs
of daily life. It was to be understood as a communal act of horizontal association,
a communion between fellow human beings, and only secondarily as an act of
communion between man and God. It was the whole communal action, rather
than the specific act of partaking of blessed bread and wine, which was of real
significance here. Bread and wine were earthly things and therefore could not
be vehicles by which blessing was conveyed to a man from heaven. Hufnagel’s
thoughts were expressed in the following admonition:
“The purpose of our meeting before the altar, my faithful ones, is the solemn
confession before God and our brethren of his example, the One who died for
us, in order that we may become like him in our thinking and our obligations by
preserving a good conscience before God and men, by participating in the joys
and sorrows of our fellow men, by our clemency, mercy, and benevolence toward
the erring and our enemies, by steadfastness in misfortune, by moderation in joy,
536
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by diligence, activity, and zeal in all the work of our calling, and by courage, devotion to God, and steadfast faith in eternal life when death will call us from this
earth. Our lives, what we were and still are, have been examined by him, who
knows the aspirations of our hearts and our intentions and uncovers what is in
the innermost hidden parts of our hearts. Blessed are we when we thoughtfully
and earnestly consider our regrets. Our decision to die to sin is strong and immovable, and through the savoring of this meal, our love for Jesus shall be made
visible in life, and all our actions be unmistakable.”
Once again, the Our Father was recast to affirm this understanding of the
communal act and its significance for each and all who participated. As before,
trespasses were replaced by “faltering steps” and sins gave way to “offenses,”
temptations were now “severe trials,” and “evil” gave way to those things which
“might bring harm” to the worshipers:
“Our Father in heaven,
To you do we pray!
Your kingdom, truth, and virtue spread among us!
Your will be done on earth as it is in heaven!
Give us today what we need for this day!
Forgive us, should we falter, as we forgive those who offend against us!
Lead us not into severe trials but keep far from us what would harm us!
For you reign as almighty, glorious, and eternal. Amen!”
The Words of Christ over the bread and wine were to be spoken toward the
altar, and both it and the Agnus Dei were recast as in the first service. Christ’s
blood was said to be shed “for his religion,” which was to spill over and cover
the world:
“In the night when he was betrayed, Jesus, our Lord, ate with his disciples; he
took the bread, prayed, broke it, and gave it to them with the words: ‘This is my
body which is dying for you. Savor it in remembrance of me.’ In the same way
also, he handed to them the cup after Supper and said: ‘Drink all of it, this is my
blood which is being shed for my religion. Drink it in remembrance of me’.”
The congregation responded by singing Agnus Dei:
“Christ, you Son of God, who bears the sins of the world, have mercy on us!
Christ, you Son of God, who bears the sins of the world, have mercy on us!
Christ, you Son of God, who bears the sins of the world, give us your blessing!”
The closing prayer in this service was similar in content to the prayer in the
ordination service but two new points appeared. First, the eating of one bread
and the drinking of one cup were now said to solemnly actualize the death of
Christ and his blessed consequences, and the Spirit of Christ was asked to abide
in the midst of the people in order to innervate their worship and enable them to
transcend the power of mere senses and feelings:
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“Let us proclaim the death of the Lord until he comes!
Indeed, thanks and praise be to you, most Beloved of the Father, that for the
memorial of your life, which you lived for us and for the blessing of our spirits,
you willingly suffered death for us with all of its pain in such a sensible manner. By
the eating of one bread and drinking of one cup, we solemnly actualize your death
and its blessed consequences for men, and we pledge to live to you and to virtue
because you died for us and for our sins. Inspire us all, O Spirit, the Spirit of your
Father, that in us may be revived one mind for good, one love for all mankind, one
blessing through this life to eternity. Abide in the midst of us according to your
promise, and we shall reverently worship you! O abide, abide with us! One glimpse
of you strengthens us against the powers of the senses; forbid it that we might willingly consent to any sin, and fortify us in the final battle at our death. Amen!”
Hufnagel directed that the communicants should now approach the altar to
participate in the Supper, remembering Jesus, mindful of their duties and of their
responsibilities toward God and their fellow men, and with the words of the
preacher imprinted on their hearts. At the distribution, the traditional formula
was altered to stress the remembrance aspect of the service. Reference was made
to the body and blood of Christ but primarily by means of a quotation from the
words of Jesus rather than by a statement of the church’s faith in these words and
their intimate connection with the bread and wine – a formula which had in it
something for traditionalists and rationalists alike:
“Take this, Jesus said, and eat, this is my body which is given for you for the
best. Savor it in remembrance of me.” “Drink this, Jesus said, this is my blood,
shed out for the salvation for the souls of many, and remember me!”
In place of a prayer of thanksgiving, this service closed with an admonition
that the remembrance of Jesus would stir the people to the purity of thought
and action, leading to a pious way of life as they sought to follow the example of
Jesus. There were no thanks given for anything objectively received, but mention
was made of the peace of heart which must inevitably descend upon those who
contemplated the merits of the pure and blameless Jesus:
“My beloved, strengthened through the remembrance of Jesus and his love, let
us earnestly strive to be more perfect in goodness and exhibit our reciprocal love
through a pious way of life. He died for sins; let us, therefore, live for virtue! He
taught us to be happy here and blessed hereafter, and should we not live in this
knowledge? What blame is there for those who know God’s will and do not live in
it! But what peace there is for the heart which is mindful of the inexpressible merits
of Jesus, holding them pure and blameless unto the great day of his coming in judgment! May the grace of our Lord, the love of the Father, and the power of the Spirit
preserve such a heart in blessing now and in the life to come. Amen.”537
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A third Lord’s Supper Service was
published in 1791. Once again, the service
was meant to be used in the public Communion observance of the congregation.
The admonition in this service was meant
to prepare the worshipers for the day of
judgment when they must appear before
their heavenly Judge. In preparation for
this day, they now gathered before the altar of love to receive new strength to live
virtuous lives and before the altar of forgiveness that they may eschew the repayment of evil with evil:
“My friends, before God and our consciences we have responded to the important question as to what will happen
to us if we die today, and we are determined to examine our weaknesses more
minutely to consciously eschew all spotted errors, to withstand every repeated
itch toward sin, and to live the time left
for us according to our best understanding and conscience to him who died for
us. In this solemn pledge, we now gather
Title page of 1791 Hufnagel’s
before the altar of love in order that our
Liturgische Blätter.
love may receive new strength for truth
and virtue, for friends and enemies, for
good-fortune and ill-fortune! We gather
before the altar of forgiveness, and should we not be able to forgive our offenders,
forget grievances, and give up the desire for revenge? We gather before the altar
which is the monument of the most precious sacrifice! He, the Innocent, died for
the guilty. It is our desire to live toward him. Your Spirit, O Father, strengthen our
spirits in order that we may share the blessing which Jesus Christ has purchased
for us with his death! Amen.”
The Words of Institution and the Agnus Dei were not included, but the reference was made to their use. The prayer before communion asked for strength
to fight against evil lusts, the enticements of temptation, and for preservation in
blamelessness to the day of judgment. In this prayer, no reference was made to
the act of Communion itself or to its worthy reception:
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“We lift our hearts to you, Father of
our Lord Jesus Christ! You have loved us,
men, so much that your Beloved died for
us! Oh, may this love strengthen all our
hearts in all good matters to fight against
all alien desires, to weaken all the charms
of temptation to sin, and preserve our
spirit and body blameless unto the great
day of judgment. We cannot behold our
benefactor, Jesus Christ, with our eyes,
but he is near to us, near with his Spirit!
He animates us all, he inspires us all, he
leads us all throughout our lives! We give
him praise with our lives! Amen.”
The distribution of the bread and wine
was followed by an admonition that those
who had now communed might understand that the blessings of the death of
Jesus were such that they should now
strive to live for him instead of themselves
and earthly gain. Their lives should glorify
Title page of 1796 Hufnagel’s
liturgical formularies.
God and Jesus in both attitude and action:
“Convinced again of the blessings
of the death of Jesus, let us, my friends,
zealously strive to live wholly for him who sacrificed his life for us. Trusting
in God, satisfied with our destinies, participating in the welfare of our brothers,
practicing moderation in our desires, moving forward in goodness, caring for the
health of our spirits and bodies, bold in danger, patient in suffering, and peacefully awaiting death with the certainty that he leads us to life – all this draws now
our lives in such a manner that we might worthily glorify God and Jesus in our
attitudes and actions. Amen.”
The service closed with a blessing of which only the first words were printed:
“The grace of our Lord, etc.”538
In 1796, Hufnagel printed yet one more Communion service, celebrated on December 12, 1794. In this service, he proposed to cut through the minutiae of the well-known
story in the gospels and concentrate on what was most important in the Supper, that
is, the revelation of the character of Jesus who wished to comfort his friends in the face
of his impending doom and to provide the worshipers with a model to imitate:
538
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“In this frame of mind, we now take up the external religious act which from the
first days of Christianity had been identified with the celebration of the death of its
great Founder and which serves as a picture of what he did in the circle of his friends
during the Last Supper to designate his impending death and to preserve their affectionate thoughts concerning him. Our devotion is not tied up with all of the wellknown words of the story; it separates out everything of little significance from this
simple act; it makes real to us the great character of Jesus which we are to emulate.”
The distribution formulas in this service were some of the most radical which
have survived. Here all reference to heavenly elements, that is, the body and
blood, and the blessings conveyed by them, have been completely cast aside, and
the bread and wine are now understood to be simple reminders of timeless truths
which will enlighten and comfort those who receive them:
“Savor this bread! The Spirit of devotion rests upon you with its fullest blessing!” “Savor a little wine! The power of virtue resides not in this wine; it resides
in you, in divine teaching, and in God!”
“Savor, etc. – in remembrance of Jesus Christ. Whoever hungers after purer,
more noble virtue will be filled.” “Savor, etc. – in remembrance of Jesus Christ.
Whoever thirsts after purer, more noble virtue will not yearn for it in vain.”
“Savor, etc. – Rejoice in your God who in a fatherly manner forgives and leads
forward your entire destiny.” “Savor, etc. – Rejoice in purer, more noble virtue
and in the hope of immortality.”539
The tradition of holding the service of confession on the eve or the day of
the Lord’s Supper was maintained as before, but here it has taken on an entirely
new significance. The word “sin” in Hufnagel’s 1790 preparatory service is not
so much as mentioned. That man is a sinner now simply means that he has been
hampered by failures and missteps (Germ. Fehler), that he has wandered off the
path from time to time or the proper path. The scrutiny is limited to a single
question which is, in fact, not a question at all but instead a pledge and vow to be
virtuous and pure in the heart from this point on:
“With these convictions and intentions, we all unite our voices in these prayers
and vows. We are all determined to work honestly toward the higher perfection
of our spirits and hearts in a most meticulous manner, keeping away from known
faults and growing more and more in the knowledge and practice of all virtues.
Pure hearts shall abide in love toward God and Jesus, shall live toward the longlasting prosperity of ourselves and others, and in the midst of the hardships of
our journey on this earth, we are all mindful of the highest calling of heaven toward which, indeed, we all strive, toward which we all labor, and this pledge we
all make before God and our conscience with a solemn: ‘Yes’.”
539
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In place of an absolution, there is now a simple assurance that He, who helps
the worshipers in their weaknesses, will surely assist and comfort them:
“With these intentions and trusting in the assistance of Him, who helps us
in our weakness, there rests upon us the sure word of Jesus with all the comfort
and all the blessings which by his death he has vouchsafed to his faithful worshipers. Preserve, O You, who are all-benevolent, this trust and these blessings to
our hearts that after the trials of this short day, we may completely and eternally
glorify You, the Father, the Son, and the Spirit!”540
The 1791 scrutiny and absolution confessed neither sin nor failure but recognized that the worshipers were to be more zealous in their intention to follow
Jesus, that is, to live to him rather than to the world:
“This prayer obliges us, my friends, to new zeal toward virtue, to live to Him
who died for us! This confession we now establish with a solemn: ‘Yes’!”
In place of absolution, the preacher expressed the pious wish that God would
give strength and consolation so that nothing would condemn those who live in
Jesus as these worshipers most certainly did!
“On the basis of this pledge, for the accomplishment of which may God give
us strength, the consolation which Jesus Christ has given us is established that
henceforth nothing more condemns those who live in Him, and this certainty we
now possess trusting in the Father, the Son, and the Spirit. Amen.”541
Hard times were approaching Europe in 1792. On April 20, France declared
war on Austria, leading the people in fear concerning the days of privation which
would descend upon them. In order to express the anxieties of those days, Hufnagel wrote a new litany to be used on the day of repentance and prayer in 1792. It
recalled the words of Psalm 90 and was to be used in place of the traditional litany.
“God of love and peace, bless us!
You are gracious and merciful to all your creatures!
Jesus, Son of God, through your grace let us be righteous and inherit eternal life!
Spirit of Truth, preserve us in the faith in the blessed expectation of eternity!
You bear witness with our spirit that we are the children of God!
Be gracious to us and protect us!
Be gracious to us and deliver us!
Hear our prayer:
Do not enter into judgment with us!
Who can stand before you?
Think upon us according to your great mercy!
Help us to bear the burdens which you have laid upon us,
Heal the wounds which you have struck,
540
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We face trouble and are in turmoil,
But we do not dismay
Because you are forever our refuge!
Before the mountains and the earth and the world were created,
You are God from eternity to eternity!
Foreign armies surround us,
The dangers of war assail us,
Our sighs are not hidden from you,
Oh, that we had not deserved all this.
But how did we thank you so far for the blessing of peace?
How did we praise your fatherly love for us with our lives?
How did we live according to your Son’s example?
How did we follow your instructions to live virtuously, justly, and godly? …”542
Despite his radical rationalist views, Hufnagel’s Liturgische Blätter enjoyed
great popularity. They were all private works, published without official approval by any church, but they struck a responsive chord in the hearts and minds of
the rationalist clergy and upper class – enlightened people of the day. Between
1790 and 1791, his forms for public Communion enjoyed such popularity that in
1794 they were reprinted in Kleine auserlesene liturgische Bibliothek, volume three.
In his 1795 Oldenburg agenda, Mutzenbecher reprinted Hufnagel’s 1790 form for
public Communion, placing it in sixth place among his offerings. Adler put the
same Communion service in fifth place in his 1797 agenda. Finally, in 1804 Seiler
included a very heavily edited version of Hufnagel’s Communion service in his
Allgemeine Sammlung, volume III/2.543

5 . 9 H a n d b o o ks o f Chri s ti an Got t f ried J un ge
Yet another work which achieved some prominence in Prussia, and particularly
in Silesia, was the liturgical output of Christian Gottfried Junge, who was first pastor of St Sebald’s Church in Nürnberg and whose works came to be very influential in shaping liturgical worship in that city at the turn of the eighteenth century.
Junge was somewhat moderate in his reform proposals and limited himself to the
development of services which would provide something new and different for the
congregations “in tune with the spirit of the times”544 while remaining unprovocative. In 1799, he published in Nürnberg his first book of worship proposals under
542
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the inoffensive title: Versuch einer neuen
Liturgie oder Sammlung von Gebeten und
Anreden bei dem öffentlichen Gottesdienst und
andern feyerlichen Religionshandlungen zum
Gebrauch evangelischer Gemeinen (Attempt
at a New Liturgy or a Collection of Prayers
and Addresses for Public Divine Service and
Other Solemn Religious Ministrations for
Use in Evangelical Congregations). A second
work appeared in 1801 under the title:
Neues Agend-Buch für die Nürnbergische
Kirchendiener in der Stadt und auf dem Lande
(New Agenda Book for the Nürnberg Clergy in
the City and the Countryside). This volume
was also printed in Nürnberg. Both his
works were presented to the city council
Christian Gottfried Junge
for its approval. The council agreed to the
(Rijksmuseum,
Amsterdam).
publication of both volumes and officially
accepted the second volume, which was
then made official in Lutheran parishes of
the city and its vicinity.545
Junge’s 1799 work was meant to present proposals that would cover all aspects of the liturgical life of the congregations and the work of the clergy. The
book consisted in two parts, the first of which included modernized prayers and
intercessions for use on ordinary Sundays and festal days and prayers to be used
during the weekday prayer services. Also included were collects for special occasions, such as days of repentance, Apostle’s days, etc., and collects for general
use. The second part consisted in ministerial acts. In a manner typical of the age,
Junge offered a variety of alternative services to satisfy the spiritual and intellectual needs of a variety of congregations and individuals. This made it possible
for the pastor to select services that would speak most meaningfully to his congregation, depending on its spiritual and intellectual level. Included were four
baptismal forms, a form for the Baptism of a sickly child, and the recognition
of an emergency Baptism, as well as a prayer for use before Communion and
three forms of exhortation before Communion, along with collects and services
for the Communion of the elderly, the infirm, and the sick. Also included were
four marriage services and service for a wedding anniversary, as well as three
forms for the “marriage of fornicators” and wedding collects. Found as well were
545
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a confirmation ceremony, a service for the
ordination of a pastor, called by Junge the
“ordination of a teacher of the Church,”
and finally, a modified system of pericopes, an appendix of short instructions relating to the installation of a pastor, called
by the “Author the teacher’s office,” and
formulas for the benediction.
Unlike most liturgiologists of that era,
Junge did not offer three newly reworked
services for the Lord’s Supper, but he was
content to offer only new admonitions
that could hardly be considered revolutionary. The first of these was a revision
of the admonition in the 1783/86 Electoral Palatinate agenda,546 the second was
a version of a form taken from Seiler’s
1787 Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer
Formulare,547 and the third form of particular value was authored by Junge himself.
Title page of 1799 Versuch einer neuen
Junge’s Communion service sugLiturgie by Christian Gottfried Junge.
gested that the service should begin with
a greeting to the congregation, recalling
that the worshipers had come together in
this morning hour to recall the death of Jesus through the celebration of his Supper. He, therefore, bid them to distance themselves from everything which might
distract them from their contemplation of the divine love and thus weaken their
devotion. To this end, they should now “lift up their hearts to God and confidently ask for his assistance” – an expression favored by many contemporary
liturgiologists.
Then followed a lengthy prayer, giving thanks especially that the worshipers
had made the decision to remember the death of God’s Son and receive the blessings given through this memorial meal. It was through him that they had received perfect instruction concerning God’s will and their own personal obligations; they were now motivated to hatred of sin and the sanctification of their
minds and lives. Christ had given them the perfect example to imitate and had established this Lord’s Supper which they were to enjoy in order to receive strength
in their weakness and power to follow Jesus. They were, therefore, to ask for
546
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forgiveness and for God’s benevolence that they might be strengthened in their
pious intentions and resolution as faithful followers of Jesus.548
This was followed by yet another exhortation to the communicants in which
the celebrant urged them to unite in a pious intention to keep the Supper by remembering Jesus’ love and by taking the “blessed bread and wine” in remembrance of his loving intention, distancing themselves from all which might distract them. They must examine themselves since no hypocrite could have a share
in the grace of God or have any real hope of forgiveness. However, if they would
hold all these things in their hearts, they could approach the holy table with confidence to savor the bread and wine and in it experience the closest possible connection with their Savior who gave his body and blood, sending salvation and the
certainty of forgiveness and making them children of God.549
The preacher then invited the worshipers to join him in prayer that the Lord
would grant them such a mind and resolution and afford them his counsel and
aid. He prayed that having granted the gift of his Son, God would now fill every
heart with reverent thanksgiving and love and grant that all might be established
through this Lord’s Supper to do his will and forsake all evil, walking in true
piety which leads to sanctification.
Then followed the Words of Institution, the Our Father, and the Pax Domini:
“The peace of the Lord be with us all.” The distribution formula was traditional:
“Take and eat, this is the body of Christ which was given into death for you,”
and “Take and drink, this is the blood of Christ which was shed for your sins.”
Five alternative post-communion prayers were offered for use after the distribution. The first prayer gave thanks for the forgiveness of sins and eternal blessedness, which God gives through Jesus Christ, and for the benefit of the Lord’s
Supper with which the communicants had been blessed. It asked for the strengthening of steadfast faith and true obedience to God’s will. The second prayer gave
thanks for the certainty of forgiveness, which comes through the Lord’s Supper,
and the joyful hope of future blessedness now given anew. This prayer also asked
that the worshipers might live in this world unblemished and praise God in word
and deed. The third prayer gave thanks that the worshipers had been quickened
and strengthened through the Supper and asked that they might be strengthened in steadfast faith and active love toward the neighbor. The fourth prayer
gave thanks for the eternal comfort which God has prepared through his Son and
which is assured through participation in the Supper. It asked that the people
might have hearty confidence in God’s grace for the forgiveness of sins, and that
they might prepare for eternal life with true faith and be equipped to walk a pious
path through life. The final prayer gave thanks for grace and forgiveness through
548
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the death of Christ now newly assured through the Supper, and the worshipers
prayed that they might be bound together through steadfast faith and preserved
in a holy way of life and remain pure in love, unity, and faithfulness.550
It may be said of Junge’s Communion service that he had not traveled far
along the path of radical eighteenth-century rationalism. He would seem to be
somewhat closer to traditional usages than many of his colleagues. Yet for him,
the Lord’s Supper is understood primarily as a meal of remembrance, which is to
provoke the mind and heart with good resolutions and a pious way of life. When
he states that the believer enjoys in the bread and wine the closest possible connection with his Savior, he is indicating that the bread and wine call to mind that
the Savior gave his body and blood to bring salvation and the certainty of forgiveness. The connection is seen to be primarily a matter of mental and sentimental
remembrance, which provokes a man to pious resolutions to imitate Jesus and
attain to the blessings which come through him.
Junge’s baptismal service as well contains some unaltered traditional elements
such as the acceptance of the Apostle’s Creed. An interesting addition in one of
the forms is the identification of the summary of the law from Matthew 22 as the
“chief law of Christendom,” along with the following question which identifies
this chief law as the content of the faith into which the child is being baptized.
Junge does not find the title “devil” offensive, however, he uses it only in a statement that refers to all sins and unholy works as having been identified in the
Scriptures as “works of the devil.” His version of the post-baptismal blessing,
which follows the act of Baptism itself, makes no reference to rebirth by water
and Spirit but merely states that the candidate has now been accepted into the
kingdom of God’s Son and is granted all the privileges of believing Christians. He
is now strengthened through God’s grace to eternal life.551
In fact, Junge offers the clergy a variety of post-baptismal blessings in his
forms. “The Almighty God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, who through
Baptism has sanctified you to be his child and received you, direct you at all
times by his good Spirit and preserve you in his grace to eternal life. Amen.”
“The merciful God, who has received you as his child, preserve you in this grace
now and forever. Amen.” “The Almighty God and Father of Jesus Christ, who
has received you as his child into the congregation of his Son, strengthen and
preserve you to everlasting life. Amen.” “God be with you and preserve you in
the true faith to eternal salvation. Amen.” Nowhere is rebirth by “water and the
Spirit” mentioned or alluded to. When the Holy Spirit is mentioned, it is only in
terms of the direction of life’s activities. The water of Baptism is not mentioned
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at all, although the traditional baptismal formula, “I baptize you, etc.,” remains
in place.552
On October 10, 1800, Junge had completed his research work and was ready to
publish his final proposals.553 His book, which appeared in 1801, included much
of the material that he had previously published. His agenda again consisted in
two parts. The first had in it six divisions. The first gave directions concerning the
order of the divine service, which the 1799 edition had not included. Second came
prayers for Sundays and special occasions, third consisted in collects for the various days and seasons of the church year. The fourth provided announcements
concerning the day of repentance, the harvest festival, and the anniversary of the
presentation of the Augsburg Confession. Then, in division five, there were provided a number of intonations to be used with the “Benedicamus Domino” during
the various seasons of the church year, and alternative benedictions were given
in division six. The pastoral acts comprised the second part of the work. Included
were five forms for Baptism, a form for the Baptism of a sickly child, and the
recognition of an emergency Baptism. Also included were marriage services and
a service to be held on a wedding anniversary. Three forms were given for the
marriage of “unrepentant sinners,” as well as appropriate collects for the day of
marriage. The third division contained the service of the Lord’s Supper included
in which were a morning prayer, four forms of admonition, three of which had
appeared earlier in the 1799 book and a fourth from Mutzenbecher’s Oldenburg
agenda, the Verba, the Our Father, the post-communion thanksgivings, and a
form for the Communion of the elderly and the sick. The fourth division gave the
form for the rite of confirmation, and the order for the ordination of a pastor was
given in the fifth division. The sixth division gave the pericopal system, and concise directions of a pastoral nature and annotation were given in section seven.
Chant tones and intonations were rarely included in Enlightenment-era agendas because the liturgiologists were of a mixed opinion concerning the value of
music in worship. Even those who did not particularly object to the use of music
in the service, rarely included musical notations and chant tones. In general, it
appears that one would look in vain for notations and chants outside traditional
Lutheran service books. However, Junge’s 1801 agenda included chant tones for
the chanting of the Verba, the Our Father, and the Pax Domini in the service of the
Lord’s Supper, and his book included as well a section with proper chant tones
for the “Benedicamus Domino” at the end of the service on solemn occasions – the
Sundays of Advent, Pre-Lent, Lent, Passiontide, the Easter Season, apostles’ days,
minor feasts, and weekdays.554
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Junge presented in his agenda the order of the Lord’s Supper to be celebrated early on Sunday morning before the
main service. Included also were outlines
of services for Ash Wednesday, Reformation Day, and the Harvest Festival,
as well as an outline for use in weekday
prayer services and on Fridays.555
It was the custom in Nürnberg, at least
in St Sebald’s Church, that the Lord’s
Supper was to be celebrated in an early
morning service on Sundays before the
main divine service. Junge referred to this
as nothing new. It was simply the restoration of a practice which had been quite
common before 1691 and which was now
being restored in the newer liturgies. He
Title page of 1801 Agend-Buch by
did not state whether or not this service
Christian Gottfried Junge.
was held every Sunday, but his placement
of it in the agenda immediately before the
main service would seem to indicate that
the Communion celebration might have been a weekly event.556
The service was to begin with the singing of the hymn, “We Bless Thee, Jesus
Christ Our Lord” (“Wir danken dir, Herr Jesu Christ”), after which the Lord’s Supper collect was sung. Then the “morning blessing” was read and the first stanza
of the hymn, “Jesus I Will Never Leave” (“Meinen Jesum laß ich nicht”), was sung.
This was followed by the exhortation and the singing of the Words of Institution.
After this, the school children were to sing the first stanza of “I will never leave
you, Jesus” (“Dich Jesum lass ich ewig nicht”) or “Create in me a clean heart, O
God” (“Schaff in mir Gott”) or some other appropriate hymn stanza. This was then
followed by the singing of the Our Father and the Pax Domini with the Amen.
After the communicants had received the Sacrament, the service concluded with
the collect of thanksgiving, the Benedicamus, and the benediction.
The main service, which Junge entitled: “At the morning divine service on
feasts, Sundays, and special days,” was to begin with a morning hymn, followed
by the prayer of preparation, together with the Our Father and an appropriate
reading from the Small Catechism and announcements. The hymn stanza, “Grant
Peace, We Pray, in Mercy, Lord” (“Verleih Uns Frieden Gnädiglich”), together with
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the collect and the Benedicamus, were then to be sung followed by the chief hymn
of the day. Following the hymn, the sermon was preached, and at its conclusion,
the general confession was to be prayed, although this could be dropped in the
winter season. Then followed the prayer of the church, the intercessions, the Our
Father, an appropriate seasonal hymn of no more than two or three stanzas, and
finally, a collect, the Benedicamus, and the benediction. On high feasts or special
occasions, a special hymn stanza might be sung between the sermon and the Our
Father, but a note was included that the service should not be unduly lengthened. Special mention of the readings was included in the service as outlined for
smaller towns which indicates that the epistle or gospel, whichever was not to be
the theme of the sermon, should be read immediately after the opening hymn. In
the service for villages, the reading of the epistle or gospel was placed after the
last stanza of the morning hymn. That stanza was separated from the rest of the
hymn by a collect and a reading from the Catechism.
In smaller towns, an early Communion service was to be held, but in villages
Communion services, when held, were to be made a part of the regular Sunday
morning service and put after the sermon, after the hymn, “We Bless Thee, Jesus
Christ Our Lord.” This was to be followed by an exhortation, consecration, distribution, collect of thanksgiving, and closing benediction.557
The liturgical works of Junge were well received by some progressive liturgiologists of his day. Among them was Seiler, who included Junge’s Communion service in his own collection, the Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer Formulare
der evangelischen Kirchen, volume III/2. Indeed, Junge’s 1801 agenda was one of
the few private agendas which came to be introduced as an officially approved
agenda for congregational use.
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6 . J o h ann C h r i st o p h v o n W ö llne r ’ s
1 7 8 8 A nt i - Rat i o nal i st E d i ct
The religious climate in Prussia during
the reign of Friedrich the Great reflected
the general intellectual atmosphere of
that time. Because the Enlightenment and
its attendant rationalism permeated Prussia to a greater extent than was the case in
other German lands, Prussia of Friedrich
the Great has often been described as a
“Metropolis of the Enlightenment”558 or
the “land of freedom of conscience.”559
During the reign of Friedrich Wilhelm
II, which began in 1786, this situation
changed. The new king was of a very different temperament from that of his predecessor. He was the grandson of Friedrich Wilhelm I and came to the throne
because his uncle Friedrich the Great had
died without an heir. Within two years,
Johann Christoph Wöllner, who had been
shunned as an obscurantist during the
Johann Christoph von Wöllner. Engraving
reign of Friedrich the Great, was named
by Johann Friedrich Schleuen Sr., c. 1790
to replace Baron von Zedlitz as head of
(Gleimhaus Halberstadt).
the Spiritual Department, supervising
the section charged of educational and
religious affairs in both Lutheran and Roman Catholic churches.
Wöllner was then and later usually described in vitriolic terms. To put it plainly, he was an enemy of the rationalism and was regarded by those who considered the Enlightenment as a great step forward, which had freed man from the
shackles of non-rational superstition, as the “Grand Inquisitor” whose prey were
men of integrity who wished to be guided by reason alone.
Wöllner was born in a parsonage at Döberitz in Brandenburg in 1732. He studied theology at Halle where Professor Christian Wolff was among his instructors.
He was ordained at the age of twenty-three, and in 1755 he took a position as
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tutor in Groß und Klein Behnitz in Brandenburg. In 1762, he suspended his pastoral activities and devoted himself to writing and agriculture. Between 1770 and
1786, he served in various governmental positions in Berlin, and in 1781 he was
appointed lecturer in statecraft to the Prussian crown prince who would later
become King Friedrich Wilhelm II.

6 . 1 W öl l n e r’s Di s co u rs e s to the C rown Prin c e
It was in his lectures to the crown prince
that Wöllner gradually delineated his determination against the Enlightenment
rationalism. An important early instance
of his opposition to rationalism in religion may be found in his February 4, 1784,
treatise Abhandlung von der Bevölkerung der
Preuß[ischen] Staaten, vornehmlich der Marck
Brandenburg (Treatise on the Population of the
Prussian States, Especially Mark Brandenburg).
In it, he complained against the writings
of Voltaire and other French philosophers
and the attempts of progressive theologians
to base morality on the flimsy foundation of
Enlightenment religion, which, according
to Wöllner, could never provide a foundation for morality. At the conclusion of his
treatise, he hammered home his strong opposition to the rationalism and insisted that
“the Bible as God’s word is the only foundation,” but it had long been put down by the
Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm.
Engraving by Peter Christian Friedrich
progressives following the example of the
Reclam (Herzog Anton Ulrich-Museum,
High Consistory in Berlin.560
Braunschweig).
On September 15, 1785, Wöllner was
able to formulate his mature thinking on
religion and the negative influences of the Enlightenment. “Reverently I lay at the
feet of your royal majesty the most important of all my productions. It concerns
religion,” he stated in his Abhandlung von der Religion (Treatise on Religion).561 He
stated that the state was at risk because of the rapidly spreading unbelief in both
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high and low places. The health and welfare of society depended upon a Godfearing Christian ruler and God-fearing Christian people in a society willing to
obey him for the good of all, he asserted. However, an irreligious ruler gives aid
and comfort to those who “mock and scoff at religion and spread corrosive poisonous thoughts through the whole population.” The majesty of the king could
only be honored, he stated, where the majesty of God is honored first of all.562
Among the primary matters about which he expressed himself were the coercion
of consciences and intolerance. He stated that both were abominations because no one
should be subjected to the compulsion of conscience even if he might be in error. However, it is the conscience that is worthy of respect, not the error, and those who are in
error in religion must be patiently instructed in the hope that in the course of time they
will turn from their error and accept the truth. In the case of the heathen and adherents
of Islam, even these erroneous religions must be tolerated, but only because it is better to teach and convince them concerning faith in Jesus than to try to compel them to
denounce their errors. Concerning the Reformed, Lutherans, and Roman Catholics, a
Christian ruler must recognize them all as equally dear to him, he stated. Tolerance,
however, may also be abused, Wöllner stated, as it is when philosophizers in teaching
positions “spread poison among the people” which attacks the Christian religion and
undercuts the religious and moral foundations necessary to the state.
“These people are very dangerous members of the state; they make their poor
fellow citizens extremely unhappy by acting on them far worse than street robbers and rob them of their consciences and their souls of peace, which is infinitely
more precious to everyone than money and goods that the street robbers take.”563
This is a clear violation of the limits of toleration because it turns people against
the faith.
Wöllner then identified the five sources of unbelief which, he said, included
the incorrect rationalist teachings of contemporary scholars concerning the nature of man, the rejection or twisting of the Holy Scriptures, the insistence that
religion and reason must agree, the denial of the doctrine of atonement, which
Wöllner insisted is the central doctrinal position of the Christian faith, for as St
Paul taught in 2 Corinthians 5:19, “God was in Christ reconciling the world to
himself.” A further source of disbelief was the lust after riches, effeminacy, and
the pursuit of sensual and carnal desires. Together with all this, he decried what
he called the “sadness of the soul” caught in the depressive cycle of unbelief. He
decried also the rampant immorality and lack of religious fervor and true fear of
God so evident in the capital city of Berlin. Berlin, he stated, is a picture of the
moral and spiritual decline of the nation.564
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Wöllner now turned his attention to a description of the principal causes of the
decline of religion and the growth of unbelief in Prussia. The principle cause of all
of this, he asserted, was the poor example of the king. He had turned his back on
the religious and moral ways of his own father and preferred to pursue his own
course. He wasted his genius and developed the notion that the strength of the
Christian religion in Prussia was injurious to the strength of the nation. This had
greatly affected the Prussian people so that it soon became the fashion to scoff at
Christianity and Christian piety, and from this, the evils of rationalism and Socinianism and other such movements were able to take root. This, of course, had not
been the direct intention of the king, but it was the inevitable consequence of his
own attitudes and behavior because “he had no love of Jesus in his heart,” even
though “in his younger years he had gone to church and participated in Holy Communion.” A second cause of unbelief, he further asserted, was the abuse of tolerance and the failure of the High Consistory in Berlin to correctly explain the meaning of toleration and how it should be employed. Academician Friedrich Gedike
and philosopher Johann Erich Biester, whom Wöllner characterized as “apostles of
unbelief,” had at the same time launched very public malicious attacks against the
Christian faith which were widely influential. A third reason, according to Wöllner,
was the influence of Baron Karl Abraham von Zedlitz, the current minister of the
Spiritual Department (Das geistliche Departement). Von Zedlitz was not diligent in
the exercise of his office which was meant to exalt God and honor both the king and
the fatherland. Wöllner went on to say that he had no personal enmity against Zedlitz and considered him a friend to whom he owed much gratitude, but this did not
change the facts of the matter. He had not conducted his office in a proper manner
“because as a free thinker and enemy of the name of Jesus he used his authority to
put down the Christian religion and replace it with Deism and Naturalism.” This,
Wöllner declared, to be an undeniable fact. Zedlitz harbored such bitterness toward
Jesus that it could not fail to influence the exercise of his office as the minister of
the Spiritual Department. He denied the reconciling work of God in Jesus and had
no regard for Baptism, the Sacrament of the Altar, the Holy Scriptures, or divine
revelation. Wöllner again indicated his willingness to swear to it that what he was
saying about Zedlitz was factual, and that it was the plan of Zedlitz to replace the
Christian religion in Prussia with Naturalism and all its attendant heresies. He recalled also that in the recent past Christian Ernst Wünsch had published a book in
Leipzig under the title Horus565 which contradicted Christian truth concerning the
origins of Christianity and biblical religion. The Leipzig magistrate had confiscated
this work, however, Zedlitz had spoken highly of it and stated that Wünsch was
among those whom he called “honest people” and saw to it that he was appointed
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as a professor at the University of Frankfurt (Oder). In the fourth place, Wöllner
noted that High Consistory member Gedike taught young people publicly that
Christ is not the Son of God but simply an
honest man in whom one need not put his
trust. Furthermore, he had stated that it
was unnecessary to go to Communion, for
he himself never went to Communion.566
In the face of all this, it was of supreme
importance that the true Christian religion
be returned to its proper place, Wöllner
declared. As a first step, the king must set
the example. Wöllner was elated that the
crown prince had publicly gone to Communion in Potsdam and had shown the
people that he was indeed an admirer
of the Christian religion. This helped to
undo the mockeries of Zedlitz, who made
fun of the doctrine of the Holy Trinity,
and Gedike, who wrote publicly against
the Christian faith. A second means of
reestablishing the Christian religion must
Karl Abraham Freiherr von Zedlitz
be a renewed edict calling for the sanctifi(Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
cation of the Sabbath, that is, the Christian
Sabbath, Sunday, as so many of his ancestors had done in the past. All that was necessary was to renew the old edicts and
regulations and make it known to the people that they were expected to observe
them. A third corrective measure must be the appointment of a new, honest, and
faithful minister of the Spiritual Department who would counteract the spread
of Naturalism sponsored by Zedlitz. Furthermore, the spread of rationalism was
also a fault of the High Consistory which had control of all consistories, provosts,
superintendents, inspectors (visitors), and teachers. In the whole Prussia, only Silesia and East Prussia had been able to escape the influence of Zedlitz or the High
Consistory. He must be replaced with a “man of spiritual integrity who loves God
and Jesus above all else, who is truly pious and prudent, and who will be no blind
zealot,” but one who rules gently but forcefully to bring the Christian religion back
to its former place in society. The future king, Wöllner stated, must appoint such a
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man who will see to it that “the pure doctrine of the gospel is once again taught and
learned,” and by this means “the state will be cleansed and delivered from impiety
and depraved morals.”567
Wöllner then went on to describe what sort of person would be needed to institute and direct this ambitious program:
“Most gracious lord, neither this nor any similar instruction can have anything
other than the best possible effect if your Royal Highness would personally dictate
it to a cabinet authority and submit it to the minister of the Spiritual Department.
However, this minister must not be one who scoffs at religion as Zedlitz does, but
rather a sagacious man who is himself religious and completely patriotic, who
serves not for the achievements of his own personal ends and convenience but the
good of all is the single purpose of his soul. Such a man will do his part to lighten
the governmental burdens of your Majesty’s because your Highness will be able
to rely upon him with certainty.”568
Wöllner delineated several points concerning the instruction of a future minister of the Spiritual Department, stating that it must be evident to the king what
mischief had been done through Naturalism, Deism, Socinianism, and indifference.
Deliberate action must be taken to correct this situation. The minister of the Spiritual Department had done nothing to correct this situation with the result that neither the churches nor the schools, nor any other agency had taught much that was
of real benefit to the people. It must be the desire of the king that the three primary
Christian groups in Prussia, the Reformed, the Lutherans, and the Roman Catholics,
maintain and exalt faith in Jesus because the Christian religion constitutes the basis
of all true happiness, and the king cannot allow it that his subjects are unhappy
through unbelief or fanaticism. The minister must see to it that the candidates for
the preaching office are carefully examined concerning their understanding of the
doctrine of Jesus and their ability to articulate in a pure and unadulterated manner
the truth of the Christian religion. Candidates who are unable to do so, or who articulate Naturalistic, Socinian, or similar notions, must be exhorted, and if they do
not change their ways within a year, they must lose their office. One may not hold
the office of preaching Christ Jesus if, in fact, he does not have faith in Jesus.
A correct understanding of tolerance means that other religions which are found
in society, such as the religions of the Jews, the Turks, and the heathen, should
neither be penalized nor persecuted. Indeed even those who openly despise the
Christian religion, such as Naturalists, Socinians, and Freethinkers, should be given
the freedom to think as they wish, but they should not be permitted to spread their
notions, and they should not be given the opportunity to annoy or seduce others
and lead them into error. Those who seek to make proselytes will not be toler567
568
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ated. In addition, the wild desecration of the Christian Sabbath, Sunday, will not be
permitted, but the old edicts and regulations adapted to present times and conditions must be submitted to the king for his approval and execution. The corrupt
morals of the people are the result of the neglect of religion. Clergy must address
this situation seriously from the pulpit and in the confessional, and the minister
of the Spiritual Department must see to it that outbreaks of public immorality are
dealt with and that both discipline and punishment are properly employed. Books
that promote godlessness and freethinking must be properly examined and censored before they can be published or distributed in the lands of his royal highness.
Since the Spiritual Department has such important and widespread work to do, the
minister in charge of it must be diligent and energetic, not lazy, lethargic, or careless “because one day he must give account before God for every soul which has
been lost through his lack of diligence.”569
Wöllner made it clear in his Abhandlung von der Religion that the single greatest
cause of the decline of religion and the increase in immorality in Prussia was the
Enlightenment. It had produced spoiled fruit that had corrupted the religion of
Jesus. “These then are the beautiful results of the Enlightenment! O most gracious
lord, for God’s sake, and for the sake of your good folk, be merciful in time to
come and return the pure religion of Jesus to my poor Fatherland!” he declared
to the crown prince.570

6 . 2 T h e Pro vi s i o ns o f the E d ic t
Friedrich the Great died on August 16, 1786, and one day later Friedrich Wilhelm II assumed the throne. Within only two months, Wöllner requested that he
be named Minister of Finance, but his real desire was to become the head of the
Lutheran Spiritual Department. If he were given such a position, he stated to his
old friend, the Rosicrucian Johann Rudolph von Bischoffswerder, he would use it
“for the purpose of saving millions of souls from perdition and bringing back the
whole country to the faith of Jesus Christ.”571
The Spiritual Department (Germ. Geistliche Departement) was formed between
1730-1736 and was a branch of the Department of Justice. It was divided into two
departments, each headed by its minister. The Lutheran Spiritual Department was
charged of religious and educational affairs in the Lutheran and Roman Catholic
churches, with the exception of the religious and educational matters in Silesia
which were transferred to the Presidium of the Supreme Government in Breslau
569
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(Germ. Präsidium der Oberamtsregierung).
Under the supervision of the Lutheran
Department was the High Consistory in
Berlin and all Lutheran provincial consistories.572 The Reformed Spiritual Department supervised all religious and educational affairs of the Reformed Church.
Under it was the German Reformed
Church Directorate (Germ. Kirchendirectorium) and the French High Consistory
(Germ. französische Oberkonsistorium), established in 1701 and 1713.573
In order to obtain the position of the
head of the Lutheran Spiritual Department, Wöllner appealed to his influential
friends. In August or September 1786,
he wrote to Johann Rudolf von BischoffKing Friedrich Wilhelm II of Prussia.
Oil
painting on canvas by Anton Graff
werder:
(Wikimedia Commons).
“If Ormesus Magnus [King Friedrich
Wilhelm II] is planning that I should put
the Spiritual Department in order and
help revive the cause of religion in this country, a matter which our Order would
very much appreciate, nothing should stand in the way of his turning the Department over to me. As minister, I would remain diligent throughout my remaining
years of life in humbling the so-called Enlightened. Indeed the chiefs of our Order
would likely not be at all angry if Ormesus Magnus would distinguish in secular matters their chief director. What can hinder Ormesus as king from making
happy one to whom he has given his confidence? He is already beginning to raise
me to noble rank and to create me a Privy Councilor of Finance.”574
For twenty years, von Zedlitz had been in charge of the Spiritual Department,
and during that period he had directed departmental affairs according to his liberal Enlightenment ideals with the concurrence of the High Consistory in Berlin.
Wöllner moved against him by cutting appropriations for his Department to the
bone and by removing Silesia from his control in educational matters. When the
572
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Silesian President, Baron Ferdinand Sigismund von Seidlitz, appealed this move,
the king responded:
“I am wholly of your opinion that the fundamentals of Christianity must be
impressed with special care upon the minds of the young so that in their maturer
years they may have a firm basis for their faith and may not be led into error and
made to waver in their religion by the so-called Enlightened which at present,
alas, are so prevalent. To be sure, I dislike all oppression of conscience and would
allow each his own convictions, but what I will never suffer, is that the religion
of Jesus should be undermined, the Bible scorned, and the banner of disbelief,
Deism, and Naturalism openly flaunted in my domains.”575
Within a few months, von Zedlitz’s authority was further weakened when on
November 11, 1787, he was informed by the order in cabinet that the control of
the Calvinist gymnasiums and schools was taken out of his hands. It was Wöllner
who stood behind all these measures.576 In April 1788, he, together with “Farferus” (von Bischoffwerder) and “Ocarus” (probably Christian Samuel Ludwig Beyer), wrote a program of measures to be presented to the king for the purpose of
defending Prussia from irreligion and false religion, based upon the proposals
which he had long before presented when the king was still the crown prince.
“Your Majesty may certainly believe that such a conference, held with the most
upright purpose and in the spirit of the Order, will not be without blessings, and
the Order will certainly consider it highly to the credit of its crowned O.[rmesus]
M.[agnus] that he has taken this step for the benefit of a good cause and in order
to further the religion of Jesus for so many thousands of persons.”577
King Friedrich Wilhelm II appointed Wöllner as the Minister of State and Justice
and head of the Spiritual Department (Staats- und Justizminister und Chef des geistlichen Departements) on July 3, 1788. Within a few days, on July 9, the king issued an
edict, authored by Wöllner, entitled: Edict, die Religions-Verfassung in den Preußischen
Staaten betreffend (Edict Concerning the Religious Constitution in the Prussian States).578
This edict came to be known as Wöllner’s Religious Edict of 1788.
The opening paragraph clearly stated what the king considered to be his responsibility in matters of religion in his kingdom:
“Long before our accession to the throne, we had observed and remarked how
necessary it would one day be to endeavor, after the example of our predecessors
and particularly of our deceased grandfather, to maintain and partly re-establish in the Prussian dominions the Christian faith of the Protestant church in its
575
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ancient and primitive purity and to repress, as much as possible, infidelity and
superstition, and by this means also the
corruption of the fundamental truths of
the Christian religion and the licentiousness of morals which is a consequence
of it; and to give at the same time to our
faithful subjects a convincing proof of
what they have a right to expect from us
as their Sovereign in regard to their most
important concern, that is to say, full liberty of conscience, their tranquility and
security in the persuasion which they
have embraced and in the faith of their
fathers, as well as in respect to protecting
them against all who perturb their divine services and religious constitution. In
consequence whereof, having now regulated the most urgent affairs of the state
Title page of the 1788 religious edict.
and made some necessary and beneficial
new arrangements, we have not wished
to defer for a single moment the serious
consideration of this other important duty, which our character as Sovereign
imposes on us, and to publish by the present edict our immutable will on this
subject.”579
The edict declared that it was the responsibility of a Christian monarch to ensure that those who dwelt in his domain should enjoy pure worship and ecclesiastical conditions which were unsullied by any distortions, which originated in
the minds of men who in the name of freedom of conscience had violated their
religious oaths and departed from the faith. The Reformed, Lutheran, and Roman
Catholic faiths were described in the edict as the three principal confessions of
the Christian religion in Prussia, and all three had been maintained and protected
in their pure state. Those who adhered to these confessions were to remain true
to their faith for their own salvation, according to the dictates of their confession
and their own consciences, and were to allow others to fulfill their religious obligations and their obligations to the state. Just as no one should be compelled to
believe contrary to what his conscience has taught him, he should not be permitted the opportunity to spread erroneous teachings to others. In Prussia, toleration
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had been extended also to the Jews, the Moravians (the Herrnhutians), the Mennonites, and the Bohemian Brethren. They were permitted to hold their meetings
undisturbed. Other groups, however, were adjudged to be harmful to the Christian faith, and they were not permitted to gather or to spread their noxious teachings. In no case was any group, whether approved, tolerated, or not tolerated, to
engage in proselytizing activities. Instead, all must show toleration toward other
faiths, churches, houses of worship, etc.
With regard to public worship, article VI insisted that the Lutheran and Reformed Churches must abide by their old church agendas and liturgies.
“At the same time, we order that in the Reformed as well as in the Lutheran Church
the old church agendas and liturgies are to be preserved, but we consent that in these
confessions the language usage, which was formulated at a time when the German
language was not yet completely formed, may be set down according to the usages
of our times. It is also our desire that some ancient non-essential ceremonies and customs be laid aside, and we leave the disposition of this to our Spiritual Department
which supervises the two Protestant confessions. However, the said Department shall
be careful to avoid making any change in the essential content of the ancient dogmas
of each of the confessions and no further changes are to be made.”580
The edict went on to state that the monarch had noted with chagrin that more
than a few Protestant clergy appeared to be ashamed of their own faith but were
not ashamed to repeat the errors of the Socinians, Deists, Naturalists, and other
sectarians whose errors had long since been noted and refuted but which had
been reintroduced under the banner of the so-called Enlightenment, a term which
in itself became neither commendable nor honorable. The monarch realized that
it was among the first duties of any Christian ruler to maintain the high dignity
and purity of the mysteries of God as taught in the Scriptures and in the confessions of the Christian churches, their symbolical books, which were built upon
that same word of God. All these errors were denounced in article VII.
“Some years before our elevation to the throne, we observed with regret that
several clergy of the Protestant communion permit themselves a liberty altogether
unbounded with regard to the dogmas of their confession. They deny several fundamental points and truths of the Christian religion in general, and in their exhortations adopt a new-fangled style, entirely different from the spirit of true Christianity, which might, in the end, shake the pillars of the faith of Christians. They blush
not to renew the miserable errors of Socinians, Deists, and Naturalists, long ago
refuted, and to broadcast them among the people with as much boldness as imprudence under the name of Enlightenment by a strange abuse of that name. They
blush not to diminish daily the authority of the Bible as the revealed Word of God,
580
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to falsify that divine source of the salvation of mankind, to give forced explanations
of it, or even to reject it entirely, to represent it to men as auspicious and superfluous
faith in the mysteries of revealed religion in general, and particularly the mysteries
of the redemption and sacrifice of the Savior of the world, to lead them thus into
error, and in this manner everywhere to brave Christianity. We understand, however, that these improprieties are to be put under control in our dominions, for we
consider it one of the first duties of a Christian prince to protect in his dominions
the Christian religion from every falsification, for the excellence and advantages of
the Christian religion have long since been indubitably proved, and to maintain it
in all its ancient and primitive dignity, splendor, and purity, such as it is laid down
in the Bible according to the conviction of every confession of the Christian church,
as determined in the symbolical books of each of these confessions, in order that
the poor people may not be made the sport of the illusions of new-fangled teachers, and that millions of our good subjects may not be deprived of the tranquility of
their life and their consolation on the death-bed and thus be devoted to misery.”581
In order to correct the lamentable spiritual conditions in Prussia, several measures
were delineated which required that clergy were to conduct their office according
to the common standard of their faith. Each of them held office under the condition
that he had vowed to fulfill his duties according to the conditions under which he
had been called to that office. Therefore, if a teacher of the Christian religion should
hold a different belief from that of his church’s doctrine, he was not to be coerced to
act against his conscience, but neither was he to be permitted to continue to serve in
his ministry. He must resign from his office because he was unable to fulfill his duties. Those who felt constrained to believe and teach differently from their confession
did so at their own peril. It was not for men to judge the doctrine of their churches
but vice versa. Disobedience to one’s confession was at the same time disobedience to
the sovereign, and such disobedience would be met with appropriate punishment.
The program of correction was set down in concise terms in article VIII.
“We therefore order and command, as Sovereign and as the sole and only Legislator in our dominions, all clergy, preachers, and schoolmasters of the Protestant religion, under pain of deprivation, or even a more severe punishment as dictated by the
case, that in future they be not guilty of the errors enumerated in the article seven or
others of the same species by disseminating them in the exercise of their functions or
in any other manner public or private. Because, in like manner, for the prosperity of
the kingdom and the good of our subjects, we are obliged to preserve the civil laws
in all their authority and cannot permit any judge or administrator of these laws to
alter the substance of them or change them at his pleasure. So in like manner, and
still less, shall we suffer that in matters of religion each clergyman act according to his
581
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own ideas and pleasures and be at liberty to instruct the people in such a manner as
to adopt or reject the fundamental truths of Christianity at their discretion, to present
time articles of faith in their light according to their will or to substitute for them their
own reveries. On the contrary, it is necessary that there should be a model, a rule, and
a regulation (Germ. “Richtschnur, norma und regel”) firmly established, according to
which the people may be faithfully and sincerely instructed by the teachers in matters
of faith. Until now, this rule has been in our dominions the Christian religion, according to the three principal confessions, that is to say, the Reformed, the Lutheran, and
the Roman Catholic, which the Prussian monarchy has always approved, and this
general rule, considered even under this political view, we are not disposed to allow
to be changed in the minutest article by these so-called Enlightened after their disordered ideas. Every man who teaches Christianity in our dominions, and who styles
himself a member of one of the three confessions, ought, therefore, on the contrary, to
teach that which bears the fixed and positive doctrine of his religious group, for it is
that to which he is bound by his office, his duty, and the conditions under which he
was invested with his office. If he teach otherwise, he is already punishable by the civil
laws, and he cannot properly longer hold his office any longer. In consequence, our
serious intentions tend to the maintenance of this immutable order, though in other
respects we freely grant to the clergy in our dominions a liberty of conscience equal to
that of our other subjects, and we are very far from constraining them in the smallest
degree with regard to their internal conviction. Thus the teacher of the Christian religion, who in respect to faith is convinced of things contrary to those prescribed to him
by the doctrine of his confession, ought to take care, lest this conviction lead him into
risks and dangers, for we do not wish to arrogate any authority over his conscience.
Thus, in accordance with his conscience, he ought to cease teaching in his church, and
he ought to resign a position which, for the above-mentioned reasons, he feels himself
incapable of fulfilling, for the doctrine of the church ought not to be regulated according to the conviction of this or that clergyman but, on the contrary, on the basis of the
doctrine of the church. Such a clergyman cannot by right be or remain in his office,
therefore, he must remove himself from it. However, based on our great love of liberty
of conscience in general, we are willing even to go so far as to suffer the clergy in their
positions who may be known to be unfortunately more or less infected by the errors
expressed in article seven to remain quietly, but in the instructions they give their flock
the rules of doctrine must always be kept sacred and inviolable. However, if they act
in a manner contrary to our present Sovereign ordinance and do not preach faithfully
and thoroughly the doctrine of their confession, but rather preach the contrary, this
plain disobedience to our present Sovereign ordinance will infallibly be followed by
deprivation and even by punishments more severe.”582
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In a separate section, the edict stated that it was to be the responsibility of the Lutheran and Reformed Spiritual Departments to oversee teachers and university professors of theology as well as the clergy. All these were expected to teach according to the
principles of their confession, and those who aspired to teach or become candidates
for teaching positions would be rejected without hesitation if they refused to do so.
“In consequence we order, as graciously as seriously, the respective heads of
their own Spiritual Departments to give their principal attention that the parishes
and the chairs of theology in our universities, as well as in the schools, be filled
by persons who have given no reason to doubt that they are perfectly convinced
of what they ought to teach publicly, but all other candidates, who manifest other
principles, ought to be excluded without delay, the exclusion of which we give
the respective ministers liberty and power to effect.” 583
It was stated that in all these matters the sovereign was zealous to maintain the
Christian religion in Prussia so that the people might live in the true fear of God.
The people were to be warned that there were unscrupulous and evil men about
who could not be trusted to conduct themselves in the best interests of the state
in matter great or small.
The edict called for solemnization and sanctification of Sundays and church
holidays. It recalled that edicts concerning the celebration and sanctification of
Sunday and church festivals had already been set down by previous Prussian rulers. Included among these were the decrees of December 17, 1689, June 24, 1693,
October 28, 1711, February 10, 1715, and August 18, 1718.584 If it was necessary to do
so, the terms of these edicts would be enforced by means of special police laws. It
was noted that the clergy estate was not to be despised, minimized, or ridiculed by
anyone, and that those who did so would not go unpunished for their contempt of
the clergy because thereby they showed their contempt for religion as well. Special
favors conferred on the clergy in past were renewed by the edict. Among them was
the edict of the king’s grandfather, issued on October 14, 1737, which stated that the
children of the clergy were free from any obligation of military service and were
given other opportunities for service to the state in place of that obligation.585
In fact, the religious edict contained little that was new or startling, but what
was new was Wöllner’s determination to correct the deplorable religious situation in Prussia by decisive action.
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The Prussian edict was not the first or only attempt to address deteriorating
spiritual conditions in German lands. In several states, rulers had issued warnings
of one or another sort, informing ecclesiastical authorities that they must halt the
spread of heterodoxy by men who had pledged to proclaim the truth of God’s word.
A unique situation developed in Hesse-Kassel, where the government took retaliatory measures against the traditionally-minded Reformed theologian, who criticized
the progressive theology of Enlightenment. Johann Rudolph Anton Piderit, professor
primarius at the Collegium Carolinum in Kassel, had been derisively denounced by Carl
Friedrich Bahrdt in Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek (General German Library) as a laughable character and a future “grand inquisitor” in the Holy Roman Empire. In part two
of his Beiträge zur Verteidigung und Erläuterung des Canons (Contribution to the Defense
and Explanation of the Canon) of 1776, Piderit had criticized the positions taken by Semler, Teller, Bahrdt, and others like them who zealously promoted liberal theological
notions. He identified them “as perishable weeds to be eradicated up by the roots”
because these “new reformers, gracious and high lords, preach tolerance to us like
bossy murderers.”586 For this and other criticisms, Piderit was denounced as a blind
Reformed orthodox who in his writings attacked the historical-critical method and
well-known modern theologians. He was dismissed by governmental authorities as a
troublemaker but later reinstalled under the condition that he should issue no further
controversial writings which disturb peace in the teaching office.587
General Superintendent Christian Wilhelm Schneider of Eisenach complained
as early as 1775 that there were in the church teachers who were preaching Naturalism, removing “the eternal Son of God from his throne,” and negating the value
of his meritorious suffering. He stated that honest theologians should rise against
them. Later, based on the written 1794 Meiningen resolution of Karl August,
grand duke of Saxe-Weimar-Eisenach, he stated that professors at the University
of Jena must teach the pure Lutheran doctrine in accordance with the symbolical
books or suffer the loss of their positions. Minister Franz Eckbrecht von Dürckheim agreed, and Karl August called for the collection of evidence of the activities
of alleged teachers of error so that action could be taken against them. Complaints
were forwarded about the spreading of profane stories of Jesus and his apostles
by teachers of theology and the misleading of students by teachers of Kantian
philosophy. Subsequently, a commission was set up to monitor teaching lectures.
The High Consistory in Weimar stated that it was unnecessary to discipline academic teachers as this would be inconvenient and harmful to the academy. The
ducal privy council issued a mild warning letter.588
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Elsewhere more serious conflicts developed. An investigation was launched
against Provost Johann August Hermes
at Wahren in Mecklenburg who in his
weekly newspaper, Wöchentliche Beyträge
zur Beförderung der Gottseligkeit (Weekly
Contributions to the Promotion of Godliness), 1771-1772, attacked the doctrine of
the vicarious suffering of Jesus. This led
the consistory in 1773 to open an investigation against him. He escaped ensuing measures by finding refuge in Magdeburg where he was called to serve as
pastor at Jerichow. In 1780, he became
a member of the consistory and senior
pastor at Quedlinburg. In Prussia, he became known as a distinguished rationalist liturgical scholar. His Kommunionbuch
(Communion Book), first published in Berlin in 1783, went through no less than
five revised editions.589 These were all
Johann August Hermes.
published in Berlin and appeared in 1784,
Engraving by Paul Malvieux, 1791
1787, 1793, 1797, and 1804. In 1785-1788,
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
he cooperated with Gottlob Nathanael
Fischer and Christian Gotthilf Salzmann
in the publication of Beyträge zur Verbesserung des öffentlichen Gottesdienstes der
Christen (Contributions for the Improvement of the Public Divine Service of Christians),
which dealt with the question of what form proper liturgical improvement ought
to take.590 His hymnal, Gesangbuch für den öffentlichen Gottesdienst im Stifte Quedlinburg (Hymnal for Public Divine Service in the Abbey of Quedlinburg), which he
prepared for use in public worship services in Quedlinburg, went through four
printings in 1787, 1788, 1796, 1812. All were printed in Quedlinburg.591
In Württemberg, Duke Karl Eugen prescribed on February 12, 1780, that teachers of religion in Württemberg must conform their teaching to the contents of the
symbolical books, and no theological book was to be published until it had been
reviewed and approved by the ducal consistory. So too, in the imperial free city
of Ulm, the magistrate directed on November 14, 1787, that no documents for use
589
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in local churches and schools were to be printed which did not conform to the
traditional norm of teaching found in the symbolical books. 592
The reaction against rationalism also took root in the Margraviate of Bayreuth
where on July 19, 1780, the consistory decreed that it should be informed if and
when any departed from the pure doctrine as set down in the symbolical books,
and most especially in the Augsburg Confession, and moved instead toward the
false teachings of Faustus Socinus which sought to deprive Christ of his divinity
and saving office. The superintendent was made responsible to carefully supervise his clergy to see that the “poison of Socinus and other false teachers would
not infect the church.” Similarly in the Margraviate of Baden, the consistory
complained in 1799 that “many writings against the eternally established truth
were being promulgated,” and some sermons indicated that preachers preferred
rationalist innovations based on human reason to the divine revelation.593
Several attempts were made to take action against rationalism and its innovations in Electoral Saxony. The elector addressed the consistories, universities, and
superintendents on October 2, 1776, stating that measures must be taken against
clergy and others who in public teachings or writings, or by any other means
were spreading erroneous, rationalistic, and particularly Socinian propositions. A
second regulation was published on March 16, 1796, declaring that an end must
be put to the rampant spread of notions contradictory to the fundamental truths
of the Christian faith. As a result, a highly altered version of the Gospel of John,
Johannis Evangelium, hebraismenfrei übersezt und philosophisch erklärt (Gospel of John,
Redered Free of Hebraisms and Explained Philosophically), 594 was confiscated from
its author, Eucharius Ferdinand Christian Oertel, and he was fined 20 reichsthalers. Johann Christian Friedrich Eck, the consistorial assessor and archdeacon of
Lübben, was suspended for three months and forced to make a public apology
for attempting to explain away the miracle stories of the New Testament on a
rationalist basis in his 1795 writing, Versuch die Wundergeschichten des Neuen Testaments aus natürlichen Ursachen zu erklären, oder der Beweis von den Wundern in seiner
wahren Gestalt595 (Attempt to Give a Naturalist Explanation to the Miracle Stories of the
New Testament, or the Evidence of the Miracles in Their True Form).596
However, the writers of the period were all agreed that the most vigorous reverses
against the Enlightenment religious views were found in Prussia, “the land of freedom of conscience itself,” under the rule of Friedrich Wilhelm II who ascended the
throne with the conviction “that the pillars of Christianity had been shaken.”597
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6 . 3 R e s pon s e to the E d i ct i n th e Ch urc h
a n d th e U n i ve rs i ti e s
Those who supported the Enlightenment looked upon the edict with horror.
They regarded it as a betrayal of reason to insist that people be expected to follow
a religion that was doctrinally orthodox and gave little room for progressive reinterpretation. They insisted that it was a moral imperative that man must make
his own decisions of conscience on the basis of human reason alone rather than on
ecclesiastical doctrine. However, a large number of Prussian people still held to a
traditional Christianity and held the Bible in high regard and willingly confessed
the chief articles of the Lutheran faith as found in the Scriptures and symbolical
books. To them, this edict occasioned no anxiety and repugnance.
Reaction among the higher clergy in Berlin was swift and generally unfavorable. Within the High Consistory, the most elite church circle, strong protests
were sent to the king. Membership in the High Consistory in 1791 included not
only Johann Christoph von Wöllner, who had become its president in 1788, but
also Thomas Philipp von der Hagen, the vice president, Johann Christoph Nagel,
Carl Franz von Irwing, Joachim Friedrich von Lamprecht, Friedrich Gedike, as
well as leading churchmen, Johann Joachim Spalding, who had been a member
of the consistory since 1763, Wilhelm Abraham Teller, Provost of Cölln an der
Spree, Friedrich Anton Büsching, who had joined in 1767, Johann Esaias Silberschlag, elevated to membership in 1768, Johann Samuel Diterich, whose membership dated from 1771, Johann Friedrich Zöllner, who took over as Berlin provost
from Spalding in 1788, and Friedrich Samuel Gottfried Sack, who represented
the Reformed on the consistory beginning in 1786.598 With the exception of Silberschlag, all of them felt very much at home in the intellectual atmosphere of
Enlightenment and viewed the Christian faith from the perspective of progressive thought. Spalding and Teller were well known for their attempts to conform
the church’s liturgy to the new thinking. The clergy members of the consistory,
Spalding, Büsching, Teller, Dieterich, and Sack, wrote to the king on September
4, stating that they feared that his intention in issuing this edict would be widely
misunderstood and that its provisions would be improperly applied. Silberschlag refused to join in the protest because he was of the old school and looked
upon matters of faith very differently from his consistory colleagues who had all
breathed the rarified Enlightenment air of higher societal circles.599
The protestors set down their concerns in nine points to articulate their conviction that the symbolical books, which were said to be derived from the Holy
598
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Scriptures, had replaced the Scriptures
as the sole rule and norm of the church’s
doctrine. They stated that they feared that
now the clergy and theological candidates
would be tested on the basis of their adherence to this secondary norm and that
the Holy Scriptures, the norma normans,
would be replaced by the symbolical
books, the norma normata. They stated that
this would lead men into hypocrisy and
require of them that they act against their
moral conscience. On the societal level, it
would result in religious instability and
slander both within the confessions and
between them. For those engaged in the
theological enterprise, it would inhibit
their academic work and prevent any
theological progress. Their thinking was
guided by the progressive principle that
theology must move forward and break
new ground and develop new insights,
and furthermore, that the differences between the confessions were based upon
Johann Joachim Spalding.
Engraving by J. F. Schuster
differing interpretations of the one word
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
of God, interpretations which were unreasoned and in many cases unreasonable. To put emphasis on the confessional books of the churches would require
that undue attention be given to derivative theology, and this would impede the
inexorable movement toward a confessional agreement which reasonable minds
demanded and reason alone could produce. What the members of the High Consistory most feared was stated at the point of their protest. They feared that the king
would be driven to impose inappropriate and disproportionate sanctions on those
who were judged to have violated the terms of the edict. The principal objection,
they stated, was that the symbolical books, the historical fruit of the undertaking
to understand the Scriptures, would itself become the standard of the faith thus
displacing the Scriptures themselves. They recalled the counsel of the Great Elector Friedrich Wilhelm of Brandenburg himself who in his Edicts of Toleration of
1662/64 declared that confessional polemics must be brought to their conclusion.600
600
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The protest of the consistory was in
vain. Subsequently, Spalding decided to
resign as preacher at the St Nikolai and St
Mary churches. However, he chose to remain as a member of the consistory. Wilhelm Abraham Teller wrote to Wöllner
that as far as he was concerned, he was
not among those denounced in article
seven of the edict, but his conscience required that he resign as preacher because
for many years he had spoken out clearly
and courageously against mere human
creeds since all men are fallible. He stated
that he decided to remain a member of
the consistory but would surrender his
membership if required to do so. Sack,
who was the Calvinist member in the consistory, wrote to his ecclesiastical supervisor, Wolfgang Ferdinand Freyherr von
Dörnberg, head of the Spiritual Department for the Reformed ecclesiastical and
Wilhelm Abraham Teller. Engraving
school affairs, a bold denunciation of the
by Daniel Nikolaus Chodowiecki, 1776
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
edict. He proudly declared that for more
than a score of years, he had never in his
teaching sought to conform to the letter
of the creed. Indeed, he had dissented from it in 1769 when he became a Reformed minister.601
Neither Wöllner nor the king were moved by these declarations. On September
6 and 10, the king referred their comments to Grand Chancellor, Johann Heinrich
Casimir von Carmer, and Ministers von Wöllner and von Dörnberg of the Spiritual
Departments, stating that he would permit no departure whatever from his edict.
For the time being, the progress of Enlightenment had been brought to a halt.602
Such was the thinking of the top thinkers in the Prussian Church, the leading churchmen of the day. On the local level, their concerns were mirrored in a
flood of writings that painted the edict and its provisions in the darkest possible
terms. It was asserted that the edict would foster ignorance and uncivil behavior
and even personal atrocities in the name of religion. Andreas Riem, Reformed
minister of the Friedrich’s Hospital and an editor of the Berlinisches Journal für
601
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Aufklärung (The Berlin Journal for the Enlightenment), was simply beside himself
and scathing in his criticism of the edict.
He excoriated the notion that anyone
should ever be forced to teach doctrines
which were contrary to pure reason and
one’s own moral convictions.603
In the most important of all Enlightenment periodicals, the Allgemeine Deutsche
Bibliothek, reviewer Heinrich Philipp
Conrad Henke stated:
“One may assert with certainty that
in the Prussian states, the largest and the
best part, not only of the ecclesiastics but
also of the learned classes in general, and
of all classes of men who think for themselves, have withheld their approval of
most of the measures that have followed
the edict. They are either disturbed or
displeased by them, even though in matJohann Esaias Silberschlag. Engraving by
ters of religion they are not wholly opJohann Conrad Krüger (Österreichische
posed to the principles and views which
Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
these measures are meant to support.”604
The edict was not without its enthusiastic defenders. On July 13, 1788, Johann Esaias Silberschlag, a member of the
High Consistory, wrote to Wöllner, stating that he had fallen to his knees in
thanksgiving to God that Wöllner was now the head of the Spiritual Department
and that his prayers had been answered with the issuance of most admirable
edict. He was thankful also that the king had signed this edict so that it could not
be questioned. It was most appropriate that men should exercise tolerance and
freedom of conscience but that some, such as the neologists, took this too far. He
went on to state that in the recent past, he had become concerned about many
things, such as the new rationalist hymnal and the opening of the floodgates for
neologists to infiltrate the flock of Christ.605
On July 29, 1788, Pastor Benjamin Gottfried Schweikert wrote cordially thanking Wöllner for his “glorious religious edict” and bemoaning the fact that “very
dangerous Socinians and Naturalists,” who falsely believed themselves to be en603
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lightened, cast aspersions on the Holy Scriptures and the sufficiency of Christ’s
work on man’s behalf. Schweikert confidently hoped that the religious edict
would extend its influence to “many other Christian countries,” and “God grant
it,” Christian princes in their countries would adopt similar edicts.
Eighty-year-old Pastor Ernst Wentzelmann of Potsdam wrote to Wöllner on
September 8, stating that the edict exceeded his expectations, and that two days
after he had read the edict, he mounted the pulpit and solemnly thanked God as
he announced the edict to his congregation. The people too, he said, cried with
joyful tears and applauded.
From Minden, word came on September 18, 1788, from Martin Gottfried
Franke who said that many in that place were disgusted by the way in which
the neologists had mutilated the Scriptures, but now there were teachers of God
who would not rob them of their consolation, the Savior Jesus Christ, who died
for their sins. He expressed thanks also that now the liturgy, prayers, and church
hymnody would sound forth under royal protection.606
The reaction came also from non-Prussian lands. From Electoral Saxony came
words of warm approval. The editor of Acten, Urkunden und Nachrichten zur
neuesten Kirchengeschichte (Acts, Documents, and News on the Latest Church History),
the leading religious journal of north Germany, exclaimed:
“Hail to the great and wise Prussian monarch who in this edict, framed with as
much love and moderation as wisdom and earnestness, puts a check to the terrible
confusion which certain popular Deistic and Socinian teachers, so well characterized
in paragraph VII, have brought about under the misused name of Enlightenment.”607
From Döbernitz near Leipzig, Peter von Hohenthal wrote on July 21, 1788, to
express the hope that this edict would effectively counteract Neology and Deism,
which were being spread in the name of the Enlightenment and were freeing the
people from “their moral chains.” These claim that they fight against superstitions and despotism, but in fact these “wicked folk” undermine Christianity and
make a great effort to replace it with Deism. Hopefully, he said, this edict would
be more effective in protection against their encroachments of Christianity than a
standing army when its leading officers are the so-called enlightened.
From Wittenberg, professor of physics, Johann Daniel Titius, wrote on September 27, 1788, that edict was well received in Saxony and that the president of
the High Consistory looked upon it with great pleasure.
Gottfried Lebrecht Masius wrote from Köthen on November 28, 1788, that in
spite of a great deal of opposition, the edict was still received with great joy by those
who love justice and religion. He stated that those who have any feeling for the
gospel would find refreshment in its terms. The so-called “enlightened,” however,
606
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were frightened and enraged by the publication of the edict. On behalf of all dedicated and esteemed Christians, he hoped that the monarch would “break through
their resistance and be victorious.” Numerous other letters pledged thoroughgoing
support for Wöllner’s efforts to restore traditional Christianity in Prussia.608

6 . 4 T h e C e ns o rs hi p and E xam in at ion C ommission s
Wöllner answered the critics by establishing a commission to censor all religious writings. The censorship edict,
called Erneuertes Censur-Edict für die
Preußischen Staaten exclusive Schlesien (The
Renewed Censorship Edict for the Prussian
States with the Exception of Silesia), was
published on December 19, 1788.609
The king announced that he was
surely in favor of freedom of conscience
but recognized also that wicked writers
abuse this liberty and disseminate errors
that are dangerous and corrupt morals.
This he would not tolerate.
“Although we are perfectly convinced
of the many and great advantages of a
moderate and well-regulated liberty of
the press for expanding the sciences and
all useful knowledge, and although we
Title page of 1788 Erneuertes Censur-Edict.
are accordingly determined to favor, as
much as we can, that liberty within our
dominions, however, experience has
shown us the dangerous consequences of an unrestrained liberty in this respect
and how much inconsiderate and even wicked writers abuse it in order to disseminate practical errors, generally dangerous in matters most important to mankind, to corrupt the morals by lascivious descriptions and attractive pictures of
vice, to rail maliciously and blame wickedly the public establishments and arrangements which produce and encourage vexation and discontent in a number
608
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of ignorant persons, and to gratify vile and private passions, such as calumny,
envy, and revenge, which disturb the repose of many good and useful citizens
and lessen their respect for government – effects which are particularly produced
by writings adapted to the multitude (Folkschriften).”610
In order to avoid abuses, the king decided to reexamine and renew the laws
of censorship, published on May 11, 1749, and June 1, 1772, according to which
all books were to be subject to censorship and were not to be sold or disseminated in any way without the approval of the
censors. The purpose of this censorship was
not to stifle the pursuit of truth but rather to
prevent injury to the principles of religion,
government, moral and civil order, and the
order and character of other men. Works in
various subjects would be censored by appropriate departments. Editors and printers
might appeal the decision of censors, but authors would not be given the right of appeal.
Those who failed to follow these directives
would be appropriately fined. In cases where
the work in question was reprehensible, all
copies of the work were to be confiscated and
double fines were to be paid by the printer
and editor. In the case of foreign editors, they
were to be fined in an appropriate manner,
and they would lose their privileges. Editors,
who did not appropriately identify themHermann Daniel Hermes. Engraving
selves on the title page, would bear the same
by Johann Friedrich Bolt, 1805
(Gleimhaus Halberstadt).
penalty as the author. Books, which the censors had adjudged inadmissible, were to be
immediately withdrawn from sale or distribution.611
Named as censors were Gottlob Friedrich Hillmer and Hermann Daniel Hermes, both of whom stood in the orthodox tradition in their theological outlook.
Hillmer’s special responsibility was to be the censorship of all monthly journals,
magazines, and occasional writings. His critical attitude concerning the majority
of the clergy members of the High Consistory was well known.
As a result of the renewed censorship activities, a few journals decided to relocate to territories not subject to Prussian censorship authority. Among them
610
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were the Allgemeine Deutsche Bibliothek (General German Library ), which Christoph
Friedrich Nicolai sold in 1792 and which moved to Hamburg, and the Berlinische
Monathschrift (The Berlin Monthly Journal) which moved to Jena. Other journals
appeared to take their place. Among them was the Allgemeine Literatur-Zeitung
(General Literary Journal). The activities of the censors intensified as of March 1792,
and beginning in April 1793, no exceptions were permitted.612
On May 14, 1791, the Königlichen Examinations-Commission in geistlichen Sachen (The
Royal Examination Commission in Spiritual Matters), known as Immediat-Examinationscommission (The Immediate Examination Commission), was set up to facilitate the examination process of candidates.613 The king declared by cabinet order that in order to
“make better the adherence to the religious edict of July 9, 1788, as well as with the
intention of examining the candidates and drafting various new consistory and school
regulations,” the High Consistory in Berlin should be expanded by three additional
members. Included on the High Consistory were Hermes, Hillmer, and Pastor Carl
Georg Theodor Woltersdorff of Berlin. Furthermore, a special commission should be
set in every consistory, consisting of three clergy members, whose responsibility was to
examine all candidates for pastoral and teaching positions as to their confession of faith.
They were also to determine that the candidates were “not infected by the harmful errors of the present neologists and so-called Enlightened.” Only those who passed this
examination could be registered for further examination by the consistories. In Berlin,
this commission was to consist of Pastors Hermes and Woltersdorff. Hillmer was not
a clergyman and was not qualified to serve on it. In his place, Pastor Silberschlag was
named as the third member. On September 5, 1791, the draft instruction for such commissions was submitted by Silberschlag, Hermes, Woltersdorff, and Hillmer. Because it
was difficult to find suitable clergy serving as examiners, the commissions were established in the provincial consistories only by the beginning of 1793.614
None of the documents made clear just what was the relationship between the
test of faith, set down in this examination, and the required pro licentia concionandi, which was required before anyone could be authorized to preach publicly.
The order in cabinet made no mention of this official examination for authorization and spoke only of the necessity of the test of faith. For this reason, it was
necessary that a rescript be published on March 13, 1792, stating that permission
to preach was not within the competence of the High Consistory but was determined by the Examination Commission.615
612
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Additional orders were issued in the war against the Enlightenment. On February 5 and March 31, 1790, circulars616 were issued which insisted that all Reformed preachers must restrict their instruction to the Heidelberg Catechism and
Daniel Heinrich Hering’s Kurzer Unterricht in der christlichen Lehre für Kinder beyder Evangelischen Theile (Short Instruction in Christian Teaching for Children of both
Evangelical Divisions).617 Instructions were also given concerning the examination
of candidates to the Reformed ministry.618 On December 15, 1791, directions were
provided to church inspectors (visitors) concerning the supervision of the life and
conduct of all pastors, teachers, and sextons. All pastors were now required to
send copies of their sermons on a text set by the visitor.619
The king was chagrined that, although many clergymen were indeed holding
services on the feast of Ascension, they were disregarding the proper epistle and
gospel appointed for that feast and were choosing other texts “which contained
nothing of this important doctrine of faith in the Christian Church.” Apparently,
they thought the doctrine of the bodily ascension to be unreasonable. The king
insisted in a rescript, issued on May 13, 1793, that all preachers must preach either
on the epistle or the gospel appointed for the feast. In churches where it was the
custom to have two sermons on this day, one should be on the epistle and the
other on the gospel for the day. 620
On April 9, 1794, the Immediate Examination Commission published an important document addressed to parish clergy, entitled: Umständliche Anweisung
für die Evangelisch-Lutherischen Prediger in den Königlichen Landen zur gewissenhaften und zweckmäβigen Führung Ihres Amts (Detailed Instruction for the Evangelical-Lutheran Pastors in the Royal Lands Concerning the Conscientious and Appropriate
Conduct of Their Office), signed by Hermes, Hillmer, Woltersdorff, and Andreas
Jakob Hecker. Among other matters, the document spoke of the proper conduct
of divine services, preaching, and catechesis in the congregations. The Immediate
616
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Commission stated that the clergy must carefully and faithfully follow the terms
of the religious edict and the provisions in its article VII which denounced the
miserable errors of Socinians, Deists, and Naturalists and called for the restoration of the authority of Scriptures and the symbolical books. Here the commission
called the preachers back to the biblical text, reminding them that they were not to
use the pulpit to speak about the moralism, which was already firmly established
in the secular laws, or the so-called Naturalism, as an opposing category to Supernaturalism, and related matters but rather to interpret the text of Scripture for the
nourishing of the people’s faith. The clergy must direct the attention of their hearers to matters which are uplifting, that is, matters which will turn man’s thoughts
to the omnipresence of God and proper matters of the soul since these matters
are an important part of their responsibility as pastors. They must consider also
their choice of hymns, choosing hymns that will awaken and strengthen devotion
and the praise of God. The preacher also must remember that he is praying in the
name of the entire congregation and not as a solitary individual. So too, in his
reading of the biblical text, he must see to it that his auditors hear clearly the important matters which he is relating to them. In his own prayer life, he must pray
for the edification of his congregation and combat any and all enmity against the
doctrine of the person of Christ and his redeeming work. He should seek rather
to build up true faith in Christ. To this end, it is his responsibility to pray that
his auditors might believe from the bottom of their hearts in Jesus Christ as their
Savior and confess his saving work. In his preaching, he must eschew philosophic-moralistic arguments and stick to the text of the word of God. With regard to
Holy Baptism, the word of Christ must shine through. Concerning the exorcism,
although many have eliminated it, it must not be laid aside when parents desire
that it be included. No pastor is to act arbitrarily and make changes in the rite on
his own volition. So too in the Sacrament of the Altar, it must be remembered that
the Apostle Paul said that he was passing on what he had received from the Lord.
In this way, he indicated that nothing in this rite originated with him but that
both word and act are from the Lord. In the administration of the Sacrament, the
pastor must be guided by these words and make no arbitrary changes.
By means of these instructions, the Immediate Commission clearly indicated
that they were rejecting new interpretations of Baptism and the Sacrament of the
Altar which had now become commonplace among the neologists to whom Baptism was simply an act of dedication to a moral and upright life and the Lord’s
Supper was made a feast of thanksgiving for the newly formulated gospel message and the formative act of the new moral community and little more. The religious edict and the commission’s directives were meant to be a fence around the
liturgy, the sacraments, preaching, hymns, and catechesis. The purpose was to
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protect the congregation against the subversive introduction of these new rationalist goals.621
A few days later, on April 12, 1794, the king issued a cabinet order demanding
that those who refused to abide by the edict be removed from office. The document
stated that the religious edict was and would remain the single standard, according
to which preachers were to conduct their teaching and instruction of the people.
He went on to say that this law was entirely clear and plain, and for this reason, it
was impossible that anyone might misunderstand it and that conduct contrary to it
would not be tolerated. In addition, those who offended against this edict would be
subject to punishment for their failure to conform to its requirements.622
Within a few days, on April 14, 1794, the king issued a rescript, entitled: Rescript an das Cammer-Gericht, wie es mit den Untersuchungen und Abfassung der Cassations-Decrete gegen neologische Prediger und Uebertreter des Religions-Edicts gehalten werden soll (Rescript to the Superior Court of Justice, as It Is Supposed to Deal with
the Investigations and Drafting of the Cassation Decrees Against Neological Preachers
and Transgressors of the Religious Edict).
He reminded the Superior Court of Justice that close attention must be paid
to the edict and to his April 12 cabinet order, demanding its enforcement and the
suitable punishment of all neologist preachers who refuse to abide by it. On the
same day, April 14, the circular was sent to all territorial colleges of justice and
consistories, with the exception of South Prussia, stating that reports concerning
offenders and offences against this rescript and edict should be immediately sent
to the Spiritual Department.623
The first effects of this rescript became evident on June 11 when the Pomeranian government and the territorial consistory turned over to the king a twentyone point letter. Over the signatures of twelve officials, concerns about the April
12 cabinet order were expressed. Among the objections, it was noted that under
the terms of article VI of the edict, which insisted that the Lutheran and Reformed
clergy must abide by their old church agendas and liturgies, those who were accused were not granted a formal hearing and trial. The signers stated that under
the terms of this article, all Pomeranian clergy must be accused of a failure to
satisfy the terms of the edict because the agenda of the Pomeranian Church, which
dated from 1568, had not been closely followed in many areas for many decades.
621
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The story of the Pomeranian agenda was then rehearsed from its archival
sources. It was noted that the complete agenda had appeared only in 1568, and it
was built upon the earliest Pomeranian liturgy, that of 1534 (sic!).624 The purpose of
the agenda was twofold. First, it was to call for the abolition of medieval worship,
where that worship was not consonant with the church’s doctrinal position, and
further, it was to provide uniform worship to replace the Latin rite prevalent at that
time with hymns and readings in both Latin and German for certain days and special occasions. With the passing of time, the longer the congregations were weaned
away from Roman customs, the less the clergy feared deviation from the prescribed
uniform liturgy, and many congregations found that they preferred to edify themselves with locally developed forms rather than the forms prescribed in the agenda.
Enlightened Pomeranians now attempted to point to the 1718 work of Flottmann625 as an example of the worship of those who left the 1568 Pomeranian
agenda behind when, in fact, Flottmann had attempted to remain quite true to
the old forms. Another example of liturgical “innovation” was laid at the feet of
General Superintendent Gottfried Christian Roth of Stettin whose 1769 orthodox
handbook626 was done without official approval, although it subsequently came
to be used also in some other congregations. The Pomeranians tried to convince
the king that other liturgical books were in use in some congregations and sought
to defend this practice, saying that their own liturgical deviations consisted only
in an attempt to bring old expressions up-to-date and eliminate non-essential
ceremonies no longer used in many places. They feared that the insistence on the
forced reintroduction of old agenda forms, including Baptism, confession, marriage, confirmation of children, and funerals, would also require the restoration
of the elaborate liturgical rite of the exorcism used to release individuals from
physical and spiritual afflictions caused by demons,627 and this would lead to civil
unrest and contempt for the clergy by educated people of intellectual sensibilities.
They insisted also that it must be left to the judgment of the clergy to decide
what customs were truly essential, and they must be allowed this determination
without fear of arbitrary dismissal from the clergy. The writers insisted that those
who deviated from the old rites were only eliminating old traditions that were
non-essential and that they should not be removed from office for doing so, as
required by the April 12 cabinet order.
Wöllner responded on June 27, 1794, in a resolution, written in the name of the
king, which stated that the objections of the Pomeranians were far-fetched and that
624
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the neologists were not simply eliminating matters which were non-essential but
that they did not conform to the church’s faith as was their duty. Furthermore, the
changes that they were making were leading to confusion in the congregations as
to what is and is not the faith of the church. Thus, until a new liturgy is introduced
uniformly throughout the territory, the clergy and their congregations were obliged
to continue to use the old liturgy fully and without change. Wöllner’s charge to the
government was that neologist preachers must be held to the discipline and order
of the church and not introduce or promote changes which were self-conceived
and which would confuse the congregations. The 1788 edict and the April 12, 1794,
cabinet order were to be followed minutely.628
The decrees of February 20,629 May 1,630 and November 6, 1794,631 again dealt with
catecheses and theological education. The edicts issued on June 4, 1795,632 and August
13, 1795,633 also dealt with all these as well as the use of the new catechism.634
In addition to the required examination, all clergy, teachers, and university professors of theology were required to take a solemn oath. This oath made trouble
for neologists and especially for the famous Königsberg Professor Immanuel Kant.
The institution of this examination led Kant to write in September 1791 an essay, entitled: Über das Mißlingen aller philosophischen Versuche in der Theodizee (On
the Miscarriage of All Philosophical Trials in Theodicy), stating that among the indispensable qualification for theologians and pastors in Prussia was the requirement
that they be mendacious and hypocritical. Later, in 1792, Kant himself would run
up against the censors Hillmer and Hermes when he sought to publish part two
of his four-part work, Die Religion innerhalb der Grenzen der bloßen Vernunft (Reli628
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gion Within the Limits of Reason Alone). The
censors recognized that this work was
clearly an attack on orthodox Christianity, the sacraments, and the liturgy and
could be characterized as a song of praise
for rationalist philosophical speculative
religion. Kant had difficulties getting it
published anywhere. He, finally, resorted
to a ruse by submitting the work through
the philosophical faculties in Königsberg
and Jena. After the work was published, a
royal communication in strong terms was
addressed to him.
The king stated that he viewed with
displeasure the publication of Kant’s
work on Religion Within the Limits of Reason Alone, which represented a misuse
of philosophy and was clearly meant
to depreciate the teachings of Scripture
and Christianity. Furthermore, Kant had
shirked his responsibility as a teacher of
Memorial to Immanuel Kant in
Königsberg, East Prussia, prior to 1945
the young and was guilty of failing to ful(Alte postkarte).
fill his obligations. The king warned him
on October 1, 1794, that he had no right to
expect that he would be allowed to continue such pursuits with impunity. “If you continue to resist, you can certainly
expect to experience unpleasant consequences.”635 As a professor, Kant was a civil
servant of the state and of its monarch and was obligated to follow the instructions of the monarch.
As a result, in 1796 Kant decided to withdraw from teaching at the University
of Königsberg entirely. He refrained from any further public statements on religion until after the death of the king in 1797.
The faculty of theology at Halle also felt pressure as a result of the religious
edict and other anti-Enlightenment directives. Pietism had long since given way
to the teachings of Semler and radical Carl Friedrich Bahrdt, and now the younger
theologians on the faculty, such as Johann August Nösselt and August Hermann
Niemeyer, refused to follow the requirements of the Spiritual Department. When
Commissioners Hermes and Hillmer visited Halle in the summer of 1794 to survey
635
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the situation, the hostile atmosphere made it necessary for them to leave the city
and send back their directives in absentia. The faculty refused to follow any of the
directives of the Spiritual Department and appealed to the king. Over Wöllner’s
vocal protests, their appeal was upheld by the State Council, and the faculty was informed that it was free to disregard the directive from Wöllner’s commissioners.636

6 . 5 T h e N egl i g i b l e Re s u l ts o f th e Edic t
Wöllner’s 1788 edict represented an
attempt by the king and his government
to remind the churches that they must
be about their proper business and leave
behind worldly and faith-destroying
philosophies and return again to their
traditional understanding of the teachings of the word of God as articulated
in their confessional writings. It was
evident to the king and his minister that
traditional Christian faith and Enlightenment philosophy were fundamentally irreconcilable. One was based upon
divine revelation, and the other insisted
that theology must be the fruit of human
thought. Therefore, the king decided that
what must be done could only be done by
administrative means, including censorship, through the examination of candidates for all clergy and teaching positions
and the removal from office of those who
King Friedrich Wilhelm III in the year of
felt conscience-bound to oppose theo- his coronation at the age of 27. Engraving
logical orthodoxy. For this reason, critiby Friedrich Wilhelm Meyer, 1797.
(Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, Wien).
cisms of all sorts were cast on the king
and his minister who was characterized
as the “grand inquisitor” after the manner
of the Spanish Inquisition.
When Friedrich Wilhelm III ascended the Prussian throne on November 16,
1797, it was already evident that he was his own man and that his ideas were different from those of his father.
636
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On November 23, 1797, an order in cabinet was issued having to do “with the
abolition of physically and morally unsuitable subjects” from state service. In his
order, the king invited all departments, chambers, and governments to submit a
list of “causes of the physical or moral inadequacy” of state servants. He declared
that persons morally unsuitable for government service should be dismissed immediately, and that those who were physically infirm should be pensioned off as
soon as possible. He stated that once this course of action had been properly introduced, the whole matter could with God’s help be effectively administered.637
Wöllner, who was responsible for forwarding the cabinet order to the presidents of all the provincial consistories, shared this cabinet order with them on
December 5 and attached a rescript, stating that the presidents were ordered to insist that superintendents, pastors, and inspectors under their authority must now
“redouble their attention to their duty” and that preachers and school teachers
entrusted to their supervision should observe “more accurately than in the past in
many places, to see that they not only to teach religion according to the prescriptions of the religious edict, but that they also are not negligent in their office in
churches and schools and lead a morally proper way of life because, according to
our very highest sovereign intention, all physically and morally unsuitable subjects should no longer be invested with a public office in the state.”638 Wöllner read
the king’s order as though it were simply reinforcing his role and the authority of
his edict. He would soon find out that this was a mistaken assumption.
On December 23, 1797, the High Consistory then passed along to the Kurmark inspectors the statements of Wöllner concerning the religious edict, a matter
about which the king’s cabinet order had remained silent.639
For his part, on December 15 the king asked Professor Steinbart of Frankfurt
(Oder), a member of the consistory, to offer his opinion about the situation in
the churches and schools. Steinbart’s report, filed shortly before Christmas, was
very critical of Wöllner, Hermes, and Hillmer. He wrote that as long as Wöllner
remained minister, he would continue to operate on the basis of principles which
were more germane to the Roman Catholic Church and which violated the first
principle which separated Protestants from the Papacy, namely, that Scripture is
to be interpreted on its own without the interference of ecclesiastical authority. By
operating on this basis, Wöllner had corrupted the character of young theologians
by forcing them to be hypocritical. By so doing, he was damaging the reputation
of the king and misusing his own office. Steinbart’s recommendation was that
the religious edict should be abandoned and that the principles, earlier set down
by Zedlitz’s predecessor, Minister Ernst Friedemann von Münchhausen, should
637
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once again rule, and then the High Consistory would once again be unimpeded
by the religious edict.
High Consistory Vice-President Adolph Friedrich von Scheve, together with
consistory members von Irwing, Georg Ludwig Spalding, von Lamprecht, Teller,
Nagel, Gedike, Sack, and Zöllner, hoped that they would be able to effect changes
in religious policy. On December 25, 1797, they wrote to the new king, expressing
the hope that he would once again affirm the rights which the High Consistory
had previously enjoyed. During the past decade, the High Consistory had been
deprived of its traditional rights and had been rendered powerless to fulfill its
responsibilities, they claimed. In their address to the king, the members of the
consistory were content to skip over the history of the church’s defection from its
traditional doctrinal positions and instead simply listed those conditions which
they regarded as obstacles impeding their authority. They declared also that the
provincial consistories were competent to maintain religion and morality in the
Prussian State in an appropriate manner. It had always been a chief responsibility
of the consistories, they stated, to examine candidates for the holy ministry, but
they had been stripped of this right, and this responsibility had been given over
to special examination commissions. At the present time, consistory members
were allowed only a short cursory interview with candidates. This did not give
them sufficient time to adjudge the principles, knowledge, and practical skills
of the candidates. For their part, the examination commissions were concerned
only to maintain traditional doctrine and practice, and in many cases, they were
composed of men who were clearly out-of-date in their thinking or in some cases
simply ignorant. They knew little of the “true divine service and love of virtue,”
and they forced the candidates to hypocritically misrepresent themselves. This
was indeed a disgrace to the clerical order, they declared. Another important task
of the High Consistory, they noted, had been the development and introduction
of doctrinal literature and catechetical manuals and the preparation of candidates
and preachers for installation into office in the church. Instead, the commissions
had introduced a catechism640 which was woefully pedantic and inadequate and
could never adequately convey to its readers a “salutary religious knowledge” in
preparation for practical living. The members of the consistory went on to claim
that it was far from their purpose and intention to accuse anyone of anything untoward or to complain about unjustified grievances concerning which the churchat-large and several members of the consistory were well aware. With great mod-
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esty they presented a dismal picture of conditions in the church and asked the
king to reinstate their rights so that they could correct them.641
The response was that the king issued order in cabined on December 27, 1797,
which stated that the proper activities of the High Consistory included the examination of candidates, the introduction of proper textbooks, the settling of pastors in parishes, the censoring of theological and philosophical literature, and similar activities.
The consistory should proceed at once to do its proper work with all due caution and
renewed zeal and with confidence that it was carrying on these important activities
in a manner proper to their calling. This effectively eliminated the power of Wöllner’s
religious edict and the work of the immediate examination commissions.642
For his part, Wöllner wrote to the king on December 26, describing the religious
situation in Prussia and stating that they were living in an evil age and that wicked
men were speaking and writing to spread poison meant to annihilate religion and
good order. Under these circumstances, he would allow nothing to prevent him
from exercising every effort on behalf of his conscience and the truth.643 Again, the
newly enthroned monarch viewed truth and good order very differently.
Wöllner’s interpretation of the king’s November 23, 1797 order in cabinet much
displeased the king. On December 27, he sent to Wöllner a copy of his cabinet order
restoring the rights and privileges of the High Consistory and stated that Wöllner
should be able to see very clearly that the High Consistory was being restored to
its former status. He should take special care to see that the royal will was followed
exactly, and that he was to very carefully reexamine and revise his own work.644
In its first meeting in the new year, on January 4, 1798, the High Consistory
discussed the new cabinet order. Wöllner himself had no desire to participate in
this discussion, and he left the meeting abruptly, stating that the consistory members were to prepare for him a careful report of their deliberations. On the basis of
the new cabinet order of December 27, the High Consistory issued a statement to
be sent to all consistories and institutions under its supervision with a copy going
also to the East Prussian minister of state. On that same day, January 4, a statement
was prepared by Zöllner and signed by Wöllner, announcing that on the basis of
the king’s order in cabinet of December 27, the procedure for the examination of
candidates was now abolished and that all proper provisions for the promotion
of true religion and morality, including provisions for the proper examination of
candidates, would be issued in the near future. Until these new provisions were
put in place, the preaching license examination (pro licentia concionandi) and the
examination for the pastoral office (pro ministerio) and ordination would be under
641
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the authority of the consistories as in earlier days. In addition, all church visitors
were to ascertain that the preachers in their provinces were promoting genuine
religiosity and morality on the basis of the church’s teachings and religious truths
and by their own personal examples.645
The December 23 High Consistory’s circular was viewed by Friedrich Wilhelm
III with indignation. The cabinet order, which he had issued on November 23,
had said nothing at all about the examination of the doctrinal stance of the clergy.
Consequently, on January 8, 1798, he ordered the High Consistory to outline for
him the basis for their decision to include in the circular they have issued to the
Kurmark inspectors (visitors) statements relating to the requirements set down in
the religious edict.646 The members of the consistory, von Scheve, von Irwing, von
Lamprecht, Teller, Nagel, Gedike, Zöllner, and Hecker, responded on January
10, 1798, that the rescript, provided by Wöllner and the Spiritual Department on
December 5, 1797, had included this reference to the edict and that they were for
this reason obligated to include this reference in their letter to the inspectors. 647
The king immediately sent word to Wöllner that he must explain to him why
he had connected the November 23 order in cabinet so closely with his 1788 edict
because he, the king, had made no mention whatever of the edict in his order.
In his response on January 10, 1798, Wöllner stated that he interpreted the
order in terms of his earlier religious edict because that edict had been the expression of the king’s will. In it, he had stated that every pastor was to do the work assigned to him and to fulfill his duties in a responsible manner. This meant that the
clergy must follow the prescriptions laid down in the July 9, 1788, edict because
it was the law of the land. He further stated that he had always been the king’s
faithful and humble servant and had done what he had been ordered to do just as
any loyal servant of his monarch would. Even though he himself had written the
edict, the present king’s father had made it his own. “In my official position, I am
simply the executor of every command of my lord, and I regard these as sacrosanct, just as every faithful minister of the state must do since he is bound by his
oath to do so and must punctually obey his king’s commands.”648
Friedrich Wilhelm III was not impressed with Wöllner’s response, and on
January 12, 1798, he issued a new order, disapproving of the terms set down in
the 1788 edict:649
“Your interpretation of my order of November 23, 1797, in your rescript of
December 5 to the consistories is very arbitrary since on the basis of sound logic
645
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not a single word in my order refers to the religious edict. You can see from this
that it would be good if from this time forward in your regulations you would
not proceed without consultation with men who are knowledgeable and wellintentioned, who do effective work in your department effectually, and to follow
a good example of the late Münchhausen, who more than anyone else had every
reason to trust his own judgment. In his day, there was no religious edict but
more religion and less hypocrisy than now, and the Spiritual Department stood
higher in the eyes of Germans and foreigners. Personally, I reverence religion and
carefully obey its blessed precepts and would not for worlds rule over a people
who had no religion. But I know also that it is and must remain an affair of the
heart, of the feelings, and of individual conviction and may not be debased into a
senseless mummery by methodical compulsion if it is to further virtue and righteousness. Reason and philosophy must be its inseparable companions, then it
will stand by itself without the need of the authority of those who would presume
to force their creeds upon future ages and prescribe to the coming generations
how they should always think. If in the management of your office you act according to genuine Lutheran principles, which are so wholly in consonance with
the spirit and teachings of their founder, if you see to it that the pulpits and teachers’ desks are occupied by upright and capable men who have advanced with
the knowledge of the day, especially in exegesis without attaching themselves to
dogmatic subtleties, you will soon see that neither mandatory laws nor admonitions are necessary in order to maintain true religion in the land and to extend its
beneficent influence over the happiness and morality of all classes.”650
Thus, within a matter of only two months after the coronation of Friedrich
Wilhelm III, Wöllner found himself bereft of power and authority. The entire program of edicts, religious commissions, and catechetical material, which he had
sponsored, were no longer in favor. On January 13, 1798, Wöllner informed the
consistories, the Supreme College of Education, and the High Consistory in the
circular letter that all provincial examination commissions had now been disbanded by the Spiritual Department. Nothing was mentioned about the religious
edict and nothing needed to be mentioned – it was now null and void.651 There
was some reference to it, however, in the January 18 minutes of the High Consistory, which noted that Wöllner admitted that the January 12 order in cabinet had
nullified the edict and that it was no longer to be regarded as the law of the land.
In order to avoid repercussions, no public statement was made about the edict.652
On March 5, 1798, an order in cabinet relieved Hermes and Hillmer of their
membership on the Immediate Examination Commission. The reason given was
650
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a poor performance, however, the king
awarded to each of them an annual pension. Woltersdorf was also pensioned off.
The king decided to present them with
pensions as a sop to satisfy public opinion and because there were still many
conservative Lutheran congregations in
Prussia.653
Wöllner was able to hang on until
March 11, 1798, when Friedrich Wilhelm
III dismissed him. Although his edict
was not mentioned, it was clear that this
was the reason for his termination.654 One
day later, on March 12, Wöllner wrote to
the monarch that he must acknowledge
that his king was indeed a righteous man
and had a “good heart,” but he could not
understand why he had been let go in
Eberhard Julius Wilhelm Ernst von
disgrace. He was not conscious of havMassow. Engraving by Meno Haas
ing caused offense in any way. “I call
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
upon God to witness that my conscience
does not reproach me.” He could think of
nothing that he had done to bring injury either to the state and to his monarch.655
The king abruptly dismissed him without a pension. Although he asked for
some office in which he could continue to serve his state and his king, Friedrich
Wilhelm III wanted nothing more to do with him. A little more than two years
later, he died at Gross Reitz, his estate.656
The January 12 order in cabinet was the cause of great joy to rationalists and all
other enlightened Prussians. Now they could continue the work they had begun
in the days of the old Berlin enlightenment. With the appointment of Julius Eberhard von Massow to replace Wöllner in his office, it appeared that great days and
happy times were ahead for those who wished religion to conform to human reason. “A new and a happy period” seemed to have begun, praised Gedike the king
in the dedicatory preface of his Annalen des preußischen Schul- und Kirchenwesens
(Annals of the Prussian School and Church System).657 In a memorandum, dated
653
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Lutheran pastors vested in white surplices distribute the Sacrament of the Altar in the church
of St Marien and Bartholomäus in Mistelbach, district of Bayreuth. The altar predella painting
by Johann Caspar Fischer, 1712 (Schatz 2004).

January 26, 1798, Ludwig Roentgen, a consistorial member in Esens in East Frisia,
observed that contempt for religion and divine worship was now so widespread
that there was an obvious disproportionate dissolution between the ecclesiastical
institutions and dominant thought. He expressed the hope that the king would
initiate reforms that would bring religion up-to-date according to Enlightenment
thinking. However, it soon became clear that, although Friedrich Wilhelm III had
opposed the orthodox positions of Wöllner, he was himself no real friend of the
Enlightenment. He considered himself the true son of his father in his concern for
the spiritual welfare of all his subjects, and he did not answer affirmatively the
calls for the introduction of the teachings of the Enlightenment.658
Although he had been quick to say that he was against any administrative measures which might bind the free conscience, it soon became clear that his conscience
was superior to church’s judgement concerning liturgical adiaphora. Within six
months, he began a campaign which would include the abolition of Lutheran liturgical vestments and lighted candles on Lutheran altars. These had all survived in
Ansbach-Bayreuth, which had not been acquired by Prussia until 1792, and which
was administered by the Prussian monarch until the end of the Holy Roman Empire in 1806. Liturgical vestments and traditional Lutheran ceremonies had survived there without interruption since the days of Martin Luther, but the free conscience of Friedrich Wilhelm III determined that they must be put down. He issued
658
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a public statement on May 19, 1798, to the Second Senate of the Royal Prussian
government, the consistory, and deaneries and judiciaries of the region, stating that
Ansbach-Bayreuth must now follow the precedent of other territories committed
to the Augsburg Confession by abolishing the vesting of clergy in white surplices,
which, he stated, was unfortunately reminiscent of Mass vestments. Surely, it was
a burden for pastors to have to wear such needless vestments, and besides, it cost
money to supply them and to clean them – money that could better be spent elsewhere. Furthermore, under no circumstances should candles be burned before the
actual celebration of the Lord’s Supper itself. In the king’s own words:
“Friedrich Wilhelm, by the grace of God King of Prussia, etc., etc. We find
ourselves moved by various compelling objections submitted to our Spiritual Department in Berlin, from henceforth, after the precedent of several territories of
the Augsburg Confession, to utterly do away with vesting of preachers in white
surplices, which has hitherto been very needless in the various religious actions
which are in use, and which continues to be reminiscent of the Mass vestments;
for it is only burdensome to these [preachers], and unnecessarily depletes the
church treasuries, which purchase them and provide for their cleaning; and this
we herewith do, moreover, with a good conscience, as we are able to assume
safely that our loyal subjects of this principality are too well instructed to possibly take any offense at this change, since it has no reference to religion itself
or any close relation thereunto. Further, that custom, which has invaded certain
localities, whereby the candles, which are burned upon the altar during the celebration of the Lord’s Supper for the appropriate remembrance of the consecration
thereof are previously lighted and burn even during the sermon – we regard this
as a superfluous extravagance, and desire that [the candles] should henceforth be
burned only during the celebration of the Supper itself, and by no means from the
very beginning of the divine service, nor at baptisms either, the more so because
the latter abuses prove too costly for some of the poorer saints and limits the more
suitable employment of their means. Wherefore you, the deans, are obliged not
only to institute these two corrections in your parishes, but also to direct your
deaneries to conform to this our supreme will, so that available surplices are surrendered to the church treasurers. You, the judiciary, are to see to it that [these
surplices] are properly delivered to you and are used for the good of the sacred
in whatsoever manner you shall deem fit. Howbeit as regards the lengthy priest’s
gown, or so-called church-gown, it is left free to all clergymen to continue to
make use of it or to exchange it for a cloak; however, in those places where there
are several clergymen, they are to see to it that they are all in agreement concerning this attire.”659
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Lutheran clergy in white surplices
from the Margraviate of Brandenburg-Ansbach.
Ceramic models, c. 1764.
Photo: H. Mödlhammer (Schatz 2004).

May 19, 1798, public statement by
Friedrich Wilhelm III against white
surplices and lighted candles on Lutheran
altars in Prussian administrative region of
Ansbach-Bayreuth (Ansbacher IntelligenzZeitung 1798).

The king’s public statement on such matters as the purchasing and cleaning
of vestments and the burning of candles was a clear indication that he had a very
narrow view of freedom of conscience. This would again become evident later
when he sought to introduce the Prussian Union and its agenda. At that time,
most of the clergy, Lutheran, Reformed, and those with rationalist inclinations,
would complain that their consciences were being violated. Friedrich Wilhelm
III, however, would remain unmoved. He cared not about appeals to freedom of
conscience and would instruct the consistories to defrock those Lutheran pastors
who rejected the Union agenda, and those who refused to accept their demission
would be incarcerated.
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7 . S u m m a r y and Obse r vat i o ns
o f V o l u m es I - II
From the earliest days of the Reformation, the various territories, which would
come to comprise Prussia, were independent of each other and this fact was
represented by the variety of unique liturgical forms and customs, found in cities
and principalities, duchies and electorates, counties and other domains. In some
places, the Lutherans swept through entire territories, resulting in a single church
order and agenda for the whole domain. In other cases, the Reformation was limited to the larger cities and smaller principalities and other domains. In some of
those places, unique liturgies developed, but in other cases, the liturgies of larger
neighboring churches were adopted.
Among the most prominent liturgical traditions were those of Electorate of
Saxony, Duchy of Prussia, Margraviate of Brandenburg, and Duchy of Pomerania. Within the Prussian Province of Saxony, distinct traditions developed in
Magdeburg, Halberstadt, Halle, Mansfeld, and Henneberg-Schleusingen, all of
which had their own distinct church orders and agendas. In Silesia, which was
divided into a checkerboard of duchies, the Reformation itself was not a single
unified action but occurred sporadically, particularly in such places as Oels, Liegnitz, and Breslau – each of which developed its own unique liturgical traditions.
In the Prussian region of Roman Catholic Posen, no unique liturgical tradition
developed. Although initially, Lutheranism spread among the Polish-speaking
inhabitants of this region, it was later put down as a result of the Counter-Reformation. Lutheran communities survived among the German-speaking enclaves
close to the borders of Silesia, Brandenburg, and Pomerania. These congregations
worshiped according to the Saxon agenda of Duke Heinrich. There was a similar situation in West Prussia which under the Poles had come to be called Royal
Prussia. Here too, the Reformation took place only sporadically and was planted
chiefly in the German-dominated larger cities – Danzig, Elbing, and Thorn. The
liturgical life in these cities was regulated according to local church orders and
agendas. Otherwise, liturgies of the Saxon family predominated in the regions
which were annexed to Prussia as a result of the Three Partitions.
A different situation prevailed in the western Prussian provinces. Here the
Reformation was sporadic and involved small territories. Prussia acquired most
of its territory in the west only after the Napoleonic Wars and the Congress of
Vienna. The important exception was the Cleve-Mark-Ravensberg territory,
which had its own order for the regions of Cleve and Mark from the latter part
of the seventeenth century. Other Prussian territories in the west, acquired at the
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beginning of the nineteenth century, exhibited a large variety of church orders
and liturgies, some of which were borrowed from larger neighboring churches.
As a result, in addition to the church order of Cleve and Mark in Westphalia, one
finds also church the orders and agendas of Braunschweig-Lüneburg and Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel. In the Rhein Province, the church orders and agendas of
Hesse-Darmstadt, Nassau-Saarbrücken, and Zweibrücken predominated.
The liturgies used in Prussia from the Reformation forward were in a certain
sense quite unique. Among them was the 1525 church order for the Duchy of Prussia, which antedated the presentation of the Augsburg Confession by five years.
This church order established the Lutheran Reformation in the region. To the eyes
of nineteenth-century scholars, this old liturgy and church order appeared to be
“quite Catholic,” far too Catholic to their nineteenth-century Protestant minds, although, of course, the order was in no sense Roman but followed strictly the principles laid down in Luther’s 1523 Formula Missae. Very prominent was the Pomeranian tradition, established by Johannes Bugenhagen in his 1535 Treptow church
order, which was strongly influenced by the 1533 Wittenberg church order where
Bugenhagen was pastor. The 1568 Pomeranian agenda was among the richest liturgical treasures in Lutheranism. Another very prominent tradition was Saxon,
built upon Duke Heinrich’s 1540 agenda, popularly called the “Saxon agenda,” and
used throughout Albertine Saxony. It too was influenced by the Wittenberg church
order, and its own influence extended far beyond Albertine Saxony. Among the
unique Western Liturgies was that of Archbishop Herman von Wied of Köln, who
published his “Reformation of Köln” in 1543. It was never introduced into his own
diocese but was used in Hesse, Nassau-Saarbrücken, and parts of Alsace.
The liturgies were also unique with regard to the ceremonies. Among the
richest agendas was that of the Margraviate of Brandenburg 1540/1542 liturgy
of Joachim II. The Mass in this agenda included many traditional elements and
prayers from the medieval missal, not found in other Lutheran church orders. An
order of confirmation, not generally found in other agendas, was also included.
In many Lutheran territories, confirmation was usually abolished, and first communion was offered after catechization and personal examination. The 1572 edition of Brandenburg agenda eliminated some customs but still remained rich in
ceremonies. Eventually, many of the ceremonial customs were cut back as “excessively ostentatious” by subsequent rulers, especially after the conversion of
Johann Sigismund to Calvinism. The 1572 book was eventually replaced by the
Joachim Goltz Frankfurt (Oder) agenda which was more typically mainline in
terms of its ceremonies.
More radical in its anti-ceremonial aspects was the agenda of the County of
Henneberg-Schleusingen. Count Georg Ernst wanted to ruthlessly root out every
vestige of the papacy. He included among such vestiges the singing of Vespers,
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along with the singing of the Words of Institution, which, he asserted, had never
been sung by Christ. The exorcism and the surplice also had to be eliminated,
and not only the ceremonies, but even the divine service itself had to be simplified. In fact, the Henneberg-Schleusingen agenda did not leave much of the
traditional liturgy at all. The majority of liturgies, however, kept to the middle of
the road and preserved traditional ceremonies and liturgical usages, along with
traditional liturgical vestments. The order of confirmation was retained not only
in Brandenburg, but also in the Pomeranian and Mansfeld agendas, and included
also in Mansfeld was the confirmation blessing which would later be introduced
into the agenda of the Prussian Union: “The blessing of God – the Father and the
Son and the Holy Spirit, come upon you and remain with you forever.”
In the western provinces, Lutherans and the Reformed lived closely together
in the same communities, and the Lutheran liturgies there became characteristically less ceremonial. Liturgy had to be carefully scrutinized to see to it that nothing might give even a hint of medieval ceremonialism. What ceremonies were
retained, were strictly local customs. The 1687 church order of Cleve and Mark
was quite short and showed some influence of the Reformed. Only the most essential Lutheran liturgical elements were retained. However, the liturgies that
were imported from elsewhere in the Province of Westphalia, such as the liturgies of the Braunschweig family, were rich in structure and ceremony. A similar situation obtained in the Rhein Province where the Reformed outnumbered
the Lutherans. In some cases in the western provinces, the Mass was no longer
the normal Sunday service but came instead to be celebrated only occasionally –
perhaps once each fortnight, or even once a month, and in some cases even less
often than that. One looks in vain for the word “Mass.” In an atmosphere where
Roman Catholicism prevailed, the mere mention of the word “Mass” would call
up visions of the Roman Pontiff and a forced return to Roman fold. The sign of
the cross disappeared in many orders, along with any elevation whatever of the
consecrated Sacrament. Also eliminated was the exorcism in Baptism. However,
at least the general outlines of the Missa Catechumenorum and the Missa Fidelium
were retained in simplified form, although some elements of both were either
neglected or dropped. Evidence of this can be seen in an imported agenda from
Hesse which was used in some places in the Rhein Province. In it, the service of
the Lord’s Supper lacked the traditional Prefaces, the Sanctus, the Benedictus qui
venit, the Pax Domini, and the Agnus Dei. Furthermore, the character and use of the
Verba in the Hesse service were somewhat unclear. The pastor was to introduce
the Words of Institution, saying: “Hear now with devout hearts and true faith the
words of the Supper of Our Lord Jesus Christ…” No distribution formula was
included, even though by the time this rite appeared the use of such formulas had
become something of an act of confession in the church orders.
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T h e F or m o f Mas s i n the P ru ssian Prov in c es
Sixteenth-century church orders and agendas reveal that in almost every case
the principle divine service on every Sunday and church festival was the Mass
in which the consecrated Sacrament of Christ’s body and blood was offered to
communicants. As had been the custom for centuries, Mass – the celebration
of the Sacrament of the Altar on Sunday morning, often called the Hauptgottesdienst, i. e., the chief divine service, was surrounded by services that prepared
worshipers for it or perpetuated the thanksgiving and joy associated with it.
These services included Saturday Vespers, followed by confession and absolution, Sunday morning Matins, a Sunday midday service, and the Sunday service
of Vespers. Although in many congregations Matins and Vespers were daily offices, the Saturday and Sunday services were especially rich in their provisions
and execution.
The vast majority of territorial churches sought to maintain the structure and
much of the contents of the Mass as it had been celebrated in the Middle Ages.
The Lutheran reformers saw little need to make any extensive changes in the
service of the word – the Missa Catechumenorum. Eliminated from the Missa Fidelium, however, was any notion of the Mass as an unbloody repetition of Christ’s
sacrifice. Here the central emphasizes were communion and thanksgiving. The
Offertory was eliminated and replaced by a prayer of the church which included
petitions on behalf of those in authority, the Holy Christian Church, protection
against enemies of church and state, and intercession for those in need. In some
cases, this general prayer was composed by the pastor using traditional collects,
selected according to the needs of the occasion. In many church orders, a hymn
was inserted to take the place of the medieval Offertory verses. Also radically
changed was the Canon which Luther had noted was composed of prayers that
viewed the Mass as a human work, defusing God’s wrath and calling down upon
the church his blessing. Furthermore, Luther had noted that these prayers were
obviously a late edition that did not fit well into the Mass. In most cases, the
church orders replaced the Canon with the nuda Verba and the Our Father which
in some orders preceded and in other orders followed the Verba. In some orders,
the traditional Preface was replaced by Luther’s paraphrase from the Deutsche
Messe, and “Isaiah, Mighty Seer,” the so-called German Sanctus, then followed
the consecration. Most important, Christ’s Consecratory Words were no longer
to be said sub voce but were to be sung or said loudly, so that all could hear them
and be assured that what they were about to receive under the form of bread
and wine was indeed Christ’s body and blood. Most church orders directed that
these Words should be sung, and as Luther had done, a chant tone was included.
Communion was to be in both kinds. Additional traditional prayers, both before
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and after communion, were included in some church orders, a usage which Luther had approved in the Formula Missae of 1523, and the service concluded with
a blessing spoken over the people. Luther never provided anything more than
recommendations concerning the celebration of the Mass, and for this reason,
territorial church orders/agendas were free to differ among themselves concerning this or that particular element of usage while maintaining the integrity of the
service and its traditional structure.

T h e M a r g ravi ate o f B rand e nb urg
The first agenda to be adopted in the Margraviate of Brandenburg was the
Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order of 1533, which came into use in Neumark.
Johann of Brandenburg-Küstrin and the estates determined that after the church
swore its adherence to the Augsburg Confession, new church order was not necessary because there was nothing in the Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order
which was contrary to the Scriptures or that confession. Therefore, it was decided
that the church should officially adopt the Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order
of 1533 as its own.
The church in Mark Brandenburg followed a somewhat different pattern. Elector Joachim II had a special fondness for the traditional ceremonies of the Mass
and sought to retain them in so far as possible. Consequently, the church order of
Mark Brandenburg made use of the Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order 1533,
the Saxon Visitation Articles of 1528, and the recently published (1539/40) agenda
of Duke Heinrich for Albertine Saxony. The Mark Brandenburg book was published in Berlin in 1540. There were a number of printer’s errors in the original
1540 edition, therefore two printings of a new and corrected edition appeared in
Berlin in 1542. After both Joachim II and his brother Johann of Küstrin had died
in 1571, the territories which they had ruled were once again united into a single
territory under the rule of Joachim’s son Johann Georg, a staunch Lutheran. His
view was that a new church order was needed to draw together the two distinct liturgical traditions of the Mark and Neumark. A new church order was
published in 1572 for use throughout Brandenburg. Although a good deal of the
ceremony from the Mark Brandenburg order was retained, the order itself could
be described as more in the Lutheran mainstream.
Frankfurt (Oder) was an important city with its own university and with the
power to exercise a certain measure of independence with reference to church
ceremonies. As a result, some independent usages developed there which differed from those practiced elsewhere in Brandenburg. To correct this situation,
Joachim Goltz, the senior pastor of the city, prepared and published in 1569 an
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agenda that came to be known as the “Goltz agenda.” By the time that the 1572
revised church order for Brandenburg was published, the Goltz agenda was
firmly entrenched in Frankfurt (Oder), and the cry of evangelical freedom was
used to defend the decision to continue its use. The Goltz agenda was republished in 1614 and again in 1697. After the conversion of Johann Sigismund to
Calvinism in 1614, he and his successors not only did not encourage Lutheran
ceremonial, they actively discouraged it to the point that the 1572 agenda came
to be reputed to have “the smell of Rome in it.” Goltz’s liturgy was thought to
be less offensive and gradually came to be the norm in many parishes. It was
with this book on most of its altars that the Brandenburg Church entered the
eighteenth century.
Among the features retained from the Middle Ages in the Brandenburg Mass
was the continuation of the practice by which the pastor and his assistants would
pray the confiteor before the altar before Mass began. Both the 1540/1542 and
1572 Mark Brandenburg Masses retained this practice, which was already being
practiced in Neumark parishes which used the Brandenburg-Nürnberg service
of 1533. As before, the service proper began with the introit and the Gloria Patri.
This was followed by the Kyrie. Brandenburg 1540 rite specified that the setting
of the Kyrie was to be determined by the season. Then, both orders directed that
the “Gloria in excelsis” and the “Et in terra pax” were to be sung. No mention was
made of the salutation and response, but doubtless, it was retained before the
collect. The epistle was then to be properly announced according to a prescribed
form and sung or said in both Latin and German. The 1572 book added that prayer from one of the eleven provided should be prayed after the epistle. These prayers were paraphrases of psalm verses concerning the proper Christian way of life.
Brandenburg 1540/1542 order called for a German hymn, followed by the alleluia
or sequence or an appropriate Latin tract. The 1572 agenda made no mention of
a German hymn at this point in the service. As with the epistle, the holy gospel
was to be properly announced and then said or sung properly in Latin and German. The 1572 service again called for the praying of a German prayer, based on
the psalms, after the reading of the holy gospel. In this case, twelve such prayers
were provided. In both orders, the Nicene Creed followed the reading of the holy
gospel. It was intoned by the pastor, and after its introduction, the “Patrem omnipotentem” was to be sung in cathedrals and collegiate churches. In parish congregations, Luther’s “We All Believe in One True God” was to be sung instead.
The 1572 service made no mention of the Latin Patrem in cathedrals and collegiate
churches. The sermon was preached after the creed.
Both the 1540/1542 and 1572 orders followed with a hymn to replace the
traditional Offertory. During it, the pastor was to prepare the bread and wine in
silence. Both Brandenburg orders followed this hymn with the customary Pref-
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ace, sung in Latin, and followed by the singing of the Sanctus and “Benedictus qui
venit.” Goltz’s 1614 agenda did not provide a form for the Missa Catechumenorum
but gave the Eucharistic Prefaces for all the chief feasts and ordinary Sundays in
Latin. It also provided for the common Preface and the singing of the Sanctus. The
1540 service included four prayers to be prayed in German by the pastor after the
Sanctus as a kind of prayer of the church, asking for God’s blessing on those in
authority, for proper teachers and ministers of the word to preach soundly and
rightly govern the church, to grant peace and the forgiveness of sins, and lastly
a prayer of confession for those about to commune. These prayers were all taken
from collects in the 1533 Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order, but the 1540/1542
order was unique in its placement of them after the Sanctus. The 1572 order provided only minor changes in wording.
The Our Father followed the consecration in the Mark Brandenburg 1540/1542
Mass, however, this order was reversed in 1572 and in the Goltz liturgy. In both of
them, the Our Father preceded the Verba. It was the usual practice that it be sung.
The Words of Consecration followed the pattern established in Luther’s German
Mass, embellishing only slightly the New Testament accounts of the Institution
after the manner of the medieval Mass:
“Our Lord Jesus Christ, in the night when he was betrayed, took the bread,
gave thanks to his heavenly Father, blessed, and broke it, and gave it to his disciples and said: ‘Take and eat, this is my body which is given for you. This do in
remembrance of me.’ In the same way, also he took the cup after the supper, gave
thanks, and blessed it, and gave it to his disciples and said: ‘Drink of it, all of you,
this is my blood of the New Testament, which is shed for you for the forgiveness
of sins. This do, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me’.”
The 1572 order and Goltz’s 1614 and 1697 services give the Verba according to
the Small Catechism wording.
The 1540/1542 and 1572 Brandenburg orders all directed that at the consecration the consecrated elements should be elevated. In the 1540/1542 order, the
pastor was to genuflect after the consecration of the bread, and then he was to
elevate the consecrated species. The same practice was to follow the consecration
of the cup. Then an appropriate hymn was to be sung. In cathedrals and collegiate
churches, a Latin hymn, such as “Thine Is the Power” (“Tua est potentia”), might
be sung after the elevation. In parish churches, a German hymn, such as “May
God bestow on us His grace” (“Es wollt’ uns Gott genädig sein”) or “All Laud and
Thanks with Highest Praise” (“Sein lob und dank mit hohen preis”), was to be sung.
Of particular interest was the decision of Joachim II that the elevation should be
retained and along with it the ostensio – the lifting up of the consecrated elements
before the communicants. Andreas Musculus introduced this practice in the Berlin cathedral in 1562, and the Mark Brandenburg congregations followed suit.
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After the Verba, the celebrant turned to the congregation, holding the consecrated
Sacrament before them and saying: “Dear Christians, behold, this is the true body
of Christ, given for us, and this the true blood of Christ shed for us.” Brandenburg
1572 service specifically retained the elevation, but nothing was said about it in
Goltz’s 1614 and 1697 orders. After the introduction of the 1572 church order,
some clergy in Neumark expressed their opposition to the elevation, and Musculus found it necessary in 1580 to remind pastors in Königsberg (Neumark) and
elsewhere that the elevation was not simply permitted; it was mandatory. In 1580,
Elector Johann Georg addressed the clergy at Crossen, Züllichau, and Kottbus to
remind them that they must observe the church order and reintroduce the elevation, the purpose of which was to strengthen faith in the true presence of the body
and blood of Christ. Musculus also reminded pastors that the ostensio should also
be practiced to reaffirm the church’s confession of the bodily presence of Christ
in the Sacrament and to oppose the infiltration of Calvinist notions. When he
became elector, Joachim Friedrich in 1598 countermanded the testament of his
father Johann Georg and proposed a number of church reforms in the Berlin cathedral, including wholesale liturgical changes, such as the suppression of the sign
of the cross in the consecration, the elevation of the consecrated Sacrament, and
the ostensio as offensive to foreigners. Superintendent General Christoph Pelargus
accepted these changes enthusiastically, noting that the ostensio was especially
popular in Berlin and Frankfurt (Oder), but that it was no longer widely used
elsewhere. Many clergy, however, did not agree, so Pelargus then suggested to
Joachim Friedrich that it might be best to retain the elevation and ostensio for the
time-being simply to indicate that the bread was consecrated and to quiet the
mouths of the “simple-minded.” The ostensio again came under attack in the visitation of 1600-1602. Its instructions called for the elimination of the ostensio but
allowed for the retention of the elevation. It stated also that most of the 1572 ceremonies were still in force and were not to be changed, excepting as authorized by
the elector or the consistory. Elector Johann Sigismund, who converted to Calvinism, now vigorously attacked everything in the Lutheran liturgy which he found
offensive. Especially offensive to him was the elevation and anything which might
indicate that Christ was bodily present and received orally by the communicants.
He insisted also that the breaking of the bread (fractio panis) be introduced, stating that this was in line with other evangelical churches and the earliest Christian
church of apostolic times. Elector Georg Wilhelm continued to show favoritism
to the Reformed confession. He asked the faculty of theology of the University
of Frankfurt (Oder) to provide his government with a secret opinion concerning
certain religious practices still found among Lutherans in Brandenburg. Among
these were the elevation and ostensio of the consecrated Sacrament. The Lutheran
clergy were furious when this was revealed to them, and they pointed out that
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this was a clear indication that the elector intended to outlaw Lutheran practices
and these doctrines upon which they were built. The Goltz liturgies of 1614 and
1697 did not mention either the elevation or the ostensio.
Brandenburg 1540/1542 and 1572 orders directed that the pastor was then to
sing the Pax Domini in German, and following it, the Agnus Dei was to be sung.
According to Brandenburg 1540/1542 services, it was to be sung in Latin, but
Brandenburg 1572 order did not specify what language was to be used.
The 1540/1542 order directed that during the singing of the Agnus Dei the pastor was to pray the traditional pre-communion prayers. He was to pray, “Domini
Jesu Christe qui dixisti…,” as in the Roman Mass-book, in the first person singular, but following Luther’s recommendation, in the second prayer, “Domini Jesu
Christe Fili Dei..,” “libera mei” should be changed to “libera nos,” and “fac me” was
to be dropped in favor of “fac nos.” The third prayer, “Sacramentum corporis tui,”
was to follow the Roman wording. All three Latin prayers were found also in the
Brandenburg 1572 rite.
All Brandenburg rites called for the reading of an admonition to the communicants from the Brandenburg-Nürnberg agenda of 1533. The distribution formula
in Brandenburg 1540/1542 and 1572 services called for the use of the distribution
formula and dismissal from the Brandenburg-Nürnberg 1533 church order. During the distribution, the responsory, “Discubuit Jesus,” was to be sung in Latin,
according to the form in the Brandenburg 1540/1542 order, and if there were a
sufficient number of communicants, “O Lord, We Praise Thee” and “Jesus Christ,
Our Blessed Savior” could be sung as well.
All liturgies of the Brandenburg family concluded the distribution with a postcommunion prayer. This prayer was a conflation of the prayers, “O Almighty
eternal God…” (“O Almechtiger ewiger Got…”) and “We thank you, Almighty
God…” (“Wir dancken dir Almechtiger Got …”), from the 1533 Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order. The 1540/1542 and 1572 rites directed that the pastor was to
kneel at the altar and pray, “Corpus tuum domine quod…,” as in the Roman Missal.
The Goltz services omitted the Latin prayer.
The 1540/1542 liturgies said nothing of the closing Benedicamus and benediction. This may have been thought to be unnecessary since the rubrics for weekday
Masses without communicants directed that the service should close with the
customary benediction, both in parish congregations and in cathedrals and collegiate churches. In 1572, a reference to the benediction was included. The Goltz
liturgies concluded the service with the benediction.
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Title page of the 1533 BrandenburgNürnberg church order.

Title page of the 1540 MarkBrandenburg church order.

Title page of the 1572 Brandenburg
agenda.

Title page of the 1697 agenda
by Joachim Goltz.
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T h e D uc h y o f P ru s s i a
By late in 1523, the Lutheran Reformation had taken root in Sambia (Germ. Samland), and within a year it was also was planted in Pomesania (Germ. Pomesanien).
Bishop Georg von Polentz of Sambia and Bishop Erhard von Queiss of Pomesania
became strong supporters of the Reformation. Albrecht went to Krakow to meet
King Sigismund the Old, and there on May 8, 1525, Prussia was made a secular
fiefdom of Poland. On May 10, Albrecht swore his loyalty to the Polish king and received the hereditary title “Dux in Prussia.” That year, the territorial assembly of the
Duchy of Prussia commissioned Bishop Georg von Polentz and Bishop Erhard von
Queiss to prepare a Prussian church order. The resulting Artickel der Ceremonien
was adopted on December 10, 1525, and published in March 1526. The 1525 church
order was brief and did not deal with some important ecclesiastical details. It was
clear by 1544 that a new and more comprehensive and up-to-date church order
was needed. On January 4, 1544, the new order was sent to Bishop Paul Speratus
for examination and approval. It was printed that same year, 1544. With the passing of time, doctrinal issues arose, particularly because of the influence of Andreas
Osiander of Nürnberg who had joined the Königsberg theological faculty in 1549. It
was evident that a new and more doctrinally oriented church order was needed. It
was prepared early in 1558, and the Königsberg theologians agreed to its provisions
in April of that year. On November 25, Duke Albrecht ordered that it be published,
even though he had not yet submitted it to the territorial assembly for examination
and comment. In addition, the document lacked any specific approval of important
liturgical ceremonies, such as the exorcism in Baptism and the consignation. The
order was printed in 1558 but caused some pastors to label it “Osiandrian” and to
refuse to be governed by its provisions.
In 1567, Albrecht announced the preparation of a new church order which would
specify the acceptance of the ceremonies approved in the church order of 1544. The
new document was prepared by Bishop Joachim Mörlin of Sambia and Georg Venediger of Pomesania by order of the territorial assembly. It was printed in 1568, shortly
after the death of Duke Albrecht. This church order marked the high watermark of
Prussian church orders and would govern the church until the eighteenth century. It
included new directions for the conduct of the liturgy of the word.
By the middle of the eighteenth century, few copies of the 1568 order were still
usable, and in 1734 King Friedrich Wilhelm I ordered the preparation of a new order to govern both the church and the schools. In 1741, the Königsberg consistory
ordered the publication of an official German-language agenda. It would later be
reprinted in 1780 and reflected current practices in the church. The last unique
Lutheran German-language agenda for use in East Prussia appeared in 1789. It
sought to protect the church from the inroads of Enlightenment rationalism and
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rationalistic agendas by insisting that the divine services and pastoral acts should
follow the norms of the 1741 book, its 1780 edition, and the ordinances of 1734.
A Lithuanian-language agenda, however, appeared in 1730, several years before
the publication of the new German-language agenda. It was the first agenda of
the Lithuanian-speaking church, which had never before had a complete agenda.
A new edition appeared in 1775. The Polish-speaking church in Prussia had the
advantage that it had its own Polish edition of the 1544 agenda which had been
translated and published in 1544. The 1558 agenda was translated and published
in 1560, and in 1571 and again 1615 the Polish translation of the 1568 Germanlanguage agenda appeared. Following the example of the Lithuanian agenda, a
similar Polish volume appeared in 1731, and a new edition was published in 1755.
The Prussian liturgy stood in continuity with the Latin Mass with which the
church has long been familiar. The first changes were those which were necessitated by the church’s confession of the Scriptures and those which were deemed
advisable by local circumstances. Later, the Deutsche Messe would prove to be a
major influence, especially in the celebration of the Sacrament of the Altar.
With the exception of the 1544 order, the Mass in Prussia in the sixteenth century
was to begin with an introit, sung in Latin, or if necessary, a Garman psalm could
replace it. The 1525 order directed that in city churches with Latin schools, a Latin
introit or an entire Latin psalm should begin the service. The 1544 order called for an
opening psalm in German and allowed also for a German hymn based on the Old
Testament psalms. At Easter, Pentecost, and Christmas, the proper introit was to be
sung in German or Latin. The 1558 order called for an introit in the city churches,
sung by the school children, and for the singing of texts from the Holy Scriptures in
Latin. The 1568 rite called for a Latin introit in the city churches, using the proper
traditional introits. During Advent and the Easter season, either the traditional introits could be sung or the congregation could sing a German psalm-hymn. All
the sixteenth-century Ducal Prussian orders called for the singing of a threefold
Kyrie, first in Latin, then in Greek, and finally, in German. The 1544 liturgy called
for the pastor to intone the “Gloria in excelsis” in German, and the choir was then to
respond in German or Latin. The 1558 service directed that the pastor should intone
the “Gloria in excelsis,” but it provided no instruction as to the language to be used.
Although the choir was to respond in Latin, no reference was made to the choir or
congregation singing in German. The 1568 book called for the pastor to intone the
“Gloria in excelsis,” presumably in Latin, although again no specific directive was
given. The choir was to respond with “Et in terra pax,” or the choir and congregation might sing “All Glory Be to God on High.”
The salutation and response were specifically included in 1544, 1558, and 1568
books. Then followed the collect in all services. It was in every case to be sung in
German using the traditional chant. Reference was made in 1544 and 1568 rites
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to the collect of the day. The 1525 order directed the preacher to read a whole or
half chapter from the Pauline corpus or some other New Testament epistle or the
Book of Acts from the pulpit. On other days, he was to read it from the altar in German. On high feasts, the pastor was to read the epistle from the pulpit, although in
smaller churches or when few worshipers were present, it was not necessary that
he go to the pulpit. The 1544 order directed that the epistle in Königsberg and other
cities was to be read facing the people from a lectern or the pulpit. In Königsberg, a
whole or half chapter from the New Testament epistles or the Acts of the Apostles
could serve as the epistle. Elsewhere, the traditional epistle of the day, as found
in the Postil, was to be read from the altar. On high feasts, the proper epistle was
to be read everywhere. The 1558 agenda directed that in Königsberg the epistle of
the day, as in the Postil, was to be read from the altar. Elsewhere, it could be read
from the lectern or pulpit. The 1558 directive remained in effect in the 1568 service,
however, in Königsberg the epistle was to be read from the pulpit by an assisting
clergyman, and in other places, it was to be read from the altar.
The church orders directed that after the epistle, appropriate verses, including the alleluia verse, were to be sung. The 1525 and 1544 services directed that
these included a German psalm and the alleluia verse. The 1544 order noted that
the verses could be alternated between the choir and the congregation, as was
the practice at Königsberg. On high feasts, a designated hymn of the day, such as
“Christ Jesus Lay in Death’s Strong Bands” (“Christ lag in Todesbanden”) at Easter,
was to be sung instead. The 1558 order called for the singing of alleluia and a Latin verse if that verse was doctrinally sound. On high feasts, it was to be followed
by a German hymn appropriate to the day. The 1568 liturgy directed that doctrinally sound proper sequences were to be sung on feast days. The choir should sing
a stanza in Latin, and the congregation should respond by singing a stanza in
Luther’s German version. On other days, either the Latin sequence or a German
hymn should be sung on alternate Sundays until Advent.
The gospel was to be announced and read in German. The 1525 order directed
that a chapter of the gospel, beginning with Matthew, was to be read until all four
gospels had been read. The 1558 service called for the reading of an appropriate
gospel of the day, and the 1544 and 1568 rites stated only that the gospel was to
be read in the same manner as the epistle. The gospel was followed by the singing of the Nicene Creed. The 1525 order called for it to be sung in German by the
choir and congregation. The 1544 liturgy gave Luther’s hymn, “We All Believe in
One True God,” to the entire congregation without any mention of the choir. The
same rubric was included in 1558. In 1568, the creed was to be sung in Latin in
Königsberg cathedral, and in other churches one might alternate the Latin with
Luther’s creedal hymn in German.
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The 1525 liturgy dealt with the sermon in a separate article. The 1544 service
put it after the creed but noted that in the Königsberg cathedral the sermon might
be put at the beginning of the service for the sake of those who wanted to go to
the churches in Altstadt and Löbenicht to hear the sermons there. In Königsberg
churches, the litany was to be sung after the sermon. It might be difficult to do
this in smaller towns and villages, and in place of it, there might be instead an
exhortation to prayer or intercessions. When there was no litany, the pulpit office
ended with a hymn or the Speratus hymn setting of the Our Father. In the 1558
order, the sermon followed the gospel, but in the Königsberg cathedral those who
wanted to hear more than one sermon could be accommodated by hearing a sermon at 7 a.m. before Matins and later at Altstadt and Löbenicht. In the cathedral,
the Altstadt Church, the Castle Church, and wherever else desired, the litany
might be sung before or after the sermon. On high feasts and other special occasions, the sermon was to be followed by a hymn, organ music, and an exhortation to the communicants. The 1568 liturgy did not mention the cathedral sermon
because it was preached before the Mass began. At Altstadt and Löbenicht, it was
to follow the creed. Ordinarily, the sermon was to end with a call to prayer, the
appropriate supplication or the Our Father or both. The directives indicated only
that after the sermon the congregation was to sing, “Lord, Keep Us Steadfast in
Thy Word,” as a summary of all its prayers and petitions.
There were significant differences in the order of the Missa Fidelium because
the later orders show evidence of the influence of Luther’s Deutsche Messe. The
1525 Artickel omitted the Offertory, Secret, and the Major and Minor Canons. The
pastor sang the Preface and Verba in German. The consecrated elements were
then elevated, first the consecrated hosts and then the cup, while the choir sang
the Sanctus in Latin or German. This was followed by the singing of the Our Father with the choir responding, “But deliver us from evil.” The whole prayer was in
German. After the Lord’s Prayer, the choir was to sing the Agnus Dei in German
and Latin. The pastor was then to sing the Pax Domini in German over the people
as an “evangelical absolution.” He was then to admonish those who were about
to receive the Sacrament. This was followed by the distribution, during which
the choir was to sing “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior.” At the conclusion of the
distribution when all had communed, it was to sing “O Lord, We Praise Thee.”
In the 1544 order, the Eucharistic Preface was dropped and replaced by Luther’s
paraphrase and admonition. This was followed immediately by the Verba, sung
in the tone formerly used for the Preface. The most significant departure from the
earlier rite was the introduction of the separate communion of the body and blood
after the manner described by Luther in his Deutsche Messe. After the consecration
of the bread, the choir or congregation was to sing the German Sanctus – “Isaiah,
Mighty Seer,” while the communicants approached to receive the body of Christ.
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There was no elevation; it was dropped to appease those who identified it with the
doctrine of transubstantiation. After the consecration of the cup, the congregation
sang “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” while the communicants received the cup.
Also sung was the Agnus Dei or “O Lord, We Praise Thee.”
The practice of 1544 was perpetuated in the 1558 order, favoring the paraphrase and admonition from Luther’s Deutsche Messe. Then the pastor was to turn
to the altar to sing the Verba in the same manner as in 1544, first over the bread,
and then, when all had communed, over the cup. The same directives concerning
congregational singing were also incorporated in the 1558 rite, excepting that the
singing of “I Will Praise the Lord with My Whole Heart” (“Ich danke dem Herrn
von ganzem Herzen”) (Psalm 111) was added.
The 1568 order followed the previous two rites, excepting that if he wished,
the pastor was permitted to compose his own public admonition and add to the
paraphrase of the Our Father. No step was taken to restore the Eucharistic Preface.
After the paraphrase, the pastor was to turn to the altar and sing the Verba over
both the bread and cup without a pause. The separate communion was dropped.
There was no elevation or sign of the cross. After the consecration, the choir was
to sing the Sanctus or some familiar hymn, such as “Isaiah, Mighty Seer,” “Jesus
Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” or “O Lord, We Praise Thee.” During communion,
“Our Father, Thou in Heaven Above” (“Vater unser im Himmelreich”) or some other
familiar hymns were to be sung. Men were to commune first and then the women.
Beginning with the 1544 agenda, the post-communion was preceded by the salutation and response. This practice was perpetuated in 1558 and 1568. The collect might
be from the Deutsche Messe, or some other appropriate post-communion collect might
be used. From 1544 onward, the post-communion collect was followed by yet another
salutation and response, this time to introduce the benediction. The 1525 rite did not
specify what benediction was to be used. The 1544 liturgy gave three short benedictions. The 1558 order allowed also the use of words from Psalm 67: “God, even our
own God, shall bless us” or “The Lord lift up his countenance upon us and give us his
peace, and all the ends of the earth shall fear him. Amen.” On Weekdays: “The Lord
make his face shine upon us and be gracious to us.” The 1568 service gave the same
benedictions as in 1558 but allowed also the use of the Aaronic Benediction.
The 1568 liturgy established a liturgical tradition which was to serve the
church in the Duchy of Prussia for more than a century and a half.
The first eighteenth-century evidence concerning worship in the duchy comes
no earlier than the 1730s. Although Superintendent Quandt and some other
church leaders remained theologically orthodox, Pietism was introduced into the
duchy and soon came to influence the form and structure of public worship. The
staunchly Pietist Frantz Albert Schultz published, under the name of King Friedrich Wilhelm I, the 1734 Erneuerte und erweiterte Verordnung. It provides the only
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evidence available from this period concerning the service of the word, as agendas of the period omit the order for the Missa Catechumenorum altogether. In this
directive, little is left of the form and structure of the service of the word. Indeed,
the liturgy is almost gone. The service begins with a hymn – Luther’s German
“Te Deum laudamus” (“Herr Gott, dich loben wir”) on feast days, Decius’ “All Glory
Be to God on High” on other days, or on occasion the Kyrie. There is no introit,
no German psalm, no salutation and collect. There is instead a hymn of the day,
followed by catechization. This catechization is to be straightforward, without
announcements, intercessions, or thanksgivings, and is to include only a simple
short prayer. After the catechesis, the pastor recites the creed and goes to the pulpit to preach a sermon no more than forty-five minutes in length. This is followed
by a recapitulation of the teaching of the day and a general prayer.
The manner in which the Sacrament was celebrated can be seen in the agendas
of 1730, 1731, 1741, 1755, 1775, 1780, and 1789.
The order for the Lord’s Supper followed the prayer of the church and a hymn.
The 1789 Prussian military agenda calls for the singing of “Come, Holy Ghost,
God and Lord” (“Komm, heiliger Geist, Herre Gott”). The 1734 instruction stated
that there was to be no special music in the Communion service, as this would
only disturb the meditative mood – clear evidence of the influence of Pietism.
Only such passion hymns, communion hymns, and other hymns of edification
were to be used as were thoughtfully chosen by the pastor.
The eighteenth-century East Prussian agendas perpetuated the 1568 practice
of placing Luther’s paraphrase and admonition before the consecration, however,
the Lithuanian 1730 and 1775 books included also Luther’s introductory words.
Instead of the paraphrase, only the Our Father itself was used.
In the 1730 Lithuanian book, the consecration followed immediately after the
exhortation, and this was followed by communion. In the 1731 Polish and the
1741 German agendas, the Verba were followed by the Sanctus or “Isaiah, Mighty
Seer.” In the 1741 German agenda, the Our Father, the Pax Domini, and the Agnus
Dei followed. In the 1789 Prussian military agenda, the Verba were followed by
the “Jesus, Bread of Life, I pray Thee” – the last stanza of “Deck Thyself, My Soul,
with Gladness.” This was followed in turn by the Pax Domini to ensure worthy reception. In the 1730 Lithuanian agenda, the traditional distribution formula was
used but with the addition “… given for you (on the cross)” and “… shed for you,
a sinner (on the cross).” The 1741 German order did not include this addition,
and the 1775 Lithuanian edition dropped it altogether. The 1789 military agenda
refers to the gifts as “the true body and blood.”
The 1568 salutation and response were retained only in the 1730 Lithuanian
agenda. The 1741 and 1789 agendas replaced them with the versicle, “O give
thanks to the Lord, for he is good. Alleluia,” and its response.
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Title page of the 1568
Prussian church order.

Title page of the 1780 East Prussian agenda.

The agendas included Luther’s post-communion collect, but the 1730 Lithuanian agenda offers an alternative prayer as well.
The salutation and response, as in 1568, followed the post-communion collect.
The 1730 Lithuanian agenda provided two forms of benediction. The first was Luther’s form from the Deutsche Messe, “Lord God, grant us your blessing, Lord God
bless us, and let all the ends of the earth fear the Lord God. Amen,” and also provided were two translations of the Aaronic Benediction. The 1741 and 1789 German books concluded the service with the Aaronic Benediction. The 1789 agenda
directed that the service should conclude with the hymn, “O Lord, We Praise Thee.”
The structure and form of the service of the Lord’s Supper were not significantly altered from the 1568 order by Pietist influences, although the mood of the
service was made to conform with Pietist sensibilities. In addition, some minor
variations as to contents and usage were now introduced on the basis of ethnicity.
The liturgy could now be adjusted and modified according to the ideals and temperaments of the worshiping German, Polish, or Lithuanian community. There
was no such malleability during the period of Lutheran orthodoxy.
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T h e D uc h y o f P o me rani a
The liturgical reforms in the Duchy of Pomerania were introduced by Johannes Bugenhagen, Doctor Pomeranus, who wrote the Treptow church order of
1535. Its foundations were set down by Bugenhagen and some of the leading
Lutheran theologians of the region from Stralsund, Greifswald, Stolp, Stargard,
and Stettin. The order was published in January 1535 in Wittenberg. It soon became evident that a more complete church order was needed because pastors still
found it necessary to translate many prayers and other forms from the Roman
Missal, and some of these forms were at least suspect among the Lutherans. The
1542 Pomeranian church order was prepared by General Superintendent Paul
Rode with the assistance of two theologians who had also been involved with
Bugenhagen in the preparation of the 1535 Treptow order. The new order was
reviewed and revised by Bugenhagen and printed in 1542.
The 1535 and 1542 works were insufficiently specific in providing details concerning church administration, and it was evident that specific directives needed
to be given for the governance of the church and other aspects of church life. The
first substantial work on Pomeranian church order appeared in 1563, and a new
edition, again published in Wittenberg, appeared in 1569.
Superintendent Jacob Runge complained that the 1542 church order did not
provide enough specific directives concerning liturgical ceremonial. More sound
prayers and formularies were needed. The cause was taken up by Duke Bogislaw
XIII, and the three superintendents were instructed to meet with Superintendent
Runge to prepare an improved agenda to be presented to the territorial synods.
Superintendent Runge took the lead in the work which he formulated after consulting a large number of agendas currently in use in German-speaking churches. After the synods examined the work, the territorial assembly approved its
publication and ordered that all parish pastors and other ministers conform their
ministry to it. It was published in Stettin in 1568. For the first time, the work was
called an agenda: Agenda, Dat is, Ordninge der hillingen Kerckenempter, etc. New
reprint editions appeared in 1569 and 1591. In 1691, a new edition appeared by
permission of the king of Sweden who now ruled Upper Pomerania. This was to
the advantage of the Pomeranians because their rites were far richer than those
provided in the 1693 handbook which was used in Sweden. The new edition gave
Pomeranian plat-Deutsch and high German in parallel columns. This edition did
not include the church order; it had already been republished in 1661 in a separate volume. A new edition of the church law appeared in 1690 with the preface
signed by Swedish King Charles XI. A volume, containing both the 1690 church
law and 1691 agenda, appeared in 1731.
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The Pomeranian agenda, one of the most complete of the Reformation agendas, was also presented as one of the most stable Lutheran liturgical traditions
in German-speaking lands. Its liturgy, which was put into final form in 1568,
continued to serve the Pomeranian church and remained official until the last
decades of the eighteenth century.
Unlike most Lutheran agendas, the 1568 Pomeranian agenda began the Mass
with the pastor coming before the altar and reciting Psalm 51 or the confession
of sins, asking for forgiveness, greater confidence in God, and a fruitful ministry.
This was a practice similar to, but not identical with, the medieval practice of saying the confiteor at the altar before the introit. The 1535 Treptow order had called
for the singing of the “Benedictus Dominus Deus” in German with an appropriate antiphon in one of the seven tones in place of the confiteor. This was then to
be followed by a German psalm or a Latin introit. The 1542 order included neither a confiteor nor the Benedictus and called only for a Latin introit or a German
psalm. The 1568 order called for the introit of the day to follow the confiteor or the
hymn, “Come, Holy Ghost, God and Lord” (“Komm, heiliger Geist, Herre Gott”),
or some other appropriate German hymn or psalm might be sung. As elsewhere,
the Pomeranian orders called for both the Kyrie and the “Gloria in excelsis.” The
1542 order especially mentioned the use of appropriate seasonal Kyries, such as
the Kyrie dominicale. The 1535 order stated that the “Gloria in excelsis” could be
sung in Latin or German but only on occasion. By 1542, the Gloria was to be used
regularly, intoned in Latin by the pastor, with the choir responding “Et in terra
pax.” The congregation was to sing Decius’ “All Glory Be to God on High.” The
1568 order called for a Latin or German intonation, followed by the Decius’ hymn
in German.
The collect was preceded by the salutation only in the 1568 order. The collect
itself was given only in German. The epistle was sung from the altar in German,
excepting that in the 1535 service it might be read from the pulpit. The 1535 order
then called for a German psalm, the alleluia or a Latin gradual, and on the high
feasts, the sequence in German and then in Latin was to be used. The 1542 rite
called for the tract and alleluia or on the high feasts the appropriate sequence. The
1568 service directed that the choir should sing the tract or alleluia and gradual
or the appropriate sequence or a German psalm that fit with the gospel. If a sequence was sung, the Da Pacem might precede it. In the 1568 book, the gospel was
preceded by the salutation and response. In the 1535 order, the gospel was to be
chanted from the altar or read from the pulpit. The 1542 agenda stated that the
gospel was to be chanted in the appropriate tone, and the 1568 order directed that
the choir should respond to the announcement of the gospel by singing “Glory to
You, O Lord.” The 1535 order called for the singing of the Nicene Creed in Latin
by the pastor and school children, followed by Luther’s “We All Believe in One
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True God,” sung by the congregation. The 1542 order stated only that the Nicene
Creed should be in Latin, followed by the German “We All Believe in One True
God”. The 1568 service allowed that the Nicene Creed might be in Latin or German, or “We All Believe in One True God” could be sung instead.
The sermon followed in all three orders. The 1542 order called for a reading
of the text from the gospel, a hymn invoking the Holy Spirit, and the praying of
the Our Father before the sermon. The 1568 agenda directed that the pulpit office
should begin with an admonition to prayer, the prayer itself, and appropriate
German hymn on high feasts with the reading of the text and the sermon.
The prayer of the church was to be prayed from the altar in the 1535 order,
and the order included also the Ten Commandments or the Da Pacem in Latin or
German or some other suitable hymn, sung while the communicants assembled
at the altar, men to the right and the women to the left. The prayer of the church
in the 1542 order was followed by the Our Father and a hymn. The 1568 order
included an admonition to prayer, the prayer of the church, the Our Father, and
a German psalm according to the season or “Our Father, Thou in Heaven Above”
or “These Are the Holy Ten Commands” (“Dies sind die heil’gen Zehn Gebot”). The
1542 service concluded the pulpit office with a hymn.
The Missa Fidelium in all the Pomeranian orders began with the Preface and Sanctus. The 1535 order called for the use of the Latin Preface on occasion, especially on the
high feasts, followed by the Latin or German Sanctus. By 1542, the Preface and Sanctus
in Latin or German had become a regular feature. The 1568 agenda directed that the
Preface in Latin or German should be used on feasts as time permits. The Sanctus was
to be sung in Latin by the choir, but the German “Isaiah, Mighty Seer” might be sung
before it if the pastor so desired. The Latin Sanctus was to be sung by the children
with the choir responding. This was to be followed by a short exhortation to the communicants, as specified in the 1535 and 1568 orders. All three orders directed that the
Our Father in German was to follow the exhortation and after it the consecration in
German. The 1568 order directed that there was to be no elevation.
During communion, hymns were to be sung. The 1535 order called for the
singing of the Agnus Dei in Latin or German, followed by “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” “O Lord, We Praise Thee,” and penitential psalms. The 1568 order
directed the singing of “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” “O Lord, We Praise
Thee,” “Lamb of God, Pure and Holy,” or other suitable hymns or the Agnus Dei
or “O Sacred Banquet!” (“O sacrum convivium!”) in Latin.
The 1568 order introduced the post-communion collect with the salutation
and response. All three orders called for the service to conclude with the Aaronic
Benediction. After it, the 1568 agenda called for the singing of a closing hymn,
such as “All Praise and Glory Be to God” (“All Ehr und Lob soll Gottes sein”), “Lord,
Keep Us Steadfast in Thy Word,” or another appropriate hymn.
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Title page of the 1569 Pomeranian agenda.

Title page of the 1769 liturgical
handbook – the last Pomeranian
orthodox Lutheran agenda.

D u c h ie s of Si l e s i a
No single liturgical tradition covering the entire region of Silesia developed in
the Reformation era because the Reformation took root and grew only in selected
areas without any strong ecclesiastical administrative connection joining them
together. By the middle of the fourteenth century, several dozen separate territories could be identified within Upper and Lower Silesia, each one ruled by its own
magnate family. In 1558, the Habsburg king of Bohemia and the Holy Roman
Emperor Ferdinand I asserted control over the region. The Hapsburgs would rule
in Silesia from 1526 until 1742.
The Duchy of Breslau. The origins of the Reformation in the Silesian capital
Breslau can be traced to Johannes Hess of the church of St Mary Magdalene and
Ambrosius Moibanus, the pastor St Elisabeth Church, who began their pastorates
in Breslau in 1523 and 1525. Moibanus and Hess prepared a new Mass order and
began to use it in St Elisabeth’s and St Mary Magdalene’s in 1526.
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The earliest extant liturgical document from Breslau is the Canon of the Mass prepared in 1540 by Ambrosius Moibanus. The first complete church order is the 1557
order for the Lutheran churches in Breslau. It gave some general directives concerning liturgical customs used in the churches of St Mary Magdalene, St Elisabeth, and
St Bernhard. The first copy of a Mass with all the details of its celebration is found in
manuscript form in the 1603 Kirchenbuch of St Mary Magdalene Church. It provides
the Mass for the first Sunday in Advent. A handwritten manuscript agenda from 1632,
also used in the church of St Mary Magdalene, provides further information concerning the liturgical order and ceremonies of that parish. A manuscript of the Mass in
the 1692 agenda provides the form used in all three parishes – St Mary Magdalene, St
Elisabeth, and St Bernhard. This provides the Mass for the Nativity of St John the Baptist and a new form for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper to be used thereafter in all
Sundays and feast days. Further evidence concerning services in Breslau is found in a
1791 manuscript agenda from St Mary Magdalene Church and an 1801-1804 report of
Carl Friedrich Zastrau concerning the services held in that parish.
The 1557 order mentions only that the service of the word was to be sung in
Latin in both St Mary Magdalene and St Elisabeth Churches. According to the
1603 order, the divine service was to begin with an antiphon and the introit for
the day. The 1632 service also calls for the singing of the introit while the sacred
vessels are placed on the altar. The 1692 order states that the introit was to be
sung by the choir and that the organ was to play between the verses of the introit.
This was to be followed by the singing of the Kyrie. The 1603 order called for
the singing of the Kyrie found in the Liber Graduale. In that service, the “Gloria in
excelsis” is followed by “Et in terra pax,” sung by the choir. The 1692 order calls
for the singing of the Gloria during the Advent season. As usual, the collect and
epistle followed the Gloria. The 1603 Breslau service stated that the alleluia and
gradual followed the epistle. The 1692 service called for an organ motet, followed
by a German hymn and yet another motet. In that same service, the gospel was
to be followed by another German hymn, and all the services called for the singing of the Nicene Creed. The 1603 order directed that the Nicene Creed should
be chanted in Latin, followed by the German Patrem, and the 1632 rite called for
the intonation of the creed in Latin, followed by Luther’s “We All Believe in One
True God,” sung by the congregation. In the 1692 liturgy, the creed was to be
sung with organ and positif accompaniment. After the sermon, which followed
the creed, the singing of some stanzas of a German hymn, such as “Take from
Us, Dear Lord” and “Grant Peace, We Pray, in Mercy, Lord,” were called for by
the 1692 order. Then the officiant was to intone: “Per omnia secula seculorum,” and
the choir was to respond: “Amen.” This phrase concluded the Offertory prayers
in the medieval Mass, and unlike those prayers, it had always been sung aloud
by the pastor and choir. The Lutherans in Breslau retained the phrase, perhaps
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under the impression that it was the opening phrase of the Eucharistic dialogue,
although the dialogue actually began with the Dominus vobiscum.
The first evidence of the Missa Fidelium in the Breslau Reformation appeared
in the 1540 Canon, prepared by Ambrosius Moibanus to replace the medieval
Canon. This new Canon is quite unique in Lutheran liturgical history and would
have lasting significance in Breslau.
The Moibanus Canon was divided into seven parts, beginning with the recitation of Luke 22:7-18, setting the Supper in the context of the Passover Meal, held
by Jesus and his disciples in the upper room in the night of his betrayal. The
second and third parts relate the Words of Institution in a version, built upon
the accounts of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and St Paul, yet quite different from the
accounts as found in Luther’s Formula Missae, the Deutsche Messe, and the Small
and Large Catechisms:
“And while they were eating in that same night in which Jesus was betrayed,
Jesus took bread, and when he had given thanks, he broke it and gave it to his
disciples and said, ‘Take, eat. This is my body, which is given for you. This do in
remembrance of me.’
In the same way also the cup after Supper, and when he had given thanks, he
gave it to them, saying, ‘Drink of it, all of you; this is my blood which is the new
and eternal testament, shed for you and for many for the forgiveness of sins. This
do, as often as you drink it, in remembrance of me.’ As often as you eat this bread
and drink from this cup, you proclaim the death of the Lord until he comes.”
Then followed a prayer, asking that God would look down upon his weak
and sinful people and make them worthy dwelling places for Christ. This was
followed by the Our Father, a second prayer, the Pax Domini, the Agnus Dei, and
a prayer for the right reception of the blessings of the Sacrament. Then the body
and the blood were distributed to the communicants.
It would appear that at least the recitation of the Lucan account of the Institution continued to be used long after the days of Moibanus. Evidence of this is
found in the so-called “Breslau agenda” which, according to Johann Gottfried
Scheibel, was used in St Elisabeth Church well into the nineteenth century and
later continued to be used in some Old Lutheran congregations in Silesia.
All the Breslau church orders and agendas continued the use of the Eucharistic
Preface. The 1692 Breslau agenda stated that the Eucharistic Preface was to be in
Latin and the Sanctus was to be sung in German after it. According to the 1632
agenda of St Mary Magdalene Church, the Canon, that is, the report of the Institution of the Lord’s Supper (Luke 22:7-18), was to follow immediately after the Vere
Dignum. Both the 1603 and 1632 rites called for the singing of the so-called Minor
Sanctus – the “Sanctus Minus de Beata Virgine,” after the consecration. This was
followed in turn by the Our Father. The 1632 agenda specified that it was to be in
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Latin, and the 1692 liturgy directed that it be sung in German. This was followed
in the 1692 service by prayer for worthy communion (“O Lord, although I am
surely not worthy that you should enter under the roof of my heart …”) and oneness with Christ (“O Lord Jesus, unite yourself with me that I may abide in you
and you in me …”). This was followed by the Pax Domini, according to the 1632
agenda. The 1557 Breslau order stated that the Sanctus and Agnus Dei were to be
sung during communion. This directive was repeated in 1603 with the note that
they were to be followed by Lord’s Supper hymns in German. The 1632 rite called
for the singing of the Agnus Dei and German Communion hymns, and the 1692
Breslau order stated that the Agnus Dei was to be sung three times in German.
The Latin salutation was to follow Communion, according to the 1632 agenda.
Then the liturgist was to pray Luther’s post-communion collect. The 1603 and
1632 rites ended the liturgy with the “Benedicamus Domino” and the Aaronic Benediction. The 1557 Breslau order had followed medieval tradition by concluding
the service with the Benedicamus or Ite, missa est.
It appears that at the end of the eighteenth century, the Breslau churches were
still making use of the liturgical tradition which had been established there in the
sixteenth century. In general, pastors maintained the use of traditional Mass vestments, altars were vested as in earlier days, and candles were burned on the altar
or retable even on bright summer days. However, as was the case in many other
eighteenth-century liturgical books, the service of the word was not printed, perhaps because the music for the service was printed in the hymnals and the congregations were well familiar with it.
The 1791 manuscript agenda of St Mary Magdalene Church and the 1816 Breslau Gebet-, Beicht- und Communionbuch provide evidence concerning the Communion service in Breslau during this period.
The 1791 manuscript indicates that the service of the Sacrament began after the
conclusion of singing of “Grant Peace, We Pray, in Mercy, Lord.” During the closing
verse of this hymn, a pastor and assisting minister approached the altar on which
the sacred vessels had already been placed. Both the 1791 and 1816 orders indicate
that the service of the Sacrament began with the Preface which beginning with 1795
was sung in German in St Mary Magdalene Church. This was followed by the Sanctus in German. A survival from the time of the Moibanus Canon was the inclusion
of the short history of the Passion from St Luke 22:7-18. The consecration was said
or sung with the sign of the cross made over the bread and cup. The Our Father followed, after which both agendas called for a prayer for worthy communion before
the consecration. The traditional prayer, “O Lord, although I am not worthy …,”
slightly altered from 1692, was included in the 1791 manuscript, and the exhortation, “With this God also desires to make you worthy to receive the Lord’s Supper
to your benefit …,” was included in Breslau 1816. During the distribution, the St
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Mary Magdalene congregation was to sing one, two, or three stanzas of “Lamb of
God, Pure and Holy” (“O Lamm Gottes, Unschuldig”), depending upon the number
of communicants. A second hymn might also be sung, if needed, and on feast days,
“Lord God, We Praise Thee” (“Dich, Herr Gott, loben wir”), was added.
Only the 1791 manuscript provides details concerning the conclusion of the
service. The celebrant was to sing the salutation to which the choir responded
with “Und mit seinem (!) Geist” (“And with his (!) Spirit”). This was followed by
the post-communion collect from Luther’s Deutsche Messe. Finally, a concluding
hymn stanza was to be sung.
The Duchies of Liegnitz, Brieg, and Wohlau. The territories of Liegnitz, Brieg, and
Wohlau had their own independent liturgical tradition, which dated from the
Reformation era. In 1521, Duke Friedrich II of Liegnitz took control of Brieg, and
in 1523 he assumed authority also in Wohlau. The liturgical directions for clergy
in Liegnitz were issued in 1535. They directed how Baptism and the Lord’s Supper were to be administered in Liegnitz and Brieg. In Brieg, it soon became evident that a more comprehensive order was needed, and in 1557 Duke Georg II
of Brieg officially authorized the use of the Mecklenburg church order with only
minor changes. In 1592, a new church order, based on the Mecklenburg church
order, was published by Duke Joachim Friedrich for use in Brieg. Two years later,
in 1594, the church order for Liegnitz was published. It was, in fact, the so-called
1559 “Wittenberg agenda” of Melanchthon, who simply republished the agenda
provisions from the Mecklenburg church order.
Following the “Wittenberg agenda,” the 1594 Liegnitz church order directed
that before the introit, the general confession and absolution should be held as a
preparation for the service. After a short exhortation, the chief pastor was to introduce the office by saying: “Our help is in the name of the Lord,” to which the choir
responded: “Who made heaven and earth.” He then prayed the confiteor in the
name of the congregation, asking for God’s forgiveness for the sake of Christ Jesus.
His assistant then prayed, recalling the death of Christ for the sins of believers, the
promise of the Holy Spirit, and the desire of the people to improve their lives. Then
followed a so-called “absolution” which was in fact declaration of God’s grace.
The Liegnitz and Brieg orders directed that the service should begin with the
introit for the day. This was followed in all cases by the Kyrie and the “Gloria in excelsis.” The 1535 and 1592 orders gave the Gloria and “Et in terra pax” in Latin; the 1594
service allowed for the Gloria in Latin or the “All Glory Be to God on High” in German. In the 1592 Brieg order, the Gloria was followed by the salutation and response;
the Liegnitz 1594 rite directed that the salutation might be in Latin or German. The
collect followed in all orders in German. The epistle was to be read in German in
1535 liturgy and the 1594 Liegnitz order. The Brieg 1592 service called for it to be
read in Latin, although in small villages both pericopes might be in German instead.
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Liegnitz and Brieg 1535 rite called for a gradual, the Ten Commandments hymn,
or the alleluia and sequence. The Brieg 1592 service directed that an alleluia and
sequence should follow the epistle on ordinary Sundays, or German hymn might be
sung instead. The Liegnitz 1594 liturgy called for a sequence or hymn. The holy gospel was to be read in German in the 1535 and 1594 orders. The 1592 order directed
that the holy gospel should be in Latin, excepting that in small villages both pericopes might be in German. The 1592 order stated that the choir should sing the Nicene
Creed in Latin, and the congregation should sing “We All Believe in One True God,”
or on ordinary Sundays, either the Nicene Creed or Athanasian Creed should be
sung alternatively. The 1594 order stated that the Nicene Creed should be sung in
Latin and should be followed by “We All Believe in One True God” in German. In
the Brieg 1592 order, a hymn followed the creed, and then, after the Our Father, the
sermon was preached. The Liegnitz 1594 rite stated that the sermon text was to be
the gospel of the day and that intercessions and the prayer of the church were to follow the sermon. Both the 1592 and 1594 orders directed that during the hymn, which
followed, the communicants were to gather in the choir before the altar. In the Brieg
1592 order, the Eucharistic Preface was given in Latin for use in the cities on one
Sunday, and on the next Sunday German was to be used. The 1594 Liegnitz service
allowed the Preface and Sanctus to be in German or Latin, or “Isaiah, Mighty Seer”
might be sung. The same order called for this to be followed by an admonition. The
1592 Brieg and 1594 Liegnitz rites followed the admonition with the Our Father and
the Verba. Appropriate hymns were sung during the distribution. The 1592 Brieg
service suggested hymns, “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” “O Lord, We Praise
Thee,” “Isaiah, Mighty Seer,” et al. The 1594 Liegnitz liturgy added to this list Psalm
111 and “O Christ, Thou Lamb of God” (“Christe, du Lamm Gottes”). The 1592 Brieg
order did not include the closing liturgy. The 1594 Liegnitz rite directed that after
the Communion, the post-communion collect was to be prayed, and this was to be
followed by the Aaronic Benediction. The 1592 Brieg order concluded with “Grant
Peace, We Pray, in Mercy, Lord” and the collect for peace. The 1594 Liegnitz service
directed that the congregation should conclude the service with “Lord, Keep Us
Steadfast in Thy Word” and “Grant Peace, We Pray, in Mercy, Lord.”
The Duchy of Oels and Other Silesian Domains. It is not known precisely what
liturgy was used in the Duchy of Oels from the time of the Reformation until the
end of the sixteenth century. It is generally supposed that it was the widely influential Saxon 1540 agenda. After the Mecklenburg church order was published
and circulated, and the subsequent “Wittenberg agenda” came into use in neighboring Liegnitz, the influence of the Mecklenburg order came to bear on the congregations in Oels as well. In 1592, Superintendent Melchior Eccard announced
the preparation of a new liturgy for the duchy. It was published with ducal approval in 1593. It was this liturgy which would be the seminal liturgical document
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for the Oels Church for the entire seventeenth century. In 1649, Emperor Ferdinand III named Duke Silvius I Nimrod of Württemberg to be ruler in Oels. This
inaugurated the House of Württemberg-Weiltingen which would rule Oels until
1792. A visitation of the duchy parishes showed that the 1593 agenda was either
being used in part or not at all in many parishes. To remedy this situation, Duke
Silvius I published a church order for the Duchy of Oels in 1664 and republished
the 1593 agenda. In 1686, the church order and agenda were reprinted under their
original titles. The last Oels agenda, now influenced by the Enlightenment spirit,
was published in 1804. Polish language editions of the agenda were published in
1668, 1715, and 1819 to meet the needs of Polish-speaking congregations.
The 1664 Oels book did not provide the service of the word. It merely stated
that after the sermon and the usual intercessions, the pastor should invite the
people to make their confession and then lead them in a confessional prayer and
announce the absolution. Both the confession and absolution were Saxon in origin, and the absolution was followed by a warning to the impenitent that their
sins were not forgiven. The absolution was followed by the prayer of the church
and a special admonition to those who were coming to Communion. The admonition was from the 1533 Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order. The Our Father
and consecration then followed, along with a prayer for worthy communion:
“Lord Jesus Christ, I am not worthy …” The agenda gave no details concerning
the distribution or the conclusion of the service.
The Duchies of Schweidnitz and Jauer. Some information concerning the liturgical worship in Schweidnitz and Jauer is extant. The congregations in these areas
worshiped according to the Saxon Duke Heinrich agenda. Some copies of special
services, used in Schweidnitz parishes in the closing decade of the eighteenth
century, have survived. Included among them are services used in Arnsdorf 1792,
Conradswaldau 1792, Giersdorf 1792, Striegau 1791, Seitendorf-Altenberg 1793,
and sketches of services from Schreiberhau and Spiller-Johnsdorf, 1793.
Upper Lusatia. In 1815, yet one more liturgical tradition would be drawn into association with Silesian Lutheranism. Upper Lusatia, which had earlier been a part
of the Kingdom of Bohemia, was ceded to Saxony in the Peace of Prague of 1635,
and in 1815 it was brought into the Province of Silesia. Congregations in this region
elected to use the 1540 Duke Heinrich agenda. An important additional resource
for pastors in the region was the comprehensive three-volume Formular-Buch of Johannes Schrader which was printed in Magdeburg in 1621 and 1628, with editions
printed again in 1636, 1646, 1649, 1660, and 1670. There was a large concentration of
Wendish-speaking Lutherans in this region, and to satisfy their need, an agenda in
their own tongue was prepared and published in Bautzen in 1696.
It is more than likely that the Lutherans in other regions of Silesia used the
Saxon agenda of Duke Heinrich.
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Title page of the 1594 Liegnitz
church order.

Title page of the 1686 Oels agenda.

T h e Pr ov i nce o f We s t P ru s s i a
Before the Three Partitions of Poland-Lithuania in the eighteenth century,
West Prussia, then called Royal Prussia, was a part of the Kingdom of Poland.
When in 1548 Sigismund Augustus came to the Polish throne, he decided not to
impede the progress of the Reformation among his German-speaking subjects in
West Prussia. The German-speaking segment of the population resided mainly
in the larger cities, such as Danzig, Thorn, Elbing, and others. In 1557, King Sigismund Augustus granted the Danzig Lutherans the royal privilege to officially
adopt the Augsburg Confession, celebrate the Lutheran Mass, and commune in
both kinds. In 1558, the royal privilege was extended to Elbing and Thorn, in 1569
to Marienburg, Neuteich, and Graudenz, and in 1570 to Stuhm.
The Danzig Lutherans prepared their first official church order in 1557. It dealt
with Matins, Mass, and Vespers for Sundays and apostle’s days. Mass was to
be celebrated in Latin with only the Lord’s Prayer, Preface, and Verba in German. In 1567, the city council approved a church order for use in the church of
St Mary. It contained no specific directions concerning the order of the Mass and
its ceremonies, excepting to note that the German litany was to be sung between
the epistle and the gospel. A further church order appeared in 1570, but again, it
did not give simple and clear directives concerning the liturgical ceremonies or
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the order of the Mass nor was any indication given as to what agendas were to
be used. Although some secondary sources have claimed that the Pomeranian
Church was “the mother church” in Danzig, and that the churches used the Pomeranian agenda of 1569, other students of the Danzig church believe that there is
insufficient evidence to corroborate this.
The first clear reference to the Mass order is found in a manuscript, entitled:
Ordnung, wie es in der christlichen Kirchen, etc., which makes frequent reference
to the Wittenberg church order. The first agenda appeared in 1612 for use in St
Mary’s parish. It remained in manuscript form, and a copy from late in the seventeenth century is still extant. The first printed agenda appeared in 1618. In 1708,
under the auspices of the city council, a new official agenda appeared. It used the
1618 formulary as the basis for the liturgy. In 1753 the agenda was republished.
Sixteenth-century attempts to formulate a common church order for Danzig,
Elbing, and Thorn were unsuccessful, however, the Danzig liturgy would prove
influential in the order for the Mass in other cities. The first extant church order/
agenda for Elbing was published in 1612. In many respects, the liturgy of the
Sacrament was identical to the form which would come to appear in the Danzig
1618 agenda. A reprint appeared in 1682, and a third book introduced the title
Kirchen-Agende. It appeared in 1767.
The first church order for Thorn was composed and approved by the city
council between 1560 and 1570. It included articles concerning Holy Baptism and
its ceremonies and the Lord’s Supper, as well as confession and absolution. A
more comprehensive church order was formulated in 1575, but this document
again failed to include the agenda, although it made frequent references to the
agendas of Mecklenburg, the Duchy of Prussia, and other churches. It appears
that Thorn never published its own agenda and relied only on directives found in
the church order. Service materials could be gotten from the existing agendas of
the other Lutheran churches.
The divine service in the late sixteenth century Danzig Ordnung began with a
German psalm appropriate to the day or season. It was followed by the German
Kyrie and Gloria, with the congregation and choir responding with “Et in terra
pax” and the hymn “All Glory Be to God on High.” This was followed by the
proper collect or prayer from the Wittenberg church order, following the salutation and response. The epistle was then read or sung. After the epistle, the alleluia and two or three psalms were to be sung in alternation. The holy gospel was
then to be said or sung and after it the Nicene Creed in the form of the German
Patrem – “We All Believe in One True God.” A sermon on the holy gospel, no
more than 45 minutes in length, was to follow.
The 1708 Danzig agenda and 1575 Thorn order gave only general directives concerning the service of the word. The Thorn 1575 order spoke of the “Gloria in excelsis,”
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the collect, the chanting of the epistle and gospel in the traditional tones, and the singing of Da Pacem before the sermon in German, Polish, or Latin. The 1708 service spoke
of a Kyrie, the “Gloria in excelsis,” the salutation and collect, the epistle and gospel,
separated by a hymn, and the intonation of the Nicene Creed by the pastor.
There was a certain degree of uniformity in West Prussian cities concerning
the celebration of the Sacrament of the Altar. The principal difference was in the
opening of the Eucharistic portion of the service. Here, the Thorn 1575 order allowed for the chanting of the proper Preface, especially on high feast days. On
ordinary Sundays and at times when no proper Preface was appointed, a German
hymn was to be sung, followed by an admonition addressed to the communicants. Elsewhere in West Prussian churches, the admonition, based on Luther’s
paraphrase, was included at this point in the service, as can be seen from the
late sixteenth century Danzig “Ordnung” and the 1618 and 1708 Danzig agendas.
The 1618 Danzig agenda concluded the admonition with the singing of the Our
Father according to the chant tone, found in the 1554 order Mecklenburg church
order. Similar provisions were included in the 1612 Elbing order. The 1618 and
1708 agendas followed the Our Father with a prayer for a beneficial reception of
the Sacrament, taken from the 1571 Austrian agenda of David Chyträus. All the
West Prussian orders called for the Words of Consecration to be sung. The 1575
Thorn service directed that the Sacrament was not to be elevated, and the Our
Father and Verba were to be sung one Sunday in German and the next Sunday in
Polish. The late sixteenth century Danzig Ordnung directed that at the consecration “no Papal crossings or other gestures were to be made.” The 1618 Danzig
agenda called for the use of the intonation of the Verba, found in the Mecklenburg
church order. In the late sixteenth century Danzig service, this was followed by
the salutation and response. The 1708 Danzig order called for the singing of the
Pax Domini before the distribution. As elsewhere, hymns were to be sung during
communion. The Danzig Ordnung called for the singing of “Jesus Christ, Our
Blessed Savior” or “O Lord, We Praise Thee.” The 1575 Thorn rite directed that
the choir was to sing the Sanctus in Latin and German, and this was to be followed
by the Agnus Dei, “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” and other hymns as needed.
All of the West Prussian orders called for the salutation and response after
the distribution. The 1708 Danzig agenda introduced instead the use of the versicle, “O give thanks unto the Lord, for he is good” and its choral response. The
post-communion collect was that of Luther, and it was followed by yet another
salutation and response, as initiated in the 1618 and 1708 Danzig books and the
1612 Elbing agenda. The service closed with the benediction. According to the
1618 and 1708 Danzig agendas, an abbreviated form of the Aaronic Benediction
was used: “The Lord lift up his countenance upon you and give you his peace,”
but the 1618 agenda directed that at the Communion of the sick the pastor was to
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Title page of the 1753
Danzig church order.

Title page of the 1767 Elbing agenda.

say the entire Aaronic Benediction. The Elbing 1612 order called for the Aaronic
Benediction, or on feast days the pastor was to bless the people with a portion of
Psalm 67, following Luther’s suggestion in the Formula Missae. Chant tones were
provided for both benedictions.
No attempt was made to formulate an official agenda for use in West Prussia after the region was annexed by Prussia nor was there any pressure put on
such cities as Danzig and Elbing to abandon their traditional agendas. The newer
parishes were obliged to use the 1741 East Prussian agenda or its reprint editions
of 1780 and 1789. The East Prussian agenda became the official agenda in all parishes which did not already have their own official agendas.

T h e Pr ov i nce o f P o s e n
The Three Partitions of Poland-Lithuania ceded large portions of Major Poland to Prussia. The region affected was called from 1815 the Grand Duchy of
Posen (Germ.: Großherzogtum Posen; Pol.: Wielkie Księstwo Poznańskie), and from
1848 it was called the Province of Posen.
The Lutheran Reformation had been suppressed by King Sigismund the Old
and did not become established in this region. During the reign of his son, Sig-
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ismund Augustus, the Bohemian Brethren came to the region and the Reformed
Church managed to establish itself there. Although the Protestant groups hoped
to achieve legal status and in 1570 formulated the Sandomierz Consensus with this
in mind, Roman Catholicism prevailed. No legal status was granted to any Protestant group. Lutheran congregations were Polish and German-speaking, but no
association of congregations developed joining together the two ethnic groups.
There is no direct evidence indicating the origin or form of the liturgical services
of the Major Polish Lutheran congregations in the sixteenth century. It may be that
it was Duke Heinrich’s Saxon agenda which was circulated in printed German editions and Polish manuscript translations. This liturgy was widely used in Silesia.
Polish-speaking Lutheranism was driven out of Posen and other regions of
Major Poland in the early decades of the seventeenth century, but several congregations did survive until the restoration of their freedoms in 1768 and 1775.
German-speaking Lutheranism, however, did survive. These congregations
were located mainly in towns and villages situated along the borders of Silesia
and Brandenburg. They lived, worshiped, and prayed in German and remained
mainly undisturbed under the Polish radar.
A new era for Polish Lutherans opened when their rights and privileges were
restored in 1768 and 1775. As had been tried once before, attempts were again
made to gather both Lutherans and Reformed under one ecclesiastical administration, but this was rejected by the Lutherans. The 1782 Wengrów Lutheran
Synod affirmed that the “Saxon agenda” was to be the liturgical touchstone for
all Lutheran congregations in Poland and Lithuania.
By 1784, it was becoming increasingly evident that neology was making inroads in the congregations, and prayers and liturgical formulas were being altered
to accommodate it. At the 1788 Fraustadt Synod, questions were raised about the
continued use of Latin hymns and Latin liturgical texts, including doxologies, the
salutation, versicles and responses. Questions were raised about the propriety of
elevating the Sacrament, the chanting of the Sunday readings, the benediction,
and the traditional reading of the history of the destruction of Jerusalem on the
tenth Sunday after Trinity. It was even suggested that some parts of the Saxon
liturgy might now be replaced by sections taken from the neological Electoral
Palatinate agenda of 1783, and that private Communion of the sick should be allowed only in exceptional cases.
After the region was ceded to Prussia, the Saxon liturgy continued to be the
standard liturgy in the Province of Posen, but neological alterations to the liturgy continued to gain ground. Pastors continued to make whatever changes in
the liturgy they deemed appropriate. In 1797, the Posen consistory declared that
henceforth no pastor was permitted to make any changes in the liturgy on his
own initiative. If he thought changes were necessary, he must first inform his dis-
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trict senior, and the senior must present the request to the consistory, along with
his own opinion about the matter. This was able to restore a certain measure of
liturgical order in the congregations.

T h e Pr ov i nce o f Saxo ny
In the Congress of Vienna, a large portion of the Kingdom of Saxony, which
had supported Napoleon, was given to Prussia. The territory came to be named
the Province of Saxony and included many cities which had important ties to the
Lutheran Reformation. It was also the home of important Lutheran church orders and agendas. At the time of the congress, the official agenda was the Saxon
agenda of 1812 which was influenced by the spirit of Enlightenment. In addition,
a few cities still followed their own liturgical derivatives of Saxon origin.
Albertine and Ernestine Saxony. The Lutheran Reformation began in Ernestine
Saxony, in Wittenberg, and Martin Luther produced examples of liturgies that
congregations might want to use as a guideline for the development of their own
liturgical worship. These included Latin Formula Missae of 1523, which was meant
for cities and parishes with Latin schools, and his German Deutsche Messe of 1526,
to be used among the uneducated and in places where Latin was not in regular
use. The 1528 Visitation Articles, which were used to introduce the Reformation
throughout Ernestine Saxony, did not provide any specific prescriptions concerning the form of the Mass. They did state, however, that feast day services should
include the introit, “Gloria in excelsis,” alleluia, a suitable sequence, the Sanctus,
and the Agnus Dei sung in Latin. On feast days, the old Prefaces and Vere dignum,
together with the Sanctus, should also be sung in Latin.
It was the Wittenberg 1533 church order which provided a precise form of Mass
for congregations in Wittenberg and its vicinity. It was based on the order produced
by Johannes Bugenhagen in 1528 for Braunschweig. This Mass contained elements
from both the Formula Missae and the Deutsche Messe, woven together to form a single
service, somewhat richer than the 1528 order. Some parts of the Mass were sung or
said first in Latin and then repeated in German. Those who formulated the Wittenberg
service, followed the form of Communion as found in the Latin Formula Missae rather
than the form described in the Deutsche Messe since it appears that separate communion had proved impractical when there were many communicants.
Momentous changes came to neighboring Albertine Saxony after the death of
Duke Georg who had been an outspoken opponent of the Lutheran Reformation. He
was succeeded by his brother Heinrich. Much to the chagrin of the Roman hierarchy,
Heinrich ordered an immediate visitation of parishes on the basis of the Visitation Articles prepared by the Wittenberg faculty. Based on the results of this visitation, he deter-
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mined that a common church order should be introduced for use in all parishes. This
new order, completed in 1539, was the work of Justus Jonas, Caspar Creutziger, and
others. In November, the territorial assembly in Chemnitz declared that this church
order was to be everywhere followed in so far as possible. A new edition of it appeared in 1540, and for the first time it was given the name “agenda.” It was the high
watermark liturgical work of the early days of the Reformation.
A substantial church order was produced in 1580 by Augustus, the elector Albertine Saxony. It included the Duke Heinrich agenda with some minor amendments. This church order came to be introduced also in the lands of Ernestine Saxony, regulating church services in Wittenberg, parts of Thuringia, and elsewhere.
The first uniquely Ernestian agenda to appear was the Saxe-Coburg agenda
of 1626. As Ernestine Saxony came to be divided and subdivided, a plethora of
“Saxon” agendas appeared one for each of these new areas. All of them bore the
fingerprints of the Saxe-Coburg agenda.
According to the 1533 Wittenberg church order, before the celebration of the
Mass the Song of Zacharias, the “Benedictus Dominus Deus,” and an appropriate
antiphon in German were to be sung by all present. The Mass itself began with an
introit in Latin and a psalm in German to be followed by the threefold Kyrie, or
on festivals, a ninefold Kyrie, and the “Gloria in excelsis.” Then followed a collect,
epistle, Latin alleluia and/or gradual, and a German hymn, excepting that Latin
sequences were to be sung at Christmas, Easter, and Pentecost to be followed by
German hymns based on them. Then the pastor was to sing the holy gospel and
intone “Credo in Unum Deum.” Latin students were to sing the Patrem in Latin,
and the congregation was then to sing “We All Believe in One True God” in German. In cities where Latin was understood, the epistle, gospel, and collect might
also be read from the altar in that language. The sermon followed the creed, and
this was followed in turn by the Da Pacem in Latin and German. After it, the
pastor was to intone a German versicle, or a German hymn was to be sung followed in both cases by a collect. Then a hymn was to be sung while the pastor
prepared the bread and wine and the communicants gathered before the altar. On
feast days, the salutation and Preface were sung in Latin or the Preface for Holy
Trinity, or the pastor might instead read the admonition found in Bugenhagen’s
Braunschweig Mass. He was then to pray the Our Father and consecrate the elements, elevating them in turn. During communion, the congregation was to sing
the Sanctus and the Agnus Dei in Latin, as well as the “Pane lingua” and the German hymns, “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” “O Lord, We Praise Thee,” and
the Psalm, “Confitebur tibi,” in German. After all had communed, the Agnus Dei
was to be sung, as in Bugenhagen’s 1528 service. If it had already been sung in
Latin during communion, it was now to be sung in German. Then the Mass was
concluded with Luther’s post-communion collect and the Aaronic Benediction.
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Title page of the 1540 Duke Heinrich agenda.

Title page of the 1626 Saxe-Coburg
church order.

The 1540 Duke Heinrich agenda for Albertine Saxony contained two Masses – one
for city parishes and parishes with schools and the other for village parishes and those
without schools. Sunday Mass in city churches began with the introit (language not
specified), the Kyrie, the “Gloria in excelsis” in Latin, the collect in German or Latin, the
epistle in German, the sequence or German psalm or some other German hymn, the
gospel in German, and the Nicene Creed with the intonation, “Credo in unum Deum”
and Patrem, followed by “We All Believe in One True God” in German. Then followed
a sermon on the holy gospel, the paraphrase of the Our Father with the admonition
concerning the Sacrament. On feast days, however, Latin Prefaces and the Sanctus
were to be sung instead, together with the Verba in German. During communion, the
Agnus Dei was to be sung in Latin, along with the German hymns, “Jesus Christ, Our
Blessed Savior,” “I thank You, Lord, with All My Heart” (Psalm 111), and others. The
service concluded with the post-communion collect and the benediction.
Duchy of Magdeburg and Principality of Halberstadt. In the former Archbishopric
of Magdeburg and its associated Bishopric of Halberstadt, the 1580 Saxon church
order and Duke Heinrich’s agenda were never introduced. The Reformation had
been officially instituted there by the territorial assembly meeting at Calbe in 1561.
Archbishop Sigismund, the brother of Joachim II of Brandenburg, declared that
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visitations should be undertaken in the parishes of both the Magdeburg and the
Halberstadt dioceses. He would be the last archbishop of Magdeburg and bishop
of Halberstadt; after his death in 1566, the office of administrator of the diocese
was established to replace these offices. According to the terms of the Peace of
Westphalia in 1648, the Bishopric of Halberstadt became the secular Principality
of Halberstadt and was ceded to Brandenburg. The Archbishopric of Magdeburg
also was secularized and made a duchy under the House of Hohenzollern, effective at the death of the present Duke Augustus. When Augustus died in 1680,
thirty-two years later, the provisions of the Westphalian Peace were invoked, and
the Duchy of Magdeburg was ceded to the Province of Brandenburg.
The liturgical situation in the territories of Magdeburg and Halberstadt was revealed in visitations which began in 1562. In an attempt to enforce uniformity of
practices, all pastors were required to use Melanchthon’s “Wittenberg agenda” of
1559. The visitors had found that there was a wide variety of divergent practices in
the parishes. In general, however, the Mass form could be best described as traditional Lutheran as could be seen in such places as Aschersleben, Croppenstedt,
Cochstedt, Hadmersleben, and elsewhere. The structure of the Mass in these places
was as follows: [Hymn] – Introit – Kyrie – “Gloria in excelsis” in Latin or German –
[Sequence] – Collect – Epistle – Psalm, sequence, or hymn – Gospel – Nicene Creed
in German (“We All Believe in One True God”) – Sermon – [Confession of sins] –
[Prayer of the Church] – Hymn – Preface or paraphrase – Our Father – Verba (followed in some places by “Isaiah, Mighty Seer”) – Administration of communion
with hymns – Post-communion collect – Benediction – Hymn or psalm.
The first agendas to appear in Magdeburg gave the services as they were celebrated in the Magdeburg Cathedral. The chief liturgical document describing the
liturgical life in the archcathedral was the 1613 Cantica Sacra which contained the
daily office and Mass to be used throughout the year, together with the propria
for Matins, Vespers, and the Mass. In 1615, cathedral chaplain Philipp Hahn published a very complete Kirchenbuch, giving the agenda forms, together with numerous tracts concerning liturgical services and their proper performance. Hahn’s
book was revised and reprinted in 1647 and again in 1692.
The Cantica Sacra and Hahn’s Kirchenbuch, however, represented the cathedral
usage, but the territorial church still lacked an official norm. Although the Melanchthon “Wittenberg agenda” had been put forward as the desired norm, there was still
much liturgical diversity. To address the liturgical needs of ordinary parishes, Johannes Schrader published in 1621 his Formular-Buch. This book proved to be very popular not only with the Magdeburg clergy but also throughout Upper Lusatia and elsewhere. His work contained a rich anthology of formulas and other liturgical materials
extracted from prominent Lutheran agendas. The book was republished in 1628 and
1636, and a new edition appeared in 1646 and again in 1649, 1660, and 1670. The Mag-
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deburg cathedral agendas and the private agenda of Schrader set before the clergy of
Magdeburg and Halberstadt a rich treasury of liturgical material, but there never was
any single, uniform liturgy and church order for these two dioceses.
In 1631, during the Thirty Years’ War, Gustavus Adolphus of Sweden named
Prince Ludwig I von Anhalt-Köthen to be governor of the entire region which included the dioceses of Magdeburg and Halberstadt. A common church order and
agenda was needed, and Ludwig I assigned this task to a number of theologians
under the leadership of Johannes Botvidi (Bodwedsson) who had been bishop of
the diocese of Linköping in Sweden. The agenda made use not only of Magdeburg
materials but also the Saxon church order of 1580 and the Saxe-Coburg order of
1626. The Magdeburg-Halberstadt agenda was printed in 1632, and the territorial
assembly ordered that it be introduced immediately. Although it contained much
Saxon material, the book came to be called the “Swedish agenda” because of the
important role of King Gustavus Adolphus and Bishop Botvidi in its preparation. It
was not until 1634 that the work of the church order was completed and distributed
in manuscript form. It finally appeared in print in 1652. The Magdeburg-Halberstadt agenda was reprinted in 1653, and in 1663 the agenda and church order were
bound together in a single volume. In 1673, these works were published again in a
single volume, together with various mandates of Augustus. New editions of the
agenda appeared in 1727 and 1740. Although title pages of the book usually noted
that the agenda was for use in Magdeburg, it can be correctly understood that it
was used also in the Principality of Halberstadt because it perpetuated the use of
the 1632 Magdeburg-Halberstadt rites. However, by the beginning of the eighteenth century, many Halberstadt congregations were departing from the norm of
the 1632 rite as can be seen from the 1725 extracted liturgical rites, published in a
single volume for use in the Principality of Halberstadt. In this volume, the services
of Baptism and marriage showed similarities to the 1632 rites, but the liturgical
rites themselves were much altered or completely new. The agenda extract did not
include the service of the word and included only a bare-bones service of the Sacrament. The last Halberstadt agenda appeared in 1743.
The Magdeburg-Halberstadt rites were among the richest rites in German-speaking Lutheran churches. All agendas began the Mass with the introit, usually in Latin,
although the 1632 rite allowed as substitutes either a German psalm or the “Benedictus
Dominus Deus”. All rites included the Kyrie and “Gloria in excelsis.” The 1613 and 1615
books gave the Gloria in Latin, but the 1632 service allowed “All Glory Be to God on
High” in German as a substitute, and the 1667 Magdeburg cathedral rite called for
the Latin Gloria and “Et in terra pax” and the German hymn, “All Glory Be to God on
High.” The 1632 and 1667 rites called for the salutation and response before the collect. The collect is in every case in German. All rites called for the epistle to be sung.
The 1615 and 1667 Magdeburg cathedral books directed that it should be in both Latin
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and German. The 1632 book directed that the epistle be in German. In the 1613 Cantica Sacra, the alleluia and verse, as well as the sequence, followed the epistle. The
1615 Hahn book called for an alleluia, followed by the sequence or tract. The 1632 rite
directed that a De tempore hymn should be sung, and the 1667 cathedral rite stated that
the epistle should be followed by an alleluia and a German hymn. The holy gospel
was to be read or sung in the same manner as the epistle. In the 1613 Cantica Sacra, the
Nicene Creed was to be sung in Latin, and then the congregation was to sing “We All
Believe in One True God” in German. The same pattern was followed in 1615, 1632,
and 1667. The sermon was preceded by an appropriate hymn. The 1632 and 1667 rites
called for a sequence hymn on feast days. In the 1613 rite, the sermon is followed by
the German Te Deum. In 1615, the pulpit office included the gospel text, a hymn, a
sermon, and the prayer of the church. In 1632, the sermon was followed by a general
confession and absolution, the prayer of the church, the Our Father, and a blessing. An
expansion of this would be found in the 1667 Magdeburg cathedral office: Our Father
– Sermon – Confession, absolution, and retention – Prayer of the church – Prayer for
communicants, intercessions, thanksgivings, and supplications – Da Pacem Domini –
German hymn.
The 1613, 1615, and 1667 Magdeburg Cathedral rites directed that the liturgy of
the Sacrament should begin with the Preface and Sanctus. The 1615 book stated that
before the Preface, the Communion vessels and elements were to be brought in procession to the altar, and Da Pacem Domine came immediately before the Preface. The
1632 Magdeburg-Halberstadt agenda used the Preface and Sanctus only on feast days.
Otherwise, the paraphrase of the Our Father and the admonition to the communicants was to be used, and the 1667 cathedral rite directed that after the Sanctus, an
admonition to the communicants should be read. In the cathedral rites, the Sanctus
was followed by the Our Father. In the 1667 service, the Verba were followed by the
singing of the Tersanctus by the congregation and schoolboys. According to the 1615
book, the chaplain was to administer the body and the deacon (pastor secundarius) was
to administer the blood using the standard formulas. In the 1632 rite, as many hymns
as were needed were to be sung during the distribution, including “Jesus Christ, Our
Blessed Savior,” “Isaiah, Mighty Seer,” “O Lord, We Praise Thee,” Psalm 111 “I Will
Praise the Lord with My Whole Heart,” “Lamb of God, Pure and Holy.” The 1613 and
1615 books called for “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior” or the Agnus Dei or both. The
1667 liturgy called for choral music or “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior.”
In the 1632 rite, the salutation preceded the post-communion collect. In the
1667 service, this was replaced by the versicle and response. All rites called for
the praying of Luther’s post-communion collect and the Aaronic Benediction in
German. In conclusion, the 1613, 1615, and 1667 rites called for the singing of “O
Lord, We Praise Thee.” In the 1667 service, this could be followed by the organ
music, excepting during Lent.
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Title page of 1613 Cantica Sacra.

Title page of 1615 KirchenBuch
by Philipp Hahn.

Title page of the 1636 fomulary book by
Johannes Schrader.

Title page of the 1632 agenda for the
Duchy of Magdeburg and Principality of
Halberstadt.
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Title page of the 1740
Magdeburg agenda.

Title page of the 1725 Halberstadt agenda.

The City of Halle and Vicinity. The city of Halle, located within the boundaries
of the Archbishopric of Magdeburg, was still able to maintain some measure of
liturgical independence. Its first church order, which was copied directly from
the Wittenberg 1533 order, appeared in 1541. A new church order was published
in 1573. It included only general directives. Concerning the Mass, it stated that
ceremonies, vestments, candles, and the like were to continue as before without
change. The exact date of the composition of the agenda is not known, but it is
evident that Magdeburg cathedral chaplain Philipp Hahn knew and made use of
it in the preparation of his 1615 agenda. In it, he included three German Prefaces
which had earlier appeared in the Halle agenda.
A new revision of the Halle church order appeared in 1640 and was reprinted in
1660 in an enlarged edition. It reprinted verbatim some parts of the 1573 work but
included also numerous additions, including changes to the form of the Mass, Matins,
and other matters. Included in the book was the Mass for Christmas Day which began
with the Introit, “Unto Us a Child Is Born” (“Puer natus est nobis”), followed by the Kyrie
summum, the “Gloria in excelsis” and “Et in terra pax,” and the Collect, “We pray, Almighty God …” (“Quae sumus Omnipotens Deus…”), all in Latin. Directives indicated
that if no one could sing the Latin, these parts should be sung instead in German. The
epistle was from Isaiah 9 and the gospel from Luke 2. The alleluia and gradual verse,
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“The Lord Said to Me: Thou Art My Son” (“Dominus dixit ad me: Filius meus es tu”),
was followed by the Sequence, “Let Us Now Give Thanks to the Lord God” (“Grates
nunc omnes”), and the German hymn, “O Jesus Christ, All Praise to Thee” (“Gelobet
seist du, Jesu Christ”). The gospel was preceded by the salutation and response, and
after its announcement, the congregation responded: “Glory to You, O Lord” (“Gloria
tibi Domine”). Luther’s “We All Believe in One True God” was then sung in German,
after which the sermon text was repeated, and the hymn, “A Most Praiseworthy Little
Child” (“Ein Kindelein so löbelich”), introduced the sermon. The Nativity Preface and
Sanctus were in Latin, followed by the Our Father and Verba in German. During communion, the hymn, “From Heaven Above to Earth I Come” (“Vom Himmel hoch, da
komm ich her),” was sung. The book noted that apart from this, the Mass was to be
celebrated as on other days.
Halle was able to maintain a strong and vibrant liturgical tradition until the
closing years of the seventeenth century when Augustus Hermann Francke cast its
long and somber shadow over the city and its churches. The 1660 liturgy retained
its official position, but it is unclear how widely or completely its provisions were
followed during the eighteenth century. By the end of the century, neology had
come to reign supreme in the university. Whatever liturgical treasures had been left
unaltered by the Pietists, these were almost certainly plundered by the neologists.
The County of Mansfeld. In 1680, the county of Mansfeld, which over one hundred
years before had virtually lost its independence for financial reasons, was finally divided between Brandenburg and Electoral Saxony. The first agenda for the county was
prepared in draft form by Caspar Güttel and examined by Luther in Eisleben shortly
before his death. A more complete agenda was approved and published in Eisleben
in 1563, but it dealt with the Lord’s Supper in only the most general terms. In the
liturgy of the Sacrament, it called for the use of Luther’s paraphrase and admonition,
the Our Father, the Verba, two post-communion collects, and the Aaronic Benediction.
The 1580 synod decided to build upon the foundation of this work and to publish a
complete church agenda. It was printed in Eisleben in 1580. With regard to the Mass,
this agenda displayed the same deficiencies as its predecessor. It included only a barebones Communion rite. The shape of the ordinarium was not given nor were any other
particulars about the celebration of Communion, the distribution formula, or the daily
services found in it. However, a separate chapter did include the Prefaces to be used
at high feasts, so it appears that there were occasions when there was a richer service
with the Eucharistic Preface, Vere dignum, and Sanctus, likely in Latin. A unique feature of the Mansfield orders was the inclusion of a blessing of children about to make
their first communion. The act was called confirmation and called for the pastor to
put his hand on the child and ask for the blessing of the Holy Spirit to keep the child
in the true faith. The third and final edition of the Mansfeld agenda appeared in 1718,
published once again in Eisleben.
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Title page of the 1660 Halle agenda.

Title page of the 1718 Mansfeld agenda.

The County of Henneberg-Schleusingen. A small county nestled between Franconia and Thuringia also had its own unique liturgical tradition. This was the
county of Henneberg-Schleusingen, which maintained the use of its own 1713
agenda. At the Congress of Vienna, this territory along with many other Saxon
territories, was transferred to Prussian jurisdiction.
In 1543, Georg Ernst came to power in this region and initiated the Lutheran
Reformation. In a 1546 visitation, a regular liturgy was introduced, based on the
1543 Nürnberg agenda of Veit Dietrich. Georg Ernst was attracted to this service
because of its simplicity but soon came to regard it as still too antiquated and
reminiscent of the papacy. He desired a liturgy that would ruthlessly root out the
last vestiges of Rome. The Verba must not be sung, he said, because Christ did
not sing it. The exorcism and surplice must also be eliminated, and altars must be
moved away from the wall so that pastors could stand behind them. Only Biblical
images were to be allowed in the church.
In 1562, the count inaugurated a general visitation to determine how worship
services were being conducted in the parish churches. The results of the survey
showed that although the work of Veit Dietrich had provided a foundation, services in every parish were widely different. Some pastors still used the Veit Dietrich
1543 order; others had supplemented that order. The general structure of the Mass
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was still discernable in most places, whether the services themselves were elaborate or impoverished. The services almost invariably included a hymn, psalm, Kyrie,
Gloria, collect, usually preceded by the salutation, an epistle or Old Testament reading or both, a second psalm, a second reading from Scriptures or one of the six
chief parts as in Veit Dietrich, the creed, a hymn, the holy gospel, the sermon, the
intercessions, the admonition to communicants, the Our Father and Verba in that
order or in reversed order, communion hymns, the prayer of thanksgiving, and
the benediction. In most places, the services were entirely in German, although in
some parishes parts were still in Latin, especially if there was a school. A few of
the pastors retained the introit. In one parish was the Eucharistic Preface still used.
Duke Georg Ernst was not pleased with the results of the visitation, and he decided
that an agenda must be prepared which would be entirely free of “papal rot” and
“inappropriate ostentation.” Of agendas in common use in that time, he decided
that those of Württemberg and Hesse were the best models because they lacked
any elaborate ceremonies and directives. The first examination copy was sent to the
Wittenberg faculty in 1579. The faculty sent it back, indicating that it was in need of
improvement in several areas. The work was finally published in 1582.
The chief divine service began with a German hymn or psalm, the designated
epistle and a short summary and the creedal hymn, “We All Believe in One True
God.” The pulpit office included the Our Father and the reading of the gospel
text. Then, an offering was to be taken for the poor, and the pastor was then to offer an intercessory prayer and give the blessing. Then, while the cantor or others
sang, the pastor was to prepare the altar for Communion, after which he was to
read Luther’s admonition, pray the Our Father, and consecrate the elements. During the communion, the people were to sing “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior,”
“O Lord, We Praise Thee,” “Isaiah, Mighty Seer,” and other hymns. After all had
communed, he was to say: “O give thanks to the Lord, for he is good. Let us pray.”
This was followed by Luther’s post-communion collect and the benediction.
Despite the fact that it was a Lutheran liturgy, it was impoverished. The Kyrie,
Gloria, collect, alleluia, sequence, and gradual were all dropped, along with the
use of any Latin titles. Baptism lacked the exorcisms and consignation. The sign
of the cross was nowhere to be found in the entire agenda. In summary, not much
was left of the traditional liturgy.
The Henneberg-Schleusingen agenda was republished in 1713, along with the
1579 opinion of the Wittenberg faculty to which Duke Georg Ernst had paid so
little attention.
A number of other small territories came to be joined to Prussia in the course
of time, each of them with its own form of church administration and liturgy.
The Duchy of Querfurt. The Duchy of Querfurt was ceded to Prussia in 1746
when the Saxe-Weißenfels line produced no heirs. The church life there was regu-
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lated according to the 1580 church order of Electoral Saxony, and it can be assumed that the church agenda was that of Duke Heinrich, 1540.
The City of Quedlinburg and Vicinity. The Lutheran Reformation in Quedlinburg was introduced in 1521 and was firmly established by 1539. By 1540, it had
its own church order. The usual feast days and other festal occasions were to be
observed as in the agenda of Duke Heinrich of 1540.
The Cities of Nordhausen and Mühlhausen. These cities came under Prussian control after the 1802 military campaign. They were taken by the French in 1806, and
after the war were given again to Prussia to be made a part of the Prussian Province of Saxony. Nordhausen made Duke Heinrich’s 1540 Saxon agenda its worship
standard. There is some evidence that some parishes also made use of the 1647
Saxe-Gotha agenda. The first mention of specific agendas in Mühlhausen is found
in an article addressed to the clergy by the pastors of Leipzig. This 1557 letter spoke
specifically of the agenda in use in Saxony, i. e., the agenda of Duke Heinrich.
The City of Erfurt and Vicinity. Erfurt came under Prussian control in 1802. It
had been under the domination of the Electorate of Mainz since 1664 when its
largely autonomous existence ended. Napoleon’s armies captured the city in 1806
and held it until 1814. The Congress of Vienna made Erfurt a part of the Prussian
Province of Saxony. The 1557 Visitation Articles indicate that liturgical ceremonies
there were to conform to the pattern found in the agenda of the churches of that
region. The agenda was not further specified, but Duke Heinrich’s 1540 agenda
best fits the description provided.
The Counties of Stolberg-Wernigerode and Stolberg-Stolberg-Rossla. In these counties, Lutheran congregations did not produce their own agenda. In 1592, the draft
of a church order was produced but it was never published, and as a result nothing is known of the church orders in use in either of these counties.
The Domains of Treffurt and Dorla. Treffurt, which is northwest of Eisenach, and
Dorla in Hesse used the Saxon agenda of Duke Heinrich or the Thuringian church
orders derived from the Saxe-Coburg agenda of 1626.
The City of Kelbra. The town of Kelbra near Mansfeld adopted Duke Heinrich’s
1540 agenda in 1553. This agenda continued to be used until it was replaced by
the Schwarzburg agenda of 1605. The new edition of Agenda Schwartzburgica appeared in 1650 and 1675.
The County of Hohenstein. In the small county of Hohenstein, which came under
Prussian control in 1802 and again in 1815, both the Saxon and Braunschweig
agendas were used in the churches. The Braunschweigian agenda was, in fact, the
Braunschweig-Lüneburg-Calenberg agenda of 1739. The agenda was reprinted
again in 1793, and it was with this church order that Hohenstein entered the nineteenth century and came into the Prussian Province of Saxony.
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Title page of the 1713 HennebergSchleusingen agenda.

Title page of the 1647 Saxe-Gotha agenda.

T h e Pr ov i nce o f We s tp hal i a.
The province was mixed in its geography, culture, and religious complexion.
Roman Catholicism, Lutheranism, and Calvinism were all represented, although
one or another might predominate in particular cities or regions.
The Duchy of Cleve and County of Mark. In 1614, three small territories in the far
western region of the German-speaking lands, all of them far from Brandenburg,
came under the control of Elector Johann Sigismund of Brandenburg. These were
the territories of the Duchy of Cleve and the Counties of Mark and Ravensberg.
Little is known of the liturgical life produced at the time of the accession of
Cleve, Mark, and Ravensberg to Brandenburg as the result of the Treaty of Xanten
in 1614. Some Lutheran congregations chose to follow the provisions of the Zweibrücken church order of 1556. In 1626, the Lutheran congregation in Altena also
established a church order. During this period, the congregation at Meinerzhagen
was also involved in preparing its own parochial agenda. The city of Hagen did not
produce its own church order but chose instead to use the 1580 Saxon church order
of Elector Augustus which contained within it the agenda of Duke Heinrich.
During this entire period, Lutherans in Cleve and Mark were unsuccessful
in their efforts to establish a common church order and agenda. The Reformed,
however, with the full support of Elector Friedrich Wilhelm, organized and estab-
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lished a church order for all Reformed congregations in Jülich, Cleve, Berg, and
Mark. The order was published in 1662 and updated in 1666, 1672, and again in
1754. In 1687, the Lutherans finally published their own church order for Cleve
and Mark. It showed some influence of the Reformed. The section on the Lord’s
Supper gave only directives concerning its celebration and said nothing of the
liturgical order to be used. The pastor was to earnestly admonish the communicants, and the Lord’s Prayer was to accompany the Words of Institution, along
with other customary prayers. During distribution, one or another Communion
hymn was to be sung, and a proper prayer of thanksgiving was to be said at the
conclusion of the distribution. As in the past, Communion was to be celebrated
every Sunday in large congregations with numerous communicants. However,
smaller congregations with fewer communicants were to celebrate only four
times a year at the quarterly days of repentance and prayer.
The City of Soest and Vicinity. Both the city of Soest and its vicinity were within
the territory of Mark but were not bound to the Cleve-Mark church order of 1687.
The first unique church order for the city of Soest was dated 1532 and showed the
strong influence of Bugenhagen’s 1528 Braunschweig church order. Concerning
the Mass it stated simply that both Latin and German were to be used according to circumstances, employing the forms found in Bugenhagen’s Braunschweig
church order. In 1619, a new church order was formulated. Again, no order for
the Mass or other divine services was provided, although the order stated that
the Lord’s Supper was to be administered according to the “Wittenberg church
order,” and at Baptism the pastor was free to employ the exorcism if he desired to
do so. Clergy in some parishes chose to introduce the use of other agendas, such
as the Braunschweig-Lüneburg agenda of 1643. Later, some parishes chose to use
the 1681 edition of Duke Heinrich’s agenda, and still later, others adopted the
Soest agenda of 1738. Secondary sources indicate that some pastors, who used the
1738 order, freely omitted parts of it and added emendations to it.
The County of Ravensberg. The 1609 Dortmund Recess opened the door to the
possibility of the development of an ecclesiastical structure for the Lutherans in
the county. Church life in Herford beginning in 1532 was regulated by the church
order of Johann Dreyer. This order finally proved to be inadequate and was replaced by the order produced for the Bishopric of Verden of 1606. In the course of
time, the 1643 edition of the church order of Braunschweig-Lüneburg would also
prove helpful to the Herford churches.
The County and City of Dortmund. Throughout the sixteenth and the entire
seventeenth century, the Dortmund church never had its own complete church
order, but it did have a book of collects of its own. A new edition of it appeared
in the 1585 Dortmund hymnal. The divine service was included in this hymnal
under the title: “The German Mass.” The pastor read the confiteor and the choir
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sang the introit. This was followed by the Kyrie and the “Gloria in excelsis” and
“Et in terra pax” by the pastor and choir. In addition, the congregation could also
sing “All Glory Be to God on High.” Then followed the salutation, the collect, the
epistle, and the choral response which might be the hymn, “These Are the Holy
Ten Commands,” or a psalm, together with the alleluia. Then the holy gospel was
read, and after it the people sang “We All Believe in One True God” or the pastor
spoke the creed. This was followed by the sermon, the Preface, the Sanctus, and
the exhortation. The paraphrase and an admonition concerning communion followed the exhortation, and then, after the praying of the Our Father, the Words
of Consecration were read, together with the accompanying manual acts. During
communion, the choir sang “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior” or “O Lord, We
Praise Thee” or “Lamb of God, Pure and Holy” or “O Christ, Thou Lamb of God.”
The post-communion collect was preceded and followed by the salutation. The
service closed with the “Benedicamus Domino” and the benediction. The benediction was introduced with the words: “Bend down your hearts before God, and I
will give you the blessing.” A notable feature of this service was that it was ceremonial and entirely in the vernacular. It was very similar to the traditional Saxon
liturgy, although in the Saxon agenda the Prefaces were used only on the high
feasts and only in Latin.
Another source for liturgy in Dortmund is the manuscript witness left behind
by Pastor Zacharias Vogt who lived in the first half of the eighteenth century.
The Sunday Mass began with the choir singing “Come, Holy Ghost, God and
Lord.” This was followed by the service of confession which began with the versicle, “Create in us a clean heart,” to which the congregation responded: “And
grant us a new and right spirit.” Then, the pastor prayed the prayer of confession. The choir responded with a choral Amen and then sang “Kyrie, God Father
in Heaven Above” (“Kyrie, Gott Vater in Ewigkeit”), following which the liturgist
intoned “Gloria in excelsis” and the choir sang “All Glory Be to God on High.”
After the customary salutation and response, the pastor prayed the collect, and
immediately after it, he read the epistle. Then the choir sang a hymn related to the
gospel, after which the pastor read the holy gospel of the day. He then intoned
“Credo in unum Deum,” and the choir responded by singing “We All Believe in
One True God.” The sermon followed, and after it the pastor at the altar intoned
the Preface, beginning with the salutation. After the Vere dignum, the choir sang
the Sanctus without the “Benedictus qui venit.” While the choir was singing, the
pastor prepared the elements. After the Words of Consecration, the Our Father
was sung. After communion, the prayer of thanksgiving was preceded by the
salutation and response. The service closed with the Aaronic Benediction. The
sign of the cross was not prescribed. In most respects, these directives paralleled
the directives found in the Dortmund hymnal of 1585.
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The Duchy of Minden. The duchy was annexed to Prussia by the decision of the
Congress of Vienna. The Minden church order had been prepared by Nicolaus
Krage in 1530. His work was based largely upon Bugenhagen’s Braunschweig
1528 church order. In 1619, when it later became evident that the provisions of
this order were no longer adequate, Minden adopted the 1564 BraunschweigLüneburg church order. Because of Reformed influences in the region, questions
were raised concerning the propriety of liturgical chanting. The matter came to
ahead in 1696 when the mayor proposed to the consistory that the clergy should
no longer be permitted to chant at the altar at all. The consistory considered the
matter and resolved that the Latin words of the “Gloria in excelsis” should no
longer be chanted and that the salutation before the collect should be changed to:
“The Lord be with you and with His Holy Spirit.”
The Abbey of Corvey. In 1802, the Abbey of Corvey was annexed to NassauOranien, and shortly after that it was secularized. It became part of the newly
inaugurated Kingdom of Westphalia in 1807, and in 1815 the Congress of Vienna
incorporated it to the Prussian Province of Westphalia. There is little information
available concerning the conduct of worship and the ceremony in the sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries in Corvey. The Lutheran church orders, which date
from 1666 and 1690, dealt primarily with matters of church discipline and said
nothing concerning the conduct of divine services or the agenda to be used. The
earliest information on worship in this region stated that the Lutheran parishes of
Corvey used the Braunschweig-Wolfenbüttel church order of 1709.
Worship Forms Elsewhere in Westphalia. There were many former bishoprics,
duchies, principalities, free imperial cities, and other domains that came to be
joined to the Province of Westphalia by the Congress of Vienna. In many of these,
the Reformation had been introduced by the Lutherans. Included among them
were the territories of Wittgenstein, Tecklenburg, Steinfurt, Siegen, and others.
The churches in these territories were regulated according to their own church
orders. In the latter part of the sixteenth century, some of the regions came under
allegiance to Reformed confessions, either as the result of the introduction of Reformed immigrants or the influence exerted on rulers by crypto-Calvinist theologians who claimed to be genuine Lutherans. The conversion of the rulers in
Nassau and Wittgenstein brought Lutheran influences to an end there. Lutheranism survived in these territories only in individual congregations or population
movements which justified the establishment of new congregations. The religious
situation was further complicated in the seventeenth century by the advances
made in some territories by the counter-Reformation. As a result, some territories
which had formerly been Lutheran came under the control of the Roman Catholic
Church.
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Title page of the 1687
Cleve and Mark church order.

Title page of the 1709 BraunschweigLüneburg church order.

T h e R h i n e P ro vi nce
In the Rhine Province, the Roman Catholics predominated in most regions,
and the Lutherans and the Reformed represented only about 20 percent of the
population. When Prussia took possession of large territories in the Rheinland
after the Napoleonic Wars, two new provinces were established – the Province
of Jülich-Cleve-Berg, which was centered in Köln, and the Grand Duchy of the
Lower Rhine (Germ. Grossherzogtum Niederrhein), the capital of which was at Koblenz. In 1822, these two provinces were merged into a single unit, the Province
of Rheinland, with Koblenz as its capital.
The Duchies of Jülich and Berg. At the beginning of the nineteenth century, the
Lutheran churches in Jülich and Berg could not look back on a united liturgical
tradition since no firmly planted liturgical tradition had ever been able to grow
and develop there. In 1612, Wolfgang Wilhelm, count Palatine of Neuburg and
duke of Jülich and Berg, called an assembly of his Lutheran clergy to meet and
decide on matters relating to the organization of the Lutheran Church. The assembled clergy decided to introduce the Zweibrücken church order and its 1557
liturgy. In 1614, Wolfgang Wilhelm converted to Roman Catholicism and became
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a determined and zealous enemy of the Lutheran Church. The synods of Berg in
1643 and Lennep in 1655 attempted to create church order among the Lutherans.
They reaffirmed the position of the Zweibrücken church order but were unable to
restore the needed liturgical uniformity because some pastors and congregations
insisted on their autonomy.
In addition to the Zweibrücken church order used in Jülich and Berg, a draft
or outline of the divine service used at Lennep has survived. The Sunday liturgy
there began with Luther’s German “Te Deum laudamus” (“Herr Gott, dich loben wir”
/ “Lord God, Thy Praise We Sing”), after which the pastor intoned the “Gloria in
excelsis,” and the congregation sang a hymn on the theme of the sermon of the day.
Then followed a prayer by the pastor which had in it a confession of sins, after
which the congregation sang the Kyrie. Then, the pastor sang a collect, preceded by
a versicle and response, following which there was a free altar prayer, not bound
to any printed form. Then the Our Father was prayed, and after it the epistle was
read. After the epistle, the congregation sang the creed, most likely Luther’s creedal
hymn. Then followed the seven-part pulpit office: Introduction with Our Father –
Hymn or stanza – Gospel reading – Sermon – Prayer of Manasseh – Intercessory
prayer with the Our Father – Announcements – Pulpit blessing. Then, while the
communicants gathered before the altar, the congregation sang “O Christ, Thou
Lamb of God.” This was followed by the celebration of the Lord’s Supper with the
singing of the Verba. No details concerning this celebration were included in the
outline, and no reference was made to the use of Latin in the service. The designation “Gloria in excelsis” appears to have been provided only for the sake of identification. However, on the day of repentance and prayer, the service began with the
traditional Latin versicle and response, “Veni, Sancte Spiritus” and “Emitte Spiritum
tuum,” together with the collect for Pentecost Day, all in Latin. The general rubrics
stated that on high feast days the liturgy should include both Latin and German
antiphons and responses. Even in the hostile environment in which these Lutherans lived, and in a period when clergy and laity alike were reacting against many
vestiges of traditional ceremonial, Latin continued to be used.
The City of Essen and Vicinity. Lutherans were present in the city of Essen from the
earliest days of the Reformation. The city itself was originally the possession of an
abbey administered by a princess-abbesses as an Abbey-Town (Germ. Abtei-Stadt).
The first evidence of Lutheran influence could be seen in the introduction of a Lutheran hymnal in 1561, and subsequently, the church adopted the so-called “Eleven
Articles of the Clergy” (“11 Prediger-Artikel”) from the Zweibrücken church order of
1557, and this order became normative for the church’s liturgical services. After the
Thirty Years’ War, the Essen church enacted its own church order in 1664. According to it, the Lord’s Supper was to be celebrated on all high feasts and the Sundays
immediately before and after them. Throughout the year, it was to be celebrated
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every fourth Sunday. In 1691, the consistory directed that the Lord’s Supper was
to be celebrated two Sundays in succession for properly examined communicants.
The church order also contained directions concerning the prayers and hymns to be
sung and the communion elements to be administered. In 1802, Essen was annexed
by Prussia, and in 1803 the Abbey-Town was secularized.
The Counties of Sayn-Altenkirchen and Sayn-Hachenburg. In 1815, Prussia received two adjacent counties – Sayn-Altenkirchen and Sayn-Hachenburg. In both
of them, Lutheranism had traditionally predominated, and a church order, dating
from 1590, was still in use.
In the earliest period, Lutheran church life and liturgy in these counties were
regulated by the Electoral Palatinate church order of 1556. This church order was
used until in 1590 Heinrich IV replaced it with a church order prepared especially
for the county of Sayn. The order stated that the Lord’s Supper was to be celebrated on Sundays and other Christian feasts. The divine service was to begin with
the singing of a German psalm, the reading of a collect, and then the epistle. Then
followed a second psalm or the hymn, “All Glory Be to God on High.” Then the
gospel was read and the creed was sung. This was followed by the sermon which
began with a prayer. After the sermon and the prayer of the church, a short psalm
was to be sung while the communicants gathered. The pastor read an admonition
and instruction concerning the Venerable Sacrament of the Altar, and then he
sang the Our Father and the Verba. The congregation might join in the singing
of the Our Father with him in German. During communion, “O Lord, We Praise
Thee” or “Jesus Christ, Our Blessed Savior” could be sung. No provision was
made for the singing of the Sanctus or the Agnus Dei. After the communion, the
pastor spoke the prayer of thanksgiving, without a versicle, and the service concluded with the Aaronic Benediction. As was often the case in Lutherans church
orders in the regions where there was a significant Reformed presence, the services were liturgically minimalistic.
The Counties of Solms-Braunfels and Solms-Hohensolms-Lich. In 1815, the counties of Solms-Braunfels and Solms-Hohensolms-Lich were attached to Prussia.
The church in Solms-Braunfels had since the late sixteenth century been Calvinist, however, the church in Solms-Hohensolms-Lich had been and remained Lutheran throughout its post-Reformation history and was ordered according to
the terms of the Hesse church order of 1566. Later, in 1574, the Hesse agenda was
published in Marburg as a separate document. The Hessian divine service, which
was introduced in Solms-Hohensolms-Lich, could be described as eclectic. The
service of the word, though abbreviated, still contained some notable traditional
elements, such as the introit, Kyrie, Gloria and “Et in terra pax,” and the sequences. In the service of the Sacrament, the tradition seems to have been cast aside.
Even though Communion was held frequently – weekly, bi-weekly, or monthly,
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according to circumstances, not only did the service lack the traditional Prefaces,
Sanctus, “Benedictus qui venit,” Pax Domini, and Agnus Dei, but neither were the
alternatives to these, such as Luther’s paraphrase, “Isaiah, Mighty Seer,” and
“Lamb of God, Pure and Holy,” included. In addition, the character of the Verba
in this service was somewhat unclear, and no distribution formula was provided,
even though by the time of the appearance of this rite the inclusion of such formulas had become nothing less than an act of confession in many church orders. No
sign of the cross is found anywhere in any service, and neither the consignation
nor the exorcism were included in the baptismal rite. The Sacrament was referred
to as “blessed bread and wine.” One might describe this agenda as “mediating,”
that is, it took a position somewhere between the agendas which were outspokenly Lutheran and those which were Reformed.
A new edition of the Hessian agenda appeared in 1662 and was introduced
into Solms-Hohensolms-Lich. It continued in force there until the opening decades of the nineteenth century. This territory was merged together with SolmsBraunfels into Nassau in 1806 and was ceded to Prussia in 1815.
The Judicial District of Atzbach. In 1815-1816 parts of Nassau-Weilburg (Justizamt
Atzbach), including the districts of Atzbach, Launsbach, Lützellinden, Rechtenbach,
and some other places, were ceded to Prussia. The first church order/agenda of
this region was formulated in 1533, but little is known of it. A new church order
appeared in 1555 to govern Hüttenberg and the Land on the Lahn, although it also
pertained to the rest of Nassau-Weilburg as well. It contained a section on church
ceremonies and annual church festivals, as well as directives concerning sermons
and admission to Communion. Further revisions of the church order were enacted
in 1574, and the book was published in Nassau-Saarbrücken. A new agenda was
published in 1601 to provide for greater uniformity of ceremonies, but it contained
many errors, and a corrected edition came off the press in 1602. As in other places,
the territory of Nassau-Weilburg suffered increased partitioning. In 1703, a partition created a division between Hesse and Nassau, and the consistory at Weilburg
determined that the 1602 agenda needed to be updated. The new edition was published in 1703 and continued in force until the nineteenth century.
The Counties of Saarbrücken, Ottweiler, and Saarwerden. The Counties of Saarbrücken, Ottweiler, and Saarwerden, which had originally been included in
Nassau-Weilburg, were among the territories ceded to Prussia in 1815. Lutheranism predominated in these lands, and the church had its own church order,
administration, and agenda. Secondary sources indicate that in the earliest period
worship in these lands was influenced by the 1554 Palatinate-Neuburg church
order and the so-called Melanchthon’s 1559 “Wittenberg agenda.” The first official Nassau-Saarbrücken church order and agenda was published in 1576. In its
baptismal order and its admonition before Communion, it was heavily depend-
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ent on the Zweibrücken church order. In other matters, it leaned toward the Hessian agenda. The order was reprinted in 1609, and a revised edition appeared in
1618. In the main, the 1618 document reproduced the 1576 and 1609 church order
and agenda. It enumerated the feast days to be celebrated and included directives
concerning hymns, readings, sermons, the administration of the Sacrament, prayers, and other matters pertaining to the divine service. The Lord’s Supper was to
be celebrated on Easter and other high feasts and at other times, according to the
needs of the congregation, but at least once a month, or in some cases, every six to
eight weeks. A further edition appeared in 1713 and a final edition in 1762.
The Counties of Simmern and Sponheim. Some smaller territories within the
Electoral Palatinate and the counties of Simmern and Sponheim were ceded to
Prussia in the days following the Napoleonic Wars. The religious composition of
these areas was mixed and included not only Roman Catholics, Lutherans, and
Reformed but also some smaller groups, such as Mennonites.
The first liturgy to be commonly used among the Lutherans in the Electoral
Palatinate was the Brandenburg-Nürnberg church order of 1533. It was during
the reign of Friedrich II that the Lutheran Reformation gained a greater degree of
legitimacy. Lutheranism obtained its formal validity and widest acceptance during the reign of Otto Heinrich which began in 1556. He was the count of PalatinateNeuburg, and in 1543 he had published a church order for Palatinate-Neuburg,
composed by Andreas Osiander. It included some unique features, such as an
offertory prayer between the admonition and the Verba, asking that Christ would
receive the church’s gifts of bread and wine and hallow and bless them that they
might be for those who received them his body and blood. Such a prayer was
not normally found in sixteenth-century Lutheran church orders. An enlarged
edition was published in 1554 which showed the influence of the Württemberg
church order of 1553 and an order for the visitation and Communion of the sick
from Duke Heinrich’s 1540 Saxon agenda. Otto Heinrich became elector of the
Palatinate in 1556 and set about the task of firmly establishing Lutheran doctrine
throughout his electorate. He republished his 1554 church order for use in all Lutheran parishes in the Palatinate. Otto Heinrich died in 1559 without issue, and
his place as elector was taken by Friedrich III, the count of Palatinate-Simmern,
who in 1561 had converted to Calvinism. He announced that after careful study,
he had now determined that only Calvin had penetrated most deeply into the
meaning of the Scriptures and that henceforth he would be the Calvinist ruler of a
Calvinist Electoral Palatinate. He had not much use for the 1556 Lutheran church
order and replaced it in 1563 with a Reformed church order which retained the
title of Otto Heinrich’s 1556 book. Friedrich III died in 1576 and was replaced by
Ludwig VI who returned the Palatinate to Lutheranism. In 1577, he published a
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Lutheran church order, again making use of the old 1556 title. It was not significantly different from the original 1556 book.
Ludwig died in 1583, and because his son Friedrich IV was only nine years old,
Ludwig’s brother Johann Casimir was named administrator. Johann Casimir was
a Calvinist and sought to distance the church as far as possible from Lutheranism.
He deposed the Lutheran church councilors and general superintendent and dismissed Lutheran pastors who refused to abandon the Book of Concord and become
Calvinists. He once again reformed the University of Heidelberg and the schools
so that the Calvinist position would predominate. He died in 1592, and Friedrich
IV became ruler. He issued a Reformed church order in 1601. In many respects,
it was similar to the 1563 Reformed church order both in title and contents. The
predominant position of the Calvinist Church was now firmly established, and
the church order of 1601 was reprinted in 1652, 1665, and 1684.
At the death of Karl II in 1685, his hereditary line came to an end, and control
of the Palatinate passed to a distant cousin Philipp Wilhelm, a staunch Roman
Catholic. Lutherans, who were able to maintain themselves first during the Calvinist years and later under Roman Catholic rule, used the Zweibrücken agenda,
although a few, including the congregations in Heidelberg and Mannheim, used
the Frankfurt agenda of 1644 which was reprinted in 1688. This agenda is known
only from secondary sources. In 1695, the Lutheran congregations asked permission to use a single Lutheran agenda, like that produced by Ludwig VI in 1577,
and including also collects from Veit Dietrich’s agenda or some similar agenda,
such as that of Hesse, Nassau, or Hannover. Secondary sources mention a new
agenda put to use beginning in 1699.
The Duchies of Simmern and Veldenz and the County of Sponheim. As a result of the decision of the Congress of Vienna, yet more territories were ceded to Prussia. Included
among them were the Duchy of Simmern, the Duchy of Veldenz, and the County of
Sponheim, in all three of which the Zweibrücken church order of 1557 was the standard. The edition of this church order specifically for Sponheim was reissued in 1600.
The final, updated, and reworked edition for Sponheim appeared in 1721.
The Wild and Rhein Counties. The Lutheran Church in the Wild and Rhein
Counties had its own church order from 1588. It included liturgical provisions
but little is known of them. This church order and agenda continued in use and
was reaffirmed in 1690 and printed in 1693. The church order included sections
on the hymnal, the order of divine services, and other ministrations. As was common in the regions of the Rheinland and Westphalia, the Lord’s Supper and the
regular Sunday services were treated separately. In general, this order followed
the pattern, established in the church orders of Nassau, Hesse, and Zweibrücken.
In 1815, the larger portion of these territories was ceded to the Prussian Lower
Rhine Province.
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Title page of the 1590 Sayn church order.

Title page of the 1721 Zweibrücken church
order for Rear County of Sponheim.

Non - G er man P ru s s i an Ag e nd a s
Other language groups lived alongside the German-speakers in some areas of
Prussia, and they too needed agendas and service books in their own languages.
The most widespread of these ethnic groups was the Poles, who inhabited the
southern region of East Prussia, Silesia, West Prussia, and the region of Posen.
Wendish speaking Lutherans inhabited the region of Saxonian Upper Lusatia,
and Lithuanians resided in the northeastern part of East Prussia. To meet the
liturgical needs of the Polish-speaking Lutherans a Polish-language edition of
the Ducal Prussian agenda was produced in 1544, 1560, 1571, and 1615. No full
agenda was translated into Lithuanian in the sixteenth or seventeenth centuries, but some liturgical forms, such as Baptism and the Lord’s Supper, marriage,
and a common form of confession were translated into Lithuanian and printed
in Lithuanian hymnals. It was not until 1730 and 1775 that the Lithuanians had
their own agendas in the Lithuanian language. In 1731 and 1755, Polish-language
agendas were published for the Poles in East Prussia. Polish-language agendas
also appeared in the Silesian Duchy of Oels in 1668, 1715, and 1819. The Wendish
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agenda of 1696 was published in Bautzen (Upper Sorbian: Budyšin) to meet the
needs of Wendish-speaking Lutherans in Upper Lusatia, a region which would
be annexed to Prussia by the Congress of Vienna in 1815.

E f f or ts to Uni te Co nfe s s i o ns on t h e Basis of t h e Model
of th e C h u rch o f E ng l and
In 1701, Friedrich I, now styled King in Prussia, sought to move his program to
create a united Protestant church, built upon the model of the Church of England.
He was encouraged in his pursuit by his notions concerning the Church of England which he saw to be united in its ecclesiastical polity and form of worship,
but which otherwise allowed for a measure of theological latitude and the establishment of different church parties. In the Church of England, men of widely
divergent theological views were still united in a single body under one monarch
who was described as the “Defender of the Faith.”
It was Court Preacher Daniel Ernst Jablonski who inspired Friedrich I’s visions and convinced him that the two churches in Prussia could and should be
united into a single Protestant church, as he stated in his 1697 thesis, Kurtze Vorstellung. Jablonski suggested that this united church should be built on the model
of “primitive Christianity,” a model best represented by the Church of England.
In this notion, he found support in the writings of Gottfried Wilhelm von Leibniz,
the leading German philosopher of the day. Jablonski’s vision of a united Protestant church eventually extended far beyond the borders of Prussia to Hannover
and even to a visible union with the Church of England itself.
Friedrich I found Jablonski’s proposals agreeable. He particularly liked the
notion of adopting a liturgy that would be acceptable to both the Lutherans and
the Reformed. He saw the Book of Common Prayer to be the best model to follow
in form, and perhaps also in substance, for it was couched in words and phrases
which the two churches could interpret in a manner agreeable to their own particular theological positions. Friedrich I ordered that the English Book of Common
Prayer be translated into German and that copies of it should be sent to the queen
of England and the archbishop of Canterbury as a sign of his earnest desire and
as a token of enduring friendship and affection between the Prussians and the
English. The book appeared in print in Frankfurt (Oder) in 1704. It was the king’s
plan that he would introduce this new liturgy in his own chapel and the cathedral
church in Berlin on the first Sunday in Advent in 1706. Surely, his clergy and
people would immediately see the superiority of the new rite over those orders
presently in use.
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Queen Anne instructed Lord Raby,
her ambassador in Berlin, to convey her
thanks to Friedrich I and his Reformed
Bishop Ursinus. Nothing was heard from
Lord Tennison, the aarchbishop of Canterbury. His silence was awkward. The
king had made his plans, based upon
the expected congratulations of the archbishop, but Canterbury had offered no
congratulations, and the king quickly
lost interest in the whole project. He subsequently introduced into his chapel a
simplified service, based loosely upon
the Book of Common Prayer.
The only person to maintain any great
enthusiasm for the union project was the
man who had initiated it, Daniel Ernst
Jablonski. In 1710, in A letter from the
Rev. Dr. Jablonski, he submitted to MarDaniel Ernst Jablonski.
quard Ludwig von Printzen, president
Engraving by Georg Paul Busch
of the Kurmark Consistory in Berlin and
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
member of the Reformed Church, his
proposals concerning government and
worship in Prussia without making any
great point about the fact that his inspiration came from the Church of England.
Although he noted the importance of ecclesiastical polity in terms of necessary
order and discipline, which the church should observe, he chose to put off for
the present time any consideration of it and instead gave his whole attention to
Christian worship. Jablonski’s writing breathed the spirit of Reformed worship
and its typical emphasis on the sovereignty of God and the dutiful obedience of
man. He stated that one comes to obedience to God’s commands and the dictates
of enlightened reason as well. Reminiscent of Richard Hooker’s Of the Laws of Ecclesiastical Polity, he spoke of the three pillars: the Scriptures, human reason, and
the church’s primitive traditions.
As the model for worship in a united Protestant church, Jablonski carefully
avoided any mention of the Church of England. He pointed instead to the 1708
liturgy of the Church of Neufchatel which was clearly modeled upon the services
in the Book of Common Prayer. He noted that the Neufchatel liturgy was so lovely
and uplifting that the Church of Geneva was contemplating the adoption of a
similar order.
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In the fall of 1710, William Ayerst, the
chaplain to English Ambassador Raby
in Berlin, suggested to Jablonski that the
time might now be ripe to renew contacts
with persons of great ecclesiastical authority in England. This time he would
direct his suggestions to John Sharp, the
Archbishop of York, rather than Archbishop Tenison of Canterbury who had
shown himself reluctant to support Jablonski’s plans.
Sharp was much more open to explore the possibility of a closer alliance
and even reunion among Protestants.
The Church of England, however, believed that conformity related even more
to ecclesiastical polity than to liturgy. The
Archbishop John Sharp of York
church was solidly episcopal and looked
(Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).
upon its episcopal ministry as having
been passed down from the time of the
apostles. They further alleged that it was
the only true and proper form of ecclesiastical government and that ministers of
the gospel, who had not been ordained by proper bishops, were not ministers in
the same sense as those who had been so ordered.
At this point, the proposal to use the liturgy of the Church of England as the
model for the Prussian churches seemed almost lost in a much larger and comprehensive proposal to bring the Prussian churches into complete conformity with
the Church of England. Together with this was the notion that this would, at last,
heal the divisions in Protestantism and unite the Protestants in combating the
“Roman menace.”
Jablonski proposed a fifteen-point program for the introduction of episcopacy
in Prussian Protestantism. It was warmly commended, but no concrete action
concerning it was taken. In a letter to Archbishop Sharp in 1711, Jablonski stated
that he hoped that a visit to Belgium in the company of the king would present
an opportunity for him to bring up the matter of liturgy and episcopacy with
other heads of state. For his part, Archbishop Sharp had presented to the queen
all the material which he had received from Prussia, and on several occasions he
had spoken to the Secretary of State, St John, about the matter. Despite frustrations felt on both sides, Jablonski still maintained his zeal for the project. With the
support of Leibniz, the Hannoverian Church was now brought into the picture
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since it now appeared that the British succession would soon depend upon the
Hannoverian dynasty, and this would create a new bond between the peoples of
Great Britain and Hannover.
European politics took their toll on the plans for a union. Upon the death of
Emperor Joseph I in April 1711, his younger brother, Archduke Charles, claimed
the throne of the Holy Roman Emperor. In Prussia and some other German states,
concerns arose that if they were to triumph over France in the War of the Spanish Succession, Charles VI might become also the king of Spain. The British were
determined to continue to support Charles VI in his bid to become emperor. Tensions, occasioned by disagreements concerning the nature and scope of the Prussian involvement in the war, caused relationships between Prussia and England
to begin to break down. Strong disagreements developed over the pursuit of the
conflict, and as a result, negotiations concerning ecclesiastical union broke down
completely. The final demise of Jablonski’s proposals for ecclesiastical and liturgical union came with the death of Friedrich I in 1713. Although it was thought
that Friedrich Wilhelm I would surely take up the work of his father, it soon became clear that the new king’s interests lay elsewhere.
What had begun as a plan to improve congregational worship in Reformed and
Lutheran churches in Prussia had grown into a grand plan to establish episcopal
polity and create around it a single Protestant church united against the Church
of Rome. Few Prussians were made aware of the scope of this proposal. It was
apparently assumed that Lutherans, who were far more liturgically inclined than
the Reformed and were more interested in tradition, would enthusiastically support the Reformed project of Jablonski. However, little account was taken to the
fact that Lutherans were primarily concerned about theology and pure doctrine,
matters which had been deliberately kept off the table and out of the discussion.

P i e ti s t I n f l u e nce s o n L i tu rgi ca l Worsh ip
The Brandenburg electors were unsuccessful in their attempts to unite the Lutherans and the Reformed into one general Protestant church. Indeed, the Lutherans expressed no interest in their projects whatever. It was only Reformed who
initiated and sought to sustain any interest in such programs.
Now, however, a new movement was appearing on the horizon which put
little stress on doctrine but focused its attention on the inner conversion of the
soul. This movement, called Pietism, arose from ideas first proposed in Philipp
Spener’s Pia desideria. While not turning their backs on the church, the Pietists
preferred to gather together in like-minded groups, called conventicles, to encourage one another and seek together to live pious and upright lives. Public of-
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ficials came to regard these conventicles with suspicion and saw them as possibly
detrimental to public order, and public authorities in many German lands began
to move against them.
In Brandenburg-Prussia, however, the situation was somewhat different. Friedrich
I himself had invited Spener and his followers to come to Prussia and freely practice
there their socially active program. The majority of Prussians were not Pietists; they
were loyal Lutherans, living in a territory where the Prussian royal court was just as
staunchly Reformed. Friedrich I saw that by supporting Pietism he could weaken the
hold of Lutheran orthodoxy on the people and make them more amenable to the acceptance of Reformed refugees and become more tolerant of Reformed religion.
Pietism, as it developed in Brandenburg-Prussia, no longer bore the marks of its
Spenerian origin. It was now a Pietism that had developed and spread mainly through
the efforts of August Hermann Francke. It was Franckian Pietism which would leave
its strong mark on the Prussian church. In 1692, Francke, who believed himself to have
experienced a conversion which overcame all doubts – a “born-again” experience not
connected with the Holy Baptism at all but one which made him new and entirely different person, was called to a professorship in the newly organized university at Halle,
in a territory which had been incorporated into Prussia in 1680.
The Pietism enjoyed a period of protection and royal support under King Friedrich
I. His successor, Friedrich Wilhelm I, initially showed some hesitancy about the movement but soon came to see that the Pietists were not pacifists but were earnest citizens
who would be helpful to him in providing spiritual support for his soldiers. They
would also provide him with a strong and loyal service as his subjects. Consequently,
he became instrumental in the spread of Pietism, particularly through his strong support to the University at Halle and its guiding light, August Herman Francke. The king
gave preference to Pietists in educational and ecclesiastical promotions both because
of their zealous work and also because of their comparative lack of interest in doctrinal
definitions. Orthodox Lutherans irritated him, but Pietists gave him little cause for
concern because their chief interest was in living pious lives. Among his first decrees,
issued in 1714, was his proclamation that the Lutheran and Reformed churches were
closely related and that any remaining differences between them should be dealt with
in love and peace without further strife.
As Pietism developed, the Pietists became more and more critical of what they
regarded as formalism and strictly external in church ceremonial, while their own
emphasis was on the newness of heart. The internal worship of the heart was emphasized as more important than elaborate liturgical ceremonial.
Christian Thomasius, professor of jurisprudence at the University of Halle,
was among the first who presented a systematic critique of the Lutheran liturgy.
His liturgical and ceremonial notions were detailed in his essay, published in
1705 in Halle. According to him, any and all external worship of God was adia-
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Halle orphanage and other educational institutions with a portrait of August Hermann
Francke (Rijksmuseum, Amsterdam).

phora, a matter of indifference. Thomasius himself set down as adiaphora seven
“ceremonies” considered to be of no value from the Pietist point of view, such
as Gregorian calendar with its ecclesiastical holidays, ecclesiastical music, Mass
vestments, the use of images, Latin hymns, exorcism in Baptism, and private confession. It was the opinion of Thomasius that it was the right of the sovereign to
regulate all such religious matters so long as civil peace was maintained.
In a similar manner, Conrad Ludwig Wagner claimed in 1702 that the liturgy
is to be judged on the basis of its ability to edify and to wean simple people away
from superstitious beliefs. Worship must be simple and completely understandable. No adiaphora may be made binding, and if such matters become detrimental to inner worship, they must be eliminated, but this elimination must take place
gradually to avoid unrest in the population.
In the early days of his reign, Friedrich Wilhelm I continued to support plans
for closer cooperation between the Lutheran and Reformed Churches. In this regard, his aims did not coincide with those of Francke and the Halle Pietists. They
carried on their work exclusively within the Lutheran Church but regarded all
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pious Christians as brothers. So it was that they saw no need for any formal organizational unification between the confessions. By 1725, it was clear that the
unification of the churches was not a possibility, and the king dropped the matter.
In 1726, he issued an official memorandum, stating that it really made no difference whether those who desired salvation were Lutherans or Reformed. What
really counted was whether or not they obeyed the commandments of God. Concerning East Prussia, the king declared: “If I rebuild and improve the land and
make no one a Christian, then all my efforts will have come to naught.” What
was meant by making one a Christian was the transformation of the individual
into an active Christian of the Pietist sort, primarily through the spiritual indoctrination provided by the churches and schools. In 1729, the king decreed that all
candidates for Lutheran pastorates in the Hohenzollern kingdom were required
to study at least two years at the University of Halle.
Pietists were not much interested in liturgy. Such things were externals and their
interests were focused on internals, therefore their liturgical modifications were
not extensive but touched mainly on such ceremonial details as the exorcism in
Baptism and other adiaphora. They expressed no interest in creating the so-called
“Pietist liturgies” as though the church could be brought back to life by such means.
Pietists did see a need to make changes in the office and practice of private
confession and absolution.
The first break with the church’s traditional pattern came in 1697 in Berlin where Pastor Johann Caspar Schade, a follower of
Spener from his student days at Leipzig, decided that private confession before
Communion was not really necessary. He decided that it should be replaced by a
general confession. General confession could be found in some German Lutheran
Churches of that day but never as a replacement for private confession and absolution. Responding to complaints from parishioners, who wished to make a
private confession and receive a personal absolution, Provost Spener forbad the
continuation of Schade’s innovative practice.
Elector Friedrich III saw little value in the Lutheran practice of private confession and absolution which did not touch him in any case. His chief concern was
progress in righteousness, and he could think of no good reason why Lutherans
who were living pious and upright lives should need to confess their sins before
their pastors and receive absolution before receiving the Lord’s Supper. In 1698,
he published his gracious decision, Concerning the Freedom of the Confessional. In
it, he alluded to the Schade affair and stated that the traditional practice of private confession should continue as in the past and not be altered. As in the past,
those who wished to go to Communion should confess their sins and promise
repentance and the improvement of their lives. He noted, however, that it would
be contrary to the word of God and Christian love and freedom of conscience to
insist that the Sacrament be withheld from those who lived pious and upright
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lives just because they neglected to go to private confession. He noted that in
Sweden and Denmark and many places in Upper Germany as well, as in all of the
Lutheran churches in Holland, there were neither private confession nor confessionals, and that “blessed Luther himself had made the use of the confessional a
matter of freedom.” Thus, attendance in the confessional could not be regarded as
absolutely binding in the case of pious and upright Christians. Nevertheless, this
concession was not meant for those who were impenitent and lived wicked lives,
lest the Sacrament be profaned. They should go to private confession in the days
before Communion and receive the ministrations of their pastors.
In Halle, Francke was not at all enthusiastic about the confessional as such, but
he was determined to transform it and make it serve his purposes as a means by
which he could reconcile those who had fallen away and discipline tavern owners
and other disreputable people. In short, in his hands the confessional became a
tool to further his Pietist program. This signaled the transformation of private
confession into an opportunity for the pastor to inquire minutely concerning the
parishioners’ conversion and their adherence to Pietist principles.
New stress was put upon the liturgical rite of confirmation which had been
abandoned in many places in the days of the Reformation. Early church orders
in Brandenburg and Pomerania had maintained the ceremony, but it was completely unknown in the Duchy of Prussia. Children were admitted to Communion when they had been taught the chief parts of Christian doctrine and had made
their confession and received the absolution.
Francke was determined that no one should count himself as “child of God”
until he had experienced a personal conversion in which he was born again. Only
“theoretically” did Francke admit that there were Christians who since their Baptism have remained in baptismal rebirth and childlike faith. His followers insisted
that the study of the catechism prior to confirmation must do its work on young
minds and lead them to the conversion and rebirth experience. In confirmation,
the converted young Christian took upon himself the commitment to continue in
the new life which he had received and which he had resolved to walk hand-inhand with his Lord until he reached his promised land.
The rite of confirmation was introduced into East Prussia in 1718 during the administration of Lysius, who made it a requirement that from that time forward only those
should be admitted to the first communion who had been confirmed. This directive
was made mandatory by the king as a part of the reform of the educational system.
Outwardly the rite did not appear to be contrary to orthodox Lutheranism in
that it spoke of regeneration as effected through Holy Baptism. However, at the
same time, it referred to Baptism as a pact or covenant between man and God
in which the confirmand now took upon himself obligations which, it had been
said, were affirmed by his sponsors in his Baptism. In typical Pietist fashion, the
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gift of Baptism receded into the background, and the responsibilities imposed by
Baptism came to occupy the central place. The result was that confirmation was
elevated above Baptism since the full potential of Baptism was understood to be
reached only in confirmation when the confirmand took its responsibilities upon
himself.
The shape of Matins and Vespers was given in the 1734 East Prussian directive
concerning church and school matters. According to it, little was left of the structure of the office of Vespers. The service consisted only of a hymn of thanksgiving
or some other hymn, followed by the sermon. After the sermon, there was a time
for catechization, prayer, and the benediction. The liturgical services as found in
the 1568 Ducal Prussian church order had been effectively abolished. The same
directive spoke also about the service of Matins, the so-called “early sermon.” In
it, there was to be no more than one morning hymn and a sermon hymn before
the sermon, as well as a single hymn after the sermon. Nothing was said to support the continued use of versicles and antiphons or anything else which might
not be considered properly edifying.
The use of the Latin language was deemed not edifying the worshipers, and
the practice of chanting the liturgy was considered to be of no value whatever. At
the same time, the Pietists managed to develop a lively and edifying hymnody
which in many cases exalted the grace of God and his good will to the faithful.
Because of the exalted place of the sermon in the divine service, the whole service came to be referred to as the “Sermon.” Everything in the service was considered to be an ornament, meant to direct one’s primary attention to the sermon
itself. Even the architecture of the church building changed. It was now the pulpit
which stood at the center, often directly above the altar so that one would look
above the altar to the pulpit as the place of proclamation.
Friedrich Wilhelm I pressed the advance of Pietism in Pomerania by seeing to
it that high ranking clerical positions there were given to Pietists who would leave
their Pietist mark on both the church and school. The reaction of many of the clergy
was to staunchly defend orthodox Lutheranism against the Halle Pietists. Their
firm position against the movement made it necessary for Friedrich Wilhelm I to
issue a special decree in 1727 to protect Johann Gottfried Hornejus, the Pietist vicegeneral superintendent, from the resentment of his orthodox colleagues.
Silesia had escaped the pressures of state-supported Prussian Pietism which
were characteristic during the reign of Friedrich Wilhelm I. Under the Roman
Catholic Hapsburgs, it had retained its Lutheran orthodox theology and liturgy.
It was during the reign of Friedrich the Great that Silesia came under Prussian
control, and this king was famously disinterested in religious matters.
The Pietists did make some gains in Silesia in Teschen, Sorau, and Züllichau, but
they were short-lived. When a young graduate from Halle, Pastor Christoph Nikolaus
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Woodcut from the frontispiece of anti-Pietist Vollständiger Timotheus Verinus (The Complete
Timotheus Verinus) by Valentin Ernst Löscher, volume one, 1718/1726. “Löscher is sitting at his
writing desk, writing a book based on the Bible. Under his desk lie copies of Arnold’s History of
Heretics as well as other ‘books written by fanatics.’ Next to them lies the inscription ‘I overcome
you, lest I be overcome by you.’ Loescher is being guarded by an angel who is holding the
‘shield of the orthodox faith.’ The devil is shooting at the shield his ‘most up-to-date arrows’
which are the ‘arguments of the fanatics’ and all of them are deflected and lie harmless at
Loescher’s feet. The Hebrew name of the Lord, ‘Jehovah,’ is visible in the heavens and the shaft
of light shining on Loescher bears the inscription: ‘Guard yourselves from false prophets.’ The
Holy Spirit is also seen in the heavens. In the distance are the false teachers being hurled over a
cliff. The inscription over them reads, ‘The proud are exalted so that they might suffer a greater
fall.’ Below the cliff is a ship breaking up in the waves with men drowning around her, which
represents ‘the shipwreck of faith’.” Quoted from Loescher 1998.
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Voigt, was sent to Grace Church in Teschen and began to teach “new and strange
doctrines,” the orthodox Lutherans reacted immediately. Erdmann Neumeister examined and sent a number of his manuscripts to Valentine Löscher, an orthodox Lutheran theologian in Wittenberg. Neumeister referred to Voigt as “the devil’s claws”
and as a “red dragon concocting amazing public wickedness.” In 1708, after Voigt had
left the city, Neumeister referred to some of the Pietists as “new heavenly prophets,”
recalling Luther’s description of clandestine preachers. In reaction against the Pietist
“sham-holiness,” Neumeister wrote the hymn “Jesus Sinners doth Receive.”
Lutherans in Silesia cooperated with the Roman Catholic authorities to protect
their church from false doctrine and worship. An important result of this cooperation
was the 1712 decree upholding the orthodox understating of Lutheran doctrine and
practice over against Pietism. The Pietists were described as being convinced that they
were directly inspired by God and that those who perfected themselves had no need
for the Sacrament of the Altar, that the true worshipers met together in private and
secret gatherings free from the polluting influence of outsiders, and that Christ would
come again to reign on earth for 1000 years. This decree made it difficult for Pietists to
succeed in making inroads into Silesian Lutheranism.
Information is sparse concerning liturgical usages in the western regions of
Prussia. Secondary sources indicate that although the Soest agenda of 1738 was
adopted as the church’s official liturgy, some pastors freely omitted some parts
of it and altered it as they saw fit. It is likely that those who made changes were
among the clergy who regarded themselves as spiritually awakened. Consistorial
order, issued for church and clergy in 1691, indicated that the influences of Pietism were already being felt in the region and that these influences were affecting
the liturgical services. It stated that the worshipers had heard the same prayers and admonitions of the divine word and sang the same hymns so often that
only their “mouths and ears were involved and their hearts were little touched.”
Therefore, the services must henceforth be more devotional, and the usual collects, hymns, and prayers should give way to new and more devotional forms. In
1703, a new agenda was produced for use in Nassau-Weilburg, which was also
introduced in the Judicial District of Atzbach. It indicates that Pietist practices
were being introduced in some parishes. The document specifically advised pastors that they were expected to hold to the scriptural and written oath, which they
had sworn, and to remain faithful to the symbolical books of the church and not
to enter into relationships with any “erring Pietists.” In 1721, a new edition of the
Zweibrücken church order for use in the Duchies of Simmern and Veldenz and
the County of Sponheim was issued. It contained statements that cast aspersions
on both the Pietists, who were introducing novelties in doctrine and in worship,
and orthodox clergy, who in matters of faith were strictly adhering “to the letter”
(“Buchstabenglaubens”).
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L itu r g ic a l Wo rs hi p i n the Ag e of En ligh t en men t
Neology found its way into Prussia during the reign of Friedrich II. By this
time, Pietism had severely crippled the commitment of the Lutheran Church to
its confessions. The lack of any strong doctrinal commitment in Pietism left the
church without the intellectual defenses which could have protected it against
the progress of a system that saw no need for traditional confessional religious
faith. The majority of those who took the seats of learning vacated by the death of
Pietist professors were neologists. The faculty of Halle, which formerly had been
the bastion of Pietism, now became noteworthy for its strong commitment to the
Enlightenment. Neology became the basis of a new Lutheran theology, a theology
which required liturgical expressions quite different from those which characterized orthodoxy. The application of the new historical-critical method of biblical interpretation advanced by Johann Salomo Semler, professor of theology in
Halle, sometimes called “the father of German rationalism,” and the application
of a new hermeneutics as advocated by Johann August Ernesti of Leipzig, challenged the traditional Lutheran doctrinal systems. Among those who advanced
this new hermeneutical method in Prussia were August Friedrich Wilhelm Sack,
Friedrich Samuel Gottfried Sack, Johann Joachim Spalding, Wilhelm Abraham
Teller, Johann Gottlieb Töllner, Johann Friedrich Wilhelm Jerusalem, and others.
The word which constantly appeared in discussions concerning the need for
a new liturgy was the word “improvement” (Germ. Verbesserung). Liturgy must
be improved not only in some grammatical sense, as though accommodation to
modern verbal expressions would be sufficient. Worship itself would need to be
adjusted to agree with modern thought and norms. Pietism had made a proper and appropriate beginning, but it had not gone far enough, according to the
neologists. It had put religion in very personal terms, but it had also permitted a
man to continue to affirm notions no longer rationally acceptable. It did not reject the old liturgical forms, even though it no longer lived in them. Rationalism
would need to move forward more radically. It was not enough to paint the walls
or rearrange the furniture. What was required was a new dwelling, a new form of
worship. Both the form of worship and its content must be replaced.
What neologists required of worship was that it should not only be informative but edifying as well. The word “edification” (Germ. Erbauung) must stand
alongside “improvement.” Pietism also emphasized the importance of edification
in personal faith and Christian way of life but always understood that it was the
work of the Holy Spirit. Neology viewed Christian edification from anthropocentric perspective and stressed the power of human reason. Now man must be
edified, built up, made more than he was before in terms of his moral being. This
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upbuilding must provide strength for the soul, for the mind, and for the will, and
thus proper preaching, prayer, and songs must be designed to meet this goal.
The first tentative move to make liturgical changes was initiated by Johann
Joachim Spalding, a member of the High Consistory and provost for Berlin-Cölln,
who published in 1772 his public critique of the liturgy, Ueber die Nutzbarkeit des
Predigtamtes und deren Beförderung. In it, he stated that preaching must be put in
the service of the new learning and the liturgy must follow suit. Formulas, admonitions, and prayers must conform to the neological agenda, and they must in
a lively manner celebrate a new, up-to-date faith. What was now apprehended
and known only theoretically must be put into practical terms, brought to life,
and made the focal point of man’s hopes.
The first neological liturgical forms came not from Prussia but from abroad.
The real impulse to move forward came with the publication in 1776 of A Liturgy
on the Universal Principles of Religion and Morality by David Williams, a Welshman.
Convinced of the need to establish a welfare society, particularly for the benefit
of impecunious writers, Williams, with the aid of Benjamin Franklin, set about
the task of providing society with a rational form of devotion which would be
acceptable to men of high moral character who were not much given to attending
traditional church services. His liturgy spoke little of metaphysics but dwelt on
duty and personal excellence. What was to be affirmed and believed was stated in
intellectual and somewhat abstract terms, which made it clear that the faith being
described was something quite different from trust and confidence in the heart.
Williams’ liturgy immediately caught the fancy of the German neologists, both
Lutheran and the Reformed, who espoused the new learning and could on this
basis claim higher unity than their confessions allowed. Zollikofer, a Reformed
minister in Leipzig, took William’s liturgy to heart and mentioned it in the preface to his own devotional book, Anreden und Gebete, published in Leipzig in 1777.
To his mind, this liturgy spoke directly to the heart of modern man in a most
remarkable way. It could hardly be more clear, more bold, and more distinct, he
asserted.
Also in 1777, Georg Friedrich Seiler, an important church official in Erlangen,
published there his Gemeinnützige Betrachtungen, which bore witness to his agreement with the position being taken by Spalding and Zollikofer. In 1784, Seiler initiated a Liturgisches Magazin which continued in print until 1786. In 1785, Johann
Hinrich Pratje, one of the contributors to the Liturgisches Magazin, published his
Liturgisches Archiv as a contribution towards the goal of providing suitable public worship forms for the enlightened. His journal continued to be printed until
1788. In 1782, Wilhelm Crichton, the Reformed court preacher in Königsberg,
published Ueber die Unverbesserlichkeit der Religion, des Gottesdienstes und der Liturgie freyer Christen. Soon a number of works appeared in rapid succession. In 1784,
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Neue Liturgie by Johann Gottlob Lorenz Sembeck of Linden appeared. In 17851788, Johann August Hermes, Gottlob Nathanael Fischer, and Christian Gotthilf
Salzmann cooperated in the publication of Beyträge zur Verbesserung des oeffentlichen Gottesdienstes der Christen, which dealt with the question whether liturgical
improvement was really necessary, and if so, what form it ought to take. During
the same period, in 1785, Friedrich Leberecht Schönemann translated William’s
Liturgy into German to provoke the interest of German neologists who were not
at home in the English tongue. In 1786, a translation of Joseph Priestley’s Forms
of Prayer, and Other Offices, for the Use of Unitarian Societies appeared in German
dress, translated by Hermann Andreas Pistorius.
By the 1780s, neology had spread along the southern coasts in the Baltic and
could now be found in Courland and Livonia. In 1785, Courlandian Pastor Carl
Dietrich Wehrt produced a rationalist agenda, entitled: Handlungen und Gebete
beym öffentlichen Gottesdienst. The second and third editions appeared in 1786 and
1792. In his foreword, Wehrt noted that his improved liturgy was meant not only
to serve the enlightened Germans but also to help the unenlightened Latvians
who were still caught up in the darkness of their superstitions.
Throughout German-speaking lands, however, new agendas, many of them
unofficial, were produced for the purpose of improving public worship and
bringing it into conformity with the spirit of the age. In Heidelberg, the Ordnung
Gebete und Handlungen appeared in 1783 under the auspices of the Electoral Palatinate consistory. It was made the official liturgy in the entire territorial church.
Prussia proved to be a fertile ground for the sprouting of new rationalistic
liturgies. In Brandenburg, Christian Wilhelm Krause’s Versuch einer Agende appeared in 1788. Krause proposed that his work was meant to rise above confessional differences, but in the spirit of Deism and Naturalism, it actually rose also
above Christian particularity as well. The prayer collection of the somewhat more
moderate Provost of Berlin-Cölln, Wilhelm Abraham Teller, appeared in 1793.
Teller was firmly committed to the reform of the liturgy and included in it a formula for the celebration of the Lord’s Supper which came to be used widely.
In East Prussia, popular Königsberg Pastor, Ludwig Ernst Borowski, supplied
a collection of moderate experimental formularies, which in 1789 he added as
an appendix to the church’s official agenda. He criticized the new rationalist liturgies and sought to provide alternatives that were more theologically sound.
These forms included materials taken from moderate sources to be used only
experimentally. The East Prussian consistory acted to forbid the use of rationalist
liturgies and insisted that only the church’s official agenda should be allowed on
the altar.
Several attempts were made to satisfy the needs of progressive pastors in
Pomerania. In 1795, the first of these appeared under the title, Anreden und Gebete,
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prepared by Superintendent Colberg, approved by the city council and published
in Stralsund. Superintendent Gottlieb Schlegel, who under the influence of Georg
Friedrich Seiler become an advocate of the Enlightenment, published his Kleines
liturgisches Handbuch in 1796. In 1800, he published his collection of formularies
and prayers which he claimed to have constructed only after having carefully
studied many church orders. He stated that on this basis he had produced a work
that was appropriate for use in the church of the present day. A new edition
under the same title appeared in 1804, even though some pastors stood solidly
against his Enlightenment views.
Interest in Enlightenment liturgies spread to Silesia as well. Although the region had successfully avoided the pitfalls of Pietism, it fell under the influence
of neology, and new worship forms proliferated. In the Duchy of Brieg, Court
Councilor Glawning stated that in the name of all men capable of rational thought
a new liturgy was needed. One year later, in 1795, a number of liturgical changes
were proposed, which included the elimination of any use of Latin and the introduction of a general confession and confirmation. The results appeared in print
in 1796 in Auszug der Kirchenagende. Much of this material was traditional and
showed little inclination toward Enlightenment thinking, although one prayer in
the examination of the catechumens gave some evidence of the influence of modern thought. Another handbook, Die Abendmahlsfeyer, ein Erbauungsbuch für gebildetete Christen, appeared in 1797. The book was prepared by Archdeacon Ernst
Klose of Brieg who had been well attuned to the Enlightenment thinking. The
second and third editions of this handbook came off the presses in 1803 and 1810.
In the Duchy of Liegnitz, August Wilhelm Ludwig Vangerow, pastor of the
Goldberg congregation, attempted to bring worship into closer conformity with
modern thinking. His 1804 Die allgemeine Menschenreligion advocated a religion
based on human reason but using Christian source materials. Unlike other contemporary writers, Vangerow did not reject the use of traditional Christian material, although as a neologist, he would, of course, deny its revelatory significance. In terms of worship, he had no trouble making use of traditional liturgical
materials, such as the Apostles’ Creed in the baptismal liturgy and prayers which
other rationalists might eschew as offensive. He simply reinterpreted them and
cast Jesus in the role of Mediator rather than Redeemer because to him what mankind needed most of all was a Lord who would reconcile those who were in enmity, whether within a family, a city, a nation, or on the international scene.
In the Duchy of Oels, the agenda of 1686 continued in use until the opening
years of the nineteenth century, when progressive philosophies gained a foothold. A leader among the progressive pastors was Superintendent and Court
Preacher Elias Gottlieb Dominici, who took it upon himself to prepare an agenda,
which in his estimation would appeal to modern sensibilities. His Agenda, oder,
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Ordnung appeared in 1804. Dominici did not cast aside the old, familiar forms but
put them always in the first place, at the head of a list of alternatives. Those who
were traditional in their thinking would need to go no further than the first order where changes were kept to a minimum. Those who were enlightened could
easily move beyond that first form to choose from a number of alternatives, each
with its own particular emphasis. The appearance of the 1804 German-language
agenda led to plans for the preparation of its Polish translation. This did not appear until 1819 in an edition prepared by Chrystyan Boguchwał Auersbach.
In the Duchy of Schweidnitz, as well, the liturgy was not immune from attempts to advance the Enlightenment agenda. In 1810, Pastor Johann Friedrich
Wollgast of the Lutheran Peace Church of the Holy Trinity in Schweidnitz produced the first volume of his three-volume liturgical work under the title: Versuch
einer möglichst vollständigen Kirchenagende. The second and third volumes of work
appeared in Schweidnitz one year later, in 1811, under a slightly revised title:
Kirchenagende für Stadt- und Land Prediger. Wollgast sought to provide city and
countryside pastors with material to cover every conceivable pastoral situation,
excepting only those services restricted to superintendents. Missing, however,
was any formula for the chief divine service, commonly found in other agendas
before and since. Wollgast appears to have thought that the structure of the Sunday divine service should be left entirely in the hands of the local clergy and that
a standard and uniform order was neither necessary nor even advisable. Apart
from this, he offered his readers a virtual festal table of options to satisfy every
need and every conceivable situation. In Landeshut, as well, a modern work was
introduced, prepared by Christian Gottfried Junge of St Sebald’s Church in Nürnberg, published in 1799 under the title: Versuch einer neuen Liturgie. Unlike many of
his contemporaries, Junge offered only one form for the celebration of the Lord’s
Supper which he supplied with three admonitions, expressing various levels of
accommodation to the spirit of Enlightenment. He would seem to be somewhat
closer to traditional usages than many of his progressive colleagues. Yet for him,
the Lord’s Supper was understood primarily as a “meal of remembrance” which
was to provoke the mind and heart with good resolutions and a pious way of life.
In the Duchy of Glogau, an improved agenda in manuscript form appeared.
It was the result of the efforts of Senior Pastor Karl Wilhelm Engelien of Glogau
who said that he had made no attempts to break new ground but rather to make
“only appropriate improvements which were in accord with the spirit of genuine
orthodoxy.” Unfortunately, this agenda is no longer extant. New materials were
added in 1792, 1793, and 1794 which showed the influence of a moderate Enlightenment spirit. A new form for the Lord’s Supper was included, in which the Supper was described as “a solemn celebration of remembrance” – a phrase which
was meant to replace the words of the old agenda. Like the Oels 1804 agenda,
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the Glogau book sought to satisfy men of differing views and diverse theological
parties by laying side-by-side, and in some cases even blending together, the old
and the new.
The rationalistic work of Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch, pastor in the Duchy of
Ratibor, appeared in 1802 in his Allgemeine Liturgie. He published additional materials in 1805 and 1809. The third volume, i. e., volume two part two, published
in 1809, included formularies for the Lord’s Supper in church and in private.
These revealed how widely he had read in the contemporary literature, and how
thoroughly acquainted he had made himself concerning progressive humanistic
interpretations of the Lord’s Supper. Frosch spoke of the Supper as a “meal of
remembrance” and included prayers which emphasized this theme. The body
and blood of Christ and the fruits of the reception of the Sacrament go almost
entirely unmentioned. First attention was everywhere given to the meal itself and
the fellowship of kindred minds and common action connoted by the common
meal. The services were stripped of any and all sacramental and supernatural
references. Of chief importance was the new man instructed by the teachings of
Jesus, the Master. In 1823, Frosch also produced a small volume for use by city
and countryside pastors, called Kleine Liturgie. It appears that rationalist liturgies
proliferated to a much greater extent in Silesia than elsewhere in Prussian lands.
In the decades preceding the accession of West Prussia into the Kingdom of
Prussia, neology had not yet managed to sweep through the territory, likely because it was predominantly Roman Catholic. However in Danzig, it was acknowledged that a new agenda was needed. It appeared in 1811 under a title corresponding to that of the progressive liturgies used elsewhere, Gebete und Formulare.
The use of neological liturgies, however, was especially strong in Saxony. Most
of these liturgies were imports from other territories and had only quasi-official
status. The official territorial agenda remained the agenda of Duke Heinrich. Its
last edition was reprinted in 1771, and initially pastors were reluctant to produce
alternatives to it.
Among the alternative liturgies in use in some places was the pioneering liturgy of Georg Joachim Zollikofer of 1777 and the handbook of Georg Friedrich
Seiler of 1782. Seiler’s liturgy became popular enough to warrant a new edition
in 1785, and it soon became the most influential and pervasive new liturgical
work of the period. It was superseded in 1787 by Allgemeine Sammlung liturgischer
Formulare which appeared in several fascicles. Seiler added new sections to his
work, and it went through several editions between 1787-1804. The 1783 agenda
of the Electoral Palatinate was also used in some parishes. A second edition came
off the press in Heidelberg in 1786. Another agenda used in some parishes was
Jacob Georg Christian Adler’s 1797 Schleswig-Holstein agenda. His work was
reprinted by Cnobloch in Leipzig in 1817, and a third edition appeared in 1824.
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Another agenda in use was Heinrich Wilhelm Frosch’s Allgemeine Liturgie of 1802,
1805, and 1809. A Livonian liturgical contribution to this collection of formularies
was the work of Karl Gottlob Sonntag, general superintendent of the Livonian
Church and a prominent member of the Livonian High Consistory. His Formulare, Reden und Ansichten appeared in Riga in 1802. A second part, also published
in Riga, appeared later that same year, and a third volume appeared in 1807. All
three volumes were collected into a two-volume collection, published in Riga in
1818. Also popular was the Kirchen-Agende für die Herrschaft Arnstadt of Gabriel
Christoph Benjamin Busch, superintendent of the Lutheran Church in Schwarzburg and member of the consistory at Arnstadt, published in 1818. A second edition appeared in 1821, entitled: Agende für evangelische Kirchen.
The official response of the Saxon Church to this proliferation of rationalist orders came in 1812 in the two-volume Kirchenbuch für den evangelischen Gottesdienst
der Königlich Sächsischen Lande. It contained no order for the chief divine service.
Pastors were expected to use Duke Heinrich’s agenda since the new volume provided no forms for the Sunday Mass, Matins, and Vespers. The celebration of the
Lord’s Supper loosely followed the old pattern, established by the service found
in the Duke Heinrich agenda: Admonition – Our Father – Verba – Communion –
Luther’s post-communion collect – the Aaronic Benediction. Several alternative
post-communion thanksgivings were also included, but Luther’s admonition,
paraphrase, the old Prefaces (used on the high feasts), and the hymns traditionally associated with communion, such as “Isaiah, Mighty Seer,” Agnus Dei, “Jesus
Christ, Our Blessed Savior,” and “O Lord, We Praise Thee,” were not included.
It was with this agenda on their altars that many Saxon congregations entered
the Prussian Province of Saxony in 1815. The omission of any order for the chief
divine service was corrected by the issuance in 1842 of a special ordinance for the
church in the Kingdom of Saxony.
Little is known of the inroads of neology in the parishes of the Duchy of Magdeburg. It is known that a book of altar prayers appeared in 1800 to be used in
churches of the city of Magdeburg. It included new formularies, altered to suit the
worldview of that time. Churches in Mühlhausen were much taken by the liturgical writings of Georg Friedrich Seiler. In fact, the shadow of his Enlightenment
liturgical theology was cast across vast areas of German lands. The pastors in
Mühlhausen found his views congenial and enthusiastically laid Duke Heinrich’s
agenda on the sacristy shelf and replaced on the altar with the newer enlightened services provided by Seiler in his Allgemeine Sammlung of 1787-1804. The
Mühlhausen pastors went beyond Seiler himself by creating their own improved
liturgical forms and by rewriting old hymns and encouraging the congregations
to introduce new hymnals that reflected the spirit of the age. At the 1801 synod in
Mühlhausen, it was decided that all questions, theological and liturgical, must be
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dealt with from the standpoint of the new learning. No rationalist agendas for the
church in Erfurt were printed, but a book of prayers appeared in 1796 which gave
voice to the new theology. It was reprinted in 1797, 1800, and 1830.
Neological liturgies also found a place in Westphalia, but here, as in Saxony,
they were most often liturgies imported from other territories. Enlightenment influences became evident in Mark and Ravensberg through the agendas of Zollikofer and Seiler and agendas imported from Oldenburg and Schleswig-Holstein.
The 1564 Braunschweig-Lüneburg church order remained the official agenda
in the Duchy of Minden. As elsewhere, the dawning of the Enlightenment moved
some clergy to insist that the church’s liturgy must be brought up-to-date with
new ways of thinking, and rationalist agendas from Oldenburg and SchleswigHolstein found their way to some altars.
In the Counties of Simmern and Sponheim, the spread of Enlightenment
thinking was evident in the adoption of the 1783 agenda of the Electoral Palatinate, prepared by Carl Benjamin List. A new edition appeared in 1786 and in 1815
when Electoral Palatinate was divided by the Congress of Vienna, and parts of it
came under Prussian control. List’s agenda was reprinted in 1824.
Numerous other printed and manuscript agendas could be found on some
7,000 Lutheran altars in Prussia.660 Some of them were associated with the names
660

According to Hermann Sasse, in the opening years of the nineteenth century, there were
in the Prussian State some 7,000 Lutheran congregations and 34 French Reformed and 125
German Reformed congregations. Sasse 2001, 294.
From a confessional perspective, the Kingdom of Prussia was heterogeneous. In 1815, there
were in Prussia 10,173,838 inhabitants – 5,727, 746 (56 percent) were Lutheran, 3,908,242
(38 percent) were Roman Catholic, and a mere 384,926 (4 percent) were members of
Reformed Churches, the majority of which were Calvinists. Lutheranism dominated in the
eastern provinces, comprising 98 percent of the population in Pomerania, 96 percent in
Brandenburg, 92 percent in Saxony, 84 percent in East Prussia, and 54 percent in Silesia.
Even in the Province of West Prussia, which for several hundred years had been a part of
the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, Lutheranism now represented a sizable proportion
of the population – 49 percent, as compared to 46 percent Roman Catholic. This Lutheran
predominance was the result of immigration to this region by German settlers after the
First Partition of Poland-Lithuania. Roman Catholicism predominated only in the Province
of Posen (the Grand Duchy of Posen, 1815-1848), which was created following the end
of the Napoleonic Wars in 1815 from the territories annexed to Prussia after the Second
Partition. Here, 66 percent of the population were Roman Catholic and only 27 percent
were Lutheran. In the eastern provinces, the Reformed population was infinitesimal – from
0.3 to 2 percent, depending on the region.
The western provinces presented quite a different picture. Here Roman Catholicism
predominated. In the Province of Westphalia, 59 percent of the population were Roman
Catholic, Lutherans represented 30 percent, and the Reformed – 9 percent. In the Rhine
Province, there was an even higher percentage of Roman Catholics – 77 percent of the
population. Lutherans represented 10 percent and the Reformed – 12 percent. This was
the single province in which there were more Reformed Christians than Lutherans. Die
Geschichte der Evangelischen Kirche der Union I 1992, 82.
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Overview of the relationship and dependency of German Enlightenment-era agendas by Paul
Graff (Graff II 1994, Beilage I: Agenden).
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of famous contemporary liturgists, others were anonymous. So many different
agendas were published that it comes as no surprise that one or another of them
might be found in use in Prussian parishes. Many church leaders of the period
were neologists or rationalists and were little concerned about the proliferation
of progressive liturgies. In some cases, they were themselves either the authors or
editors of such collections. In Berlin and other large cities, almost all parishes had
progressive pastors who did whatever they pleased with the liturgy. In smaller
towns and rural congregations, enlightened and traditionalist parishes and pastors were intermixed. One parish might be traditional and use a traditional agenda, while just down the road the next parish embraced Enlightenment spirit and
used neological formularies, either printed or homemade and preserved only in
manuscript form. Innovators called up the memory of Luther and the slogan that
liturgy is “adiaphora.” Luther, they happily reminded everyone, had prescribed
no specific forms and had championed liturgical freedom. Others insisted that
freedom must be tempered by the need for a united witness to the church’s faith
in every parish and that this called for liturgical agreement and the incorporation
of only such changes as had been mutually agreed.

W öll n e r ’s P ro g ram Ag ai ns t En ligh t en men t Rat ion alism
The religious climate in Prussia during the reign of Friedrich the Great reflected the general intellectual atmosphere of that time. Neology had proliferated
and had infected the highest echelons in both church and the theological faculties.
King Friedrich Wilhelm II appointed in 1788 Johann Christoph von Wöllner
to be the minister of Lutheran Spiritual Department, and on July 9 of that year
he issued an edict, written by Wöllner, which insisted that both Lutheran and
Reformed Churches must continue to use their traditional agendas and liturgies
until they had been officially amended, their archaic language replaced, and their
non-essential ceremonies eliminated. It would be the responsibility of both Spiritual Departments of the two Protestant Confessions to make the appropriate adjustments. Beyond that, each Spiritual Department would require no other changes in what was regarded as essential to each of the confessions. The edict also
stated that each Spiritual Department should oversee the clergy and teachers and
university professors of theology to see to it that they were teaching and working
according to the principles of their confessions. Furthermore, those preparing to
teach were not to be accepted if they refused to abide by these regulations.
The negative reaction was strong. Many, who regarded themselves as children
of the Enlightenment, either resigned from their teaching positions or struggled
within themselves. In Berlin, liturgical experts, Teller and Spalding, resigned
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from their preaching duties but continued to hold membership in the consistory
in order to fight against Wöllner and his new policies.
Wöllner continued his fight against rationalism and liturgical innovations and
answered the critics by establishing a commission to censor all religious writings. The censorship edict was published on December 18, 1788, and on May 14,
1791, the Immediate Examination Commission was established to facilitate the
examination of all theological candidates. The order-in-cabinet, under which the
commission operated, declared that special commissions of three spiritual directors should be set up in every consistory to examine all candidates for pastoral
and teaching positions on the basis of their confession of faith. The commissioners were also to ensure that no candidates were approved who had been infected
with the harmful errors of the neologists and the so-called Enlightenment thinkers. In addition to the required examination, all clergy, teachers, and university
professors of theology were required to take a solemn oath of loyalty to their
confessions.
Those of that day who espoused Enlightenment principles, condemned the
religious edict to a man, and they spoke of it always as a sad step backward.
Indeed the intellectual descendants of the Enlightenment-era have since then
maintained the same negative attitude. However, from the standpoint of those
who maintained confessions of the churches, it was a bold attempt to hold the
line against the apostasy which appeared to be breaking out in Prussia. Wöllner
himself described his fight as “for the purpose of saving millions of souls from
perdition and bringing back the whole country to the faith of Jesus Christ.” At
least for a time, the proliferation of rationalist agendas was curtailed, and theological journals once again put forward traditional theological positions, instead
of Enlightenment apostasy.
The death of Friedrich Wilhelm II led, finally to the death of the edict named
for him as well. Friedrich Wilhelm III would abolish it and attempt to restore religious fervor to Prussia by means of his own edicts concerning the Prussian Union
and the Union agenda.661

661

It is noteworthy to remember that in 1819 the Russian Tsar Alexander I took measures similar
to those of King Friedrich Wilhelm II and Wöllner to counter the effects of rationalism in
the Lutheran and Reformed Churches of his realm (ПСЗ Соб.1, Т. 36 (1819) 1830, 314). He
declared that both churches were immigrants in Russia and that their religions would be
tolerated only so long as the churches remained true to their confessional writings. As a
result, theological orthodoxy was restored, and the University of Dorpat came to be known
as the citadel of genuine Lutheran theology. Petkūnas 2013, 102 ff.
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Acta historico-ecclesiastica, Oder Gesammlete Nachrichten Von den
neuesten Kirchen-Geschichten. Achter Theil. Weimar 1737.
Acten, Urkunden und Nachrichten zur neuesten Kirchengeschichte.
Ersten Bandes sechstes Stück. Weimar 1788
Veit Dietrich Agend Büthlein für die Pfar-Herren auff dem Land.
Nürmberg 1543.
Agenda dat is, Ordninge der hilligen Kerckenempter vnde Ceremonien,
wo sick de Parrherren, Seelsorgere vnde Kerckendenere in ёrem Ampte
holden schölen, Gestellet vor de Kercken in Pamern, up bevël der
Dorchlüchtigen, hochgebarnen Försten vnde Herren, Herrn Barnim
des öldern, Herrn Johann Friderichen, Herrn Bugslaffen, Herrn
Ernst Ludwigen, Herrn Barnim des yüngern, vnde Herrn Casimiren,
Geueddern vnde Gebröder, Hertogen tho Stettin, Pamern, der Cassuben
vnde Wenden, Försten tho Rügen, vnde Grauen tho Gutzkow, etc.
Anno M.D.LXVIII. … Anno M. D. LXIX.
Agenda, dat is, Ordninge der hilligen Kerckenempter vnde Ceremonien, Wo
sick de Parrherren, Seelsorgere vnde Kerckendenere in ёrem Ampte holden
schölen, Gestellet vor de Kercken in Pamern, up Beuёl der Dorchlüchtigen,
hochgebarnen Försten vnde Herren, Herrn Barnim des öldern, Herrn
Johann Friderichen, Herrn Bugslaffen, Herrn Ernst Ludwigen, Herrn
Barnim des yüngern, vnde Herrn Casimiren, Geueddern vnde Gebröder,
Hertogen tho Stettin, Pamern, der Cassuben vnde Wenden, Försten tho
Rügen, vnde Grauen tho Gutzkow, etc. Olden Stettin 1691.
Agenda, oder: Ordnung der evangelischen Kirchen im Oelsnischen
Fürstenthum und zugehörigen Weichbildern; auf gnädigen Befehl Ihro
Fürstl. Gnaden Herzog Carls zu Münsterberg, dieses Nahmens des
Andern, erstlich gestellt und zusammenbracht, und der ehrwürdigen
Priesterschaft übergeben Anno 1593. Nunmehro aber auf gnädigste
Verordnung Ihro Fürstl. Gnaden Herzog Sylvii zu Würtemberg und
Teck, auch in Schlesien zur Oelssen etc. revidiret und zum Druck
befördert Anno 1664. Oels 1804.
Agenda lub porządek kościołów ewanielickich Księstwa Oleśnickiego i
do niego należących powiatów, na miłościwe rozkazanie Książęcia Jego
Mości Karola z Mynsterberku wtórego naprzód złożona i spisana, a
wielebnemu Duchowieiistwu r. 1593 oddana; potem za najmiłościwszem
zrządzeniem Jego Książęcej Mości Sylwiusza Książęcia na Wyrtenbergu
i Teku i też w Śląsku na Oleśnicy i t. d. przejrzana i do druku r. 1664
podana, kwoli kościołom polskim w polski język przetłumaczona. Nowa
edycya. Oleśnica, drukowane i wydane u Jana Kar. Samuela Ludwiga
książęcego dwornego i miejskiego drukarza, 1819.
Agenda Schwartzburgica Das ist Verzeichniß der Ceremonien,
Wie solche Die jetzo regierende Gräfliche Schwartzburgisch und
Honsteinische sämptliche Herrschaft Beyder, Der Sondershäusischer
und Rudolstätischen Linien, in ihren Kirchen wollen gehalten haben.
Von neuem übersehen Und Gedruckt zu Arnstadt bey Heinrich
Meurern. Jm Jahr M. DC. LXXV. Rudolstadt 1675.
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Anhang des Corporis
Anhang des Corporis Constitutionum Marchicarum Sechsten Theils in sich
Constitutionum
haltend die von dem Etablissement derer Frantzösischen Colonien, ihren
Marchicarum 1751
Gerechtsamen, Jurisdiction, Freyheiten, Process-Ordnung, [et] oder sonst
zum Nutzen derer Colonien und schuldigen Observanz in Frantzösischer
Sprache publiciert, oder ins Frantzösische autoritate publica übersetzen.
Ordnungen, Edicta, Mandata, und Rescripta nebst einem Register über die
Materien und angehengter Discipline Ecclesiastique welche in Frankreich
von denen Reformirten Kirchen beobachtet worden, und obgedachten
Colonien zur Richtschnur dienen soll. Berlin und Halle, zu finden im
Buchladen des Waysenhauses [1751].
Anhang zum Danziger
Anhang zum Danziger Gesangbuche für die kirchliche und häusliche
Gesangbuche 1810
Andacht. – Christliche Religions-Gesänge für die öffentliche und
häusliche Gottesverehrung gesammelt von dem geistlichen Ministerio
des Danziger Freistaates. Danzig 1810.
Annalen 1800
Annalen des preußischen Schul- und Kirchenwesens. Herausgegeben
von D. Friedrich Gedike. Königl. Oberkonsistorial- und
Oberschulrath. Erster Band. Berlin 1800.
Ansbacher IntelligenzAnsbacher Intelligenz- Zeitung. Num. 22. Mittwoch den 30. May 1798.
Zeitung 1798
Arcanum Regium;
Arcanum Regium, Das ist, ein Königlich-Geheimniß Für einen ergierenden
Christliche und
Landes-Herrn, darinnen ihn entdecket wird, wie er sich bey seinen, über
Unmaβgebliche Bedancken, die Religion zertheilten Unterthamen nach Gottes Willen zu verhalten
1703
habe, damit er eine Gott wohlgefällige Vereinigung bey seinem Volcke
unvermerckt stiffte und in kurtzer Zeit befordere; Ans Licht gestellet von
Wincklero, Diacono an der Thum-Kirche zu Magdeb. Deme mit angefügt
Die Christliche und Unmaβgebliche Bedancken, Uber Die Vereinigung der
beyden protestirenden Kirchen, abgefasset, Von F. J. Lüttcken, Probst und
Consistorial-Rath in Cölln an der Spree. Gedruckt den 25. Augusti [1703].
Von wahrem Christenthumb, heilsamer Busse, wahrem Glauben,
Arndt I 1605
heyligem Leben und Wandel der rechten wahren Christen. Das erste
Buch. Durch Johannem Arndt Dienern der Kirchen Christi zu S.
Marken in Braunschweig. Der Nutz unnd Innhalt dieses Büchleins
ist auß den Titeln, so jedem Capitel vorgesetzet, nach der Vorrede
ordentlich zuuernehmen. Gedruckt zu Franckfurt am Mayn, bey
Nicolao Hoffmann, in verlegung Jon Rosen. M. DC. V.
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Arndt II 1610

Arndt III 1610

Arndt IV 1610

Arndt V 1620

Arndt VI 1620

Arndt 1675
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Das ander Buch Vom wahren Christenthumb, Wie Christi Menschwerdung,
Liebe, Demuht, Sanfftmuht, Gedult, Leyden, Sterben, Creutz, Schmach vnd
Todt, vnser Artzney vnd Heylbrunnen, Spiegel, Regel vnd Buch vnsers
Lebens sey, Vnd Wie ein wahrer Christ, Sünde, Todt, Teuffel, Helle, Welt,
Creutz, vnd alle Trübsal durch den Glauben, Gebet, Gedult, Gottes Wort
vnd Himlischen Trost vberwinden sol, Vnd dasselbe alles in Christo Jesu
durch desselben Krafft, Stercke, vnd Sieg in vns. Durch Johannem Arndt
Pfarrern zu S. Andreas in Eisleben. Gedruckt zu Magdeburg durch Joachim
Böel, In verlegung Johan Francken, Im Jahr 1610.
Das Dritte Buch vom wahren Christenthumb, vom Jnwendigen
Menchen. Wie GOtt den höchsten Schatz: sein Reich in des Menschen
Hertz geleget hat, als einen verborgenen Schatz im Acker: Als ein
Göttliches Liecht der Seelen, vnd wie dasselbe in vns zu erwecken
vnd zu suchen. Durch Johannem Arndt, Pfarrern zu S. Andreae zu
Eisleben. Gedruckt zu Magdeburg, durch Joachim Boel, In verlegung
Johan Francken, Im Jahr 1610.
Das Vierdte Buch Vom wahren Christenthumb, Liber Naturæ. Wie das
grosse Weltbuch der Natur, nach Christlicher Außlegung, von Gott
zeuget, vnd zu Gott führet, wie auch alle Menschen Gott zu lieben,
durch die Creaturen gereitzet, vnd durch jhr eigen Hertz vberzeuget
werden. Durch Johannem Arndt, Pfarrern der Kirchen S. Andreae in
Eisleben. Gedruckt zu Magdeburg, Durch Joachim Boel, In verlegung
Johan Francken, Im Jahr 1610.
Lehr- und TrostBüchlein. Von Glauben und heiligen Leben, Zum Wahren
Christenthumb gehörig. Dessen Capittel auff der ander Seite zu finden. Mit
beygefügtem Büchlein, von der Vereinigung der Gläubigen mit Christo Jesu
ihrem Häupte. Item: Von der heiligen Dreyfaltigkeit, von der Person und
Ampt Christi, und von der Wolthaten deß heiligen Geistes. Durch Iohannem
Arndt, General Superintendenten deß Fürstenthumbs Lüneburg, etc. Zu
Magdeburg, Bey Johan Francken, Buchf. Im Jahr, 1620.
Repetitio Apologetica. Das ist: Widerholung und Verantwortung
der Lehre vom wahren Christenthumb, zu weiterer Information und
Unterweisung derer so Christum oder die Gottseligkeit lieb haben,
damit sie sich von der Gottlosen Welt nicht lassen abwendig machen.
Johann Arnd. Magdeburg, bey Johan Francken, Anno 1620.
Postilla, Das ist: Geistreiche Erklärung Der Evangelischen Texte, durchs
gantze Jahr, auff alle Sonn- Hohe- und andere Fest- und Apostel-Tage:
Sampt einer dreyfach-durchgehenden Betrachtung über die gantze
Passions-Historia. Alles also eingerichtet, Daß durchgehends auff jeden
Text zwo, drey, vier, auch zuweilen fünff unterschiedliche Predigten zu
finden. Mit höchstem Fleiß Zur Ehre Gottes und Erbauung deß wahren
Christenthumbs, Gestellet durch Herrn Johann Arndten, weiland General
Superintendenten deß Fürstenthumbs Lüneburg, und Pfarrherrn zu Zella.
Jetzo mit dem vom Authore selbst zuletzt revidirt- und augirten Exemplar
abermahl auffs fleissigste conferiret ... auch mit viel schönen Kupfferstücken
und nothwendigen Registern auffs neue außgezieret. Nebens einer neuen
Vorrede an den Leser von gegenwertiger Edition, Hn. Philipp Jacob Speners,
der H. Schrifft Doct. & Ministerii Francofurt. Senioris. Erster Theil, Vom
Advent bisz auff Trinitatis. Franckfurt am Mayn, In Verlägung Johann
David Zunners. Jm Jahr Christi, M DC LXXV.
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Zweibrücken 328, 371, 375, 376, 380
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S u mma r y
The book unfolds the story of the Lutheran liturgy in Prussia during the era of
Pietism, when the internal devotion of the heart was emphasized as more important than elaborate liturgical-ceremonial worship, and the age of Enlightenment,
when traditional Lutheran liturgies were commonly replaced with rationalist
forms of worship. The study reveals Pietist attitudes toward liturgical adiaphora and the shape of rationalist liturgies that appeared in the church orders and
agendas and continued in use until they were finally superseded by the Prussian
Union Agenda of King Friedrich Wilhelm III.

S a n tr a u k a
Knygoje atskleidžiama Prūsijos liuteronų liturgijos istorija Pietizmo epochoje, kai Dievo šlovinimas širdyje buvo akcentuojamas labiau nei ceremoninės
liturginės apeigos, ir Apšvietos amžiuje, kai tradicinės liuteronų liturginės apeigos buvo keičiamos racionalistinio pobūdžio liturginėmis formomis. Monografijoje parodomas pietistų požiūris į liturginę adiaforą, taip pat aptariamos
racionalistinės liturginės formos, publikuotos Bažnyčios tvarkose ir agendose, iš
kurių buvo meldžiamasi Prūsijoje, kol galiausiai jas pakeitė karaliaus Frydricho
Vilhelmo III Prūsijos unijinė agenda.
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